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Abstract
0UL]LY`KH`SPMLTVZ[WLVWSLYLÅLJ[MYLX\LU[S`0[PZH^H`VM[OPURPUN[VWYVJLZZL_WLYPLUces, to come up with potential solutions to problems and to gain a better understanding.
)\[YLÅLJ[PVUJHUILJOHSSLUNPUNHZP[YLX\PYLZ[PTLLMMVY[HUKH[[LU[PVU>LPKLU[PM`HU
VWWVY[\UP[`MVYPU[LYHJ[PVUKLZPNU[VZ\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUI`JYLH[PUNUL^YLÅLJtive habits.
In this thesis, we explore this opportunity by adopting a research-through-design approach.
>LKPZJ\ZZ[OLUV[PVUVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOHYL]PL^VMYLSH[LKSP[LYH[\YLH
WYVILZZ[\K`HUKHX\LZ[PVUUHPYL-VSSV^PUN^LWYLZLU[[OYLLKLZPNUKYP]LUZ[\KPLZL_WSVYPUNOV^Z\JOYLÅLJ[PVUTPNO[ILZ\WWVY[LK[OYV\NOPU[LYHJ[P]LTLKPHZ`Z[LTZ>LJVUclude that such systems can adopt different strategies and can take different roles. By evaS\H[PUNPU[LYHJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZPU[OLOVTLZVMWLVWSL^LMV\UK[OH[PU[LNYH[PUNUL^YLÅLJ[P]L
OHIP[ZPUL]LY`KH`SPMLYLSPLZVU[YPNNLYZHUKVWWVY[\UP[`9LÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZUV[Q\Z[[OYV\NO
[OLYL]PL^VMTLKPHI\[PU[OLTVTLU[VMJYLH[PVUHZ^LSS6\YÄUKPUNZJVU[YPI\[L[V[OL
\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZHUVWLUWYVJLZZHUKÅL_PISLOHIP[:LJVUKS`
^LJVU[YPI\[L[V[OLHYLHVMKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOHU\TILYVMJVUZPKLYH[PVUZHUK
design examples.
Please note a longer summary is available at the end of this thesis.
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We do not think of our future as experiences,
we think of our future as anticipated memories.
- Daniel Kahneman
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Introduction
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1.1 Introduction
For one person, it might be walking the dog. For another, it is chatting with their partner
while doing the dishes. For you, it might be staring out the train window over a cup of
JVMMLL,]LY`VULOHZTVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPML>L[OPURHIV\[V\YL_WLYPLUces, thoughts, and feelings. We connect past experiences, present events, and future possiIPSP[PLZ;OLZLTVTLU[ZHYLPTWVY[HU[HZZ\JOYLÅLJ[PVUZOLSW\Z[VTHRLJOVPJLZTHUHNL
Z[YLZZHUKMVYTH]PL^VM^OV^LHYL*VUZLX\LU[S`YLÅLJ[PVUJHUOH]LHWVZP[P]LLMMLJ[
VUWLYZVUHS^LSSILPUN)\[YLÅLJ[PVUJHUHSZVILJOHSSLUNPUNP[YLX\PYLZ[HRPUNHJYP[PJHS
stance towards thoughts and feelings, which takes time and effort. We therefore aim to
Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NO[OLKLZPNUZL_WSVYLKPU[OPZ[OLZPZ
(Z[OLZP[\H[PVUZPU[OLPU[YVK\J[PVUPSS\Z[YH[LTHU`WLVWSLMYLX\LU[S`YLÅLJ[PUL]LY`KH`
SPMLPUTHU`L]LY`KH`TVTLU[Z9LÅLJ[PVUWSH`ZHYVSL[OYV\NOV\[WLVWSL»ZSP]LZH[SLHZ[
from the moment a view on personal life is developed in adolescence (Habermas & Bluck,
2000). Life can be seen as a series of alternating periods of change and (relative) stabiSP[` :[H\KPUNLY  9LÅLJ[PVU PZ HU PTWVY[HU[ TLJOHUPZT [V KLHS ^P[O Z\JO JOHUNL
PUJS\KPUN[OLMLLSPUNZVM\UJLY[HPU[`Z[YLZZHUKJOVPJLZ9LÅLJ[PVUHSSV^ZZ[HUKPUNºZ[PSS»[V
V]LYSVVR[OLWYLZLU[ZP[\H[PVUHUKJVUZPKLYP[TVYLLSHIVYH[LS`(ZZ\JOP[YLX\PYLZ[PTLHUK
LMMVY[;OLMVSSV^PUN[^VL_HTWSLZPSS\Z[YH[LZ\JOL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUIV[OL_WYLZZLK
PUHMVYTVMºZLSM[HSR»
“I’m not feeling it today. I haven’t been productive at all.
Well, that’s not true – the morning was pretty good,
but in the afternoon, I got distracted. Why can’t I stay
focussed? My heart rate is slightly up –
I might have had too much coffee. This is a bad habit.
Should really try to do something about it.”

“So excited about looking for a house to buy together.
But, where should we start. Our apartment is not bad,
but I really want to move to a ‘real’ house, somewhere
we can live for years, even start a family. I want to stay
in the city, but still, a quiet place with lots of green would be good.
As a child, I always really enjoyed that we could just
go down the street and play outside.”
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0U[OLZLZLNTLU[ZVMZLSM[HSR^LZLLZVTLVM[OLHZWLJ[Z[OH[KLÄULL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU;OL ÄYZ[ PSS\Z[YH[LZ [OH[ P[ JHU IL ZTHSS TVTLU[Z MYLX\LU[S` VJJ\YYPUN PU L]LY`KH`
SPMLHUK[OLZLJVUKZOV^Z[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUJHUHSZVJVUJLYUTVYLZ\IZ[HU[PHSJVUZPKLYH[PVU
HIV\[SPMLKLJPZPVUZVJJ\YYPUNSLZZMYLX\LU[S`;OLZLJVUKL_HTWSLHSZVZOV^ZYLMLYLUJLZ[V
TLTVYPLZ[OH[PUÅ\LUJLJ\YYLU[HUKM\[\YLKLJPZPVUZHUPUKPJH[PVUVMOV^YLÅLJ[PVUHUK
remembering are closely related. Finally, the examples show some of the themes that might
IL PUJS\KLK PU L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU Z\JO HZ ^VYR OV\ZPUN VY OHIP[Z;VNL[OLY [OLZL
HZWLJ[ZVM]HY`PUNKLW[OVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OLPTWHJ[VUSPML[OLKP]LYZL[VWPJZHUKKPMMLYLU[
[LTWVYHSWLYZWLJ[P]LZZOV^[OLIYLHK[OVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU
(S[OV\NO ZLSM[HSR PZ Q\Z[ VUL VM [OL MVYTZ VM L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU V[OLYZ PUJS\KL MVY
example writing or talking), we could argue it is the most common one. At the same time,
THU`VM[OLUH[\YHSTVTLU[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOZLSM[HSRHYLPUJYLHZPUNS`ILPUNÄSSLK
with external stimuli and distraction (Wayne, 2016; Flaxington, 2016). Rather than staring
out the train window considering what made the day good or bad, we grab our phones and
check our mail. Instead of waiting for a friend to return to the restaurant table, wandering
HIV\[[OLJVU]LYZH[PVU^LX\PJRS`JOLJRZVJPHSTLKPH.YHIIPUNVUL»ZWOVULPUHSSZ\JO
ZP[\H[PVUZJHUL]LUILZLLUHZ\ZPUNWOVULZHZºWHJPÄLYZ»[VYLK\JLZ[YLZZHUKH]VPKULNHtive emotions (Diefenbach & Borrmann, 2019). People can easily be distracted and having a
WOVULM\SSVMKPZ[YHJ[PVU^P[OPUHYT»ZYLHJOTHRLZÄUKPUNTVTLU[ZMVYJVU[LTWSH[P]L[OPURPUNL]LUTVYLKPMÄJ\S[>H`UL"*HYY>P[OV\[Z\JOTVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVU
life can become a rut, as people keep doing as they are doing, without deliberate thought.
Additionally, it can result in stress building up or dissatisfaction with certain life aspects.
>LJVUZPKLYSP]PUNTVYLZLSMJVUZJPV\ZHUKILPUNYLÅLJ[P]L[VIL]PY[\LZ^VY[OZ[YP]PUNMVY
;O\Z^LPKLU[P[`HJOHSSLUNL[VJYLH[LKLSPILYH[LTVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUHUKVUL]LY`KH`
life.
+LSPILYH[LTVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILZ\WWVY[LKPUU\TLYV\Z^H`ZPUJS\KPUN[OYV\NO
[LJOUVSVN`MVYYLÅLJ[PVU0U[OPZ[OLZPZ^LHYLZWLJPÄJHSS`PU[LYLZ[LKPUL_WSVYPUNPU[LYHJtive media for this purpose, taking a design-research approach by creating novel concepts
to explore this area. As the examples show, media can be a distraction, be it social media or
mass media. At the same time, personal media hold great potential to be dedicated support
MVYYLÅLJ[PVU4LKPHJHUJHW[\YLHUL]LU[HUKLUHISL\Z[VL_WYLZZV\YWLYZVUHSWLYZWLJtive on such events. Additionally, creating media of present experiences allows reviewing
[OLZLL_WLYPLUJLZSH[LYMVYHKKP[PVUHSYLÅLJ[PVU>OLUTLKPHHYLJYLH[LKI`WLVWSL[OLTZLS]LZ P[ KVLZ UV[ WYLZJYPIL HU L_[LYUHS WLYZWLJ[P]L I\[ HSSV^Z Z\WWVY[PUN YLÅLJ[PVU PU
HUVWLU^H`>LOH]L[OLYLMVYLJOVZLU[VKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUI`KLZPNUPUNMVYWLYZVUHS
media creation.

3

0UJVUJS\ZPVU[OPZ[OLZPZHKKYLZZLZ[OLJOHSSLUNL[VZ\WWVY[WLVWSL[VJHZ\HSS`YLÅLJ[:WLJPÄJHSS`^LHPT[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU^P[OPU[OLJVU[L_[VML]LY`KH`SPMLHUKI`\ZPUNTLKPH
PU[LYHJ[PVU)LSV^^LL_WSVYL[OLZL[OYLL[OLTLZ[OH[KLÄUL[OLZJVWLVMV\YYLZLHYJO

1.2 Everyday life
When people are asked to describe everyday life, some focus primarily on mundane
aspects, considered as not worthwhile or boring (e.g. commuting, doing the dishes or even
sleeping). Others might focus on simple things that bring happiness: an early cup of coffee
VYH^HSRV\[ZPKL>P[OV\[NP]PUNHQ\KNTLU[VULP[OLYWVZP[P]LVYULNH[P]LX\HSP[PLZL]LY`day life is often associated with descriptions such as routine, natural or normal. Most people
will agree that a large part of their lives (in time) consists of such ordinary experiences or
»L]LY`KH`SPML»HJ[P]P[PLZ:VJPVSVNPZ[:JOHMMLYLZ[PTH[LZ[OH[V]LY VMV\Y[PTLPZ
ZWLU[PUZ\JOL]LY`KH`HJ[P]P[PLZVYL]LUºKY\KNLY`»¶^OPJOJV\SKZ[PSSILZLLUHZHTVKLZ[
estimation. Despite its omnipresence and widespread use, it can be challenging to express
what exactly encompasses everyday life. As Felski (1999) put it “everyday life is the most
self-evident, yet the most puzzling of ideas” (p.15). In some cases, everyday life is scoped
[OYV\NO H ULNH[P]L KLÄUP[PVU HZ [OL HIZLUJL VM ZWLJPHS VJJHZPVUZ IH[[SL VY JLSLIYH[PVU
4VYLVM[LUP[Z\ZLHUKKLÄUP[PVUYLTHPUPTWSPJP[
0U [OPZ [OLZPZ ^L L_WSPJP[S` MYHTL ºL]LY`KH` SPML» HZ V\Y HYLH VM MVJ\Z 6U [OL VUL OHUK
one might say that design for everyday life is evident. In essence, many of the products that
HYLKLZPNULKHUKTHU\MHJ[\YLKHYLWYPTHYPS`\ZLKPUºL]LY`KH`SPML»6U[OLV[OLYOHUK
similar to the position described above, these everyday aspects are rarely described as the
ZWLJPÄJMVJ\ZVMKLZPNU>P[OPU/*0[OLZOPM[[V[OLL]LY`KH`OHZILLUKLZJYPILKHZVULVM
[OLRL`HZWLJ[ZVMº[OPYK^H]L/*0»IHZLKVU[OLZWYLHKVM[LJOUVSVN`MYVT[OL^VYRZWHJL
to our homes, everyday lives and culture (Bødker, 2006). Interaction design is increasingly
focussed on interaction within the domestic context (e.g. Gaver et al., 2006), the creation
VMKHPS`OHIP[ZLN;OPLTLL[HSHUKL]LY`KH`ºPU[LYZLJ[PVUZ»^P[OKLZPNUZ6KVT
& Wakkary, 2015). Design supports various aspects of everyday life, ranging from sleep, to
leisure time, from commuting to entertainment, and from family life to romance. However,
a focus on the everyday nature of these aspects is rarely made explicit.
A number of scholars in the area of sociology have also struggled with the notion of everyKH` SPML HZ H ZWLJPÄJ [VWPJ VM PU[LYLZ[ :VTL ^LYL MY\Z[YH[LK I` [OL SHJR VM H[[LU[PVU MVY
[OL L]LY`KH` JYP[PJPaPUN [OH[ [OL ÄLSK V]LYLTWOHZPaLK IV[O L_JLW[PVUHS NYV\WZ VM PU[Lrest, and looking for exceptional examples within these groups (Brekhus, 2000). For a few

4

years, a dedicated journal was published: “The Journal of Mundane Behavior” (appeared
IL[^LLUHUK;OLQV\YUHSMVJ\ZZLKZWLJPÄJHSS`VU celebrating the majesty of
the obvious HUKVU[OLL]LY`KH`PU[LYHJ[PVUZVML]LY`KH`WLVWSL,]LU[OPZQV\YUHSZ[Y\NNSLK^P[OOV^[VKLÄUL[OLT\UKHUL+LÄUPUNP[HZHJVU[YHZ[[VºZHJYLK»I`MVJ\ZPUNVU
P[ZºLHY[OS`»X\HSP[PLZKPKUV[Z\MÄJLHZ[OLLKP[VYZ^YP[L[OH[¸the everyday, the earthly, the
worldly represents a part of what is sacred about our live” (Schaffer, 2000). As such, part of
the efforts of this journal were directed at studying what processes are involved in making
JLY[HPU[OPUNZºT\UKHUL»HUKV[OLYZºL_[YHVYKPUHY`»
For us, the writing of Felski (1999) has best provided a grasp of what everyday life is. Based
VUYLHKPUNZVMHU\TILYVM[OJLU[\Y`WOPSVZVWOLYZ-LSZRP

WYVWVZLZHKLÄUP[PVU

based on three key facets: repetition, a sense of home and the experience of habit;OLÄYZ[
shows that everyday life is primarily determined by a temporal aspect. It does not refer to
[OL \UPX\L I\[ YH[OLY [V L_WLYPLUJLZ [OH[ OHWWLU ¸KH` HM[LY KH`¹;OLZL YLWL[P[PVUZ HYL
often embedded in longer cycles such as having a daily habit of drinking morning coffee on
the balcony or doing grocery shopping on Saturdays. Secondly, regarding space, everyday
life is characterized by a sense of home. The home (as a central place of living) is iconic
for many everyday life aspects, but this notion also stands for a more symbolic position. A
sense of home is not bound to a house but includes spaces that provide familiarity, protec[PVUHUK^HYT[O-PUHSS`PU[LYTZVML_WLYPLUJLL]LY`KH`SPMLPZKLÄULKI`[OLL_WLYPLUJL
of habit. In the view of Felski, habit refers not simply to an action, but to an attitude. Habits
are carried out in a semi-automatic or involuntary manner. However, this should not be
seen in a negative light, as many habits are comfortable, easy, and bring happiness. These
three aspects have helped us in directing our understanding of everyday life.

1.3 Reflection
;OL JVUULJ[PVU IL[^LLU L]LY`KH` SPML HUK YLÅLJ[PVU JHU ZLLT JV\U[LYPU[\P[P]L 7HY[ VM
[OL KLÄUP[PVU VM L]LY`KH` SPML HZ KPZJ\ZZLK HIV]L PZ OV^ P[ PZ KVUL ^P[OV\[ KLSPILYH[L
consideration, but with a sense of habit. Kahneman (2011) describes this mode as our
º:`Z[LT»TVKLVM[OPURPUN;OPZTVKL^OPJOOLHSZVKLZJYPILZHZº[OPURPUNMHZ[»VWLYH[LZ
X\PJRS`HUKH\[VTH[PJHSS`4HU`VMV\YHJ[PVUZHYLN\PKLKI`Z\JO[OV\NO[^OPJOOHWWLUZ
with little or no effort and no sense of voluntary control. However, people (in contrast to
V[OLYHUPTHSZHSZVOH]L[OLHIPSP[`[VLUNHNLPUº:`Z[LT»VYºZSV^[OPURPUN»;OPZ[`WLVM
[OPURPUNYLMLYZ[VTLU[HSHJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[YLX\PYLLMMVY[HUK[OH[HYLTVYLKLSPILYH[LS`KPYLJ[LK:\JOLMMVY[M\S[OV\NO[PZPU]VS]LKPUJOHSSLUNLZZ\JOHZZVS]PUNLX\H[PVUZI\[HSZVPU
making decisions or reconsidering previous behaviours. It is this system that is involved in
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YLÅLJ[PUN-\UKHTLU[HSS`YLÅLJ[PVUJHUILKLÄULKHZ[OLHIPSP[`[VHZZLZZJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ
JYP[PJHSS` 0U OPZ WP]V[HS ^VYR º/V^ ^L [OPUR» +L^L`   KLZJYPILZ ^OH[ JVUZ[P[\[LZ
[OV\NO[/LZWLJPÄLZM\Y[OLY[OH[MVY[OPURPUN[VILJVTLYLÅLJ[P]LP[ULLKZ[VKLTVUZ[YH[L
ZL]LYHSJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ;OLTVZ[JY\JPHSJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJTHRPUN[OV\NO[ZYLÅLJ[P]LPZ[OH[H
certain belief is examined and the ground or basis for that belief is deliberately sought and
examined. Dewey illustrates these characteristics with a very mundane example of walking
outside, noticing a change in temperature in the air and looking to the sky to check if rain
might be coming. This example illustrates these characteristics: the belief that it might rain
PZL_HTPULKI`SVVRPUNMVYL]PKLUJL[VZ\WWVY[P[@L[\Z\HSS`^OLU[HSRPUNHIV\[YLÅLJ[PVU
people refer to some more complex cognitive process. In everyday life, it might be more
associated with contemplation, the deliberate act of analysing why things happen or why
^LMLLS[OL^H`^LMLLS9LÅLJ[PVUVM[LUYLX\PYLZ[HRPUNHZ[LWIHJRMYVTJ\YYLU[HJ[PVUZ
and exploring our thoughts in a broader context. We are interested in these more deliberate
SL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHZ[OL`JHUWYV]PKLTHU`ILULÄ[ZMVYWLYZVUHS^LSSILPUN
9LÅLJ[PVUJHUILILULÄJPHSMVYWLYZVUHS^LSSILPUNIV[OPUKPYLJ[HUKPUKPYLJ[^H`Z9LÅLJtion has been considered important for adaptation and self-development (Dewey, 1933)
and is a positive indicator of Personal Growth, one of the levels of psychological wellbeing
/HYYPUN[VU  3VMMYLKV  4VZ[ [LJOUVSVN`TLKPH[LK YLÅLJ[PVU PZ VYPLU[LK [V^HYKZ
actions, rarely using measures of wellbeing. As one of the few examples, Isaacs et al. (2013)
MV\UK[OH[[LJOUVSVN`TLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVUOHZHWVZP[P]LLMMLJ[VU^LSSILPUNHZTLHZ\YLK
by several self-reported wellbeing scales as well as a scale for psychological wellbeing.
9LÅLJ[PVUHSZVOHZHWVZP[P]LLMMLJ[VU^LSSILPUNTVYLPUKPYLJ[S`I`WYV]PKPUNZLSMPUZPNO[VY
by supporting action. Self-insight is a positive indicator of all six dimensions of psychological- as well as subjective wellbeing (Harrington & Loffredo, 2010). Psychological wellbeing
is herein measured by combining six constructs: Self-Acceptance, Positive Relations With
Others, Autonomy, Environmental Mastery, Purpose in Life, and Personal Growth (Ryff,
  9H[OLY[OHUºVUS`»PUZPNO[[OLMVYLZLLUILULÄ[PUT\JO^VYRVUWLYZVUHSYLÅLJ[PVU
Z\WWVY[PZHJ[PVU:\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUJHUOLSW^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUPU[^VWOHZLZ!+PZJV]LY`
(discovering patterns, causes and setting goals) and Maintenance (maintaining behaviour
to achieve goals) (Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011). Such actions are often oriented towards health,
\ZPUNYLÅLJ[PVUHZH^H`[VWYVTV[LOLHS[O`ILOH]PV\YJOHUNLLN(UKLYZVUL[HS
as well as promoting greater awareness and learning to self-manage chronic conditions
such as diabetes (Mamykina et al., 2008).
6[OLYWVZP[P]LJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZHZZVJPH[LK^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUHYLºVWLUULZZ[VUL^L_WLYPLUJLZ»
;YHWULSSHUK*HTWILSS

ºJYLH[P]LÅ\LUJ`HUKVYPNPUHSP[`»=LYOHLNOLU1VVYTHUU 

2OHUHUKºILPUNLMMLJ[P]LH[ZJOVVSHUKQVIZLLRPUN»7LUULIHRLY1> *O\UN
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C. K., 2011). Based on such an overview, one could conclude that any situation or person
^V\SKILULÄ[MYVTTVYLYLÅLJ[PVU!MYVTOLHS[O[VSLHYUPUNMYVTWLYMVYTHUJL[VTLU[HS
wellbeing. However, there are risks involved as well. Reconsidering (past) experiences
TPNO[ UV[ HS^H`Z IL ILULÄJPHS 9LÅLJ[PVU JHU IL ]PL^LK ^P[OPU H IYVHKLY WLYZWLJ[P]L
VUºYLWL[P[P]L[OV\NO[»^OPJOJHUILZLLUHZ[OL¸WYVJLZZVM[OPURPUNH[[LU[P]LS`YLWL[P[P]LS`VYMYLX\LU[S`HIV\[VUL»ZZLSMHUKVUL»Z^VYSK¹:LNLYZ[YVTL[HSW  0U
an extensive review, Watkins (2008) found both constructive and unconstructive effects
VMZ\JOYLWL[P[P]L[OV\NO[-VYL_HTWSLºKLWYLZZP]LY\TPUH[PVU»º^VYY`PUN»HUKºOHIP[\HS
ULNH[P]L ZLSM[OPURPUN» ^LYL MV\UK [V OH]L ULNH[P]L JVUZLX\LUJLZ 6U [OL V[OLY OHUK
ºWYVISLTZVS]PUN»ºWYVJLZZPUN»HUKºJVNUP[P]LLTV[PVUHS[OV\NO[»OHKWYLKVTPUHU[S`WVZP[P]L JVUZLX\LUJLZ 0U TVZ[ WYVJLZZLZ VM YLWL[P[P]L [OV\NO[ [OL JVUZLX\LUJLZ HYL LP[OLY
positive or negative, but at other times repetitive thought may simultaneously have both
constructive and unconstructive outcomes, for example, posttraumatic growth can occur
HSVUNZPKLPUJYLHZLKKPZ[YLZZ;LKLZJOP *HSOV\U0U>H[RPUZ»YL]PL^YLÅLJtion is described as one of the classes of repetitive thought, for which he found both positive
HUK\URUV^UJVUZLX\LUJLZPU[OLSP[LYH[\YL/LKLZJYPILZ[OYLLMHJ[VYZ[VHJJV\U[MVY[OL
KPMMLYLU[PHSJVUZLX\LUJLZVMYLWL[P[P]L[OV\NO[![OL]HSLUJLVM[OV\NO[JVU[LU[[OLPU[YHWLYsonal and situational context of the individual and the construal level (abstract or concrete)
of the repetitive thought.
:VTLVM[OLZLZ[\KPLZ[HRLHTVYLULNH[P]LZ[HUJL[V^HYKZYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OKLÄUP[PVUZJSVZLY
to what we would consider rumination: this form of self-consciousness is neurotically dispositional (Trapnell & Campbell, 1999) and associated with aspects such as involuntary
thought, dwelling on the past and thinking about embarrassing or disappointing moments.
;YHWULSSHUK*HTWILSS

\ZL[OLZLHZWLJ[ZVMY\TPUH[PVU[VJVU[YHZ[P[[VYLÅLJ[PVU

^OPJOPZHUPU[YPUZPJHSS`TV[P]H[LKL_WSVYH[PVUVM[OLUV]LS\UPX\LVYHS[LYUH[P]LZLSMWLYceptions. This term is associated with terms such as self-analysis, introspection and a fasciUH[PVUMVYVUL»ZH[[P[\KLZHUKMLLSPUNZ+PMMLYLU[PH[PUNJSLHYS`IL[^LLUYLÅLJ[PVUHUKY\TPUH[PVU[O\ZTHRLZP[JSLHYLY^O`^LJVUZPKLYYLÅLJ[PVU[VIL^VY[OZ[YP]PUNMVY9LÅLJ[PVU
as a constructive process of consideration, supports self-consciousness, having positive
effects on personal wellbeing.
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1.4 Media Interaction
6\YTPUKKVLZUV[M\UJ[PVUHZHUPZVSH[LKLU[P[`PUZ[LHKP[PZPUÅ\LUJLKI`THU`L_[LYUHS
MHJ[VYZ>OLUWLVWSLYLÅLJ[[OLWYVJLZZPZPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OPUNZ[OL`ZLLYLHKVYOLHY;OPZ
PUÅ\LUJL JHU IL IV[O PU[LU[PVUHS Z\JO HZ YLHKPUN WOPSVZVWO` IVVRZ [V YLÅLJ[ VY TVYL
opportune (such as being spontaneously triggered by a newspaper article).
The relation between the mind and external factors has extensively been studied in the
domain of extended cognition (Clark & Chalmers, 1998; Sutton et al., 2010). This area of
YLZLHYJOL_WSVYLZZWLJPÄJHSS`OV^[OL^H`WLVWSLYLTLTILYPZPUÅ\LUJLKMVYL_HTWSLI`
Z[\K`PUN[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMWHY[ULYZPUZVJPHSYLTLTILYPUN/HYYPZL[HSVY[OLPTWHJ[
of television on cultural memory (Lorenzo-Dus, 2015). On a more personal level, different
[`WLZ VM TLKPH HSZV PUÅ\LUJL ^OH[ PZ YLTLTILYLK 9H[OLY [OHU KLZJYPIPUN TLTVY` HUK
media as two separate entities Van Dijck (2004) proposes considering mediated memories: “memories recorded by and (re-)collected through media technologies” (Van Dijck,
2005, p. 312). The mediation does not refer only to the object but includes the practices
VMPU[LYHJ[PUN^P[O[OLTHZ^LSS6M[LU^OLUJVUZPKLYPUN[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMTLKPH^LSVVR
H[[OLTVKLYUMVYTZVMKPNP[HSTLKPHHUK[OLPYPUÅ\LUJLVUYLTLTILYPUN/V^L]LY[OL
mediation of memory can be viewed from a historical perspective to date back all the way
to Plato. He argued that the invention of writing and script initiated a “degeneration of pure
memory” (Van Dijck, 2007). Using external carriers of information, whether ancient script
VYTVKLYUKPNP[HSTLKPH[O\ZPUÅ\LUJLZ^OH[HUKOV^PZYLTLTILYLK;OPZPU[\YUZ[YVUNS`
PUÅ\LUJLZOV^WLVWSLYLÅLJ[VU[OLWHZ[I`ZJVWPUN^OH[PZYLTLTILYLKHUKWYV]PKPUN
a certain perspective on these experiences (for example, capturing merely positive sides of
a past holiday (personal level) or framing a national event in a certain way (cultural level).
Mind and media are not only intertwined when media is retrieved, but also when media is
JYLH[LK!^OH[^LPU[LUK[VYLTLTILYHUKOV^^LYLÅLJ[VUWYLZLU[L_WLYPLUJLZPUÅ\LUJLZ
what media is created and how it is interacted with over time (e.g. stored, printed, deleted).
0UHKKP[PVU[VZVJPHSVYJ\S[\YHSZ[\KPLZ[OLÄLSKVMPU[LYHJ[PVUKLZPNUHSZVZOV^ZHUPU[Lrest in the interplay between media and memory. Some approaches within interaction
design have seen modern technological means to capture everything as a way to create an
ºL_[LUZPVU»VYºYLWSHJLTLU[»VMO\THUTLTVY`TLTVY`WYVZ[OLZPZ3HTTPUNL[HS



Others have argued that the relationship is more complex, in line with the notion of mediation discussed above. The notion of cuing (Van den Hoven & Eggen, 2014, more extensively discussed in Chapter 2) describes how media can be seen as external triggers brinNPUNTLTVYPLZ[VTPUK>P[OPU/*0[OLTLKPH[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUOHZILLUL_WSVYLK\UKLY
KPMMLYLU[ [LYTZ Z\JO ¸YLÅLJ[P]L KLZPNU¹ :LUNLYZ L[ HS  HUK ¸[LJOUVSVN` TLKPH[LK
YLÅLJ[PVU¹0ZHHJZL[HS6ULZ[\K`MVYL_HTWSLMV\UK[OH[TLKPH[PVUPUÅ\LUJLZ[OL
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WVZP[P]P[`PUYLÅLJ[PVUHUK[OL\ZLVMHUHS`[PJHSSHUN\HNL/VSSPZL[HS>P[OPU/*0
media generally refers to external carriers of information, either digital or analogue, such as
WOV[VZ]PKLVZVIQLJ[Z[L_[VYT\ZPJ>LMVJ\ZZWLJPÄJHSS`VUWLYZVUHSTLKPHYH[OLY[OHU
public media such as television broadcasts. Media can be created both by people explicitly
and intentionally (taking pictures, writing diary entries) as well as by systems (collecting
KH[HH\[VTH[PJHSS`JHW[\YPUN]PKLV0UZVTLJHZLZTLKPHPZJYLH[LKHZHºZPKLLMMLJ[»VM
system use. For example, conversation logs in message-applications can be considered
media, although they are not intentionally created by people to capture an experience.
;OLUV[PVUVMºTLKPH[PVU»KLZJYPILZ[OLPU[LYWSH`IL[^LLUTLKPHHUKTPUKVUHUHIZ[YHJ[
SL]LSYLNHYKPUNOV^[OLL_PZ[LUJLVMIV[OJVUJLW[ZPUÅ\LUJLZLHJOV[OLY)\[PU[LYHJ[PVU
with media also concerns the more concrete manipulation of media: how it is made, stored,
opened and used. In general, people perform a wide variety of actions with their media,
photos for example are not just created or viewed, but also managed, triaged, edited, organised and shared (Broekhuijsen, Van den Hoven & Markopoulos, 2017). These actions
all serve some purpose, the most dominant purposes as found by Broekhuijsen, Van den
/V]LU 4HYRVWV\SVZJHUILKLÄULKHZHZVJPHSW\YWVZLZ[VY`[LSSPUNZOHYLKYLTPniscing), an individual purpose (browsing for enjoyment, for creation, but also for identity
formation) and a utilitarian purpose (optimising organisation of hobby, searching for speciÄJPUMVYTH[PVU9LÅLJ[PVUJHUILZLLUHZVULVM[OLPUKP]PK\HSW\YWVZLZMVY^OPJOWLVWSL
interact with media. The stage-based model of personal informatics describes different
WOHZLZVMOV^WLVWSLPU[LYHJ[^P[OTLKPH!WYLWHYH[PVUJVSSLJ[PVUPU[LNYH[PVUHUKYLÅLJtion, together aiming at action (Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2010). Others explored applications for
YLÅLJ[PVUPU^OPJOTLKPH^HZJYLH[LKYL]PL^LKHUKWV[LU[PHSS`YLZWVUKLK[V0ZHHJZL[HS
*OLUNL[HS9LÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUZ[PT\SH[LKI`MVJ\ZZPUNVUPU[LYHJ[PVUZ[OH[
retrieve or review media and data. One of the dominantly used mechanism is comparison,
either over time (e.g. Epstein et al., 2016) or to others (Valkanova et al., 2013).
;OLHIZ[YHJ[UV[PVUVMOV^[OLTPUKHUKTLKPHºPU[LYHJ[»PZPTWVY[HU[MVYV\Y\UKLYZ[HUKPUN
but when we talk about media interaction, we primarily refer to forms of direct interac[PVUZ\JOHZJYLH[PUN]PL^PUNSPZ[LUPUNVYYLHKPUN>L\ZL[OL[LYTºTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU
Z`Z[LTZ»[VYLMLY[V[OLKLZPNUVMWYVK\J[ZILP[WO`ZPJHSVYKPNP[HS[OH[LUHISLPU[LYHJ[PUN
with media. Examples of media interaction systems include: a camera app on a phone, a
voice-recorder or a tangible photo display.
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1.5 Research Opportunity & Aim
As the sections above illustrate, the work in this thesis is characterised by three themes:
L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHUKTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU,HJOVM[OLZL[VWPJZPZZ[\KPLKL_[LUZP]LS`
PUKPMMLYLU[HYLHZI\[^LZWLJPÄJHSS`PKLU[PM`HYLZLHYJOVWWVY[\UP[`H[[OLPU[LYZLJ[PVUVM
[OLZL[OLTLZ-PN\YL;VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUH[[OPZPU[LYZLJ[PVU^P[OL]LY`KH`SPMLHUK
media interaction, we aim to design interactive systems and as such the research opportunity can also be seen as a design opportunity. Our approach to design research is more
extensively discussed in section 1.6 Approach. To motivate our research scope, we discuss
how we differentiate from existing work by looking at each of the intersections of two of
our themes.

Figure 1.1. We identify a research opportunity at the intersection of three themes.
In the sections below, there will be multiple references to other areas concerned with supWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUTVZ[KVTPUHU[S`YLÅLJ[PVUHZZ[\KPLK^P[OPU[OLHYLHVMLK\JH[PVUHUK
professional development and the area of personal informatics. These two areas have inspired our work as we build upon theories from both areas. But we distinguish our direction
MYVT[OLZLHYLHZI`[OLZWLJPÄJJVTIPUH[PVUVM[OL[OYLL[OLTLZ
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Reflection & Everyday Life
;OLV]LYSHWIL[^LLU[OL[VWPJZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHUKL]LY`KH`SPMLJHUILZWSP[PU[V[^VHYLHZ
^OPJOIV[OJOHYHJ[LYPaLV\YYLZLHYJO!YLÅLJ[PVUin and on everyday life.
9LÅLJ[PVUin everyday life
(Z TLU[PVULK PU [OL PU[YVK\J[PVU :LJ[PVU  ^L VIZLY]L H KLJYLHZL PU [OL ºUH[\YHS
TVTLU[Z»VMYLÅLJ[PVU4VTLU[ZPU^OPJO[OLTPUK^VUKLYZHUKWLVWSLJHUYLÅLJ[VU
J\YYLU[ WHZ[ HUK M\[\YL L]LU[Z HYL PUJYLHZPUNS` ÄSSLK ^P[O KPZ[YHJ[PVU 6U H]LYHNL TPSlennials (people born between 1980 and 2000) spend almost four hours each day using
mobile internet applications (Diefenbach &Borrmann, 2019). This is often split into many
small moments of interaction, because smartphone provide such strong distractive signals.
;OL ILOH]PV\Y OHZ ILLU KLZJYPILK \UKLY [LYTZ Z\JO HZ ºHKKPJ[PVU [V [LJOUVSVN`» LN
*HYY  ºHKKPJ[PVU [V ZWLLK» )YV^U  VY L]LU ºHKKPJ[PVU [V KPZ[YHJ[PVU» 7HUN
 )LJH\ZL WLVWSL HYL ZV ºKPZ[YHJ[PISL» \ZPUN TVTLU[Z VM ºKV^U[PTL» MVY YLÅLJ[PVU
OHZILJVTLPUJYLHZPUNS`KPMÄJ\S[*HYY+PLMLUIHJO )VYYTHUZPTPSHYS`MV\UK[OH[
smartphones are often used during alone time, such as when waiting or commuting. Time
[OH[ JHU V[OLY^PZL IL ZWLUK ^P[O PU[YVZWLJ[PVU PZ PUZ[LHK ÄSSLK ^P[O UL^ PUMVYTH[PVU
This type of usage was found to show a negative association to self-insight (Diefenbach &
)VYYTHU 6[OLYZOH]LHYN\LK[OH[P[ZLLTZ[VILPUJ\YYLU[ZVJPL[`»ZJ\S[\YL[VMVJ\Z
on others, rather than focus on the role of the self in a situation, thus reducing our ability to
ZLSMYLÅLJ[-SH_PUN[VU>P[OHSS[OLZLKL]LSVWTLU[Z^LZLLZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVU
PUL]LY`KH`SPMLHZH[PTLS`JOHSSLUNL+LZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUJHUJYLH[LUL^YLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z
HZ WHY[ VM L]LY`KH` SPML YV\[PULZ 0U [OLZL OHIP[Z YLÅLJ[PVU PZ UV[ WHY[ VM HU VYJOLZ[YH[LK
process or done because one is instructed to do so (e.g. a coach or teacher). Instead, we
SVVRMVYYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[PZZLSMTV[P]H[LK4\JO^VYRVUJYLH[PUNUL^OHIP[ZPZKVUL^P[OPU
the domain of persuasive technology (Fogg, 2009). However, the notion of persuasion can
make it seem like the design or the designer are persuading people into performing a beha]PV\Y[OL`WYLMLYUV[[V>LMYHTLV\YKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[ZHZKLZPNUMVYLTWV^LYment: it empowers and supports people to adopt habits they want to adopt.
9LÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPMLHSZVTLHUZI`HU`IVK`YH[OLY[OHUHZWLJPÄJNYV\WVMMVYL_HTWSL
Z[\KLU[ZVYWYHJ[P[PVULYZ0USPUL^P[O:JOU»Z UV[PVUVM[OLYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[P[PVULY
YLÅLJ[P]LHWWYVHJOLZPULK\JH[PVUOH]LLZWLJPHSS`ILLUZ[\KPLKMVJ\ZPUNVU[LHJOLYZLN
Hatton & Smith, 1995), nurses (e.g., Ruth-Sahd, 2003) and designers (e.g. Mendels, Frens
6]LYILLRL>P[OYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPMLZ\JOHZWLJPÄJ[HYNL[NYV\WPZUV[
WYLKL[LYTPULK(S[OV\NO^L^PSSL_WSVYLPU*OHW[LYPMHZWLJPÄJKLTVNYHWOPJ[HYNL[
NYV\WJHUILPKLU[PÄLK^LHWWYVHJOKLZPNUMVYL]LY`KH`YLÅLJ[PVU^P[OHIYVHKWV[LU[PHS
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population. This target group is bound by being of adult age with well-functioning cognitive
abilities (e.g., no memory impairment).
9LÅLJ[PVUon everyday life
0UYLÅLJ[PVUYLZLHYJO[OLZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLWYV]PKLZH\UPX\LWLYZWLJ[P]L4VZ[YLÅLJ[PVUYLZLHYJOPZ[VWPJZWLJPÄJ!Z[\K`PUNMVYL_HTWSL[OLWLYMVYTHUJLVMWYHJ[P[PVULYZSLHYUPUNVMZ[\KLU[ZVYILOH]PV\YMVYOLHS[O`SP]PUN>P[OYLÅLJ[PVUVUL]LY`KH`SPML^LIYVHKLU
[OLZJVWL^OPJOKPMMLYLU[PH[LZMYVTTVZ[YLZLHYJOVUZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUPU[OYLL^H`Z!
[VWPJ HPT HUK SL]LSZ PU]VS]LK 4HU` Z`Z[LTZ [V Z\WWVY[ YLÅLJ[PVUZ MVJ\Z VU H ZWLJPÄJ
topic: e.g. movement pattern (Consolvo et al., 2006), energy consumption (Valkanova et al.,
2013) or classroom performance (McNicol et l., 2014). Although some people in the area
of personal informatics track a diverse set of data and look for correlations or causalities
IL[^LLU[OLT3P+L` -VYSPaaPP[PZYHYLS`[OLMVJ\ZVMZ`Z[LTZ;OL[VWPJVMYLÅLJtion on everyday life is also broad by including past, present and future experiences. In
HKKP[PVU[VHZWLJPÄJ[VWPJZ`Z[LTZPUWLYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZVM[LUZ\WWVY[HZWLJPÄJHPT![V
JOHUNLILOH]PV\Y)V[O[OPZHYLHHUK[OLX\HU[PÄLKZLSMTV]LTLU[MVJ\ZVUX\HU[P[H[P]LS`
[YHJRPUNHZWLJ[ZVMVUL»ZSPMLMVVKPU[HRLTV]LTLU[L_WLUZLZIVVRZYLHKL[J5LP[OLY
[YHJRPUNUVYYLÅLJ[PUNVU^OH[PZ[YHJRLKPZ[OLNVHSPUP[ZLSMPUZ[LHKZ\JOLMMVY[ZHYLVM[LU
HPTLKH[HJ[PVUHUKJOHUNL3P+L` -VYSPaaP>P[OYLÅLJ[PVUVUL]LY`KH`SPML^L
look for a variety of aims, including behaviour change, but also personal insight and selfNYV^[O;OLZLHKKP[PVUHSHPTZJVUULJ[[V[OLÄUHSHZWLJ[KPZJ\ZZLKOLYL[OLKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZ
PU]VS]LK PU YLÅLJ[PVU 6M[LU YLÅLJ[PVU PZ MVJ\ZZLK VU [OL HJ[PVU VY ILOH]PV\Y SL]LS 3P
+L` -VYSPaaP2VY[OHNLU 2LZZLSZ

KL]LSVWLK[OLº(3(*;»TVKLSMVJ\ZZLK

around such actions (Action, Looking Back, Awareness, Creating alternatives, Trial) with
X\LZ[PVUZZ\JOHZº^OH[KPK0KV&»HUKº^OH[JV\SKILHS[LYUH[P]LZ&»0UHSH[LYW\ISPJH[PVU
Korthagen & Vasalos (2005) provide an additional model, arguing for the value of deeper
YLÅLJ[PVU^P[OPU[OLPYLK\JH[PVUHSJVU[L_[ºJVYLYLÅLJ[PVU»JVUULJ[PUNZ\JOHJ[PVU[V
HKLLWLYUV[PVUVMZLSMPUJS\KPUNJVTWL[LUJPLZHUKPKLU[P[`0UYLÅLJ[PVUVUL]LY`KH`SPML
we are similarly interested in these different levels of actions, competencies, values and
personal identity.

Everyday Life & Media Interaction
In the home, one of the iconic places of everyday life, people surround themselves with
VIQLJ[Z HUK TLKPH [OH[ YLSH[L [V [OLPY WHZ[ SP]LZ :\JO H ºSHUKZJHWL VM H\[VIPVNYHWOPJHS
VIQLJ[Z» 7L[YLSSP>OP[[HRLY  )YVJRTLPLY  W  ZLY]LZ ZL]LYHS W\YWVZLZ Z\JO HZ
being a conversation-starter, providing comfort and evoking emotions (Petrelli, Whittaker &
Brockmeier, 2008). Similarly, digital photos have been found to serve both individual and
social purposes (Lux, Kogler & Fabro, 2010, Broekhuijsen, van den Hoven & Markopou-
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SVZ  /V^L]LY KPNP[HS TLKPH HYL T\JO SLZZ MYLX\LU[S` ZLLU PU [OL OVTL 7L[YLSSP
Whittaker & Brockmeier, 2008) or mentioned as valuable memory items (Zijlema, Van den
Hoven & Eggen, 2017). This is despite the fact that digital media, and especially photos,
HYLJYLH[LKPU]HZ[X\HU[P[PLZ>P[O[OLHK]LU[VMKPNP[HSWOV[VNYHWO`[OLJYLH[PVUVMWOV[VZ
OHZILJVTLºJOLHW»IV[OPULMMVY[HUKTVUL`5PMVYH[VZ3HUNOLPUYPJO )L_OL[P
:[VYHNLVM]PY[\HSS`\USPTP[LKJYLH[PVUVMOPNOX\HSP[`WOV[VZPZWVZZPISLH[HSS[PTLZ\ZPUN
ZTHY[WOVULZ (Z H YLZ\S[ THU` WLVWSL JYLH[L SHYNL X\HU[P[PLZ VM TLKPH [OH[ HYL VM[LU
badly managed (Bergman et al., 2009; Broekhuijsen, 2018), but instead are stored in bulk
VUOHYKKYP]LZVYPUJSV\KZ[VYHNLILPUNºOPKKLUH^H`»:L]LYHSKLZPNUYLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[Z
have explored the challenge of bringing these media into the context of everyday life. For
example, by making the photos visible within the home on interactive displays (see e.g.,
Phototype by Van Gennip, 2018, Meerkat & Tuba by Helmes et al., 2011). These systems
use (tangible) interaction as a way to give the media more presence within an everyday
JVU[L_[6[OLYZOH]LZ[\KPLK[OLPU[LNYH[PVUPU[VZWLJPÄJL]LY`KH`YV\[PULZZ\JOHZOH]PUN
dinner together (4Photos by Bhömer et al., 2010) or family storytelling (Cueb by Golsteijn
& Van den Hoven, 2013). The advantage of bringing media into the everyday context and
YV\[PULPZ[OH[WLVWSLJHUILULÄ[TVYLMYVT[OLWV[LU[PHS]HS\LVMZ\JOTLKPH0UZWPYLKI`
[OLZLKLZPNUZ^LILSPL]L[OLYLÅLJ[P]LWV[LU[PHSVMTLKPHJHUZPTPSHYS`ILMVZ[LYLK
In conclusion, at the intersection of everyday life and media interaction, we see the opportunity to integrate digital media use better in everyday life through its context and interactions.

Reflection & Media Interaction
+PMMLYLU[[`WLZVM[LJOUVSVN`JHUZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU/LYL^LWYLZLU[TLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU
PUHJVU[YHZ[[VKH[HZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU+VTHPUZZ\JOHZWLYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZHUK[OL
X\HU[PÄLKZLSM L_WSVYL [OL \ZL VM X\HU[P[H[P]L KH[H [V Z\WWVY[ YLÅLJ[PVU;OL WYHJ[PJL VM
collecting personal data can be described as an iterative process of preparation, collec[PVUPU[LNYH[PVUHUKYLÅLJ[PVU\S[PTH[LS`HPTLKH[HJ[PVU3P+L` -VYSPaaP4VZ[
commonly, this data is (in part) automatically collected by systems. In turn, these systems
WYLZLU[[OLKH[H[OYV\NO]PZ\HSPZH[PVUZZ\NNLZ[PVUZVYV]LY]PL^Z9LÅLJ[PUNI`SVVRPUNH[
this data is useful as it shows things that cannot be directly perceived (e.g. steps taken in a
day) and can show long-term trends or patterns. Despite these advantages, we believe data
Z\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUOHZZL]LYHSSPTP[H[PVUZ-PYZ[P[VM[LUMVJ\ZLZ[OLYLÅLJ[PVUVUHZPUNSL
ZWLJPÄJKPTLUZPVU^OPJOKVLZUV[Z\P[[OLKP]LYZP[`VML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU:LJVUKS`
P[VM[LUZLLZZ`Z[LTZHZOH]PUNHJLY[HPUºH\[OVYP[`»:LUNLYZ .H]LY([[OLYPZRVM
trusting more on a system, rather than becoming truly self-conscious. We, therefore, prefer
[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU\ZPUNO\THUNLULYH[LKTLKPHILJH\ZLP[PZVWLUHUKWLYZVUHS
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0UHULK\JH[PVUHSJVU[L_[YLÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUZ\WWVY[LKI`^YP[[LUTH[LYPHSZ\JOHZWVY[folios (Orland-Barak, 2007) and journals (Kember, 2010). Such written accounts are also
seen in the personal domain, in the form of diaries and personal journals. In recent years,
[OLYLZLLTZ[VILHYPZPUN[YLUKVMZWLJPÄJQV\YUHSZHPTLKH[YLÅLJ[PVUZVTL[PTLZIHZLKVU
[OLUV[PVUVMNYH[LM\SULZZMYVTWVZP[P]LWZ`JOVSVN`0UZ\JOºNYH[P[\KLQV\YUHSZ»WLVWSLHYL
prompted to note several things each day that they are grateful for. Such positive thinking
interventions have a good potential of increasing wellbeing and reducing depressive symptoms (Hollis et al., 2017). In other journals, more directive and diverse prompts are used,
Z\JOHZºÄ]L`LHYQV\YUHSZ»PU^OPJOHJLY[HPUX\LZ[PVUPZWVZLKLHJOKH`^P[OYVVT[VNP]L
HUHUZ^LYVU[OLZHTLKH[LV]LYHÄ]L`LHYWLYPVK<ZPUNWYVTW[Z^HZHSZVZLLUHZH^H`
[VTHRL[OL\ZLVMWOV[VZTVYLYLÅLJ[P]LMVYL_HTWSLI`HKKPUNL_WLYPLUJL[HNZ3HUKY`
 6[OLYZOH]LL_WSVYLK[OLYLÅLJ[P]L\ZLVMWOV[VZHZWHY[VMKPHY`SPRLHWWZ0ZHHJZ
L[HSVYI`YL]PL^PUNH\[VTH[PJHSS`JYLH[LK:LUZLJHTWOV[VZPUHYLÅLJ[P]L^H`
(Lindley et al., 2011). These studies have in common that they primarily study the moment
the photos are being viewed. The area of written media additionally often looks at the
TVTLU[TLKPHPZJYLH[LKHZYLÅLJ[PVUPZZ\WWVY[LKIV[OI`^YP[PUNJYLH[PVUHUKYLHKPUN
YL[YPL]HS>L[HRLHZPTPSHYHWWYVHJO[VHU`[`WLVMTLKPH\ZLL_WSVYPUNOV^YLÅLJ[PVUPZ
supported both through creation and retrieval.
0UJVUJS\ZPVUH[[OLPU[LYZLJ[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUHUKTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU^LZLLHUVWWVY[\UP[`
MVYVWLUHUKWLYZVUHSZ\WWVY[>LOH]LUVWYLKLÄULKMVJ\ZVUHZWLJPÄJ[`WLVMTLKPH
I\[L_WSVYLT\S[PWSLTVKHSP[PLZ>LL_WSVYLOV^YLÅLJ[PVUJHUILZ[PT\SH[LKK\YPUNIV[O
media creation and retrieval.

Research Aim
Based on the intersection described above, we identify a research opportunity by focussing
VU L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU [OYV\NO TLKPH JYLH[PVU ZLL -PN\YL (Z [OL PU[LYZLJ[PVUZ
HIV]L PSS\Z[YH[L JVTIPUPUN [OLZL [VWPJZ JYLH[LZ H \UPX\L HYLH [V L_WSVYL WYV]PKPUN HU
HKKP[PVU[V[OLL_PZ[PUN^VYRVUYLÅLJ[PVU>L^PSSKPZJ\ZZ[OPZZJVWLLSHIVYH[LS`[OYV\NO
our theoretical grounding in Chapter 2. Here, the scope is summarized in our primary
YLZLHYJO HPT(Z ^L HYL PU[LYLZ[LK PU Z\WWVY[PUN YLÅLJ[PVU [OYV\NO [OL KLZPNU VM TLKPH
interaction systems, this aim is formulated as a design challenge:
How can we design media interaction systems
[OH[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUHUKVUL]LY`KH`SPML&
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-PN\YL;OLYLZLHYJOJOHSSLUNLHZPKLU[PÄLKH[[OLPU[LYZLJ[PVUVM[OYLL[OLTLZ

The design challenge is explored through a research-through-design process, elaborately
discussed in Section 1.6. In addition to the design challenge, this process is guided by three
YLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZVULMYVTLHJOVM[OLJPYJSLZHIV]L!
1. Which everyday life experiences become meaningful, and which are valuable


MVYYLÅLJ[PVU&,]LY`KH`SPML



>OH[HYLWLVWSL»ZWYHJ[PJLZ]HS\LZHUKKLZPYLZJVUJLYUPUNL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU&9LÅLJ[PVU



/V^ KV Z`Z[LTZ\WWVY[LK TLKPH JYLH[PVU HUK TLKPH \ZL PUÅ\LUJL YLÅLJ[PVU&
(Media Interaction)

;OLZL Z\IX\LZ[PVUZ JHU ILZ[ IL HKKYLZZLK I` JVTIPUPUN [OL ÄUKPUNZ MYVT [OL ]HYPV\Z
Z[\KPLZ PU [OPZ [OLZPZ ;OLYLMVYL [OLZL X\LZ[PVUZ HUK [OL V]LYHYJOPUN YLZLHYJO HPT ^PSS
mainly be discussed at the end of this thesis.
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1.6 Approach
In the previous section, we formulated our primary research aim as a design challenge.
We address this challenge by doing design research, a term that refers to a wide variety of
practices that include a combination of design activities and research. Different scholars
OH]L\ZLKKPMMLYLU[[LYTZ[VKPMMLYLU[PH[LIL[^LLUHWWYVHJOLZ6M[LU\ZLKHYL[OLJSHZZPÄJHtions as introduced by Fallman (2003) into design-oriented research and research-oriented
design and as introduced by Frayling (1993): research into design, research for design and
research through design. With research-into-design he refers to research that studies the
practice of design. The second type, research-for-design, uses a variety of methods to inform
design practice. Some (e.g. Golsteijn et al., 2014) have argued that this is very similar to
-HSSTHU»ZYLZLHYJOVYPLU[LKKLZPNU-PUHSS`YLZLHYJO[OYV\NOKLZPNUYLMLYZ[VYLZLHYJO[OH[
\ZLZKLZPNUHJ[PVUHZH[VVSVYTL[OVK;OPZ[LYTOHZILLU^PKLS`\ZLKHUKYLKLÄULKI`
multiple academics, and is increasingly described as an approach often taken within HCI
(e.g. Gaver, 2012, Zimmerman, Forlizzi & Evenson, 2007).
In our work, we adopt such a research-through-design (RtD) approach, using a variety of
KLZPNUHJ[PVUZ;OLHPTPZ[VNH[OLYKLZPNURUV^SLKNLYH[OLY[OHUJYLH[LHÄUHSPaLKKLZPNU
product. For us, a primary characteristic of RtD is that it studies the world as it could be,
rather than only observing its current state. In other words, RtD is about research into the
M\[\YLH]PL^ZOHYLKHJYVZZTHU`VM9[+»ZKLÄUP[PVUZAPTTLYTHU:[VS[LYTHU -VYSPaaP
APTTLYTHU:[VS[LYTHU -VYSPaaPOPNOSPNO[[OH[TVZ[KLÄUP[PVUZZOHYLHML^TVYL
characteristics that shape the scope of RtD: it uses some variation of user-centred design
(involving users before, during and after design) (Gaver, 2012) and is often exploratory. In
such exploratory domains, design becomes problem setting as much as problem solving
(Fallman, 2003) or in other words the design- and solution space evolve simultaneously.
Despite these shared characteristics, RtD has been criticised for being more of an attitude
YH[OLY[OHUHZ`Z[LTH[PJTL[OVKVMPUX\PY`ILJH\ZLVMHSHJRVMWYV[VJVSZKLZJYPW[PVUZHUK
guidelines (Zimmerman, Stolterman & Forlizzi, 2010). Other, such as Gaver (2012) argue
that a route towards more strict processes should be approached with care and that divergence in tools, methods and processes is not necessarily bad.
For our research challenge, we consider RtD as the preferred approach for several reasons.
First, for its generative perspective and future-orientation, allowing to study needs, values,
and potential future experiences. Secondly, RtD allows possible solutions to be evaluated
PUHYLHSSPMLJVU[L_[PU^OPJO[OLVYPLZJHUHSZVILJVUMYVU[LK^P[OYLHSSPMLºTLZZPULZZ»
Finally, RtD allows learning about the topic by doing, leading to discussions, new insights
and ideas (Van den Hoven et al., 2007).
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Although the overall approach can be characterized as Research-through-Design, some
VM V\Y ZWLJPÄJ Z[\KPLZ HYL PUZWPYLK TVYL I` 9LZLHYJOMVY+LZPNU TL[OVKVSVNPLZ Z\JO
HZHX\LZ[PVUUHPYL(ZZ\NNLZ[LKI`.VSZ[LPQUL[HSYLZLHYJOMVYKLZPNUHUKYLZLarch-through design are not exclusive practices but can be powerful if used together effec[P]LS`HUKYLÅLJ[P]LS`0UV\YHWWYVHJOTL[OVKZMYVTIV[OWLYZWLJ[P]LZHYL\ZLKP[LYH[P]LS`
(see Section 1.7 and Figure 1.3 for more details). However, because of the emphasis that we
put on the design and evaluation of design artefacts in the construction of knowledge, our
process as a whole can be characterized as RtD.

Design for open-ended reflection
>L HWWYVHJO V\Y KLZPNU JOHSSLUNL ^P[O H ZWLJPÄJ WLYZWLJ[P]L! [V KLZPNU ^P[O HU VWLU
approach. We create designs that leave part of its use open to interpretation (Sengers &
Gaver, 2006). This allows for users to appropriate how they interact with systems.
This approach with openness is very suitable for our focus on everyday life. As Sengers &
Gaver (2006) observed, traditional perspectives in which a single interpretation of use is
¸[OLYPNO[VUL¹KVUVSVUNLYZ\MÄJL^OLUJVTW\[PUNZOPM[Z[VV[OLYKVTHPUZ0UL]LY`KH`
SPML/*0ILJVTLZ broader more personal, more idiosyncratic and therefore less appropriate for designer control :LUNLYZ .H]LYW

(SSV^PUNMVYT\S[PWSLPU[LYWYL[H-

tions of a system to exist in parallel is then helpful to create meaningful designs. It allows
systems to be used in different ways by different people (even niches) without trying to
VW[PTPaLP[MVYVULVM[OVZLHYLHZ(Z^LJVUZPKLYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHIYVHK[`WLVM
YLÅLJ[PVU^LZPTPSHYS`HPT[VKLZPNUZ`Z[LTZ[OH[JHUIL\ZLKI`H]HYPL[`VMWLVWSLMVYH
]HYPL[`VM^H`ZVMYLÅLJ[PUN
)` KLZJYPIPUN [OPZ KPYLJ[PVU HZ ¸KLZPNU MVY VWLULUKLK YLÅLJ[PVU¹ ^L KYH^ H WHYHSSLS [V
design for open-ended play (Valk, Bekker & Eggen, 2015). This area is concerned with designing interactive systems that stimulate (children) to create different forms of play, without
rules being prescribed (Valk, Bekker & Eggen 2015). Similarly, we design conditions and
Z`Z[LTPU[LYHJ[PVUZMYVT^OPJOYLÅLJ[PVUJHULTLYNLI\[KVUV[KLÄUL[OLZ[LWZVYY\SLZ
[VIL[HRLUPU[OPZYLÅLJ[PVU;OPZMYHTPUNOPNOSPNO[Z[OLKLNYLLVMVWLULUKLKULZZ:LUNLYZ
& Gaver (2016) describe different levels of openness to interpretation: at the lowest level of
PU[LYWYL[H[PVU\ZLYZPU[LYWYL[HZ`Z[LT»ZPU[LYMHJLHUKHJ[PVUZ[OL`JHUWLYMVYT¸^OH[KVLZ
this button do”). The middle levels of interpretation relate to unpacking how the system
relates to their everyday life (for example “what activities is it appropriate for” or “what role
can it play in my life”). The highest level of interpretation relates to the broader context and
cultural meaning of a system (“what does it mean about me, my society, my culture”). In
V\YHWWYVHJO[VKLZPNUMVYVWLULUKLKYLÅLJ[PVU^LLZWLJPHSS`ZLLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYILPUN
open to interpretation on the mid-level. As one of the strategies by Sengers & Gaver (2016)
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highlights, the open-endedness is bound in a certain way, allowing for a “space of interpre[H[PVUHYV\UKH[VWPJ¹6WLULUKLKKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPZWYPTHYPS`IV\UKI`P[ZHPT![V
YLÅLJ[0[ZVWLUULZZPZZLLUPUZVTLHZWLJ[ZVMºTLHUPUNTHRPUN»VM[OLVIQLJ[[OYV\NO\ZL
9LKZ[YT9LKZ[YTWVZLZ[OH[KLZPNUPUNHº[OPUN»PUOLYLU[S`HSZVTLHUZKLZPNUPUN
P[»Z\ZL)\[WHY[VM[OLº\ZL»JHUHSZVYLTHPUVWLUHSSV^PUN\ZLYZ[VL_WSVYL[OLPYWLYZVUHS
TLHUPUN[OYV\NO\ZL>LKVUV[^HU[V\YKLZPNUZ[VWYLZJYPILH]LY`ZWLJPÄJ\ZLOV^
[VYLÅLJ[I\[NP]LHNLULYHSKPYLJ[PVU[VYLÅLJ[0UV\YKLZPNUZ[OPZPZZLLUPUSLH]PUN[OL
ºZ[LWZ»VMYLÅLJ[PVUVWLU[V[OL\ZLYHZ[OLJVTWSL_P[`VMYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPMLJHUUV[
be reduced to different stages (Ekebergh, 2007).

&KDUDFWHULVWLFVRID5HVHDUFKWKURXJK'HVLJQ3URFHVV
The research-through-design approach has several implications for the process of research.
Such a process does not focus on linear iteration but uses a variety of studies and activities
[VYLHJOHIL[[LY\UKLYZ[HUKPUN;OLTL[OVKZ\ZLKPU[OPZ[OLZPZHYLWYPTHYPS`X\HSP[H[P]L
As part of a holistic design approach, the focus is on subjective measures and self-reported experiences. Such methods are suitable as the research focuses on individual values
HUKPUKP]PK\HSKPMMLYLUJLZ;OLYPJOX\HSP[H[P]LPUZPNO[ZHYLTVZ[Z\P[HISL[VPUMVYTOVSPZ[PJ
KLZPNUKLJPZPVUZ4VYL[YHKP[PVUHSTL[OVKZZ\JOHZPU[LY]PL^ZHUKX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZHYLJVTbined with more creative and generative methods, such as cultural probes, design interventions, and prototype deployments. Prototypes take a central role in research through design,
which we will discuss more elaborately below. In the following paragraphs, we will elaborate on three aspects of this process: the use of theories as background, the involvement of
people and the use of design concepts.
Building on Theory
9[+KVLZUV[Z[HY[MYVTH]HJ\\TI\[PZVM[LUPUMVYTLKI`[OLVYPLZMYVTKPMMLYLU[ÄLSKZ=HU
den Hoven et al., 2007). The design work in this thesis is informed by a number of theories,
more elaborately discussed in Chapter 2. Most of these theories focus on autobiographical
TLTVY` HUK YLÅLJ[PVU JVTPUN MYVT WZ`JOVSVN` WOPSVZVWO` HUK LK\JH[PVUHS ZJPLUJLZ
:WLJPÄJHSS`[OL^VYRPZZ[YVUNS`NYV\UKLKPU[OLTVKLSVM[OLZLSMTLTVY`Z`Z[LT*VU^H`
& Pleydell-Pearce, 2000) and on the functions of autobiographical memory (Bluck, 2010,
>PSSPHTZL[HS-VYV\Y\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LI\PSKTHPUS`VU[OL[OLVYPLZ
of Dewey (1933) and Staudinger (2001). In addition to psychology and philosophy, rememILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUNHYLHSZVKLHS[^P[OPUJ\S[\YHSILOH]PV\YHS:OPWWL[HS HUK
even business studies (Holak & Havlena, 1998).
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Involving People
;OL PU]VS]LTLU[ VM º\ZLYZ» PZ H[ [OL JVYL VM ]HYPV\Z KLZPNU HWWYVHJOLZ VM[LU ZWSP[ PU[V
user-centred design (user as subject) or participatory design (user as partner) (Sanders &
Stappers, 2008). As mentioned above, our research-through-design process adopts aspects
of user-centred design. These studies thus involve participants, resulting in some ethical
considerations on two main aspects: by gathering information and by having an impact on
lives. Gathering information results in several potential privacy risks, both by interviewing
(and recording) and by collecting media. In all the studies within this thesis, the collected
PUMVYTH[PVU^HZTPUPTPaLKHUKMVJ\ZZLKKH[HJVSSLJ[PVU^HZ\ZLK[VHUZ^LYV\YX\LZ[PVUZ(KKP[PVUHSS`TVZ[Z[\KPLZYLS`VUZLSMYLWVY[VYPU[LY]PL^ZHSSV^PUNWLVWSL[VÄS[LY
and express what they want. In the case of concept evaluations that use or create media,
additional measures are taken to reduce any invasion of privacy. In all cases, only selective
access to media was given, after explicit consent and only to the primary researcher.
Secondly, design research is based on intervention, not only on observing current practice.
These interventions have an impact on the participants and their lives. In our case, promp[PUN[VYLJHSSWHZ[L_WLYPLUJLZHUKZ[PT\SH[PUN[VYLÅLJ[PZUV[^P[OV\[WV[LU[PHSS`ULNH[P]L
effects. Several measures are taken to reduce these risks. First of all, the research is generally focused on everyday-life thoughts, not on negative or traumatic thoughts. Secondly,
[OL YLZLHYJO THPUS` \ZLZ VWLU X\LZ[PVUZ HUK WYVTW[Z NP]PUN [OL MYLLKVT [V MVJ\Z VU
aspects people want to (re)consider. Providing these measures, the ethical implications of
our studies are minimal and UTS Human Research and Ethics Committee has approved all
studies in this process.
Creating Design Concepts & Prototypes
0UV\Y9[+WYVJLZZKLZPNUJVUJLW[ZHUKWYV[V[`WLZ[HRLHZPNUPÄJHU[YVSL>P[OJVUJLW[Z
we refer to the more general design descriptions or, as Stolterman & Wiberg (2010) describe
it: “a concept design is an exploration of new ideas and constitutes a new composition from
the perspective of the researcher with the intent to address and challenge existing theoretical concepts and frameworks.” [p. 104]. Concepts can manifest themselves in many ways
such as drawings, scenarios or prototypes. In a design research process, a prototype can
serve different purposes: providing focus for a discussion, testing a hypothesis, confronting
theories, confronting the world and changing the world (Stappers, 2013). For us, prototypes are especially important for their ability to test hypotheses and confront the world. A
prototype is not a complete concept, rather a prototype is a placeholder for something else
>LUZ]LLU 4H[[OL^Z(WYV[V[`WLHSSV^ZWLVWSL[VL_WLYPLUJLZWLJPÄJHZWLJ[Z
of) a concept, and should not be judged for its actuality or present state but for its potential. In other words, “not judging it only by what it is, but also by what it might become”
(Wensveen & Matthews, 2015). As Houde and Hill (1997) explain it, a prototype serves a
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certain role; something is prototyped, be it the role, implementation or look and feel of a
JVUJLW[0U[OLPYKLÄUP[PVUHWYV[V[`WLPZHU`YLWYLZLU[H[PVUMVYHKLZPNUPKLHYLNHYKSLZZ
of the medium (e.g. physical, video prototype or description). In this thesis, when we refer
to prototypes, we refer to physical items with some aspect of interactivity that have been
made to make a concept experiencable. Both concepts and prototypes can be used to
express as well as gather knowledge (see below). Questions or prompts are often used to
Z[PT\SH[LWHY[PJPWHU[Z[V[OPURIYVHKLY[OHU[OLWYV[V[`WLHUKYLÅLJ[VU[OLJVUJLW[HUK
JVUJLW[\HS JVU[YPI\[PVUZ /V^L]LY ^P[OPU KLZPNUYLZLHYJO [OLYL OHZ ILLU JYP[PX\L [OH[
KLZPNUQ\Z[ZLLTZ[VºOHWWLU»HUKWYV[V[`WLZJVTLPU[VL_PZ[LUJL^P[OV\[H[[LU[PVUMVY[OL
WYVJLZZ-HSSTHUHUKZVTLYLZLHYJOLYZZLLT[VOVSKHºYVTHU[PJ]PL^»VMKLZPNU
^P[OHºNLUP\ZKLZPNULY»APTTLYTHU:[VS[LYTHU -VYSPaaP:\JOHSHJRVMH[[LU[PVU
for the role the act of designing makes in the construction of knowledge limits the potential
contribution of design-research. As a solution, some have argued to provide more detailed
documentation of the design process (Zimmerman, Stolterman & Forlizzi) or to combine
JVUJLW[ZHUKYH[PVUHSLPUºHUUV[H[LKWVY[MVSPVZ.H]LY

Outcomes from Research-through-Design
9LZLHYJO[OYV\NO+LZPNUJHUILZLLUHZHUVWLUHUKYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLL]LUVULPU^OPJO
ºWYVISLTHUKZVS\[PVUZWHJLL]VS]LZPT\S[HULV\ZS`»-HSSTHU>P[OZ\JOMYHTPUN
^OH[JHUILJVUZPKLYLKHZ\JJLZZM\SV\[JVTLHZ[YHKP[PVUHSZJPLU[PÄJTLHZ\YLZTPNO[UV[
HWWS`.H]LY&;OLRUV^SLKNLJVU[YPI\[PVUZMYVTYLZLHYJO[OYV\NOKLZPNUHYLWYPmarily generative: they are concerned with what might be rather than with what currently
PZ.H]LY;OLZ\JJLZZVMHKLZPNUYLZLHYJOWYVJLZZPZKLÄULKI`[OLRUV^SLKNLP[
gathers and by the extent to which this knowledge can inform future design. RtD has been
criticized for not putting the creation of knowledge as an intended outcome (Zimmerman,
Stotlerman & Forlizzi, 2010), but for us it is a central component of the approach. Our
outcomes are primarily focussed on intermediate-level knowledge, a type of outcome in
KLZPNUYLZLHYJO[OH[PZºTVYLHIZ[YHJ[LK[OHUWHY[PJ\SHYPUZ[HUJLZ^P[OV\[HZWPYPUN[VILH[
the scope of generalized theories” (Höök, & Löwgren, 2012, p.23:1). Within this level, we
focus on contributions that are generative rather than evaluative. Examples of generative
knowledge forms include patterns, guidelines, annotated portfolios, tools or strong conJLW[Z/R 3^NYLU>LHKOLYL[V:[VS[LYTHU»Z]PL^[OH[¸KLZPNULYZJHU
be prepared-for-action but not guided-in-action by detailed prescriptive procedures” (p 61).
Our outcomes are therefore presented as a set of design considerations (Chapter 8) to be
taken into account when designing, rather than detailed procedures or guidelines.
As explained in the previous section, prototypes and concepts play an important role in the
construction of this knowledge. A variety of HCI- and design researchers have put different
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emphasis on design artefacts as an outcome, for example describing them as 'ultimate par[PJ\SHY:[VS[LYTHUVYHZº[OLVY`UL_\Z»*HYYVSS 2LSSVNN  ;OL`W\[MVY^HYK
how artefacts can be seen as “[in] itself is a type of implicit, theoretical contribution.”
(Zimmerman, Stolterman, Forlizzi, 2010). For us, artefacts are most important during the
WYVJLZZYH[OLY[OHUHZLUKYLZ\S[PUSPUL^P[O-HSSTHU»ZKLZJYPW[PVU[OH[¸[OLYLZ\Sting artefact is considered more a means than an end”. In our research-through-design
WYVJLZZ[OLL]HS\H[PVUVMJVUJLW[Z[OYV\NOKLWSV`TLU[ZºPU[OL^PSK»9VNLYZ 4HYZOHSS
2017) plays an important role. Even with our emphasis on a certain level of open-endedULZZZ\JJLZZMHJ[VYZVMKLZPNUHY[LMHJ[ZULLK[VILZWLJPÄLKMVY[OLT[VILL]HS\H[LK(Z
V\YVWLULUKLKULZZPZJVUZ[YHPU[I`HMVJ\ZVUL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ
of this scope are discussed in more detail in Section 2.3 and used as a way to review our
design interventions (Section 9.2).
On a more abstract level, the success of the research is discussed in Chapter 9, by answeYPUNYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZHUKOPNOSPNO[PUN^OLYL[OLZL^LYLUV[HUZ^LYLKHUKI`KPZJ\ZZPUN
the research aim (Section 9.3). We will come back to the limitations of this approach in
Section 9.4.

1.7 Outline of this Thesis
;OL P[LYH[P]L HUK YLÅLJ[P]L WYVJLZZ VM V\Y KLZPNUYLZLHYJO JVUZPZ[Z VM T\S[PWSL Z[\KPLZ
HUKL_WSVYH[PVUZ[OH[JVU[YPI\[L[VV\YHPTZHUKX\LZ[PVUZ;VWYV]PKLHJSLHYV]LY]PL^
we have created a visual representation of this thesis (Figure 1.3, p.22). As can be seen,
the process shifts between studies with a stronger focus on research-for-design and reseHYJO[OYV\NOKLZPNUZLLHSZVWYL]PV\ZZLJ[PVU(S[OV\NOHU`JOHW[LYPZPUÅ\LUJLKI`HSS
WYL]PV\ZJOHW[LYZ[OL]PZ\HSZOV^ZZL]LYHSZWLJPÄJPUZPNO[Z[OH[PUÅ\LUJLKHM\[\YLZ[\K`
ZWLJPÄJHSS`
-VSSV^PUN[OPZPU[YVK\J[PVU^LL_WSVYL[OL[OLZPZ»[VWPJMYVTH[OLVYL[PJHSWLYZWLJ[P]L0U
Chapter 2^LWYLZLU[V\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUI`reviewing literature from
KP]LYZL ÄLSKZ VU YLTLTILYPUN HUK YLÅLJ[PUN(S[OV\NO LP[OLY VM [OLZL WYVJLZZLZ JHU IL
considered without reference to the other there is great overlap as well: in functions, processes and advantages. In this chapter, we explain our choice for the term everyday life
YLÅLJ[PVUV]LYYLÅLJ[P]LYLTLTILYPUN;OPZJOVPJLW\[Z[OLMVJ\ZTVYLVU[OLJVU[LU[HUK
context (everyday life) allowing for more variety in temporal perspectives taken (including
past as well as present and future). Additionally, we discuss how media can be used in these
processes and how a diverse range of projects from HCI and design has aimed to support
IV[O YLTLTILYPUN HUK YLÅLJ[PUN;OL JVUJLW[Z HYL YL]PL^LK [V IYPUN MVY^HYK JVTTVU
aspects of design that can inspire our future design explorations in this thesis.
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Figure 1.3 Visual representation of the outline of this thesis. The main line represents the
Z[VY`SPULNVPUN[OYV\NOHSS[OLJOHW[LYZ+V[[LKSPULZPUKPJH[LZWLJPÄJWV[LU[PHSKLZPNU
KPYLJ[PVUZ+HZOLKSPULZPUKPJH[LZWLJPÄJJVU[YPI\[PVUZIL[^LLUJOHW[LYZHWHY[MYVTHSS
chapters being informed by the previous work).
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;OPZ[OLVYL[PJHSYL]PL^NH]LKL[HPSLKPUZPNO[PU[OLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUI\[HSZVOPNOSPNOted the need for more research on the intersection of our themes. The following chapters
therefore take such a broader perspective, exploring the values associated with everyday
life (Chapter 3), the intersection of media creation and everyday life (Chapter 4) and the
PU[LYZLJ[PVU VM YLÅLJ[PVU PU L]LY`KH` SPML *OHW[LY ;OLZL Z[\KPLZ WYV]PKLK HKKP[PVUHS
PUZPNO[ZHIV\[V\YZJVWLILMVYLMVJ\ZZPUNZWLJPÄJHSS`VUJVTIPUPUNHSS[OYLL[OLTLZPU[V
L_WSVYPUNKLZPNUMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU*OHW[LYHUK
Everyday life is rarely made explicit as a focus in research and it often remains abstract
what value it provides. In Chapter 3, we therefore explore from an empirical perspective
how everyday life experiences are perceived and described. Although all out three central
themes are involved, the study focusses most on the concept of everyday life, to explore
^OH[P[JVUZ[P[\[LZHUKOV^P[PZ]HS\LK:WLJPÄJHSS`^LWYLZLU[Hprobes study on mundane
experiences. This method was chosen as it can help people to consider and express things
they often do not think about explicitly, which applies very well to everyday life experiences. By combining probes with in-depth interviews, we explore how such experiences are
]HS\LKIV[OMYVT[OLWYLZLU[HUK[OLWHZ[;OLZ[\K`PZHPTLKH[HUZ^LYPUNYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZZ\JOHZ!>OH[JVUZ[P[\[LZL]LY`KH`SPMLMVYWLVWSL&>O`HYLZVTLL]LY`KH`L_WLYPLUJLZ
JVUZPKLYLK]HS\HISL&(UKOV^KVWLVWSLHWWYLJPH[LWYLZLU[L_WLYPLUJLZ&>LZLL[OH[WHZ[
everyday experiences are appreciated for a wide variety of reasons, but such appreciation
often only evolves later, for example during periods of transition. We also found that capturing current everyday experiences in a meaningful way was challenging. The study brings
forward four directions for design: creating mementos in retrospect, repurposing mementos,
selecting experiences in the present and creating media for repeated events.
In Chapter 4 ^L JVU[PU\LK ^P[O VUL VM [OLZL KPYLJ[PVUZ PU V\Y ÄYZ[ design exploration,
focussed on capturing repeated experiences. As repetition is such a core element of everyday life, we wanted to explore how such experiences could be represented in media. We
choose to use abstract visual media that combines multiple single instances to resemble
the way our mind combines the memories of multiple single experiences. We designed
Ritual Camera as a means to create such abstract visuals. Whereas the previous chapter
was primarily focussed on past everyday life experience, this chapter focussed on the capturing the present. The chapter explore the intersection of the themes media creation and
everyday life, with a strong focus on novel media types. We explore nine different visual
Z[`SLZ^P[OZL]LYHSOV\ZLOVSKZ*LU[YHSX\LZ[PVUZPUJS\KL!OV^HYLKPMMLYLU[YLWYLZLU[H[PVUZ
]HS\LK&(UKOV^HYLTLKPH]HS\LKKPMMLYLU[S`^OLUKPZ[PUN\PZOPUNIL[^LLUYLTLTILYPUN
HUKYLÅLJ[PUN&-PUKPUNZZOV^[OH[[OL]PZ\HSZHYLHWWYLJPH[LKKPMMLYLU[S`MVYKPMMLYLU[W\YWVZLZ:VTLVM[OL]PZ\HSZ^LYL]LY`Z\YWYPZPUNMVYWLVWSLHUKVYNH]L[OLTUL^PUZPNO[
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;OLZLTVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUM\Y[OLYZ[YLUN[OLUV\YILSPLM[OH[TLKPHJHUIL\ZLKMVYTVYL
YLÅLJ[P]LW\YWVZLZ6\YÄUKPUNZZOV^OV^[OLTLKPHJHUWLVWSL[VYLÅLJ[VUL]LY`KH`SPML
I\[[LSS\ZSP[[SLHIV\[OV^WLVWSLUVYTHSS`YLÅLJ[PUL]LY`KH`SPML;OLMVSSV^PUN[^VJOHW[LYZL_WSVYLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPMLPU[^V^H`Z"[OYV\NOHULTWPYPJHS
study on current practices and through a design exploration on potential future practices
;V PUMVYT OV^ [V KLZPNU MVY YLÅLJ[PVU ^L ^HU[LK [V RUV^ TVYL HIV\[ J\YYLU[ WYHJ[PJLZ VM YLÅLJ[PVU PU L]LY`KH` SPML ^P[OV\[ [OL PU]VS]LTLU[ VM L_[YH WYVILZ VY JVUJLW[Z
We therefore conducted an online questionnaire, described in Chapter 5. Because design
explorations often involve in low number of participants with rich in-depth results, we
wanted to complement this with a broader exploration with higher number of participants.
6\YYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZJVUJLYULK[OL[PTPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OLWO`ZPJHSJVU[L_[[OL\ZLK
[VVSZHUKZVJPHSJVU[L_[0UZOVY[^LL_WSHPU[OLZLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZHZKLZJYPIPUN[OLºWYHJ[PJLZ»VMYLÅLJ[PVU;OLZ[\K`[O\ZMVJ\ZZLZVUWYV]PKPUNPUZPNO[PU[V[OLJVU[L_[HUKJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ HYV\UK YLÅLJ[PVU YH[OLY [OHU [OL JVU[LU[ VM YLÅLJ[PVU;OLZL JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ
HYLL_WSVYLK^P[OHJVTIPUH[PVUVMX\HU[P[H[P]LHUKX\HSP[H[P]LTLHZ\YLZ-PUKPUNZZOV^
[OH[ TVZ[ WLVWSL YLÅLJ[ MYLX\LU[S` I\[ UV[ HZ H Ä_LK OHIP[ VY YV\[PUL;OL L_WLYPLUJLK
ULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU]HYPLZIL[^LLUKPMMLYLU[WLYPVKZHUKKLWLUKZVUL_WLYPLUJLZHZ^LSSHZ
JVU[L_[4HU`WLVWSLPUKPJH[LKYLÅLJ[PUNHSVULHZ^LSSHZ^P[OV[OLYZ;OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYL
HSZV IYV\NO[ MVY^HYK H U\TILY VM ZWLJPÄJ ZJLUHYPVZ [OH[ KLZJYPIL [OL JVU[L_[ PU ^OPJO
WLVWSLMYLX\LU[S`YLÅLJ[\ZLKHZHUPUZWPYH[PVU[VV\Y[OPYKKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVU
In parallel to the empirical exploration of current practices, we explore the design space
MVYYLÅLJ[PVUPUHIYVHKJVUJLW[\HS^H`Chapter 6 presents our second design exploration, focussing on such a broader exploration of the possibilities to support everyday life
YLÅLJ[PVU-PYZ[^LKLZJYPIL[OYLLZ[YH[LNPLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHZVM[LUMV\UKPUSP[LYH[\YL;OL
WYL]PV\ZJOHW[LY^HZHPTLKH[ÄUKPUNV\[OV^WLVWSLUVYTHSS`YLÅLJ[LK[V^OPJO[OPZ
V]LY]PL^HKKZOV^YLÅLJ[PVUPZZ\WWVY[LKPUH]HYPL[`VMHJHKLTPJKPZJPWSPULZ>LJOVVZL
to explore the design space broadly through a number of brainstorms and discussions. The
overview of the created concepts reveals the different roles systems can take by triggering,
Z\WWVY[PUN VY JHW[\YPUN YLÅLJ[PVUZ;OL JVTIPUH[PVU VM Z[YH[LNPLZ HUK YVSLZ PZ \ZLK HZ H
^H`[VKLZJYPILHKLZPNUZWHJL7YV]PKPUNTVYLZWLJPÄJ]VJHI\SHY`VUOV^Z`Z[LTZJHU
ZWLJPÄJHSS`YLSH[L[VYLÅLJ[PVU(KKP[PVUHSS`[OLKLZPNUZWHJLOPNOSPNO[ZZL]LYHSPTWVY[HU[
JVUZPKLYH[PVUZMVYKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOHZHOVSPZ[PJHWWYVHJOVWLULUKLKKLZPNUHUK
balanced initiative.
These notions are further explored in Chapter 7, in our third design exploration, for which
three concepts are selected from the design space to be explored further. We developed
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[OLZLJVUJLW[ZPUTVYLKL[HPSIHZLKVU[OLZJLUHYPVZMYVTV\YX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ[\K`(SS[OYLL
JVUJLW[Z MVY YLÅLJ[PVU \ZL TLKPH PU[LYHJ[PVU LHJO MVJ\ZZPUN VU H KPMMLYLU[ TLKPH [`WL
With Balance, we explored personal voice messages as a form of auditory media. With
Cogito, we explored textual media by combining mobile messages with a tangible interHJ[P]LVIQLJ[-PUHSS`^P[O+V[[^LL_WSVYLK]PZ\HSTLKPHMVYYLÅLJ[PVU;OLJVUJLW[ZHYL
evaluated in an in-depth evaluation with six participants, each using all three different concepts in turn. Questions include both how these designs could be used in everyday life as
^LSSHZOV^[OL`PTWHJ[LKYLÅLJ[PUNVUL]LY`KH`SPML;OLYLMVYLHUPU[OL^PSKL]HS\H[PVU
lasting several weeks allowed participants to experience the concepts and gain experience
PUYLÅLJ[PUN^P[O[OLT>LJOVVZLMVYLHJOWHY[PJPWHU[[VL_WLYPLUJLHSS[OYLLJVUJLW[Z[V
allow for comparison, not just by us, but by actively involving the participants in discussing
[OLKPMMLYLUJLZIL[^LLU[OLJVUJLW[Z;OLZ[\K`WYV]PKLZTVYLPUZPNO[PUOV^YLÅLJ[PVU
JHUILPU[LNYH[LKPU[VL]LY`KH`SPMLOHIP[ZHZ^LSSHZOV^[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMYLÅLJ[PVU
HYLPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLKLZPNUZ
0U[OLÄUHSWHY[VM[OL[OLZPZ^LHPT[VNLULYHSPZL[OLÄUKPUNZMYVT[OLZ[\KPLZPU[OPZ[OLZPZ
[V JVU[YPI\[L [V [OL ÄLSK VM PU[LYHJ[PVU KLZPNU MVY YLÅLJ[PVU 0U Chapter 8, we combine
[OLÄUKPUNZMYVT[OLZ[\KPLZPU[Vseven considerationsMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU;OLZL
considerations summarise our most important lessons for design concerning the scope of
L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[OLPU[LNYH[PVUPU[VL]LY`KH`SPMLHUK[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU0[PZH^H`[VZ`U[OLZPZLHJYVZZ[OLÄUKPUNZVM[OLKPMMLYLU[PUKP]PK\HSZ[\KPLZWYLZLU[LKPUJOHW[LYZ[OYLL[VZL]LUHUKJVUULJ[Z[OLZLÄUKPUNZ[V[OLSP[LYH[\YL*VUZPKLYH[PVUZ
OH]LILLUJOVZLUHZH^H`VMWYLZLU[PUNºPU[LYTLKPH[LSL]LSKLZPNURUV^SLKNL»9,-[OH[
is more abstract than individual instances yet not as abstract as a theory. This knowledge
is generative (REF), with a primary aim to inform designers and researchers who focus on
L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU HUK [V PUZWPYL V[OLYZ [V PUJS\KL TVYL ºL]LY`KH`» HZWLJ[Z PU [OLPY
KLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
Finally, we conclude the thesis with a more elaborate discussion of our work in
Chapter 9 >L JVTL IHJR [V [OL KLZPNU JOHSSLUNL HUK X\LZ[PVUZ HZ PU[YVK\JLK PU [OPZ
JOHW[LY:LJVUKS`^LJVUZPKLYV\YÄUKPUNZPUYLSH[PVU[V[OL[OLVYL[PJHSZJVWLVML]LY`KH`
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZWYLZLU[LKPUJOHW[LY[^V;OPZZJVWLPZZOHWLKI`[OLPU[LYZLJ[PVUVM[OYLL
[OLTLZHZWYLZLU[LKPU[OPZPU[YVK\J[PVU!L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHUKTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU
>LWYLZLU[OV^V\YÄUKPUNZJHUILNLULYHSPZLK[VLHJOVM[OLZLIYVHKLYHYLHZVMZ[\K`
Additionally, we discuss our experience within our research-through-design approach on a
methodological level. We present potential directions for future research and end the thesis
with some concluding remarks regarding the experience of everyday life.
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1.8 Conclusion
;OPZ[OLZPZPZJVUJLYULK^P[OYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[VJJ\YZPUHUKVUL]LY`KH`SPML0U[OPZJOHW[LY
^LOH]LPU[YVK\JLK[OPZZJVWLI`WYV]PKPUNL_HTWSLZVMZ\JOL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU>L
argue for the importance of supporting this through design because moments for everyday
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUZLLT[VILKLJYLHZPUN,]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUOHZ[OLWV[LU[PHS[VPUJYLHZL
personal wellbeing by supporting making choices, having a sense of identity and changing
behaviour. We have thus argued it to be worthwhile to explore how systems can support
Z\JOL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU:WLJPÄJHSS`^LOPNOSPNO[V\YHPT[VKV[OPZ[OYV\NOTLKPH
PU[LYHJ[PVUMVY[OLWV[LU[PHSVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUPUJYLH[PUNHUKYL[YPL]PUNI`WYV]Pding a different perspective on events. This aim is positioned on the intersection of three
YLSH[LKYLZLHYJO[VWPJZ!,]LY`KH`3PML9LÅLJ[PVUHUK4LKPH0U[LYHJ[PVU>LOH]LHYN\LK
that focussing on the intersection of all three themes creates a novel research opportunity.
This chapter lays the foundation for the work presented in the remainder of this thesis.
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2
Abstract

Literature on
Remembering and
Reflecting

;OPZ[OLZPZMVJ\ZLZVUZ`Z[LTZ[OH[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`day life. To be able to assess the value of these systems a detaiSLKKLZJYPW[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUPZULLKLK)HZLKVUSP[LYH[\YLVU
IV[OYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUN^LWYLZLU[V\YWLYZWLJ[P]L
on how these processes are intertwined. We discuss a number
VM [OLVYPLZ [OH[ ZJVWL L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU PUJS\KPUN P[Z
function, level, temporal dimension, process and the role of
cuing. Following, we discuss how mediation and, more speciÄJHSS` WYVJLZZLZ VM TLKPH JYLH[PVU HUK YL[YPL]HS JHU Z\WWVY[
YLÅLJ[PVU;OLJOHW[LYPZJVUJS\KLK^P[OHUV]LY]PL^VMYLSH[LK
designs.
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2.1 Introduction
9LÅLJ[PVUJHUILKLZJYPILKMYVTTHU`KPMMLYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]LZHUKYLTLTILYPUNPZHZPTPlarly broad term that can encompasses a wide variety of processes. Because of these diverse
KLÄUP[PVUZ HUK HWWYVHJOLZ [OL YLSH[PVU IL[^LLU YLÅLJ[PUN HUK YLTLTILYPUN JHU IL
viewed in different ways. As we will discuss below, perspectives on remembering include
those from cognitive psychology and neuropsychology, but also from social sciences and
WOPSVZVWO`9LÅLJ[PVUPZWYPTHYPS`Z[\KPLK^P[OPULK\JH[PVUWZ`JOVSVN`WOPSVZVWO`HUK
KLZPNU 0U ZVTL VM [OLZL ÄLSKZ ^L ZLL [OH[ YLÅLJ[PVU PZ ILPUN Z[\KPLK ^P[OV\[ L_WSPJP[
reference to remembering theories, or the other way around, when remembering is studied
^P[OV\[H[[LU[PVUMVYP[ZYLÅLJ[P]LJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ6[OLYYLZLHYJOLYZLZWLJPHSS`^P[OPUJVNnitive psychology and philosophy have emphasised the strong connection between rememILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUN>LHKOLYL[V[OPZ]PL^^OPJO^L^PSSLSHIVYH[LVUPU[OPZJOHW[LY
9LTLTILYPUNJHUILKLÄULKPUHZPTWSPÄLK^H`HZbringing to mind or thinking of again.1
It refers to a number of activities such as recalling facts, considering intentions and bringing
up personal past experiences. The latter meaning is especially prevalent when remembering
PZ\ZLKPUJVTIPUH[PVU^P[O[OL[LYTºTLTVYPLZ»^OPJOVM[LUYLMLYZ[VYLJHSSPUNWHZ[WLYsonal experiences in an anecdotal manner. Everybody knows those moments at a birthday
party when people exchange stories that start like “that one time on holiday…” or “when
I was a kid I once went to…“. However, from an academic perspective, the scope of both
YLTLTILYPUNHUKTLTVY`PZTVYL[OHU[OL]VS\U[HY`YLJHSSVMZWLJPÄJHULJKV[HSTLTVries. The fact that people have memory is what enables a far broader range of processes.
For example, having the ability to remember allows us to form a sense of identity. Only
because you can remember what kind of things you have done before, you can construct a
notion of what kind of person you are. The development of such a notion of identity does
UV[L]LUYLX\PYL[OLJVUZ[HU[VYHJ[P]LYLJVSSLJ[PVUVMZ\JOTLTVYPLZPUZ[VY`SPRL^H`Z0U
other words, autobiographical memory does not only refer to the deliberate recall, but also
[V[OLJVUJLW[VMILPUNHISL[VYLJHSSWHZ[L_WLYPLUJLZ;OPZKLÄUP[PVUPZM\Y[OLYIYVHKLULK
from its everyday use by a temporal dimension. Often, when we talk about memories or
remembering, we refer to events that are years, months or weeks ago. However, memory is
also involved when recalling what you did this morning or only minutes ago.
9LÅLJ[PUN HZ H ]LYI TPNO[ IL SLZZ \ZLK PU L]LY`KH` SHUN\HNL JVTWHYLK [V YLTLTILYPUN HS[OV\NO WLVWSL LUNHNL PU IV[O WYVJLZZLZ MYLX\LU[S` 4HU` KPMMLYLU[ KLÄUP[PVUZ VM
YLÅLJ[PVUL_PZ[I\[PULZZLUJLP[JHUILKLZJYPILKHZthe thoughtful consideration of some
subject, idea or purpose.2 9LÅLJ[PVU PU L]LY`KH` SPML MVY L_HTWSL VJJ\YZ ^OLU `V\ HYL
driving home from work, recalling a meeting of that day and considering how to address
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[OLTH[[LYPU[OLM\[\YL:PTPSHY[VYLTLTILYPUNYLÅLJ[PUNJHU[HRLTHU`KPMMLYLU[MVYTZ
YHUNPUNMYVTTVYLSPNO[OLHY[LK[V]LY`ZLYPV\ZJVUZPKLYH[PVUZVMVUL»ZSPMLWH[O;OLJVYL
UV[PVU VM YLÅLJ[PVU PZ [OL HPT [V JOHUNL ZVTL[OPUN ^OL[OLY [OPZ PZ [OV\NO[Z LTV[PVUZ
presuppositions or future actions.
0UYLZLHYJOKPMMLYLU[YLSH[PVUZIL[^LLUYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUNOH]LILLUKPZJ\ZZLK
The model by Staudinger (2001), for example, is based on a strong connection between
YLÅLJ[PVUHUKH\[VIPVNYHWOPJHSTLTVY`(4HYN\PUN[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUJVUZPZ[ZVMYLTLTILring plus further analysis, as such considering remembering WHY[VMYLÅLJ[PUN. In contrast,
:LSSLU >OP[[HRLY  WYVWVZL YLÅLJ[PVU HZ H ZWLJPÄJ type of remembering. In this
thesis, we do not adhere strictly to one of these views as we do not make a hierarchical distinction between the two processes. In our opinion, both processes show an overlap, rather
than one belonging to the other. We choose this perspective for three main reasons. First
VMHSSMYVTHUHJHKLTPJWVPU[VM]PL^[OLVYPLZMYVTIV[OÄLSKZZOV^JSLHYJVUULJ[PVUZ!
they serve similar functions, change over the course of a lifetime and have different levels
of detail. Section 2.3 further discusses these characteristics. These theoretical similarities
make it more worthwhile to look at the overlapping areas, rather than making a hierarchical
KPZ[PUJ[PVU:LJVUKS`VUHTVYLL]LY`KH`L_WLYPLUJLSL]LSP[PZKPMÄJ\S[HUKUV[ULJLZZHY`
to make a hierarchical distinction. In everyday life experience, people mix modes of thinRPUNHUKPUHU`Z\JOTVTLU[IV[OYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUNJHUWSH`HYVSL-PUHSS`^L
view both concepts as mental processes, not as an activity, which allows both processes to
ILPU[LY[^PULK-YVTV\YWLYZWLJ[P]LWLVWSLJHUILLUNHNLKPUZWLJPÄJHJ[P]P[PLZZ\JOHZ
talking or walking) that can support these processes, but we do not consider remembering
VYYLÅLJ[PUNHUactivity in itself.
0U[OLMVSSV^PUNZLJ[PVUZ^L^PSSÄYZ[SVVRH[[OLIYVHKLYYHUNLVMYLZLHYJOHYLHZJVUJLYULK^P[OYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUN^OPJO^PSSOLSWKLÄUL[OLZWLJPÄJWYVJLZZ^LHYL
Z[\K`PUN!L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU>LLUK:LJ[PVUI`PU[YVK\JPUNHUKKLÄUPUN[OPZ[LYT
HYN\PUN^O`P[PZTVYLHWWYVWYPH[LMVYV\YHPTZ[OLU\ZPUNYLÅLJ[P]LYLTLTILYPUN-VSSVwing , we will discuss relevant theories on the characteristics of this process that inform our
design work. One of these characteristics is the process of cuing: triggering memories with
(external) information. In Section 2.4, we will explore how media can serve as such exterUHSJ\LZ[VZ\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU-PUHSS`^LNP]LHUV]LY]PL^VMYLSH[LKKLZPNU
research that shares some of our aims in Section 2.5.

1
2

O[[WZ!^^^TLYYPHT^LIZ[LYJVTKPJ[PVUHY`YLTLTILYPUN Last accessed March 2019.
O[[WZ!^^^TLYYPHT^LIZ[LYJVTKPJ[PVUHY`YLÅLJ[PVU Last accessed March 2019.
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2.2 Related Research Areas
)V[OYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUNHYLZ[\KPLKPUHYHUNLVMÄLSKZMYVT^OPJO^LZLSLJ[[OL
approaches most suitable to inform our designs. To make this perspective more explicit, we
IYPLÅ`PSS\Z[YH[L[OLIYVHKLYYLSH[LKÄLSKZ

Remembering in different fields
As was described above, remembering is a broad term. The use of remembering in an
HJHKLTPJ JVU[L_[ PZ IYVHKLY [OHU P[Z L]LY`KH` KLÄUP[PVU TLU[PVULK HIV]L;OL 6_MVYK
KPJ[PVUHY`IYVHKLUZ[OPZKLÄUP[PVUI`OPNOSPNO[PUN[OH[P[PZUV[Q\Z[[OL¸IYPUNPUN[VTPUK¹
of things but also includes “to be able to bring to one's mind an awareness of (someone
or something from) the past”3. The related term 'memory' refers to both “the faculty by
which the mind stores and remembers information” and “something remembered from the
past”4. Human memory concerns many aspects including facts, knowledge and personal
experience and can thus be studied on different levels. First of all, a difference can be made
between explicit memory and memory, where explicit memory refers to intention or conscious recollection of experiences and implicit in contrast refers to unintentional retrieval
VMWYL]PV\ZS`HJX\PYLKPUMVYTH[PVU:JOHJ[LY 0TWSPJP[TLTVY`PZVM[LUPU]VS]LKPU
WYVJLZZLZ VM ºMHZ[ [OPURPUN» 2HOULTHU  ^OLU HJ[PVUZ HYL N\PKLK I` [OV\NO[Z [OH[
happen with little or no effort. Experiences that are not available to conscious or voluntary
YLJHSSUL]LY[OLSLZZPUÅ\LUJLJVNUP[PVUHUKILOH]PV\YPUL]LY`KH`SPML:JOHJ[LY 
A second distinction that can be made is whether memory is studied on an individual, social
or cultural level. These studies, for example, focus on how a particular nation remembers
a part of its history or how a generation experiences nostalgia. Cultural memory includes
both the collective and the individual as shaped by culture (Van Dijck, 2005). Some studies
JVTIPUL[OPZHWWYVHJO^P[OHMVJ\ZVUL_[LYUHSTLTVY`Z\WWVY[L_WSVYPUNWLVWSL»ZL_WLYPLUJLH[TLTVYPHSZ+LRLS VYYLM\NLLZ»L_WLYPLUJLVMYL]PZP[PUNWSHJLZ^OLYL[OL`
OH]LSP]LK4HYZOHSS6[OLYÄLSKZMVJ\ZTVYLVU[OLPUKP]PK\HS»ZTLTVY`Z[\KPLK
in neuropsychology, cognitive psychology, and philosophy, often with a special focus on
memory dysfunction (e.g. memory-loss, amnesia). Phenomena of memory dysfunction
are studied both in an attempt to be resolved (cured or supported) and because studying
dysfunction improves the understanding of normal remembering as well. Based on the
increased understanding of normal remembering, different types of memory have been
described, with distinctions being made in different ways (see e.g. Renoult et al., 2015).

3
4

O[[WZ!LUV_MVYKKPJ[PVUHYPLZJVTKLÄUP[PVUYLTLTILY Last accessed March 2019.
O[[WZ!LUV_MVYKKPJ[PVUHYPLZJVTKLÄUP[PVUTLTVY` Last accessed March 2019.
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For example, the distinction between semantic and episodic memory is often referred to as
ºRUV^PUN»]LYZ\Z»YLTLTILYPUN»;\S]PUN >P[OPU[OPZ[OLZPZ[OLZJVWLVMYLTLTILring and memory is that of autobiographical memory (AM): the memories for the events of
VUL»ZSPML*VU^H`HUK9\IPU

(S[OV\NO[OLLWPZVKPJHUKZLTHU[PJTLTVY`JHUIL

distinguished on some theoretical level, they are not stored entirely separately in the mind
but are instead intertwined within the Self-Memory-System (Conway & Loveday. 2015). This
system contains many different types of knowledge, both autobiographical (that which one
has experienced oneself) as well as cultural and societal knowledge (Conway & Loveday,
2015). Within this system, memories are not seen as being stored, but as patterns of temporal activation. During these moments memories are temporarily constructed within the
mind (Conway & Loveday, 2015). Although being aware of memories only happens occasionally, it is argued that the Self-Memory System is always partially active, even during sleep
(Conway & Loveday 2015). These aspects of the self-memory system, as well as its levels
(discussed in Section 2.3), have been the central theory for our understanding of human
memory to inform design.
Remembering in HCI
Design for remembering is of increasing interest within HCI. Different scholars have referred
[VZPTPSHYH[[LTW[ZPUKPMMLYLU[^H`ZPUJS\KPUNº+LZPNUPUNMVY7LYZVUHS4LTVYPLZ»=HUKLU
/V]LU:HZ >OP[[HRLYº+LZPNUMVY9LTLTILYPUN»,SZKLU2PYR +\YYHU[
HUKº+LZPNUPUNMVY9LTLTILYPUN,_WLYPLUJLZ»=HUKLU/V]LU(SSYLMLY[V[OLJYLation or appropriation of artefacts for supporting human memory or remembering. Some
Z`Z[LTZOH]L[OLWYLTPZLVMºILPUN»TLTVY`VYZLY]PUNHZºTLTVY`WYVZ[OLZPZ»3HTTPUNL[
HS

:VTLHYLHZZ\JOHZSPMLSVNNPUNHPTH[Z[VYPUNSHYNLX\HU[P[PLZVMKH[H[VZ\WWVY[

º[V[HSYLJHSS»:LSSLU >OP[[HRLY3PMLSVNNPUNPZIHZLKVUWHZZP]LJHW[\YL!H\[VTH[LK
creation and archiving of media in daily life. However, research shows that the objects
people value are often the result of a deliberate and personal selection process (Petrelli,
Whittaker & Brockmeier, 2008), a value lifelogging does not provide. Several people have
therefore argued for a more deliberate design approach for memory support systems.
Such an approach can be based on autobiographical memory theory (Van den Hoven &
,NNLU  VY IL Z\WWVY[LK I` H TVYL ZWLJPÄJ MVJ\Z VU H JLY[HPU [`WL VM YLTLTILring (Sellen & Whittaker, 2010). This approach also recognises that technologies cannot
contain the memories, but can only serve as cues (Van den Hoven & Eggen, 2014, see also
:LJ[PVU0UV[OLY^VYKZYH[OLY[OHUJHW[\YPUNSHYNLWHY[ZVMWLVWSL»ZSP]LZ[VºHUL_[LYUHSTLTVY`»ZL]LYHSYLZLHYJOLYZOH]LHYN\LK[OH[KLZPNULYZVMPU[LYHJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZZOV\SK
focus on “designing effective retrieval cues” (Sellen & Whittaker, 2010, p.6; see also Van
den Hoven & Eggen, 2008). This perspective, of creating and retrieving media as explicit
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cues, provides a more reciprocal relationship between human memory and media-technoSVNPLZ4LKPHHYLJYLH[LKHUK\ZLKYL[YPL]LKVYHWWYVWYPH[LKILJH\ZLVMZWLJPÄJTLTVY`
WYVJLZZLZHUKPU[\YUTLTVY`JVUZ[Y\J[PVUPZPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLPU]VS]LKTLKPH(U\TILY
of examples of design for remembering will be further discussed in Section 2.6.

Reflecting in different fields
:PTPSHY [V YLTLTILYPUN YLÅLJ[PVU PZ Z[\KPLK ^P[OPU ]HYPV\Z HYLHZ PUJS\KPUN LK\JH[PVU
philosophy, psychology, and design. The topic attracts much attention, from both theoretical and applied perspectives, of which many refer back to Dewey (1933). In his pioneering
^VYR¸/V^^L[OPUR¹+L^L` OLKPZ[PUN\PZOLZMV\Y[`WLZVM[OV\NO[![OLÄYZ[JVUsidering chance or idle thinking, the second imaginative thought and thirdly belief. These
[OYLL[`WLZHYLZL[HWHY[MYVT[OLMV\Y[O[`WLYLÅLJ[P]L[OV\NO[^OPJOJHUILZ[HY[LKMYVT
LP[OLYVM[OLÄYZ[[OYLL9LÅLJ[P]L[OV\NO[PZKLZJYPILKHZ!¸active, persistent and careful
consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that
support it, and the further conclusions to which it tends” (Dewey, 1933 p.6). However,
+L^L`HSZVYLJVNUPZLZ[OH[[OLMV\YTVKLZISLUK^OPJOTHRLZYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLJOHSSLUNPUN[VKPZ[PUN\PZO/PZKLÄUP[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUPZJOHYHJ[LYPZLKI`[OLJVTIPUH[PVUVMILSPLM
HUK Z\WWVY[ 9LÅLJ[PVU PTWSPLZ [OH[ ZVTL[OPUN PZ ILSPL]LK UV[ Q\Z[ VU P[Z V^U HJJV\U[
I\[[OYV\NOZVTL[OPUNLSZLHZWYVVMVYL]PKLUJL+L^L`»Z^VYROHZMVYTLKH[OLVYL[PJHS
IHZPZ MVY Z[\KPLZ VM YLÅLJ[PVU LZWLJPHSS` PU HU LK\JH[PVUHS JVU[L_[ 0[ OHZ PUZWPYLK TVZ[
JVU[LTWVYHY`TVKLSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUMVYL_HTWSLPUL_WLYPLU[PHSSLHYUPUN2VSI HUK
professional education (Schön, 1983).
3H[LY^VYR^OL[OLYKPYLJ[S`PUZWPYLKI`+L^L`VYUV[OHZVM[LUHKVW[LKKPMMLYLU[KLÄUP[PVUZMYVT[OLVULJP[LKHIV]L)H\TLYL[HSL_WSPJP[S`WYV]PKLHUPUJS\ZP]LKLÄUP[PVU
VMYLÅLJ[PVUHZ¸reviewing a series of previous experiences, […] putting them together in
such a way as to come to a better understanding or to gain some sort of insight” (p. 94).
)V`K  -HSLZ   ZPTPSHYS` LTWOHZPZL [OH[ YLÅLJ[PVU JVUJLYUZ IV[O [OL L_HTPUPUN VY
exploring of an issue and that it “JYLH[LZHUKJSHYPÄLZTLHUPUNPU[LYTZVMZLSMHUK^OPJO
results in a changed conceptual perspective¹)V`K -HSLZ HZX\V[LKI`2LTILY
W;OLHZWLJ[VMHJOHUNLKJVUJLW[\HSWLYZWLJ[P]LZLLTZ[VYLX\PYLTVYLJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU^OPJO4LaPYV^KLÄULKHZ¸reassessing our own orientation to perceiving,
knowing, believing, feeling and acting” (Mezirow, 1990, p. 23).
4LaPYV^M\Y[OLYKPZ[PUN\PZOLZUVUYLÅLJ[P]LHJ[PVUMYVTYLÅLJ[P]LHJ[PVU, the second invol]PUNHZOVY[WH\ZL[VYLHZZLZZ^OH[VULPZKVPUN;OPZKPZ[PUJ[PVUJSVZLS`YLSH[LZ[V:JOU»Z
  ^VYR VU YLÅLJ[PVUinHJ[PVU ^OPJO OL PU [\YU KPZ[PUN\PZOLZ MYVT YLÅLJ[PVUonHJ[PVU;OLZL[^V[LYTZOH]LILLUMYLX\LU[S`\ZLKPUHYLHZVMLK\JH[PVUHSYLÅLJ[PVUHUK
YLÅLJ[P]LKLZPNU9LÅLJ[PVUVUHJ[PVUYLMLYZ[VYL[YVZWLJ[P]LS`JVUZPKLYPUNHUL_WLYPLUJLP[Z
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NYV\UKHUKWV[LU[PHSPTWSPJH[PVUZ0UJVU[YHZ[YLÅLJ[PVUPUHJ[PVUVJJ\YZ^OPSLHUHJ[PVU
is being performed and can still be adapted. A mode of performing that is often considered
[VILWYLMLYYLKMVYWYHJ[P[PVULYZ0ULK\JH[PVUIV[OTVKLZHYLVM[LUJVTIPULK^OLUYLÅLJtion is supported both during an activity and afterwards. Mezirow (1990), adheres more to
[OL]PL^VMYLÅLJ[PVUVUHJ[PVUHUKHYN\LZ[OH[JYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUYLX\PYLZ¸ex-post facto
consideration of previous learning¹0UV\Y]PL^VMYLÅLJ[PVU^LMVJ\ZWYPTHYPS`VUZ\JO
YLÅLJ[PVUVUHJ[PVUVJJ\YYPUNV\[ZPKLVM[OLJVUZPKLYLKL_WLYPLUJL
It is important to notice that these authors, Schön, Mezirow, and Kember, have all written
within the context of education or professional development, which is different from our
focus on personal context and personal development. The topics within education are often
TVYLZWLJPÄJHUKWYLKL[LYTPULK0UHZLUZL[OLL_WLYPLUJLZ[OH[HYLYLÅLJ[LK\WVULN
SLZZVUZ VY JV\YZL HJ[P]P[PLZ HYL VM[LU ºZ[HNLK» [V IL ºPKLHS SLHYUPUN L_WLYPLUJLZ» :SV]HR
-YH\LUILYNLY  -P[aWH[YPJR  0UZ[LHK ^P[O JVUJLW[Z Z\JO HZ 3PML 9LÅLJ[PVU :[H\dinger, 2001) it is more emphasised that any (life) experience or event can be the topic of
YLÅLJ[PVU;OLYLMVYLHS[OV\NO^LI\PSK\WVU[OLKLÄUP[PVUZMYVT[OLLK\JH[PVUHSJVU[L_[
the emphasis in our work is slightly different.
9LÅLJ[PVUPU/*0
9LÅLJ[PVUPZVMNYV^PUNPU[LYLZ[^P[OPU/*0HUKOHZILLUL_WSVYLK\UKLYKPMMLYLU[UHTLZ
PUJS\KPUNºKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU»3HUKY` :HZ +P_ :HZ +P_º[LJOUVSVN`Z\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU»4VYYPZKH[L\URUV^UºYLÅLJ[P]LPUMVYTH[PJZ»)H\TLY
:HRZVUV 7HYRLYVYºYLÅLJ[P]LKLZPNU»:LUNLYZL[HS(UPTWVY[HU[KPZ[PUJ[PVU[VILTHKLIL[^LLU[OLZLÄLSKZPZ^OL[OLY[OLYLÅLJ[PVUPZKVULI`KLZPNULYZHZWHY[
of the design process or by the users, on or through a system. Baumer (2015) distinguishes
[OYLLKPMMLYLU[HYLHZVMKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPU^OPJOYLÅLJ[PVUI`[OL\ZLYWSH`ZHYVSL!WLYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZZSV^[LJOUVSVN`HUKYLÅLJ[P]LKLZPNU7LYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZPZ[OLHYLHVM
study focused on individuals recording and analysing personal data. However, the research
^P[OPU[OLÄLSKPZKP]LYZLYLNHYKPUN^O`HUKOV^[OPZPZKVUL6OSPU6SZZVU +H]PKZZVU
-VYTHU`YLZLHYJOLYZYLÅLJ[PVUVU[OLJVSSLJ[LKKH[HWSH`ZHUPTWVY[HU[YVSLHZ
ZLLUMVYL_HTWSLI`[OLJLU[YHSWVZP[PVUP[[HRLZPU3PL[HS»ZTVKLSVMWLYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZ
(2010). Despite such emphasis, it often remains unclear exactly howYLÅLJ[PVUPZZ\WWVYted. It often seems to be assumed that merely showing “well-framed and presented data”
PZZ\MÄJPLU[)H\TLY;OLZLJVUKHYLHHZPKLU[PÄLKI`)H\TLYPZJVUJLYULK^P[O
Slow Technology. This term was introduced by Hallnäs & Redström (2001) as an alternative
[V[OLMVJ\ZVULMÄJPLUJ`HUKWYVK\J[P]P[`PUPU[LYHJ[PVUKLZPNU6ULVM[OLHZWLJ[ZPZ[OL
Z[PT\SH[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUI`[OL\ZLY6KVTL[HSI\[[OPZYLÅLJ[PVUPZTVYLVM[LU
VYPLU[LK[V^HYKZ[OLZ`Z[LT[LJOUVSVN`VYPU[LYHJ[PVU;OL[OPYKHYLH9LÅLJ[P]L+LZPNU
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W\[Z YLÅLJ[PVU JLU[YHS PUJS\KPUN T\S[PWSL MVYTZ VM YLÅLJ[PVU I` IV[O KLZPNULY HUK \ZLY
(Sengers at al., 2005). The majority of the core principles described by Senger et al. (2005)
YLMLY[V[OLKLZPNULY[HRPUNHTVYLYLÅLJ[P]LZ[HUJLVY[VLUNHNLPUYLÅLJ[PVU^P[O[OL\ZLYZ
;^VVM[OLWYPUJPWSLZMVJ\ZTVYLVUYLÅLJ[PVUHTVUNZ[\ZLYZOPNOSPNO[PUN[OH[[LJOUVSVN`
JHUHUKZOV\SKZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUVUP[ZV^UHUK[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUZOV\SKILPU[LNYH[LKPU[V
HJ[P]P[PLZJVUMVYTYLÅLJ[PVUPUHJ[PVU(NHPUIV[OMVYTZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHTVUNZ[\ZLYZHYL
primarily oriented towards the system, rather than other aspects of everyday life.
(S[OV\NO^LHJRUV^SLKNL[OLPTWVY[HUJLVMYLÅLJ[PVUHZWHY[VM[OLKLZPNUWYVJLZZ^L
MVJ\ZVUZ`Z[LTZ[OH[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPU\ZLYZ:\JOZ`Z[LTZJHUILM\Y[OLYZWLJPÄLKI`
SVVRPUNH[[OLMVYLZLLUILULÄ[VMYLÅLJ[PVUPUJS\KPUNSLHYUPUNPUHULK\JH[PVUHSVYWYVMLZsional context, gaining self-knowledge and stimulating behaviour change. In Section 2.5
^L KPZJ\ZZ H ZLSLJ[PVU VM L_HTWSLZ [OH[ ZOHYL ZVTL VM V\Y HPTZ PU Z\WWVY[PUN YLÅLJ[PVU
through design.

Blurring Boundaries
9LÅLJ[PVULZWLJPHSS`PU[OLJVU[L_[VMKLZPNUYLZLHYJOPZVM[LUPSSKLÄULK)H\TLY
-SLJR  -P[aWH[YPJR  :VTL HYN\L [OH[ [OPZ \UJSHYP[` THRLZ P[ KPMÄJ\S[ [V HYN\L MVY
[OLPTWVY[HUJLVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVU-VYL_HTWSL+YHWLY

Z[H[LZ¸This unclarity

TLHUZHTVUNV[OLY[OPUNZ[OH[WLYOHWZ^LHSSKVP[HU`^H`BD(M[LYHSS YLÅLJ[PVU Q\Z[
means "thinking", and I'm sure we all agree that thinking is helpful to learning”. In a similar
Z[YHUKP[JHUILHYN\LK[OH[HSS[OPURPUNPZJVUJLYULK^P[O[OLºYLTLTILYPUNZLSM»0U2HOULTHU 9PPZ»TVKLSVMº[OL[^VZLS]LZ»[OLO\THUTPUKPZKP]PKLKPUHUexperiencing self and a remembering self. The experiencing self is involved in the present moment,
^OPJOOHZILLUHYN\LK[VSHZ[VUS`[OYLLZLJVUKZ4VZ[Z\JOTVTLU[ZHYLÅLL[PUNHUK
we only keep our memories of them. As such, the only perspective we can adopt to think
about our lives and experiences is that of the remembering self. With these views, all our
[OV\NO[WYVJLZZLZ JV\SK IL JVUZPKLYLK HZ ILPUN IV[O YLTLTILYPUN HUK YLÅLJ[PUN VY H[
SLHZ[HSS[OVZL[OH[JHUILJVUZPKLYLKºZSV^[OPURPUN»B2HOULTHUD
+PZ[PUN\PZOPUNYLÅLJ[PVUMYVTV[OLYJVNUP[P]LWYVJLZZLZPZM\Y[OLYJVTWSPJH[LK^OLUYLZpecting the constructive perspective on remembering. In everyday life, people often describe their memories as being stored in the minds and simply retrieved. Such spatial analogies (in which memories exist in a 'space' and can be sought) have existed since Plato
HUKOH]LHS^H`ZILLUPUÅ\LUJLKI`KL]LSVWTLU[ZVM[OL[PTLLNHUHSVNPLZPUJS\KPUNH
wax tablet, rooms in a house, a library or a computer program) (Roediger, 1980). With the
advancement of psychology, these views developed into the reconstructive view (in which
each retrieval is a reconstruction and hence can be slightly different), which was later developed into a constructive view of memory. With this view, a memory is not seen as being a
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stored item within the mind, but rather something that is constructed based on fragments
in the self-memory system (Conway, 2005). Such constructions are not stable over time
but can be different every time they are cued. In turn, retrieval has an impact on how fragments in the self-memory system are stored. A constructive approach makes the distinction
IL[^LLUYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PVUSLZZL]PKLU[HZHU`YLJVSSLJ[PVUJHUILZLLUHZHYLPU[LYWYL[H[PVUPUÅ\LUJLKI`J\YYLU[ZLSMPTHNLZHUKNVHSZ*VU^H` 3V]LKH`0M[OH[
PZ[Y\L^OH[KPZ[PUN\PZOLZYLTLTILYPUNMYVTYLÅLJ[PVUHZHWYVJLZZVMPU[LYWYL[H[PVUHUK
ZLUZLTHRPUN&-VY\Z[OLTVZ[PTWVY[HU[KPMMLYLUJLSPLZPU[OLH^HYLULZZVM[OLWYVJLZZ!
YLÅLJ[PVUJVUZ[P[\[LZHWYVJLZZPU^OPJOWLVWSLHYLH^HYLVM[OLPU[LYWYL[H[PVU^OLYLHZ[OPZ
happens unconsciously in remembering.
0UV\Y]PL^IV[OHYLHZHYLJVUJLYULK^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUHUK[OVZLMVJ\ZZLKVUYLTLTILYPUN
in part, refer to the same thought processes, but from a different perspective. In processes
of critically thinking about past, present and future experiences, characteristics of both
YLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUNJHUILZLLU0[PZUV[HS^H`ZWVZZPISLUVYULLKLK[VKPZ[PUN\PZO VUL MYVT [OL V[OLY;OLYLMVYL ^L KLÄUL V\Y MVJ\Z HZ L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU, in
which views from both perspectives are integrated. We believe that, through specifying the
W\YWVZLVMHUKSL]LSZ^P[OPUYLÅLJ[PVUHZ^PSSILL_WSHPULKILSV^V\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILKPZ[PUN\PZOLKMYVTV[OLYMVYTZVMUVUYLÅLJ[P]L[OPURPUN

Everyday Life Reflection: Scope
)HZLKVU[OLV]LYSHWWPUNÄLSKIL[^LLUYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUN^LPUP[PHSS`KLÄULK
V\YZJVWLHZ9LÅLJ[P]L9LTLTILYPUN/V^L]LY^LJVUZPKLY[OPZ[VV]LYLTWOHZPZL[OLYVSL
of the past, because we are also interested in considering present and future experiences
(more elaborately discussed in Section 2.3). We, therefore, choose to emphasise the context
VMYLÅLJ[PVUHZ^LMVJ\ZVUYLÅLJ[PVUPUHUKVUL]LY`KH`SPMLYH[OLY[OHUYLÅLJ[PVUPU[OL
more dominantly studied settings of work or learning. We, therefore, use the term everyday
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUYH[OLY[OHUYLÅLJ[P]LYLTLTILYPUNL]LU[OV\NOTLTVY`WSH`ZHUPTWVY[HU[
YVSLPU[OLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVU>LKLÄUL[OPZ[LYTIHZLKVU:[H\KPUNLY»ZTVKLSVMSPML
YLÅLJ[PVU:[H\KPUNLYHUK4LaPYV^Z

[LYTJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUHZ!

“Considering and analysing past, present and future experiences in order to
(re-)assess our thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and actions regarding one’s everyday life.”
)LSV^^L^PSSIYPLÅ`\UWHJR[OPZKLÄUP[PVUI`L_WSHPUPUN[OLKPMMLYLU[LSLTLU[Z^P[OPUP[
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- considering and analysing: Based on the model presented by Staudinger (2001), we
PUJS\KL IV[O JVUZPKLYPUN HUK HUHS`ZPUN PU V\Y KLÄUP[PVU 9LÅLJ[PVU YLX\PYLZ
more than bringing to mind of past, present or future experiences but instead
includes some aspects of analysing, such as grouping, explaining, combining or
abstracting.
- past, present and future!>LKPMMLYLU[PH[LL_WSPJP[S`MYVT:[H\KPUNLY»ZKLÄUP[PVUVM
“remembering plus analysing” by including past, present and future experiences.
Remembering the past and imagining the future are even highly similar (Schacter
& Addis, 2007, see also Section 2.3)
- reassessing thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and actions:>LHKVW[HZWLJ[ZVM4LaPYV^»Z
KLÄUP[PVUVMJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUI\[IYVHKLU[OLZJVWLZSPNO[S`[VJVUJLYUYLHZsessing thoughts, beliefs, feelings or actions rather than strictly presuppositions.
- regarding our everyday life: Finally, we use this phrase to emphasise the context
HUKWV[LU[PHS[VWPJZVMYLÅLJ[PVU;OL[VWPJZ[VILYLÅLJ[LK\WVUYLSH[L[VVUL»Z
L]LY`KH` SPML ^OPJO JHU IL KPZ[PUN\PZOLK MYVT YLÅLJ[PVU VU [VWPJZ V\[ZPKL VM
VUL»ZWLYZVUHSSPMLZ\JOHZNSVIHSKL]LSVWTLU[VYZJPLU[PÄJRUV^SLKNLHS[OV\NO
explicit connections between personal life and such aspects could be made).
:LJVUKS`ºL]LY`KH`SPML»LTWOHZPZLZ[OLIYVHKULZZVM[VWPJZ[OH[JHUILPUJS\KLKYH[OLY[OHU[OLYLZ[YPJ[LKVYMVJ\ZZLKYLÅLJ[PVUZ^P[OPULK\JH[PVUHSJVU[L_[Z
;VNL[OLY[OLZLLSLTLU[ZWYV]PKLHIYVHKKLÄUP[PVU^OPJOZ[PSSLUJVTWHZZLZTHU`KPMMLYLU[
MVYTZVMYLÅLJ[PVUI\[[OH[OLSWZ[VKPMMLYLU[PH[LV\YZJVWLMYVTV[OLY[`WLZVM[OPURPUN
4LTVY`WSH`ZHUPTWVY[HU[YVSLPU[OPZWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUL]LU[OV\NOP[PZIYVHKLY[OHU
VUS`YLÅLJ[P]LYLTLTILYPUN>OLU\ZPUNºYLÅLJ[PVU»^P[OPU[OPZ[OLZPZ^LYLMLY[VL]LY`KH`
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZKLZJYPILKOLYL0U[OLMVSSV^PUNZLJ[PVUZ^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZZL]LYHS[OLVYPLZ
[OH[OLSWZWLJPM`M\Y[OLY^OH[^LTLHU^P[OL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU;OLZWLJPÄJºL]LY`KH`»
HZWLJ[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOHZ[PTPUNSVJH[PVUHUKWLYZVUZHYLM\Y[OLYL_WSVYLK[OYV\NOHU
empirical study discussed in Chapter 5.
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2.3 Characteristics of Everyday Life Reflection
Here we discuss different characteristics that are relevant to inform design, and to assess the
Z\JJLZZVMKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU

Memory functions
9LÅLJ[PVUPZZ[YVUNS`YLSH[LK[VZL]LYHSVM[OLIHZPJM\UJ[PVUZVM(\[VIPVNYHWOPJHS4LTVY`
(AM). It has been theorised (Bluck & Alea [2002]) that AM serves three broad functions:
ZLSMKPYLJ[P]LHUKZVJPHS)S\JRL[HSM\Y[OLYYLÄULK[OLZLM\UJ[PVUZIHZLKVUHU
LTWPYPJHSZ[\K`VM^O`WLVWSLYLTLTILYIV[OT\UKHULHUKZPNUPÄJHU[L]LU[ZV]LYSVUN
periods of time.
The self-function, as found in the study by Bluck et al. (2005) focusses on self-continuity.
This includes aspects of self-image, both concerning the present self as well as how one has
become who one is. These aspects of memory have also been described as the formation
and maintenance of a biographical identity (McAdams2001) coherent self-concept (Cohen


VYZLSMPTHNL*VU^H`0U[\YU[OLJ\YYLU[ZLSMPKLU[P[`HSZVPUÅ\LUJLZ^OH[

memories are being recalled (Wilson & Ross, 2010). Such aspects of self and identity always
WSH`HYVSLPUYLTLTILYPUNHUKJHUILJVUZPKLYLKTVYLL_WSPJP[S`PUWYVJLZZLZVMYLÅLJtion. Korthagen & Vasalos (2005) express that (in their scope of professional development)
YLÅLJ[PVU^PSSVM[LUL]VS]LMYVT¸V\[LY[VPUULY¹Z[HY[PUNMYVTJVU[HJ[^P[O¸[OLLU]PYVUTLU[¹^OPJONP]LZ[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[VYLÅLJ[VUTVYLPUULYSL]LSZZ\JOHZJVTWL[LUJPLZ
beliefs, and identity.
The directive function concerns using memory to solve present problems and to direct
WYLZLU[HUKM\[\YLILOH]PV\Y)S\JRL[HS;OLPYÄUKPUNZIYVHKLU[OLPUP[PHSKLÄUP[PVUVM[OPZM\UJ[PVU[VHSZVPUJS\KLTLHUPUNTHRPUNHIV\[VUL»ZSPML[YHQLJ[VY`MVYL_HTWSL
JVUJLYUPUN[\YUPUNWVPU[Z[OH[YLKPYLJ[VUL»ZSPMLWH[OVYVYPNPUH[PUNL]LU[ZMVYJOVZLUSPML
directions. Similarly, the goal of many interventions in the domain of personal informatics
PZ[VºHJ[»YH[OLY[OHU[VZ[VWH[YLÅLJ[PUN3PL[HS;OPZSPULVMYLHZVUPUNZ\NNLZ[Z[OH[
showing users data about themselves will lead them to do something, presumably something different from and better than what they are already doing (Li et al., 2010). Again, as
with identity, the relation between goals and memory is reciprocal. In the Self-MemorySystem both the conceptual self and personal goals play an important role in what is being
YLTLTILYLK*VU^H` 3V]LKH`9LÅLJ[PVUPZLZZLU[PHSIV[OMVY[OLZL[[PUNVMNVHSZ
as well as the monitoring of progress towards these goals, again showing how remembering
HUK YLÅLJ[PUN HYL JSVZLS` PU[LY[^PULK;OL KPYLJ[P]L M\UJ[PVU OV^L]LY NVLZ IL`VUK NVHS
setting and can be more broadly conceptualised as being a function of memory that guides
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any future action. Both traumatic events and everyday life experience are seen as having
such a directive function (Pillemer, 2003). For example, when memories provide a positive motivation for future endeavours, when lessons are encapsulated in vivid memories or
when memories guide choices and actions (Pillemer, 2003).
Finally, Bluck et al. (2005) describe the social function of memory, including both develoWPUNYLSH[PVUZOPWZHUKU\Y[\YPUNYLSH[PVUZOPWZ;OLÄYZ[PUJS\KLZSLHYUPUNHIV\[HUV[OLY»ZSPML
to form new relationships. The second concerns maintaining empathy and social bond in
existing relationships. In our view, the connection between the social function of memory
HUK YLÅLJ[PVU PZ SLHZ[ L]PKLU[;OLZL WYVJLZZLZ VM \ZPUN TLTVY` [V I\PSK HUK THPU[HPU
relationships often happen without deliberate consideration. People exchange stories and
IVUKV]LY[OLT^P[OV\[KLSPILYH[LS`YLÅLJ[PUNHUKKLJPKPUN¸0^PSS[LSS[OPZZ[VY`ILJH\ZL
it shows that we have traits in common”. Even without telling about memories, they play
an important role in relationships (e.g. remembering a shared past). Of course, there are
HSZVJHZLZ^OLUWLVWSLKLSPILYH[LS`YLÅLJ[VU[OLYLSH[PVUZOPWZ[OL`OH]LOV^[OL`^LYL
shaped or how they want to proceed with them, but that is rarer.
In addition to these three initial functions of autobiographical memory, a fourth function
was proposed focussing on emotion in memory, the adaptive or mood-regulating function
(Pasupathi & Carstensen, 2003, Williams et al., 2008). This function includes elements such
as bitterness revival, boredom reduction or lifting moods. Effects of emotional contents of
WLVWSL»Z[OV\NO[Z^LYLHSZVZLLUPUHZ[\K`VUM\[\YL[OPURPUN+»(YNLTILH\9LUH\K 
=HUKLY3PUKLU^OPJOJHUILZLLUHZYLÅLJ[P]L[OV\NO[VYPLU[LK[V^HYKZ[OLM\[\YL
+»(YNLTILH\ L[ HS MV\UK [OH[ M\[\YL [OV\NO[Z ^LYL TVYL MYLX\LU[S` WVZP[P]L VM UH[\YL
YH[OLY[OHUULNH[P]L;OLZLWVZP[P]L[OV\NO[Z^LYLHSZVTVYLZWLJPÄJHUKHZZVJPH[LKTVYL
with visual images. Such a positive position towards the future can motivate goal pursuit
and can provide advantages for mental health.
>P[OPUV\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHSS[OLZLM\UJ[PVUZWSH`HYVSL9LÅLJ[PVUJHU
contribute to the appreciation of everyday life, which involves the mood regulation func[PVU,]LY`KH`SPMLPZZOHWLKI`[OLZVJPHSIVUKZ[OH[WLVWSLI\PSKHUKOH]L[O\ZYLÅLJ[PUN
VU[OLZLIVUKZPZWHY[VMP[HZ^LSS-PUHSS`YLÅLJ[PUNVUHZWLJ[ZVML]LY`KH`SPMLJHUWYV]PKL
PUZPNO[PUVUL»ZPKLU[P[`HZ^LSSHZZ\WWVY[HIYVHKYHUNLVMJOVPJLZHUKHJ[PVUZKPYLJ[P]L
function). In our work, we see primarily the potential to support these latter two functions,
YLÅLJ[PUNVUWLYZVUHSPKLU[P[`HUKZ\WWVY[PUNKPYLJ[PUNL]LY`KH`SPMLJOVPJLZ>LILSPL]L
these to be important in life and suitable for open-ended support.
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Levels of depth and detail
Autobiographical memories can be described with different levels of detail, together forming
[OL :LSM4LTVY` :`Z[LT *VU^H`  ZLL ÄN\YL  W  (JJVYKPUN [V *VU^H`
 7SL`KLSS7LHYJLZ  PUP[PHS TVKLS H ZPUNSL TLTVY` VM[LU PUJS\KLZ ,]LU[ :WLJPÄJ
Knowledge. Such memories have more recently been considered as Episodic Memories
(Conway & Loveday, 2015). These episodic memories are closest to what in everyday life
is often just referred to as 'memories': story-like (anecdotal) recollections of past events,
which can often be recalled visually as well. These episodic memories are embedded in
General Events and are on a higher-level part of a certain Life Time Period. General Events
can be grouped according to repeated events (e.g. weekly dinners with the family) or more
thematically (e.g. memories related to basketball). General Event memories can also include
TLTVYPLZVMHZOVY[ZWLJPÄJWLYPVKLP[OLYT\UKHULVYTVYLL_[YHVYKPUHY`Z\JOHZ¸[OH[
cold and icy winter” or “last years holiday to Spain”. Life Time Periods are temporal clusters
of longer duration such as “when I was in high school” or “while living in the city”. On a
further abstracted level, memories are integrated into a life story or concept of self.
(NHPU^LZLLJSLHYJVUULJ[PVUZIL[^LLU[OLHYLHZJVUJLYULK^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUHUK[OVZL
focussed on remembering. These abstract aspects of self-concept and identity are also seen
PUZVTLTVKLSZ[OH[KLZJYPILSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVU2VY[OHNLU =HZHSVZMVYL_HTWSL
KL]LSVWLK H TVKLS [V L_WSVYL ^OH[ PZ VY ZOV\SK IL YLÅLJ[LK \WVU;OPZ TVKLS KLZJYPILZ KPMMLYLU[ SL]LSZ [OH[ PUÅ\LUJL OV^ H WLYZVU WYHJ[P[PVULY [LHJOLY PU [OPZ JHZL WLYforms. These levels include (from outer to inner) environment, behaviour, competencies,
ILSPLMZPKLU[P[`HUKTPZZPVU9LÅLJ[PVUZ[OH[PUJS\KL[OL[^VKLLWLZ[SL]LSZHYLJVUZPKLYLK
JVYLYLÅLJ[PVU Korthagen & Vasalos (2005) describe that beliefs can be deeply rooted in
these deeper levels and might need to be re-evaluated to allow for change on the levels
VMJVTWL[LUJPLZHUKILOH]PV\Y;OPZ]PL^PZZPTPSHY[V4LaPYV^»Z

]PL^VUJYP[PJHS

YLÅLJ[PVU/V^L]LYHUPTWVY[HU[KPZ[PUJ[PVUPZ[OH[JVYLYLÅLJ[PVUZLLTZ[V[\YUPU^HYKZ
^OLYLHZºJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU»YLSH[LZ[VL_[LYUHSMHJ[VYZZ\JOHZWVSP[PJHSHUKZVJPHSJVU[L_[
/H[[VU :TP[O

0UV\Y]PL^YLHJOPUNZ\JOHKLLWLYVYTVYLJYP[PJHSSL]LSVMYLÅLJ-

[PVU YLX\PYLZ YLJHSSPUN TLTVYPLZ VU T\S[PWSL SL]LSZ 9LÅLJ[PVU IHZLK \WVU YLJHSSPUN H
single episodic memory will often not reach these levels of criticality. This is more seen
through for example thematic connections or causal relations, more seen on the level of
General Events.
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Figure 2.1 Visualisation of knowledge structures in the Self-Memory System
(Conway, 2005)5

5

Reprinted from: Journal of Memory and Language (53), M.A. Conway, Memory and the Self,
594-628, Copyright (2005), with permission from Elsevier
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We agree with the views of both Mezirow (1990) and Korthagen & Vasalos (2005) that
JYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUPZ]P[HSMVYWLYZVUHSKL]LSVWTLU[>P[OV\YKLZPNU^L[OLYLMVYLHPT[V
Z\WWVY[WLYZVUHSHUKKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVU>L^HU[[VLUJV\YHNLWLVWSL[VYLÅLJ[
VU KLLWLY SL]LSZ YH[OLY [OHU TLYL WYHNTH[PJ HJ[PVUVYPLU[LK YLÅLJ[PVU LN MVJ\ZZLK VU
action planning), but instead look at making connections to beliefs or identity. We, therefore, expect the higher-level memories such as General Events and Life Time Periods to be
relevant.

Remembering the past and imagining the future
9LÅLJ[PVUPZUV[VUS`MVJ\ZLKVU[OLWHZ[I\[VUWYLZLU[HUKM\[\YLL]LU[ZHZ^LSS0U[OL
human mind, remembering the past and imagining the future are closely related. One of
the (hypothesised) reasons for the constructive process of remembering is that an important function of episodic memory is allowing individuals to imagine or anticipate future
events (Schacter & Addis, 2007). Because of the intrinsic relation between remembering
HUKPTHNPUPUN[OL`JHUL]LUILJVUZPKLYLK[VILWHY[VM[OLZHTLºYLTLTILYPUNPTHNPUPUN
Z`Z[LT»*VU^H` 3V]LKH`0UKP]PK\HSZ^PSSPUJS\KL[OLWHZ[WYLZLU[HUKM\[\YLPU
[OLPYYLÅLJ[PVUZPUKPMMLYLU[KLNYLLZ;OPZTPNO[KLWLUKVU[OL[VWPJVMYLÅLJ[PVUI\[HSZV
VUHUPUKP]PK\HS»Z[LTWVYHSMVJ\Z[OLKLNYLL[V^OPJOHUPUKP]PK\HSKP]PKLZH[[LU[PVU[V
past, present, and future (Shipp et al., 2009). A related concept that will be worthwhile to
JVUZPKLY^OLUHUHS`ZPUNYLÅLJ[PVUPZ[LTWVYHSKLW[O;OPZUV[PVUYLSH[LZ[VHJVUJLW[\HS
horizon of whether an individual is inclined to consider the close or distant past and future
(Bluedorn, 2002). Together, these concepts show how closely related past, present, and
M\[\YLHYLPU[OLTLTVY`Z`Z[LTHZ^LSSHZPUYLÅLJ[PVUZ>P[OV\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPML
YLÅLJ[PVU^LYLMLY[VYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[JHUPUJS\KLKPMMLYLU[[PTLWLYZWLJ[P]LZHUKOVYPaVUZ
but that always contains some connection to the present. Such a link to the present allows
for actionable conclusions and current change.

Reflection and Life Transitions
6U [OL OPNOLZ[ SL]LS VM HIZ[YHJ[PVU VUL»Z TLTVYPLZ JHU IL PU[LNYH[LK PU[V H 3PML :[VY`
)S\JR /HILYTHZ;OLSPMLZ[VY`ZOV\SKUV[ILZLLUHZHÄ_LKZ[VY`JVUZ[Y\J[LK
near the end of ones life but rather as a continuous view on the past, present, and future of
VULZSPML[OH[JOHUNLZ[OYV\NOV\[[OLSPMLZWHU7LVWSL»ZSPMLZ[VYPLZZOV^[OH[WLVWSLVMKPMferent ages value the past differently (Bluck & Habermas, 2001). Besides Life Time Periods,
Life Stories include important milestones (McAdams, 2001). Many of these milestones are
part of the Life Script: events that are part of the normative expectations within a given
culture to the patterns of individual life courses (Berntsen & Rubin, 2002). Milestones such
as graduating from college, getting married or having children are often approached with
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great anticipation. These milestones are often a beacon of transitional periods, which have
ILLUMV\UK[VILWLYPVKZVMOPNOLYLUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLÅLJ[PVU:[H\KPUNLY7LVWSL
YLÅLJ[ IV[O PU HU[PJPWH[PVU VM VY WYLWHYH[PVU MVY H [YHUZP[PVU I\[ HSZV ZOVY[S` HM[LY [V YL
establish a “new normal” (Staudinger, 2001). In general, life can be considered as “a path
of alternating periods of stable stages and transitional periods¹3L]PUZVU  HZ
X\V[LKI`:[H\KPUNLY
:[H\KPUNLY»ZUV[PVUVMSPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPZHX\P[LPU[LUZLHUKZL]LYLMVYTVMYLÅLJ[PVU
0[PZUV[V\YL]LY`KH`TVKLVMWYVJLZZPUNH[SLHZ[UV[PUP[ZM\SSÅLKNLKMVYT:[H\KPUNLY
2001). Triggers, such as the new, the unexpected, the hindrance of life plans and routines
or the recognition of life patterns seem to be necessary. Only at such moments, are events
L]HS\H[LK^P[OPU[OLIYVHKLYJVU[L_[VMHSPMLZ[VY`>P[OV\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU ^L ZPTPSHYS` MVJ\Z VU TVYL OVSPZ[PJ YLÅLJ[PVU THRPUN JVUULJ[PVUZ HJYVZZ ZL]LYHS
[OLTLZKVTHPUZVYHJYVZZ[PTL0[KVLZUV[ULJLZZHYPS`JVUJLYUVUL»ZLU[PYLSPMLZ[VY`I\[
can have a smaller scope in both time and topic (Staudinger, 2001). For us, connections
HJYVZZ[PTLWLYPVKZVY[VKPMMLYLU[KVTHPUZMVYT[OLJVYLLSLTLU[VM3PML9LÅLJ[PVU;OLZL
JVUULJ[PVUZKPZ[PUN\PZO3PML9LÅLJ[PVUMYVTTVYL[VWPJHSYLÅLJ[PVUHZPZMVYL_HTWSLVM[LU
ZLLUPULK\JH[PVULNKLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUZPUZ[\KLU[WVY[MVSPV»ZB6YSHUK)HYHJRD
VYILOH]PV\YJOHUNLLNZOVY[HUKSVUN[LYTYLÅLJ[PVUVUTV]LTLU[WH[[LYUZ3P+L` 
-VYSPaaP:\JOYLÅLJ[PVUPZPUZ[Y\TLU[HS[VHZWLJPÄJNVHSVYILOH]PV\YHUKPZ[VWPJ
ZWLJPÄJ 0[ VM[LU YLTHPUZ VU VUL VM [OL SV^LY SL]LSZ VM YLÅLJ[PVU HUK KVLZ UV[ PUJS\KL
JYP[PJHSP[`[V^HYKZ[OLZLSMVYZVJPL[`0UZ[LHK^LHKVW[ZVTLVM[OLHZWLJ[ZVM3PML9LÅLJ[PVU
by focusing on such connections and criticality. In the context of this thesis, the element
of connecting multiple experiences across time, domain or to the self is characterising and
OLSWZ[VZWLJPM`V\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUM\Y[OLY

Reflection as a step-by-step process
0U YLZLHYJO VU IV[O YLTLTILYPUN HUK YLÅLJ[PUN YLZLHYJOLYZ OH]L H[[LTW[LK [V KLZJYPIL
its process. However, the goal in both areas seems to be mostly different. In psychology,
describing the process of remembering is more focussed on understanding what happens
HUKHSHYNLWHY[VM[OPZWYVJLZZOHWWLUZ\UJVUZJPV\ZS`0UZ[\KPLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUOV^L]LY[OL
processes are more deliberate and are described with the intention to serve as instruction
VUOV^[VYLÅLJ[
In remembering, important distinctions in the process are made between voluntary and
involuntary remembering (Berntsen, 2009). The latter refers to a process in which personal autobiographical memories come to mind without any preceding retrieval attempts
(Berntsen et al., 2013). In other words, things are remembered 'spontaneously' although
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this is often initiated by an external cue. With voluntary remembering, people try to remember something, often through a process of cue elaboration, also referred to as generative
YL[YPL]HS *VU^H`  0U TVYL LSHIVYH[L WYVJLZZLZ VM YLÅLJ[PVU IV[O ]VS\U[HY` HUK
involuntary remembering can occur.
(Z TLU[PVULK HIV]L :[H\KPUNLY  WYLZLU[Z SPML YLÅLJ[PVUZ ^P[OPU H WZ`JOVSVNPJHS
view on autobiographical memory as “remembering plus further analysis” [p. 150]. This
WYVJLZZPZM\Y[OLYKLZJYPILKI`KP]PKPUN[OLHUHS`ZPZPU[VT\S[PWSLSH`LYZ6U[OLÄYZ[SH`LY
analysis is divided into evaluation or explanation of the remembered experience. On a
second layer, the model describes the underlying processes that can provide more grip on
[OL WYVJLZZLZ PU]VS]LK PU YLÅLJ[PVU! HIZ[YHJ[PVU JVTWHYPZVU JH[LNVYPZH[PVU L[J 6[OLYZ
have used different models that include steps of looking back and looking ahead such
as the ALACT-model (Action, Looking Back, Awareness, Creating alternatives, Trial - Kor[OHNLU  2LZZLSZ 
1VOUZ» 

 :PTPSHY Z[LWZ HYL KLZJYPILK PU .PII»Z YLÅLJ[P]L J`JSL   VY

 TVKLS VM Z[Y\J[\YLK YLÅLJ[PVU :\JO WYVJLZZTVKLSZ JHU WYV]PKL KPYLJ[PVU

VU OV^ [V Z\WWVY[ VY KLZPNU MVY YLÅLJ[PVU /V^L]LY [OL` TPNO[ HSZV OVSK H SPTP[H[PVU
^OPJOPZLTWOHZPZLKI`,RLILYNOJVUJS\KPUN[OH[[OLJVTWSL_P[`VMYLÅLJ[PVUJHU
UL]LYILYLK\JLK[VKPMMLYLU[Z[HNLZ>LHKOLYL[VOPZ]PL^[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUJSVZLS`YLSH[LZ
to an attitude and should be supported in an VWLUÅL_PISLHUKZLUZP[P]L^H`. As stated in
*OHW[LY^LZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOVWLULUKLKKLZPNU

External memory cuing
As mentioned above, both voluntary and involuntary remembering often starts from a trigger
or cue. A memory is triggered, perhaps by a word in a conversation, the expression on a
MYPLUK»ZMHJLHJOPSKOVVK[V`MV\UKPU[OLH[[PJVYHZTLSS;OLZLZPNUHSZ[OH[[YPNNLY\Z[V
remembering something are considered cues. Within the constructive approach to rememILYPUNJ\PUNPZKLZJYPILKI`*VU^H`HUK3V]LKH`HZ[OLWYVJLZZPU^OPJO the effect
of a cue or set of cues is to form a stable pattern of activation within AM knowledge structures and it is that pattern of activation that is, temporarily, a memory W(KPZ[PUJtion can be made between internal and external cues, in which external refers to external
MYVT[OLTPUKUV[[OV\NO[Z[YPNNLYPUNTLTVYPLZ,_[LYUHSTLTVY`J\LZJHUILKLÄULKHZ
“a piece of information that has a physical or tangible embodiment but has an internal
effect: triggering a memory” (van den Hoven & Eggen, 2014, p.3). Sometimes it seems clear
what has triggered a memory and in other cases, it seems impossible to pinpoint. But often
it is a combination of many factors such as context and state of mind. Overall, the cuing
process is a very complex process (Van den Hoven & Eggen, 2014) especially outside of
lab conditions when dealing with real-life memories in real-life situations with all kinds
VM PUÅ\LUJPUN MHJ[VYZ /V^L]LY PU THU` HJ[P]P[PLZ [OH[ YLSH[L [V YLTLTILYPUN Z\JO HZ
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browsing a photo album, we can point out what external media have to some extent cued
[OLTLTVY`0UZPTPSHY^H`ZL_[LYUHSTLKPHHYLVM[LU\ZLKHZH[YPNNLY[VYLÅLJ[;OPZJHU
happen in multiple ways, for example when media triggers a memory, which is engaged
^P[O PU H YLÅLJ[P]L ^H` JVUZPKLYLK YLÅLJ[P]L YLTLTILYPUN :LSSLU >OP[[HRLY 
:\JOPU[LYHJ[PVUPZPUSPUL^P[O:[H\KPUNLYºZTVKLSVMYLÅLJ[PVUHZ¸YLTLTILYPUN
WS\ZHUHS`ZPUN¹)\[H[YPNNLYJHUHSZVL]VRLYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OV\[TLTVY`ILPUNPU]VS]LKMVY
example by providing a completely novel perspective or information. Any media or data
JHU HSZV IL PU[LYWYL[LK HZ ZVTL[OPUN [OH[ ºT\Z[ OH]L OHWWLULK» ^P[OV\[ ZWLJPÄJ YLJVSSLJ[PVUVMZ\JOHUL]LU[HUK[OPZJHUZ[PSSZWHYRYLÅLJ[PVU>P[OPUJLY[HPUHYLHZZ\JOHZ
personal informatics, it is even assumed that presenting (well selected and framed data)
^PSS HS^H`Z [YPNNLY YLÅLJ[PVU )H\TLY L[ HS  :HRZVUV  7HYRLY  /V^L]LY
as with remembering, this is a complex and sometimes unpredictable process, and mere
presentation might not be enough. In addition to cuing, media can have another function in
YLSH[PVU[VYLÅLJ[PUN^OLUTLKPHHYLJYLH[LKK\YPUNYLÅLJ[PVUVY^P[OHZWLJ[ZVMYLÅLJ[P]L
expression, which we will elaborate upon in Section 2.4.
0UZOVY[^LHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUWYVJLZZLZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPU^OPJOTLKPHWSH`H
role that is either presented by a system or deliberately created through the use of a system.

Everyday Life Reflection Characteristics
The characteristics discussed in this section help to further specify our scope of everyday life
YLÅLJ[PVU>LHPT[VKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[PZ!
- Supporting self- and directive functions:>LHYLLZWLJPHSS`PU[LYLZ[LKPUYLÅLJ[PUNVU
broader areas, with the potential to connect multiple aspects. As such, we aim
to support insight into the self as well as directive choices about (everyday) life.
- On a personal and somewhat critical level: With our design, we aim to support persoUHSHUKZVTL^OH[JYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU>L^HU[[VLUJV\YHNLWLVWSL[VYLÅLJ[VU
KLLWLYSL]LSZYH[OLY[OHUTLYLWYHNTH[PJHJ[PVUVYPLU[LKYLÅLJ[PVULNMVJ\ZLK
on action planning), but instead look at making connections to beliefs or identity.
- Connected to the present:9LÅLJ[PVUZTPNO[ILMVJ\ZLKVU[OLKPZ[HU[WHZ[VYM\[\YL
I\[^LHYLZWLJPÄJHSS`PU[LYLZ[LKPUYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OHJVUULJ[PVU[VWYLZLU[L_WLriences and actions.
- Across the lifespan: ,]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU JHU YLNHYK HU` HZWLJ[ VM WLYZVUHS SPML
but we are especially interested in connections to everyday life experiences, the
mundane or 'normal' experiences that occur across the lifespan and not merely
in exceptional or transitional periods.
- Flexible Process!0UV\Y]PL^L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUUV[ILZLWHYH[LKPU[VKLSPILYH[LZ[LWZI\[ULLKZ[VILZ\WWVY[LKPUHUVWLUHUKÅL_PISL^H`
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- Involves an external cue:0UKLZPNUPUNMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^LMVJ\ZVUYLÅLJtion that involves external media, which is either presented by a system (as cue)
or deliberately created through the use of a system.
These characteristics can later be used to evaluate our design explorations, discussing where
the systems have been successful in achieving these aims. Such an evaluation contributes to
the construction of knowledge regarding designing for these characteristics.

2.4 Everyday Life Reflection & Media
4LKPHHYLVULVM[OLL_[LYUHSMHJ[VYZ[OH[PUÅ\LUJL[OL^H`WLVWSL[OPURHUKYLTLTILY
This holds true for a variety of concepts including mass-media (television, newspaper etc.),
social media (online platforms such as Facebook or Twitter) or personal media (photos,
diaries). In this thesis, when referring to media, we primarily consider personal digital
media. Here we elaborate on the (envisioned) role of media in processes of everyday life
YLÅLJ[PVU

3HUVRQDO0HGLD
(S[OV\NOHSS[`WLZVMTLKPHJHUJ\LYLTLTILYPUNVYYLÅLJ[PUN^LHYLZWLJPÄJHSS`PU[LYLZ[LKPUWLYZVUHSKPNP[HSTLKPH!VUL»ZWLYZVUHSWVZZLZZPVU^P[OWLYZVUHSTLHUPUN:\JO
media can be created by a person, but can also be bought, collected, gifted or otherwise
received. Personal digital media includes a variety of media types such as photos, text,
THPSÄSLZKVJ\TLU[ZHUKT\ZPJJVSSLJ[PVUZ7LYZVUHSTLKPHOHZ[OLWV[LU[PHS[VZ\WWVY[
YLÅLJ[PVUILJH\ZL[OLZLÄSLZVM[LUOH]LWLYZVUHSTLHUPUNHUK^LJHUKLZPNUMVYZWLJPÄJ
ways of interacting with them. People have various interactions with their personal digital
media such as collecting, editing, managing, browsing, sharing or printing (Broekhuijsen,
Van den Hoven & Markopoulos, 2017). In our work, we focus on two primary interactions:
creation and retrieval.
Media creation
(S[OV\NO TLKPH [OH[ PZ \ZLK MVY M\[\YL YLÅLJ[PVU JHU L]VS]L VY IL JVSSLJ[LK PU T\S[PWSL
ways, we focus on intentional (deliberate) media creation. Deliberate media creation is
MYLX\LU[S` VIZLY]LK HUK Z[\KPLK ^P[OPU [OL KVTHPU VM WOV[VNYHWO` HZ WOV[VZ PZ VUL VM
the primary types of media used for remembering. In the moment of creation, effects can
include disconnecting from the experience (also referred to as the attentional-disengagement hypothesis [Soares et al., 2017]) or, in contrast, engaging more with it (Mols et al.,
>LILSPL]LZ\JOHKLSPILYH[LJYLH[PVUWYVJLZZOHZ[OLWV[LU[PHS[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU
in the moment. In our view on intentional media creation two processes are involved:
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capturing and expressing. The everyday usage of both terms often depends on the type
VMTLKPH!H[V\YPZ[JHW[\YLZHZR`SPUL^OLUZUHWWPUNHX\PJRWOV[VVYHWLYZVUL_WYLZZLZ
his thoughts in a diary. In our view, for any media type, both processes are often involved,
but to different degrees. We see capturing as a process which is largely objective, focusZPUNVUYLWYLZLU[PUNHWHY[VM[OLL_[LYUHSLU]PYVUTLU[PUTLKPH0UJVU[YHZ[^LKLÄUL
expressing as a subjective process, in which a part of the internal experience is represented
in media. The balance between both these aspects thus depends largely on the degree of
which aspects of life are personally interpreted by someone in the act of creating media.
;OLZLJVUKWYVJLZZPZPTWVY[HU[MVY[OLTLKPHJYLH[PVU[VILYLÅLJ[P]LI\[IV[OJHUIL
JVTIPULKPUHZPUNSLJYLH[PVUPUKPMMLYLU[^H`Z-VYL_HTWSL!ºWVPU[HUKZOVV[»ZUHWZOV[Z
of buildings are mainly capturing the environment, the external (representing facts such as
“I am here”, “This building looks like this”). On the other end of the spectrum: a written
part from a diary might only focus on internal experience: describing how one feels and
the thoughts related, without much capture of external events (what event has happened,
where one is). But can also apply to more creative and deliberate instances of photography,
for example capturing a ray of sunshine because it represents the positive feelings of the
day. Other media creations that include both are for example annotated photos, these
provide an interpretation (e.g. “had such a great time”). We aim to design media creation in
^OPJOIV[OHYLPU]VS]LKILJH\ZL^LJVUZPKLY[OPZ[VILZ[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPU[OLWYLZLU[
in combination with creating valuable media for future retrieval.
Media retrieval
*VUJLW[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUVM[LUMVJ\ZVUYL[YPL]PUNVY]PL^PUNTLKPHLZWLJPHSS`^P[OPU[OL
domain of personal informatics where (a part of) the media is created (or measured) by a
Z`Z[LT 9L]PL^PUN TLKPH JHU W\SS [OL H[[LU[PVU [V ZWLJPÄJ L]LU[Z VY ILOH]PV\Y HUK JHU
provide a new perspective that is otherwise not possible to perceive (e.g. the number of
Z[LWZHWLYZVU[HRLZHKH`JHUILLHZPS`WYV]PKLKI`HZ`Z[LTI\[PZKPMÄJ\S[[VVIZLY]L
directly). It is even a premise of many systems within personal informatics that presenting
^LSSZLSLJ[LKHUKMYHTLKKH[HPZLUV\NO[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU)H\TLYL[HS:SV]HR
-YH\LUILYNLY -P[aWH[YPJR0UV\Y]PL^YL]PL^PUNTLKPHJHU[YPNNLYYLÅLJ[PVUPU
three main ways. Firstly, items can cue memories, recalling past experiences that are used
HZ[OLIHZPZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU0UNLULYHSLUJV\U[LYPUNHTLTVY`YLSH[LKP[LTJHUSLHK[VIV[O
voluntary and involuntary remembering. In a study on involuntary cuing, van Gennip et al.
MV\UK[OH[[OLJ\LKTLTVYPLZYLSH[LK[VL]LU[ZWLJPÄJRUV^SLKNLPU VMLU[YPLZ
^P[OHUHKKP[PVUHS J\LPUNNLULYHSL]LU[ZHUK SPML[PTLWLYPVKZ:\JOTLTVYPLZ
PU[\YUJHUILLSHIVYH[LK\WVUYLZ\S[PUNPUYLÅLJ[PVU-VYL_HTWSLHKPHY`LU[Y`TPNO[IL
YLHKHUK[OLYLJHSSLKL_WLYPLUJLHUHS`ZLKPUHYLÅLJ[P]L^H`:\JOYLÅLJ[P]LWYVJLZZLZJHU
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be cued even if those items have not been created or collected for that purpose. Rather than
[OPZPUKPYLJ[WH[O[V^HYKZYLÅLJ[PVUVIQLJ[ZJHUHSZVJ\LHTLTVY`L]VRLK[OPURVYMLLS
response' - as found by Zijlema et al. (2017). Such responses consist of a thought, feeling or
YLÅLJ[PVUPU[OLWYLZLU[^OPJOPZIHZLKVU[OLTLTVY`JVUULJ[LK[V[OLVIQLJ[HS[OV\NO
the memory can remain abstract or not deliberately recalled. For example, looking at a
collage of holiday pictures and concluding to want to go on holidays more often, without
ZWLJPÄJ TLTVYPLZ ILPUN YLJHSSLK -PUHSS` TLKPH JHU J\L YLÅLJ[PVU ^P[OV\[ YLMLYYPUN [V
previous memories or experiences. For example, when looking at media by others, that
[YPNNLYZ[OV\NO[ZVYMLLSPUNZ:PTPSHYS`^LJHUHSZVJVUZPKLYWYVTW[ZZ\JOHZX\LZ[PVUZVY
WYV]VJH[P]LX\V[LZ[OH[[YPNNLYYLÅLJ[PVUZ(KKP[PVUHS[`WLZVM[YPNNLYZHYLM\Y[OLYL_WSVYLK
in the design space in Chapter 6.

Commonly studied media modalities
As mentioned above, the scope of personal digital media can refer to a wide range of
media types. It has been found that people cherish such diversity. When creating collections
for future remembering they deliberately include a diverse set of media covering photos,
things, craftwork, ephemera, essays, publications and (to in fewer cases) videos (Petrelli,
Van den Hoven and Whittaker, 2009). Although a number of these objects is physical, we
focus primarily on digital media, especially for the opportunities this provides for interaction. We will discuss some of the most dominantly studied modalities here.
4LKPH\ZLK[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUVM[LU[HRLZ[OLMVYTVM^YP[[LUHJJV\U[Z+PHYPLZZVTL[PTLZ YLMLYYLK [V HZ QV\YUHSZ HYL HUJPLU[ MVYTZ VM TLKPH[LK YLÅLJ[PVU [OH[ PUJS\KL ¸a
record of events, transactions, or observations kept daily or at frequent intervals” (Merriam
>LIZ[LY)`ZVTLKPHYPLZHYLL]LUZLLUHZ[OLºW\YLZ[MVYTVMYLÅLJ[PVU»;YH]LYZ
They can take different forms, ranging from small notes to elaborate daily stories, potentially
written in a dialogic manner (“dear diary”). Beyond private use, diaries have been used and
suggested as interventions in a variety of contexts such as recovering from critical illness
(Ewens, Hendricks & Sundin, 2015; Aitken et al., 2013), for post-traumatic disorders (KvaviSHZO]PSPHUK^P[OPULK\JH[PVUHSJVU[L_[^P[OVUSPULQV\YUHSZ+LTLU[ 6»*VUULSS
2011) and portfolios (Orland-Barack, 2005). In some cases, these written media are shared
with others for online review, or discussed in face-to-face conversations. One of the advantages of elaborate written accounts is that they can be easily retrieved for e.g. assessment
by others or future personal use.
In research on design for remembering, the use of photosPZTVZ[MYLX\LU[S`Z[\KPLKMVY
an elaborate overview, see Van Gennip, 2018), to no surprise as photos are created in vast
X\HU[P[PLZ LZWLJPHSS` ZPUJL [OL YPZL VM KPNP[HS WOV[VNYHWO`;OPZ TLKPH [`WL LHZPS` ZWHYRZ
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the imagination as our memories often take the form of visual images as well (Conway &
Loveday, 2015). Motivations for creating photos can be divided into either social or individual purpose with either affective or functional goals (Lux, Kogler & del Fabro, 2010).
3HUKY` L_WSVYLKYLÅLJ[PVUPUWOV[VIHZLKJVTT\UPJH[PVUI`\ZPUN[HNZHIV\[[OL
L_WLYPLUJL -VY [OPZ [OL WOV[V ZVM[^HYL HZRLK X\LZ[PVUZ Z\JO HZ ¸>OH[ LTV[PVUZ KVLZ
SVVRPUNH[[OPZWPJ[\YLL]VRL&¹HUK¸0Z[OLYLH[OLTL`V\JV\SK\ZL[VKLZJYPIL[OPZWPJ[\YL&¹
:\JOX\LZ[PVUZ[YPNNLY[OL\ZLY[VYLÅLJ[VU[OLIYVHKLYTLHUPUNVM[OLWPJ[\YL
We consider X\HU[PÄLKKH[HHTLKPHJH[LNVY`PUP[ZLSMILJH\ZLP[PZX\P[LKVTPUHU[PUHYLHZ
MVYYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOHZWLYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZ/V^L]LY[OLX\HU[PÄLKPUMVYTH[PVUTPNO[IL
manifested in a visual way (such as graphs) or textual way (such as a stated conclusion or
comparison “You have taken 9000 steps today”). A characteristic of this category is also that
[OL\ZLYPZTVYLPUKPYLJ[S`PU]VS]LKPU[OLºJYLH[PVU»VMZ\JOTLKPHHZ[OLX\HU[P[H[P]LPUMVYmation is often collected through systems and sensors. Although as found in the stage-based
model described by Li, Dey & Forlizzi (2010), some personal direct engagement is often
involved (depending on the chosen subject or scope of tracking).
The audio modality includes a number of different types of audio, such as music, voice
recordings or soundscapes. Many people have a selection of songs with strong memories
associated to them and even from a general body of popular music, many songs can evoke
autobiographical memories (Janata, Tomic & Rakowksi, 2007) both on a general and speJPÄJ HULJKV[HS SL]LS 6[OLY ZV\UKZ JHU ZPTPSHYS` YLWYLZLU[ ]P]PK TLTVYPLZ HZ ^HZ MVY
example found in the recording of mundane sounds within the home. These soundscapes
that involved, for example, playing children, sounds of pets or playing piano were considered 'sonic gems' on retrieval for their unexpected value (Oleksik & Brown, 2008). In more
everyday use, voice recordings are most well known as practical memos to the self but can
IL\ZLKMVYTVYLYLÅLJ[P]LW\YWVZLZHZ^LSS9H[OLY[OHUSVVRPUNH[H\KPVZLWHYH[LS`[OL
modality is often studied in combination with other media such as objects (Memory Box,
Frohlich & Murphy, 2000) or photos (Audiophotography, Frohlich & Talynn, 1999).
Social media often includes the modalities mentioned above, combining videos, photos,
and text. However, social media has several characteristics that these modalities do not
have in themselves. Primarily, of course, this relates to the social aspect, the virtual space
in which experiences and memories are shared. Several applications and platforms have

O[[WZ![PTLOVWJVT Last accessed March 2019.
O[[WZ!UL^ZYVVTMIJVTUL^ZPU[YVK\JPUNVU[OPZKH`HUL^^H`[VSVVRIHJR
H[WOV[VZHUKTLTVYPLZVUMHJLIVVR Last accessed March 2019.
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ILLUL_WLYPTLU[PUN^P[O^H`Z[VZ[PT\SH[LYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUNZ\JOHZ[OLHWW
TimeHop 6 and Facebook's function 'On this day' 7 that both present users' media back to
themselves after a certain timeframe.
0UJVUJS\ZPVU^LMVJ\ZWYPTHYPS`VUWLYZVUHSKPNP[HSTLKPH9LÅLJ[PVU^P[OZ\JOTLKPH
can occur both during retrieval and creation. In creating media, the combination of capturing (external aspects) and expressing (internal aspects) varies in different media types. In
KLZPNUPUNMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^LHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUH[SLHZ[ZVTLVMIV[OILJH\ZL^L
ILSPL]L[OPZ[VILTVZ[]HS\HISLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU>LHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUL_WSVYPUN[OLYLÅLJ[P]L
potential of different modalities.

2.5 Related Design Concepts
-YVTHKLZPNULY»ZWLYZWLJ[P]L[OLPUÅ\LUJLVUTLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUPZX\P[LPUKPYLJ[!
^LKVUV[KLZPNU[OLYLÅLJ[PVUP[ZLSM6ULJV\SKJVUZPKLYZ[HNPUNL_WLYPLUJLZ[VILYLÅLJ[LK\WVUHUKN\PKPUN[OLM\SSWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHZJVTPUNHZJSVZLHZWVZZPISL[V KLZPNUPUN[OLYLÅLJ[PVU >LVM[LUKVUV[L]LUKLZPNU[OLPU]VS]LKTLKPHKPYLJ[S`PUJVU[YHZ[
[VMVYL_HTWSL[OLTLTVYPHSVIQLJ[KL]LSVWLKI`4VUJ\YL[HSMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHUK
YLTLTILYPUN0UZ[LHK^LKLZPNU[VVSZMVYTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU[OH[HPT[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU
;OPZPZHSZV^O`^LMYHTLV\YHYLHHZKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUZPTPSHY[VHWWYVHJOLZVUKLZPNning for the user experience. The effort is focussed on designing media technologies or tools
for media creation and retrieval.
9LSH[LKTLKPH[LJOUVSVNPLZOH]LILLUKL]LSVWLKPU[OLHYLHZVMIV[OºKLZPNUMVYYLTLTILYPUN»HUKºKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU»)V[OHYLHZHYLVMPUJYLHZPUNPU[LYLZ[^P[OPU/*0MVYV]LYviews see e.g. Van den Hoven et al., (2012) on remembering and Baumer et al. (2014) or
-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJRVUKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU>P[OPU[OLZLHYLHZVUS`HML^JVUJLW[Z
have a scope and purpose that is similar to ours. Most concepts support mediated rememILYPUNI\[^P[OV\[HMVJ\ZVUYLÅLJ[PVUVM[LUMVJ\ZZPUNVUYLTPUPZJPUNVYZVJPHSYLTLTILYPUN6[OLYJVUJLW[ZMVJ\ZZWLJPÄJHSS`VUYLÅLJ[PVUI\[^P[OV\[[OLL]LY`KH`JVU[L_[^L
aim for. The collection of concepts presented here illustrates relevant media-interactions
HUKKLZPNUHZWLJ[Z[OH[OH]LPUZWPYLKV\Y^VYR(TVYLZWLJPÄJV]LY]PL^VM^OH[KPMMLYLU[
Z[YH[LNPLZ[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUHYLHKVW[LKPUPU[LYHJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZPZNP]LUPU*OHW[LY
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Figure 2.2 Example of media systems that give digital data a presence in the home.
Top left: Pearl (Jansen, Van den Hoven & Frohlich, 2011).
Top Right: Photobox (Odom et al., 2012).
Bottom: DataSouvenirs (Aippersbach, Hooker & Woodruff, 2011).

3UHVHQFHLQWKHKRPH
One of the disadvantages of digital media is that it often remains hidden and therefore
unused (Van den Hoven, 2014). Several researchers have explored how to give digital
media an explicit presence in the room. For example, the interactive home display of Pearl
(Jansen, Van den Hoven & Frohlich, 2011) and photo-based dinner-centrepiece 4Photos
(ten Bhömer et al., 2010) give digital photos a presence in the home and focus on social
remembering. Other concepts address aims more similar to our own, stimulating re-appreJPH[PVUHUKYLÅLJ[PVUL_HTWSLZPUJS\KL7OV[VIV_6KVTL[HSHUK+H[H:V\]LUPYZ
(Aippersbach, Hooker & Woodruff, 2011). Photobox prints small physical photos from a
digital collection, which are presented inside a wooden box, providing elements of uncertainty and surprise. Both the device itself and the media are given a presence in the room.
+H[H:V\]LUPYZIYPUNZKH[H[V[OLWO`ZPJHSMVYTPUIVVRSPRLVIQLJ[Z;OLKH[HPZZWLJPÄJ
HUK \UJV]LYZ ZVTL HZWLJ[ ^OPJO PZ \Z\HSS` UV[ ZLLU I\[ P[ HSZV Z[PT\SH[LZ YLÅLJ[PVU I`
putting this information into a different context. These examples show that physicalizing
digital media not only brings more attention to them but also changes their context. Such a
JOHUNLVMJVU[L_[JHUZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PUNVU[OL]HS\LVM[OLTLKPHHUKVM[OLL_WLYPLUJLZ
they represent.
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Alternative Selection
Traditionally, media creation is selective. Especially in times of analogue photography, creating media for remembering was a deliberate decision. With the advance of digital photography and cheap storage, creation became less selective. In 2017, an estimated number
VM[YPSSPVUWOV[VZOH]LILLU[HRLUVM^OPJOTVYL[OHU ^P[OTVIPSLWOVULZ8. Even
SHYNLYX\HU[P[PLZJHUILJYLH[LK^P[OZ`Z[LTZ[OH[HYLUVUZLSLJ[P]LJHW[\YPUNWOV[VZH\[Vmatically, such as the wearable camera Sensecam (Hodges et al., 2006). Such a camera
LP[OLY[HRLZWOV[VZVUHÄ_LKPU[LY]HSVYIHZLKVUJOHUNPUNZLUZVY]HS\LZ:`Z[LTZZ\JO
HZ :LUZLJHT OH]L ILLU WYVTV[LK HZ H ^H` [V HJOPL]L [V[HS JHW[\YL VY [V ZLY]L HZ ºH
memory prosthesis'. The domestic stationary camera Other Brother (Helmes, Hummels &
Sellen, 2009) similarly uses changes in sensor values (such as light or sound) to determine
^OH[[VJHW[\YL/V^L]LYP[PZTVYLZLSLJ[P]L!P[ZHPTPZUV[[VJYLH[LHº[V[HSJHW[\YL»I\[
YH[OLY[VJHW[\YLZWLJPÄJLSLTLU[Z[OH[HYLTVZ[SPRLS`[VILPU[LYLZ[PUN)V[OZ`Z[LTZZLLT
to be built on the premise that people might not be well able to select, up front, what is
interesting to capture. Other (commercial) designs have explored ways of deciding what to
capture just after it has happened, such as Perfect Memory9 (video) and Kapture10 (audio).
The premise of these systems is that you do not know if something funny or exciting will
happen up front. For this reason, both use a running recording from which the last 30
seconds are stored with the press of a button.
4HU`VM[OLZLZ`Z[LTZMVJ\ZVUJYLH[PUNTLKPHMVYYLTLTILYPUNMVY^OPJOX\HU[P[`TPNO[
ILH]PY[\L6[OLYZOH]LL_WSVYLKYLK\J[PVUVMTLKPHHZH^H`[VZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVUMVY
example proposing to go back to the charm of 24 photos on a Kodak roll (Niforatos, Langheinrich & Bexheti, 2014). A provocative design by Schmitt11 disables the camera on locatiVUZ[OH[HYL[VVVM[LUJHW[\YLKZ\JOHZ[V\YPZ[PJSHUKTHYRZ;OLKLZPNUWYV]VRLZYLÅLJ[PVU
VU[OLX\HU[P[`VMTLKPH[OH[PZJYLH[LKHUKZ[PT\SH[LZÄUKPUNH\UPX\LWLYZWLJ[P]L
These examples of alternative selection show two aspects that are interesting to explore
further. First, a balance between capturing as much as possible (to support future retrieval)
HUKYLK\JPUN[OLX\HU[P[`[VTHRLTLKPHTVYLTLHUPUNM\S:LJVUKS`[OLJVUJLW[ZPSS\strate varying degrees of user and system control over what is captured.

+H[H:V\YJL!0UMV;YLUKZ>VYSK^PKL*VUZ\TLY7OV[VZ*HW[\YLKHUK:[VYLK¶
Perfect Memory wearable camera: www.getperfectmemory.com - Last accessed March 2019.
10
Kapture wrist recorder: O[[WZ!^^^RPJRZ[HY[LYJVTWYVQLJ[ZRHW[\YL[OLH\KPV
recording-wristband - Last accessed March 2019.
11
O[[WZ!WOPSPWWZJOTP[[JVTWYVQLJ[ZJHTLYHYLZ[YPJ[H Last accessed March 2019.
8
9
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Creative Creation
Several designs have supported creative creation, stimulating people to look at what they
capture and how this is represented. We have seen this aspect especially in research concepts for alternative photo applications on smartphones. The concept Behind the Camera
(Güldenpfennig, Reitberger & Fitzpatrick, 2012; see Figure 2.3), for example, explores how
dual-sided camera can be used to take two pictures simultaneously (a feature which is now
also commercially available through apps such as DualShot12). The evaluation of Behind
the Camera showed that the feature was not only used to capture more, but also in more
creative ways to represent an experience, such as capturing an ear and a music-speaker,
or the sun and a shadow it casts. The concept PhotoMirror (Markopoulos et al., 2005)
similarly used a two-way camera, focussing instead on creating videos of both the object
of interest and the face of the person holding the camera. The design was aimed to capture
“[YP]PHSKHPS`L]LU[ZHUKYP[\HSZYLÅLJ[PUN[OLJVTTV[PVUHUKHJ[P]P[PLZVMOVTLPUOHIP[HU[Z”
(Markopoulos et al., 2005, p.1), an aim closely related to our own focus on everyday life.

Figure 2.3 Examples of media created with novel concepts that emphasize creativity.
Top: Set of images created with ‘Behind The Camera’ showing a causal relation
(Güldenpfennig, Reitberger & Fitzpatrick, 2012).
)V[[VT!;^VPTHNLZJYLH[LK^P[O*VU[L_[7OV[VNYHWO`PUÅ\LUJLKI`ZV\UKHUK
movement. (Håkansson, 2006).

12
13

Dualshot application: O[[W!^^^K\HSZOV[HWWJVT- Last accessed March 2019.
Picture Your Moment application: O[[WZ!WPJ`V\YTVTLU[US - Last accessed March 2019.
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9H[OLY [OHU I` \ZPUN T\S[PWSL JHTLYH»Z *VU[L_[ 7OV[VNYHWO` /rRHUZZVU L[ HS "
See Figure 2.3) stimulates creative creation by using alternative sensors to create abstract
photos. The images are morphed based on contextual factors such as sound and movement,
which was found to affect the way people perceive their surroundings. Such effects on different senses are also seen in the design of Media Objects. With this design, Güldenpfennig,
Reitberger & Fitpatrick (2012b) explore how photos can be combined with different modalities to create rich Media Objects. The application allows adding multiple aspects such as
notes, locations, feelings, pictures and videos to a Mobile Object. With these combinations,
it explores how experiences can be captured in richer ways. In their evaluation, the mere
WVZZPIPSP[`VMHKKPUNV[OLY[`WLZVMTLKPHTHKLWLVWSLYLÅLJ[VU^OH[MVYT^HZTVZ[Z\Ptable to represent their experience.
These examples of creative creation show that the interplay between media and experience
can be reciprocal. Depending on what people experience, they choose and create different
types of media. In turn, the possibility to create certain media directs how an experience
is perceived (Mols et al., 2015). Together, these examples show that media creation will
PUÅ\LUJL[OLWLYJLW[PVUVML_WLYPLUJLZHUKZ\JOJHUPUÅ\LUJL[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZHZ^LSS

Triggers of Creation
Some designs have explored explicit triggers that stimulate users to create something. These
triggers focus on the timing of creation or on the content (or both). Several apps that are
KLZPNULKMVYYLTLTILYPUNVYYLÅLJ[PUN\ZLL_WSPJP[UV[PÄJH[PVUZMYVT[OLZTHY[WOVUL;OL
HWWSPJH[PVU .V:SV^ *OLUN L[ HS  KLZPNULK [V JYLH[L TVTLU[Z VM YLÅLJ[PVU HUK
ZVSP[\KL\ZLZHÄ_LKTVTLU[LHJOKH`^OPJOPZKL[LYTPULKI`[OL\ZLYILMVYL\ZL;OL
Echoes application (Isaacs et al., 2013) takes a different approach by using random timing
[OYV\NOV\[[OLKH`[VZLUKW\ZOUV[PÄJH[PVUZZ[PT\SH[PUNIV[OJYLH[PVUHUKYL]PL^;OL
application Picture Your Moment13 MVJ\ZZLZ ZWLJPÄJHSS` VU [OPZ YHUKVT [PTPUN ZLUKPUN
UV[PÄJH[PVUZ [OH[ Z[PT\SH[L [V [HRL H WOV[V H[ [OH[ TVTLU[ Z[PT\SH[PUN [V JHW[\YL TVYL
KP]LYZLHZWLJ[ZVML]LY`KH`SPML;OL[YPNNLYZPU.V:SV^KVUV[VUS`PUÅ\LUJL[OL[PTPUNI\[
WYV]PKLZVTLZ\NNLZ[PVUMVY[OLJVU[LU[VMHYLÅLJ[PVUHZ^LSS;OLZ`Z[LTZ\NNLZ[ZH[OLTL
(for example 'deep breathing' to consider that day). Such content suggestions are also seen
PUZWLJPÄJ[`WLZVMQV\YUHSZIV[OHUHSVN\LHUKKPNP[HS.YH[P[\KL1V\YUHSZLN,TTVUZ 
4J*\SSV\NOMVYL_HTWSLWYV]PKLHZWLJPÄJZJVWLMVYHSS[OLLU[YPLZ!SPZ[PUNZL]LYHS
HZWLJ[ZVMHKH`[OH[VULPZNYH[LM\SMVY;YPNNLYZHYL\ZLM\S[VYLTPUKWLVWSL[VYLÅLJ[MYLX\LU[S`I\[JHUILHUUV`PUN^OLU[OL`HYL[VVKVTPUHU[>LHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUL_WSVYPUN
M\Y[OLYOV^[YPNNLYZJHUIL\ZLKPUH^H`[OH[PZZ\WWVY[P]LVMYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OV\[ILPUN[VV
restrictive (both in timing and content).
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Re-interpretation
The above-mentioned application Echoes (Isaacs et al., 2013) presents the media that
WLVWSLOH]LJYLH[LKIHJR[V[OLTH[ZWLJPÄJPU[LY]HSZ;OPZPZHJJVTWHUPLKI`HWVZZPIPSP[`
to enter a response, both in text and as a rating on an emotional scale. In an evaluation of
[OLJVUJLW[P[^HZMV\UK[OH[[OLZLTVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHSZVSLHK[VYLPU[LYWYL[H[PVU
for example leading to less extreme emotional ratings. In general, reviewing media on later
moments can stimulate to re-interpret both the media and the experience to which they
refer. However, structured studies of these more longitudinal effects are rare, especially
within the area of design research. In an evaluation with Sensecam images, Lindley et al.,
(2011) explored how the media was re-interpreted 18 months after capture. They found that
participants had greater interest in images depicting mundane experiences retrospectively.
Additionally, these images were found interesting because they could uncover incremen[HSJOHUNL:L]LYHSVM[OLWHY[PJPWHU[ZL]LUZH^[OLVWWVY[\UP[`MVYL_WSPJP[YLÅLJ[PVUVU
aspects of their everyday life that often remain unnoticed but were cause for concern.
In general, although challenging to study, it is interesting to consider how the value of speJPÄJTLKPHTPNO[JOHUNLV]LYSVUNLY[PTLPU[LY]HSZ

2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed the related literature from research areas on both rememILYPUN HUK YLÅLJ[PUN>L ZLL V]LYSHW PU [OL [`WL VM TL[HJVNUP[P]L WYVJLZZLZ [OH[ [OLZL
HYLHZ Z[\K` HUK PU [OL JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ [OL` KLÄUL [V KLZJYPIL [OLZL WYVJLZZLZ>L PU[YVduce the term L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[VZJVWLV\YYLZLHYJO^LKLÄULHZ!considering and
analysing past, present and future experiences in order to (re-)assess our thoughts, beliefs,
feelings, and actions regarding one's everyday life.
(S[OV\NO ^L HYL PU[LYLZ[LK PU [OL V]LYSHW IL[^LLU YLTLTILYPUN HUK YLÅLJ[PUN ^L \ZL
[OPZ[LYT[VLTWOHZPZL[OLJVU[L_[YH[OLY[OHUHU`ZWLJPÄJ[LTWVYHSKPTLUZPVU>LJVUZPKLY[OLV]LYSHWVUHTVYLHIZ[YHJ[SL]LSHZIV[OÄLSKZKLZJYPILZPTPSHYJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ[OH[
OLSW[VM\Y[OLYKLÄULV\YZJVWL;OLZLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZPU[YVK\JLHU\TILYVM[OLVYPLZHUK
TVKLSZ[OH[HYL\ZLK[OYV\NOV\[[OPZ[OLZPZ0UZOVY[^LHPT[VKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[!
- Supports the self- and directive functions
- Focuses on a personal and somewhat critical level
- Is connected to the present, and
- Occurs across the lifespan.
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:WLJPÄJHSS` ^L HKKYLZZ [OPZ [`WL VM YLÅLJ[PVU PU H ^H` [OH[ P[ PZ Z\WWVY[LK [OYV\NO HU
VWLUHUKÅL_PISLWYVJLZZ and by focusing on the use of personal digital media. We have
KPZJ\ZZLKOV^KPMMLYLU[PU[LYHJ[PVUZ^P[OZ\JOTLKPHJHUZ\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU
especially on moments of creation and retrieval.
Finally, we concluded the chapter with an overview of related design work. Again, examWSLZ HYL NP]LU MYVT IV[O YLTLTILYPUN HUK YLÅLJ[PUN;OL ^VYR PUZWPYLZ \Z [V JVUZPKLY
designing for integration into everyday life through presence and triggering. In terms of
JYLH[PUNTLKPH[OL^VYRPUZWPYLZ[VSVVRH[ZLSLJ[PVUHUKJYLH[P]P[`[VKPYLJ[[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZ
in the moment. Finally, when retrieving media, different time intervals provide different
opportunities for re-interpretation. These inspirational design aspects that will be recurring
in our three design explorations (Chapter 4, 6 and 7).
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Abstract

Everyday Life
(Re)Appreciated

People go about large parts of their everyday life in an automa[LKTVKLUVYTHSP[`HUKOHIP[PZ^OH[KLÄULZL]LY`KH`SPML([
[OLZHTL[PTL[OL`HSZVHWWYLJPH[LZWLJPÄJHZWLJ[ZVML]LY`KH`
life, but little is known about these values. This chapter describes a probes study exploring how everyday life experiences
HYL]HS\LKIV[OMYVT[OLWHZ[HUKPU[OLWYLZLU[;OLÄUKPUNZ
JVUÄYT [OH[ ZLLTPUNS` T\UKHUL L_WLYPLUJLZ JVUJLYUPUN H
]HYPL[`VM[VWPJZJHUILJVTL]HS\HISL4VYLZWLJPÄJHSS`[OL
memory of an experience was considered valuable if it: was
regularly repeated, had social value, continued in the present,
PUÅ\LUJLKSPML^HZL_LTWSHY`VMJOHYHJ[LYVYZOV^LKHJVUtrast. However, the moment memories become valuable is difÄJ\S[ [V YLJVNUPZL;OL Z[\K` WYV]PKLZ Z\WWVY[ MVY V\Y MVJ\Z
VU L]LY`KH` SPML L_WLYPLUJLZ HZ H ]HS\HISL Z\IQLJ[ [V YLÅLJ[
\WVU:LJVUKS`P[ZOV^Z[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUPZULLKLK[VHWWYLJPH[L
everyday memories, because the value is often not evident in
the moment. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the
PTWSPJH[PVUZVM[OLZLÄUKPUNZMVYKLZPNUPUNZ`Z[LTZMVYJYLH[PUN
media of everyday life.
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3.1 Introduction
(Z KLZJYPILK PU [OL WYL]PV\Z JOHW[LY YLTLTILYPUN HUK YLÅLJ[PUN HYL JSVZLS` YLSH[LK
We focus on these processes within the scope of everyday life. The value of everyday life
experiences changes over time, what initially seems mundane, can be valued in retrospect. Zhang et al. (2014) found that people underestimate how much they enjoy recalling
mundane past experiences and actually enjoy reading about these experiences more so
[OHUHIV\[HUL_[YHVYKPUHY`L_WLYPLUJL>LILSPL]LYLÅLJ[PUNVUL]LY`KH`SPMLL_WLYPLUJLZ
OHZ]HS\LIV[O^OLUJVUZPKLYPUNWHZ[HZ^LSSHZWYLZLU[L_WLYPLUJLZ/V^L]LY[OLX\LZtion remains which experiences are most valuable. For most people, it might be easier to
see the value in everyday life experiences of the past. Therefore, in this chapter, we focus
primarily on exploring what memories of past everyday life experiences are considered
valuable. In addition, we compare this to how people view their current daily experiences.
>LÄYZ[Z\TTHYPZLV\Y[OLVYL[PJHSZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLHUK[OLT\UKHULPUMVYTLKI`
perspectives from autobiographical memory and philosophy. We then describe our probes
Z[\K`L_WSVYPUNWLVWSL»ZWLYJLW[PVUVM]HS\HISLL]LY`KH`L_WLYPLUJL7HY[PJPWHU[ZYLJLP]LK
a set of probes to capture present everyday life and to explore what mundane experiences
they value as memories. In a personal interview, we further explored why these experiences
are valuable, how this value evolved over time and if media played a role in remembering
them. The chapter ends with a discussion of our aims and contributions. The primary goal
of this study was to get a better understanding of what kind of experiences become valuable memories. Secondly, understanding the transition from mundane into meaningful can
PUMVYTOV^TLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVUJV\SKZ\WWVY[YLJVNUPZPUN]HS\LZPUL]LY`KH`SPML-PUHSS`
[OPZZ[\K`PZPULZZLUJLHMVYTVMN\PKLKYLÅLJ[PVU^OPJOHSZVJVU[YPI\[LZ[VV\Y\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVUVUL]LY`KH`SPML

Levels in Remembering
(ZL_WSHPULKPU*OHW[LY[OLJVUJLW[ZVMYLÅLJ[PUNHUKYLTLTILYPUNHYLJSVZLS`YLSH[LK
although each can also be studied without reference to the other. Although our primary
PU[LYLZ[JVUJLYUZYLÅLJ[P]LWYVJLZZLZ[OLMVJ\ZPU[OPZZ[\K`SPLZTVYLVUYLTLTILYPUN
We are interested in what experiences are valued, and this can be approached by discussing memories of diverse experiences (especially because they are more clearly valued in
YL[YVZWLJ[AOHUNL[HS(ZZ\JO^LI\PSK\WVURUV^SLKNLMYVT[OLÄLSKVMH\[V
biographical memory on how such experiences are remembered.
;OLZ[\K`VMH\[VIPVNYHWOPJHSTLTVY`PU]VS]LZHSS[OLL]LU[ZVMVUL»ZSPMLYHUNPUNMYVT
milestones to mundane experiences. Autobiographical memories can be described with
different levels of detail (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). A single recollection often inclu-
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KLZ ,]LU[ :WLJPÄJ 2UV^SLKNL HSZV JVUZPKLYLK LWPZVKPJ TLTVYPLZ *VU^H`  3V]LKH`
2015), is embedded in a General Event and is, on a higher level, part of a certain Life Time
Period (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). On the highest level of abstraction, our memories
can be integrated into a life story (Bluck & Habermas, 2001). The life story should not be
ZLLUHZHÄ_LKZ[VY`JVUZ[Y\J[LKULHY[OLLUKVMVUL»ZSPMLI\[YH[OLYHZHJVU[PU\V\Z]PL^
VU[OLWHZ[WYLZLU[HUKM\[\YLVMVUL»ZSPML[OH[JOHUNLZ[OYV\NOV\[[OLSPMLZWHU;OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUVMHSPMLZ[VY`PZHYLÅLJ[P]LWYVJLZZ^OPJOJHUOHWWLUIV[OKLSPILYH[LS`HZ^LSS
HZPTWSPJP[S`7LVWSL»ZSPMLZ[VYPLZZOV^[OH[WLVWSLVMKPMMLYLU[HNLZ]HS\L[OLWHZ[KPMMLYLU[S`
(Bluck & Habermas, 2001). Besides life time periods, life stories include important milestones (McAdams, 2001). Many of these milestones are part of the Life Script: events that
are part of the normative expectations within a given culture to the patterns of individual
life courses (Berntsen & Rubin, 2002). Milestones such as graduating from college, getting
married or having children are often approached with great anticipation. Such milestones
can be seen as anticipated memories because, even before happening, people expect these
events to be valuable as memories and they are often deliberately captured.

Memories of Everyday Life
In contrast to these anticipated memories, people also experience 'unanticipated memories': experiences from everyday life that become valuable memories, without expecting
[OPZH[[OL[PTL0UNLULYHSP[JHUILKPMÄJ\S[[VWYLKPJ[OV^VULTPNO[MLLSHIV\[YLTLTbering present experiences in the future (Zhang et al., 2014). By comparing conversations
ranging from ordinary to extraordinary and experiences from an ordinary day versus Valen[PUL»ZKH`AOHUNL[HSMV\UK[OH[WLVWSL\UKLYLZ[PTH[L[OLWSLHZ\YLVMYLKPZJV]LYPUN
mundane experiences more so than extraordinary experiences.
:\JOZ[\KPLZTHRLHIPUHY`ZWSP[IL[^LLUº[OLT\UKHUL»HUKº[OLL_[YHVYKPUHY`»ZLLMVY
L_HTWSLHSZV)OH[[HJOHYQLL 4VNPSULYI\[PUWYHJ[PJLKLÄUPUN^OH[JVUZ[P[\[LZ
everyday life exactly is challenging. As Felski (1999) put it: “after all, everyday life simply
is, indisputably: the essential taken-for-granted continuum of mundane activities” (p.5).
)LJH\ZL L]LY`KH` SPML PZ JOHYHJ[LYPZLK HZ ILPUN [HRLUMVYNYHU[LK P[ PZ KPMÄJ\S[ [V THRL
L_WSPJP[^OH[PZWHY[VML]LY`KH`SPML-VY[OPZZ[\K`^L[OLYLMVYLMVYT\SH[LKH^VYRPUNKLÄnition by specifying the most important things we consider not to be part of everyday life:
milestones (McAdams, 2001), transitional events (Janssen & Hague, 2015) and holidays.
;OPZSHZ[HZWLJ[^HZZWLJPÄJHSS`JOVZLUILJH\ZLWLVWSLJYLH[LTLKPHPUHI\UKHUJLK\YPUN
OVSPKH`Z>LYLJVNUPZL[OH[TVYLLSLTLU[ZJHUILPKLU[PÄLK[OH[HYLUV[WHY[VML]LY`KH`
life, but this short explanation could be used to explain our scope to participants easily.
Adopting the view that all other experiences could be everyday life also allowed us to study
what kind of experiences from everyday life become valuable within a broad scope.
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Media of the mundane
(ZL_WSHPULKPU*OHW[LYWLVWSL»ZTLTVYPLZHYLVM[LUPUÅ\LUJLKI`L_[LYUHSJ\LZ,_[LYUHSTLTVY`J\LZJHUILKLÄULKHZ“a piece of information that has a physical or tangible
embodiment but has an internal effect: triggering a memory” (van den Hoven & Eggen,
W(]HYPL[`VMVIQLJ[ZHUKTLKPHJHUZLY]LHZJ\LZPUÅ\LUJLK^OH[HUKOV^
people remember. Such an item initiates a process of cuing: the activation of fragments
within the self-memory system, this activation within the AM knowledge structures is, temporarily, a memory (Conway and Loveday, 2015).
Media can become meaningful through various processes, such as rituals, pilgrimage, or
NPM[NP]PUN)LSR>HSSLUKVYM :OLYY`  0UZVTLJHZLZTLKPHPZZWLJPÄJHSS`JYLH[LK
for the purpose of remembering, which are considered souvenirs (Van den Hoven, 2004) or
mementos (Petrelli, Whittaker & Brockmeier., 2008). Such practices are especially prevalent for special occasions; media of mundane experiences is less common and studied less
MYLX\LU[S`/LYL^LKPZJ\ZZZVTLZ[\KPLZ^P[OÄUKPUNZVUTLKPHYLWYLZLU[PUNL]LY`KH`
life experiences.
A time capsule study of Petrelli et al. (Petrelli, van den Hoven & Whittaker, 2009) showed
that items collected relating to events, places or experiences all included mundane aspects.
In general, the time capsules “often contained mundane elements of everyday life: ephemera that are generally thrown away, as well as recordings of familiar places and activities.”
[p. 174]. Through their broad approach, only a part of all memories in these studies conJLYULK L]LY`KH` SPML L_WLYPLUJLZ :PTPSHYS` H ML^ KLZPNU Z[\KPLZ PUJS\KL ÄUKPUNZ VU
everyday life aspects in personal media creation. A study by Lindley et al. (2011) focused
VUWOV[VZVML]LY`KH`SPMLJYLH[LK^P[O:LUZLJHT>OLUYLÅLJ[PUNVU[OLPTHNLZLPNO[LLU
months after capture participants became aware of incremental changes in everyday life as
^LSSHZ[OLºUVYTHSP[`»[OL[OPUNZ[OH[^LYLZ[PSS[OLZHTL:\JOUVYTHSP[`^HZHSZVMV\UK
PUTLKPHVMHOVSPKH`PU[OLZ[\K`VMH\KPVYLJVYKPUNZHZ¸:VUPJ:V\]LUPYZ»+PI7L[YLSSP
& Whittaker, 2010). Even though the study focused on a holiday, a rather special event,
[OL JOHUNL PU TVKHSP[` OHK HU LMMLJ[ VU [OL ºUVYTHSP[`» VM [OL JVSSLJ[LK J\LZ;OL J\LZ
YLÅLJ[LKTVYLT\UKHULHZWLJ[ZVM[OLOVSPKH`Z\JOHZ^HP[PUNMVYHMLYY`VY[OLX\HYYLSSPUN
of children (Dib, Petrelli & Whittaker, 2010).
A study on constructing life stories with photos (Frohlich, Wall & Kiddle, 2013) provides
insights into how certain cues of seemingly unimportant everyday life events can become
valuable in retrospect. Certain photos were valued because of 'outside of photo' activities:
something that happened directly after or before the photo. Or because the depicted had
a strong link to the present: a photo of a young child sitting behind the piano becomes
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valuable when he later develops a fascination for music (Frohlich, Wall & Kiddle, 2013).
These studies show that even special media can highlight more mundane aspects of life and
[OH[HWWYLJPH[PVUVM[OPZTLKPHJOHUNLKV]LY[PTL;OLYLZLHYJOKPKUV[MVJ\ZZWLJPÄJHSS`
on everyday life and thus provide only a limited perspective. This motivates us to explore
everyday life experiences and memories more elaborately in our study.

Study aims
The value of everyday life experiences changes, both over time and through deliberate
YLÅLJ[PVU)\[HZKPZJ\ZZLKHIV]LSP[[SLPZRUV^UHIV\[OV^VY^O`;OLYLMVYL^LHPT[V
study the appreciation of mundane experiences in more detail. With the study described
OLYL^LPU[LUK[VÄUKV\[!


>OH[JVUZ[P[\[LZL]LY`KH`SPMLMVYWLVWSL&



>OH[RPUKVML_WLYPLUJLZVML]LY`KH`SPMLKVWLVWSLTLU[PVUHZTLTVYPLZ&



>O`HYLZVTLL]LY`KH`L_WLYPLUJLZJVUZPKLYLK]HS\HISL&



>OLUKV[OLZLL_WLYPLUJLZILJVTL]HS\HISL&



>OPJOP[LTZYLWYLZLU[L_WLYPLUJLZVML]LY`KH`SPML&



/V^KVWLVWSLHWWYLJPH[LWYLZLU[L_WLYPLUJLZ&

>P[O [OLZL X\LZ[PVUZ ^L HPT [V ÄUK V\[ ^OH[ HZWLJ[Z VM L]LY`KH` SPML HYL ^VY[O^OPSL
[VJVUZPKLYPUYLÅLJ[PVUPUMVYTPUNV\YJOHSSLUNLVMOV^[VKLZPNUMVYTLKPHJYLH[PVUPU
everyday life.

0HWKRG3UREHV6WXG\
To better understand which experiences are valued in retrospect, we conducted an exploYH[P]LX\HSP[H[P]LZ[\K`>L\ZLKWYVILZ[VZ[PT\SH[LWLVWSL[V[OPURHIV\[WYLZLU[HUKWHZ[
everyday life experiences. We chose for the probes method (Mattelmäki, 2005) because this
provocative and creative approach stimulates people to consider aspects otherwise taken
for granted. The diversity of probes would allow for a variety of memories to be triggered
and bringing probes into their homes gives people time to think about the topic over a
longer period of time. Such a variety allows exploring which memories became most valuable. We therefore included exercises with diverse cues, including people, places, rituals,
different time periods and media types. We combined these probes with interviews, to
provide additional information, on other levels such as values.
;OL\ZLVMWYVILZPUPU[LYHJ[PVUKLZPNUÄUKZP[ZVYPNPUPU[OL\ZLVM*\S[\YHS7YVILZHZÄYZ[
introduced by Gaver, Dunne & Pacenti (1999). These Cultural Probes were used in multidisciplinary design teams to emerge in a new context. Cultural Probes are described as
“collections of evocative tasks meant to elicit inspirational responses from people - not
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comprehensive information about them, but fragmentary clues about their lives and
thoughts.” (Gaver, Dunne & Pacenti, 1999, p. 1). Since the introduction by Gaver, the
Cultural Probes have inspired a number of methods, including Technology Probes (Hutchinson et al., 2003), Empathy Probes (Mattelmäki & Battarbee, 2002) and Generative
;VVSRP[Z:HUKLYZ :[HWWLYZ(ZV\YWYVJLZZHUKHPTZKPMMLYMYVT.H]LY»ZVYPNPUHS
WYVWVZHSVM*\S[\YHS7YVILZ^L\ZL[OLIYVHKLY[LYTWYVILZZ[\K`7YVILZJHUILKLÄULKHZ
“design-oriented user research toolkits that are based on self-documentation” (Mattelmäki,
2005, p.83). Although the forms of probes vary greatly, they generally share three characteYPZ[PJZ![OL`OH]LHUL_WSVYH[VY`NVHSJVUJLYU[OL\ZLYZ»Z\IQLJ[P]L^VYSKHUKHYLIHZLKVU
self-documentation (Mattelmäki, 2005). These characteristics motivated us to apply probes
MVYV\YJ\YYLU[X\LZ[PVUHZP[Z\P[Z[OLL_WSVYH[PVUVMWLYZVUHSTLTVYPLZ
Originally, Cultural Probes were mainly initiated to serve as inspiration, and Gaver et al.
(2004) have criticized their use in more analytical processes. Others adopt a broader view
of probes, expressing that the method can be seen to serve four reasons, in addition to inspiration these included collecting information, enabling participation in the design process
and supporting dialogue between designers and users (Mattelmäki, 2005).
We address the probes as a source of both inspiration and information, thus analysed the
probes more structurally. However, for this information purpose probes alone are often not
enough (Mattelmäki, 2005). Instead, probes are complemented with other activities, in our
case interviews. In such a more structured process, the probes are used as familiarization
(Mattelmäki, 2005). In context mapping studies, sets of exercises are used in similar ways to
sensitize people for the topic at hand (Visser et al., 2007). Probes allow for familiarization
in two ways: the participant is engaged with the subject matter, allowing more long-term
YLÅLJ[PVUZ[VILPUJS\KLK(UK[OLYLZLHYJOLYJHUX\PJRS`ILJVTLMHTPSPHY^P[O[OLWLYZVU!
HSSV^PUN [V KP]L KLLWLY PU [OL Z\IQLJ[Z TVYL X\PJRS` ZPUJL H SV[ VM PUMVYTH[PVU HUK PU
spiration is available at a glance, during an interview.

3UREH.LWV
7YVILRP[ZJVUZPZ[ZVMH]HYPL[`VMHY[LMHJ[ZHUK[HZRZ^P[OHJLY[HPUHLZ[OL[PJX\HSP[`HUK
L_WYLZZPUNPUWHY[[OLKLZPNULY»ZO`WV[OLZLZHUKPU[LU[Z4H[[LSTpRP6\YWYVIL
kits were split in three phases, designed to sensitize participants to the topic of memories
VML]LY`KH`SPMLHZ^LSSHZ[OLPYWYLZLU[L]LY`KH`SPML;OLÄYZ[HUK[OPYKWOHZLZJVU[HPULK
H [HZR ^L ^HU[LK HSS WHY[PJPWHU[Z [V M\SÄS 0U [OL ÄYZ[ WOHZL VUL KH` WHY[PJPWHU[Z ^LYL
asked to capture a weekday in their lives. No further instructions or examples were given
to prevent predisposing them for a certain method. Because we were looking for mundane
elements of life, a weekday was more appropriate than a weekend day, reducing the chance
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of capturing an exceptional day. The second phase (six days), contained the majority of
the artefacts and tasks. As is common in probes, participants could choose which tasks to
complete, and in what order. The tasks were grouped in three themes: memories people
OHKTLKPHVMTLTVYPLZWLVWSLV^ULKHUKTLKPHWLVWSLKPKUV[V^U;OL[OPYKHUKÄUHS
phase (one day) was similar to the start. Participants were again asked to capture the same
weekday as in phase one, to support discussion on their view of their present everyday life
K\YPUN[OLPU[LY]PL^Z)`MVJ\ZZPUN[OLÄYZ[HUKÄUHSWOHZLVU[OLWYLZLU[HUK[OLZLJVUK
WOHZLVU[OLWHZ[^LHPTLK[VNH[OLYPUZPNO[ZVUIV[O[OLZL[PTLWLYZWLJ[P]LZ:WLJPÄJHSS`
we were interested if different values were seen between past and present experiences and
PM[OLYLJVSSLJ[PVUVM]HS\HISLWHZ[L_WLYPLUJLZPUÅ\LUJLK[OLWLYJLW[PVUVM[OLWYLZLU[PU
[OLÄUHSWOHZL
An overview of the provided materials can be seen in Figure 3.1, more detailed information
on all exercises can be found in Appendix 1.
The introduction and individual exercises emphasised the focus on everyday life because
most often people recall memories of special events. Similar to the approach by Jung et al.
HUK.VSZ[LPQUL[HSL]LY`KH`SPML^HZUV[M\Y[OLYZWLJPÄLK[VHSSV^KPZJ\Zsion on what makes something part of 'everyday life'. To foster this discussion, we added
HºKPJ[PVUHY`L_LYJPZL»[V[OLZL[VML_LYJPZLZPUWOHZL[^VHZRPUN[VKLÄULºL]LY`KH`SPML»
as well as name its opposite. The study was concluded with semi-structured interviews to
discuss the value of the memories and to connect to present experiences. The probe exercises and interviews were conducted in Dutch (the native language of all participants and
PU]VS]LKYLZLHYJOLYZHZHYLZ\S[[OLX\V[LZWYV]PKLKHYL[YHUZSH[PVUZ

Figure 3.1 Contents of the probes kit. Part A: ‘Capture-your-day’ exercise card.
Part B1: dictionary exercise, notebook, exercise cards on: people, rituals, small things,
and repetition. Part B2: a USB-stick, a CD, a pedestal for a ‘museum’, a photo folder and
exercise cards on missing media. Part B3: exercise cards on media creation.
Part C: ‘Capture-your-day’ exercise card.
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The probes were handed out to a total of ten participants, who were recruited within the
social and professional network of the researchers. Participants had no background in
memory research and had no previous knowledge about the study. The participants ranged
in age from 19 to 65 years and included a variety of professions and family situations. Of
the participants four were male and six female.

Data analysis
After transcribing all material, we analysed the probes and interviews in two different ways
as they provided information on different levels of detail. Both analyses were primarily
done through coding and clustering.
The results from phase B of the probe study were divided into individual instances. Of the
199 instances, 17 were excluded because they did not describe a memory. The resulting
182 memories were coded according to the content they described, resulting in the themes
shown in Table 3.1 (p. 69). The coding process followed the steps as described by Braun
& Clarke (2006) creating codes bottom-up (open coding). The reliability of the resulting
coding scheme was validated by a second coder. This second, independent coder, used
the created coding scheme to analyse the full dataset. For this coding, inter-coder-reliabiSP[` ^HZ JHSJ\SH[LK MVY LHJO [OLTL \ZPUN *VOLU»Z 2HWWH ^OPJO WYV]PKLZ [OL HNYLLTLU[
between the two coders as a number between 0 and 1. This value was calculated for each
of the themes separately, with results ranging from 0.50 to 0.95 (mean 0.73).
;OLZL ]HS\LZ ^LYL ZLLU HZ ZH[PZMHJ[VY` ^P[O TVKLYH[L HNYLLTLU[ MVY [OL [OLTLZ ºOVTL»
2HWWH  º9LSPNPVU» 2HWWH  HUK º\URUV^U» 2HWWH  HUK NVVK [V ULHYS`
perfect agreement for all other themes (for example the Kappa score for the theme Work was
0.95). Differences in codes were most often caused by one coder assigning more themes to
HZPUNSLX\V[L[OHU[OLV[OLYJVKLYLNVUS`/VTLVY/VTLHUK-HTPS`;OLWYLZLU[LK
ÄUKPUNZHYL[OLYLZ\S[VMHKPZJ\ZZPVUIL[^LLUJVKLYZ[VYLZVS]L[OLZLKPZHNYLLTLU[Z
The interviews were analysed using a more nuanced approach to thematic analysis, as we
^LYLSVVRPUNMVY[OL\UKLYS`PUN]HS\LZYLX\PYPUNJVKPUNVUHSH[LU[SL]LS)YH\U *SHYRL
 >L HKVW[LK VWLU JVKPUN HUK H ZLX\LU[PHS HWWYVHJO [V [OL KH[H HUHS`ZPZ VM [OL
interviews. During the interviews and transcription phase, initial categories emerged. Clus[LYPUN[OL[YHUZJYPW[ZTLTVZHUKUV[LZSLK[V[OLÄUHSJH[LNVYPLZ[OH[HYLKLZJYPILKPU[OL
ÄUKPUNZ;OPZWHY[VM[OLHUHS`ZPZ^HZKVULI`[OLWYPTHY`YLZLHYJOLY
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3.3 Findings
The probes elicited a wide variety of memories; a total of 182 memories were visualised or
described across the exercises of phase two. There were large individual differences, as par[PJPWHU[ZJVSSLJ[LKIL[^LLUHUKTLTVYPLZ0U[OPZZLJ[PVU^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZ[OLÄUKPUNZ
MYVT[OLWYVILZHUKPU[LY]PL^Z[VNL[OLYZ[Y\J[\YLKI`V\YYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZ

What constitutes everyday life for people?
;VILHISL[VW\[[OLTLTVYPLZWLVWSLYLJHSSPU[VWLYZWLJ[P]L^L^PSSÄYZ[YLWVY[VUWHY[PJPWHU[Z»KLÄUP[PVUZVML]LY`KH`SPML;OL`KLZJYPILKL]LY`KH`SPMLHZ YLSH[PUN[VHJ[P]P[PLZ
KVUL^P[OV\[[OV\NO[  OHWWLUPUN\UH^HYL VY ^OH[PZKVULH\[VTH[PJHSS` :VTLL]LU
included more negative descriptions such as boring or not worthwhile. In some cases, the
KLÄUP[PVUZZOV^LKHTVYLSP[LYHSL_WSHUH[PVUI`YLMLYYPUN[VL]LU[Z[OH[VJJ\YL]LY`KH`
;OLVWWVZP[LVML]LY`KH`SPML^HZTVZ[VM[LUKLÄULKHZZWLJPHSJVTIPULK^P[O^VYKZ
Z\JOHZPUJPKLU[HS\UPX\L\UL_WLJ[LKHUKL_JP[PUN;OLNP]LUKLZJYPW[PVUZVM[OLKPZ[PUJtion between these two sides show how some everyday activities can become special:
“a regular visit to a lonely acquaintance, can sometimes become very special
through the conversation of that day.” [P4]
0U[OPZX\V[L[OLJOHUNLPZPUJPKLU[HS!HZPUN\SHYVJJ\YYLUJLILJVTLZZWLJPHS0UV[OLYJHZLZ
[OL[YHUZP[PVUJOHUNLK[OLL_WLYPLUJLWLYTHULU[S`;OLWHY[PJPWHU[Z»YLZWVUZLZZOV^LK[OH[
'everyday life' and 'special' are not always easily separated. We, therefore, conclude that
KLÄUPUNL]LY`KH`SPMLI`JVU[YHZ[PUNP[[Vº[OLZWLJPHS»KVLZUV[Z\MÄJL0U:LJ[PVU^L
KPZJ\ZZHTVYLU\HUJLKKLÄUP[PVUVML]LY`KH`SPMLIHZLKVU[OLZLL_WLYPLUJLZ
*OHYHJ[LYPZ[PJ VM TVZ[ VM [OL WHY[PJPWHU[Z» TLTVYPLZ VM L]LY`KH` SPML PZ [OL MHJ[ [OH[ [OL`
are of repeated events or experiences. These memories are therefore not described using
ZWLJPÄJKL[HPSZI\[VUHTVYLHIZ[YHJ[LKSL]LSZPTPSHY[V.LULYHS,]LU[Z*VU^H` 7SL`dell-Pearce, 2000). People often express 'how it used to be'. See for example the repeated
\ZLVMºVM[LU»PU[OLMVSSV^PUNL_HTWSL!
“We used to have a Super Nintendo in the attic. Often if we would play a game in the
evening, my father would often play guitar. […] He often did the same thing when I
went to bed.” [P1]
Although the memories were mainly General Event descriptions of repeated events, they
JV\SKPUJS\KLL_HTWSLZVMZWLJPÄJL]LU[Z^P[OOPNOSL]LSZVMKL[HPS
“Once a week I went to eat at my grandma on Sundays after swimming. Swimming
makes you hungry, [I remember] the chloride and vegetable soup from a soup plate,
and vermicelli and praying before dinner.” [P10]
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In an anecdote such as this one, a general description is combined with detailed fragments
that might not have applied to each occurrence but are related memories, grouped in the
General Event.

What kind of experiences of everyday life do people mention as memories?
The memories from the probes study were coded for their content. Table 3.1 shows the
results of this process. As the themes are not mutually exclusive, one, two or three themes
could be ascribed to an item. As a result, the percentages in the third column add up to
TVYL[OHU 
(Z JHU IL ZLLU PU;HISL  WLVWSL»Z TLTVYPLZ TVZ[S` JVUJLYU [OL [OLTLZ VM -HTPS`
Leisure Time and Home. There was a large overlap between these themes, as for example a
memory would take place at home with family members. A memory received both codes if
both aspects seemed to be important for the memory.
Memories related to Leisure Time included both organised clubs such as music groups
or sport clubs and other leisure interests such as crafting or hiking. Memories concerning
School and Work are not often mentioned in the probes and even less when asked which
memories are most valuable. One participant explained that “work is different every day
therefore not mundane”. Another participant expressed the opposite feeling, that work is
too mundane to mention:
“In any case not [anything worth mentioning] during the workday, so we can skip to
four o’clock.” [P1]
The memories concerning Religion were mainly mentioned by two older participants (63
and 65 years old) and concerned visiting the church, praying at home and other recurring
rituals. The themes of Love and Friends often concerned relations that were not present
anymore, either because the romantic relationship had ended or because it concerned
MYPLUKZ[OH[^LYLUV[ZLLUMYLX\LU[S`HU`TVYL(ZTHSSLYHTV\U[VM[OLZLTLTVYPLZYLMLYred to relations that were still continuing.
;OL[OLTLº:WLJPHS6JJHZPVUZ»PZHUL_JLW[PVUPU[OLSPZ[^LKVUV[JVUZPKLY[OLZL[VIL
“memories of everyday life” because these refer to milestones, transitional events or holidays. P8 described a photo book that was made about an annual camping trip with friends:
“In that book, everybody [added] memories of the happening of camping […] if you
talk about the everyday elements, that is the everyday life of those camping trips.”
[P8]
(Z[OPZX\V[LPSS\Z[YH[LZTLTVYPLZVMZWLJPHSL]LU[ZJHUZOV^JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVML]LY`KH`
life memories'.
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Theme

Memories

Family

66

% of
total

Example Quote



"Watching guilty pleasures on TLC with my
mom." [P2]

Leisure Time

48



“[A ritual was] cleaning my soccer shoes,
getting the dirt off, cleaning it with a cloth or
brush, getting the laces out, greasing them.”
[P6]

Home

44



“When I was 12-13 years old, I would drink
straight from [our kitchen] tap several times a
day.” [P7]

Friends

16



“The song ‘Du’ from David Hasselhoff
reminds me of the apartment with [friend] B.
For a while, we would always play this song
when we were cleaning.” [P1]

Work

12



“I delivered newspapers almost every day:
dark, cold, my little MP3 player, alarm at
5:45” [P10]

Love

12



“With [ex-girlfriend], in winter, we would
often go for lovely walks when the sky was
blue and the sun was out.” [P1]

Religion

11



“When I was in primary school, it was customary to go to church almost every morning.
[…] This meant rising early to be in church at
8 AM and in school by 9 AM.” [P4]

School

9



“Mr. B could tell great stories, just like Mr. S.
on secondary school.” [P7]

Special

37



Occasions
Unkown

“[I don’t have any media from] my last birthday that my grandmother visited.” [P9]

11



“I thought the L and O were one letter, so I
always wrote my name [with those together].”
[P10]

Table 3.1 Memory themes: the second and third columns show the number and
WLYJLU[HNLVMTLTVYPLZ[OH[^LYLJVKLKMVYLHJO[OLTL0U[OLÄUHSJVS\TU
an example quote is given.
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Why are some everyday experiences considered valuable?
The primary focus of the interviews was to discuss which of the described experiences were
valuable or important to people and why. Each participant described the value of two to
twelve experiences. For some, descriptions were coded with multiple reasons for value. The
reasons were clustered into the following categories:
- Repetition
- Social Value
- Connection to the present
0UÅ\LUJPUN3PML
- Exemplary of Character
- Illustrating Contrast
Each of these reasons will now be explained separately.
Repetition
For some memories, no other argument is given than simply that it “always” happened. The
self-assessed value of four memories focused solely on this repetition. All these memories
^LYLVML]LU[Z^P[OHÄ_LK[PTLWSHJLHUKHJ[P]P[`YLWLH[LKLP[OLYKHPS`VY^LLRS`!
“I think [I value it] because it was every day, you knew for sure that it was coming,
and that was kind of nice.” [P10]
;OPZX\V[LYLMLYZ[VOLYTLTVY`VMHUPNO[[PTLYV\[PULPSS\Z[YH[LKPU-PN\YL[VNL[OLY
with a similar bed-time routine from a different participant.

Figure 3.2 Example of repeated memories:
Left P10: Drawing of her parents asking “What was the stupidest thing today?”
“And what the most fun?” while she and her sister were brushing their teeth.
Right P9: Song text of a lullaby her mother used to sing to her every day until she was
nine, in both Dutch and English.
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Social value
The majority of memories were social, 158 of the 182 memories included references to
V[OLYZVY^LYL^YP[[LUPUº^L»MVYT:VTLTLTVYPLZ^LYLZWLJPÄJHSS`]HS\LKMVY[OPZZVJPHS
component, for representing a bond with certain people. The memories related to a wide
variety of people, including parents, children, siblings, friends, lovers or colleagues. The
ZVJPHS]HS\L^HZ[OLTVZ[L]PKLU[]HS\L^OLUWHY[PJPWHU[Z^LYLHZRLK[VYLÅLJ[VU[OLPY
valuable memories in general:
“The warm memories are all connected to people.” [P2]
It was an overarching theme that participants themselves recognised in several cases. The
value of social bonds was also seen when discussing the present as potential memories.
Present relationships mainly related to parents, children or groups of friends.
Connection to the present
The third theme of valuable memories related to memories with a strong link to the present.
For example, if the event still occurred in the present as part of a weekly club. In some
cases, the event did not literally continue in the present but was transferred to a new geneYH[PVU7L_WSHPULK[OPZPU[OLMVSSV^PUNX\V[L!
“After school, I always went to my mother to tell her how it had been [..] there was
always time for that, or she made time, and the same applies to my father. [I value]
that in combination with [how we did this with] our own children later, always trying
to talk things through every day.” [P7]
Transferring a memory as an experience for the next generation was even projected into the
future when not applicable to the present.
0UÅ\LUJL
The example above of P7 talking to his parents had an additional value: it shaped his
TVYHSHUKPU[OH[ZLUZLPUÅ\LUJLKOPZSPML;OPZJH[LNVY`SHILSSLKPUÅ\LUJLPUJS\KLZ[LU
TLTVYPLZVMKPMMLYLU[WHY[PJPWHU[Z)LZPKLZTVYHS[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMHTLTVY`^HZZLLUPU
shaping likes and dislikes, determining career paths and forming personality:
“This [going to secondary school] has been determining for the rest of my life, in a
way.” [P4]
The possibility to go to school, although a mundane activity on a day-to-day basis, was
ZWLJPHSILJH\ZLVM[OLPUÅ\LUJLP[OHKVU7»ZSPMLHZP[KL[LYTPULKOLYÄYZ[QVI;OLZLRPUKZ
VMPUÅ\LUJLZVUSPMLJHUVUS`ILYLJVNUPZLKPUYL[YVZWLJ[
Exemplary of own character
Half of the participants valued a certain memory because it was exemplary of their personality at that time. In some cases, these were memories of general events, but two participants
KLZJYPILKHZPUN\SHYL]LU[^P[OHOPNOHTV\U[VM,]LU[:WLJPÄJ2UV^SLKNLZ\JOHZ[OL
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example of P4 during a certain morning at school:
“I was a very obedient student […] when I was in school and we were standing
in line [..] I was yawning, and then the girl behind me coughed in my face. And I
thought, oh my, I should be looking in front of me. And the teacher came towards me
and she was scolding the girl behind me. And I was so surprised because I thought I
was misbehaving.” [P4]
Even though the memory is a detailed description of a singular event, it can be seen as part
VMHTVYL[OLTH[PJ.LULYHS,]LU[PSS\Z[YH[PUNHJLY[HPUJOHYHJ[LY!¸[OH[»Z[OLRPUKVM[OPUNZ
0KPK[OH[»ZOV^0ILOH]LK¹
Contrasting memories
Eight out of ten participants mentioned at least one valuable memory that illustrated a
contrast. We found a large cluster of memories (27), demonstrating such a contrast. These
memories were diverse, and on further analysis could be split into four types of contrast.
;OLÄYZ[JVU[YHZ[^HZMV\UK^OLUZVTL[OPUN^HZL_JLW[PVUHS[OLUI\[UVYTHSUV^JVU[YHZ[^HZMV\UKPUÄ]LTLTVYPLZYLWVY[LKI`[^VVM[OLWHY[PJPWHU[ZHUK`LHYZVSK
This contrast can only be recognised in retrospect and sometimes referred to smaller habits,
HZ[OLMVSSV^PUNX\V[LPSS\Z[YH[LZ!
“You cannot imagine now, but [grocery shopping] was really a getaway […] We
would go with the two of us. And you had to be washed and clean because you
went grocery shopping.” [P4]
The second type of contrast was the opposite of the previous one: an experience that was
considered normal at the time but is exceptional now. Four different participants recognised
this contrast. Similar to (Petrelli, Van den Hoven & Whittaker, 2009) these contrasts between
WHZ[HUKWYLZLU[YLÅLJ[LKIV[OWLYZVUHSJVU[YHZ[HUKZVJPL[HSJOHUNL!
“That standing ashtray, that’s why I added this picture […] smoking was done everywhere, that’s not allowed now anymore, but back then [..] it was just part of everyday
life, smoking.” [P8] (see also Figure 3.3 on p.74).
The third type of contrast was seen in memories of a regular event and an exception. The
exception could be more exciting or could be a negative experience during a regularly
positive event:
“A dessert with strawberries, we ate that every Sunday […] after that [..] I once
became very sick, because I had a tooth pulled. [..] I think that’s the reason I remember it so well because the other experience is linked to it.” [P3]
The extraordinary circumstances of the exception also made people remember the routine
better.
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Finally, a social contrast was found, relating to differences between them and others. A
certain habit or event that was normal for the participant, but which they saw was different
for others.
“We were always allowed to play outside, on the curb, on the street, in the garden,
[…] But they [friends] were never allowed to do that, so it was, for us it was normal
to be allowed to do so, and what they did was very special to us.” [P8]
This kind of contrast was sometimes already noticed at the time of the experience, for
instance when discussing it with others.

When do these experiences become valuable?
If a certain memory is valued in the present, but the experience was not valued when it
occurred in the past, there must have been a moment of transition. For participants, it was
often challenging to indicate when they became aware of the value of an experience. Only
one participant indicated being aware of the value as soon as the repeated event stopped.
“[The lullaby by my mother] became really important for me when the ritual stopped,
[..] because [my mother] thought I was too old for that. At that moment I thought, I
really don’t like this.” [P9]
For most memories, the value increased or changed some time later, but the exact timing
^HZ KPMÄJ\S[ [V ZWLJPM` 0U ZVTL JHZLZ L]LU[Z ^LYL HWWYLJPH[LK H[ [OL [PTL HZ NLULYHSS`
WVZP[P]LI\[ZVTLOV^NV[TVYL]HS\LSH[LYHZ[OLMVSSV^PUNX\V[LHIV\[HJVVRPLQHYH[
7»ZNYHUKTV[OLY»ZOVTLPSS\Z[YH[LZ!
“At that time I thought it was great, just because I was a child and it had candy. But
later, I kind of realised that it really connected to my grandmother [as a person] and
that for her, it was also to show that she was so happy that we were there.” [P10]
In some cases, participants could point out when they started attaching value to the
memory, which was a moment of change. These changes included changing jobs, a loved
person leaving or changing roles within a certain experience. P7, for instance, appreciated
OPZZJV\[SLHKLY»ZLMMVY[HUK]HS\LZ^OLUOLOPTZLSMHKVW[LK[OPZYVSL!
“At the moment I became a leader. I was sixteen at the time, so on one side I was
still part of the oldest group myself, but on the other side I was assistant leader, and
then you start to make games yourself.” [P7]
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Only after changing roles he realised that the variety of games his leader organised repreZLU[LK PTWVY[HU[ ]HS\LZ VM LX\HSP[` /V^L]LY P[ YLTHPUZ \UJSLHY OV^ KLSPILYH[L VY LSHIVYH[L[OPZYLÅLJ[PVU^HZH[[OH[[PTL*OHUNLZPUSPMLHSZVJH\ZLKJLY[HPUTLTVYPLZ[VIL
more linked to the present and therefore more likely to be retrieved during the study. Some
participants expressed that they were aware of this:
“I think this is mainly because recently we’ve been cleaning out their [grandparents’]
house, then all of a sudden all those things I haven’t thought about in years come up
again.” [P10]

Which items represent experiences of everyday life?
7OV[VZHYLH[`WLVMTLTLU[VVM[LUV^ULKPUNYLH[X\HU[P[`/V^L]LYV\YÄUKPUNZZ\NNLZ[
that this might be less true for memories of everyday life. Eight of the participants expressed
YLNYL[[PUNUV[OH]PUNZWLJPÄJTLKPHVMZVTLVM[OLPYL]LY`KH`SPMLTLTVYPLZ-VYTHU`VM
[OLTLTVYPLZKPZJ\ZZLKUVKLSPILYH[LTLKPHWOV[VZÄST^LYLJYLH[LKH[[OL[PTL,ZWLcially for memories related to the themes School or Home participants expressed having
very little media and they thought this was regrettable. Figure 3.3 (Left) shows an example
VMHWOV[VVML]LY`KH`SPMLHYV\UK[OLOV\ZL-YVTV\YZHTWSL[OPZ^HZX\P[LH\UPX\L
example, as very few participants had such media of their everyday life, especially of their
youth.
Instead of deliberate mementos, P8 included some photos that contained cues of everyday
life in the background. She valued these pictures for the mundane aspects of life they represented even though the pictures were taken at special moments. For example, a birthday

Figure 3.3 Left, P4: Unique memento: picture of everyday life, playing outside on the
farm. Right, P8: Picture valued for the cue in the background: the ashtray reminding of a
time smoking was generally accepted.
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picture was valued for the ashtray in the background that reminded her of the widespread
habit of smoking at that time (see Figure 3.3, Right).
:PTPSHY [V [OL ÄUKPUNZ PU 7L[YLSSP >OP[[HRLY  )YVJRTLPLY  ^L MV\UK T\UKHUL
objects as mementos besides photos. These were most often objects that were used in the
activities such as a cookie jar, musical instruments or shoes. In cases where no mementos
were owned participants could refer to environmental cues that they were aware of such as
WLVWSLT\ZPJSVJH[PVUZVYZP[\H[PVUZ[OH[[YPNNLYLKHZWLJPÄJTLTVY`
Participants expressed different aspects that they would value in media of everyday life.
Some desired media that would represent the experience, the emotional value of an event
or personal interpretation of the situation. In contrast, others wanted media that would
IL[[LYYLÅLJ[YLHSP[`HUKZ\WWVY[YLTLTILYPUN[OLMHJ[Z;OPZKLZPYLJHTLMYVTJVUÅPJ[PUN
memories with friends or family. Another reason to regret not having mementos was the
desire for cross-generation storytelling, explaining everyday life to (future) (grand-)children
could be supported with visual or physical media.

How do people appreciate present experiences?
Two phases of the probes study were dedicated to capturing the present. On two days, one
week apart, the participants captured the events and experiences of their days. This open
exercise was approached in many different ways. Three participants listed their activities
and three wrote more elaborately, similar to a diary. Figure 3.4 shows examples of these
types of written accounts. The other accounts were more visual, including a pictorial overview, photo-collage, and drawn overview, see Figure 3.5 for examples.

Figure 3.4 Left, P6: List overview of activities with time indications.
Right, P5: More diary-like written account.
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The two days to be captured were separated by the second phase, focussing on memories,
^OPJOSHZ[LKZP_KH`Z>P[O[OPZZL[\W^LOVWLK[VPNUP[LYLÅLJ[PVUVU^OH[HZWLJ[ZVM
everyday life would be valuable to capture. Participants could capture it in a different way or
with a different focus the second time. The assignment did not prescribe the days to be captured in similar ways, but only a few participants changed their strategy. In all the text-based
accounts the activities and representations were highly similar. Two of the visual accounts
had slight changes: P7 changed from clock-orientation to a more symbolic representation
of time in a photo collage, see Figure 3.5 (still time went roughly clockwise through the
JVSSHNLI\[UV[HZKPYLJ[S`7IYVHKLULKOLYZJVWL![OLÄYZ[[PTLZOLMVJ\ZZLKVUMVVK
eaten on a day, the second time she included a variety of activities and aspects (see Figure
:OLYLÅLJ[LK[OH[PMZOL^V\SKKVZ\JOHUL_LYJPZLYLN\SHYS`P[^V\SKILPU[LYLZ[PUN[V
put the focus differently every time such as on food or modes of transportation.
A changing view on present experience evolved more during the interview, rather than
by the probes in themselves. The representations of the present were discussed during the
PU[LY]PL^Z[VYLÅLJ[VU^OL[OLYVYUV[[OL`ZOHYLK]HS\LZ^P[O[OL]HS\HISLTLTVYPLZMYVT
the past. Approaching the present as future past was a challenging topic to discuss. It was
LZWLJPHSS`KPMÄJ\S[MVYWHY[PJPWHU[Z[VYLJVNUPZLTVYLHIZ[YHJ[LSLTLU[ZVM]HS\HISLTLTV-

Figure 3.5 Left, P7: Photographic overviews with a loose approach to time (top)
and a clock orientation (bottom).
Right, P10: Drawn overviews with (top) and without a theme (bottom).
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ries in the present. Experiences with social value that continued in the now or were passed
on to the next generation were most easily recognised. Two of the participants (aged 19 and
YLÅLJ[LKVUOV^[OL`^V\SKYLTLTILYHZWLJ[ZVM[OLPYWYLZLU[!
“I think [I would remember] my chaotic character, especially if I have to go somewhere or have just come back.” [P9]
This participant explained that she was very aware of the way she developed, as she
L_WSHPULK[OPZ^HZWHY[S`K\L[VOLYLK\JH[PVUPU^OPJOWLYZVUHSYLÅLJ[PVU^HZ]LY`PTWVYtant:
“Because it has already changed a lot in the past year, it has already become less,
but I think it will keep on improving because I get older and will just get my habits.
Hence I think I will look back upon it with a laugh when I am older.” [P9]
(Z[OLX\V[LZOV^Z7 ^HZ]LY`H^HYLVMHYLJLU[JOHUNL[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMHJOHYHJ[LY
[YHP[ :\JO H^HYLULZZ VM J\YYLU[ JOHUNLZ YLX\PYLZ H OPNO SL]LS VM ZLSMPUZPNO[ HUK KLLWLY
YLÅLJ[PVU

3.4 Discussion
The probes study described in this chapter aimed to explore which mundane experiences
are valued in retrospect and how this appreciation develops over time. Various researchers
have found that participants enjoyed recalling everyday (or mundane) aspects of their lives
(Dib, Petrelli & Whittaker, 2010, Lindley et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2014). However, these
studies provided little detail on what aspects of everyday life are valued and why. With this
study, we aimed to contribute to a more detailed understanding of the value of everyday
life experiences.
6\Y ÄUKPUNZ ZOV^ [OH[ TLTVYPLZ VM L]LY`KH` SPML HYL KP]LYZL YLSH[PUN [V THU` KPMMLYLU[
themes. Large clusters relate to family, leisure time and home. It is not surprising that family
HUKOVTLHYLMYLX\LU[S`YLJ\YYPUN[OLTLZ4HU`TLTVYPLZ^LYLYLJHSSLKMYVT[OLJOPSKhood period, in which home and family play an essential role. In the context of design for
remembering, the home is more often studied as a place for memory rather than as a speJPÄLK[VWPJVMYLTLTILYPUNZLLMVYL_HTWSL*ZPRZaLU[TPOHS`P 9VJOILYN/HS[VU"
7L[YLSSP >OP[[HRLY"2HSUPRHP[L >OP[[HRLY0UV\YÄUKPUNZSLPZ\YL[PTL^HZ
more often mentioned than memories of school and work. School and work were often
referenced on a very general scale, as an indicator of a certain Life Time Period (Conway &
7SL`KLSS7LHYJL>P[OPU[OLJVTTVU[OLTLZ[OLYL^LYLL]LUHML^ZWLJPÄJZJLUHrios that recurred several times, such as family dinners, night-time rituals and weekend routines (chores, groceries, sport matches). These events are not the typical high-level events
(such as graduating or marriage) in a Life Script (Berntsen & Rubin, 2002), yet they can still
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ILJVUZPKLYLKZVTL^OH[ºZJYPW[LK»,]LU[ZZ\JOHZMHTPS`OVTLKPUULYZHYLZVJPHSS`HUK
culturally “part of the normative expectations” in Dutch culture. As such, many people will
have somewhat similar memories of these experiences.
6]LYHSSV\YÄUKPUNZKLTVUZ[YH[L[OH[L]LY`KH`TLTVYPLZHYL]HS\LKMVYH^PKL]HYPL[`VM
reasons. There is not a single answer to why certain memories of everyday life are valuable,
but the themes provide support when looking for present experiences with high potential to
become valuable memories. Repetition, was an important reason for value, something that
^HZ¸ZPTWS`HS^H`ZZV¹@L[P[PZKPMÄJ\S[[V\ZL[OPZ[OLTLTVYLKPYLJ[P]LHZUV[HSS[OPUNZ
[OH[ HYL YLWLH[LK ^P[O H ZWLJPÄJ MYLX\LUJ` HUK V]LY H ZL[ WLYPVK HYL ]HS\LK 4LTVYPLZ
that are valued for their social relevance are more evident to people, even in this present.
;OPZYLZVUH[LZ^P[O[OLÄUKPUNZVUZVJPHS]HS\LZ[OL[PTLJHWZ\SLZ[\K`I`7L[YLSSP=HUKLU
Hoven & Whittaker (2009) and in the Memory Lane study by Kalnikaite & Whittaker (2011).
6[OLYPTWVY[HU[YLHZVUZMVY]HS\LPUJS\KPUNJVUULJ[PVUZ[V[OLWYLZLU[PUÅ\LUJPUN[OL
SPMLVYYLWYLZLU[PUNVUL»ZJOHYHJ[LYJHUVUS`IL]HS\LKPUYL[YVZWLJ[;OLZL]HS\LZYLX\PYL
YLÅLJ[PVUHUKPUZPNO[[OH[JHUVUS`JVTLHM[LYHJLY[HPU[PTL:PTPSHYS`[OLHZWLJ[VM]HS\HISLJVU[YHZ[VUS`ILJVTLZL]PKLU[^OLUWLVWSLYLÅLJ[VU[OLTLHUPUNVML_WLYPLUJLZ
0UZVTLJHZLZZ\JOHZ^P[OZVJPHSJVU[YHZ[[OPZYLÅLJ[PVUJV\SKVJJ\YH[[OL[PTLVM[OL
L_WLYPLUJLPUV[OLYJHZLZYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZSH[LY:WLJPÄJHSS`TVTLU[ZVMJOHUNLHUK[YHUZP[PVUZ^LYLZLLUHZPTWVY[HU[MVYYLÅLJ[PVUPUHJJVYKHUJL[V:[H\KPUNLY

Limitations
>OLUWYVILZHYL\ZLK[VZ[\K`HZWLJPÄJ[VWPJ[OL`PUOLYLU[S`YLÅLJ[ZVTLVM[OLKLZPNULY»Z]PL^ZVU[OL[VWPJHUKPUJVYWVYH[L[OLPYHZZ\TW[PVUZ>LO`WV[OLZPaLK[OH[JVSSLJ[PUN
valuable past experiences would allow people to see value in present experiences, which
^V\SKILL_WYLZZLKPU[OLºJHW[\YL[OLKH`»L_LYJPZL/V^L]LY[OPZL_LYJPZLOHKUVZWLJPÄJNVHSPUKPJH[LK[V[OLWHY[PJPWHU[Z7HY[PJPWHU[ZVM[LUZLLTLK[VJHW[\YL[OLPYKH`WYPTHrily as a way to communicate it to the researcher. In contrast to the approach by Petrelli, Van
KLU/V]LU >OP[[HRLY ^OVZWLJPÄJHSS`PUZ[Y\J[LKWHY[PJPWHU[Z[VJHW[\YLTLKPH[V
be rediscovered in 25 years. Such an approach might have better supported seeing value in
present experiences. As a result, insights in the values associated with present experiences
are limited and instead our results mainly concern the memories of experiences discussed
in the second phase.
;OL L_LYJPZLZ MYVT [OL ZLJVUK WOHZL \ZLK ZWLJPÄJ X\LZ[PVUZ ^OPJO JV\SK J\L ZWLJPÄJ
kinds of memories. We aimed to mitigate this limitation by including a wide variety of
tasks, allowing people to complete the exercises they wanted. Exercises that allowed for a
broader interpretation were most useful (all exercises can be found in Appendix 1). A large
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variety of memories with rich descriptions were often given in response to the exercise 'The
little things in life', an open prompt to share small things that are appreciated. Similarly, the
exercise 'Everyday Rituals' (which asked people to draw a ritual in three comic-like boxes)
resulted in interesting memories. In retrospect, the exercise on 'Everyday People' was too
YLZ[YPJ[LKILJH\ZLP[JVUZPZ[LKVMZWLJPÄJZLU[LUJLZ[VILJVTWSL[LK;OLL_LYJPZLZWHYRLK
interesting conversation, but in itself did not reveal much. Additionally, the exercise might
OH]LPUÅ\LUJLK[OLÄUKPUNZHZ[OPZL_LYJPZLJVU[YPI\[LKNYLH[S`[V[OLJS\Z[LYVMTLTVYPLZ
^P[OZVJPHS]HS\L;OL]HS\LZ[OH[HYLMV\UKHYLHSZVPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLZL[\WVM[OLPU[LY]PL^(M[LYSH`PUNV\[[OLJVSSLJ[LKWYVILZHUVWLUX\LZ[PVU^HZWVZLK^OPJOTLTVYPLZ
^LYLJVUZPKLYLK]HS\HISL(UZ^LYZTPNO[OH]LILLUPUÅ\LUJLKI`^OH[TLTVYPLZWHY[PJPWHU[ZÄUKLHZ`[VKPZJ\ZZLNLHZ`[VYLJHSS(KKP[PVUHSS`ZVTLWYP]H[LTLTVYPLZTPNO[
have been very valuable but might have remained undisclosed.
0U[OLMVSSV^PUNZLJ[PVUZ^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZV\YZ[\K`HUKÄUKPUNZPUHIYVHKLYJVU[L_[:WLJPÄJHSS`^L^PSSÄYZ[YLÅLJ[VU[OLKLÄUP[PVUHUKZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPML;OLU^LKPZJ\ZZ
V\YÄUKPUNZPUYLSH[PVU[V[OLM\UJ[PVUZVMH\[VIPVNYHWOPJHSTLTVY`>LKPZJ\ZZOV^[OL
WYVJLZZJHUILZLLUHZHMVYTVMN\PKLKYLÅLJ[PVUMVY[OLWHY[PJPWHU[Z-PUHSS`^LMVYT\SH[L
KLZPNUKPYLJ[PVUZMVYL]LY`KH`TLKPHJYLH[PVUIHZLKVUV\YÄUKPUNZ

Redefining everyday life
The probes study provided a wide variety of memories that gave better insight into what
aspects of everyday life people remember. Although several exercises focused on speciÄJ RPUKZ VM TLTVYPLZ LN KLZJYPIPUN ]HS\HISL YP[\HSZ [OL JVSSLJ[PVU VM [HZRZ [VNL[OLY
WYV]PKLKHIYVHKZJVWLJV]LYPUNTHU`HYLHZVML]LY`KH`SPML;OLºKPJ[PVUHY`»L_LYJPZLZLL
(WWLUKP_^HZ]LY`\ZLM\S[V\UKLYZ[HUKWLVWSL»ZPU[LYWYL[H[PVUVML]LY`KH`SPML;VNL[OLY
^P[O[OLJVSSLJ[LKTLTVYPLZHUKYLSH[LKKPZJ\ZZPVUZ[OLÄUKPUNZZOV^[OH[L]LY`KH`SPML
PZUV[HULHZ`HYLH[VKLÄUL:VTLTLTVYPLZHYLJVUZPKLYLKZWLJPHSHS[OV\NO[OLL_WLrience was mundane at the time. Other everyday life experiences are the result of deliberate
moments of choice, such as the choice of a certain school. We, therefore, emphasise that
although special occasions are not part of everyday life, parts of everyday life can still be
special.
Because of this hidden value in everyday life, we argue that everyday life should be
more often considered when designing for remembering because the value is easily overSVVRLKI`[OLºUVYTHSP[`»VML]LY`KH`SPML0UKLZPNUPUNMVYYLTLTILYPUNL]LY`KH`SPML[OL
KLÄUP[PVUVM-LSZRP

JHUWYV]PKLHMVJ\Z(JJVYKPUN[VOLY[OYLLRL`MHJL[ZKPZ[PUN\PZO

everyday life: repetition, a sense of home and experience of habit. The aspect of repetition
^HZZ[YVUNS`WYLZLU[PUV\YÄUKPUNZ!HSTVZ[HSSTLTVYPLZ^LYLVMYLWLH[LKL]LU[Zº/VTL»
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^HZHUPTWVY[HU[[OLTLPU[OLTLTVYPLZ[OH[^LYLJVSSLJ[LKI\[SLZZZVPU-LSZRP»ZPU[LYpretation as a meaning derived from feeling “the familiarity with the space around us”.
;OPZ]HS\LVMºOVTL»^HZMVYPUZ[HUJLMV\UKPU]HS\PUNMHTPSPHYWSHJLZI`7L[YLSSP=HUKLU
Hoven & Whittaker (2009). The experience of habit does not merely refer to an action, but
HU H[[P[\KL 6\Y WHY[PJPWHU[Z ZPTPSHYS` YLÅLJ[LK OV^ HJ[P]P[PLZ º^LYL Q\Z[ KVUL SPRL [OH[»
One exercise especially evoked these memories, by asking to draw everyday routines. In
V\Y]PL^-LSZRP»Z

[OYLLHZWLJ[ZJHUIL\ZLKPUM\[\YLYLZLHYJO[VOLSWWHY[PJPWHU[Z

focus on everyday life memories. The aspects can also provide guidance when designing
[VZ\WWVY[JHW[\YPUN[OLL]LY`KH`SPMLI`THRPUNP[TVYLZWLJPÄJOV^[VYLJVNUPZL[OLZL
activities through repetition, home, and habit.

Findings in light of the functions of AM
(ZKLZJYPILKPU*OHW[LYH\[VIPVNYHWOPJHSTLTVY`ZLY]LZZL]LYHSM\UJ[PVUZPUSPML9LÅLJ[PUNVUV\YÄUKPUNZ^LZLLJVUULJ[PVUZ^P[O[OLZVJPHSKPYLJ[P]LHUKPKLU[P[`M\UJ[PVUZ
Most participants indicated they would appreciate having more media of valuable everyday
life experiences. The reasons that were often given for wanting such media closely relate to
the social function of remembering. People would use it to strengthen family bonds through
(cross-generation) storytelling. Such stories enable explaining the contrasts between the past
and the present but can also be used to explain personal histories. Several concepts have
explored the potential of media-supported storytelling across generations, see for example
*\LI.VSZ[LPQU =HUKLU/V]LUHUK*HYH*SVJR<YP\L[HS 6\YÄUKPUNZ
show that mundane memories could be a valuable focus for or addition to such concepts.
;OLJVUULJ[PVUIL[^LLUV\YÄUKPUNZHUK[OLKPYLJ[P]LM\UJ[PVUVM(4PZSLZZL]PKLU[0U
NLULYHSTLTVYPLZHYL\ZLK[VTHRLKLJPZPVUZHIV\[VUL»ZSPMLHUK[VºKPYLJ[»[OLJV\YZL
of events (directive function, Bluck et al., 2005). In a sense, this is related to the memories
[OH[ HYL ]HS\HISL ILJH\ZL [OL` HYL ZLLU HZ PUÅ\LUJPUN WLVWSL»Z SP]LZ 0U V[OLY ^VYKZ H[
some point they were directive, although it remains unclear if people have deliberately
\ZLKZ\JOTLTVYPLZMVYHKLJPZPVUVYPM[OL`YLÅLJ[VUZ\JOPUÅ\LUJLZHM[LY^HYKZ0U[OPZ
last perspective, those memories can be seen as contributing to retrospective sense-making.
([JLY[HPUTVTLU[ZWLVWSLYLÅLJ[VU[OLJV\YZLVMVUL»ZSPMLHUKSVVRH[Z\JOPUÅ\LUJLZ
and milestones to a coherent life-story and a coherent sense of self (Staudinger, 2001). The
aspect of identity formation is seen in other themes as well. As such, a different goal for
TLKPHJV\SKILVUHTVYLWLYZVUHSSL]LS[VYLÅLJ[VUPKLU[P[`HUKWLYZVUHSP[`7HY[PJPpants valued several memories for relating to their character, closely related to the identity
function of AM. Research has been done into the connection between media and identity,
including digital photography as a tool for identity construction (Van Dijck, 2008) and the
YLSH[PVU IL[^LLU KPNP[HS TLKPH HUK [LLUHNLYZ» PKLU[P[PLZ 6KVT APTTLYTHU  -VYSPaaP
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/V^L]LY[OLZLZ[\KPLZMVJ\ZVUWYVQLJ[PUNHWLYZVU»ZPKLU[P[`[VV[OLYZIV[OPU[OL
home and through online display. As a complementary approach, we see value in studying
the relationship between media and self-image, on a level of more personally and individuHSS`YLÅLJ[PUNVUPKLU[P[`[OYV\NOTLKPHVML]LY`KH`SPMLHZWLJ[Z

Study as guided reflection
;OLWYVJLZZVMWHY[PJPWH[PUNPU[OPZZ[\K`[\YULKV\[[VILHMVYTVMN\PKLKYLÅLJ[PVUVU
[OL]HS\LVML]LY`KH`SPMLL_WLYPLUJLZ;OLN\PKLKYLÅLJ[PVUPUJS\KLKHSSPU[LYHJ[PVU^P[O
WHY[PJPWHU[ZMYVTPU]P[H[PVU[VPUZ[Y\J[PVU[VWYVILZHUKPU[LY]PL^Z7HY[PJPWHU[ZYLÅLJ[LK
both on past and present experiences, which sometimes resulted in re-appreciating these
as being important or discovering additional value in them. As mentioned above, considering valuable past experiences did not inherently change their view on the present. The
N\PKHUJLVM[OLPU[LY]PL^LY^HZULLKLK[VYLÅLJ[VUZ\JOWYLZLU[L_WLYPLUJLZ6\[ZPKLVM
[OLZJVWLVMZ\JOHZ[\K`WLVWSL»ZL]LY`KH`HJ[P]P[PLZHUKL_WLYPLUJLZTPNO[UV[MYLX\LU[S`
IL[OL[VWPJVMKLSPILYH[LYLÅLJ[PVUHZL]LY`KH`SPMLPZ[`WPJHSS`[HRLUMVYNYHU[LK-LSZRP


0U[OPZJHZLWHY[PJPWH[PVUPU[OLYLZLHYJOHUKL_WSPJP[X\LZ[PVUZI`[OLYLZLHYJOLY

provided an external trigger to do so. We believe interactive systems could also provide
[OLZL[YPNNLYZ>L[OLYLMVYLJVUJS\KL[OH[PUHKKP[PVU[V[OLZWLJPÄJÄUKPUNZVU]HS\LZVM
everyday life experience, on a higher level, the study has contributed to our conviction that
L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPZ^VY[O[YPNNLYPUNHUKZ\WWVY[PUN

Design for media of everyday life
(ZV\YÄUKPUNZZOV^JLY[HPUHZWLJ[ZVML]LY`KH`SPMLHYLHWWYLJPH[LKHZ]HS\HISLTLTVries. Based on the themes we formulate four conceptual design-research directions which
will be discussed in the following sub-sections. These directions focus primarily on how to
use media to represent everyday life experiences for later recall, without such recall being
ZWLJPÄJHSS`YLÅLJ[P]L;^VKPYLJ[PVUZHYLZ\P[HISL[VHSSV^MVYTLTVYPLZVM[OLWHZ[[VIL
cherished in media by looking at creating media in retrospect and at repurposing existing
media. Two other approaches are more suitable to capture the present for future remembering: creating media of repeated events and supporting selecting experiences.
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Design Direction I: Creating Mementos in Retrospect
4LTVYPLZ ILSVUNPUN [V ZWLJPÄJ [OLTLZ JHU VUS` IL ]HS\LK PU YL[YVZWLJ[ Z\JO HZ L_WLYPLUJLZ[OH[PUÅ\LUJL[OLJV\YZLVMSPML-VY[OLZLRPUKZVML_WLYPLUJLZP[PZPTWVZZPISL[V
deliberately create mementos at the time. Instead, we could create mementos in retrospect,
at the moment a memory is valued. Lifelogging can support this by capturing every aspect
of everyday life and postponing the selection to a moment when the values have become
clear. However, this results in a complex and elaborate selection process. Instead, we ask
ourselves what kind of mementos people can create in retrospect without capturing vast
amounts of data. MemoryBox (Frohlich & Murphy, 2000) enables the recording of memoYPLZYLSH[LK[VVIQLJ[ZºSH[LY»/V^L]LY^OLUUVYLSH[LKVIQLJ[ZHYLV^ULK[OPZHWWYVHJOPZ
not suitable. Instead, the memory could be described or visualised in more abstract ways.
We see a design challenge in stimulating people to create these kinds of memory representations at the moment of remembering, which is different from current practices focused on
JYLH[PUNTLTLU[VZK\YPUN[OLL_WLYPLUJL0[YHPZLZ[OLX\LZ[PVUOV^YL[YVZWLJ[P]LS`JYLH[LK
mementos (should) differ from items created in the moment of the experience.
Design Direction II: Repurposing Mementos
0UZWPYLKI`[OLºIHJRNYV\UKJ\LZ»HZZLLUPU[OLWOV[VZI`7^LWYVWVZLYLW\YWVZPUN
mementos as an approach for both research and design. Going beyond photos, we could
re-examine current mementos to explore how they cue everyday life aspects. These mementos are not created with the purpose to remember everyday life but might include aspects
that cue this kind of memories, for example by showing objects, patterns or locations. As a
research method re-examining current mementos could reveal additional valuable aspects
of everyday life not recalled spontaneously, without the support of cues. Additionally, as a
design direction, we could think about repurposing current media to support remembering
everyday life aspects. This could be done by manipulating current media, emphasising
certain aspects or by combining several existing items. A different approach is discussed
by Hollis et al. (2017), where media is repurposed by presenting it in a different context.
:WLJPÄJHSS`[OL`L_WSHPUOV^ZVJPHSTLKPHWVZ[ZHYLWYLZLU[LKIHJR[V[OL\ZLYZMVY[HYNL[LKYLÅLJ[PVU:PTPSHYS`TLKPHMYVTZWLJPHSVJJHZPVUZJV\SKILWYLZLU[LKPUHKPMMLYLU[
context or accompanied by prompts to look for mundane aspects. Through these processes
of repurposing, we could create cues for memories of everyday that are currently not represented in items.
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Design Direction III: Mementos for Repeated Events
The majority of memories of everyday life are memories of repeated events; people express
HNLULYHSYLWYLZLU[H[PVUVM¸OV^P[\ZLK[VIL¹YH[OLY[OHUZWLJPÄJHSS`YLJHSSPUNHZPUNSL
instance. How can mementos support the remembering of the general experience rather
[OHU H ZWLJPÄJ VJJ\YYLUJL&;OL J\YYLU[S` KVTPUHU[ MVYT VM TLTLU[V JYLH[PVU WOV[VNYHWO`TPNO[UV[ILZ\P[HISLMVY[OPZ7OV[VNYHWOZVM[LUYLMLY[VZWLJPÄJ\UPX\LPUZ[HUJLZ
and induce a selective search strategy. As Van den Hoven & Eggen (2009) wrote: “looking at
a photograph might prompt people to focus on what can be seen in that particular picture
only and to not think about the events before or after the photo was taken.” [p. 61].
When focusing on repeated events, this selective retrieval can be seen as a downside: it
will only support recalling a singular occurrence, possibly an unusual episode which is
remembered better because it can be cued by its distinctive features (Hudson & Nelson,
 ;OPZYHPZLZ[OLX\LZ[PVU^OH[RPUKVMTLTLU[VPZTVZ[Z\P[HISL[VYLTLTILYYLWLH[LKL]LU[ZHUK[OLPY]HS\L&:VTLKLZPNUZZ\JOHZ7PJ@V\Y4VTLU[14 or Echo (Isaacs et al.,
MVJ\ZVUYLWLH[LKJHW[\YL>P[OOPNOMYLX\LUJ`Z\JOJHW[\YPUNTH`SLHK[VJLY[HPU
repeated events being collected more often but these designs do not emphasise this repetition. Rather than a collection of representations of single occurrences (as can be created
with such devices), there could be value in a single representation of a group of events. We
see potential in approaching mementos as things that can grow over time, accumulating the
repetitions of an event instead of representing a single instance.
Design Direction IV: Select Experiences in the Present
Some of the themes of valuable memories can be used to recognise potential memories in
the present. An interesting challenge lies in making people aware of (potential) contrast, an
indicator for valuable memories. When designing to support people in recognising these
contrasts focusing on generations could support recognising changes on a personal level.
The design could also focus on societal changes, by looking at what used to be normal
(such as the smoking). A designed system could help people to see what present aspects of
everyday life might be considered special or surprising in the future. Such insight can be
gained by seeing old pictures in their present locations, which emphasises change (see for
instance a collection by photographer Larenkov15).

14
15

O[[W!^^^WPJ`V\YTVTLU[US Last accessed March 2019.
O[[WZ!ZLYNL`SHYLURV]SP]LQV\YUHSJVT Last accessed March 2019.
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3.5 Conclusion
0U[OPZJOHW[LY^LOH]LKLZJYPILKHX\HSP[H[P]LZ[\K`VML]LY`KH`SPMLTLTVYPLZ>P[O[OPZ
study, we explored which memories are considered valuable and how this appreciation
develops over time. We conclude that mundane experiences might be considered boring at
the time, but can have great value as memories. Sometimes, experiences are seen as valuHISLILJH\ZLVM[OLPYYLWL[P[P]LVJJ\YYLUJL0UV[OLYJHZLZTVYLZWLJPÄJYLHZVUZMVY]HS\L
HYLNP]LU![OL`OVSKHZVJPHS]HS\LOH]LHJVUULJ[PVU[V[OLWYLZLU[PUÅ\LUJLKVUL»ZSPML
are exemplary of character or illustrated a contrast.
However, often people only appreciate these values if they deliberately think about it. Such
YLÅLJ[PVU VJJ\YYLK MVY L_HTWSL H[ [OL [PTL VM SPML [YHUZP[PVUZ VY ^OLU H YLWLH[LK L]LU[
Z[VWWLKOHWWLUPUN(KKP[PVUHSS`[OLZ[\K`ZLY]LKHZHMVYTVMTLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVUVU[OLZL
L_WLYPLUJLZ(ZZ\JOV\YÄUKPUNZZ\WWVY[[OLHPT[VKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHZHWV[LU[PHS
way to appreciate such everyday life experiences. As this study can be seen as a type of
N\PKLK YLÅLJ[PVU ^L HYL PU[LYLZ[LK \UKLY ^OH[ JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ Z\JO YLÅLJ[PVU VJJ\YZ PU
L]LY`KH`SPML0U*OHW[LY^LL_WSVYL^OH[WLVWSL»ZL]LY`KH`YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZLU[HPS
;OLZ[\K`JVUÄYTZV\YHZZ\TW[PVU[OH[TLKPHVMT\UKHULL_WLYPLUJLZHYLYHYL(ZV\Y
study focussed on memories, we formulate four design directions to support remembering
with media: retrospective media creation, repurposing media, creating media of repeated
L]LU[Z HUK ZLSLJ[PUN L_WLYPLUJLZ MVY TLKPH JYLH[PVU 0U *OHW[LY  ^L ^PSS ZWLJPÄJHSS`
L_WSVYLKLZPNUKPYLJ[PVU000JHW[\YPUNYLWLH[LKL]LU[Z6ULVM[OLTVZ[PU[LYLZ[PUNÄUKPUNZ
of the study in this chapter is that the majority of the memories of mundane experience are
of repeated events and if recalled, are described on the level of a General Event memory
(Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). As media typically only capture a singular event, we
are interested in how we can represent repeated events in media in abstract ways. This will
allow to explore the potential of such media, both for remembering in general and for stiT\SH[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUZWLJPÄJHSS`
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Ine Mols, Elise van den Hoven, and Berry Eggen (2016), Ritual Camera: Exploring Domestic Technology to Remember Everyday Life. IEEE Pervasive Computing 15, 2 (April 2016),
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4
Abstract

Ritual Camera:
Creating Abstract Media
of Everyday Life

9LÅLJ[PVUWSH`ZHYVSLPUL]LY`KH`SPML[OYV\NOV\[[OLSPMLZWHU
Yet, although many systems have been developed with the
HPT[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUML^HYLIHZLKVURUV^SLKNLVMOV^
WLVWSL J\YYLU[S` PU[LNYH[L YLÅLJ[PVU PU L]LY`KH` SPML 0U [OPZ
JOHW[LY^LHPT[VJVU[YPI\[L[V[OPZNHW[OYV\NOHX\LZ[PVUUHPYLVUL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUWYHJ[PJLZJVTIPUPUNIV[OX\HSP[H[P]L HUK X\HU[P[H[P]L X\LZ[PVUZ -PUKPUNZ WYV]PKL PUZPNO[Z
PU [OL ^PKL ]HYPL[` VM YLÅLJ[P]L WYHJ[PJLZ [OH[ WLVWSL LUNHNL
PU;OLNLULYHSÄUKPUNZZOV^[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZMYLX\LU[S`
involving diverse people and triggered by diverse events. Based
VU[OLX\LZ[PVUZHU\TILYVMZWLJPÄJZJLUHYPVZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
^LYL JS\Z[LYLK ;OLZL ZJLUHYPVZ ZOV^ [OH[ YLÅLJ[PVU VJJ\YZ
IV[O [OYV\NO ºKLKPJH[LK» HJ[P]P[PLZ HZ ^LSS HZ PU WHYHSSLS ^P[O
V[OLY HJ[P]P[PLZ>L KPZJ\ZZ [OL PTWSPJH[PVUZ VM [OLZL ÄUKPUNZ
MVY[OLKLZPNUVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[Z`Z[LTZ
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4.1 Introduction
As described in the previous chapter, people value many different everyday life experiences
PUYL[YVZWLJ[,_HTWSLZVMZ\JOL_WLYPLUJLZPUJS\KL^HSRPUN[VZJOVVS[OYV\NO[OLÄLSKZ
or sharing the newspaper over breakfast. However, people often underestimate the value
of these seemingly ordinary experiences at the moment (Zhang et al., 2014). For some
experiences, the repetition of an event is the main reason for valuing it in retrospect, it was
ZPTWS`HS^H`ZSPRL[OH[)\[PUTVZ[JHZLZZWLJPÄJYLHZVUZOH]LILLUHKKLKV]LY[PTL(
TLTVY`JHUILMVYL_HTWSLJVUULJ[LK[VWYLZLU[HJ[P]P[PLZPJVUPJVMZVTLVUL»ZJOHYHJter, remembered through an exception or in contrast with other people or with the present
(as found in Chapter 3).
The everyday memories evoked by our probes (Chapter 3) were most often of repeated
events. In this chapter, we explore how repetition and general event memories could be
captured in personal media. Similar to our memories of such events, we explore how media
can be created over time by combining multiple instances. We choose to combine multiple
instances into more abstract visualisations as our memories of repeated experiences are
often also more abstracted into General Events (Conway, 2005). We present the design of
Ritual Camera, which explores two aspects of this process: the potential of a domestic stationary camera and the appreciation of more abstract visuals of repeated events. The concept
^HZ L]HS\H[LK PU H ÄLSK [YPHS ^P[O ZP_ MHTPSPLZ MVJ\ZLK VU JHW[\YPUN OVTL KPUULYZ;OL
PUZPNO[ZMYVTV\YKLZPNUWYVJLZZÄLSKZ[\K`HUKYLÅLJ[PVUZJHUM\Y[OLYPUMVYT[OLKLZPNUVM
YLÅLJ[P]LTLKPH[LJOUVSVN`MVYL]LY`KH`SPML

Media of Everyday Life
Everyday life seems to be a straightforward thing, however, through its omnipresence, it can
ILKPMÄJ\S[[VKLÄUL(Z-LSZRP

W\[P[!¸after all, everyday life simply is, indisputably:

the essential taken-for-granted continuum of mundane activities” [p. 15]. In an exploration
VM[OLTLHUPUNVMJVU[L_[+V\YPZOHYN\LZ[OH[[OLºVYKPUHYPULZZ»VML]LY`KH`SPMLPZ
not a given, but is actively constructed between social actors as it must be both constructed
and accepted, even though a large part of this process is unconscious. Because of these
unaware and taken-for-granted processes, the value for remembering ordinary experiences
is often underestimated (Zhang et al 2014). Experiences seen as ordinary at the time, are
seen as less ordinary several months later and people are more curious and interested in
remembering them than they had expected (Zhang et al., 2014).
6\YKLZPNU^VYRPZNYV\UKLKPU[OLVYL[PJHSRUV^SLKNLHIV\[YLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUN
*OHW[LY:WLJPÄJHSS`YLSL]HU[MVY[OPZZ[\K`HYL[OL[OLVYPLZVUSL]LSZVMZWLJPÄJP[`VM
remembering and the self-memory system (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2010). The autobio-
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NYHWOPJHSTLTVY`RUV^SLKNLIHZLPUJS\KLZRUV^SLKNLVUKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZ;OLºJVUJLW[\HS
ZLSM»PUJS\KLZVUL»ZSPMLZ[VY`Z[Y\J[\YLKPUKPMMLYLU[[OLTLZ3PML[PTL7LYPVKZHUK.LULYHS
,]LU[Z6U[OLTVZ[ZWLJPÄJSL]LSWLVWSLYLTLTILYLWPZVKPJTLTVYPLZ^P[O,]LU[:WLJPÄJ2UV^SLKNL*VU^H` 3V]LKH`HTVYLLSHIVYH[LKPZJ\ZZPVUVM[OPZ[OLVY`HUK
a visual representation can be found in Chapter 2, p.31). The everyday life memories we
are interested in, are part of General Event memories. General Event memories concern
clusters of experiences, either mundane or more special, for example describing a short
ZWLJPÄJWLYPVKHU\TILYVMYLWLH[LKVYJH[LNVYPJL]LU[ZVYHTPUPOPZ[VY`*VU^H`
(.LULYHS,]LU[TVTLU[VMHZWLJPÄJWLYPVKJV\SKMVYL_HTWSLJVUJLYUSHZ[`LHY»ZOVSPKH`
to Spain'. General Events can also be grouped according to repeated events (e.g. weekly
dinners with the family) or more thematically (e.g. memories related to basketball) (Conway,
>LHYLZWLJPÄJHSS`PU[LYLZ[LKPUTLTVYPLZVMYLWLH[LKZPTPSHYL]LU[Z0U[OLWYVILZ
Z[\K`KLZJYPILKPU*OHW[LY VM[OLJVSSLJ[LKTLTVYPLZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLMLYYLK[V
repeated events, with repetition being daily, weekly or “often but irregular”. These repeated
event memories are similar to what Johnston (2001) refers to as layered memories: “in the
sense that many occasions merge into one in the telling of the story” [p.3]. These explanations have guided our choice to focus on abstract media and have been inspirational to
ZVTLVMV\YZWLJPÄJ]PZ\HSPZH[PVUZ^OLYLT\S[PWSLVJJHZPVUZHYLZPTPSHYS`TLYNLKPU[VVUL
visualisation. This process of visual abstraction is further described in Section 4.2.
Despite the value of memories of repeated events, participants in our study rarely owned
any media of these experiences and often still did not create media of similar experiences
in the present. Little research has been done focusing on media from repeated events. In
some research, it is found that collections, built up over time, can become representations of repeated events. Petrelli et al (2008), for example, describe a collection of shells
that together represented 'the family holidays'. However, such representations of more
everyday life experiences are rare. Even when explicitly creating memory cues on a daily
IHZPZPTWVY[HU[WHY[ZVMHWLYZVU»ZSPMLZ\JOHZWYVMLZZPVUPU[LYLZ[HUKOVIIPLZJHULHZPS`
become under-represented (Linton, 1982).
)HZLKVU[OLZLHZWLJ[Z^LMVYT\SH[LK[^VTHPUYLX\PYLTLU[ZMVYTLKPHVML]LY`KH`SPML
First of all, because of the nature of everyday life, capture should be unobtrusive and cost
little effort. Secondly, the resulting media should support remembering multiple events. In
our view, photos, as the most dominant visual media form, do not support remembering
general event memories well. In photo-triggered remembering, people can be prompted
to focus on what can be seen in the photo rather than including events before, after or
'out of frame' (Van den Hoven & Eggen, 2009). We argue that this makes photos less suitable for remembering general events as one photo only represents a single occurrence.
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We, therefore, see opportunity in media representing a multiplicity of occasions in more
combined or abstract visuals. We will further describe both of these aspects, effort in capturing and abstraction in visuals, in the following sections.

Effortful versus Automatic Capturing
Traditionally, media creation was inherently effortful. In the age of analog photography,
photos had to be taken, developed and printed manually. Even when part of this process
^HZV\[ZV\YJLK[OYV\NOWOV[VWYPU[PUNZLY]PJLZHUKUVSVUNLYYLX\PYLKHWYP]H[LKHYRYVVT
photography was still an effortful practice, and people often had limited collections (Frohlich et al., 2002). With the advance of digital photography and the development of better
automatic modes, photography became less and less effortful. Still, on some level, taking
WPJ[\YLZYLX\PYLZH[[LU[PVUHUKLMMVY[;OPZLMMVY[JHUMVJ\ZVUL»ZH[[LU[PVUVU^OH[PZILPUN
captured (Henkel, 2013) but, in contrast, might also draw away from the actual experience
one tries to capture (Mols et al., 2015). As such, investing effort in capturing a positive experience, sometimes makes the experience less positive. We consider this especially relevant
VU [OL JVU[L_[ VM L]LY`KH` SPML HZ [OVZL T\UKHUL VY ºZWVU[HULV\Z» TVTLU[Z /LSTLZ
Hummels & Sellen, 2009) might be especially vulnerable to be disturbed.
In parallel to the process of photography becoming less effortful, it also became less selective. With the advance of digital photography, capturing became much cheaper with large
storage easily available (Frohlich et al., 2002). Although this seems a positive developTLU[[OLZOLLYX\HU[P[`JHUYLK\JLOV^T\JOWOV[VZHYL\ZLKHUKLUQV`LKHZWLVWSL
often consider their collections badly organized (Frohlich et al., 2002; Rodden & Wood,
2003; Broekhuijsen, Van den Hoven & Markopoulos, 2017). Some concepts have therefore
L_WSVYLKOV^[OLX\HU[P[`VMTLKPHJHUILYLK\JLKI`YLPU[YVK\JPUNIV\UKHYPLZHUKSPTP[Z
(Niforatos, Langheinrich & Bexheti, 2014). Other counter-movements can be seen in the
renewed interest in old-fashioned instant cameras such as Polaroid (footnote) and Instax
(footnote).
With the advancement of technological possibilities, it became possible to capture photos
without any deliberate effort, for example triggered by sensors. Pushed to the extreme,
some have adopted an effortless and all-encompassing capturing strategy, referred to as
life-logging (Sellen & Whittaker, 2010. Life-logging is considered to be the undiscriminating
JVSSLJ[PVUVMPUMVYTH[PVUJVUJLYUPUNVUL»ZSPMLHUKILOH]PV\Y6»/HYH;\MÄLSK :OHKIVS[
2008) often including the use of wearable cameras such as SenseCam (Hodges et al., 2006).
With our focus on everyday life, life-logging is interesting for including media of mundane
HJ[P]P[PLZ3PMLSVNNPUNOHZILLUZOV^UILULÄJPHSPUZWLJPÄJZP[\H[PVUZMVYL_HTWSLHZH
memory aid for people with dementia (Piasek, Irving & Smeaton, 2011) and to stimulate
YLÅLJ[PVU 3PUKSL` L[ HS   /V^L]LY P[ OHZ HSZV ILLU JYP[PJPaLK 4HU` SPMLSVNNPUN
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Z`Z[LTZSHJRHZWLJPÄJKLZJYPW[PVUVM[OLPYMVYLZLLUHKKLK]HS\L+PZ[PUN\PZOPUN\WMYVU[
IL[^LLU[OLWV[LU[PHSMVYKPMMLYLU[NVHSZLNYLTPUPZJPUNYLÅLJ[PVUVYYLTLTILYPUNPU[LU[PVUZ^V\SKILILULÄJPHS:LSSLU >OP[[HRLY>P[OV\[ZWLJPÄJNVHSZSPMLSVNNPUN
JVUJLW[ZJYLH[LHUHI\UKHUJLVMKH[H[OH[PZ]LY`KPMÄJ\S[PMUV[PTWVZZPISL[VTHUHNL
With a set of provocative camera designs, Pierce et al., (2014) debate if people might be
better off with limitations, rather than the unlimited possibilities of digital photographic
technology.
This distinction between effortful and selective creation on one side and automatic, undiscriminating collection on the other, is not binary. For example, the concept Other Brother
(Helmes, Hummels & Sellen, 2009) explores partial automatic capture in the home context.
It consists of a stationary rotating camera, that responds to audio and direct interaction in
order to capture social events in the home. The results show how participants selected the
MVJ\ZVM[OLJHTLYHI`SVJH[PUNP[PUZWLJPÄJHYLHZHUKTHKLL_WSPJP[ZV\UKZPUHUH[[LTW[
to trigger the camera. These interesting insights in the combination of intention, effort, and
automation motivate further research in the combination of personal selection and automatic creation, to which we strive to contribute with this work. For us, the personal selectivity
is seen in the deliberate direction of attention and media creation to certain elements and
automatic creation describes some level of automatic system action in the process of creation. For example, a person might set boundaries for creation by highlighting a certain
active timeframe (personal selection) in which a camera decides to take snapshots (automatic creation). In this exploration, we focus on what values can be supported by transferring
part of the creation process to an autonomous system.

Abstraction in visual media
Memories are not saved in the media that are created to remember them. In essence, any
type of media is an abstraction of a real-world situation, as it captures only parts of it.
4LTVYPLZHYLUV[ºZ[VYLK»PU[OLZLTLKPHI\[[OLTLKPHWYV]PKLZJ\LZ[VYLTLTILY;OLZL
external memory cues can be described as “a piece of information that has a physical or
tangible embodiment but has an internal effect: triggering a memory” (van den Hoven &
Eggen, 2014, p.3). In the case of photography, the link between the information (photo)
HUK[OLTLTVY`PZVM[LUX\P[LKPYLJ[!VULYLTLTILYZ^OH[PZPU[OLWOV[V)\[WOV[VZJHU
trigger related memories as well, for example something that happens out of frame or had
happened after the photo (Frohlich, Wall & Kiddle, 2013).
Although photos can be seen to have some level of abstraction, they remain close to the
experience as it has happened. In other words, those media types often aim to capture
realistic representations of real-world events. Whether more accurately capturing an expe-
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rience is supportive of remembering it, can be debated (Nairne, 2002; Henkel, 2011).
Photos can even 'trick' people into remembering something which they have not (Wade
et al., 2002; Henkel, 2013). Yet, those direct representations are often appreciated, for
example, because they are very supportive of storytelling, one of the purposes of photo use
(Broekhuijsen et al., 2017).
Other media types have a lower resemblance to our experience. For example, by being
]LY` ZLSLJ[P]L VY I` KPZJVUULJ[PUN ZWLJPÄJ ZLUZLZ 6SLRZPR  )YV^U  MVY L_HTWSL
explored audio recordings and found that these cues were not necessarily self-explanatory
I\[YLX\PYLKHWYVJLZZVM\UYH]LSSPUN;OPZ\UYH]LSSPUN^HZPU[\YUZ\WWVY[P]LVMHULUNHging experience when remembering. Objects that are bought, kept or obtained in an effort
to remember (also called mementos [Petrelli, Whittaker & Brockmeier, 2008] or souvenirs
[Wilkins, 2011]) have a special characteristic here. They might have little resemblance with
our perceptions at the time of experience (except with object such as miniature Eiffel tower
keychain). In some cases, people deliberately obtain an item and make an association
between what they want to remember and the object, an example of 'strategic memory
protection' through objects (Zauberman, Ratner and Kim, 2009). Although it is uncertain if
such a link will be successful memory cue in the future, as the memories that are triggered
might change over time (Zijlema, 2018). At the moment of obtaining an object, there is a
certain intention and potentially some expressivity, aiming to capture elements of an experience. We are interested in exploring these personal expressions by focussing on abstract
media.
Abstract media is easiest to imagine in the visual modality, in which a parallel to abstract
art and its expressivity can easily be made. Several (research) projects have explored novel
additions to photography that include visual abstractions. For example, Context Photography
3Q\UNISHKL[HSL_WSVYLZZLUZVYZ[VTHUPW\SH[L[OLJHW[\YLKPTHNLPUÅ\LUJLKI`
movement and sound. This process shifts the attention to other aspects of the experience it
captures. Pierce & Paulos (2014) explore what can be captured in an ultra-low-resolution
camera, further reducing the granularity up to only eight by eight pixels. In our exploration
of abstract media, we can combine personal expressivity with direct (visual) capturing of an
L]LU[>LHPT[VÄUK^OH[TLHUPUNM\SHZWLJ[ZJHUILL_WYLZZLKHUK^OH[SL]LSVMZWLJPÄcity or detail is needed for media to remain a meaningful cue.
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4.2 Designing Ritual Camera
Based on our review of relevant psychological theory and design work, the premise to our
design work is that, similar to our memories of repeated events, media could be created
over time by combining, abstracting and collaging individual instances. Our interest is
[^VMVSK-PYZ[VMHSSOV^JHUYLWLH[LKL]LU[ZILYLWYLZLU[LKPUTLKPHPUHTLHUPUNM\S^H`&
;OPZX\LZ[PVUPUP[PH[LK[OLKLZPNUVM9P[\HS*HTLYHZLL-PN\YLHKVTLZ[PJJHTLYH[V
JYLH[LHIZ[YHJ[TLKPH;OLKLZPNUWYVJLZZSLK[VV\YZLJVUKX\LZ[PVU!^OH[PZ[OLWV[LU[PHS
]HS\LVMHZ[H[PVUHY`JHTLYH^P[OPU[OLOVTLJVU[L_[&

Figure 4.1 Ritual Camera positioned in a home context to capture the dinner setting
:WLJPÄJKLZPNUJOVPJLZ^LYLTHKL[VHUZ^LY[OLZL[^VX\LZ[PVUZ![OLWYV[V[`WL^HZKL]Lloped to recognize a repeated event through simple parameters and a diverse set of procedures for creating abstract media was developed. Because representing repeated events in
visual media is a new direction, we choose for the concept to create a diverse set of visualisations for each participant. Similar to photographs, the intention of our visualisations
^HZ[VZ\WWVY[YLTLTILYPUN>LHYLPUZWPYLKI`1VOUZ[VU»ZKLZJYPW[PVUZVMSH`LYLK
memories as “many occasions merged into one in the telling of the story” [p.3] to create
more abstract media. Being able to create these abstract media of repeated events was the
THPUYLHZVU[VJYLH[LHZ[H[PVUHY`JHTLYHMVY[OLOVTLJVU[L_[;OPZZWHYRLK[OLX\LZ[PVU
^OH[V[OLY]HS\LZ[OPZJV\SKOH]L>L^HU[LK[VRUV^PM[OPZKPYLJ[PVUM\SÄSSLK[OLYLX\PYLTLU[VMJHW[\YPUN\UVI[Y\ZP]LS`HUK^P[OSP[[SLLMMVY[0UHKKP[PVU^P[O[OLÄLSKZ[\K`^L
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HPTLK[VJVSSLJ[PUZPNO[ZVUOV^\ZPUNHZ[H[PVUHY`JHTLYHJHUZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVUVUHUK
appreciation of everyday life experiences.
;VNL[OLY[OLKLZPNUKLJPZPVUZ[VHUZ^LY[OLZL[^VTHPUX\LZ[PVUZSLHK[V[OLJVUJLW[MVY
Ritual Camera: a camera that would create abstract visualisations based on media collected
over time.

Case: Family Dinner
Rather than exploring different everyday life events we focus on a single case in this study
[VHSSV^JVTWHYPUNIL[^LLUWHY[PJPWHU[Z^P[OV\[ILPUNPUÅ\LUJLKI`^OH[L]LU[OHKILLU
captured. We choose to capture family dinner, which in most Dutch households, is a daily
repeated event, that is often appreciated as a valuable memory. Previous research suggests
that food preparation and consumption provide an interesting context for reminiscing as
well as provide valuable experiences to be remembered (Grimes & Harper, 2008). Dinner
as the context for remembering is for example explored through the concept 4Photos
6»/HYHL[HS0UZ[LHKV\YJVUJLW[L_WSVYLZKPUULYHZJVU[LU[[VILYLTLTILYLK
To broaden the insights, after their experience with media of family dinners, participants
were asked to speculate what repeated events they would potentially capture.

Figure 4.2: Initial explorations based on photos at the researcher’s home.
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Developing Abstract Media
To explore abstract media as indirect representations of reality, we drew inspiration from
theories of general event memories (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2010), from values of everyday life memories (Chapter 2) and from different visual styles. The visuals were designed
iteratively. First explorations were done with photos taken at the home of one of the researchers and focussed on combining images in layers and collages. More dynamic visualisations (short animations) were also considered but this direction was abandoned because the
differences between dynamic and static visuals were considered to be too large. Dynamic
visuals inherently include an element of time to be perceived, which was considered to be
too different from visuals that can be seen in one glance.
These explorations (see Figure 4.2) were then discussed with a number of colleagues (both
those involved in the research and others) to collect feedback on how the visuals were
perceived by others. Based on the feedback, the visuals were improved upon to represent
our sources of inspiration, to be clearly diverse from each other and to be aesthetically
pleasing. This led to a selection of nine visual categories used in the study. For comparison,
we present a complete set of one of the participants (see Table 4.1 - 4.3). However, it must
ILUV[LK[OH[UV[HSSZ[`SLZ[\YULKV\[LX\HSS`^LSSMVYLHJOWHY[PJPWHU[K\L[VKPMMLYLUJLZPU
room layout and camera setup.
The following tables show all nine visuals. All visuals were designed and made by the
primary researcher. To ensure the visuals were created similarly for all participants, struc[\YLKWOV[VLKP[PUNWYVJLK\YLZ^LYL\ZLK>L^PSSIYPLÅ`L_WSHPULHJO]PZ\HSHUKOV^P[
is made below.
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Characteristics of general event memories
Three visual categories are based on characteristics of general event memories: we wanted
[VLTWOHZPZL[OLH]LYHNLZP[\H[PVU[OLYLWL[P[PVUHUKZWLJPÄJWLYZVUHSOHIP[Z

a. Average
The Average visual averaged all visuals
by overlaying all pictures on top of each
other with low opacity.

b. Repetition
The Repetition visual was made by presenting all images on a small scale in a
calendar-like grid. This layout was chosen
because we expected repetition to occur
LZWLJPHSS`VUÄ_LKKH`ZVM[OL^LLRLN
Through weekly recurring activities or
guests).

c. Habits
For the Habits visual we chose to focus on
VIQLJ[Z[OH[MYLX\LU[S`VJJ\YYLKHZWV[LUtial symbols or indicators of habits. On all
photos, objects were counted.The most
common objects were cut out and copied
into a single image (of an empty table),
YLWYLZLU[PUN[OLMYLX\LUJ`VMVJJ\YYLUJL

Table 4.1 Visuals inspired by characteristics of general even memories.
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Values of everyday life memories
;OYLL]PZ\HSJH[LNVYPLZHYLIHZLKVU[OLÄUKPUNZVM[OLWYVILZZ[\K`*OHW[LYVU^OH[
HZWLJ[ZVML]LY`KH`SPMLTLTVYPLZHYL]HS\LK:WLJPÄJHSS`^LJOVVZL[OLZVJPHS]HS\LWLYsonal actions and the value of exceptional experiences.
d. People
The People visual was created by cropping
the images of all people who were present
during one week and merging these into
one visual. People would be included for
every time they were present and as close
to their position at the table as possible.

e. Actions
The Action visual similarly focused on the
people that were present
but represented them as outlines rather
than photos. As a result, more emphasis is
put on their posture and actions (reaching,
eating, etc.) rather than their appearance.

f. Exceptions
The Exception visual focused on collaging
segments of pictures that were different
from most other pictures. By reviewing
all pictures, segments were selected that
showed people, objects or practices that
were not present in the other photos.

Table 4.2 Visuals inspired by the values of everyday life memories.
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Visual art styles
Inspired by different visual art styles, we introduced three more abstract visual categories:
strips, pixel and blended.

g. Strips
The Strips visual was inspired by timelapse photos of (for example) trees throughout the season that are integrated into a
single visualisation. In a similar fashion,
strips from each photo were taken, in a
chronological order (e.g. most left strip is
from day 1, next from day 2 etc.).

h. Pixel
The Pixel visual was created by combining overlays of multiple experiences
with a strong pixelating effect. The pixel
size was chosen to contain some elements
of recognisable outlines, but still signiÄJHU[S` HIZ[YHJ[ [V IL KPMMLYLU[ MYVT [OL
Average visual.

i. Blended
The Blended visual was also created as a
response to the Average visual. It was seen
that through the process of overlaying,
those visuals would usually become pretty
dark. This had a strong effect on the emotions it could evoke. Therefore, a different
overlay effect was chosen by blending all
pictures based on the lightest segments.

Table 4.3 Visuals inspired by different art styles
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3URWRW\SHRID6WDWLRQDU\&DPHUD
;V JVSSLJ[ [OL YLX\PYLK ]PZ\HS TH[LYPHS H JHTLYH WYV[V[`WL ^HZ KL]LSVWLK( Z[H[PVUHY`
camera, capturing the same perspective every day, was needed for many of the visual cateNVYPLZHUKM\SÄSSLK[OLYLX\PYLTLU[VM\UVI[Y\ZP]LJYLH[PVU(ZWLJPÄJWYV[V[`WLHSSV^LK
us to develop the desired freedom in parameters that existing stationary cameras could not
provide. The prototype consists of a camera and motion sensor connected to a Raspberry Pi,
combined in a casing. A versatile base allowed the camera to be aimed at the dinner table,
see Figure 4.1 (p. 93). The goal was to have one picture of dinner every day. However, with
a single capture, the risk to miss actual dinner activity was too high, therefore the camera
[VVR\W[VZP_WPJ[\YLZ^P[OPUHZWLJPÄJ[PTLMYHTLVM^OPJOVUL^HZSH[LYZLSLJ[LK0U[OL
implementation of the concept into a prototype, several design choices were made. Ritual
Camera is designed to look like a prototype that is still a work-in-progress, rather than a
ÄUPZOLKWYVK\J[0UV\YL_WLYPLUJLHWYV[V[`WL[OH[OHZ[OLHWWLHYHUJLVMILPUN^VYRPU
progress stimulates honest responses from participants, while the prototype also needed a
certain level of realism to stimulate imagined use. The shape and colours were chosen to be
unobtrusive or non-outstanding in the home environment.

4.3 Method: Field Exploration
9P[\HS*HTLYH^HZKLWSV`LKPUZL]LYHSOV\ZLOVSKZ[VNH[OLYX\HSP[H[P]LPUZPNO[Z;OLNVHS
of this study was to gain insight into our two main interests: the way repeated events can
be visualised and the potential value of a stationary domestic camera. The procedure was
as follows:
:[LW! )YPLÄUN! consent procedure, interview on dinner experience and
installation of the prototype.
Step 2: Camera capturing photos: approximately fourteen days, without interaction with the researcher.
Step 3: Collecting prototype: reviewing photos for consent (as part of the ethical
procedure).
Step 4: Creating visuals: one photo from each day was selected, with these
photos as input, the nine abstract visuals were made for each participating household.
Step 5: Final interview: one or two weeks after pick-up, interviews covered the
experience, the different visuals and the potential of the concept.
Step 6: Analysis: coding was done based on a conventional content analysis
approach (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
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)YPLÄUN
0U[OLPU]P[H[PVUHUKIYPLÄUN^LLTWOHZPZLKV\YMVJ\ZVUL]LY`KH`SPMLHUK]PZ\HSTLKPH!
“We are researching how we can create visualizations of repeated everyday life activities, as a case study we are focussing on home dinners. […] We are interested in whether
people like the visuals based on these photos”5VZWLJPÄJKPYLJ[PVU^HZNP]LUVU^OH[
Z\JO]PZ\HSZTPNO[IL\ZLKMVY^OL[OLYKLJVYH[P]LMVYYLTLTILYPUNVYHZYLÅLJ[PVUHPK
The camera was introduced as a tool in this process, rather than an object the participants
would use personally. During the period of capturing photos, the participants would not
have any direct interactions with the camera.

Interviews
The pre-interviews focussed on two aspects: participants usual capturing behaviour and
their everyday dining experience. Participants were asked how they would describe their
V^UJHW[\YPUNILOH]PV\YKPK[OL`[HRLTHU`WOV[VZVYML^KPK[OL`OH]LZWLJPÄJJVSSLJ[PVUZ&HZ^LL_WLJ[LK[OPZ[VPUÅ\LUJLOV^[OL]PZ\HSZ^LYLHWWYLJPH[LK:LJVUKS`
we asked how their dinners would generally take place, this was both to determine where
and how to position the camera and to be able to ask them afterwards if these aspects were
captured.
On pick-up of the prototype, the experience was not yet discussed as we wanted to create
[OL]PZ\HSZÄYZ[:OVY[S`HM[LY^HYKZ[OLÄUHSPU[LY]PL^^HZWSHUULK[VKPZJ\ZZ[OLJYLH[LK
]PZ\HSZ;OLZLÄUHSPU[LY]PL^ZJVUZPZ[LKVM[OYLLWHY[Z-PYZ[^LYL[\YULK[V[OLX\LZ[PVUZ
from the pre-interview and asked (again) how dinner, in general, takes place and whether
the past two weeks were average weeks or if exceptional things had taken place. Additionally, we asked how participants would like to see their dinner experience represented.
In the second part of the interview, we discussed how the participants experienced the
WYLZLUJLVM[OLJHTLYHHUKPMHUKOV^[OPZPUÅ\LUJLK[OLPYILOH]PV\Y0U[OL[OPYKWHY[^L
KPZJ\ZZLK[OL]PZ\HSZÄYZ[I`HZRPUNMVYHNLULYHSYLZWVUZLHUK[OLU[OYV\NOHYHURVYKLY
[HZR>OLUKPZJ\ZZPUN[OPZNLULYHSYLZWVUZLUVZWLJPÄJLU]PZPVULK\ZLMVY[OL]PZ\HSZ^HZ
given. Next, participants were asked to rank all nine visuals, three different times. First, from
most valuable to least valuable, leaving it open for people to argue what constitutes value
for these visuals. Then from most supportive to remembering to least supportive of rememILYPUNHUKÄUHSS`VUHZJHSLVMOV^T\JOP[¸THKL[OLT[OPUR¹HZH[YPNNLYMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
The interview ended by discussing the potential future value of the Ritual Camera concept
PUHIYVHKLYZLUZL(UV]LY]PL^VMHSS[OLPU[LY]PL^X\LZ[PVUZPZNP]LUPU(WWLUKP_
Coding was done based on a thematic analysis approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006), resulting
in several clusters. In addition, we compared responses between the different ranking tasks
and between the different visual categories.
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3DUWLFLSDQWV
;OLJVUJLW[^HZL]HS\H[LK^P[OUPULPUKP]PK\HSZHJYVZZÄ]L+\[JOOV\ZLOVSKZ^OV^LYL
recruited through word-of-mouth within the social network of the researchers. We selected
a diverse set of household situations in terms of ages and number of family members. The
participating families were:
- Single household: P1 (female 62 years) active collector of souvenirs and keepsakes
and photographer during travel.
- Family with two children (aged 2 & 4), P2a (male, 38) and P2b (female, 32),
take photos with their mobiles, especially of the children, in order to collect
keepsakes of the children.
- Family with two children (aged 1 & 3), P3a (female, 29) and P3b (male 34), take
mobile and digital photos, occasionally video.
- Couple, P4a (female, 67), P4b (male, 68), little media creation, but used to make a lot
of analogue photos. Now mainly collect souvenirs from travel.
- Family with two children (aged 12 & 14), P5a (female, 46) P5b, (male, 51), very little
media creation.
;OLÄUHSPU[LY]PL^Z^LYLJVUK\J[LK^P[OLHJOHK\S[MHTPS`TLTILYPUKP]PK\HSS`PUVYKLY[V
collect each person's individual opinion, with nine adult participants as a result.

4.4 Findings
;VIL[[LY\UKLYZ[HUK[OL[OLTLZ^LKPZJ\ZZM\Y[OLYVU^L^PSSÄYZ[NP]LHUPTWYLZZPVUVM
the responses to the created visuals. Table 4.4 shows an example of each kind of visual
JH[LNVY`HUKIV[OHNLULYHSHUKH\UPX\LYLZWVUZL;OLZWYLHKHJYVZZWHY[PJPWHU[ZPZPUKPJH[LKIL[^LLUZX\HYLIYHJRL[ZLNBVM D[VPUKPJH[L[OYLLV\[VMUPULWHY[PJPWHU[ZZHPK
ZPTPSHY[OPUNZ(M[LY[OPZV]LY]PL^VMV\YKH[H^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZ[OLÄ]LTVZ[YLSL]HU[[OLTLZ
clustered in our two main interests: abstract media and a domestic camera.
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Visual

General Response

a. Average

Emphasising what is always the same
;VV]HN\LB D!
This one is very unclear, I
can’t really see anything in
it. [P3a]

b. Repetition

Unique Reponse

9LJVNUP[PVUB D!
You clearly see it is me, or
at least, I see it. And a plate,
]LY` ZWLJPÄJ [OPUNZ ;V
remember dinner time, you
need to see a plate. [P1]

Emphasising weekly repetition
7VZP[P]L HIV\[ [OL ºUH[\YHS» [VVIVYPUNB D
YLWYLZLU[H[PVUB D
On all these pictures you This is just the normal way
can simply see every day. of doing, it’s so mundane.
[P3a]
[P5a]

c. Habits

Emphasising habits
[YPNNLYZ ZWLJPÄJ TLTVYPLZ
B D
That is a returning habit, the
baby bibs and the discussiVUZVU[OLPYWHJPÄLYZ[P2a]

d. Emphasising people

Emphasising people who are present
Valued for showing all
WLVWSL KP]LYZP[`B D
I like how you see all of us
in different postures and
actions. […] It really shows
the diversity of dinner
moments. [P2b]

e. Action

-VJ\ZVUWVZ[\YLB D
This is quite confronting, to
see how I always sit at the
table so bent forward. [P4a]

Emphasising postures and actions
Beauty & personal recogni[PVUB D
0 ÄUK [OPZ VUL YLHSS` ILH\tiful. You don’t actually see
people, but still for yourself,
you know who they are,
that is really beautiful. [P5a]
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<UPX\L! [VV T\JO JVPUJPKLUJLB D
This vase is too much of a
coincidence, I received it as
a gift and it stood there for a
few days (but it is not normally there). [P4a]

<UHISL[VYLJVNUPZLB D
This shows too little, you
can see it shows people,
but you can’t recognise who
they are. [P2a]

Visual

General Response

f. Exceptions

Emphasising what is exceptional

Unique Reponse

Surprise or insight after 5VUZ\YWYPZPUNB D
L_WSHUH[PVUB D
Now that you’ve explained This is simply very recogit, it is funny to see. I thought nisable for me [P4a]
the phone was a habit, but
apparently it is an exception, luckily. [P5b]
g. Strips

Summarising the weeks
+PMÄJ\S[ I\[ ZVTL YLJVNUP[PVUB D
Those are all small strips,
KPMÄJ\S[[VZLLH[V[HSPTHNL
[P3b]

h. Pixels

-VJ\ZVUH[TVZWOLYLB D
It is very unclear, but still
you see some kind of
summary. And the unclarity
also shows how unclear it
can be here sometimes with
dinner and all the diversity
in our schedules. [P3a]

Representing the dinner in an abstract manner
[VV]HN\LB D
-VJ\ZVUJVSV\YZB D
This is the least clear one, it It has a beautiful structure
could be anyone [P1]
and nice colours. It feels
very familiar, despite the
abstraction. [P4a]

i. Blended

Emphasising what changes
Vague but some recognition
B D
This one is mixed but you
clearly see some typical
dinner things, the plates, the
bottles [P5a]

-VJ\ZVUHY[PZ[PJ]HS\LB D
I see a palette of colours,
more of an impressionistic
painting, but it doesn’t relate
to us or our dinner. [P4b]

Table 4.4 All visuals, each with a description, an example image and a general and unique
response, spread across participants between brackets.
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Abstract Media
Participants were asked to rank the visuals according to different labels. First, concerning
their general perceived value, second for the potential to support remembering in the future
HUK ÄUHSS` MVY [OLPY YLÅLJ[P]L WV[LU[PHS;OL JVTIPULK V]LYHSS YHURPUNZ JHU IL MV\UK PU
Table 4.5. Overall, the pixel-visual and average-visual categories were consistently rated
HZ VM SV^ ]HS\L;OVZL ]PZ\HSZ ^LYL VM[LU JVUZPKLYLK [V IL [VV KPMÄJ\S[ [V YLJVNUPZL 0U
contrast, the people-visual was consistently highly appreciated. This is in line with our
ÄUKPUNZPU*OHW[LY[OH[THU`L_WLYPLUJLZHYL]HS\HISLMVY[OLPYZVJPHSZPNUPÄJHUJLUV[
only in retrospect but in the present as well. For the other visuals, the rankings often difMLYLKWLYX\LZ[PVU[OLL_WSHUH[PVUZNH]LPUZPNO[ZPU[V[OL\UKLYS`PUNYLHZVUZHUK]HS\LZ
Media Use
The three different rankings show that the different visual categories held different values.
A few contrasts stand out.
- The actions-visual was scored high for general value but low for the two other uses.
- The habits-visual was scored low for supporting remembering but high for both other
uses.
;OLL_JLW[PVUZ]PZ\HS^HZZJVYLKOPNOMVYYLÅLJ[P]L]HS\LI\[SV^LYMVYV[OLY]HS\LZ
- The repetition-visual was scored highest to support remembering, but mediocre for
both other values.
We will shortly highlight what arguments were given that provide a reason for each of these
contrasts.
Visual

General Value

Support
Remembering

9LÅLJ[P]L
Potential

People (visual d.)

1

2

1

Actions (visual e.)

2

6

7

Habits (visual c.)

3

7

2

Blended (visual i)

4

4*

4

Repetition (visual b.)

5

1

5

Strips (visual g.)

6

3

6

Exceptions (visual f.)

7

4*

3

Average (visual a. )

8

8

8

Pixel (visual h.)

9

9

9

Table 4.5 Average rankings of the visuals for different uses.
Ranked, in which 1 = most suitable for this goal and 9 = least suitable for this goal.
* both visuals tied for fourth place
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When ranking the visuals according to their general value, some people considered the
use of media for decoration in the home or as a gift to others, for which the aesthetics of
the image play an important role. This was one of the reasons why the actions-visual was
appreciated for this purpose.
The habits- and exception-visuals involved more interpretation in the editing process.
These visuals were valued differently before and after explaining this process. After the
L_WSHUH[PVU [OL` ^LYL JVUZPKLYLK [V OH]L OPNO ]HS\L MVY YLÅLJ[PVU;OL L_JLW[PVU HUK
OHIP[Z]PZ\HS^LYLZ[YVUNS`YLHWWYLJPH[LKB HUK WHY[PJPWHU[ZD^OLU[OLWYVJLZZ^HZ
explained:
“Luckily [seeing] us taking out our phones is apparently an exception.” [P5b]
“[It is] weird to see that our daughter J is an exception.” [P3a]
;OLOHIP[Z]PZ\HS[YPNNLYLKL_WSPJP[YLÅLJ[PVUK\YPUN[OLPU[LY]PL^PU[OYLLJHZLZZ\JOHZ!
“This is my bag from work, it’s not even supposed to be there […] Maybe I should
put stuff away more often.” [P3b]
)\[WLVWSLL_WLJ[LK[OH[P[^V\SKUV[Z\MÄJPLU[S`[YPNNLYYLTLTILYPUNPU[OLM\[\YLHZP[
MLLSZX\P[LKPZJVUULJ[LKMYVT[OLHJ[\HSL_WLYPLUJLVMOH]PUNKPUULY0UZ[LHK[OLYLWL[P[Pon-visual scored high for remembering because for a visual to be valuable in the future it
had to be easily recognisable and contain as much information as possible, which is why
the repetition-visual category was highly valued for this purpose.
6]LYHSS^LJHUJVUJS\KL[OH[[OLKPMMLYLU[YHURPUNZZOV^[OH[[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZMVYHIZ[YHJ[
visuals depend on their envisioned use.
Recognition
6U[OLÄYZ[LUJV\U[LY^P[O[OLZL\UMHTPSPHY]PZ\HSZWLVWSLSVVRMVYWVPU[ZVMYLJVNUP[PVU
in the clothes they wear, the objects they use or the way things are done. In some of the
more abstract visuals, this could be challenging, for example recognising people or what
[OL` ^LYL KVPUN PU [OL HJ[PVUZ]PZ\HS <ZPUN IV[O ZWLJPÄJ LSLTLU[Z VIQLJ[Z WLVWSL HZ
well as abstract concepts (composition, colours), people also recognised the atmosphere
they value:
“This, in a sense, shows the ambiance at home, it doesn’t need to be tidy all the
time”. [P3b on habits-visual]
The atmosphere of their everyday life was also recognised in the visual style of some images,
in a more abstract matter:
“The visual is a bit chaotic, which it can be at our table, chaotic and restless”.
[P2a on blended-visual]
Recognising the ambiance in a photo is an example of successfully creating indirect representations of reality. The ambiance cannot be directly represented, but can be remembered
through indirect representations.
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:L]LYHSWHY[PJPWHU[ZYLÅLJ[LKVU[OLWLYZVUHSWLYZWLJ[P]L[OH[KL[LYTPULZ[OPZYLJVNUP[PVU
especially in more indirect representations (such as the strips- or actions-visual):
“If you show it to someone else, they wouldn’t know, but we know what it is, that
makes it interesting. [It is] very familiar and well-known despite the abstraction.”
[P5a on pixel-visual]
“I have the impression that if you’ve been in these situations, you can get all sorts of
things from this [visual].” [P3a on blended-visual]
;OLZLX\V[LZZOV^OV^LHJOWLYZVULTWOHZPZLZKPMMLYLU[HZWLJ[ZVMH]PZ\HS:THSSWHY[Z
VM]PZ\HSZJHUWYV]PKLZ\MÄJPLU[PUMVYTH[PVUPMWHY[PJPWHU[ZJHUZ[PSSYLTLTILY[OLZWLJPÄJ
context or cause.
Media Visualising Diversity
When discussing possible visuals most participants explained that showing what is always
the same is less interesting. Instead, showing diversity was often seen as an important value
when ranking the visuals. This was appreciated for general value but especially for remembering. The repetition-visual was often appreciated for showing the diversity of family
dinners, but it was seen in other visuals as well.
“[The repetition-visual] shows that not one day is the same.” [P2b]
“[The people-visual], is a series, you see different things, different ways we interact
with each other.” [P5b]
Appreciating the diversity seems to be a contrast to our hypothesis that an average representation of a typical family dinner would be represented in a visual. In a sense, participants
expressed that this diversity is part of their rhythm or habit.
“[The actions-visual] offers a good view of the different situations and the different
ways we function as a family during dinner time.” [P2a]
:\JO H X\V[L PSS\Z[YH[LZ [OH[ MVY [OLZL WHY[PJPWHU[Z [OL KP]LYZP[` KVLZ UV[ JVUJLYU [OL
extraordinary, but rather variations (such as in who is present or what is being eaten) that
make up their everyday life.

A Domestic Camera
It is uncommon to have a stationary camera within the home for personal remembering
purposes and therefore, we discuss the experienced values and concerns.
Capturing everyday life
In the interviews, people mentioned different everyday events that could be interesting to
capture. The night-time ritual, e.g. of young children, was most often mentioned. Other
Z\NNLZ[PVUZ^LYLSVJH[PVUYH[OLY[OHUHJ[P]P[`IHZLKZ\JOHZJHW[\YPUN[OLJOPSKYLU»ZWSH`
corner or the living room couch as a location of diverse activity. One participant suggested
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to record front door activity, as this location would capture the widest variety of aspects of
everyday life: family members leaving or returning from work and school, people getting
PUHUKV\[^P[OLX\PWTLU[MVYOVIIPLZHZ^LSSHZYLN\SHY]PZP[VYZ0UKPZJ\ZZPUNJHW[\YPUN
dinner & other everyday life events, audio was often mentioned to be potentially valuable.
These repeated events often focus on social contact and recordings of voices and conversations would be appreciated.
Obtrusiveness of the camera
>OLU[OLWYV[V[`WL^HZJVSSLJ[LKTVZ[WHY[PJPWHU[ZTLU[PVULK[OH[[OL`X\PJRS`MVYNV[[OL
presence of the camera. Only one participant found the presence of the camera disturbing,
others were more positive about the presence:
“If I see [the camera], I have the tendency to pull a funny face or make a joke
about it. But it hasn’t been annoyingly present.” [P3b]
0UTVZ[JHZLZWHY[PJPWHU[ZX\PJRS`MVYNV[[OLJHTLYH;OLWVZP[PVU^OPJO^HZVM[LUV\[VM
ZPNO[JVU[YPI\[LK[V[OPZ:VTLWHY[PJPWHU[ZKPKL_WYLZZMLLSPUNZVMºILPUN^H[JOLK»HZ[OL
camera and images were now primarily perceived to be for the researchers rather than for
private use. These privacy issues will be greatly reduced if people are more in control of the
created media.
:\TTHYPZPUN[OLL]HS\H[PVUYLZ\S[LKPU[OYLLTHPUÄUKPUNZVUHIZ[YHJ[TLKPH-PYZ[[OL
value of visualisations depended on the envisioned use. Secondly, people valued showing
diversity over visualising the average. And thirdly, people recognised more abstract or inviZPISLUV[PVUZVM[OLPYSPMLZ\JOHZHTIPHUJLVYILOH]PV\YPU[OL]PZ\HSZ0UHKKP[PVUYLÅLJtions on a home camera showed many other potential activities to capture and only very
limited issues with privacy.

4.5 Discussion
The explorative study with Ritual Camera gave rich insights in the potential value of abstract
media and of a domestic stationary camera, despite the limitations in size and duration
^OPJO ^L ^PSS KPZJ\ZZ OLYL -VSSV^PUN ^L KPZJ\ZZ V\Y ÄUKPUN PU [OL SPNO[ VM V\Y [^V
primary aims: designing selective automatic capture and using abstract media as cues for
remembering.
The time frame of the study presented in this chapter posed several challenges in relation
[V [OL Z\IQLJ[ VM L]LY`KH` SPML 0[ ^HZ \UJLY[HPU ^OL[OLY [^V ^LLRZ ^V\SK IL Z\MÄJPLU[
to capture 'everyday life'. Responses showed that this period included both diverse and
YLJ\YYPUNZP[\H[PVUZ^OPJOMVY\Z^HZZ\MÄJPLU[[VJHW[\YLL]LY`KH`SPMLMVY[OPZL_WSVYH[PVU
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It remains a challenge to study how the capturing technology was embedded in everyKH`SPMLPU[OPZ[PTLZWHU;OH[^V\SKYLX\PYLT\S[PWSLPU[LYHJ[PVUZ^P[O[OLKL]PJLV]LYH
longer period of time. Still, the two-week period allowed us to get an impression of how an
unobtrusive device could blend into everyday life habits, as there were periods when the
device remained unnoticed.
;OLWLYPVKIL[^LLUJHW[\YPUNHUKYL]PL^PUN[OLTLKPHK\YPUN[OLÄUHSPU[LY]PL^^HZVUS`
a few weeks. Such a short time frame is similar to how people judge photos, shortly after
capture. However, because everyday life experiences are most often valued in retrospect,
this timeframe is less suitable to judge this value. A study on the long-term value of these
abstract media as memory media would be of interest, ideally looking back several years.
Finally, we recognize that the involved number of participants was limited. This sample size
^HZJOVZLUILJH\ZLP[^HZHÄYZ[L_WSVYH[P]LZ[\K`PU[V[OL]HS\LVMHIZ[YHJ[TLKPHJYLH[PVU
We were interested in individual differences and choose a small sample size to allow for
in-depth interviews. Secondly, all adult family members in each household were intervie^LKZLWHYH[LS`YLZ\S[PUNPUUPUL\UPX\LPU[LY]PL^Z;OLU\TILYVMPUKP]PK\HSZHUKKPMMLYLU[
MHTPS`ZP[\H[PVUZPU]VS]LK^LYLZ\MÄJPLU[[VJVSSLJ[H]HYPL[`VMYLZWVUZLZHUKHSSV^LKMVY
PUKLW[OHUHS`ZPZVM[OLJVSSLJ[LKX\HSP[H[P]LKH[H

Design for Selective Automated Media Creation
Overall, we see the design and prototype of Ritual Camera as an embodiment of the notion
to combine automatic capture with personal selection. People are able to provide some
direction on what is captured through camera position and sensor values, a process of personal selection. The camera then takes action based on these settings, considered as automatic capture. Ritual Camera can be seen as a demonstrator of a potential future direction
for this type of media creation. The process has given us a more detailed understanding of
how human action and system initiative might be combined in everyday life capture.
Rather than dealing with a large amount of media after capture, we propose selecting up
front which elements (e.g. situation, event, context) to include in automated capture (in
line with Sellen & Whittaker, 2010). With Ritual Camera, this is done by adjusting parameters such as position, sensitivity and time frame. After adjusting these parameters, there is
no direct interaction with Ritual Camera, but it operates autonomously. The concept does
not allow for interaction after the process of capturing is initiated, which challenges our
common notions of control over our interactive devices. In addition, because the concept
does not provide any feedback on its progress or results, it includes an element of surprise
for the users, whereas most digital cameras provide direct feedback. These novel directions embedded in the design are seen as design research contributions in themselves as
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[OL`LTIVK`UL^WV[LU[PHSJHTLYHKPYLJ[PVUZL_WSVYPUN[OL]HS\LZVMZWLJPÄJSPTP[H[PVUZ
(Pierce & Paulos, 2014).
The current set-up did not allow participants to experience the full potential of the concept
in terms of personal control. The set-up did not include an interaction in which participants
choose parameters, positioned the camera and adjusted these iteratively. The potential value
of this process was explored in the interviews from which we conclude that when Ritual
Camera is used over a longer period of time, the processes of adjusting these settings and
the abstraction parameters become a process of creative media creation. This creation will
PUJS\KLYLÅLJ[P]LKLJPZPVUZZ\JOHZ>OH[KV0JVUZPKLY]HS\HISLL_WLYPLUJLZ[VJHW[\YL&
>P[O^OPJOZJVWL^PSS[OPZILILZ[YLWYLZLU[LKLN[PTLMYHTLSVJH[PVU&/V^KV0^HU[
[VYLWYLZLU[P[ZL[[PUNZMVYHIZ[YHJ[PVUMVYL_HTWSLJOVVZPUNZ[`SL&:PTPSHY[V[OLL]VS\tion of skill by the researcher during the creation process, users could develop a level of
skill even though the result remains a surprise to some extent. Still, the closed camera and
automatic capture maintains an element of surprise. The combination of deliberate choice
to capture and surprising outcomes are essential to the potential 'double value' of abstract
media creation in everyday life. It can support both appreciating aspects of everyday life
in the present and help remembering them in the future. We think the aspect of creative
expressivity and surprise is a crucial addition for the integration of mundane media creation in everyday life. As mentioned before, capturing everyday life is possible with current
technologies but is rarely done. In most cases, media only become valuable after a long
WLYPVKVM[PTL^OPJOTHRLZP[SLZZSPRLS`MVYWLVWSL[VPU]LZ[[PTLLMMVY[HUKVYTVUL`PU[V
it now. Selective automated capture could bridge this adoption gap because the surprising
effects of abstraction can give instant satisfaction that can motivate current use. Repeated
L]LU[ZHYLJVUZPKLYLKZVºUVYTHS»PU[OLWYLZLU[[OH[WLVWSL^PSSYHYLS`JHW[\YL[OLT>OLU
provided with a concept that can create surprising and satisfying media, they might capture
TVYLVMZ\JOºUVYTHS»SPMLL]LU[ZZ\WWVY[PUN]HS\HISLM\[\YL\ZLHZ^LSS

Design for Abstract Media Creation
In our abstract media, we aimed to represent repeated events in a meaningful way. Rather
than approaching media as a direct recording of reality, we see media as cues for rememILYPUN*\LZHYLKLWLUKPUNVUJVU[L_[\HSHUKWLYZVUHSMHJ[VYZ!WHY[PJPWHU[Z»YLJVNUP[PVU
of aspects (e.g. outline of people, certain behaviour or meaning of objects) that would only
be clear to them, show the highly personal nature of media as cues. Approaching media
technologies as a process of “designing effective retrieval cues” (Sellen & Whittaker, 2010),
rather than direct capture opens up the design space to allow for more creative or abstract
representations. By creating abstract media, we move away from direct representations of
the event and explore how more indirect, personal or expressive cues might be created.
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A process of cue creation includes reducing the complexity of a complete situation to a
SPTP[LK]PZ\HSPZH[PVU[OH[WYV]PKLZZ\MÄJPLU[PUMVYTH[PVUH]LY`JOHSSLUNPUNHUKOPNOS`WLYZVUHSIHSHUJL6\YÄUKPUNZZOV^[OH[MVYTLHUPUNM\SYLWYLZLU[H[PVUTLKPHOH]L[VYLWYLsent the diversity of a repeated event. Secondly, the representations have to be personally
adjusted and suitable for envisioned use. Therefore, the control should partially remain with
[OL\ZLYHZHSZVL_WSHPULKHIV]L;OLKLNYLLZVMMYLLKVTPU[OPZJVU[YVS^PSSHSZVPUÅ\LUJL
how far the complexity can be reduced into the abstraction. This can be compared to the
process of direct visual abstraction through pixelating, such as the different levels of pixiSH[PVUZLLUPU-PN\YLW >OH[SL]LSVMºNYHPU»VYZWLJPÄJP[`PZULLKLK[VYLJVNUPZL
HTLHUPUNM\SPTHNL&+VZVTLV\[SPULZULLK[VILWLYJLP]HISLVYPZHSHYNLWP_LSZPaL[OH[
YLZ\S[ZPUHTLYLJVSV\YWHSL[[LLUV\NO&:\JOHZJHSLPZLHZPLZ[[VPTHNPULMVY[OPZKPYLJ[
pixelating process (see for example Pierce & Paulos, 2014), but applies to other forms of
abstraction as well.
It will be challenging to determine how far the complexity can be reduced while still con[HPUPUNZ\JJLZZM\SJ\LZ;OPZJHUIL]LY`JOHSSLUNPUNHZZLLTPUNS`\UPX\LJ\LZJHUSH[LY
ILJVTL\UPUMVYTH[P]L3PU[VU 0[OHZHSZVILLUMV\UK[OH[HZRPUNVUS`HX\LZ[PVU
rather than providing media (photos, odours or objects) can cue most detailed recollection
(Van den Hoven & Eggen, 2009). This might be because the details in the media hamper
the process of remembering or because the media contain information that people consider obvious and thus not repeat in their description (Van den Hoven & Eggen, 2009).
Additionally, any media item can trigger memories that are not depicted, but are otherwise
associated (Frohlich, Wall & Kiddle, 2012; Zijlema, 2018). Over time, the memories associated with any given media item can change, as new memories are associated or current
L]LU[Z PUÅ\LUJL YLJHSS APQSLTH ;OPZ TPNO[ IL LZWLJPHSS` [Y\L MVY TVYL HIZ[YHJ[
TLKPH[`WLZHZ[OLºOPKKLU»VYL_WYLZZP]LTLHUPUNTPNO[ILMVYNV[[LU0U[\YU[OLWYVJLZZ
of unravelling might contribute to a more engaging experience (Oleksik & Brown, 2008).
-\Y[OLY YLZLHYJO PZ YLX\PYLK [V KL[LYTPUL OV^ [OL HWWYVWYPH[L SL]LSZ VM ZWLJPÄJP[` HUK
abstraction for each individual person and situation can be found.
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4.6 Conclusion
0U[OPZJOHW[LY^LOH]LKLZJYPILKV\YÄYZ[KLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUPU[VTLKPHJYLH[PVUVML]LY`day life experiences. With the design and evaluation of Ritual Camera, we have explored the potential value of a domestic stationary camera and of abstract media both for
YLTLTILYPUNPUNLULYHSHUKMVYYLÅLJ[PVUZWLJPÄJHSS`>LOH]LMV\UK[OH[KPMMLYLU[MVYTZ
of abstract media are valued differently, depending on their envisioned use.
We aimed to create media that would represent an average or general experience of a
OHIP[[OH[PZMYLX\LU[S`YLWLH[LKIHZLKVUV\YÄUKPUNZMYVT*OHW[LY0UZ[LHKTLKPH^HZ
especially appreciated if it represented the diversity of the repeated experience. Several of
the visuals were able to represent immaterial notions of the experience, such as the atmospOLYLZVJPHSPU[LYHJ[PVUVYOHIP[Z-VY[OLZLHZWLJ[ZP[PZPTWVY[HU[[OH[ZWLJPÄJZ`TIVSPJ
representations remain recognisable and that the overall aesthetic impression matches the
H[TVZWOLYL[OH[WLVWSLJVUZPKLYÄ[[PUNLNJHSTVYJOHV[PJ>LOPNOSPNO[[OH[PUJYLHting abstract media, the most important challenge is to explore how far the complexity of
an experience can be reduced, while remaining recognisable and valuable. The level of
HIZ[YHJ[PVUPZPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLKLNYLLZVMMYLLKVTPUJVU[YVSHUK[OLIHSHUJLIL[^LLU\ZLY
and system action. We propose that by combining user selection with automated system
action, media can be created in unobtrusive ways, resulting in spontaneous and surprising
media.
;OLKPMMLYLU[]PZ\HSPZH[PVUZZWHYRLKYLÅLJ[PVUH[[OLTVTLU[[OL`^LYLYL]PL^LK>LMV\UK
that for the visuals that included some interpretation, insight in the creation process is
YLX\PYLK [V HWWYLJPH[L [OLPY TLHUPUN 0U [OL J\YYLU[ PTWSLTLU[H[PVU WHY[PJPWHU[Z ^LYL
not actively involved in the creation process. We see an additional potential to stimulate
YLÅLJ[PVUPU[OLTVTLU[VMJYLH[PVU>OLUWLVWSL\ZLHZLSLJ[P]LH\[VTH[PJJHTLYHTVYL
PUKLWLUKLU[S`[OLWYVJLZZVMZLSLJ[PVU^PSSZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVUI`YLX\PYPUNKLJPZPVUZVU
^OH[HUKOV^[VJHW[\YL9LÅLJ[PVUPUJYLH[PVUPZM\Y[OLYL_WSVYLKPU[OLZLJVUKHUK[OPYK
design explorations (Chapters 6 and 7).
6]LYHSS[OPZZ[\K`HZZ[YLUN[OLULKV\Y]PL^[OH[TLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUJHUZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU
HUKOHZNP]LU\ZHTVYLZWLJPÄJMVJ\ZVUTLKPHJYLH[PVUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU(ZZ\JO^LJVU[PU\LI`L_WSVYPUN[OLKLZPNUZWHJLMVYYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`;OPZPZKVULI`Z[\K`PUNJ\YYLU[YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ[OYV\NOHX\LZ[PVUUHPYL*OHW[LYHUK[OYV\NOL_WSVYPUN
potential future practices using a conceptual design space (Chapter 6).
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5
Abstract

(YHU\GD\5HÁHFWLYH
3UDFWLFHV

9LÅLJ[PVUWSH`ZHYVSLPUL]LY`KH`SPML[OYV\NOV\[[OLSPMLZWHU
Yet, although many systems have been developed with the
HPT[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUML^HYLIHZLKVURUV^SLKNLVMOV^
WLVWSL J\YYLU[S` PU[LNYH[L YLÅLJ[PVU PU L]LY`KH` SPML 0U [OPZ
JOHW[LY^LHPT[VJVU[YPI\[L[V[OPZNHW[OYV\NOHX\LZ[PVUUHPYLVUL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUWYHJ[PJLZJVTIPUPUNIV[OX\HSP[H[P]L HUK X\HU[P[H[P]L X\LZ[PVUZ -PUKPUNZ WYV]PKL PUZPNO[Z
PU [OL ^PKL ]HYPL[` VM YLÅLJ[P]L WYHJ[PJLZ [OH[ WLVWSL LUNHNL
PU;OLNLULYHSÄUKPUNZZOV^[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZMYLX\LU[S`
involving diverse people and triggered by diverse events. Based
VU[OLX\LZ[PVUZHU\TILYVMZWLJPÄJZJLUHYPVZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
^LYL JS\Z[LYLK ;OLZL ZJLUHYPVZ ZOV^ [OH[ YLÅLJ[PVU VJJ\YZ
IV[O [OYV\NO ºKLKPJH[LK» HJ[P]P[PLZ HZ ^LSS HZ PU WHYHSSLS ^P[O
V[OLY HJ[P]P[PLZ>L KPZJ\ZZ [OL PTWSPJH[PVUZ VM [OLZL ÄUKPUNZ
MVY[OLKLZPNUVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[Z`Z[LTZ
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5.1 Introduction
As we have seen in Chapter 3, everyday life experiences can only be valued if people take
[OL [PTL [V YLÅLJ[ VU [OLT 9LÅLJ[PVU VU L]LY`KH` SPML OHZ [OL WV[LU[PHS [V \UJV]LY [OL
value of everyday life experiences. For instance, by uncovering slow change, appreciating
ZTHSSKPMMLYLUJLZHUKNHPUPUNPUZPNO[ZPUWLYZVUHSOHIP[Z(KKP[PVUHSS`YLÅLJ[PVUJHUOH]L
ILULÄ[ZMVYWLYZVUHSNYV^[O/HYYPUN[VU 3VMMYLKVILOH]PV\YJOHUNLLN3P+L`
& Forlizzi, 2011, Anderson et al., 2007) and personal well-being (e.g. Isaacs et al., 2013).
With the design and evaluation of Ritual Camera (Chapter 4), we saw how media interac[PVUJHUZ\WWVY[Z\JOYLÅLJ[PVU;OLWYVILZZ[\K`KLZJYPILKPU*OHW[LYJHUILZLLUHZH
^H`PU^OPJOYLÅLJ[PVU^HZZ[PT\SH[LK7LVWSLYLÅLJ[LKVU[OLPYL]LY`KH`SPMLL_WLYPLUJLZ
ILJH\ZL VM [OL WYVILZ HUK PU[LY]PL^ X\LZ[PVUZ(Z Z\JO IV[O Z[\KPLZ NP]L PUZPNO[ PU [OL
JVU[LU[ VY YLZ\S[ VM YLÅLJ[PVU I\[ WYV]PKL SP[[SL PUMVYTH[PVU HIV\[ ^OLU HUK OV^ Z\JO
YLÅLJ[PVU UVYTHSS` VJJ\YZ;V KLZPNU MVY L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU P[ PZ PTWVY[HU[ [V NL[ H
better understanding of its current occurrence. In this chapter, we focus on these current
YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ
We found there to be a lack of empirical work on this topic to inform our design process.
;OLTHQVYP[`VMYLZLHYJOVUTLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVUPZPU[LY]LU[PVUIHZLKHZ^PSSILL_WSHPULK
ILSV^(Z WHY[ VM [OL YLZLHYJO WLVWSL HYL HJ[P]LS` Z[PT\SH[LK VY WYVTW[LK [V YLÅLJ[ PU
ZVTLJHZLZ[OYV\NOKLZPNU3P[[SLPZZHPKHIV\[OV^WLVWSLYLÅLJ[PU[OLPYL]LY`KH`SPML
without such interventions. With the study in this chapter, we hope to contribute to closing
[OPZNHWI`L_WSVYPUN^OLU^OLYLHUKOV^WLVWSLJ\YYLU[S`LUNHNL^P[OYLÅLJ[PVU
>LHKKYLZZ[OLX\LZ[PVUVM^OH[L]LY`KH`YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZHYLI`JVUK\J[PUNHUVUSPUL
X\LZ[PVUUHPYL 0U [OPZ JOHW[LY ^L ^PSS ÄYZ[ NP]L HU V]LY]PL^ VM ^OH[ PZ J\YYLU[S` RUV^U
HIV\[WYHJ[PJLZVMYLÅLJ[PVU:LJVUKS`^LKLZJYPILV\YHWWYVHJOHUK[OLV\[SPULVM[OL
X\LZ[PVUUHPYL;OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLJVTIPULZHZ[HUKHYKPaLKZ\Y]L`[OL:LSM9LÅLJ[PVUHUK
0UZPNO[:JHSL:90:B.YHU[-YHURSPU 3HUNMVYKD^P[OT\S[PWSLJOVPJLHUKVWLUX\LZ[PVUZZWLJPÄJHSS`[HPSVYLK[VV\YHPTZ>L\ZLK[OL:90:HZHNLULYHSTLHZ\YLVMYLÅLJ[PVU
as a way to potentially identify target groups and to explore its potential as a measure for
Z\JJLZZ>P[OV\YT\S[PWSLJOVPJLHUKVWLUX\LZ[PVUZ^LL_WSVYLTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`^OH[
[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVML]LY`KH`YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZHYL;OLÄUKPUNZHYLZWSP[PU[^VZLJ[PVUZ[OLÄYZ[KLZJYPIPUN[OLV]LYHSSYLZ\S[Z[OLZLJVUKNVPUNKLLWLYPU[V^OH[ZJLUHYPVZVM
L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^LYLKLZJYPILK>LLUK[OPZJOHW[LY^P[OHKPZJ\ZZPVUVM^OH[V\Y
ÄUKPUNZTLHUMVY[OLKLZPNUVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[Z`Z[LTZ
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3UDFWLFHVRIUHÁHFWLRQ
4VZ[WLVWSLLUNHNLPUYLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOV\[[OLPYSPMLZWHU:[H\KPUNLY0[PZ^PKLS`
HYN\LK[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUOHZHWVZP[P]LLMMLJ[VU^LSSILPUN3`RL MV\UKMVYL_HTWSL
that higher levels of self-insight correlated with a higher subjective wellbeing. ThrougOV\[[OLSPMLZWHUYLÅLJ[PVUPZPTWVY[HU[PUTHRPUNSPMLJOVPJLZHUKZ\WWVY[PUN[YHUZP[PVUZ
9LÅLJ[PVUKVLZUV[VUS`VJJ\YPUWLYPVKZleading up to a choice or change, but people
HSZVYLÅLJ[PUVYKLYº[VLZ[HISPZOHUL^UVYTHS»after a change (Staudinger, 2001). Next to
[OLZL[YHUZP[PVUHSWLYPVKZTHU`WLVWSLYLÅLJ[VUTPUVYPUJPKLU[ZVYKL]PH[PVUZMYVT[OL
UVYT[OH[PNUP[LºIYLHRKV^U»)H\TLYL[HS)YLHRKV^UPZKLZJYPILKHZYLSH[PUN[V
+L^L`»Z UV[PVUVMKV\I[M\SVYW\aaSPUNZP[\H[PVUZHUK:JOU»Z KLZJYPW[PVUVM
ZP[\H[PVUZVMZ\YWYPZL\UJLY[HPU[`VYJVUÅPJ[;OLZLZ[\KPLZWYV]PKLHMYHTL^VYR[VSVVRH[
[OLWYVJLZZHUKVJJ\YYLUJLVMYLÅLJ[PVUI\[KVUV[THRL[OLYLSH[LKWYHJ[PJLZZWLJPÄJ
>OLUKLZPNUPUNMVYYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOWYHJ[PJLZJHUIL]LY`PUMVYTH[P]LI\[^LMV\UK[OLYL
[VIL]LY`SP[[SLYLZLHYJOVU[OPZZ\IQLJ[;OLTHQVYP[`VM^VYRVUYLÅLJ[PVUPU/*0PZPUZ[LHK
intervention based. Here, we review some of these interventions for the characteristics of
WYHJ[PJLZ[OL`YL]LHS)YVHKV]LY]PL^ZVMKPMMLYLU[^H`ZVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUOH]LILLU
NP]LUI`V[OLYZZVY[LKI`KVTHPU)H\TLYL[HSVYI`SL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVU-SLJR 
-P[aWH[YPJR(ULSHIVYH[LV]LY]PL^VMKPMMLYLU[Z[YH[LNPLZHKVW[LK[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPZNP]LUPU[OLKLZPNUZWHJLMVYL]LY`KH`YLÅLJ[PVU*OHW[LY0U[OPZZLJ[PVU^LKV
not focus on the designs themselves, but rather on what aspects of (potential) everyday life
practices are uncovered through the interventions.

5HÁHFWLYHSUDFWLFHVDQGORFDWLRQ
+PHY`^YP[PUNPZVULVM[OLJSLHYLZ[L_HTWSLZVMHYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJL0[PZHZWLJPÄJRPUKVM
OHIP[[OH[WLVWSLNLULYHSS`LUNHNL^P[OH[HÄ_LK[PTLHUKPUHÄ_LKWSHJL(ZZ\JO[OL
YLÅLJ[P]L WYHJ[PJL ILJVTLZ ºYP[\HSPZLK» HUK PZ VM[LU YLWLH[LK KHPS` )` ZVTL KPHYPLZ HYL
L]LUZLLUHZ[OLºW\YLZ[MVYTVMYLÅLJ[PVU»;YH]LYZ0[OHZILLUMV\UK[OH[PUKP]PK\HSZ^OVRLW[KPHYPLZOHKOPNOLYSL]LSZVMZLSMYLÅLJ[PVU[OHU[OVZL^OVKPKUV[RLLWHKPHY`
(Grant, Franklin & Langford). Diaries can take different form, ranging from small notes to
elaborate daily stories, potentially written in a dialogic manner ('Dear diary'). Increasingly,
OHUK^YP[[LUKPHY`WYHJ[PJLZHYLKPNP[PZLKHUKL]LUTV]PUNVUSPUL6»:\SSP]HUHUK
/*0YLZLHYJOLYZOH]LL_WSVYLKYLÅLJ[P]LHWWZVUTVIPSLWOVULZ[OH[I\PSKVUKPHY`HZWLJ[Z
(for example Echoes (Isaacs et al., 2010 and Affective Diary, Stahl et al., 2009).
6ULVM[OLHK]HU[HNLZVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OTVIPSLHWWSPJH[PVUZPZ[OLWVZZPIPSP[`
to use them anytime and anywhere. This creates practices that can be far more irregular,
which means reminders might be needed. Different applications use such explicit triggers,
for example by providing a theme to consider that day (GoSlow, Cheng et al., 2011). Echoes
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(Isaacs et al., 2010), uses random timing throughout the day to trigger people both to create
new media as well as to review earlier entries.
6[OLYYLZLHYJOLYZOH]LL_WSVYLKZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUHIV\[SVJH[PVUZMVYL_HTWSL\ZPUN
maps and pins (Peesapati et al., 2010, Kalnikaite & Whittaker., 2011). For these designs,
[OLYLÅLJ[PVUP[ZLSM[VVRWSHJLH[HÄ_LKSVJH[PVUI\[P[JHUILLHZPS`PTHNPULKOV^Z\JO
maps can be used for location based triggers “on-the-go”. Other HCI designs have explored
[OLWV[LU[PHSVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUHÄ_LKSVJH[PVUHZ^LSSLZWLJPHSS`^OLUKLZPNUPUNPU[LYHJ[P]L
VIQLJ[ZVYM\YUP[\YLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU/PZ[VY`;HISLJSV[O.H]LYL[HSVY[OLº2L`;HISL»
:LUNLYZ  .H]LY  HYL IV[O HTIPN\V\Z KLZPNUZ [OH[ ZWHYR YLÅLJ[PVU VU IV[O [OL
VIQLJ[P[ZLSMHUK[OLILOH]PV\YZ\YYV\UKPUNP[;OYV\NO[OLPYPU[LYHJ[PVUZ[OLYLÅLJ[PVU^P[O
such objects is strongly localised. Giving data a presence in a (domestic) environment can
HSZVZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVUVU[OLZWV[^P[OHIYVHKLY[VWPJ9L]LHS0[=HSRHUV]HL[HS
]PZ\HSPZLZLULYN`\ZHNLPUHZOHYLKLU[YHUJLZWHJL;OLWYLZLUJL[YPNNLYZYLÅLJ[PVUVU[OH[
location, although the topic is broader (or even intangible).

Automatic Collection
9LÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZPU[OLKVTHPUVMSPMLSVNNPUNVM[LUYLS`VU[OLH\[VTH[PJJVSSLJ[PVUVM
data through mobile and wearable devices or trackers. One of the most commonly used
KL]PJLZPZ-P[IP[H^LHYHISLHJ[P]P[`[YHJRLY9LÅLJ[PVUJHUVJJ\YIV[OPU[OLTVTLU[IHZLK
on feedback the device provides, and when reviewing the data more elaborately (often at
OVTLVUHJVTW\[LY:\JOYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZPUKPMMLYLU[Z[HNLZVM[OLJVSSLJ[PVUWYVJLZZ
3P+L` -VYSPaaP(YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLIHZLKVU[YHJRPUNVM[LUYLX\PYLZSVUNHUK
consistent use, which can be challenging as people forget to wear, charge or connect the
device (Epstein et al., 2016).
Several projects have explored the potential of Sensecam, a wearable lifelogging camera.
The medium is especially suitable to explore everyday life, because the media created
throughout the day includes many mundane activities and is captured in a, for the user,
unconscious way. Byrne & Jones (2009) explored ways of interacting with the content to
YLK\JL[OLX\HU[P[`HUKJYLH[LHZ[VY`SPULHUKMV\UK[OLZLPU[LYHJ[PVUZ[VZ\WWVY[PU[YVZWLJ[PVUHUKYLTLTILYPUN9LÅLJ[PUNVULSLTLU[Z[OH[UVYTHSS`YLTHPU\UUV[PJLKVYHYLLHZPS`
MVYNV[[LUPZVULVM[OLWV[LU[PHSILULÄ[ZVM\ZPUNH\[VTH[PJHSS`YLJVYKLKTLKPH[VZ\WWVY[
YLÅLJ[PVU7YV]PKPUNT\S[PWSLWLYZWLJ[P]LZ[OYV\NOT\S[PWSLYLJVYKPUNZJHUZ[PT\SH[LHKKP[PVUHSYLÅLJ[PVUVUYLWYLZLU[PUNVULZLSM[VV[OLYZ3PUKSL`L[HS 4VZ[Z[\KPLZYL]PL^
material shortly after it is created, instead, Lindley et al. (2011) focussed on reviewing
Sensecam images after 18 months. This added value by supporting reinterpretations and
\UJV]LYPUNPUJYLTLU[HSJOHUNLZ0U[OLZLL_HTWSLZYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YYLKPUTLKPHYL[YPL]HS
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which was staged as part of the study, often in a lab location. As such, although the wearing
and creation was easily integrated into everyday life, the studies provide little insight into
^OLUHUKOV^[VPU[LNYH[LYLÅLJ[P]LYL]PL^PU[VL]LY`KH`SPML

6RFLDO5HÁHFWLRQ
Designs in personal informatics often use social comparison or competition as a persuasive
strategy (Cialdini, 2009). For example, by showing rankings, rewarding wins or challenging
V[OLYZ4HP[SHUKL[HS0U[OLZLJHZLZ[OLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUZ[PSSVJJ\YI`[OLPUKP]PK\HS
but others have explored how this process can be made more social as well. The Bouncers
application for example, relies on shared information and social persuasion, using comT\UPJH[PVUHTVUNZ[MYPLUKZHZHWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHUKWLYZ\HZPVU5LSZVU4LNLUZ 
Peeters, 2012). The localised visualisations in RevealIt (Valkanova et al., 2013) relied on
TVYLKPYLJ[JVU[HJ[PUZ[LHKVMKPNP[HSJVTT\UPJH[PVU;OLPYKLZPNUPU[LNYH[LZYLÅLJ[PVUHUK
comparison in the social practice of neighbourhood small-talk. Others have also explored
OV^JVU]LYZH[PVUJHUIL\ZLKPUYLÅLJ[PVU3V]LYZ»)V_MVYL_HTWSL\ZLZHJYLH[P]LWYVJLZZ
HZWPSSHYMVYYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVU^P[OIV[OHKLZPNULYHUKVUL»ZWHY[ULY;OPLTLL[HS
2011).
6[OLYWYHJ[PJLZ[OH[PUJS\KLZVJPHSYLÅLJ[PVUHYLVM[LUZLLUPULK\JH[PVUHSJVU[L_[^P[O
either coach or peers) or in therapeutic settings (with therapist or group). In some cases,
[OLZLYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVUZVYNYV\WZLZZPVUZHYLHSZVZ\WWVY[LKI`PU[LYHJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZ
Z\JOHZVUSPULWVY[MVSPV»ZVYISVNZ6YSHUK)HYHR;OLZLZVJPHSWYHJ[PJLZHYL]LY`KPMMLYLU[MYVTV\YMVJ\ZUV[Q\Z[PU[VWPJI\[ILJH\ZLP[PZWHY[VMHZWLJPÄJZ[Y\J[\YLKWYVJLZZ
HUK[OLYLPZHJSLHYOPLYHYJOPJHSKPMMLYLUJLIL[^LLU[OLWLVWSLPU]VS]LKPUYLÅLJ[PVU

0HDVXULQJ5HÁHFWLRQ
(Z^LHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUKLZPNUPUNMVYYLÅLJ[PVUZP[PZPTWVY[HU[[VJVUZPKLY^OH[TLHZ\YLZ
of success can be used. This challenge is sometimes addressed by focusing on measuring
[OLLMMLJ[VMYLÅLJ[PVUYH[OLY[OHUYLÅLJ[PVUP[ZLSMMVYL_HTWSLI`HZZLZZPUN[OLPU[LY]LU[PVU»ZLMMLJ[VU^LSSILPUN0ZHHJZL[HS0U[OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLPU[OPZJOHW[LY^L^HU[LK
[VÄUKHZ\P[HISLTLHZ\YLMVYYLÅLJ[PVUMVY[OYLLYLHZVUZ-PYZ[S`[VJVU[YPI\[L[VHNLULYHS
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM WLVWSL»Z H[[P[\KL [V^HYKZ YLÅLJ[PVU :LJVUKS` [V WV[LU[PHSS` PKLU[PM` H
[HYNL[NYV\W^OPJO^V\SKILULÄ[TVZ[MYVTYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[(UKÄUHSS`[VL]HS\H[LPMH
measure could be used for future design evaluations as a potential pre- and post-intervention measurement.
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0UHYLHZKLHSPUN^P[O^YP[[LUYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOHZQV\YUHSZVYZ[\KLU[YLWVY[ZLU[YPLZHYLVM[LU
JVKLK[VHZZLZZ[OLSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVU-VYL_HTWSL2LTILY

KL]LSVWLKHZL]LUJH-

[LNVY` JVKPUNZJOLTL YHUNPUN MYVT OHIP[\HS HJ[PVU UVUYLÅLJ[P]L [V WYLTPZL YLÅLJ[PVU
ZPTPSHY[V4LaPYV^»ZºJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU»B4LaPYV^

D,U[YPLZPU,JOVHYLÅLJ[P]LQV\Y-

naling application, were similarly coded for the level of emotional depth (Isaacs et al.,
2013). Coding is a suitable approach to assess written instances but provides little insight in
ZVTLVUL»ZV]LYHSSH[[P[\KL[V^HYKZYLÅLJ[PVU
Questionnaires can provide more insights into such attitudes. Kember et al. (2000) develoWLKHX\LZ[PVUUHPYLMVYHULK\JH[PVUHSJVU[L_[TLHZ\YPUNMV\YSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUOHIP[\HS
HJ[PVU\UKLYZ[HUKPUNYLÅLJ[PVUHUKJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU;OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYL»ZZ[H[LTLU[ZNV
TVYL[V^HYKZHNLULYHSH[[P[\KLI\[HYLZ[PSSSPTP[LK[V[OLH[[P[\KLJVUJLYUPUNHZWLJPÄJ
JV\YZL6[OLYX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZVUV]LYHSSYLÅLJ[P]LH[[P[\KLL_WLYPLUJLKWYVISLTZPUKPZ[PUN\PZOPUN YLÅLJ[PVU HUK Y\TPUH[PVU H TVYL ULNH[P]L WYVISLT MVJ\ZLK HUK VM[LU YLWL[P[P]LTL[HJVNUP[P]LWYVJLZZ^OPJO[OL9\TPUH[PVUHUK9LÅLJ[PVUX\LZ[PVUUHPYLHPTLK[V
resolve (Trapnell & Campbell, 1999). With similar aims, Grant, Franklin & Langford (2002)
KL]LSVWLK[OL:LSM9LÅLJ[PVUHUK0UZPNO[:JHSL:90:^OPJOTLHZ\YLZKPMMLYLU[LSLTLU[Z
YLSH[LK[VYLÅLJ[PVUHUK^OPJOPZTVYLHWWSPJHISL[VTLHZ\YLHNLULYHSH[[P[\KL>LJVUsidered this scale to be most suitable for our goals as the statements were broadly interpretable and not limited to an educational or professional development scope. The scale was
also easy to understand and short enough to be included in our survey. We will elaborate
on the use of the SRIS scale in the following section.

5.3 Method: Questionnaire
To get a better understanding of everyday life practices, we wanted to conduct a study with
HYLSH[P]LSHYNLU\TILYVMWLVWSLHUK^HU[LK[VILHISL[VHZRH]HYPL[`VMX\LZ[PVUZ;V
KV[OPZ^LJVUK\J[LKHUVUSPULZ\Y]L`JVTIPUPUNX\HU[P[H[P]LHUKX\HSP[H[P]LX\LZ[PVUZ
^P[OT\S[PWSLJOVPJLJOLJRSPZ[ZHUKVWLUX\LZ[PVUZ(Z\Y]L`JHULSPJP[TVYLOVULZ[YLZponses and grant greater anonymity in comparison to focus groups or interviews (Jackson
;YVJOPT  ^OPJO ^HZ MV\UK [V IL ^VY[O^OPSL ILJH\ZL [OL Z\IQLJ[ VM YLÅLJ[PVU
can potentially be sensitive. This approach allows us to gather a broad range of data on
L]LY`KH`YLÅLJ[PVUWYHJ[PJLZ;OLX\LZ[PVUZMVJ\ZVUJVUKP[PVUZMVYHUKJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVM
YLÅLJ[PVUYH[OLY[OHU[OLZ\IQLJ[VMYLÅLJ[PVU>P[OV\YHWWYVHJO[VL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[OLZ\IQLJ[VMYLÅLJ[PVUPZSLM[VWLUMVY[OL\ZLYZP[PZVULVM[OLJVYLLSLTLU[ZVMV\Y
VWLULUKLK KLZPNU HWWYVHJO;OL ZWLJPÄJ JVUKP[PVUZ [OL YLÅLJ[PVU VJJ\YZ PU HYL TVYL
relevant, as these can be used to create designs that can be easily integrated into everyday
life practices.
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Questionnaire outline
;OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYL^HZKP]PKLKPUZL]LYHSWHY[Z(SSX\LZ[PVUZ^LYLL]HS\H[LKK\YPUNHWPSV[
^P[OLPNO[WHY[PJPWHU[Z(M[LY[OLWPSV[TPUVYHKQ\Z[TLU[Z[V[OLWOYHZPUNVMX\LZ[PVUZ^LYL
made; the data collected during the pilot is not included in the analysis presented here.
*VTWSL[PVUVM[OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYL[VVRHWWYV_PTH[LS`[VTPU\[LZHUKWHY[PJPWHU[ZKPK
UV[YLJLP]LHU`ÄUHUJPHSJVTWLUZH[PVUMVYWHY[PJPWH[PUN(M\SSV]LY]PL^VM[OLX\LZ[PVUnaire can be found in Appendix 3. The outline is summarized below.
Part 1: Introduction & Consent
;OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ[HY[LK^P[OHIYPLMPU[YVK\J[PVUHUKHZ[H[LTLU[JVUJLYUPUN[OLWHY[PJPWHU[»ZJVUZLU[[VWHY[PJPWH[L
Part 2: Demographics
Participants were asked to enter their gender, age and educational level. One of the suggested ways to minimise privacy infringement and to conduct ethical research is not to ask for
TVYLKLTVNYHWOPJZ[OLUULLKLK>L[OLYLMVYLVUS`YLX\LZ[LK[OLZL[OYLLHZWLJ[Z^OPJO
we considered most relevant.
Part 3: SRIS
;OL MVSSV^PUN WHNL JVU[HPULK [OL Z[H[LTLU[Z MYVT [OL :LSM 9LÅLJ[PVU HUK 0UZPNO[ :JHSL
(SRIS) (Grant, Franklin & Langford, 2002). We considered SRIS to be the most suitable
^H`[VTLHZ\YL[OLNLULYHSH[[P[\KL[V^HYKZYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPML;OLZ[H[LTLU[ZHYL
phrased in a general sense, making them applicable to everyday life rather than only to an
LK\JH[PVUHSVYWYVMLZZPVUHSJVU[L_[;OL:90:YLX\PYLZYLZWVUZLZ[VZ[H[LTLU[ZVUHÄ]L
point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree). Statements include “I am very inteYLZ[LKPUL_HTPUPUN^OH[0[OPURHIV\[¹ULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHUK¸0MYLX\LU[S`L_HTPULT`
MLLSPUNZ¹LUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLÅLJ[PVU;OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLHZWYLZLU[LKI`.YHU[-YHURSPU 
3HUNMVYKPZWYPTHYPS`ZWSP[PU[V[^VTLHZ\YLZ!0UZPNO[HUK:LSM9LÅLJ[PVU6YPNPUHSS`
[OL:LSM9LÅLJ[PVUTLHZ\YL^HZM\Y[OLYZ\IKP]PKLKPU[V¸,UNHNLTLU[PU9LÅLJ[PVU¹HUK
¸5LLKMVY9LÅLJ[PVU>L\ZLK[OPZZWSP[HZIV[OPUWZ`JOVSVN`HUKKLZPNUP[PZVM[LUILSPLved that there can be a great difference between motive and acts (see e.g. Grant, Franklin
& Langford, 2002 and Trapnell & Campbell, 1999). Therefore, similar to (Xu, 2011), we
MVSSV^LK.YHU[L[HS»ZVYPNPUHSKLZPNUZWSP[[PUN5LLKMVYHUK,UNHNLTLU[PU9LÅLJ[PVU
7HY[!+LÄUP[PVU
(M[LY[OL:90:Z[H[LTLU[Z^LPU[YVK\JLKV\YKLÄUP[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVU>LKLSPILYH[LS`KPK
not include this in the invitation and introduction. There we instead referred to 'thinking
HIV\[L]LY`KH`SPMLYH[OLY[OHUYLÅLJ[PVUHZ^L^LYLJH\[PV\ZVMOV^WLVWSLTPNO[PU[LYWYL[[OL[LYT)LJH\ZL[OL:90:\ZLZKPMMLYLU[WOYHZPUN[VKLZJYPILYLÅLJ[P]LILOH]PV\Y^L
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JVUZPKLYLKP[ILZ[UV[[VTLU[PVUºYLÅLJ[PVU»ILMVYL(M[LY[OL:90:^L\ZLKHZPTWSPÄLK
KLÄUP[PVU [V L_WSHPU V\Y ZJVWL VM YLÅLJ[PVU HZ! “thinking about your thoughts, feelings,
actions or experiences”. In addition, we included the following explanation: “We do not
VUS`YLMLY[VLSHIVYH[LYLÅLJ[PVUVYOHYK[OPURPUNI\[PUJS\KLZTHSSTVTLU[ZVMJVUZPKLration as well.” These statements were used to guide the multiple choice and open-ended
X\LZ[PVUZ
Part 5: Core Questions
;OL THPU IVK` VM [OL X\LZ[PVUUHPYL JVUJLYULK H ZL[ VM X\LZ[PVUZ VU [OL JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ
VML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU;OLZLPUJS\KLKVWLUX\LZ[PVUZT\S[PWSLJOVPJLX\LZ[PVUZHUK
X\LZ[PVUZMVY^OPJOT\S[PWSLHUZ^LYZJV\SKILJOLJRLK,_HTWSLZPUJS\KL!¸/V^VM[LUKV
`V\OH]LHTVTLU[VMYLÅLJ[PVUPU`V\YL]LY`KH`SPML&¹¸>OH[HYL[OLJH\ZLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU&
>OPJO[OPUNZYLN\SHYS`[YPNNLY`V\[VYLÅLJ[&¹HUK¸*HU`V\KLZJYPILHZJLUHYPVVMYLÅLJ[PVU&¹HJVTWSL[LV]LY]PL^VMHSSX\LZ[PVUZJHUILMV\UKPU(WWLUKP_
7HY[!+PZJSVZ\YLVMHPT ÄUHSX\LZ[PVUZ
-PUHSS`^LM\Y[OLYL_WSHPULKV\YHPTZ!NH[OLYPUNPUMVYTH[PVU[VPUMVYTKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
>LWVZLKHX\LZ[PVUZWLJPÄJHSS`HIV\[Z`Z[LTZ!0U^OH[^H`KV`V\[OPURHWYVK\J[VY
Z`Z[LTJV\SKZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUMVY`V\&;OLÄUHSX\LZ[PVUSLM[YVVTMVYHU`V[OLYJVTTLU[ZX\LZ[PVUZVYJVUJLYUZ

3DUWLFLSDQWV
Participants were a convenience sample of 66 community members who were recruited
[OYV\NOYLX\LZ[ZVUZL]LYHSVUSPULMVY\TZHUK[OYV\NOZUV^IHSSZHTWSPUN*HSSZMVYWHY[PJPWH[PVU^LYLZWYLHK^P[OPU[OL5L[OLYSHUKZHUK[OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYL^HZJVUK\J[LKPU+\[JO
Of the 66 responses, 1 was excluded for being incomplete, resulting in 65 participants. Of
these participants, 38 were female and 27 male. This sample included a broad age range
(19 to 76) with the average age being 44 (standard deviation 15,7). Overall, the sample
^HZMHPYS`OPNOS`LK\JH[LK! VI[HPULKH\UP]LYZP[`KLNYLLHUK JVTWSL[LKOPNOLY
KLNYLL]VJH[PVUHSLK\JH[PVU VM[OLZHTWSLJVTWSL[LKZLJVUKHY`LK\JH[PVUHUK 
intermediate vocational education.

Analysing the data
+\L[V[OLKP]LYZP[`PUX\LZ[PVUZ[OLKH[H^HZHUHS`ZLKPUT\S[PWSL^H`Z0UZLJ[PVU^L
^PSSÄYZ[WYLZLU[[OLNLULYHSYLZ\S[Z;OL:90:ZJVYLZHYLWYLZLU[LKHUKZ[H[PZ[PJHSS`HUHS`ZLK
using ANOVA. The other general results are based on the analysis of all multiple-choice
X\LZ[PVUZ HUK TVZ[ VWLU X\LZ[PVUZ VU JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ;OL VWLUX\LZ[PVU HUZ^LYZ ^LYL
coded on a semantic level, remaining close to their content. This is most suitable for the
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VWLULUKLKZ\Y]L`X\LZ[PVUZHZ[OL`KVUV[WYV]PKL[OLYPJOULZZVMKH[HYLX\PYLKMVYSH[LU[
[OLTH[PJHUHS`ZPZ0U[OLÄUKPUNZZLJ[PVU^LWYLZLU[[OLWYL]HSLUJLIL[^LLUIYHJRL[ZMVY
example (3), at the level of data item (e.g. per participant) rather than how many segments
HYLJVKLK^P[OHJLY[HPU[OLTL)YH\UHUK*SHYRL;OLZLVWLUX\LZ[PVUZ[OLTLZHYL
WYLZLU[LK[VNL[OLY^P[O[OLT\S[PWSLJOVPJLÄUKPUNZ[OH[YLSH[L[V[OLT
;OL VWLU X\LZ[PVUZ YLNHYKPUN YLÅLJ[PVUZJLUHYPVZ JVSSLJ[LK YPJO KLZJYPW[PVUZ ^OPJO ^L
will present in Section 5.5 These answers were coded through a more elaborate thematic
analysis, as described by Braun & Clarke (2006), for more detailed information about the
coding steps, see Appendix 4.

)LQGLQJV&KDUDFWHULVWLFVRI5HÁHFWLRQ
In this section, we present the general results, summarising important characteristics of
YLÅLJ[PVU>L^PSSÄYZ[KPZJ\ZZ[OLYLZ\S[ZVM[OL:90:X\LZ[PVUUHPYLHUKÄUKPUNZYLSH[LK[V
KLTVNYHWOPJZ(M[LY[OH[^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZV\YÄUKPUNZ[OLTH[PJHSS`JVTIPUPUNIV[OT\S[PWSLJOVPJLHUKVWLUX\LZ[PVUZ

1HHGIRUDQG(QJDJHPHQWZLWK5HÁHFWLRQ
)V[O:90:5LLKHUK:90:,UNHNLTLU[\ZLZP_P[LTZYHURLKVUHÄ]LWVPU[ZJHSL^OPJO
HYL Z\TTLK MVY H ÄUHS ZJVYL;OL H]LYHNL ZJVYL MVY :90:5LLK ^HZ MV\UK [V IL 
(SD = 4.11). For SRIS-Engagement the average was 22,99 (SD = 4.5). Before doing the
further analysis, the data were screened for violations of the assumptions of normality. Both
SRIS-E and SRIS-N scores were negatively skewed (SRIS-E skewness = -.97 and SRIS-N
skewness = -.98). For both values outliers below 14 were eliminated from the SRIS data set.
As a result, 61 participants are included in the analysis of the demographics. With this data
set, we reviewed the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965) for SRIS-N
(SW = .973, df = 60, p = .21) and SRIS-E (SW = .977, df = 60, p = .32). These results gave
no reason to reject the assumptions of normality.

SRIS Demographics
We were interested in testing for difference for a number of variables: gender, age and
LK\JH[PVUHSSL]LS(U\TILYVM[[LZ[ZHUK(56=(»Z^LYLJVUK\J[LKZLL(WWLUKP_MVY
[OLZLHUHS`ZLZ/LYL^LIYPLÅ`YLWVY[[OLYLZ\S[Z
([[LZ[^HZJVUK\J[LK[VJVTWHYLIV[O:90:ZJVYLZMVYNLUKLYTHSLMLTHSL0UHJJVYdance with previous work (Creed & Funder, 1998; Grant, Franklin & Langford, 2002), we
MV\UKUVZPNUPÄJHU[KPMMLYLUJLZMVY:90:,UNHNLTLU[IL[^LLUTHSL4$:+$
and female participants (M = 4.04, SD = 0.60); (t(60) = 1.72, p = 0.090). For SRIS-Need we
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MV\UKHZPNUPÄJHU[KPMMLYLUJLPUZJVYLZMVYTHSL4$:+$HUKMLTHSLWHY[PJPWHU[Z
4$:+$"[$W$>VTLUZOV^LKHOPNOLYULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
with these scores.
;^VZLWHYH[LVUL^H`IL[^LLUZ\IQLJ[(56=(ºZ^LYLJVUK\J[LK[VJVTWHYL[OLLMMLJ[
VM SL]LS VM LK\JH[PVU VU :90:, HUK :90:5 ;OL LK\JH[PVUHS SL]LSZ ^LYL JSHZZPÄLK HZ
'University', 'Higher Vocational Education' or 'Secondary Education or Intermediate Vocational Education”. There seemed to be a light trend for SRIS-N to increase with level of
LK\JH[PVU^P[OOPNOLYLK\JH[PVUZOV^PUNHOPNOLYULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU!PU[LYTLKPH[LSL]LS
(M = 3.75; SD = 0.51), higher vocational education (M=3.99, SD = 0.50) and UniverZP[`4$:+$I\[[OPZ^HZUV[ZPNUPÄJHU[H[[OLW#SL]LSB- $
p = 0.294]. SRIS-E was highly similar for all three levels [F(2, 59) = 0.063, p = 0,939.
;VJVTWHYLIL[^LLUHNLJH[LNVYPLZKH[H^HZZWSP[PUÄ]LJVUKP[PVUZ#`LHYZ""
36-45; 46-55 and >55 years). A one way ANOVA for differences between age showed no
ZPNUPÄJHU[LMMLJ[MVY:90:,B- $W$DUVYMVY:90:5B- $
p = 0.495].
Because we found very few demographic differences, we did not use demographics characteristics as a way to split the data for further analysis.

5HDVRQVIRU5HÁHFWLRQ
;OLYLHYLH^PKL]HYPL[`VMYLHZVUZ[VLUNHNL^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUVYVJJHZPVUZ[OH[JHU[YPNNLY
YLÅLJ[PVU >L ^PSS KPZJ\ZZ JH\ZLZ MVY YLÅLJ[PVU VU [^V KPMMLYLU[ SL]LSZ -PYZ[ ^L ^PSS
KPZJ\ZZ[OLJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ[OH[Z[PT\SH[LVYYLX\PYLYLÅLJ[PVUVUHTHQVYZJHSLYLMLYYPUN[V
different life time periods (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). Secondly, we will look what
JH\ZLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^LYLZLLUVUHºTPUVY»VYZOVY[[LYTZJHSL
Major Scale: Life Time Periods
(Z TLU[PVULK HIV]L [OL X\HU[P[H[P]L HUHS`ZPZ VM [OL :90: ZJVYLZ ZOV^LK UV ZPNUPÄJHU[
KPMMLYLUJLIL[^LLUHNLNYV\WZ;OLX\HSP[H[P]LKH[HWYV]PKLKHKKP[PVUHSPUZPNO[PUJLY[HPU
SPML[PTLWLYPVKZ^P[OHOPNOLYULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU/LYL^LWYLZLU[[OLÄUKPUNZIHZLKVUH
[OLTH[PJHUHS`ZPZVM[OLYLZWVUZLZ[V[OLX\LZ[PVU¸>HZ[OLYLHWLYPVKPU`V\YSPML^OLU`V\
L_WLYPLUJLKHOPNOLYULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU&¹*VKPUN[OLYLZWVUZLZ[V[OPZX\LZ[PVUZOV^LKH
ML^ZWLJPÄJSPML[PTLWLYPVKZ;OLZLPUJS\KLK!HZWHY[VMLK\JH[PVUHZHWHYLU[HUK
when getting older (1).
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0UZ[LHKVMYLMLYYPUN[VHZWLJPÄJWLYPVK[OLTHQVYP[`VMHUZ^LYZ^LYLJVKLK[VYLMLY[VH
transition between periods rather than a period in itself. Most prevalent changes were:
-Relationship changes (8): Most people referred to relationship problems, endings or
periods of temporary separation. Only one person included a period of positive
transition: falling in love.
- Educational Transitions (6): These entries included a variety of transitions regarding
Z[\K`Z\JOHZ[OLTVTLU[VMJOVVZPUNHJV\YZLVYKPYLJ[PVUÄUPZOPUNZJOVVSVY
X\P[[PUNILMVYLNYHK\H[PUN
- Becoming a parent (5): Five participants referred to the period of childbirth and having
JOPSKYLUHZHWLYPVKVMSHYNLJOHUNLHUKPUJYLHZLKYLÅLJ[PVU
Less prevalent transitional themes related to illness & death (3), career (2) or moving
house (1).
Other themes related less to transitions or periods, but rather to recurring life circumstances. These themes included:
- Stress or business (13): Most often referring to work related stress. One participant
TLU[PVULKYLÅLJ[PUNPUWLYPVKZ[OH[^LYLLP[OLY]LY`I\Z`VY]LY`JHST
- Intense emotions (6): these answers most often related to negative emotions such as
frustration or anger, even including extreme emotions such as (long-term) depression.
- Personal struggle (4): although personal struggles might coincide or overlap with the
experience of intense emotions, these answers did not specify such emotions
but referred more abstract to personal struggle or circumstances, often related to
insecurities or periods of doubt.
- Decisions (2): the life transitions mentioned before sometimes included
decisions. Others referred more generally to moments in life when (large) decisions have to be made.
:L]LYHSWHY[PJPWHU[ZYLMLYYLKZWLJPÄJHSS`[VWLYPVKZPU^OPJOT\S[PWSLVM[OLZL[OLTLZV]LYlapped. For example, P58 explained:
¸)L[^LLUHUK`LHYZIHJRT`ULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^HZH[P[ZOPNOLZ[0U[OPZWLYPVK
I broke up with my ex-girlfriend after a 4-year relationship, moved to a new apartment, which was bad and too expensive, quit university before graduation and got a
job, which was below my education level.” [P58]
;VUVZ\YWYPZL[OVZL[PTLZ^P[OTHU`JOHUNLZHYLWLYPVKZ^P[OHOPNOULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
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4PUVYZJHSL!JH\ZLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
>L^LYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUOV^JVUZJPV\ZYLÅLJ[PVUPZHUK^OL[OLYWLVWSLKLSPILYH[LS`JOVVZL
[VYLÅLJ[

PUKPJH[LK[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUQ\Z[¸OHWWLUZ[V[OLT¹^OPSL PUKPJH[LK[OL`

¸JVUZJPV\ZS`JOVVZL[VYLÅLJ[¹(STVZ[OHSMVMHSSWHY[PJPWHU[Z

PUKPJH[LK[OH[IV[O

HWWS`LX\HSS`(^PKL]HYPL[`VMJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZJHUIL[OLTV[P]LVY[YPNNLYMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
;V[OLX\LZ[PVU¸>OH[HYL[OLJH\ZLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU&¹[OLTHQVYP[`PUKPJH[LKH[SLHZ[[OYLL
different causes, which can be found in Table 5.1. These results show that very few people
OH]LHÄ_LKTVTLU[MVYYLÅLJ[PVUHUKHYLSH[P]LS`ZTHSSU\TILYVMWLVWSLPZ[YPNNLYLKI`
M\[\YLL]LU[Z9H[OLYWYLZLU[MLLSPUNZHJ[PVUZVYL]LU[ZHYLMYLX\LU[[YPNNLYZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
Other reasons for example included “seeing a friend I have not seen in a while” or “when
I am tired”.

Characteristics
;OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZHUKJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUZJLUHYPVZHYLPU[LYLZ[PUN[VJVUZPKLYHZ
PUZWPYH[PVUMVYKLZPNU:WLJPÄJHSS`^LHKKYLZZ[OLMYLX\LUJ`HUK[PTPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVUZVJPHS
JVU[L_[HUKJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZYLSH[LK[VYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[ZVYYP[\HSZ
Frequency & Timing
4VZ[WLVWSLYLWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PUNZL]LYHS[PTLZHKH` VYZL]LYHS[PTLZH^LLR 
:LL;HISLMVY[OLM\SSZWYLHK;OLZLZLSMYLWVY[LKMYLX\LUJPLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUYHUNPUNMYVT
several times a day to once a month or less) show a moderately strong positive correlation

*H\ZLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU

Nr.

%

my feelings

48



something that is said to me

42



my actions

39



something that happens to me

38



something that I see or hear

31



something that is about to happen

18



0OH]LHÄ_LKTVTLU[MVYYLÅLJ[PVU

5



Other

8



I don't know

1



;HISL*H\ZLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU"T\S[PWSLHUZ^LYZ^LYLWVZZPISL
number of participants and percentage of total indicated.
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^P[O[OL:90:,UNHNLTLU[ZJVYLZ^P[OY$W#;OPZWYV]PKLZHKKP[PVUHSZ\WWVY[
MVY:90:,UNHNLTLU[HZHYLSPHISLTLHZ\YLMVYLUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLÅLJ[PVU6US`]LY`ML^
WLVWSLPUKPJH[LKH[[OLWYL]PV\ZX\LZ[PVU[VOH]LHÄ_LKTVTLU[MVYYLÅLJ[PVU Z[PSS
[OLTHQVYP[`VMWLVWSLJV\SKPUKPJH[LH[PTLVMKH`^OLUYLÅLJ[PVUTVZ[VM[LUVJJ\YZ-VY
 VM[OLWLVWSL[OPZ^HZH[UPNO[^P[OHUV[OLY TVZ[VM[LUYLÅLJ[PUNPU[OLL]LUPUN
;OLTVYUPUN

HUKHM[LYUVVU ^LYLSLZZJVTTVU-VY VMWHY[PJPWHU[ZYLÅLJ-

tion occurs too irregular to pinpoint a time of day. This was especially prevalent among
WLVWSL^OVPUKPJH[LKYLÅLJ[PUNZL]LYHS[PTLZHKH`
Social Context
9LÅLJ[PVUPZHJVNUP[P]LWYVJLZZVM[LUJVUZPKLYLK[VILOPNOS`PUKP]PK\HS/V^L]LYV\Y
YLZ\S[ZZOV^H]HYPL[`VMYLÅLJ[P]LWHY[ULYZHZ^LSS(SHYNLTHQVYP[` PUKPJH[LKHSZV
YLÅLJ[PUN PUKP]PK\HSS` I\[ VUS` H YLSH[P]LS` ZTHSS U\TILY VM WLVWSL PUKPJH[LK [OL` VUS`
YLÅLJ[LKPUKP]PK\HSS` 4VZ[WLVWSLPUKPJH[LKYLÅLJ[PUNIV[OHSVULHUK^P[OZVTLVUL
LSZL(Z;HISLZOV^ZHWHY[ULYVYMYPLUKPZ[OLTVZ[JVTTVUJVTWHUPVU HUK 
YLZWLJ[P]LS`6[OLYWLVWSL^OV^LYLPU]VS]LKPUYLÅLJ[PVUPUJS\KLKWYVMLZZPVUHSOLSW
boss (1), children (1) and any other person (1).

Frequency of
YLÅLJ[PVU

Nr.

%

Social Context

Nr.

%

several times a day

29



alone

57



several times a week

15



with partner

36



once a day

12



with a friend

31



once a week

3



with a colleague

26



once a month or less

2



with a family member

21



several times a month

2



with a group of friends

10



I don't know

2



other

5



Table 5.2 Answers to the multiple-choice
question ‘How often do you have a
TVTLU[VMYLÅLJ[PVU&»
Second and third column indicate number
of participants and percentage of total.

Table 5.3: Answer to the question
º+V`V\YLÅLJ[PUKP]PK\HSS`VY^P[OV[OLYZ&»
Multiple answers were possible.
Second and third column indicate
number of participants and percentage of
total.
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Desires for change and support
;OL THQVYP[` VM WHY[PJPWHU[Z HYL JVU[LU[ ^P[O [OLPY MYLX\LUJ` VM YLÅLJ[PVU 

 6[OLYZ

^V\SKWYLMLY[VJOHUNL^P[OHZPTPSHYHTV\U[VMWLVWSLL_WYLZZPUNHKLZPYL[VYLÅLJ[TVYL
VM[LU

VYSLZZVM[LU (SS^OVKLZPYL[VYLÅLJ[SLZZVM[LUYLÅLJ[VUJLHKH`VYTVYL

7LVWSLWYLMLYYPUN[VYLÅLJ[TVYLVM[LUZOV^LKH^PKLYZWYLHKMYVTZL]LYHS[PTLZHTVU[O
to once a day.
>L LUKLK [OL Z\Y]L` ^P[O HU L_WSHUH[PVU VM V\Y PU[LU[PVU [V KLZPNU YLÅLJ[PVU Z\WWVY[
Z`Z[LTZHUKWYVTW[LKMVYZ\NNLZ[PVUZVU^OH[Z\JOHZ`Z[LTTPNO[WYV]PKL VM[OL
respondents were positive about what a system could offer and most of these people proviKLKZWLJPÄJILULÄ[ZVYMLH[\YLZZ\JOHZ`Z[LTTPNO[VMMLY
Triggers were most often mentioned as a valuable type of support to be provided by a
system. For different participants, the content or level of these triggers varied, from being
TLYLYLTPUKLY[VILPUNTVYLL_WSPJP[PUZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVU!
¸(WYVK\J[VYZ`Z[LTJV\SKLUJV\YHNLTL[VYLÅLJ[T\S[PWSL[PTLZHKH`VUTVTLU[Z
which I've deemed it most necessary. In that way, it can remind me on several key
TVTLU[ZK\YPUNHKH`[OH[P[TPNO[ILNVVK[VYLÅLJ[VUT`HJ[PVUZ¹B7 D
¸(UHWW[OH[WYV]PKLZYHUKVTYLÅLJ[PVUX\LZ[PVUZ;OPZ^V\SKOLSW[VZVTL[PTLZ
step outside the mind-set or ideas you currently have” [P9]
Others suggested inspiration from different sources such as suggesting other subjects or
PUJS\KPUNX\V[LZMYVTWOPSVZVWOLYZ6ULWHY[PJPWHU[Z\NNLZ[LKHZ`Z[LT[OH[JV\SKWYV]PKL
inspiration from the personal past, as this helps to put things into perspective:
“By showing periods in life that happened and have passed before. Things usually
seem longer in the future than in the past and things in the past are much easier to
put into perspective” [P12]
-PUHSS`Z`Z[LTZ^LYLZ\NNLZ[LK[VOLSWI`ILPUNTVYLWVZP[P]LI`THRPUNYLÅLJ[PVU
TVYL JVUZJPV\Z  I` Y\SPUN V\[ KPZ[YHJ[PVU  VY I` OLSWPUN [V Z[VW YLÅLJ[PUN (S[OV\NO[OLYLÅLJ[PVUJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZOHKZOV^U[OH[YLÅLJ[PVU^HZVM[LUZVJPHS[OLZ`Z[LT
Z\NNLZ[PVUZ^LYLHSSMVJ\ZLKVUPUKP]PK\HSYLÅLJ[PVUL_JLW[VUL7Z\NNLZ[LK
¸(U HUVU`TV\Z YLÅLJ[PVU KH[HIHZL MYVT ^OPJO 0 JHU JVTWHYL T` [OV\NO[Z ^P[O
V[OLYZ#¯%6YOH]PUNHUHUVU`TV\ZWSH[MVYT[VYLÅLJ[^P[OV[OLYZ2UV^PUNOV^
V[OLYZ^V\SKYLÅLJ[^P[OV\[OHYTPUN`V\YPTHNLILJH\ZL`V\KVUV[RUV^[OLT¹
[P18]
(NHPU[OPZZ\NNLZ[PVUOPNOSPNO[Z[OLPTWVY[HUJLVMZVJPHSJVU[L_[PUYLÅLJ[PVU
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(ZTHSSLYI\[ZPNUPÄJHU[U\TILYVMWLVWSL PUKPJH[LKOH]PUNUVKLZPYLMVYZ`Z[LT
Z\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVULP[OLYILJH\ZL[OL`KPKUV[RUV^OV^Z\JOHZ`Z[LTJV\SKZ\WWVY[
them or because they do not feel the need for support:
“I cannot imagine a product or system being of any help for me. I’ve learned to
YLÅLJ[ZPUJLP[PZH]P[HSWHY[VMT`^VYRPUH]LY`WLYZVUHSHUKLMMLJ[P]L^H`0KVU»[
really need systems or products” [P9].
(IV\[OHSMVM[OLWLVWSL^OV[OV\NO[HZ`Z[LT^V\SKUV[OLSWL]LU VMHSSYLZWVUKLU[ZHJ[P]LS`YLQLJ[[OLPKLHVMZ`Z[LTZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU;^VWHY[PJPWHU[ZL]LUYLQLJ[LK[OLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUH[HSS9LQLJ[PUNZ`Z[LTZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^HZTVZ[Z[YVUNS`L_WYLZZLKPU[OLMVSSV^PUN[^VX\V[LZ!
“Sometimes it is best to put away all products and just be silent and without any
electronics.” [P10].
¸0[OPURYLÅLJ[PVUPZ]LY`O\THUHUKUVZ`Z[LTVYWYVK\J[JV\SKOLSWTL^P[O[OH[¹
[P54]
;OLYLTHPUKLYVM[OLWHY[PJPWHU[Z YLZWVUKLK[OH[[OL`KPKUV[RUV^HUHUZ^LYVYSLM[
[OLX\LZ[PVUISHUR

)LQGLQJV6FHQDULRVRI5HÁHFWLRQ
;OLX\LZ[PVUZ[OH[HZRLKWHY[PJPWHU[Z[VKLZJYPILKVULVY[^VZJLUHYPVZVMYLÅLJ[PVUNH[OLYLK YPJO X\HSP[` VM YLZWVUZLZ >L [OLYLMVYL HUHS`aLK [OLZL HUZ^LYZ ZLWHYH[LS`;OYV\NO
this process of bottom-up coding, the scenarios were clustered in 14 categories. Table 5.4
provides an overview of these categories and the number of answers in each.
Typically, a scenario is characterised by a setting (where), actors (who), goals or objectives
(why) and events (what) (Carrol, 1999). Because participants described their scenarios as
H YLZWVUZL [V HU VWLULUKLK X\LZ[PVU [OLZL LSLTLU[Z ^LYL UV[ HS^H`Z Z[YPJ[S` WYLZLU[
>LMV\UK[OH[[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZJLUHYPVZJHUILTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`JOHYHJ[LYPZLKI`SVJH[PVU
[PTPUNK\YH[PVU[YPNNLYZVJPHSJVU[L_[HJ[P]P[`PU[LU[PVUHSP[`HUK[`WLSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVU
However, not each characteristic is important for each scenario, some are for example
THPUS`KL[LYTPULKI`H]LY`ZWLJPÄJSVJH[PVULNZOV^LYVYHYLNYV\WLKTHPUS`IHZLK
on the activity. As not all characteristics are relevant for each category, we only list relevant
VULZMVYLHJOJH[LNVY`[OLKVTPUHU[JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJPZSPZ[LKÄYZ[ZLL;HISLHUK0U
[OLJVKPUNWYVJLZZ[^VHKKP[PVUHSJH[LNVYPLZ^LYLHKKLK;OLÄYZ[JHW[\YLZHU\TILYVM
ºUVUZJLUHYPVZ»[OH[KLZJYPILK[VVML^JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ[VILJS\Z[LYLKPUHTLHUPUNM\S^H`
(e.g. only a trigger, without contextual information). The last cluster represents a number of
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Scenario Cluster

Nr.

Bed Time Thoughts

22

Daily Commute

17

Physical Activity

11

Pausing the Day

11

At Work

9

9LÅLJ[P]L*VU]LYZH[PVU

8

Household Chores

7

4PUP9LÅLJ[PVU

6

Dedicated Ritual

6

Occasional Writer

5

Relaxing Shower

5

Choose to Walk

4

Non-Scenario

20

Miscellaneous Scenarios

11

Table 5.4 Overview of scenario clusters

ºTPZJLSSHULV\ZZJLUHYPVZ»JVUZPKLYLK[VVKPMMLYLU[MYVT[OLV[OLYZ[VILNYV\WLK:WSP[[PUN
these into a miscellaneous category is seen as a way to increase the within-theme heterogeneity (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
;OL[^LS]LZJLUHYPVJH[LNVYPLZJHUILJS\Z[LYLKPU[^VTHPU[OLTLZ;OLÄYZ[JS\Z[LY;HISL
JVU[HPUZZJLUHYPVZ^OLYLYLÅLJ[PVUPZ[OLTHPUHJ[P]P[`0U[OLZLZJLUHYPVZ[OLMVJ\Z
PZVUYLÅLJ[PVUP[ZLSMVYVUHYLÅLJ[P]LHJ[P]P[`Z\JOHZ^YP[PUNVYZWLHRPUN0U[OLZLJVUK
JS\Z[LY;HISLWYLÅLJ[PVUPZHWHYHSSLSWYVJLZZVYZLJVUKHY`HJ[P]P[`[VZVTL[OPUN
LSZL^OPJOPZ\UYLSH[LKZ\JOHZKYP]PUNVYJVVRPUN>L^PSSIYPLÅ`KPZJ\ZZ[OLZJLUHYPVZ
in each cluster.

;HISL6]LY]PL^VMZJLUHYPVZ[OH[HYLJVUZPKLYLKYLÅLJ[P]LHJ[P]P[PLZ
Between brackets the number of coded segments is indicated.
The second column summarises important characteristics.
An example quote is given in the third column.
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9LÅLJ[P]L(J[P]P[PLZ
Title

Characteristics

Example Quote

Bed Time
Thoughts
(22)

K\YPUN[OLL]LUPUNUPNO[
• in bed
• after “something” happened
• takes longer than desired
• both looking back and forward

I’m in my bed before I fall asleep
and I think about the things that
happened that day and which things
will be happening in the near future.
[P32]

Pausing the
Day (11)

• one “sits down and thinks”
• chooses to take the time
• not doing much else
• mostly at home

P23: In the morning between breakfast and travel-to-work. It happens
TVYLMYLX\LU[S`VUKH`Z[OH[0HTH[
home such as my regular day off or
during the weekend. It mostly occurs
^OLU0ZP[PUT`OVTLVMÄJL

At Work (9)

• on the job and about the job
• mainly about personal interactions (with clients, students etc.)
• for recurring interactions
(classes, meetings etc.)

7!([^VYRHM[LYT`JSHZZ0YLÅLJ[
VUOV^P[^LU[Z[Y\J[\YLW\WPSZ»
H[[LU[PVUSLHYUPUNV\[JVTLPM0»]L
done the administration, to what
extent several actions were effective.
About 5 minutes after each class.

9LÅLJ[P]L
Conversation (8)

YLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOJVU]LYZH[PVU
(can be reciprocal)
• opportunistic
NYV^PUNYLÅLJ[PVU
• potentially during a routine
activity or chore
• often with partner

7!4VZ[VM[OL[PTLYLÅLJ[PVU
occurs while having dinner or
making dinner together with my girlfriend. This can take from 3 minutes
to half an hour, depending on the
depth of the conversation.

4PUP9LÅLJtion (6)

• short consideration taking
seconds or minutes
VJJ\YZMYLX\LU[S`
• instantly after trigger (comment
given or made)
• just in the mind

P22: Over the day I have several little
YLÅLJ[PVUZHIV\[[OPUNZ0KVVYZH`
VY^OH[WLVWSLZH`[VTL0YLÅLJ[
every time something moves me feel
positive or negative.

Dedicated
Ritual (6)

H[HÄ_LKTVTLU[
WSHUULKYLÅLJ[PVU
• dedicated (almost every day)
• sometimes written

P3: I journal three pages every
morning, a free structure brain
dump. It makes things clearer. Patterns emerge.

0UMYLX\LU[
Writer (5)

• sometimes writes
• digital or manual
• when needed
• to get things clear for oneself

P40: I write in my journal once every
TVU[O0UKPMÄJ\S[[PTLZTVYLVM[LU
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5HÁHFWLYH$FWLYLWLHV
:L]LU VM [OL ZJLUHYPVZ JHU IL NYV\WLK HZ YLSH[PUN [V YLÅLJ[P]L HJ[P]P[PLZ ZLL;HISL 
0U V[OLY ^VYKZ YLÅLJ[PVU PZ [OL THPU HJ[P]P[`;OPZ JHU TLHU [OH[ [OL TLU[HS WYVJLZZ VM
YLÅLJ[PUNPZ[OLTHPUHJ[P]P[`VY[OH[HUV[OLYYLÅLJ[P]LHJ[P]P[`Z\JOHZ^YP[PUNVY[HSRPUNPZ
involved. However, not all of these activities are deliberately started as an intentional act of
YLÅLJ[PVUP[TPNO[Q\Z[L]VS]L[OH[^H`MVYL_HTWSLPUº9LÅLJ[P]L*VU]LYZH[PVU»VYOHWWLU
[VWLVWSLMVYL_HTWSLº)LK;PTL;OV\NO[Z»>L^PSSLSHIVYH[LVU[OPZHZWLJ[VMKLSPILYH[L
choice in the discussion (Section 5.5, p.143).
(ZJHUILZLLUI`[OLL_HTWSLZIV[Oº+LKPJH[LK9P[\HS»HUKº0UMYLX\LU[>YP[LY»PUJS\KLK
acts of (journal) writing. However, the scenarios were considered to be clearly distinct by
[OLPYPU[LU[PVUHSP[`[YPNNLYHUKMYLX\LUJ`;OLWLVWSL^OVKLZJYPILKHº+LKPJH[LK9P[\HS»
OHK H KHPS` OHIP[ VM YLÅLJ[PUN VM[LU VU H WSHUULK [PTL HUK SVJH[PVU :\JO H TVTLU[
YLÅLJ[PVU^V\SKVJJ\YYLNHYKSLZZVM^OL[OLY[OLYL^LYLZWLJPÄJ[YPNNLYZ:VTLVM[OLZL
YP[\HSZPUJS\KLK^YP[PUNI\[V[OLYZYLMLYYLKMVYL_HTWSL[VTLKP[H[PVU0UJVU[YHZ[[VHÄ_LK
TVTLU[[OLZJLUHYPVZVMº0UMYLX\LU[>YP[LYZ»^LYL[YPNNLYLKI`HZWLJPÄJYLHZVU[VYLÅLJ[
In some periods, such a trigger may occur daily, but at other times people would not write
for a long period before taking it up again.
0UNLULYHS[OLZJLUHYPVZKVUV[YLMLY[VHZWLJPÄJ[VWPJVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LKPKUV[PUJS\KL[OPZ
PUV\YX\LZ[PVU;^VPTWVY[HU[L_JLW[PVUZJHUILZLLU^P[OZJLUHYPVZ[OH[ZLLT[VOH]L
TVYLMVJ\ZPUJVU[LU[VMYLÅLJ[PVUZ-PYZ[S`[OLº)LK;PTL;OV\NO[Z»ZJLUHYPVPUJS\KLKTVYL
references to negative thoughts, worries and rumination. These scenarios also made more
explicit references to events that were yet to come (for example the next day) than other
ZJLUHYPVZ:LJVUKS`[OLZJLUHYPVº([>VYR»OHZ[OLTVZ[ZWLJPÄJ[VWPJ;OLZLTVTLU[ZVM
YLÅLJ[PVUZZWLJPÄJHSS`YLSH[L[V^VYR[VWPJZ^OLYLHZMVYTVZ[V[OLYZJLUHYPVZUV[VWPJ^HZ
ZWLJPÄLKVY[VWPJZKPMMLYLK^PKLS`IL[^LLUWHY[PJPWHU[Z

5HÁHFWLRQDVDSDUDOOHOSURFHVV
;OLJH[LNVYPLZPU;HISLHSSYLMLY[VZJLUHYPVZPU^OPJOYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZPUWHYHSSLS[V
HUV[OLYHJ[P]P[`[OH[PZNLULYHSS`\UYLSH[LK;OLZLHYLVM[LUHJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[KVUV[YLX\PYLH
lot of cognitive capacities (such as chores or showering) or that involved being physically
active (such as walking, cycling or doing chores). All these scenarios are primarily done
individually.
Both the clusters 'Daily Commute' and 'Physical Activity' (see examples) include an element
VM [PTL 0U IV[O JH[LNVYPLZ SVUNLY YLÅLJ[PVUZ VM[LU ^LYL KLZJYPILK HZ Z[HY[PUN V\[ TVYL
intense and including aspects of letting go or putting things into perspective. Illustrating
OV^YLÅLJ[PVUJHUILKPMMLYLU[KLWLUKPUNVU[OLHTV\U[VM[PTLZWLU[
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9LÅLJ[PVUHZ7HYHSSLS7YVJLZZ
Title

Characteristics

Example Quote

Daily
Commute
(17)

• to and from work
• while cycling or driving
• individually
• focused on short term (past day,
next day)
• mainly focused on work

P42: When I cycle home after work
I reconsider the day. What went
wrong and what could I have done
different. The ride takes about half an
hour.

Physical
Activity (11)

^OPSLTV]PUNYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZ
LTLYNLZ
UV[WSHUULK[VYLÅLJ[
• cycling, walking or sport
• duration varies (10 minutes to
hours)

P20: When outside, cycling solo
after work for 2-3 hours. Usually at
ÄYZ[[OL[OV\NO[ZHUKWYVISLTZHYL
in my mind but after a while they
start to disappear. They are not being
ZVS]LKI\[[OL`»YLQ\Z[UV[HZPTWVYtant anymore and make place for the
experience of being outside.

Household
Chores (7)

• during a non-straining activity,
done regularly
ºQ\Z[OHWWLUZ»UV[WSHUULK
• during chores like ironing,
cooking, gardening
• individual

7!B0YLÅLJ[DK\YPUNOV\ZLOVSK
activities like ironing, for example
about things people say for 15 min.
or so.

:OV^LY
Bath (5)

PUIH[OZOV^LY
• moment of relaxation
• individual

P28: The other scenario when
YLÅLJ[PVUVM[LUOHWWLUZPZ^OLU0
am taking a bath. Most relaxing thing
ever and the best place for short
HYV\UKTPU\[LZZVSP[HY`YLÅLJtion.

Chooses to
Walk (4)

OHZPU[LU[PVU[VYLÅLJ[
• chooses to go for a walk
• individual
• often in nature

P22: Sometimes when I need consJPV\ZYLÅLJ[PVU[PTL0NYHIT`KVN
and we go to the woods to walk and
there I make things up in my mind.

Table 5.7 Overview of scenarios that are considered parallel activities.
Between brackets the number of coded segments is indicated.
The second column summarises important characteristics.
An example quote is given in the third column.
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The clusters 'Physical Activity' and 'Choose to Walk' are similar in terms of activity, however
it was decided to distinguish them based on trigger and intentionality. In scenarios that were
JS\Z[LYLKHZ*OVVZL[V>HSRWLVWSLL_WYLZZLK[OH[[OL`MLS[HULLK[VYLÅLJ[HUK^V\SK
JOVVZL[VNVMVYH^HSRVYY\UPUVYKLY[VÄN\YL[OPUNZV\[0UJVU[YHZ[YLÅLJ[PVUZPU[OL
JH[LNVY`º7O`ZPJHS(J[P]P[`»^V\SKZ[HY[during the activity without this being initiated for
YLÅLJ[P]LW\YWVZLZ

3URFHVV&UHDWLQJ3KRWR6FHQDULRV
>LZLSLJ[LKÄ]LJH[LNVYPLZ[VILM\Y[OLYKL]LSVWLKPU[VWOV[VZJLUHYPVZ;OPZZ[LWPZ[HRLU
HZH^H`[VIYPKNL[OLNHWIL[^LLUYLZLHYJOÄUKPUNZHUKKLZPNUWYVJLZZ;OLZJLUHYPVZHYL
\ZLKIV[OHZHTLHUZVMLUJHWZ\SH[PUNKH[HMYVT[OLÄLSK^VYRHUKHZH[VVS[VLU]PZPVU
new design opportunities (Rizzo & Bacigalupo, 2004). Scenarios are seen as concrete desJYPW[PVUZVMHJ[P]P[PLZMYVTH\ZLYMVJ\ZZPUNVUHZWLJPÄJ[HZR*HYVS

;OLZJLUHYPVZ

ULLK[VILZ\MÄJPLU[S`KL[HPSLKZV[OH[KLZPNUPTWSPJH[PVUZJHUILPUMLYYLK*HYVS



;VLUHISL[OPZMVYHYLÅLJ[PVUHJ[P]P[`^LOH]LJOVZLU[VJVTIPUL]PZ\HSTH[LYPHS^P[OKLZJYPW[PVUZMYVTHÄYZ[WLYZVUWLYZWLJ[P]L;OLSH[[LYHSSV^Z[VL_WSHPUJVNUP[P]LHJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[
are otherwise hidden and the visual material illustrates the context as inspiration for design.
The scenarios are written to represent the clusters, but were sometimes slightly adjusted to
also represent the diversity of the overall sample. The scenarios were selected to create a
diverse set of opportunities, although we looked at prevalence, it is not the only criterion.
>L^HU[LK[OLZLSLJ[PVU[VPUJS\KLIV[OWHYHSSLSHUKKLKPJH[LKHJ[P]P[PLZHZ^LSSHZYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[LTLYNLZHUKYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[PZKLSPILYH[LS`JOVZLU(]HYPL[`VMWLVWSLPZKLWPJ[LK
PU[OLWOV[VZJLUHYPVZ[VYLWYLZLU[[OLKP]LYZP[`VMWLVWSL^OVHYLLUNHNLKPUYLÅLJ[PVU
This should be seen as a representation on the overall level, as individual scenarios are not
ULJLZZHYPS`KLWPJ[LK^P[OHZWLJPÄJHSS`YLSL]HU[KLTVNYHWOPJYLWYLZLU[H[PVU
-PN\YLZOV^HSSÄ]LZJLUHYPVZMVYLHJO^LIYPLÅ`OPNOSPNO[PU[OLJHW[PVU^OPJO
\UPX\LJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZJHUPUZWPYLKLZPNU
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Bedtime Thinker

As I walk into my bedroom I notice the

While I get ready for bed I reconsider my

gymbag in the corner, all packed and

JOVPJL 0 YLÅLJ[ VU ^OH[ OHWWLULK HUK

ready. I was supposed to go to the gym

why. I get to bed but keep twisting and

with Rick today. But I sent him a message

turning.

at the last moment to cancel.

I keep on thinking and try to gain insight

I see the clock turning 2:00. Pfff, way

in why I act this way. I turn over and shake

too late already, I have so many plans for

my head trying to shake off the restless

tomorrow, I should really sleep now.

thoughts.

Figure 5.1 Scenario Bedtime Thinker. This scenario was described most frequently in the
X\LZ[PVUUHPYL;OL\UPX\LX\HSP[PLZPUJS\KL!VJJ\YYPUNPUHÄ_LKSVJH[PVUHUKYLSH[P]LS`
Ä_LK[PTLHUKVM[LUOH]PUNULNH[P]LJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ^VYY`PUNVYY\TPUH[PUN
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Daily Commute

0[»Z!0^HSRV\[[OLVMÄJLHUKJYVZZ

;YHMÄJPZZSV^HZ\Z\HS>OPSL0Z[HYLH[[OL

the parking lot. I put my bag on the pas-

red light, my mind wanders to this morn-

senger seat and start the car.

PUN»ZTLL[PUN

>OPSLKYP]PUN0YLÅLJ[VU^OH[OHWWLULK

Before I know it, I turn around the corner

HUKOV^P[»ZZPTPSHY[V[OLV[OLYTLL[PUNZ

into our street, the 30 minute drive home

earlier.

is over. I take the key out of the ignition
and sigh. In the hallway I drop my keys
and wallet on the dresser.

-PN\YL:JLUHYPV+HPS`*VTT\[L;OPZZJLUHYPVKLZJYPILZYLÅLJ[PVUK\YPUNOVTL^VYR
commute. This most often referred to the moment of going home, although morning
commute (with more prospective thoughts) was sometimes mentioned as well. The data
includes a variety of modes of transportation. Unique qualities include: longer dura[PVU^OPJOOHZHUPTWHJ[VUYLÅLJ[PVUJVU[LU[HUK[YHUZP[PVUHSX\HSP[PLZ>LPUJS\KLK
moments just before and after the commute as opportunities for design.
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Choose to Walk

0[»Z^LLRLUK0ZOV\SKILLUQV`PUNT`ZLSM

Thoughts keep bouncing through my

just relaxing at home. But I keep feeling

TPUK0»TKVUL^P[OP[0Z\KKLUS`NL[\W

so restless. The stress about potentially

put on my coat and go for a walk. I close

buying a new house keeps me busy.

the door behind me and head towards the
park.

I stroll around the park, walking my favo-

I sit down on a bench, overlooking the

YP[L YV\UK 0»T Z[PSS [OPURPUN HIV\[ [OL

water in the park. I notice that walking has

house, but the green and air brings some

helped to put my thoughts in order.

rest to my head.

Figure 5.3 Scenario Choose to walk. From the scenarios ‘physical active’ and ‘choose to
walk’ we have selected the latter for further exploration. There is more opportunity for
KLZPNUHZ[OLHJ[VMYLÅLJ[PUNPZTVYLKLSPILYH[L<UPX\LX\HSP[PLZPUJS\KL[OLPTWVY[HUJL
of location and movement.
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3DXVLQJWKH'D\

“Bye, I hope you win!” My 12-year old son

Sitting at the kitchen table, I stare outside,

Peter grumps and closes the backdoor, off

where Peter left the garden gate open.

to his soccer match. I clean up the break-

;OPZ TVYUPUN»Z KPZJ\ZZPVU SPUNLYZ PU T`

fast dishes and make myself a cappucino.

mind.

>OPSL OVSKPUN T` JVMMLL 0 YLÅLJ[ VU V\Y

My thoughts are interrupted by Jenny,

conversation and his behaviour.

calling out from the top of the stairs. She
JHU»[ ÄUK OLY SHW[VW JOHYNLY HNHPU ¸0[»Z
here!” I call out, already getting up to
bring it to her.

Figure 5.4 Scenario Pausing the Day. This scenario was chosen because one of its unique
quality of being a ‘non-activity’. It describes a moment of pause in between other activities. Location and timing varies between the examples, but many occurred at home. This
scenario was chosen as an interesting opportunity for design because in this moment a
KL]PJLJV\SKIL\ZLK[VLSHIVYH[LVUHYLÅLJ[PVU
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5HÁHFWLYH&RQYHUVDWLRQ

/P OVUL`  OL ZH`Z HZ OL KYVWZ OPZ IHN

While I cut the vegetables, we continue

in the corner. He stands behind me, as I

[HSRPUN0KPKU»[OH]L[OLILZ[KH`I\[Q\Z[

am gathering dinner stuff on the kitchen

bringing into words why I was irritated

JV\U[LY /V^^HZ`V\YKH`&

already brings relief.

>OPSL^LZL[[OL[HISLOPZX\LZ[PVUZZ[YPRL

While we sit down to eat, we reminisce

me. Our conversation wanders to the past.

of the great projects of our past. I notice
it helps me to understand my current
challenges.

-PN\YL:JLUHYPV9LÅLJ[P]L*VU]LYZH[PVU0U[OLT\S[PWSLJOVPJLX\LZ[PVUZTHU`
WLVWSLPUKPJH[LKYLÅLJ[PUN^P[OH[Y\Z[LKWLYZVU<UPX\LX\HSP[PLZPUJS\KLP[ZL]VS]PUN
UH[\YLILJVTPUNTVYLYLÅLJ[P]LV]LY[PTL(S[OV\NO[OLJVU]LYZH[PVUZVJJ\YYLKPU
many different situations, we choose for a conversation between partners at the moment
one comes home. We believe this is a scenario which can be recognised by many.
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5.7 Discussion
>LZL[V\[[VZ[\K`J\YYLU[WYHJ[PJLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPML6\YÄUKPUNZWYV]PKLHU
V]LY]PL^VM[OLMYLX\LUJ`[PTPUNHUKJVU[L_[VM[OLZLWYHJ[PJLZ(KKP[PVUHSS`^LWYV]PKL
HUV]LY]PL^VMHJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[HYLPU]VS]LKLP[OLYKPYLJ[S`Z\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUVYVJJ\YYPUN
PU WHYHSSLS;OL X\LZ[PVUUHPYL ^HZ H Z\P[HISL TL[OVK [V JYLH[L Z\JO H NLULYHS V]LY]PL^
I\[[OLHKVW[LKTL[OVKOHZSPTP[H[PVUZHUKJVUZLX\LUJLZHZ^LSS^OPJO^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZ
here. Secondly, we discuss the use of the SRIS-scale and if it could be used in future design
studies. We follow-up by hypothesising how the scenarios can be connected to some of
[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMYLÅLJ[PVUOPNOSPNO[PUNM\[\YLX\LZ[PVUZ-PUHSS`^LTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`
KPZJ\ZZ[OLPTWSPJH[PVUZVMV\YÄUKPUNZMVYKLZPNU

Limitations
;OL X\LZ[PVUUHPYL ^HZ JVUK\J[LK PU ,UNSPZO ^OPJO YLZ\S[LK PU SHUN\HNL JOHSSLUNLZ MVY
some participants, as English was a secondary language for nearly all of them, which several
WHY[PJPWHU[ZUV[LKPU[OLÄUHSX\LZ[PVU^P[OYVVTMVYMLLKIHJR:WLJPÄJHSS`[OLULNH[P]L
Z[H[LTLU[Z PUJS\KLK PU [OL :90: MVY L_HTWSL ¸0 KVU»[ VM[LU [OPUR HIV\[ T` [OV\NO[Z¹
JH\ZLK JVUM\ZPVU [V HUZ^LY VU H KPZHNYLLHNYLL ZJHSL -VY [OL VWLU X\LZ[PVUZ ZVTL
HUZ^LYZ^LYLNP]LUPU[OLWHY[PJPWHU[Z»UH[P]LSHUN\HNL^OPJO^LYL[YHUZSH[LKMVYPUJS\sion in this chapter. Overall, no severe problems with the English language were seen in
the answers. However, the secondary language enlarges the challenges to convey our view
VUYLÅLJ[PVU>L^LYLJVUJLYULK[OH[WHY[PJPWHU[ZTPNO[VUS`JVUZPKLYLSHIVYH[LTVTLU[Z
VMYLÅLJ[PVU^OPJOPZ^O`^LPUJS\KLKHZ[H[LTLU[VUZTHSSLYTVTLU[ZVMºJVUZPKLYPUN
[OV\NO[Z»;OLOPNOMYLX\LUJ`PUZLSMYLWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUZ\NNLZ[Z[OH[YLZWVUKLU[ZHKVW[LK
[OPZKLÄUP[PVU)V[OMVYWHY[PJPWHU[ZHUKYLZLHYJOLYZP[YLTHPUZ]LY`KPMÄJ\S[[VKL[LYTPUL
^OLUHTL[HJVNUP[P]LWYVJLZZZOV\SKVYZOV\SKUV[ILJVUZPKLYLKYLÅLJ[PVU
Participants were recruited through an open call, which generally attracts more people
^OV HYL PU[LYLZ[LK PU [OL Z\IQLJ[(S[OV\NO [OL JHSS KPK UV[ PUJS\KL [OL [LYT YLÅLJ[PVU
[OLKLZJYPW[PVUZ[PSSZ[H[LK[OLYLZLHYJO^HZVUº[OPURPUNHIV\[L]LY`KH`SPML»>LL_WLJ[
this to be one of the causes for the relatively high SRIS scores. In previous studies (such
as, Grant, Franklin & Langford, 2002), SRIS scores were found to be normally distributed.
In our case, the sample had a smaller amount of low SRIS scores, considered as negative
outliers. However, rather than exceptions, these could be considered representations of
HSHYNLYNYV\WVMWLVWSL^P[OSV^LYULLKHUKLUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLÅLJ[PVU>LHYN\L[OH[
these people are underrepresented in our sample because of the open call. Previous studies
were based on student populations and did not rely on an open call, resulting in a wider
ZWYLHKVMWHY[PJPWHU[Z»PU[LYLZ[PUYLÅLJ[PVU6]LYHSS[OLTPZIHSHUJLPUV\YWHY[PJPWHU[ZOHZ
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not devalued our insights for design. In our approach, we aim to design for empowerment.
0UV[OLY^VYKZ^LHPT[VZ\WWVY[WLVWSL^OV^HU[[VYLÅLJ[YH[OLY[OHUWLYZ\HKLWLVWSL
^P[O UV ULLK MVY YLÅLJ[PVU ;OLYLMVYL V\Y PUZPNO[Z HYL Z\P[HISL [V PUMVYT V\Y KLZPNUZ
despite the limitations of our sample.

SRIS use: target group & design evaluation
(ZTLU[PVULKPU:LJ[PVU^LPUJS\KLK[OL:90:X\LZ[PVUZMVY[OYLLYLHZVUZ>LOVWLK
[V\ZL[OL:90:ZJVYLZ[VJVU[YPI\[L[VHNLULYHS\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMWLVWSL»ZH[[P[\KLZ[V^HYKZ
YLÅLJ[PVU/V^L]LYHZL_WSHPULKHIV]L[OLZJVYLZ^LYLWVZP[P]LS`ZRL^LK^OPJOSPTP[Z
our insights in this area. One of the ways we could have made more use of the SRIS-data
^HZI`THRPUNTVYLJVUULJ[PVUZ[V[OLV[OLYZHUZ^LY-VYL_HTWSLI`WLYMVYTPUNHº[LY[PHY`ZWSP[»?\HTL[OVKPU^OPJO[OLHUZ^LYZHYLZWSP[PU[OYLLLX\HSNYV\WZ^P[O
YLSH[P]LS`SV^TLKP\THUKOPNO:09:Z\IZJVYLZ-VSSV^PUNYLZ\S[ZMYVTV[OLYX\LZ[PVUZ
(such as for example timing of day or used support) can be compared between these groups.
:\JOHUHUHS`ZPZJV\SKOH]LOLSWLK[VPKLU[PM`TVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`^OH[[OLKPMMLYLUJLZHYL
IL[^LLUWLVWSL^P[O]HY`PUNULLKMVYVYLUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLÅLJ[PVU
Our second aim of using the SRIS was to objectively identify target groups with a higher
ULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU/V^L]LY[OLHUHS`ZPZVM[OL:90:ZJVYLZMVYKPMMLYLU[KLTVNYHWOPJZKPK
UV[ZOV^HJSLHYNYV\W^P[OOPNOLYULLKZ5VZPNUPÄJHU[KPMMLYLUJLZMVYHNL^LYLMV\UK
similar to Staudinger (2001) who found that the majority of participants (aged 25 to 85)
LUNHNLK PU YLÅLJ[PVU ºVM[LU» 0U JVU[YHZ[ [V LHYSPLY YLZLHYJO :90:5LLK ^HZ MV\UK [V IL
slightly higher for women. This is in line with Bryan et al (2005), who found that women,
relative to men, were more likely to reminisce to gain perspective and self-insight. Despite
[OPZZTHSSKPMMLYLUJLPUNLUKLY[OLÄUKPUNZKVUV[Q\Z[PM`WYPVYP[PZPUNH[HYNL[NYV\WIHZLK
VUKLTVNYHWOPJZ9H[OLY[OLX\HSP[H[P]LPUZPNO[ZVUSPML[PTLWLYPVKZ[YHUZP[PVUZHUKSPML
JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZZOV^LK[OLK`UHTPJUH[\YLVM[OLULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^OPJO^PSSILTVYL
important for design than selecting target users based on demographics. This dynamic need
OHZPTWSPJH[PVUZ^OLUKLZPNUPUNMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^OPJO^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZILSV^
The third aim of using SRIS was to determine if it was a suitable measure to be used in future
design explorations. We wanted to know if the measure could be suitable to measure par[PJPWHU[ZH[[P[\KL[V^HYKZHUKLUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUILMVYLHUKHM[LYHUPU[LY]LU[PVU
[VTLHZ\YLP[ZZ\JJLZZ;OLYLZ\S[ZMYVT[OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZOV^YLSH[P]LS`ZTHSSKPMMLYLUJLZ
between people. We also expect the measure to be relatively stable over time as the statements are very general. We therefore consider the SRIS scale more suitable to measure the
general attitude rather than a pre- and post-measure.
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3UDFWLFHVDQGUHÁHFWLRQFKDUDFWHULVWLFV
;OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYLMVJ\ZZLKVU[OLJPYJ\TZ[HUJLMVYYLÅLJ[PVUYH[OLY[OHUP[ZJVU[LU[+LZJYPIPUN[OLYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZHZZJLUHYPVZYHPZLKX\LZ[PVUZVUOV^[OLZLWYHJ[PJLZYLSH[L
[VVYPUÅ\LUJL[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVM[OLYLÅLJ[PVU>LZH^MVYL_HTWSL[OH[ZVTLZJLUHYPVZ[LUKLK[VILTVYL[VWPJMVJ\ZZLK;OLZJLUHYPVZVMº+HPS`*VTT\[L»HUKº([>VYR»
YLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLTVZ[VM[LUKLZJYPILKHZILPUN^VYRYLSH[LK;OL[VWPJHSMVJ\ZPZLZWLJPHSS`
PU[LYLZ[PUNMVY[OL[YHUZP[PVUHSL_WLYPLUJLVMJVTT\[PUN-VYTHU`WLVWSLYLÅLJ[PUNVU[OL
^VYRKH`^HZH^H`[VJSVZL[OPZHZWLJ[HUK[YHUZP[PVUPU[VºOVTLSPML»6[OLYTVTLU[ZVM
transition, such as weekends or evenings seemed to trigger certain people to look forward
YH[OLY[OHUIHJR*VUULJ[PUNZJLUHYPVZ[VHJLY[HPUYLÅLJ[P]LMVJ\ZPZHUPU[LYLZ[PUNHYLHMVY
M\[\YLYLZLHYJO9LSH[LKX\LZ[PVUZPUJS\KLOV^ZJLUHYPVZJHUILJVUULJ[LK[V[OLKLW[OVM
YLÅLJ[PVUHUKOV^JLY[HPUJVU[L_[ZVYHJ[P]P[PLZYLSH[L[V[OL]HSLUJLVM[OV\NO[Z:L]LYHS
ZJLUHYPVZZ\JOHZº7H\ZPUN[OL+H`»HUKº4PUP9LÅLJ[PVUZ»ZOV^LK[OH[[OLYLPZHKPMMLYLUJLPUSL]LSHUKK\YH[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUÅ\LUJLKI`IV[OJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZHUKWLYZVUHS
[LUKLUJ`;OLH]HPSHISL[PTLJHUPTWHJ[OV^KLLWWLVWSLYLÅLJ[:PTPSHYS`P[JHUJOHUNL
[OLVYPLU[H[PVUVM[OLYLÅLJ[PVU:VTLKLZJYPILK[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUZJHU[HRLHSVUN[PTLMVY
example during cycling for two to three hours), in which problems are initially important
HUKPU[LUKLK[VILZVS]LK(M[LYHSVUNLYWLYPVKVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OLWYVISLTZHYLUV[ULJLZsarily solved but being put into perspective. These connections between time and level or
KPYLJ[PVUHYL^VY[O^OPSLVMM\Y[OLYL_WSVYH[PVUHZ^LKPKUV[PUX\PYLZWLJPÄJHSS`HIV\[
these characteristics

Implications for design
;OLTHPUHPTVM[OLX\LZ[PVUUHPYL^HZ[VPUMVYT[OLKLZPNUVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[Z`Z[LTZ
Some people actively reject the potential for systems to help, because of the personal or
O\THU UH[\YL VM YLÅLJ[PVU ( SHYNLY U\TILY VM WLVWSL JV\SK ZLL ILULÄ[Z PU YLÅLJ[PVU
support systems. Therefore, although systems will not be suitable or desirable for everyIVK`[OLÄUKPUNZWYV]PKLZ\WWVY[MVYV\YKLZPNUHPT>P[O[OLZJLUHYPVZ^LOH]LHPTLK
[VKPYLJ[S`PUMVYTHUKPUZWPYLKLZPNUI`WYV]PKPUNZWLJPÄJJVU[L_[Z[OH[JHUILZ\WWVY[LK
or enhanced. On a more general level, participants suggested that systems could help to
remind, to make explicit, to inspire or to support the process. By combining these suggestions with the general results and scenarios, we formulate four more design considerations
that explore what such support might be.
Enjoyment and Rumination
+LZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUVM[LULTIVKPLZ[^VHZZ\TW[PVUZHIV\[YLÅLJ[PVU-PYZ[[OH[YLÅLJ[PVU
Z[HY[ZMYVTHWYVISLTVYJOHSSLUNL[VILYLZVS]LKHUKZLJVUKS`[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUPZHJVUZ[Y\J[P]LWYVJLZZ[VYLHJOZ\JOHZVS\[PVU)HZLKVUV\YÄUKPUNZ^L^HU[[VLTWOHZPZL[^V
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HS[LYUH[P]L]PL^Z!YLÅLJ[PVUJHUILMVJ\ZLKVU[OLWVZP[P]LHZ^LSSHUKVU[OLV[OLYOHUK
[OLYL PZ H YPZR VM YLÅLJ[PVU ILJVTPUN [VV ULNH[P]L 6\Y WHY[PJPWHU[Z ZOHYLK H U\TILY VM
ZJLUHYPVZ[OH[LTWOHZPZL[OLWVZP[P]L;OLZL^LYLHSSJHZLZ^OLYLZVTLVULYLÅLJ[LKK\YPUN
a positive experience on how happy or good they felt. Although participants hesitated about
JHSSPUN[OPZYLÅLJ[PVU^LKVJVUZPKLY[OPZWHY[VMV\YZJVWLHUKZLLNYLH[]HS\LPUOV^P[
can contribute to appreciating everyday life. Emphasising such positive views can be done
I`KLZPNUZHPTLKH[ºLUOHUJPUNQV`»7VOSTL`LY[VHWWYLJPH[L[OLL_WLYPLUJLZTVYL
in the moment.
;OLTVTLU[ZVMWVZP[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUHYLPUNYLH[JVU[YHZ[^P[OTVTLU[ZVMY\TPUH[PVUZLLU
as “a tendency to repeatedly self-focus on one’s past action” (Harrington & Loffredo, 2010,
p.41) often in a way that includes circular reasoning or negative spiralling. Although dis[PUN\PZOHISL[OLVYL[PJHSS`JVUZ[Y\J[P]LMVYTZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHUK^VYY`PUNVYY\TPUH[PVUHYL
PUWYHJ[PJLVM[LUIV[OYLMLYYLK[VHZYLÅLJ[PVU:90:PZKLZPNULK^P[O[OLPU[LU[PVU[VKPMMLYLU[PH[LIL[^LLUIV[O.YHU[-YHURSPU 3HUNMVYK/V^L]LYPU[OLVWLUX\LZ[PVUZ
some participants focused more on rumination, describing processes of worrying or stressful thoughts that show a negative spiral. This might be a reason for a part of the people to
L_WYLZZHKLZPYL[VYLÅLJ[SLZZVM[LU+LZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUVM[LUHZZ\TLZWVZP[P]LLMMLJ[ZHUK
HPT[VPUJYLHZLP[ZMYLX\LUJ`VYPU[LUZP[`ZVTL[PTLZULNSLJ[PUNWV[LU[PHSULNH[P]LLMMLJ[Z
VMYLÅLJ[PVU)H\TLYL[HS>LLTWOHZPZL[OH[JVUZPKLYPUN[OLWV[LU[PHSS`^VYY`PUN
LMMLJ[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHUKY\TPUH[PVUPZPTWVY[HU[5L^KLZPNUVWWVY[\UP[PLZJHUILMV\UK
in supporting people to stopYLÅLJ[PUN[VYLÅLJ[lessVY[VZWLJPÄJHSS`Z\WWVY[JVUZ[Y\J[P]L
YLÅLJ[PVUH]VPKPUNY\TPUH[PVU
Social Context
;OYV\NOV\[ V\Y ÄUKPUNZ [OL [OLTL VM ZVJPHS YLÅLJ[PVU ^HZ YLJ\YYPUN=LY` ML^ Z`Z[LTZ
Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PUNHZHZVJPHSWYHJ[PJLPUZ[LHKTVZ[MVJ\ZVUPUKP]PK\HSJVNUP[P]LWYVJLZZLZ
9H[OLY[OHUKLZPNUPUNMVY[OLPUKP]PK\HSºI`KLMH\S[»KLZPNULYZVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[Z`Z[LTZ
ZOV\SKTHRLHKLSPILYH[LJOVPJLMVYPUKP]PK\HSVYZVJPHSYLÅLJ[PVU6ULHWWYVHJO[V[OL
KLZPNUVM[OLZ`Z[LTJV\SKIL[V[HRL[OLºYVSL»VMHYLÅLJ[P]LWHY[ULYI`HZRPUNX\LZ[PVUZ
Alternatively, designers could also consider how systems might mediate or support social
YLÅLJ[PVUWYHJ[PJLZ3V]LYZ»)V_;OPLTLL[HSZ[PT\SH[LZYLÅLJ[P]LJVTT\UPJH[PVU
between romantic partners in different ways: people can create messages for their partner
(dialogue mediated by the system), they can talk with an artist to create these message
YLÅLJ[PVUHIV\[[OLZ`Z[LTHUK[OL`JHUYLÅLJ[[VNL[OLY[YPNNLYLKI`[OLZ`Z[LT0UZ\JO
^H`ZZ`Z[LTZJHUZ\WWVY[[OLYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVUZ[OH[HYLHSYLHK`WHY[VMTHU`WLVWSL»ZYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ
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Dynamic Use & Sensitive Triggers
(Z^LKLZJYPILKPU[OLÄUKPUNZZLJ[PVU[OLJH\ZLZHUK[PTPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILKPZJ\Zsed on two different levels: the major level of life time periods and the minor level of daily
circumstances. Both of these are relevant to consider when designing to support everyday
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUZLLUPU[OLKLZPNUHZWLJ[ZVMdynamic use and sensitive triggers. We expected
[VÄUKHOPNOLYULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPUSPML[PTLWLYPVKZ^P[OOPNOKLNYLLZVM[YHUZP[PVU-VY
example, in ages 18-25 with changes in study, living environment and often relationship or
social contacts. Although not evident from the SRIS scores and demographics, the related
VWLUX\LZ[PVUZZOV^[OLTLZ[OH[YLZ\S[[VZ\JOWLYPVKZ^P[OOPNOWYL]HSLUJLVMWLYZVUHS
SPMLJOHUNLZHUKLK\JH[PVU3PMLJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZWSH`HSHYNLWHY[PU[OLULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
9H[OLY [OHU VUS` KLZPNUPUN MVY PUJVYWVYH[PUN YLÅLJ[P]L OHIP[Z [OH[ ZOV\SK IL WLYMVYTLK
'from now on, daily, forever' designers should consider how support systems can facilitate
more dynamic use over periods of time, including periods of lapsing and restarting (Epstein
et al., 2016).
Dynamic needs also apply to the smaller time scale, which shows that on a weekly or daily
IHZLZJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZKL[LYTPUL[OL[PTPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVU6UHTPUVYZJHSLYLÅLJ[PVUJHU
IL IV[O PU[LYUHSS` HUK L_[LYUHSS` [YPNNLYLK *\YYLU[S` YLÅLJ[PVU Z`Z[LTZ VM[LU PU[LUK [V
WYV]PKLZ\JO[YPNNLYZYLS`PUNVUÄ_LKTVTLU[ZMVYL_HTWSL.V:SV^¶*OLUNL[HS
VYYHUKVT[PTPUNMVYL_HTWSL,JOVLZ0ZHHJZL[HS)HZLKVUV\YÄUKPUNZZ`Z[LTZ
could use triggers that are more sensitive to the context by being more intelligent or more
peripheral. A design challenge for intelligent systems could be found in recognising the
JH\ZLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPUJS\KPUNLTV[PVUZJVU]LYZH[PVUZHUKHJ[PVUZ;OLZLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ
differ highly between persons and between different moments and a system should learn
over time what situation is optimal for a trigger to occur. Some participants rejected the idea
VMZ`Z[LTZºMVYJPUN»HZ[Y\J[\YLVY[PTPUNMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^OPSLV[OLYZL_WYLZZLKHWWYLJPH[PUN
YLTPUKLYZ0UHKKP[PVU[V[OLÅL_PISL[PTPUN[OPZYLX\PYLZÅL_PIPSP[`PU[LYTZVMPUP[PH[P]L
System can use peripheral triggers (Bakker, Van den Hoven & Eggen, 2015) as a way to
balance initiative between system and human. Rather than explicit triggers that suggest to
YLÅLJ[ºUV^»WLYPWOLYHS[YPNNLYZJHUIL\ZLK[VKYH^H[[LU[PVU[V^HYKZYLÅLJ[PVUPUHZ\I[SLY
way. As such, the device might be noticed, but can also easily be ignored, creating space to
LUNHNLPUYLÅLJ[PVU^OLUP[PZTVYL^LSJVTLK
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0U[LU[PVUHSP[`VMYLÅLJ[PVU
;OL YLZ\S[Z ZOV^ [OH[ YLÅLJ[PVU PZ UV[ HS^H`Z HU PU[LU[PVUHS HJ[ PUZ[LHK P[ ZVTL[PTLZ
ºOHWWLUZ[VWLVWSL»:\JOPU[LU[PVUHSP[`PZPTWVY[HU[[VJVUZPKLY^OLUHPTPUN[VZ\WWVY[
YLÅLJ[PVUHZTVZ[Z`Z[LTZYLX\PYL[OLKLSPILYH[LHUKL_WSPJP[H[[LU[PVU;OLKPMMLYLUJLPU
intentionality was, for example, seen as the primary distinction between the categories
º7O`ZPJHSHJ[P]L»HUKº*OVVZL[V^HSR»(S[OV\NOIV[OPUJS\KLZJLUHYPVZ^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUHZ
a parallel process to walking, the choice is different. This distinction was considered to be
very important because it has different implications when aiming to support such scenarios.
-VYL_HTWSLWLVWSL^OVJOVVZL[V^HSR^P[O[OLPU[LU[PVU[VYLÅLJ[JV\SKIYPUNHSVUNH
KL]PJLPU[LUKLK[VZ\WWVY[Z\JOYLÅLJ[PVU/V^L]LYPM[OLWYVJLZZZ[HY[ZHUKL]VS]LZH\[Vmatically during the activity, such a device would not have been brought. Mobile applications or wearable products that are always available for use could be a valuable direction
MVYZ\JOL]VS]PUNYLÅLJ[PVUZ(KKP[PVUHSS`VULJV\SKJVUZPKLYKLZPNUPUNZ`Z[LTZPU[LUKLK
to be used directly after such an activity, for example when coming home.

5.8 Conclusion
0U[OPZJOHW[LY^LOH]LKLZJYPILKHX\LZ[PVUUHPYLVUWYHJ[PJLZVMYLÅLJ[PVU>P[O[OPZZ[\K`
^LL_WSVYLKOV^WLVWSLPU[LNYH[LYLÅLJ[PVUPU[OLPYL]LY`KH`SPML6\YZHPTZ^LYL[VZLSLJ[
a target group, to evaluate the use of the SRIS scale and to gain insight in the characteristics
VMYLÅLJ[PVU[VPUMVYTV\YKLZPNUZ
>LJHUJVUJS\KL[OH[TVZ[WLVWSLYLÅLJ[MYLX\LU[S`HUKPUKP]LYZL^H`Z;OLÄUKPUNZKV
UV[Q\Z[PM`WYPVYP[PZPUNHZWLJPÄJ[HYNL[NYV\WIHZLKVUKLTVNYHWOPJZ5L]LY[OLSLZZZVTL
WLYPVKZ PU SPML ZWHYR H OPNOLY ULLK MVY YLÅLJ[PVU Z[YLUN[OLULK I` JLY[HPU JPYJ\TZ[HUJL
Z\JOHZZ[YLZZ9LÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[ZOV\SK[OLYLMVYLMHJPSP[H[LK`UHTPJ\ZLV]LY[PTLHUK
should balance initiative between user and system.
;OL:90:ZJHSL^HZH\ZLM\STLHZ\YL[VL]HS\H[LULLKMVYHUKLUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLÅLJ[PVU
but differences were relatively small. As the score mainly indicated a general attitude we
do not believe the scale will be susceptible enough to measure small changes in a preand post-intervention measurement. Instead, we can separate measures of success in two
HZWLJ[Z! OV^ H Z`Z[LT PZ PU[LNYH[LK PU L_PZ[PUN WYHJ[PJLZ HUK OV^ [OL Z`Z[LT PUÅ\LUJLZ
JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZPMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOHZKLW[O]HSLUJLVY[LTWVYHSKPTLUZPVUZ
The scenarios provide an interesting tool to explore the integration of support systems in
YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ>LZLL[OLZLZJLUHYPVZHZVULVM[OLTHQVYJVU[YPI\[PVUZVM[OPZZ[\K`
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;OL`WYV]PKLPUZPNO[PU^OH[[`WLZVMYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZHYLJVTTVU^OPJOJHUIL\ZLK
[VPUZWPYLKLZPNUZ[OH[JHUILIL[[LYPU[LNYH[LKPU[OLZLWYHJ[PJLZ>LOH]LZWLJPÄJHSS`\ZLK
these scenarios for the designs described in Chapter 7. Additionally, because the SRIS was
deemed unsuitable as a pre- and post-measure, the scenarios are used to evaluate how
^LSSJVUJLW[ZJVUULJ[[VWHY[PJPWHU[Z»WYHJ[PJLZ;OL`HYL[OLYLMVYLHSZV\ZLKHZWHY[VM[OL
design process evaluation in Chapter 7.
Although the majority of participants are content with their current frequencyVMYLÅLJ[PVU
many indicate there is potential for systems to provide reminders or to support the process.
;OLKLZJYPILKYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZWYV]PKLHTWSLVWWVY[\UP[`MVYKLZPNU[VZ\WWVY[[OLZL
complex processes. A wider range of design opportunities arises when considering the
WV[LU[PHSVMYLÅLJ[P]LLUQV`TLU[HZ^LSSHZ[OLYPZRVMY\TPUH[PVU(KKP[PVUHSS`^LJVUJS\KL[OH[KLZPNULYZZOV\SKJVUZPKLYK`UHTPJ\ZLHUKÅL_PISL[YPNNLYZIHSHUJPUNZ`Z[LT
HUK\ZLYPUP[PH[P]L-PUHSS`P[PZPTWVY[HU[[VJVUZPKLY[OH[YLÅLJ[PVU^HZUV[HS^H`ZZ[HY[LK
intentionally, which poses additional challenges for systems that need to be intentionally
\ZLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU0UWHYHSSLS[V[OPZLTWLYPJHSL_WSVYH[PVUVM[OLKLZPNUZWHJL^LKL]Lloped a number of concepts to explore the challenge through design. Several of the above
mentioned design considerations can also be recognised in the design space described in
Chapter 6.
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Design Exploration 2

Based on:
Ine Mols, Elise van den Hoven, and Berry Eggen (2016), Technologies for Everyday Life
9LÅLJ[PVU!0SS\Z[YH[PUNH+LZPNU:WHJL0U7YVJLLKPUNZVM[OL;,0º!;LU[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS
*VUMLYLUJLVU;HUNPISL,TILKKLKHUK,TIVKPLK0U[LYHJ[PVU;,0º(*45L^@VYR
5@<:(+60!O[[WZ!KVPVYN  
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6
Abstract

Design Space for
(YHU\GD\/LIH5HÁHFWLRQ

This chapter describes the second design exploration, in which
^L L_WSVYL KLZPNU MVY YLÅLJ[PVU TVYL IYVHKS` ,]LY`KH` SPML
YLÅLJ[PVU JHU NP]L PUZPNO[ Z\WWVY[ HJ[PVU HUK PTWYV]L ^LSSILPUN7LVWSLTPNO[^HU[[VYLÅLJ[TVYLVM[LUMVY[OLZLILULÄ[ZI\[ÄUKP[KPMÄJ\S[[VKVZVPUL]LY`KH`SPML9LZLHYJOPU/*0
OHZZOV^U[OLWV[LU[PHSVMZ`Z[LTZ[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUKPMferent contexts. In this chapter, we present a literature overview
highlighting three commonly applied strategies. Following, we
produced a workbook with a selection of conceptual design
proposals, which show how systems can take different roles in
[OLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVU![YPNNLYPUNZ\WWVY[PUNHUKJHW[\YPUN
These roles and strategies together describe our design space.
Through these dimensions and the concepts that shape the
design space we contribute to the extensive body of work on
YLÅLJ[PVUI`WYV]PKPUNHTVYLU\HUJLK]PL^VUOV^Z`Z[LTZ
Z\WWVY[ YLÅLJ[PVU HUK WYV]PKL H SHUN\HNL [V KPMMLYLU[PH[L
between different approaches. Additionally, we discuss three
[OLTLZ^OPJOHYLYLJ\YYPUNPUV\YJVUJLW[Z!OVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVU
open-ended design and integration into everyday life.
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6.1 Introduction
0U WHYHSSLS [V V\Y L_WSVYH[PVU VM [OL J\YYLU[ WYHJ[PJLZ VM YLÅLJ[PVU [V PUMVYT KLZPNU ^L
explore the challenge throughKLZPNUPU[OPZJOHW[LY0UV\YÄYZ[KLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUKLZJYPbed in Chapter 4, we have studied how we can create meaningful media of everyday life
experiences. The design and evaluation of Ritual Camera showed that the review of abstract
TLKPHZ[PT\SH[LKYLÅLJ[PVU;OLTLKPHWYV]PKLKHKPMMLYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]LVUMHTPSPHYL]LU[Z
I\[ [OL YLÅLJ[P]L WYVJLZZ HZ H ^OVSL ^HZ OPNOS` KLWLUKLU[ VU [OL WYVJLZZ VM [OL Z[\K`
People started thinking about capturing everyday life experiences when being invited for
the research and were further triggered by the presence of the camera, the ranking tasks
HUKV[OLYPU[LY]PL^X\LZ[PVUZ0UV[OLY^VYKZWHY[VM[OLYLÅLJ[PVU^HZZ\WWVY[LKTVYLI`
the researchers, rather than the concept. In this second design exploration, we focus on the
potential for systems & concepts to adopt this role. The exploration is not limited to visual
TLKPHSPRL9P[\HS*HTLYHI\[L_WSVYLZHIYVHKLYKLZPNUZWHJLMVYV\YZWLJPÄJHPT![V
Z\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU
(ZTLU[PVULKILMVYLL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUOHZTHU`WV[LU[PHSILULÄ[ZI\[LUNHNPUNPU
it is far from straight forward. It is a complex process involving many contextual factors.
+LZPNU [V Z\WWVY[ YLÅLJ[PVU PZ [OLYLMVYL H JOHSSLUNPUN I\[ ^VY[O^OPSL HTIP[PVU 0U [OPZ
chapter, we build upon the conceptual grounding by Baumer et al. (2014) and the landscape described by Fleck & Fitzpatrick (2010), aiming to make their dimensions more speciÄJHUKHWWSPLK[V[OLKVTHPUVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU(ZWHY[VMHYLZLHYJO[OYV\NOKLsign process, we present a conceptual design space. We have chosen to develop a range
of ideas to explore the potential dimensions through the process of designing. Through the
multiplicity of ideas, a design space emerged (Gaver & Martin, 2000) presenting alternative
KLZPNUJVUJLW[Z[OH[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUKPMMLYLU[^H`Z>L\ZL[OLWYVJLZZVMKLZPNUPUN
[OLZLHS[LYUH[P]LZHUK[OLYLZ\S[PUNZL[HZH^H`[VYLÅLJ[VUKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPUNLULYHS
In this chapter, we describe this design space by presenting concepts and the roles we see
Z`Z[LTZJHU[HRLPU[OLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVU)LMVYLKVPUNZV^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZYLSH[LK^VYR
PUVYKLY[VKLÄULYLÅLJ[PVUHUKKPZJ\ZZJVTTVUZ\WWVY[P]LZ[YH[LNPLZ>LLUK[OLJOHW[LY
I`KPZJ\ZZPUNVUV\YV^U^VYRHUKWYVJLZZ^P[OPU[OYLL[OLTLZ!OVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVUVWLU
ended design and the integration into everyday life.
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Scope
9LÅLJ[PVUPZH[LYT\ZLKPUKPMMLYLU[HYLHZHUK^P[OH]HYPL[`VMKLÄUP[PVUZ>P[O[OLKLZPNU
ZWHJL^LL_WSVYLHZWLJPÄJ[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVUL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLLSHIVYH[LS`
discussed in Chapter 2). As this scope is vital for understanding the design space, we will
IYPLÅ`YLWLH[P[ZKLÄUP[PVUHUKJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ
+LZWP[LP[Z^PKLZWYLHK\ZL[OL[LYTYLÅLJ[PVUVM[LUSHJRZH[OVYV\NOKLÄUP[PVUPU/*0^VYR
)H\TLYL[HS"*VUZVS]VL[HS/LYL^LKPZJ\ZZZVTLKLÄUP[PVUZVMYLÅLJtion to better ground our work and explain our perspective. Baumer et al. (2014) explicitly
WYV]PKLH]LY`PUJS\ZP]LKLÄUP[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUHZ“reviewing a series of previous experiences, […] putting them together in such a way as to come to a better understanding or to gain
some sort of insight”BW D;OPZIYVHKKLÄUP[PVUNP]LZHNVVKZ[HY[PUNWVPU[MVY[OL[`WLZ
of processes we focus on but provides little insight in how this review leads to insights. This
process is described in more detail in the model presented in (Staudinger, 2001) in which
YLÅLJ[PVU PZ YL]PL^LK ^P[OPU H WZ`JOVSVNPJHS ]PL^ VU H\[VIPVNYHWOPJHS TLTVY` /LYL
YLÅLJ[PVUPZZLLUHZ“remembering plus further analysis” [p. 150]. This analysis is divided
PU[VT\S[PWSLSH`LYZÄYZ[VMHSSZWSP[PULP[OLYL]HS\H[PVUVYL_WSHUH[PVUVM[OLYLTLTILYLK
experience. On a third layer, the model describes the underlying processes that provide
TVYLNYPWVU[OLWYVJLZZLZPU]VS]LKPUYLÅLJ[PVU!HIZ[YHJ[PVUJVTWHYPZVUJH[LNVYPZH[PVU
etc. We combine these process aspects with the type of insight we strive for, inspired by
4LaPYV^Z

[OLVY`:WLJPÄJHSS`^LI\PSK\WVUOPZKLÄUP[PVUVMJYP[PJHSZLSMYLÅLJ[PVU

as “reassessing our own orientation to perceiving, knowing, believing, feeling and acting”
[p 13]. From a memory and HCI perspective we are interested in the role external triggers
WSH`PU[OPZWYVJLZZ;VNL[OLY[OLZLIYPUN\Z[VV\YKLÄUP[PVUVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZ!
“Remembering and analysing past, present and future experiences in order to reassess our
perceptions, beliefs, feelings and actions regarding our everyday life.”;OPZKLÄUP[PVUPZ[OL
IHZPZMVYV\YJVUJLW[KL]LSVWTLU[OV^L]LYÄYZ[^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZYLSH[LK^VYRVUYLÅLJ[PVU
Z\WWVY[^P[OHTVYLPUJS\ZP]LWLYZWLJ[P]LVUYLÅLJ[PVU
9LÅLJ[PVUOHZILLUL_[LUZP]LS`KPZJ\ZZLKPU[OLJVU[L_[VMSLHYUPUNHUKWYVMLZZPVUHSKL]Llopment (Mezirow, 1991; Schön, 1983; Tchetagni, Nkambou & Bordeaux, 2007). Within
OLHS[OJHYL HUK KLZPNU YLÅLJ[PVU VM[LU NP]LZ PUZPNO[ )H\TLY L[ HS  9H[OLY [OHU
ºVUS`»PUZPNO[[OLMVYLZLLUILULÄ[PUT\JO^VYRVUWLYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZPZHJ[PVU;OLSPUL
of reasoning suggests that showing users data about themselves will lead them to do something, presumably something different from and better than what they are already doing (Li,
+L` -VYSPaaP9H[OLY[OHUYLÅLJ[PVUMVY[OLZLZWLJPÄJNVHSZ^LMVJ\ZVU^OH[^L
JHSSL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUYLMLYYPUN[VHSSKLSPILYH[LHUKJYP[PJHS[OV\NO[WYVJLZZLZJVUcerning our day-to-day activities. This includes themes such as work, health, relationships,
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SLPZ\YL[PTLHUKWLYZVUHSP[`>LZLL]HS\LPULUNHNPUNPUL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUYLN\SHYS`
HZH^H`[VNHPUZLSMPUZPNO[HUKPTWYV]LV]LYHSS^LSSILPUN(TVTLU[VMYLÅLJ[PVUJHU
IYPUN[OLTPUKH[LHZLWYV]PKLHMLLSPUNVMJVUÄKLUJLVYOLSWZVS]LWYVISLTZ

6.2 Strategies from Literature
9LÅLJ[PVU[HRLZ[PTLHUKMVYTHU`WLVWSLP[KVLZUV[JVTLUH[\YHSS`[OL`\Z\HSS`ULLKH
YLHZVU[VYLÅLJ[VYH[SLHZ[LUJV\YHNLTLU[[VKVZV-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR(UV]LY]PL^
VMKPMMLYLU[^H`ZVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILNP]LUI`KVTHPU)H\TLYL[HSVY
ZVY[LKI`SL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVU-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR0U*OHW[LY^LOH]LKLZJYPILK
H ZLSLJ[PVU VM KLZPNUZ MVY YLÅLJ[PVU [OH[ IYPUN MVY^HYK PTWVY[HU[ LSLTLU[Z MVY KLZPNU 0U
[OPZJOHW[LY^LHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUHUHS`ZPUNKLZPNUZHUKTL[OVKZVMYLÅLJ[PVUVUHTVYL
abstract level. We were interested in strategies currently adopted, both within and outside
VM/*0)HZLKVUHIYVHKYL]PL^VMTL[OVKZHUK[VVSZPUKPMMLYLU[ÄLSKZPUJS\KPUNWLYZVUHS
informatics, HCI, therapy and education we describe three main strategies to stimulate
YLÅLJ[PVU>LLTWOHZPZL[OH[[OPZPZUV[HJVTWSL[LV]LY]PL^VMHSSWVZZPISLZ[YH[LNPLZI\[
a summary of the most recurring strategies in our literature review.

'LDORJXHGULYHQUHÁHFWLRQ
9LÅLJ[PVU VM[LU VJJ\YZ PU KPHSVN\L [OPZ PZ TVZ[ L]PKLU[ PU [OLYHWPZ[ KPHSVN\LZ VY [LHJOLYZ[\KLU[KPHSVN\LZ>LYLMLYOLYLZWLJPÄJHSS`[V]LYIHSPZLKKPHSVN\LLP[OLYPU^YP[[LU
VYZWVRLUMVYTYH[OLY[OHU[OLTVYLHIZ[YHJ[UV[PVUVMYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVU^P[OºTH[LYPHS»HZ:JOUPU[YVK\JLK:JOU 0UKPHSVN\LKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUX\LZ[PVUZVYL_WSPJP[
WYVTW[ZHYL\ZLK[VLUJV\YHNLYLÅLJ[PVU>P[OPU[OLYHW`VYLK\JH[PVUZ\JOHKPHSVN\LPZ
VM[LUKVULIL[^LLU¸\UL]LUWHY[ULYZ¹PU^OPJOVUL[HRLZ[OLSLHKI\[WLVWSLHSZVYLÅLJ[
with friends or peers in group sessions (Orland-Barak, 2005). In relation to HCI, dialogue
KYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILHIV\[HKLZPNU(UKYtL[HSVYTLKPH[LKI`HZ`Z[LT(
combination of both is seen in the design of Loversbox (Thieme et al., 2011). In this design
people can create messages for their partner (dialogue mediate by the system), talk with an
HY[PZ[[VJYLH[L[OLZLTLZZHNLYLÅLJ[PVUHIV\[[OLZ`Z[LTHUKJHUYLÅLJ[[VNL[OLY[YPNNLYLK
by the system.
,_HTWSLZPU^OPJO[OLZ`Z[LT[HRLZ[OLSLHKPUNYVSLI`HZRPUNX\LZ[PVUZJHUILZLLUPU
Echo (Isaacs et al., 2013) and the use of experience tags in photos with Storytellr (Landry,
 PU^OPJO[OLZ`Z[LTWVZLZX\LZ[PVUZZ\JOHZ¸/V^KV`V\MLLS&¹¸>OH[[OLTLKV
`V\HZZVJPH[L^P[O[OPZL]LU[&¹:\JOX\LZ[PVUZJYLH[LHKPHSVN\LIL[^LLUZ`Z[LTHUK\ZLY
^OPJOJHUNP]LKPYLJ[PVUPU^OH[[VYLÅLJ[\WVU/V^L]LY^LZLL[OH[PUTHU`Z`Z[LTZ[OL
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KPHSVN\LVM[LULUKZHM[LYHUPUP[PHSX\LZ[PVU(UPU[LSSPNLU[Z`Z[LT^V\SKLUNHNLM\Y[OLYPU
KPHSVN\LKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUI`WVZPUNMVSSV^\WX\LZ[PVUZ0UJVUJS\ZPVU^LZLL[OH[KPHSVN\LKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUPZJOHYHJ[LYPZLKI`[OL\ZLVM]LYIHSPZLKX\LZ[PVUZ;OLYVSLKLZPNULK
systems take in such dialogues differs.

,QIRUPDWLRQGULYHQUHÁHFWLRQ
7YLZLU[PUNKH[HJHUILH[YPNNLYMVYYLÅLJ[PVUH[SLHZ[P[PZHWYLTPZLVM[LUZLLUPUWLYZVUHS
PUMVYTH[PJZ3P+L` -VYSPaaP+H[HJHUIL]LY`OLSWM\S^OLUYLÅLJ[PVUPZHPTLKH[
\UJV]LYPUNWH[[LYUZVYMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHPTLKH[ILOH]PV\YJOHUNL+PMMLYLU[JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVM
PUMVYTH[PVUHYL\ZLK[VZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVU!PU]PZPIPSP[`JVTWHYPZVUHTIPN\P[`VYT\S[PWSL
]PL^Z0UMVYTH[PVUKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUPZLMMLJ[P]L^OLUYL]LHSPUNPUMVYTH[PVU[OH[PZV[OLYwise invisible or cannot be directly observed, such as steps taken during the day (e.g. Consolvo et al., 2006). Data Souvenirs (Aipperspach, Hooker & Woodruff, 2011) for instance,
YL]LHSZºOPKKLU»KPNP[HSKH[HPU[OLWO`ZPJHS^VYSK[VZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVU:VTL[PTLZKH[H
PZWYLZLU[LKPUHZWLJPÄJ^H`MVYPUZ[HUJL[VHSSV^MVYJVTWHYPZVULNJVTWHYPUNULPNObourhood energy consumption in RevealIt, Valkanova et al., 2013). For these types of applications clarity of information is important. The opposite effect is seen in other cases, where
[OLHTIPN\P[`VM[OLKH[H[YPNNLYZYLÅLJ[PVUZLLMVYL_HTWSL/PZ[VY`;HISLJSV[OB.H]LY 
4HY[PUD-PUHSS`PUMVYTH[PVUKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILZ\WWVY[LKI`WYV]PKPUNT\Stiple views on the data to enable exploration, for instance of personal memory artefacts in
MemoryLane (Kalnikaite & Whittaker, 2011) or design processes in Freed (Mendels, Frens &
Overbeeke, 2011). These examples show the diversity of potential applications of informa[PVUKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUHUK[OLPTWVY[HU[YVSL[OLZ`Z[LTZHUKPU[LYHJ[PVUZWSH`PU[OPZ4HU`
VM[OLZLHYLTVYLNVHSVYPLU[LK[`WLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUMVYL_HTWSL[VTV]LTVYLVY[V\ZLSLZZ
LULYN`:\JOZWLJPÄJNVHSZPUÅ\LUJLKH[HJVSSLJ[PVUHZ^LSS^OPJOTHRLZJVSSLJ[PVUWHY[
VM[OLYLÅLJ[P]LJ`JSLHZ^LSSHZ3P+L` -VYSPaaPKLTVUZ[YH[LPU[OLPYZ[HNLIHZLK
TVKLS VM WLYZVUHS PUMVYTH[PJZ>P[O H ZWLJPÄJ NVHS P[ PZ PTWVY[HU[ [V MVJ\Z PU HSS Z[LWZ
VM WYLWHYH[PVU JVSSLJ[PVU PU[LNYH[PVU YLÅLJ[PVU HUK HJ[PVU >P[O [OL \ZL VM :LUZLJHT
PTHNLZ3PUKSL`L[HSL_WSVYLKYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OHTVYLVWLUHWWYVHJO>OLUYL]PL^PUN:LUZLJHTPTHNLZWHY[PJPWHU[ZMVYPUZ[HUJLYLÅLJ[LKVU[OLPYZVJPHSPU[LYHJ[PVUZVYVU
PUJYLTLU[HSJOHUNLV]LYHSVUNWLYPVKVM[PTL0UZOVY[PUMVYTH[PVUKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUJHU
be concerned with many different types of information, although the majority of systems
^P[OPU/*0\ZLZX\HU[P[H[P]LZV\YJLZ>OH[^LZLLHZTHPUJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZPZ[OH[[OLPUMVYTH[PVUPZWYPTHYPS`JVSSLJ[LKHUKVYWYLZLU[LKI`[OLZ`Z[LTUV[I`[OL\ZLY
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([SUHVVLRQGULYHQUHÁHFWLRQ
9LÅLJ[PVUJHUILHUPU[LYUHSWYVJLZZI\[JHUHSZVILIHZLKVUL_[LYUHSPZPUN[OV\NO[ZHUK
MLLSPUNZ0UKPHYPLZHUKPUYLÅLJ[P]L^YP[PUN[OLYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZ^OPSLZ[YP]PUN[VL_WYLZZ
VULZLSM,_WYLZZPVUKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUPZ[YHKP[PVUHSS`ZLLUPUWLYZVUHSKPHY`^YP[PUN^OPJO
;YH]LYZL]LUJVUZPKLYZHZ[OLW\YLZ[MVYTVMZLSMYLÅLJ[PVUPU[OLYHWL\[PJ^YP[PUN
(Wright & Chung, 2001) or in more creative areas such as art therapy (Collie, Bottorff &
3VUN6YSHUK)HYHROHZL_WSVYLKL_WYLZZPVUKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUHZWHY[VMH
portfolio in teacher education, however portfolios were dominantly descriptive and emo[PVUHSYH[OLY[OHUZOV^PUNJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU(KKP[PVUHSN\PKHUJLVU^OH[[VYLÅLJ[\WVU
JV\SKOLSW:\JOHTVYLN\PKLKHWWYVHJO[VL_WYLZZPVUKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVU^HZL_WSVYLKI`
(UKYtL[HS;OL`KLZPNULKL_WYLZZP]LH]H[HYZPU^OPJOI\Z`ULZZZ[YLZZOLHS[OHUK
LUNHNLTLU[JHUILL_WYLZZLK;OLZLJOVPJLZYLX\PYLJVUZPKLYH[PVUHUKHZZ\JOZ[PT\SH[L
[VYLÅLJ[VUV\Y^LSSILPUN
>LZLLL_WYLZZPVUKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUHZ[OLWYVJLZZLZ[OH[PU]VS]LJOVPJLZVUOV^[VL_WYLZZ
internal experiences (thoughts, feelings etc.) into external media. The process supports
YLÅLJ[PVUI`YLX\PYPUN[VTHRL[OLZLL_WLYPLUJLZTVYLZWLJPÄJ[VILHISL[VL_[LYUHSPZL
them. This can take different forms (written, visual) and can be strongly guided by a system
or very open-ended.

3URFHVV'HYHORSLQJWKH'HVLJQ3URFHVV
)`SVVRPUNH[[OPZ]HYPL[`VML_HTWSLZVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVU^LZLLHNHWPUJVUJLW[Z
[OH[Z\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU0UTHU`L_PZ[PUNJVUJLW[Z^LZLL[OH[H]LY`ZWLJPÄJ
Z\IQLJ[PZYLÅLJ[LK\WVUMVYPUZ[HUJLLULYN`\ZHNL=HSRHUV]HL[HSTV]LTLU[VY
WYVMLZZPVUHSKL]LSVWTLU[6YSHUK)HYHR0UV\YKLÄUP[PVUVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU
we focus on a broad set of past, present and future experiences, leading to a more holistic
[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU)HZLKVU:[H\KPUNLY»Z]PL^VMSPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^LZLLL]LY`KH`SPML
YLÅLJ[PVU HZ H WYVJLZZ VM SVVRPUN MVY JVUULJ[PVUZ HJYVZZ KVTHPUZ ^P[O [OL WVZZPIPSP[` [V
YLÅLJ[ VU KLLWLY ILSPLMZ VY WYLZ\WWVZP[PVUZ 4LaPYV^ 

;OPZ PZ H OPNOS` PUKP]PK\HS

HUKWLYZVUHSWYVJLZZHUK[VHSSV^MVY[OPZYLX\PYLZHUVWLULUKLKHWWYVHJO[VYLÅLJ[PVU
Inspired by the work by Gaver et al. (2006) we develop a set of alternatives to explore this
design space. These concepts were developed iteratively. First ideas were individually generated by the primary researcher and coded for their potential value (brainstorm A). After that
a brainstorm with three colleagues, all involved in related media interaction projects. The
brainstorm was aimed at maximising and minimising these concepts (brainstorm B). Each
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concept was elaborated upon to see how it could be expanded upon, enlarged or exaggerated. And in turn, each was explored on how to make it smaller, narrower or how to split
P[\WPU[VWHY[Z)LJH\ZL[OLZLJVUJLW[Z^LYLOPNOS`PUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLYLZLHYJOLYZ»VYPNPUHS
ideas and direction, a third brainstorm was set up to more broadly generate ideas (brainstorm C), involving colleagues with a background in interaction design, but with no conULJ[PVUZ[V[OLWYVQLJ[;OLJLU[YHSX\LZ[PVU^HZ!¸0U^OH[^H`ZJHU^LZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVU
PUL]LY`KH`SPML&¹6\YNLULYHSKLÄUP[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUHZ“thinking about actions, thoughts
and feelings”^HZ\ZLKHZHN\PKLSPUL(UHYYV^KLÄUP[PVUVYZWLJPÄJNVHSVMYLÅLJ[PVU^HZ
deliberately not discussed with the four researchers involved in this brainstorm, in order to
explore the design space more widely.
Together, these workshops resulted in a set of 48 ideas. The results were analysed in a group
discussion as part of brainstorm C, by comparing them to the strategies found in literature,
JVUZLX\LU[S`HSZVYLÄUPUN[OLZLZ[YH[LNPLZYLZ\S[PUNPU[OL[OYLLWYLZLU[LKILMVYL;OYV\NO
these brainstorms and discussions, a set of 25 concepts was developed. In this chapter, we
\ZLHZLSLJ[PVUVM[OLZL[VPSS\Z[YH[L^OH[PUZPNO[Z^LNHPULKMYVT[OPZWYVJLZZ:WLJPÄJHSS`
YLÅLJ[PVUVUV\YJVUJLW[ZNH]LPUZPNO[PU[OLYVSLZ^LZLLZ`Z[LTZJHU[HRL>LOVWL[OH[
both the emerging design space and the individual concepts can inspire to look at design
MVYYLÅLJ[PVUKPMMLYLU[S`

6.4 Findings: Design Space
9LÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUKVUL^P[OZVTLVULLSZL^OV[HRLZHZ\WWVY[PUNYVSLH[\[VYWZ`JOVSVNPZ[VYWLLY0U[OLWLYZVUHSJVU[L_[VML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUZ`Z[LTZJHU[HRL[OPZYVSLVM
HYLÅLJ[PVUWHY[ULYPU]HYPV\Z^H`Z:`Z[LTZJHU[YPNNLYYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[[OLWYVJLZZVM
YLÅLJ[PVUVYLUHISLJHW[\YPUNYLÅLJ[PVUZ;OLZLYVSLZJHUUV[ILJVTWSL[LS`ZLWHYH[LKHUK
a system can adopt different roles at different moments in the process.

Triggering Role
:PTPSHY[VOV^HJVTTLU[VYX\LZ[PVUMYVTHMYPLUKNL[Z`V\[OPURPUNHUPU[LYHJ[P]LZ`Z[LT
can take a triggering role. Based on our concepts, we identify different types of triggers that
a system can provide. Content triggersWYV]PKLKPYLJ[PVUMVY^OH[[VYLÅLJ[VUMVYPUZ[HUJL
I`WYLZLU[PUNJVSSLJ[LKKH[HWLYZVUHSTLKPHVYWYV]VJH[P]LX\LZ[PVUZ;VZ[PT\SH[LL]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU ^L MVJ\Z VU WYLZLU[PUN KH[H MYVT H IYVHK YHUNL /V^L]LY WLVWSL»Z
ZLSMPTHNLJHUILJVUÅPJ[PUN^P[O[OLPTHNLWYLZLU[LK[OYV\NOKH[H;OLJVUJLW[+H[HALU
(Figure 6.1a) therefore allows people to adjust the pattern presented based on their personal
view on how the data should represent their present or preferred future.
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)V[OZWLJPÄJX\HU[P[H[P]LKH[HLNHZKPZJ\ZZLKPU3P+L` -VYSPaaPHUK[OLHTIPguous visualisation of data (e.g. Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010) can be seen as content triggers.
Being more open than content triggers, direction triggers give a suggestion for the type
VM YLÅLJ[PVU ^P[OV\[ SPTP[PUN [OL JVU[LU[ VM [OL YLÅLJ[PVU;OL )HSHUJL JVUJLW[ -PN\YL
IMVYPUZ[HUJLZ\NNLZ[Z[VYLÅLJ[VU[^VZPKLZVMHZP[\H[PVULNWVZP[P]LHUKULNH[P]L
without prescribing what this situation should be. The most open-ended systems provide

Datazen
A small zen-inspired garden used as an
ambient display. Through vibration in the
bottom, patterns in the sand are created
that are based on measurements of activity,
stress and wellbeing (based on wearables).
You can choose to edit, disturb or change
the display, by changing the sand patterns
by hand or with tools.

Balance
A wooden balance that functions as a
subtle display of the balance in your life
as it stores your thoughts on its positive
and negative sides. You can tap to record
on either side, adding weight to that side.
Balance provides a physical trigger, an
abstract representation of state and an
archive of previous thoughts.
MirrorMirror
The bathroom is a typical place to start and
end a day. In a moment that we look at ourselves, MirrorMirror stimulates to look at
V\YZLS]LZPUHTVYLYLÅLJ[P]L^H`;V[HRL
a moment to consider the day, the week
or ourselves. Contours of hands trigger
to stand still a moment. When hands are
placed, the mirror slowly starts to draw an
outline around you. It takes three minutes
to make this outline, stimulating to take
[OPZ[PTL[VYLÅLJ[
Figure 6.1 From top to bottom: concepts with content triggers (a. Datazen), direction
triggers (b. Balance) and opportunity triggers (c. MirrorMirror).
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opportunity triggers. These are similar to what Daris (2003) considers 'generic prompts',
HZRPUN WLVWSL [V ºZ[VW HUK [OPUR» ^P[OV\[ H JLY[HPU [VWPJ VY KPYLJ[PVU *VUJLW[Z Z\JO HZ
4PYYVY4PYYVY-PN\YLJPUKPJH[L[OH[[OLYLPZVYJV\SKIL[PTLHUKZWHJLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
without giving any further direction.

Supporting Role
;LJOUVSVNPLZMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILKLZPNULK[VWYV]PKLZ\WWVY[PU[OLWYVJLZZ
VMYLÅLJ[PVU;OPZJHUILKVULIV[OHM[LYHWLYZVUOHZILLU[YPNNLYLKI`[OLZ`Z[LTHUKPM
YLÅLJ[PVUPZPUP[PH[LKI`[OLWLYZVU:\WWVY[JHUMVYPUZ[HUJLILNP]LUI`L_WSVYPUNSH`LYZPU
system-collected data, step-by-step (LifeTree concept, Figure 6.2a) or exploring user generated media in a more playful way (OddOneOut, Figure 6.2b). Rather than free explora[PVU4P_LK,TV[PVUZ-PN\YLJZ[PT\SH[LZYLÅLJ[PVUI`Z\WWVY[PUNHprocess of guided
choices;OLWYVJLZZVM4P_LK,TV[PVUZJHUILZLLUHZHUL_HTWSLVMLTIVKPLKX\LZ[PVUZ
=LY`ML^VMV\YJVUJLW[Z\ZLL_WSPJP[]LYIHSPZLKX\LZ[PVUZPUJVU[YHZ[[VZVTLVM[OLKPHSVN\LKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUZ`Z[LTZKPZJ\ZZLKILMVYL0ZHHJZL[HS3HUKY` 0UZ[LHK
^LZLLVWWVY[\UP[`MVYJVUJLW[Z[OH[\ZLTVYLZ\I[SLWYVTW[ZHUKLTIVKPLKX\LZ[PVUZ
This can be seen in the concept PeelAway (Figure 6.2d) which uses the embodiment of
layers to dig deeper into underlying aspects of a thought or problem. PeelAway supports
YLÅLJ[PVU UV[ VUS` [OYV\NO HU LTIVKPLK X\LZ[PVU I\[ HSZV [OYV\NO WO`ZPJHS HJ[PVU;OL
HJ[PVUVMWLLSPUNH^H`VYPU[OL-YHNPSL>VYYPLZ-PN\YLHJVUJLW[IYLHRPUNÄN\YLZPZ
Z\WWVY[P]LVM[OLJVNUP[P]LHUK\UNYHZWHISLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVU
Finally, the subtlest form of support, is seen in providing environment support. After being
PUP[PH[LKI`[OL\ZLY7HZ[:JHWL-PN\YLIJYLH[LZHULU]PYVUTLU[MVYYLÅLJ[PVUI`JYLH[PUNHTL[HWOVYPJHSKPZ[HUJLMYVTJ\YYLU[HJ[P]P[PLZ[VHSSV^MVYYLÅLJ[PVU0U[OPZJHZLZ\JO
an environment is created through audio, but more physical forms of environment support
can be considered as well.

Capturing Role
9H[OLY[OHU[YPNNLYPUN[VZ[HY[YLÅLJ[PUNZ`Z[LTZJHUZ\WWVY[YV\UKPUNVMM[OLWYVJLZZI`
Z\WWVY[PUN L_[LYUHSPZH[PVU ,_[LYUHSPZPUN [OV\NO[Z HUK YLÅLJ[PVU YLX\PYLZ ZLSML_WYLZZPVU
in words or otherwise, which we described as an expression driven strategy, in the literature review in Section 6.2. This can help to bring peace of mind, a focus in FragileWorries
-PN\YLH>P[O[OLJHW[\YPUNYVSL^LMVJ\ZZWLJPÄJHSS`VUHJLY[HPU[`WLVML_[LYUHSPZH[PVU!JHW[\YPUNYLÅLJ[PVUZ[VZLY]LHZJVU[LU[[YPNNLYZPU[OLM\[\YL
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LifeTree
A beautiful piece of art on the wall in your
house, with a hidden meaning. As the patterns represent patterns in your live visualizing activity, social engagement, stress and
health. The interactive art piece allows to
L_WSVYLHZWLJ[ZVM[OLKH[H[VÄUKWLHRZ
patterns or surprises. At the same time
functions as a more peripheral trigger for
YLÅLJ[PVU^P[OV\[PU]HKPUN`V\YWYP]HJ`
OddOneOut
A short moment on the couch playing a
nice little game with your pictures. The
game of “odd one out” stimulates looking
at hidden similarities and differences
between random photos from your personal past. With all associations, a growing
web of related photos is created which can
be reviewed and explored.
MixedEmotions
Every day is a mix of experiences and emotions, but at night we need to let them go.
MixedEmotions creates a night-time ritual
that is relaxing and supports a good night
sleep. Creating a herbal mix every night,
Z[PT\SH[LZ YLÅLJ[PVU ILJH\ZL LHJO IV[[SL
represents an emotion. How did your day
[HZ[L&>OPJOIV[[SLLTW[PLZ[OLX\PJRLZ[&
PeelAway
Getting to the core of a problem can help
us gain insight. On each segment of PeelAway an aspect or thought can be written
and peeled off, stimulating to write down
underlying aspects and explore underlying
thoughts or assumptions, resulting in more
JYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU

Figure 6.2 Systems that take a supporting role, from top to bottom
a. LifeTree, b. OddOneOut, c. MixedEmotions d. PeelAway.
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As mentioned in the Balance concept (Figure 6.1b), an 'archive of thoughts' can emerge.
For a meaningful future recollection, some level of organisation is needed. In the Balance
concept, this is provided by splitting the thoughts into two opposite categories. The Trail
Concept (Figure 6.3c), focusses on a more spatial and environment-based arrangement, by
HSSV^PUNWLVWSL[VSLH]LYLÅLJ[P]LTLZZHNLZPUZWLJPÄJSVJH[PVUZ:PTPSHY[V,JOVLZ0ZHHJZ
L[HSHJVSSLJ[PVUVMYLZWVUZLZ[VLHYSPLYYLÅLJ[PVUZJV\SKLTLYNL

FragileWorries
(ZL[VMHIZ[YHJ[JLYHTPJÄN\YLZ[OH[JHUIL
written upon. Figures can then be broken
to let go or show how vulnerable worries
are. Shards can be saved as a reminder of
past struggles or disposed-off to truly get
rid of the past.

PastScape
Hear a soundscape from the past, connected to the location you are in. Scroll
through the decades. Was there a city
OLYL&+V`V\OLHYJHYZVYOVYZLZ&7YV]PKLZ
opportunity to get away from the present,
get to a different place, see things in a different perspective.
Trail
9LÅLJ[PVUVM[LUYLX\PYLZNL[[PUNH^H`MYVT
everyday life activities, for instance during
a walk. With Trail, you can save thoughts
VYYLÅLJ[PVUVUZWLJPÄJSVJH[PVUZJYLH[PUN
your own garden of thought to which you
can return for future deliberation. Creating not only an environment but personal
messages to your future self.

-PN\YL:`Z[LT[OH[Z\WWVY[L_[LYUHSPZPUNYLÅLJ[PVUH-YHNPSL>VYYPLZJ;YHPS
HUKVYWYV]PKLHULU]PYVUTLU[MVYYLÅLJ[PVUI7HZ[:JHWLJ;YHPS
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6.5 Findings: Dimensions of a Design Space
In the introduction, we presented multiple strategies: dialogue, information or expression
KYP]LU YLÅLJ[PVU;OYV\NOV\YVWLUIYHPUZ[VYT HUKKPZJ\ZZPVUZ^LHKKLKUL^ÄUKPUNZ
concerning the roles a system can take. Some roles are more complementary to certain strategies. For example, information often takes a triggering role, systems based on expression
KYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUYLS`VUHJHW[\YPUNYVSLHUKKPHSVN\LPZHZ[YVUNMVYTVMZ\WWVY[/V^L]LY
the strategies and roles can be seen as two dimensions describing a space. In Figure 6.4, we
have mapped our concepts to this design space, this shows how several concepts change
YVSLZK\YPUN[OLYLÅLJ[PVUWYVJLZZ![OL]PZ\HSHZWLJ[ZVM3PML;YLLWYV]PKLJVU[LU[[YPNNLYZ
but the opportunity to explore the layers of data behind this provide support. The Balance
JVUJLW[ZOPM[Z[OYV\NOHSSYVSLZ![OLWO`ZPJHSMVYTHUKJ\YYLU[Z[H[\Z[YPNNLY[VYLÅLJ[[OL
PU[LYHJ[P]P[` [OH[ JOHUNLZ [OL ZJHSL Z\WWVY[Z YLÅLJ[PUN MYVT T\S[PWSL WLYZWLJ[P]LZ HUK
ÄUHSS`[OLYLJVYKLKTLZZHNLZHYLJHW[\YLKHUKJHUILSH[LYYL[YPL]LK0UZ\JOHJVUJLW[H
Z`Z[LTHKVW[ZKPMMLYLU[YVSLZJVUZLJ\[P]LS`ZVTLVULPZÄYZ[[YPNNLYLK[VYLÅLJ[[OLUZ\WWVY[LK^P[OPU[OPZWYVJLZZHUKÄUHSS`OLSWLK[VJHW[\YL[OLYLÅLJ[PVUMVYM\[\YLYLMLYLUJL
However, we emphasise that this is not necessarily needed, some concepts might merely
trigger without providing additional support. We believe concepts that provide some level
VMHKKP[PVUHSZ\WWVY[HYLTVYLSPRLS`[VLUHISLKLLWLYYLÅLJ[PVUI\[KLZPNUPUNMVYHSSYVSLZ
in each concept is not needed.

-PN\YL4HWWPUNJVUJLW[\HSYLÅLJ[PVUZ`Z[LTZPUHULTLYNPUNKLZPNUZWHJL
Some concepts are positioned across multiple roles.
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When mapping our concepts to the two dimensions of three roles and three strategies,
we found that some concepts seemed to adopt a different strategy, not yet captured in
V\YV]LY]PL^VMTVZ[JVTTVUS`MV\UKZ[YH[LNPLZ(ZHYLZ\S[^LKLÄULHMV\Y[OZ[YH[LN`!
LU]PYVUTLU[KYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVUZLL-PN\YL;OPZZ[YH[LN`MVJ\ZLZVUJYLH[PUNJVU[L_[\HS
LSLTLU[Z [OH[ HYL ILULÄJPHS MVY YLÅLJ[PVU>P[O [OLZL JVU[L_[\HS LSLTLU[Z H ¸ZWHJL¹ VY
LU]PYVUTLU[PZJYLH[LK[OH[PZZ\WWVY[P]LVMYLÅLJ[PVU)V[O7HZ[:JHWLHUK4PYYVY4PYYVY
provide such a space and further inspiration can be drawn from the notion of restorative
environments (Aipperspach, Hooker & Woodruff, 2011). The visual exploration of the space
across these two dimensions has informed our further design process. Based on the visual
design space we can classify existing designs, explore potential redesigns and identify gaps.
The systems described in Section 6.2 illustrated common strategies. We can now also describe what role they primarily take and thus position them within our design space. For
example, DataSouvenirs (Aipperspach, Hooker & Woodruff, 2011) is an information driven
KLZPNU[OH[[HRLZH[YPNNLYPUNYVSLHUKTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`WYV]PKLZJVU[LU[[YPNNLYZ^OH[[V

Figure 6.5 Extending the design space with environment driven strategy.
Some concepts are positions across multiple roles
(Background behind Balance positions it across all three roles)..
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YLÅLJ[ \WVU -YLLK 4LUKLSZ -YLUZ  6]LYILLRL  PZ HUV[OLY PUMVYTH[PVU KYP]LU
design, but in the process, it adopts different roles. For example, elements of the design
WYVJLZZ[VILYLÅLJ[LK\WVUJHUILL_WYLZZLKPU[OLZ`Z[LTMVYM\[\YLYL[YPL]HSJHW[\YPUN
role). These elements are then presented to the user (triggering role) and can be explored in
multiple views (supporting role). We do not believe that there is a preferred combination
VMZ[YH[LN`HUKYVSLZI\[[OH[[OL`JHUIL\ZLKPUL_WSVYH[P]L^H`Z[VÄUK[OLVW[PTHSMVY
HZWLJPÄJJVU[L_[
Once concepts are mapped on the design space, the dimensions can also be used to redeZPNUYLÅLJ[PVUZ`Z[LTZ!MVYL_HTWSLHYLN\SHYKPHY`PZL_WYLZZPVUKYP]LUHUKMVJ\ZZLKVU
JHW[\YPUN YLÅLJ[PVU [VW YPNO[ JVYULY I\[ JHU IL YLKLZPNULK [V PUJS\KL KPHSVN\L KYP]LU
triggers, see for example the physical diary by Mols & Markopoulos (2012), the redesign
is indicated in Figure 6.6. Thirdly, the two dimensions illustrate opportunities within the
design space. The visualisation of the design space (Figure 6.6) for instance triggered the
X\LZ[PVUOV^^LTPNO[KLZPNUMVYL_WYLZZPVUKYP]LU[YPNNLYPUN;OPZSLHK[V[OLPKLHVMH
'ThoughtsCanvas': an empty canvas that triggers to express, but fades after a night sleep,
leaving no trace. In this way, the entry cannot be revisited and the trigger remains open,
which positions the concept in the top left corner.

-PN\YL+LZPNUZWHJLOPNOSPNO[PUNHKKP[PVUHSÄUKPUNZVMV\YL_WSVYH[PVUPUKV[[LKSPULZ!
describing an additional strategy (1), identifying opportunities for design (2)
and positioning a redesign (3).
* DearDiary concept described in Mols & Markopoulos (2012)
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6.6 Discussion
We have presented this design space as inspiration and guide, giving direction to potential
M\[\YL^VYRVUZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OHTVYLOVSPZ[PJHUKVWLUHWWYVHJO
Concepts were generated iteratively, with different people involved in different phases. Iterations have shaped the design space, as have our discussions and analysis. From a critical
perspective, we should recognise that most of the involved researchers have been involved
PUHYLÅLJ[PVUKYP]LULK\JH[PVUHSZ`Z[LTHUK[OLYLMVYLHSSOH]LX\P[LHYLÅLJ[P]LH[[P[\KL
Therefore, similar to (Baumer et al., 2014) our work is based on the premises that people
ILULÄ[MYVTYLÅLJ[PVUHUKMVJ\ZLKVUWLVWSL^PSSPUN[VLUNHNLPUYLÅLJ[PVU>LKVUV[
focus on a persuasive approach, but rather focus on empowering people who have a desire
[VYLÅLJ[TVYLVM[LUI\[^OVJV\SK\ZLZ\WWVY[[VKVZV
We have built upon work by (Baumer, 2015, Baumer et al., 2014, Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010,
;JOL[HNUP 5RHTIV\  )V\YKLH\  [V WYV]PKL ZWLJPÄJ KPTLUZPVUZ HPTPUN [V NP]L
more direct suggestions for design. We believe the design space and the dimensions con[YPI\[L[V[OLL_PZ[PUNIVK`VMRUV^SLKNLVUKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUI`WYV]PKPUNHSHUN\HNL
to describe concepts and to specify clear directions for design. Others have also described
JVTTVU HWWYVHJOLZ [V Z\WWVY[ YLÅLJ[PVU -VY L_HTWSL JSHZZPÄLK I` SL]LS VM YLÅLJ[PVU
-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJRVYHJYVZZKPTLUZPVUZVMIYLHRKV^UPUX\PY`HUK[YHUZMVYTH[PVU
(Baumer et al., 2014). Both these approaches are primarily focussed on characteristics of
[OLYLÅLJ[PVU0UZ[LHKV\YKPTLUZPVUZHYLVUHKLZPNUSL]LSKLZJYPIPUN[OLZ[YH[LNPLZHUK
roles on a system level. We therefore believe this space to be easier to translate to design.
;OLHWWYVHJOLZKLZJYPILKPU[OLHMVYLTLU[PVULKJSHZZPÄJH[PVUZJHUILLHZPS`THWWLK[V
our space to allow for further comparison. For example, Fleck & Fitzpatrick (201) describe
a possibility for technology to be a “tool through which knowledge and experience is recorded” (p.219), which we describe in our capturing role. They also explain how technology
JHU WYVTW[ MVY L_WSHUH[PVU HUK HZR YLÅLJ[P]L X\LZ[PVUZ ^OPJO PU V\Y KPTLUZPVUZ JHU
ILJSHZZPÄLKHZHZ`Z[LTHKVW[PUNH[YPNNLYPUNHUKZ\WWVY[PUNYVSL^P[OHKPHSVN\LKYP]LU
strategy.
(S[OV\NO ^L OH]L Z[YP]LK [V THRL IV[O KPTLUZPVUZ Z[YH[LNPLZ HUK YVSLZ HZ ZWLJPÄJ HZ
possible, they are still on a conceptual level. The design space is not a bounded problem
space, but rather describes a complex context in which we pose interventions (Baumer,
^OPJOJHUOLSW\Z[VIL[[LY\UKLYZ[HUKYLÅLJ[PVUP[ZLSM;OL]HS\LVM[OLZLJVUJLW[Z
can only become clear in use, through a process of meaning making, the concepts have
been designed to allow for multiple meanings (Sengers & Gaver, 2006). However, this also
TLHUZ[OH[PU\ZL[OL`TPNO[IL\ZLKTVYLWYHNTH[PJHSS`VYM\UJ[PVUHSYH[OLY[OHUYLÅLJ-
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[P]L 6US` SVUN[LYT L]HS\H[PVUZ PU YLHS JVU[L_[Z JHU \UJV]LY [OL YLÅLJ[P]L WV[LU[PHS VM
these concepts.
(S[OV\NO^LILSPL]LV\YKPTLUZPVUZJHUIL\ZLM\SMVYHU`[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LZWLJPÄJHSS`
HPTH[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUMVJ\ZPUNVUPUZPNO[YH[OLY[OHUILOH]PV\YJOHUNLVYZRPSSKL]LSVWTLU[>LYL]PL^[OLJVUJLW[ZHUK[OLPY\UPX\LHZWLJ[ZPUJVTWHYPZVU[VL_PZ[PUN
JVUJLW[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUOPNOSPNO[PUN[OYLL[OLTLZ[OH[HYLZWLJPÄJHSS`PTWVY[HU[MVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU!OVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVUVWLULUKLKKLZPNUHUKPU[LNYH[PVUPU[VL]LY`KH`SPML

+ROLVWLF5HÁHFWLRQ
>L ZL[ V\[ [V KLZPNU MVY L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU ^OPJO ^L KLÄUL HZ “Considering and
analysing past, present and future experiences in order to (re-)assess our thoughts, beliefs,
feelings, and actions regarding ones everyday life.” (see Section 2.2, p.37, for an elaborate
KPZJ\ZZPVUVM[OPZKLÄUP[PVU;OLYLMVYLTVZ[VMV\YJVUJLW[ZKVUV[MVJ\ZVUHZWLJPÄJ
ILOH]PV\YVYKVTHPU>LZLL[OLIPNNLZ[ILULÄ[MVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPUOV^KPMMLYLU[
experiences, life aspects or domains can be connected and compared. Such more holistic
YLÅLJ[PVUOHZ[OLWV[LU[PHS[VJYLH[LKLLWLYPUZPNO[ZZ\JOHZOV^WLYZVUHSSPMLHUK^VYR
PU[LYHJ[VYOV^WHZ[L_WLYPLUJLZPUÅ\LUJLJ\YYLU[YLZWVUZLZ[VZVJPHS[YPNNLYZ>LZLL[OH[
[OL KLZPNUZ Z\WWVY[ Z\JO OVSPZ[PJ YLÅLJ[PVU PU KPMMLYLU[ ^H`Z -VY L_HTWSL I` WYV]PKPUN
only an opportunity trigger (MirrorMirror) or by focussing on an emotional level (MixedETV[PVUZ>OLUZWLJPÄJJVU[LU[PZ\ZLKYVVTMVYPU[LYWYL[H[PVUPZJYLH[LK[VHSSV^MVYT\Stiple aspects to still be involved. For example, by combining different data but presenting
it in an ambiguous way to leave the interpretation up to the user (in Datazen) or by forcing
to compare elements within a diverse set of photos, stimulating to look for similarities and
differences on more abstract levels (OddOneOut). Through these mechanisms, we believe
HIYVHKZWLJ[Y\TVM[OV\NO[ZILSPLMZMLLSPUNZHUKHJ[PVUZJHUILYLÅLJ[LK\WVU[O\ZZ[Pmulating to approach it more holistically.

Open-ended Design
)LJH\ZL VM [OL WLYZVUHS HUK OVSPZ[PJ UH[\YL VM L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU KLZPNUPUN MVY P[
should be approached with a high degree of openness. As explained in our approach
:LJ[PVUW^LZL[V\[[VKLZPNUMVYVWLULUKLKYLÅLJ[PVU;OLUV[PVUVMVWLU
LUKLKKLZPNUILJHTLTVYLZWLJPÄJPUYL]PL^PUNV\YJVUJLW[ZHUK[OLKLZPNUZWHJLPU[OPZ
exploration. Most of our concepts have in common that they are open-ended in both topic
and process. Systems primarily provide direction or opportunity triggers, leaving room for
PU[LYWYL[H[PVU;OLJVUJLW[ZKVUV[WYLZJYPILHZWLJPÄJZL[VMZ[LWZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUI\[HKVW[
HTVYLVWLUHUKÅL_PISLHWWYVHJO,RLILYNO:[PSSZVTLZ`Z[LTZLZWLJPHSS`[OVZL
adopting a supporting role, incorporate multiple steps, for example by exploring different
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views or layers. These supportive steps are still presented in an open-way, allowing to be
performed in different ways.
There are different levels on which a system can be open to interpretation (Sengers & Gaver,
2016), more elaborately described in Section 1.6, on p. 17. In this design space, concepts
HYL WYPTHYPS` VWLU VU [OL ºTPKKSL SL]LS» JYLH[PUN YVVT MVY PU[LYWYL[H[PVU OV^ H Z`Z[LT
YLSH[LZ[VWLVWSL»ZSPML>OH[HJ[P]P[PLZPZP[HWWYVWYPH[LMVY&(UK^OH[YVSLJHUP[WSH`PUVUL»Z
SPML&;OLNHTLVM6KK6UL6\[MVYPUZ[HUJLOHZUVZWLJPÄJNVHSHUKP[ZTLHUPUNVYILULÄ[Z
can only be interpreted through use. Another aspect of open-ended is the opportunity for
personal appropriation. The Balance concept is an example that can be easily appropriated
to use for different types of life balances (positive & negative, work & leisure). Designing
open-ended systems supports both appropriation in terms of content and in terms of integration into everyday life, discussed below.

,QWHJUDWLQJ5HÁHFWLRQLQWR(YHU\GD\OLIH
9LÅLJ[PVU YLX\PYLZ [PTL Z[Y\J[\YL HUK LUJV\YHNLTLU[ -SLJR  -P[aWH[YPJR  -VY
systems to contribute to these elements, they need to be integrated into everyday life. For
L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[V[Y\S`PTWYV]LYLÅLJ[PVUP[ULLKZ[VILJVTLHOHIP[HKVW[LKV]LY
HSVUNWLYPVKVM[PTL0U[LNYH[PUNZ`Z[LTZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPU[VL]LY`KH`SPMLPUHTLHUPUNM\S
way is very challenging. Echo (Isaacs et al., 2013) for example is a concept strong in all
roles of triggering, supporting and capturing, however it is less integrated in everyday life.
Echo triggers at random moments, which leads to surprising entries, but can also be disY\W[P]L;OLYLHYLTHU`TVTLU[ZK\YPUN[OLKH`^OLU[OLYLZV\YJLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU[PTL
mental effort, isolation) are not available. Allowing for better integration into everyday life
can be done in several ways.
Everyday Life Rituals
9LÅLJ[PVUYLX\PYLZ[PTLHUKH[[LU[PVUHUK[OLZRPSS[VYLÅLJ[KL]LSVWZV]LY[PTL*VUJLW[Z
Z\JOHZ)HSHUJLYLJVNUPZL[OPZHUKHPT[VJYLH[LHUL^YP[\HSMVYKHPS`YLÅLJ[PVU^P[OH
Ä_LKSVJH[PVUHUK[PTPUNMVYPUZ[HUJL^OLUJVTPUNOVTL6[OLYJVUJLW[ZPU[LNYH[LYLÅLJ[PVUPUJ\YYLU[L]LY`KH`SPMLYP[\HSZ4PYYVY4PYYVYYLK\JPUN[OLLMMVY[YLX\PYLK[VHKVW[[OL
UL^OHIP[0U6KK6UL6\[^LHKVW[HTVYLÅL_PISLHWWYVHJOHUKHPT[V¸SPNO[LU¹[OL
WYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUI`NHTLLSLTLU[Z
Layers
,UHISPUNLTILKKPUNYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPMLPZHSZVHJOPL]LKI`KLZPNUPUNMVY[OLKPMMLYLU[ ºSH`LYZ» VM YLÅLJ[PVU(Z KLZJYPILK I` -SLJR HUK -P[aWH[YPJR  HUK 2LTILY L[
HSYLÅLJ[PVUVU[OLKLLWLZ[SH`LYZHYLUV[HS^H`ZULJLZZHY`0UZ[LHKJVUJLW[ZJHU
Z\WWVY[ T\S[PWSL SH`LYZ I` HSSV^PUN MVY IV[O YLÅLJ[P]L KLZJYPW[PVUZ VY JVTWHYPZVU ÄYZ[
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SH`LYZHZ^LSSHZTVYLJYP[PJHSVY[YHUZMVYTH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUVUHKLLWLYSH`LY-SLJR -P[apatrick, 2010). Such designs will allow for short moments of interaction as well as for
TVYL [PTLJVUZ\TPUN HUK KLSPILYH[L YLÅLJ[PVU MVY JYP[PJHS VY [YHUZMVYTH[P]L YLÅLJ[PVU
E.g. adding a note to the Balance concept is a small moment of insight, but reviewing past
balances and their potential pattern over time is on a deeper layer. Although interactive
Z`Z[LTZTPNO[ILTVZ[Z\P[HISL[VZ[PT\SH[LTVYLKLZJYPW[P]LSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVU-SLJR 
Fitzpatrick, 2010), we can combine these layers with different interaction styles to support
TVYLJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU
Social Roles
0UV\YKLZPNUZWHJL^LMVJ\ZLKVUZ`Z[LTZ[OH[[HRL[OLYVSLVMHYLÅLJ[P]LWHY[ULYHSSV^PUN
users to engage with a dialogue with themselves (Brown, 2009). However, we could also
PTHNPULZ`Z[LTZ[OH[TLKPH[LVYZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU^P[OHWHY[ULY(S[OV\NOUV[L_WSPJP[S`
KLZPNULKMVY[OPZW\YWVZLZL]LYHSJVUJLW[ZJHUZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVU[OYV\NO
their presence in the home environment. The presence of another person can encourage
[VNP]LQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUVYL_WSHUH[PVUVM[OLZ`Z[LTVYTLKPH-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR;OL
abstract representation in concepts such as LifeTree or Balance allow for responses from
close ones when meaning is shared. E.g. partners living together can start a conversation if they see much has been added to the Balance. One could even use such a system
[VNL[OLYYH[OLY[OHUPUKP]PK\HSS`([[OLZHTL[PTL)HSHUJL[HRLZ[OLWYP]HJ`VMYLÅLJ[PVU
into account, for people not informed about the meaning, it remains an abstract sculpture.
0UJS\KPUNPU[PTH[LV[OLYZPU[OLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUJHUZ\WWVY[PU[LNYH[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUPU[V
everyday life.

6.7 Conclusion
0U[OPZJOHW[LY^LOH]LKLZJYPILKV\YZLJVUKKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUPU[VYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`
life. We have explored a broader design space by developing concepts and analysing their
roles.
)HZLKVUV\YYL]PL^VMSP[LYH[\YL^LMV\UK[OYLLTVZ[JVTTVUZ[YH[LNPLZ[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJtion, from a range of domains. The different strategies, dialogue driven, information driven
and expression driven can all be supported by interactive systems. However, most of these
KYP]LZVM[LUWYV]PKLH]LY`ZWLJPÄJZJVWL![OLPUMVYTH[PVUVYKPHSVNPJX\LZ[PVUZHYLMVJ\ZZLKVUHZWLJPÄJ[VWPJVYZ[LLY[V^HYKZHJLY[HPUJVUJS\ZPVULN[V^HSRTVYL0UZ[LHK^L
HYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUOV^[OLZLKYP]LZJHUIL\ZLKMVYTVYLOVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVU0UV\YJVUJLW[Z
HOPNOLYKLNYLLVMVWLUULZZPZZLL[OH[HSSV^Z[VJVUULJ[T\S[PWSLHYLHZVMYLÅLJ[PVU(
fourth drive was added to our space, based on our concepts, that suits this openness espe-
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JPHSS` ^LSS>P[O LU]PYVUTLU[ KYP]LU YLÅLJ[PVU ^L KLZJYPIL H U\TILY VM JVUJLW[Z [OH[
JYLH[LHTL[HWOVYPJHSVYWO`ZPJHSLU]PYVUTLU[PU^OPJOYLÅLJ[PVUJHUVJJ\Y
Based on our conceptual work, we have found that concepts can generally take three different roles: triggering, supporting and capturing. When a concept provides a trigger, this can
WYV]PKLHZWLJPÄJ[VWPJJVU[LU[[YPNNLYI\[MVYHTVYLVWLULUKLKZ`Z[LT[OPZTPNO[IL
subtler (direction trigger) or completely open (opportunity trigger). By combining strategies
and roles, a design space is illustrated across these two dimensions. This space provides a
more detailed and design-focused way to classify existing designs and to provide direction
[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU
We believe the design space and its dimensions can be used for different areas of design for
YLÅLJ[PVU>P[OPUV\YZWLJPÄJZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^LOPNOSPNO[[OH[V\YJVUJLW[ZPSS\Z[YH[LOV^[VKLZPNUMVYTVYLOVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVUOV^[VJYLH[LVWLULUKLKKLZPNUZ
and how to design for integration into everyday life. We identity different ways to design for
integration into everyday life through presence in the home, connection to rituals, the use
of social roles and layered interaction. We will further explore this integration in Chapter 7.
6\YÄYZ[KLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUMVJ\ZLKZWLJPÄJHSS`VUHIZ[YHJ[]PZ\HSTLKPH0U[OPZZLJVUK
exploration, we took a broader approach and only a number of our concepts focus on
media creation and retrieval. For our third exploration (Chapter 7), we select three concepts
MYVT[OLKLZPNUZWHJL[OH[PUJS\KLTLKPHJYLH[PVU[VÄ[^P[OV\YZWLJPÄJYLZLHYJOHPTZ
(KKP[PVUHSS` [OL [OYLL [OLTLZ IYV\NO[ MVY^HYK PU [OPZ ZWHJL HYL JLU[YHS PU [OL ÄLSKL_ploration of the concepts in our third exploration. We use these concepts to compare how
KPMMLYLU[YVSLZYLSH[L[VVWLULUKLKYLÅLJ[PVU[VL_WSVYLOVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OTLKPHHUK
[V]HSPKH[L[OLPU[LNYH[PVUVMJVUJLW[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPU[VL]LY`KH`SPML
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Partially (Section 7.2 and 7.3) based on:
Ine Mols, Elise van den Hoven, and Berry Eggen (2017), Balance, Cogito and Dott: ExploYPUN4LKPH4VKHSP[PLZMVY,]LY`KH`SPML9LÅLJ[PVU. In Proceedings of the Eleventh Interna[PVUHS*VUMLYLUJLVU;HUNPISL,TILKKLKHUK,TIVKPLK0U[LYHJ[PVU;,0º(*45L^
York, NY, USA, 427-433. DOI: O[[WZ!KVPVYN   

7
Abstract

Balance, Cogito & Dott:
0HGLDWHG5HÁHFWLRQ

0U[OPZJOHW[LY^LL_WSVYLTLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NO
the design and deployment of three concepts. In contrast to pre]HSLU[YLÅLJ[P]LHWWYVHJOLZ[OH[HYLIHZLKVUZ`Z[LTJVSSLJ[LK
data, we explore how user-created media can support personal
YLÅLJ[PVU>LMVJ\ZV\YKLZPNUZHUKL]HS\H[PVUVU[OL]HS\LVM
open-endedness and the integration into everyday habits and
routines. Three concepts were developed, focusing on different
modalities: Dott uses visual media, Cogito uses text and Balance
uses audio. We evaluate these concepts in an in-the-wild study
that is both explorative and comparative. By discussing the
similarities and differences with participants, we found that the
JVUJLW[Z Z[PT\SH[LK PU[LNYH[PUN YLÅLJ[PVU PU L]LY`KH` OHIP[Z
although not through the scenarios that inspired the concepts.
>LKPZJ\ZZ^OH[JVUZ[P[\[LZNVVKVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYLÅLJ[PVUHUK
how triggers can be used. Secondly, we discuss how different
JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ VM YLÅLJ[PVU ^LYL PUÅ\LUJLK PUJS\KPUN JVU[Pnuation, temporal dimension and especially depth. We conJS\KL[OLJOHW[LY^P[OHKPZJ\ZZPVUVMV\YÄUKPUNZ!OPNOSPNO[PUN
the value of media creation, the importance of the domestic
context, the different phases of open-ended use and the oppor[\UP[PLZ[VYLHJOKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVU
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7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have described a conceptual design space with twelve concepts. To go beyond their conceptual contribution, we wanted to evaluate a selection of
[OLZL JVUJLW[Z ^P[O \ZLYZ 0U [OPZ JOHW[LY ^L WYLZLU[ [OL KLZPNU HUK ÄLSK L_WSVYH[PVU
VM [OYLL JVUJLW[Z [V Z\WWVY[ L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU>P[O [OLZL JVUJLW[Z ^L JVTWHYL
three different media types: visual media with Dott, textual media with Cogito and auditory media with Balance. We choose to explore this subject by doing a comparative study,
where the participants actively take part in comparing the designs. By exploring these conJLW[ZPU[OL^PSK^LHYLHISL[VJVTWHYLOV^[OL`HMMLJ[[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMYLÅLJ[PVU
HUKL_WSVYL^OL[OLYHUKOV^TLKPH_Z\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILPU[LNYH[LKPU[VL]LY`KH`
life. In the following sections, we discuss our design process and the three concepts in
KL[HPS;OLZLJVUJLW[ZHYLIHZLKVUV\Y[OLVYL[PJHS\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZKLZJYPILKPU*OHW[LYHUKVU[OLLTWPYPJHS\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZHZ
described in Chapter 5. The resulting three concepts are implemented and evaluated. Our
results are based on in-depth interviews, that were conducted on each concept individually
HUKPUHJVTWHYH[P]L^H`>LWYLZLU[V\YÄUKPUNZPU[^VZLJ[PVUZ![OLÄYZ[KLZJYPIPUNOV^
[OLKLZPNUZZ\WWVY[[OLPU[LNYH[PVUVMYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZPUL]LY`KH`SPMLHUK[OLZLJVUK
MVJ\ZZPUNVUOV^[OLKLZPNUZTLKPH[LYLÅLJ[PVU>LLUK[OPZJOHW[LY^P[OHKPZJ\ZZPVUVM
several of the design elements and their impact.

Concepts for a Comparative Explorative Study
This study uses a comparative explorative approach. By testing three concepts, we aim to
L_WSVYL[OLLMMLJ[ZVMTLKPHTVKHSP[`HUKPU[LYHJ[PVUVU[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMYLÅLJ[PVU
We take an in-the-wild approach, deploying the devices at the homes of people over a
longer period of time (Rogers & Marshall, 2017). Rather than the comparison taking place
post-hoc by the researchers, the participants are actively involved in the comparison during
[OLÄUHSPU[LY]PL^
Traditionally, comparative (lab)studies compare conditions or designs that differ on a single
]HYPHISL:\JOHºJVU[YVSSLK»JVTWHYPZVUPZZVTL[PTLZHSZVPTWSLTLU[LKPUHWYV[V[`WLHUK
deployed in the wild. Isaacs et al. (2013), for example, explored the difference between
YLJVYKPUN HUK YLÅLJ[P]L TVKL VM [OL QV\YUHSPUN HWW ,JOVLZ 0ZHHJZ L[ HS  6[OLY
examples include variations in algorithms and interfaces, without changing the concept in
itself (e.g. the Smart thermostat in [Alan et al., 2016]) or varying multiple interaction characteristics (e.g. light interaction in [Werff et al., 2017]). In our case, the primary variable is
media modality, but in contrast to traditional approaches, this difference is merely the starting point. Each variation is designed to be a valuable concept in its own right. To allow for
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comparison, several constraints were set, important differences evolved during the design
process. Both the constraints and differences will be discussed in Section 7.2.

0HGLDVXSSRUWHGUHÁHFWLRQ
>LHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPUL_WSVYPUNTLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUHZTLKPHZ`Z[LTZJHU[HRLHSS
[OLYVSLZKPZJ\ZZLKPU*OHW[LY![OL`JHU[YPNNLYZ\WWVY[HZ^LSSHZJHW[\YLYLÅLJ[PVU0U
*OHW[LY^LJS\Z[LYLKHU\TILYVMKLZPNUL_HTWSLZIHZLKVUZWLJPÄJKLZPNUJOHYHJ[Lristics that have been inspirational to all our work, such as presence, re-interpretation and
creative creation.
-VY[OLKLZPNUVMTLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUZ`Z[LTZ^L^LYLPUZWPYLKI`KPMMLYLU[[`WLZVM
TLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU)HZLKVU[OLL_[LUZP]LOPZ[VY`VM^YP[[LUHJJV\U[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU6»:\Slivan, 2005) we wanted to include textual media. Similar to our work, others have explored
OV^[L_[IHZLKHWWSPJH[PVUZJHUZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUHUVWLULUKLK^H`I`UV[YLZ[YPJ[PUN
the topics or scope (Cheng et al., 2011; Isaacs et al., 2013). Similar open-ended possibilities are also seen in the use of visual media, which is more often studied for remembering
=HUKLU/V]LU:HZ >OP[[HRLY;V\ZL]PZ\HSZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^L^LYLPUZWPYLK[V
\ZLHOPNOLYSL]LSVMHIZ[YHJ[PVUHZZ\JOHTIPN\P[`JV\SKZWHYRYLÅLJ[PVU.H]LY)LH]LY
& Benford, 2003). The design of Context Photography, for example, captures everyday
experiences in an abstract and surprising way, enabling to capture a personal perspective
/rRHUZZVUL[HS"3Q\UNISHKL[HS;OPZPUZWPYLK\Z[VSVVRH[]PZ\HSHIZ[YHJ[PVUHZHMVYTVMYLÅLJ[P]LL_WYLZZP]P[`9L]PL^PUNZ\JOHIZ[YHJ[]PZ\HSZJYLH[LZYVVTMVY
interpretation (Gaver, Beaver & Benford, 2003). We saw similar possibilities in the use of
audio recordings, as it has been found that hearing such recordings involves a process of
“unravelling” to interpret their context and meaning (Olkesik & Brown, 2008).

7.2 Designing Balance, Cogito & Dott
The designs of the three concepts play a crucial role in this study. In this section, we describe the overall approach and design process. The set of concepts described in Chapter
MVYTZ[OLZ[HY[PUNWVPU[VMV\YKLZPNUWYVJLZZ-VY[OPZZ[\K`^LHYLZWLJPÄJHSS`PU[LYLsted in concepts that use different types of media, forming our primary selection criteria.
Secondly, we base our selection on a number of the photo-scenarios from Chapter 5. We
OH]LJOVZLU[V\ZL[OLZJLUHYPVZ9L[OPURPUN*VTT\[LY7H\ZPUN[OLKH`HUK9LÅLJ[P]L
*VU]LYZH[PVU>LZH^JVUULJ[PVUZIL[^LLU[OLZLZJLUHYPVZHUKZWLJPÄJJVUJLW[Z^P[OPU
the space. Below, we will illustrate for each of the three concepts, how the scenario inspired
ZWLJPÄJKLZPNUHKQ\Z[TLU[Z0UHZLWHYH[LZLJ[PVU^LKLZJYPIL[OLÄUHSKLZPNUZHUK
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prototypes. This provides a clearer overview of the three concepts as they were evaluated
and provides us with additional opportunity to highlight some of the design rationale. In
other words, this section focusses on the process of designing, the next one on the resulting
designs.

Constraints in the design process
Developing the three concepts starts from their difference in media modality. We formulate
a number of constraints in the design process to make the concepts more suitable for comparison. Firstly, we focus our designs on supportingPUKP]PK\HSYLÅLJ[PVU As was found in
*OHW[LYYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILIV[OHZVJPHSHUKHUPUKP]PK\HSWYVJLZZ>L^HU[LK[VMVJ\Z
V\YKLZPNUZVUPUKP]PK\HSYLÅLJ[PVUHZ^LILSPL]LTVYLZ\WWVY[TPNO[ILULLKLKPU[OPZ
WYVJLZZ 0UKP]PK\HS YLÅLJ[PVU JHU IL LZWLJPHSS` JOHSSLUNPUN HUK ZVSP[HY` TVTLU[Z ZWLUK
in contemplation are becoming more rare (Carr, 2011; Diefenbach & Borrmann, 2019).
/V^L]LYVULVM[OLJVUJLW[Z^HZPUZWPYLKI`[OLZJLUHYPVVMYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVUZLL
ZLJ[PVUVUº+LZPNUPUN+V[[»;VHSSV^MVYHTVYLLX\HSJVTWHYPZVUIL[^LLUJVUJLW[Z^L
MVJ\ZZLK[OLL]HS\H[PVUVM[OPZKLZPNUVU[OLPTWHJ[P[OHKVUHUPUKP]PK\HS»ZYLÅLJ[PVU
The second constraint is a focus on home use. We choose for all concepts to have a focal
point in the home and incorporating elements of tangible interaction through dedicated
devices. However, part of the creation can occur on mobiles for easy access, with the
WV[LU[PHSMVYºVU[OLNV»\ZL;OL[OPYKJVUZ[YHPU[PUJVUJLW[KL]LSVWTLU[KL[LYTPULZ[OH[
each concept includes both media creation and media retrieval. Both processes can stiT\SH[L YLÅLJ[PVU PU HU VWLULUKLK ^H` 7LVWSL HYL MYLL [V JYLH[L TLKPH VU HU` [VWPJ
[OV\NO[VYMLLSPUN;OLZ`Z[LTZWYV]PKLUVZ[LLYPUNX\LZ[PVUZI\[TLYLS`HUVWWVY[\UP[`
MVYYLÅLJ[P]LTLKPHJYLH[PVU-PUHSS`[OLJVUJLW[ZHYLKLZPNULK[VOH]LH low threshold for
interaction.;OLPU[LYHJ[PVUZHYLPU[LUKLK[VILSPNO[^LPNO[X\PJRHUKLHZPS`PU[LNYH[LKPU
current daily habits and routines.

Designing Balance
We choose the scenario Rethinking Commuter (Chapter 5, p.134) for further exploration
(see Appendix 6), but decided not to add any interaction to the moment of commuting itself.
Both in a car and on a bike, such interaction could easily be too distracting. Instead, we
consider the moment of coming home as an ideal moment to introduce a design. For many
people, the commute was seen as a mental transition from work into home life. We want
[VPU[YVK\JLHKLZPNU[OH[JHUOLSW^YHWWPUN\W[OPZYLÅLJ[PVU;OLJVUJLW[º)HSHUJL»PZ
suitable to be adjusted to this scenario (see Figure 7.1, top). The externalisation (recording)
VMZWVRLU[OV\NO[ZÄ[Z^LSS^P[O^YHWWPUN\WHYLÅLJ[PVUHUK[OLPU[LYHJ[PVUJHUILZOVY[
HUK[O\ZZ\P[HISLMVY[OLTVTLU[VMJVTPUNOVTL;OLKLZPNUVM)HSHUJLYLX\PYLKSP[[SL
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adjustment and remained closest to its original design (as introduced in Chapter 6, p.154).
Balance would be positioned in a clearly visible location, ideally in the hallway or close
to where people enter their home. We focus on recording spoken messages, although the
concept initially also included recording environmental sounds with a mobile phone. With
these messages, symbolic weight was added to the different sides. We explored different
possibilities, for example by adding physical tokens (see Figure 7.1, middle), but choose to
implement a tap interaction instead. This allows incorporating a dynamic process in which
the balance would be restored over time, which would be more challenging with physical
tokens. Finally, we considered different options to replay past entries. The original design
used a scrolling wheel to scan through messages chronologically. Instead, inspired by the

An abstract object, inspired by a balance,
is used to save recordings on two sides,
representing opposite aspects of life,
e.g. positive and negative, or work and
home. Each data entry adds weight to
one of the sides. By turning a ring on the
base, past entries can be replayed.

Figure 7.1 Development of the Balance design.
Top: original concept description from design space (Chapter 6). Middle: exploratory
sketches. Bottom: early prototypes of the Balance concept.
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ZJLUHYPV^LJVUZPKLYLK^OH[^V\SKILHMHZ[^H`[VWSH`HTLZZHNLHZ[YPNNLYMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
on the way out. We therefore choose to implement a random replay function on each side.

Designing Cogito
>LJOVVZL[VI\PSK\WVU[OLZJLUHYPVº7H\ZPUN[OL+H`ZLL*OHW[LYWHZP[ZLLTZ
H Z\P[HISL TVTLU[ [V PU[YVK\JL H YLÅLJ[P]L PU[LYHJ[PVU (KKP[PVUHSS` ^L JVTIPULK [OPZ
^P[OPUZWPYH[PVUMYVTHZLJVUKZJLUHYPV[OL¸4PUP4VTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOV\[[OL
day”. Based on the study described in Chapter 5, we formulated this scenario to represent
[OLZTHSSLZ[PUZ[HUJLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPMLIYPLMTVTLU[Z^P[OZTHSSYLHSPZH[PVUZ
throughout the day (see Chapter 5, p.129). Combining these two scenarios allows for small
moments of creation and more elaborate moments of media retrieval.

Getting to the core of a problem can help
us gain insight. On each segment of PeelAway an aspect or thought can be written
and peeled off, stimulating to write down
underlying aspects and explore underlying
thoughts or assumptions, resulting in more
JYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU

Figure 7.2 Development of the Cogito design.
Top: original concept description ‘PeelAway’ from design space (Chapter 6).
Middle: exploratory sketches.
Bottom: early prototype of the Cogito design.
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>LJVUULJ[LK[OPZZJLUHYPV[V[OLJVUJLW[º7LLS(^H`»MYVT[OLKLZPNUZWHJL-PN\YL
top, see also Chapter 6, p.156), focussing on textual media. This concept appealed to us for
[OLLTIVKPTLU[VMVWLUPUN\WVY\UJV]LYPUNOPKKLUSH`LYZ;OLº7H\ZL[OL+H`»ZJLUHYPV
connects well with reading such messages, which typically takes time. Inspired by the small
moments, we intent messages to be send to the device during the day.
We explored different ways for messages to be brought together. We found it interesting
[V ÄUK H ^H` [V W\[ [VNL[OLY T\S[PWSL TLZZHNLZ ^OPJO ^V\SK HSSV^ MVY JVTIPUPUN HUK
JVTWHYPUNHUPTWVY[HU[WYVJLZZ^P[OPUYLÅLJ[PVU:[H\KPUNLYZ\JOHZSVVRPUNMVY
common themes or change over time. Three messages would be an ideal number for this,
as it allows looking for ways in which two of the messages are more similar than the other.
This eventually lead to the pyramid shape of Cogito (see sketches in Figure 7.2). Because the
ZJLUHYPVº7H\ZPUN[OL+H`»VM[LU[HRLZWSHJLPUJVTTVUHYLHZ^P[OPU[OLOVTL^LKLZPNned Cogito in such a way that messages would be hidden. At the same time, we wanted
the concept to provide peripheral triggers that could stimulate picking up the device during
[OLZLºWH\ZLZ»>L[OLYLMVYLPUJVYWVYH[LKHYPTVMSPNO[[OH[JV\SKWYV]PKLMLLKIHJRZLL
full design rationale on p. 178).

Designing Dott
-PUHSS`^LJOVVZL[OLZJLUHYPV9LÅLJ[P]L*VU]LYZH[PVUMVYM\Y[OLYL_WSVYH[PVUZLL-PN\YL
7.6), especially because we believe it is a very common scenario. Visual media could be a
suitable match for the conversation scenario, as it allows multiple people to discuss what
is visualised. What interests us in the Lifetree concept (see Figure 7.3 top, p. 174) is the
potential of an art piece in the home, serving as a conversation starter, but safeguarding
privacy through abstraction.
>LJOHUNLK[OLJVUJLW[X\P[LZPNUPÄJHU[S`TVZ[VMHSSI`JOHUNPUN[OLZV\YJLVM[OL]PZ\HS
to be personal photos. This enables users to take a more active role in the creation of media.
:LJVUKS` P[ HSSV^Z MVY TVYL WLYZVUHS L_WYLZZPVU ^OPJO ^L ILSPL]L [V IL ILULÄJPHS MVY
YLÅLJ[PVU+PMMLYLU[WVZZPIPSP[PLZ[VH\[VTH[PJHSS`NLULYH[LHIZ[YHJ[TLKPHIHZLKVUWLYZVnal photos were compared (see Figure 7.3 middle, p. 174). We choose to allow for including
1-3 photos, which enables combining multiple events or multiple instances of a similar
event (inspired by the dinner visuals, as seen in Chapter 5).
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A beautiful piece of art on the wall in your house, with a
hidden meaning. As the patterns represent patterns in your
life, visualising activity, social engagement, stress and health.
At the same time, it functions as a more peripheral trigger for
YLÅLJ[PVU^P[OV\[PU]HKPUN`V\YWYP]HJ`

Figure 7.3 Design process of the Dott design. Top: original concept description from
design space (Chapter 6) on abstract art titled ‘LifeTree’. Middle: explorations of digitally
generated visualisations based on a set of photos seen on the left.
Bottom: New visualisations and early prototype of the Dott design.

7.3 Final Design Descriptions
In the previous section, we have described how the designs evolved, what aspects have
been explored and how they are connected to the different scenarios. Here, we focus on
describing the design as they have been implemented, describing the general design, interaction aspects and implementation for each.
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Design 1: Balance
With the design of Balance (see Figure 7.4) we explore the auditory modality. Balance is
a device in the home that uses tangible interaction to create personal voice memos. The
object has the shape of a balance, allowing recording messages on two opposing sides.
Initially Balance was focussed on recording positive and negative aspects about a day.
However, this mapping is not integrated in the design but left open to users. During the
L_WSHUH[PVU[OLPKLHVMVWWVZPUNTLHUPUNZPZPU[YVK\JLKHZL_HTWSLZWVZP[P]LULNH[P]L
VY^VYRWYP]H[LSPMLHYL\ZLK;OLVIQLJ[PZKLZPNULKHZHWYVTPULU[VIQLJ[PU[OLOVTL[V
function as an embodied trigger.
By tapping either side of Balance a 10 second audio segment is recorded. The more force
PZ\ZLK^OLU[HWWPUN[OLTVYLº^LPNO[»PZHKKLK[V[OLTLZZHNLHUK[V[OH[ZPKL(ZPMP[
were a scale, Balance moves to a tilted position as a result of the weights added. As such,
Balance represents the evaluative balance between two sides. One of our assumptions is
that it can stimulate to record something on the other side, providing a more diverse view
VMVUL»ZKH`4LKPHJHUILYLWSH`LKI`[V\JOPUNVULVM[OLZPKLZHYHUKVTYLJVYKPUNMYVT
that side will then be played.

Figure 7.4 Balance prototype in use
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Designed as an abstract sculpture
to represent the balance between
the two chosen aspects.
After 12 hours of inactivity the
Balance starts to slowly return
to its central positions.

Two force sensors used to
add 'weight' to a message,
sympolising importance.

Recordings with the integrated
mic last 10 seconds to lower
the threshold of recording and
to stimulate briefness.

A speaker is integrated
in the base.
LED-light to indicate active
recording. In the last second
the light blinks three times.

Touch sensors on each side can be
used to replay, a random message
from that side is then selected.

Figure 7.5 Balance prototype with important aspects of the design rationale.
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Design 2: Cogito
*VNP[VZLL-PN\YL\ZLZ[L_[[VZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVU<ZPUNYLN\SHY[L_[TLZZHNPUNZLY]Pces, a user can send short messages during the day, which the Cogito object receives. This
pyramid shape is positioned at home and can be opened up, displaying three messages.
Messages on each screen can be browsed to look for interesting combinations of messages
that spark new insight by comparing between or abstracting across messages. In the centre
of the pyramid an additional note-pad is placed to allow for hand-written notes during more
LSHIVYH[LYLÅLJ[PVU
0U[OLIV[[VTVM[OLW`YHTPKHYPTVMSPNO[PZPU[LNYH[LK[VJVTT\UPJH[L*VNP[V»ZZ[H[L>P[O
this light, we aim to stimulate both regular sending and reviewing messages, for which three
states are used. When the Cogito pyramid has not received messages in a long time (more
[OHUOV\YZ[OLKL]PJLPZJVUZPKLYLKºLTW[`»;OLSPNO[ZSV^S`NSV^ZZ\I[S`H[[YHJ[PUN
attention to send something. When Cogito has received many messages but these messaNLZOH]LUV[ILLUYL]PL^LK`L[[OLKL]PJLPZJVUZPKLYLKºM\SS»;OL*VNP[VW`YHTPK[OLU
attracts attention to be opened up by pulsating actively. If the device is regularly used for
both sending and reading, it does not need to attract extra attention, the light is simply on.
To review messages, the closed pyramid can be opened up manually, by unfolding its sides.
Internal screens show the most recent message and two random older messages. As the
screens are 16x2 character displays, longer messages use scrolling to be displayed, multiple
lines move across the screen automatically. Above each screen is a touch sensor to browse
messages. When browsing, a new message is chosen randomly.

Figure 7.6 Cogito Prototype in use.
Photo by Bart van Overbeeke Photography
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Warm woorden look to
blend into home environment.

Messages are typed on a phone
rather than on the object to
allow for on-the-go creation.

Rim of light to serve as a peripheral trigger.
Different light patterns are used to indicate
if the Cogito object is 'full' or 'empty'.

In closed modus, no media is
visible to protect privacy.

Three touch sensors, to
change message(randomly)
on corresponding display.
Notepad for
hand-written
YLÅLJ[PVU
stimulating a
different level
of thought.

Cogito object
displays three
messages, a good
number to compare
for similarities and
differences.

Figure 7.7 Cogito prototype with important aspects of the design rationale.
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Design 3: Dott
Dott consists of a mobile phone application and a connected photo frame (see Figure 7.9).
With the app, people can create abstract visualisations based on photos selected from the
WOVUL»ZNHSSLY`<ZLYZJHUZLSLJ[VUL[V[OYLLWPJ[\YLZ^OPJOMVYT[OLIHZPZVMHUHIZ[YHJ[
visual based on colours. A random selection of individual pixels is used to generate colourM\SKV[Z0U[OLYLZ\S[PUNHIZ[YHJ[]PZ\HSPZH[PVUZWLJPÄJLSLTLU[ZVMWOV[VZJHUUVSVUNLYIL
recognised. With this transformation, we aim for the media to represent both the event and
a personal perspective.
The app includes several parameters that can be adjusted to change the appearance of the
]PZ\HS;OLZL WHYHTL[LYZ HYL! THU`ML^ ZTHSSIPN HUK Z\I[SLIYPNO[ ,HJO [PTL [OL \ZLY
WYLZZLZºJYLH[L»H]PZ\HSPZH[PVU^P[O[OLZLSLJ[LKWHYHTL[LYZPZNLULYH[LK-PN\YLZOV^Z
L_HTWSLZVMKPMMLYLU[ZL[[PUNZ^P[O[OLZHTLZV\YJLWOV[V6US`^OLUWYLZZPUNºZH]LHUK
\WSVHK»[OLJ\YYLU[]PZ\HSPZH[PVUPZ\WSVHKLK[V[OLWOV[VMYHTL:WSP[[PUN[OLJYLH[PVUHUK
upload in two steps, allows for more creative exploration of different settings before a visual
is uploaded. The photo frame always displays the most recent visual and cannot be interacted with. Previous visuals can be browsed in the app.

Figure 7.8 Left: Dott interface. Right: Examples of Dott visuals with the same source image
(top) but different parameter settings (bottom).
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Wooden photoframe to make the
display look more like a domestic
art piece than a device.

Display always shows
most recent visual.

Abstract visuals maintain
WYP]HJ`VMYLÅLJ[P]LJVU[LU[
while being visible.

1-3 photos can be selected
to allow for combining
multiple events or
experiences into one visual.

App shows a preview of the
visual in creation. Visual
can be adjusted as long as
it is not uploaded yet.

Three parameters can
change the visuals:
ZPaLX\HU[P[`HUK
opacity of the dots.
The visual is uploaded to the photoframe when the 'save and upload'
button is pressed.

Figure 7.9 Dott prototype with important aspects of the design rationale.
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7.4 Method: Explorative Comparative Study
As described in the introduction of this chapter, we developed these concepts to conduct a
comparative explorative study. In Table 7.1, the three concepts and their main differences
are summarized. By testing three concepts, in the wild, we explore how the concepts can
be integrated into everyday life and how media modality and interaction affect characteYPZ[PJZVMYLÅLJ[PVU9H[OLY[OHUJVTWHYPUN[OLJVUJLW[ZWVZ[OVJI`[OLYLZLHYJOLYZ[OL
WHY[PJPWHU[ZHYLPU]VS]LKPU[OLJVTWHYPZVU[OYV\NOJVYLÅLJ[PVU

Balance

Cogito

Dott

Audio: personal voice mes-

Text: short messages sent

Visual: abstract visualisa-

sages recorded on one of

from a mobile phone are

tions generated based on

two opposing sides, adding

stored and displayed in the

photos and several para-

weight to that side.

Cogito pyramid.

meters

Mode of retrieval
If one of the sides is tapped, Media is retrieved by

Media is retrieved by

a random message from

opening Cogito, three mes-

looking at the Dott frame,

that side is played back.

sages are then displayed.

which always displays the
most recent visual.

Behaviour
When not used, Balance

A rim of light in the bottom

The Dott frame always

slowly returns to the central of the pyramid indicates

displays the most recent

position, in balance.

if the object is 'empty' or

visual, previous visuals can

'full'.

be seen in the app.

;HISL)YPLMZ\TTHY`VM[OL[OYLLJVUJLW[Z"MVYLHJOJVUJLW[[OLTLKPH[`WL
mode of retrieval and behaviour is explained.
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During the home study, each participant used all three concepts consecutively, each for
approximately two weeks. The order of the concepts was counter balanced, see Table 7.2
W  MVY [OL VYKLYZ>L ]PZP[LK LHJO WHY[PJPWHU[ MV\Y [PTLZ +\YPUN [OL ÄYZ[ ]PZP[ ^L
PU[LY]PL^LK [OL WHY[PJPWHU[ VU OPZOLY H[[P[\KL [V^HYKZ YLÅLJ[PVU HUK J\YYLU[ WYHJ[PJLZ
(M[LY [OPZ PU[LY]PL^ [OL ÄYZ[ JVUJLW[ ^HZ PUZ[HSSLK HUK L_WSHPULK;OL WHY[PJPWHU[Z ^LYL
PUZ[Y\J[LK[V\ZL[OLKL]PJLZ[V¸YLÅLJ[VU[OLPYL]LY`KH`SPMLL_WLYPLUJLZ¹:WLJPÄJPUZ[Y\J[PVUZVU^OH[Z\JOYLÅLJ[PVUTPNO[LU[HPSVY^OLUP[ZOV\SKILKVUL^LYLUV[NP]LU[VZ\P[
the open-ended nature of our designs. Further instructions included the interactions with
a device and how to respond in case of an error (see Appendix 7 for material). During the
second, third and fourth visit we started with a concept interview followed by installing
and explaining the next concept. During the fourth visit, the study was concluded with a
JVTWHYH[P]LPU[LY]PL^HIV\[[OLKPMMLYLUJLZPU\ZLYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[HUKL_WLYPLUJL\ZPUN
a number of comparative scales. Additionally, we discussed advantages and disadvantages
of each concept. The outline of all interviews, including the comparative scales, can be
found in Appendix 8. During the use of the concepts, media was primarily stored locally
(with the exception of Dott, which used cloud storage). During the interviews, all media
was transferred to a laptop for discussion. To ensure privacy, the media was not browsed by
the researcher directly, at any moment in the process. During the interviews, participants
^LYLHZRLK[VIYV^ZL[OLTLKPHHUKZOHYLZOV^ZWLJPÄJL_HTWSLZ[VKPZJ\ZZ-VY[OLZL
examples, additional consent was asked for saving and sharing them.

3DUWLFLSDQWV
For this explorative study, we choose to recruit six participants to explore each concept in
depth with each person. This number also allows us to counter-balance the order of conJLW[Z 7HY[PJPWHU[Z ^LYL YLJY\P[LK PU [^V ^H`Z 7HY[PJPWHU[Z MYVT [OL X\LZ[PVUUHPYL Z[\K`
(Chapter 5) who had indicated interest in future concepts were invited. Secondly, open
calls on social media platforms were used to attract new participants. With all interested
people a short intake interview over the phone was conducted, to see if participation is
possible. As the Dott concept is prototyped as an Android application, participants with an
Android phone were preferred. In two cases an Android phone was lent to a participant, for
[OPZJVUJLW[ZWLJPÄJHSS`(SSWHY[PJPWHU[ZYLJLP]LKHÁNPM[]V\JOLYHZJVTWLUZH[PVUMVY
potential costs of mobile services.
An overview of the six participants, including some general demographic information, is
given in table 7.2 (p. 185). Because the concepts were primarily designed for individual
use, the focus in the evaluation was on the individual even-though most participants shared
their household with one or multiple family members. Other members of the household
were not interviewed (in contrast to the evaluation of Ritual Camera (Chapter 4) which
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PU]VS]LKHSSHK\S[MHTPS`TLTILYZ+\YPUN[OLJVUJLW[PU[LY]PL^ZZVTLX\LZ[PVUZ^LYL
asked on how others responded to the concept.

Analysis
By visiting the users multiple times and interviewing them on each concept individually
as well as comparatively, we gathered rich descriptions of their experiences. Together, the
interviews accumulated 16.5 hours of recordings, which were transcribed for analysis. We
adopted thematic analysis with a primary open-coding approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
We started from the data and our coding scheme evolved over several iterations. In total,
this resulted in 2151 applied codes. Most segments had several codes associated to them,
including to which concept it referred. Codes were clustered into several themes (e.g.
.LULYHS<ZL9LÅLJ[PVU*OHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ0U[LNYH[PVUPU[V,]LY`KH`3PMLHUK^P[OHUP[LYH[P]L
approach, some of these themes were then split into sub-categories. For example, 69 segTLU[Z^LYLJVKLKHZYLSH[PUN[VHº[YPNNLY»[OPZ^HZM\Y[OLYHUHS`ZLKHUKZWSP[PU[VT\S[PWSL
types of triggers. The results are presented according to these clusters.
Analysing Depth
-VY[OLKLW[OVMYLÅLJ[PVUHZLWHYH[LHUHS`ZPZ^HZJVUK\J[LK0UV\YWYPTHY`JVKPUN 
segments were coded in this category, but reviewing these segments did not provide a clear
\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OLKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVU>L[OLYLMVYLHUHS`ZLKHSSL_HTWSLTLKPHKPZJ\ZZLKPU[OLPU[LY]PL^Z^P[OHTVYL[OLVY`PUMVYTLKJVKPUNWYVJLZZ>LMV\UK[OH[YLÅLJ[PVU
primarily occurred at the moment the media was created. We thus focussed our efforts on
KPZJ\ZZPUN OV^ HUK ^O` ZWLJPÄJ TLKPH L_HTWSLZ ^LYL JYLH[LK 6[OLY Z[\KPLZ HUHS`ZLK
[OLTLKPHP[ZLSMZLLMVYL_HTWSL0ZHHJZL[HSI\[MVY\Z[OPZ^HZUV[Z\MÄJPLU[;OL
L_WSHUH[PVUPU[OLPU[LY]PL^^HZULLKLK[VWYV]PKLPUZPNO[PU^OH[SL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YYLK6MHSS[OLJYLH[LKTLKPHP[LTZ^LYLKPZJ\ZZLKPU[OLPU[LY]PL^^P[OZ\MÄJPLU[
details to include in this analysis.
;OPZHUHS`ZPZ^HZPUMVYTLKI`ZL]LYHS[OLVYPLZVUKLW[OVMYLÅLJ[PVUMVYHUV]LY]PL^VM
models on both iterative and vertical dimensions see e.g., Mann, Gordon & MacLeod,
2009). Initially, we started categorising our selection of 54 examples according to the four
SL]LSZKLZJYPILKI`/H[[VU :TP[O

!KLZJYPW[P]L^YP[PUNKLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUKPH-

SVNPJYLÅLJ[PVUHUKJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU/V^L]LY^LMV\UK[OH[HSHYNLZLJ[PVUVML_HTWSLZ
KPKUV[Ä[^LSS^P[O[OLZLJH[LNVYPLZ>LOH]L[OLYLMVYLÄUL[\ULK[OLJH[LNVYPZH[PVUI`
merging some of the layers with the more nuanced seven category coding-scheme deveSVWLKI`2LTILY>LHKKLKHZLJVUKUVUYLÅLJ[P]LJH[LNVY`IHZLKVU2LTILYZ
KLZJYPW[PVUVMPU[YVZWLJ[PVU(KKP[PVUHSS`^LTLYNLK[OLKLÄUP[PVUZVMIV[O[OLZL
ZJOLTLZMVY[OLJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUJH[LNVY`THRPUN[OPZZSPNO[S`IYVHKLY:[PSS[OPZSLM[\Z
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with a number of examples that were diverse and challenging to code. For these examples,
^LHKVW[LKHTVYLIV[[VT\WHWWYVHJOSVVRPUNH[^OPJOYLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLZPTPSHY;OPZ
SLHK\Z[VMV\YJH[LNVYPLZ^OPJO^L[OLUJVTWHYLK[V[OLL_PZ[PUNJVKPUNZJOLTLZÄUKPUN
ZPTPSHYP[PLZ^P[O[OLSL]LSZVMKLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUHUKKPHSVNPJYLÅLJ[PVU(ZHYLZ\S[V\Y
ÄUHSJVKPUNZJOLTLJVUZPZ[ZVMZL]LUJH[LNVYPLZ^OPJOHYLKPZJ\ZZLKPU:LJ[PVU

)LQGLQJV,QWHJUDWLQJ5HÁHFWLRQLQ(YHU\GD\/LIH
;OL ^H` WHY[PJPWHU[Z \ZL V\Y JVUJLW[Z PZ PUÅ\LUJLK I` [OLPY WLYZVUHS L_WLYPLUJL ^P[O
YLÅLJ[PVUHUK[OLPYH[[P[\KL[V^HYKZYLÅLJ[PVU>L[OLYLMVYLÄYZ[WYLZLU[HUV]LY]PL^VM
these aspects, as discussed in the pre-interviews, in Table 7.2. This table additionally provides an overview of the order in which each participant received the concepts and the
number of media that was created with each concept.
>L^PSSÄYZ[WYLZLU[[OLNLULYHSL_WLYPLUJLVM\ZPUN[OLJVUJLW[Z>LKPZJ\ZZOV^[OL\ZL
of the concepts compares to the scenarios that inspired them. Participants were not speciÄJHSS`PUZ[Y\J[LK[V\ZL[OLJVUJLW[ZPU[OLZL^H`ZZVH^PKLY]HYPL[`VMOHIP[Z^HZZLLU
We therefore describe more in general how creation was integrated in everyday life habits,
KPZJ\ZZPUN[OLYVSLVMVWWVY[\UP[`HUK[YPNNLYZ;OPZZLJ[PVUPZJVUJS\KLK^P[OV\YÄUKPUNZ
on media retrieval.

*HQHUDO8VH
During the period of use, participants created an average of 16 media instances with each
concept. Averages for each concept are close (Balance 17, Cogito 15 and Dott 14) but there
are large individual differences (see Table 7.2). Overall, participants engaged more in media
creation and less in media retrieval:WLJPÄJU\TILYZMVYYL[YPL]HSJHUUV[ILNP]LUHZ[OPZ
was not tracked.
In a few cases, participants stopped using a device after a few days, this was seen with
Balance (P02, P03 and P05) and with Cogito (P02). In two cases, this was due to technical
KPMÄJ\S[PLZ^P[O)HSHUJL^OLYLHU\UYLSPHISLZLUZVYTHKL[OLPU[LYHJ[PVU\UWYLKPJ[HISL
and potentially frustrating. There were two participants who stopped using a concept after
a few days because they disliked the concept (one case with both Balance and Cogito). Although the experiences of these participants regarding these concepts was therefore limited,
their opinions were still included in the analysis. In the interview, some extra attention was
NP]LU[VKPZJ\ZZPUN[OLWV[LU[PHS]HS\LIL`VUK[LJOUPJHSKPMÄJ\S[PLZ
Most interactions occurred during the late afternoon or evening and for most participants a
moment of interaction meant creating a single media item. Table 7.3 (p. 186) shows examples of how each concept was used.
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ReÅLJ[P]LL_WLYPLUJL ([[P[\KL

Concept
order

# of media created
B

C

D

29

28

33*

P01
Female
78

=LY`YLÅLJ[P]LPUWHZ[^VYRLKHZ[OLYHWPZ[
VM[LUYLÅLJ[ZVUHWLYZVUHSHUKLTV[PVUHS
level. Is concerned with themes of late life D-C-B
stages.

P02
Female
45

Is more pragmatic in her approach, focuses
VU[OLOLYLHUKUV^6M[LUYLÅLJ[ZPUOLY
occupation as teacher, during professional C-D-B
development courses.

9

6

14

P03
Female
23

0ZYLÅLJ[P]LIV[OVUHWLYZVUHSHUKWYVMLZZPVUHS SL]LS 3LHYULK [V YLÅLJ[ PU ^YP[PUN
K\YPUNZ[\K`PUWLYZVUHSSPMLZLLZYLÅLJ[PVU B-D-C
as being incorporated in many activities,
including conversations.

6

9

15*

P04
Male
62

9LÅLJ[PVUZ HYL KP]LYZL! YHUNPUN MYVT JVUsidering essential life experiences to how
[V PTWYV]L H YLJPWL <ZLK [V YLÅLJ[ TVYL B-C-D
when he was still working. Used a diary
K\YPUNHZWLJPÄJ[PTLPUOPZSPML

16

11

13

P05
Male
58

Considers himself to be rather philosophiJHS (Z [LHJOLY YLÅLJ[Z [VNL[OLY ^P[O Z[\KLU[ZVU[OLPYWYVNYLZZ-YLX\LU[S`YLÅLJ[Z
in personal life as well, for example during
C-B-D
his commute (focussed on short term) and
while sitting and staring into his garden
(more long-term).

4

18

8

40

18

6

P06
Male
32

9LÅLJ[Z VM[LU PU ^VYR PZ THPUS` VYPLU[LK
[V^HYKZ SLHYUPUN ^VYRPUN LMÄJPLU[S` HUK
PTWYV]PUN OPTZLSM 9LÅLJ[Z VM[LU HM[LY D-B-C
meetings or studying sessions. Keeps notes
of personal lessons learned.

;HISL6]LY]PL^VMWHY[PJPWHU[Z-VYLHJOWHY[PJPWHU[[OLPYH[[P[\KL[V^HYKZYLÅLJ[PVU
as discussed in the pre-interview is summarized.
Column three presents the order in which each participant
\ZLK[OLJVUJLW[")$)HSHUJL*$*VNP[V+$+V[[
*For P01 and P03 an Android phone was lent to enable using the Dott application.
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Balance

Cogito

After all the
trouble with the dentist
yesterday, today was a
good day again.

A good night
sleep puts things
in perspective.

P04: “There was a lot of stress 7! ¸>LSS P[»Z H ZH`PUN I\[
at home and this was actually you really have to experience it
yourself [...] so I really wanted
when it was over again.”
to note that down.”

Escalation in the office
resolved well, with the
help of M.
Could not
resolve the escalation
in the office on my own
[...] I can develop my
insight in this process
more.

Dott

7!¸;OPZSP[[SLWPURKV[[OH[»Z
[the statue of] a piglet [...]. For
TLP[»ZHJYP[LYP\T[OH[[OLYLPZ
some recognition in it for me.”

Weekend ! ! !

P06: “On both sides I recorded P02: “This is just, pfew, passed
a message. What I am content anotother workweek. [...] It was
with [...] and what could be just brief and to the point.”
improved.”

7!¸0»]L LUKLK ^P[O H JLY[HPU
goal I want to work towards
[...]. To make this I made a
composition with objects, here
on the countertop”

Table 7.3 Examples of how each concept was used.
For most, recording spoken messages on Balance felt somewhat awkward, either because it
MLS[\UUH[\YHS[V[HSR[VHUPUHUPTH[LVIQLJ[7VYILJH\ZL[OL`KPKU»[^HU[[VOLHYIHJR
their own voice (P04). Sending written messages to Cogito was a more familiar interaction.
There was some variation in how the messages were sent, due to technical differences
between phones and operators. As a result, some participants could easily read back messages on their phone, which they preferred over reading on the Cogito object, which was
often considered to be somewhat cumbersome and impractical. Overall, creation with both
Cogito and with Dott was considered to be simple. Most participants considered the Dott
frame and visualisations an aesthetic addition to their interior. Most people used Dott to
create visuals with existing recent photos, looking for a combination of pictures and settings
that still contained some recognisable elements (example bottom-left). Most participants
preferred to use a single photo rather than blending multiple, to make it easier to recognise
elements. P01 used Dott in an exceptionally expressive way (exampleTable 7.3, bottomright). She created visuals to represent her feelings and goals, using both existing photos
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and creating new compositions as source material. Her use of Dott was deeper, more emotional and more iterative than that of most other participants, which made her an exception
on many of the themes below.

Habit Scenarios [61 coded segments]
(ZTLU[PVULKPU[OLKLZPNUZLJ[PVULHJOJVUJLW[^HZPTWYV]LKIHZLKVUHZWLJPÄJZJLUHYPV VM YLÅLJ[PVU +\YPUN [OL WYLPU[LY]PL^ VY [OL PUZ[HSSH[PVU VM [OL KLZPNUZ ^L KPK UV[
explain which scenario inspired which concept, nor instructed people to use a concept in
[OH[ZWLJPÄJ^H`0UZ[LHK^LKPZJ\ZZLK[OLZWLJPÄJZJLUHYPVafter a concept had been used.
+\YPUN[OLZLPU[LY]PL^ZP[ILJHTLJSLHY[OH[[OLJVUJLW[Z^LYLYHYLS`\ZLKPU[OLZWLJPÄJ
way of each scenario, to little surprise, as the designs were deliberately open-ended. We
therefore draw conclusions on a more general level relating to these scenarios.
With several of the concepts, the moment of coming home or entering the room was mentioned as an important moment to notice the device and be reminded[VYLÅLJ[L]LUPM
the action occurred later. Such a triggering effect of visibility was also expected from Dott,
especially in social interaction (see below).
-PUHSS`[OLZJLUHYPVZº7H\ZPUN[OL+H`»HUKº4PUP9LÅLJ[PVUZ»PUZWPYLK[OLKLZPNUVM*VNP[V
>LL_WLJ[LKZLUKPUNTLZZHNLZ[VILZVX\PJRHUKLHZ`[OH[P[JV\SKILKVULPUIL[^LLU
HJ[P]P[PLZ/V^L]LYMVYTVZ[WLVWSL[OPZYLX\PYLKTVYLH[[LU[PVUHUK[PTL[OLU^LOHK
thought, resulting in mainly sending a (number of) message(s) at the end of a day. This also
YLSH[LZ[V[OLMHJ[[OH[TVYLLSHIVYH[LYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YYLKH[[OLTVTLU[VMJYLH[PVU^P[OHSS
concepts, including Cogito.
Social Interaction
0UZWPYLKI`[OL9LÅLJ[P]L*VU]LYZH[PVUZJLUHYPV^LL_WLJ[LK[OLKPYLJ[]PZPIPSP[`VM[OL
media in Dott to trigger such talk. It surprised us that instead the closed design of both
Balance and Cogito, in which media is hidden, sparked more conversation. Partners were
curious of what was captured and even a little suspicious. Some participants also indicated
that using these devices sparked conversation more indirectly. For example, P6 wanted to
record something, but did not know exactly what he wanted to say about this. He later had
HJVU]LYZH[PVUHIV\[[OL[VWPJ[VÄN\YLP[V\[I\[[OLTLKPH^HZUV[HKPYLJ[[YPNNLYMVY
such a conversation.
Other responses, either by family members or visitors often concerned the new (and surprising) object in the home. Resulting in conversation about the study-participation, rather
[OHUHU`VM[OLZWLJPÄJTLKPHVYYLÅLJ[PVUZ
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Integrating Creation into Everyday life
-VYTVZ[WHY[PJPWHU[Z[OLJYLH[PVUVMTLKPHKPKUV[OH]LHÄ_LKTVTLU[;OPZ^HZZLLU
Z[YVUNLZ[^P[O[^VWHY[PJPWHU[Z^OVOHKUVÄ_LKKH`[PTLHJ[P]P[PLZZ\JOHZ^VYR
 0KVU»[YLHSS`OH]LÄ_LK[PTLZB[V\ZL[OLJVUJLW[ZDI\[[OLUHNHPU0KVU»[^VYR
my grandchildren are a bit older, so I have a lot of time on my hands […] So I did it at
many different moments and that suits me. I’m not the kind of person to say ‘in the
TVYUPUNP[OHZ[VILZVHUKZV»B^P[OHÄ_LKYV\[PULD B7VU+V[[D
Although to lesser extent, such variation was seen for almost all participants, both in terms
of timing on the day and in terms of amount on each day (e.g., much was created on one
day then nothing for several days). Dott had the most varied timing, several participants
expressed that this was the easiest concept to use 'in between' other things as it was both
mobile and light-hearted. Balance was used on a more regular moment by half of the participants
In my case just in the evening, then it’s quieter here, than I have nothing around me
for a moment, then I can do those things. During the day, that’s not for me, because
I constantly have the kids asking questions and such. [P02 on Cogito]
Even when creation happened on similar moments on most days, this was not because it
was planned as such. Use happened on a regular moment because opportunity for creation
arose on similar times each day, usually in the evening.
Opportunity [73 coded segments]
9H[OLY[OHUHÄ_LK[PTPUN[OLKL]PJLZ^LYL\ZLK^OLUopportunity arose, 73 segments
MYVT[OLPU[LY]PL^Z^LYLJVKLKPU[OPZJH[LNVY`PUJS\KPUN[OLX\V[LI`7HIV]L)\[
^OH[JVUZ[P[\[LZHUVWWVY[\UP[`&
That’s when you have time to yourself, start of the evening as well, especially if I’m
alone, not if other people are at home. I really consider this something to use when
you are alone.

[P05 on Cogito]

It takes time, to put [thoughts] into words, what you considered good or bad. And
to do that, that’s often end of the day. Then you can sit down and think: what went
well, what went bad, and usually I would [use Balance] then.

[P06 on Balance]

;OLZLX\V[LZPUJS\KLZL]LYHS[OLTLZ[OLYL^LYLTLU[PVULKI`TVZ[WHY[PJPWHU[Z;OPZPUJS\des a state of calmness (13 codes, 5 out of 6 participants,). Additionally, most considered
creation easiest when aloneJVKLZWHUK^OLU[OLYL^HZZVTLtimeJVKLZW
For most participants, opportunity arose most when they were at home  JVKLZ W
Within the home, the devices were mostly located within a shared space, such as the living
room, which created some challenges for the preferred solidarity. The creation with Cogito
and Dott was appreciated for being more mobile, even though in practice the mobile use
was often limited to within the house. In most cases, because of these characteristics,
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opportunity did not arise during an experience or activity. Opportunity arose more when
looking back at an experience (or the day as a whole). As such, moments included coming
home (looking back at the day) or Saturday morning (looking back at the week), or for
example lunch break at work (looking back at events of that morning). Most participants did
not create any media during experiences, not even for Cogito or Dott, that were intended to
ILX\PJR0UZVTLJHZLZHWPJ[\YLMVY+V[[^HZJYLH[LKI\[[OLHIZ[YHJ[PVU^HZTHKLSH[LY
Trigger [87 coded segments]
(Z[PTPUN^HZUV[Ä_LK^LHYLHSZVPU[LYLZ[LKPU^OH[[YPNNLYLKWLVWSL[VJYLH[LZVTL[OPUN
;OLWO`ZPJHSWYLZLUJLZLNTLU[ZWVM[OLKPMMLYLU[JVUJLW[Z^HZHUPTWVY[HU[[YPNNLY
to create something. People saw the device, which triggered them to make something.
Sometimes the making started from a thought that was already in their mind, other times
the presence of the object triggered to start thinking. However, not in all cases people had
something to record when they were triggered by the presence of the device.
If I would come home I would see it and think, I could record something, but often
0KPKU»[OH]LHU`[OPUNZWLJPÄJVUT`TPUK[OH[0^HU[LK[VYLJVYK



[P03 on Balance]
(Z [OL X\V[L ZOV^Z [OL [YPNNLY VM WO`ZPJHS WYLZLUJL JVUULJ[Z [V [OL YV\[PUL VM ºJVTPUN
OVTL» HZ [OL KL]PJL ^HZ VM[LU UV[PJLK ^OLU LU[LYPUN [OL YVVT /V^L]LY [OL X\V[L
also shows that there needs to be an internal motivation as well. In several cases, people
^LYLWYPTHYPS`PU[LYUHSS`[YPNNLYLK[VYLÅLJ[HUKJYLH[L;OPZ^HZZWHYRLKI`HUemotion
 ZLNTLU[ZWVYHUinsightZLNTLU[ZW
I came home happily, that time, I think, the time is not included, is it? [I think] it was
beginning of the evening, after dinner, that you look back at the day with a lot of
M\SÄSTLU[B7VU*VNP[VD
)V[OMVYLTV[PVUZHUKPUZPNO[ZP[^HZL_WYLZZLK[OH[[OPZOHK[VILº^VY[O^OPSL»ZPNUPÄJHU[S`LTV[PVUHSVYHZPNUPÄJHU[PUZPNO[
In other cases, external triggers JVKLZWSLHK[VYLÅLJ[PVUHUKJYLH[PVU-VYVULWHYticipant, conversations with others triggered creation several times, with different concepts
7 7 ^HZ MYLX\LU[S` [YPNNLYLK I` L_[LYUHS PUZWPYH[PVU Z\JO HZ HY[ VY IVVRZ -PUHSS`
HUPTWVY[HU[[YPNNLY^HZZLLUPUWLVWSL»ZKLZPYL[VJVTWS`^P[O[OLresearch participation
JVKLZW6M[LU[OPZJVPUJPKLK^P[OZLLPUN[OLKL]PJLVY^P[OILPUNYLTPUKLKVM[OL
research by an upcoming appointment.
-VY[OLKPMMLYLU[JVUJLW[ZTVYLZWLJPÄJ[YPNNLYZ^LYLVIZLY]LK0U[OLJHZLVM+V[[WLVWSL
^LYLMYLX\LU[S`[YPNNLYLKI`YLJLP]PUNUL^WOV[VZMYVTV[OLYZVYI`THRPUNHWOV[VL_WSPJP[S`MVY+V[[[YPNNLYLKI`[OLZP[\H[PVU>P[O+V[[\ZL^HZHSZVMYLX\LU[S`[YPNNLYLKI`
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J\YPVZP[`!OV^^V\SK[OPZWOV[V[\YUV\[VU[OLMYHTLYH[OLY[OHUTVYLYLÅLJ[P]LPU[LU[PVUZ
(see Figure, 7.10). Additionally, creation was sometimes triggered by seeing the old visual
and wanting something different.
The design of Cogito used a rim of lights as trigger by indicating if the device had not recei]LKHU`[OPUNPUHSVUN[PTL[O\ZPU]P[PUN[VJYLH[LVY^HZÄSSLK^P[O\UYLHKTLZZHNLK[O\Z
inviting to retrieve). Several participants mentioned the lights, but only for one participant
this was a real trigger to create. Others expressed that the lights were not clearly visible
LUV\NOHZP[^HZZ\TTLYHUK\Z\HSS`SPNO[PUZPKLVY[OLKPMMLYLU[Z[H[LZ^LYL[VVKPMÄJ\S[
to distinguish. Balance used dynamic behaviour as well to serve as trigger, the position of
Balance restored to the centre over time. However, the position of the Balance had little
TLHUPUN[V[OLWHY[PJPWHU[ZHZ[OLHKKP[PVUVMZ`TIVSPJº^LPNO[»[V[OLTLZZHNLZ^HZUV[
\ZLKPUÅ\LUJLI`[LJOUPJHSKPMÄJ\S[PLZHZ^LSS;OPZZ`Z[LTILOH]PV\YKPK[OLYLMVYLUV[
provide the trigger to create as expected.

Integrating Retrieval into Everyday Life [99 coded segments]
>P[OYL[YPL]HS^LYLMLY[V[OLTVTLU[VMº\ZPUN»[OLTLKPH[OH[OHZILLUJYLH[LKLHYSPLY
This relates to reading messages (Cogito), listening to messages (Balance) and looking at the
J\YYLU[VYLHYSPLY]PZ\HSZ+V[[;OPZKVLZUV[HJ[\HSS`YLX\PYLHJ[P]LS`YL[YPL]PUNÄSLZ^P[O
these concepts, but is done by opening Cogito, tapping Balance or simply looking at Dott.
As mentioned in the section on general use, most participants focused on creating media
HUKYL[YPL]LKTLKPHSLZZMYLX\LU[S`
(Z0ZHPK0^HZU»[YLHSS`MVJ\ZZLKVUP[ZV0[OPUR0TPNO[OH]LYLHKP[IHJRMV\YVYÄ]L
times. But I haven’t used it that often.

[P06 on Cogito]

“It is more just to see, how those colours
would turn up on the screen, [instead of] a
way to express my mood. I wanted to see
[what would happen] because you have
very few colours, but at the same time
they are very recognisable.” [P04]

Figure 7.10 Example of P04 on Dott, illustrating curiosity as a trigger
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-YVT [OL JVKLK ZLNTLU[Z VU TLKPH YL[YPL]HS [OL SHYNLZ[ HTV\U[ YLSH[LK [V +V[[ 



W0[JHUILHZZ\TLK[OH[YL[YPL]HS^P[O+V[[VJJ\YYLKTVYLMYLX\LU[S`HZP[YLX\PYLZUV
active interaction; the visual is simply always present in the room, making retrieval easy or
even implicit.
For many people, the 'success' of retrieving some media depended on whether they would
remember the context of creation, or what the media represented for them. With Cogito and
)HSHUJL[OLIYPLMTLZZHNLZ^LYLVM[LUZ\MÄJPLU[[VJ\LYPJOYLJHSS!
[Just] to keep it brief. And then I hear by the tone of voice [what I mean] and I can
immediately recall the whole situation.

[P01 on Balance]

For Dott, responses were diverse. Some people considered it easy to recall what the visual
represented, for others it became more or less meaningless. This seems to partially depend
VU[OLLMMVY[PU]LZ[LKPUJYLH[PUN[OL]PZ\HSHUK[OLZPNUPÄJHUJLVM[OLYLWYLZLU[LKL_WLYPLUJL 0M [OL L_WLYPLUJL ^HZ ]LY` \UPX\L P[ ^HZ LHZPLY [V YLJHSS L]LU MYVT HU HIZ[YHJ[
representation.
Then it has to be something that is stored in your memory very well, this I will
remember, but with other photos, maybe I couldn’t remember so well.
[P04 on Dott]
If the user invested a lot of effort in creating an appealing visual, the connection between
experience and visual was also more actively made, making it easier to remember. During
the interview, several visuals were also seen of which participants could no longer tell what
it was or why it had been created, even though the visual was a maximum of six weeks old.
As these examples show, when looking at the visuals most people recalled the past experience that it represented. P06, instead, used the photo that was on display as a trigger to
think about his current day, even if it was unrelated to the visual.
I do think about it, because I have put up that visual, so you think about the photo
and go back to that moment. But I try especially to think back about the current day.
0[PZUV[BH[YPNNLY[VDYLÅLJ[HIV\[^OH[OHWWLULKH[B[OLTVTLU[VMD[OLZOV[0[Y`
[VBYLÅLJ[DHIV\[[VKH`

B7VU+V[[D

-VYOPT[OLWOV[VMYHTL^HZH[YPNNLY[VYLÅLJ[VU[OLKH`TVYL[OHUHUHJ[\HSYLWYLZLUtation of an experience,

Impact on present mood [14 coded segments]
Retrieval was often explained as having an impact on present mood, this was especially
seen with positive visuals (Dott), but also with positive messages (on both Balance and
Cogito). When retrieving such media, people remembered what had happened or simply
became happy from the bright colours of a visual. Some participants even mentioned posi-
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tive responses at the moment of retrieving more negative messages, for example demonstra[LKPU[OLX\V[LI`7^OVYLHKHTLZZHNLVUILPUNHUUV`LKI`OPZW\WPSZ^OV^V\SK
not pay attention:
[It brings forward] a smile, yes. At that moment, I am fed up more than when I read
it back. If I read it, I just think, yes, that’s how it goes.

[P05 on Cogito]

In contrast to such a positive response, the visuals of Dott were also more often mentioULKHZOH]PUNHWV[LU[PHSS`ULNH[P]LPUÅ\LUJL,ZWLJPHSS`KHYRLYVYTVYLJOHV[PJPTHNLZ
would make people feel frustrated or annoyed and would trigger new creation because
they wanted the visual appearance of Dott to change. In these cases, this emotional effect
had little connection to the original event, even photos of positive events could turn out too
chaotic or dark.

)LQGLQJV0HGLDWLQJ5HÁHFWLRQ
0U [OPZ ZLJ[PVU ^L MVJ\Z TVYL ZWLJPÄJHSS` VU [OL JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ VM [OL YLÅLJ[PVU ^OPJO
VJJ\YYLKPU[OL\ZHNLVMV\YJVUJLW[Z;OLÄYZ[ML^HZWLJ[ZHYLIHZLKVUJVKLZMYVTV\Y
VWLUJVKPUNHZKLZJYPILKPU:LJ[PVU>LZ[HY[^P[OOV^KPMMLYLU[YLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLJVUnected and how attention was given to different temporal perspectives. We then discuss
OV^WHY[PJPWHU[ZWLYJLP]LK[OLKPMMLYLUJLPUKLW[OVMYLÅLJ[PVUIL[^LLU[OLJVUJLW[Z>L
performed an additional analysis for this depth, as the self-reported comparisons gave little
PUZPNO[)HZLKVU[OLSP[LYH[\YLVUYLÅLJ[PUNHZWLJPÄJJVKPUNZJOLTL^HZKL]LSVWLKMVY
this analysis. A large part of this section is dedicated to this analysis of depth, as we consider
P[VULVM[OLTVZ[PTWVY[HU[JYP[LYPHMVYYLÅLJ[PVU

5HÁHFWLRQ&RQWLQXDWLRQ [44 coded segments]
We were interested if people made connections between different media items, either with
themes or causal relationships, as this could be seen as a way depth might be achieved in
YLÅLJ[PUN>L[OLYLMVYHZRLKHSSWHY[PJPWHU[Z[VYHUR[OLJVUJLW[ZVUHZJHSLMYVTºZPUN\SHY
YLÅLJ[PVUZ»[VºJVUULJ[LKYLÅLJ[PVUZ»ZLL-PN\YL

Figure 7.11 Ranking of all concepts on the scale from singular to connected, made
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Figure 7.12 Cogito messages by P01 that show a connection.
4HU`YLMLYYLK[V[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZHZILPUNTHPUS`ZPUN\SHY!L]LY`YLÅLJ[PVUHUKTLKPHP[LT
was a thought in itself, rather than a continuation of previous thoughts. In part, this was
PUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLVWLULUKLKUH[\YLVM[OLJVUJLW[Z;OLYL^HZH^PKL]HYPL[`VM[VWPJZ
HUKUVZWLJPÄJNVHSVY[YHQLJ[VY`[OH[[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZYLSH[LK[V;OPZTHKLP[TVYLJOHSSLUging to make connections.
The highest agreement is seen with Balance, which almost all participants considered to be
ZPUN\SHYYLÅLJ[PVUZ;OLYHUKVTYLWSH`VMTLKPH^P[O)HSHUJLTHKLP[KPMÄJ\S[[VJVUULJ[
[VYLSL]HU[LHYSPLYYLÅLJ[PVUZ
0JVUZPKLY)HSHUJL[OLTVZ[KPMÄJ\S[PU\ZLILJH\ZL`V\WYLZZ[OLI\[[VUHUKL_WLJ[
[VOLHY[OLBSHZ[DYLJVYKPUNIHJRI\[[OLUP[»ZZO\MÅLKB7VU)HSHUJLD
>P[O B*VNP[VD 0 OHK TVYL JVUULJ[LK YLÅLJ[PVUZ ILJH\ZL L]LY` [PTL 0 JV\SK LHZPS`
read previous messages and keep a certain line [of thought] going. [P01 on Cogito]
Reading back earlier messages sent to Cogito was easy, often at a glance on their phone
before creating, which allowed continuing an earlier thought. We expected people to read
multiple messages in Cogito and look for similarities or differences, stimulating connections. However, in retrieving the messages most people focused on one message at a time.
Additionally, retrieving media rarely triggered new creation, which could be another way
to make connections to the present.
Although larger thematic connections were rarely seen, we see some connections being
THKLPUWHPYZVMTLZZHNLZJVU[HPUPUNHNVHSVYX\LZ[PVUHUKHYLZWVUZL7[YPLK[V\ZL
*VNP[V PU ZWLJPÄJHSS` [OPZ ^H` :PTPSHYS` 7 ZLU[ [^V TLZZHNLZ H ML^ OV\YZ HWHY[ ZLL
Figure 7.12. In other moments, very similar messages occurred two or three times, because
ZVTL[OPUN ^HZ JSLHYS` VU WHY[PJPWHU[Z» TPUK HS[OV\NO UV L_WSPJP[ JVUULJ[PVUZ IL[^LLU
them were made.
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5HÁHFWLRQ7HPSRUDO'LPHQVLRQ[65 coded segments]
>LHZRLKWHY[PJPWHU[Z[VPUKPJH[LVUH[PTLSPUL[V^OPJO[PTLWLYPVK[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZ^P[O
each concept related (see Figure 7.13 for an example). In addition to these self-reported
values, we looked at the examples for each concept to see what temporal dimension they
included.
The uses of Balance and Cogito were mostly similar: mainly present-focussed, with connections to the future being made in the form of lessons or goals. These goals are more elaIVYH[LS`KPZJ\ZZLKPU[OLZLJ[PVUVU+LZJYPW[P]L9LÅLJ[PVUW

*VUULJ[PVUZ[V[OLWHZ[

were rarer, only in two cases [P1 & P4] there were references to a more distant past, but this
^HZK\L[VJSLHYL_[LYUHSPUÅ\LUJLZ>P[O7YLHKPUNHIVVRVUILOH]PV\YHSWH[[LYUZ[OH[
evolve in childhood triggered this and for P4 it was a message on a terminally ill friend of 20
years. Only with such explicit triggers, connections to a more distant past were being made.
Dott has an even narrower focus, mostly on the recent past. This was mainly because
]PZ\HSZHYLIHZLKVUL_PZ[PUNWOV[VZMVY^OPJOYLJLU[TH[LYPHS^HZWYPTHYPS`\ZLK9LÅLJtions often remained focussed to the event that was depicted on that photo. The abstract

Figure 7.13 Example of indication of temporal dimensions by one of the participants.
Each timeline reads from left to right:
“distant past - recent past - present - near future - distant future”.
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]PZ\HSPZH[PVUPZUV[ZLLUHZHUL_WYLZZPVUPUP[ZLSMI\[HZHºO`WLYSPUR»[V[OLWOV[V^OPJO
in turn is a cue to the event. P01 is an exception, with her deeper, more expressive use
VM+V[[ZOL^HZYLÅLJ[PUNVUSPMLWOHZLZHUKZL[[PUNNVHSZ:OL^HZ[OLYLMVYL]LY`M\[\YL
oriented with Dott.

Self-reported Depth [69 coded segments]
:PTPSHY[V[OLYHURPUNZJHSL\ZLKMVY[OLJVUULJ[LKVYZPUN\SHYYLÅLJ[PVUZ^LHZRLKWHY[PJPWHU[Z[VYHURHSSJVUJLW[ZVU[OLKLW[OPU[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZZLL-PN\YL-YVT[OLZL
rankings, we saw that the extent to which depth is reached in spoken or written word is
Z[YVUNS` PUÅ\LUJLK I` WLYZVUHS WYLMLYLUJL :VTL WHY[PJPWHU[Z MLLS TVYL JVTMVY[HISL [V
express such thoughts in spoken word and others in text. With Balance, P04 and P05 had a
clear aversion to record more deeper thoughts, as to them, it felt awkward to speak something like that towards an object. P03 and P06 reached more depth with Balance, each in
a different way: P06 reached more depth because he could use the split between a positive
and a negative aspect in a very useful way. P03 reached depth because she experienced a
[OYLZOVSK[OH[YLX\PYLK^OH[ZOLYLJVYKLK[VILTVYLPTWVY[HU[VYZPNUPÄJHU[
“It is also that if you are going to say something, out loud, then it really makes you
think what you are going to say, at least in my opinion. We are so used to typing,
but recording […] your voice, you don’t do that so often, […] That was a bigger deal
for me than writing and sending […]. Especially do I think it’s worthwhile to record?
Typing a message is not that “valuable” but recording something is more of a hassle,
so…” [P03 on Balance]
For most participants, creating messages with Cogito reached some level of depth. This
concept has bigger potential to reach depth when reading multiple messages and looking
for connections, but this was rarely done (as discussed above in the section on 'continua[PVU;OLPU[LY]PL^^HZUV^PUZVTLJHZLZHZ[PT\SHU[[VYLÅLJ[HJYVZZT\S[PWSLTLZZHNLZ

Figure 7.14 Ranking of all concepts on the scale from light-hearted to deep, made by each
participant in the concluding interview.
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MVYL_HTWSLMVY7^OVL]LUTHKLJVUULJ[PVUZIL[^LLUYLÅLJ[PVUZTHKL^P[O)HSHUJL
and Cogito:
“Well, now that I talk about it with you, [something] really stands out. I send [to
Balance] at the start that I was annoyed because [my partner]. didn’t respond as I had
expected when I put up a lamp […]. And now my last message to Cogito is “Annoyed
that I don’t get more attention from [partner], do I give her enough attention?”. Yes,
maybe something like that, that it can surface over time, do you give each other
enough attention.” [P06]
+V[[ ^HZ JVUZPKLYLK [V IL TVZ[ SPNO[OLHY[LK HUK L]LU Z\WLYÄJPHS I` TVZ[ WHY[PJPWHU[Z
The visuals were mainly made on an aesthetic level, with little expressivity. Recall usually
YLTHPULKVUHZ\WLYÄJPHSSL]LSºVO`LHO[OH[OHWWLULK»0UHSSJVUJLW[Z[OLºSPNO[OLHY[LKULZZ»PZHSZVZLLUHZHUHK]HU[HNL7HY[PJPWHU[Z[OV\NO[P[THKLP[LHZPLY[VKVPUZOVY[
TVTLU[ZHUKPZ\ZLM\SPMHWLYZVUOHZH[LUKLUJ`[VTHRLYLÅLJ[PVUZ]LY`KLLWHUKLTVtional.

$QDO\VLQJ'HSWKRI5HÁHFWLRQ
For this additional analysis, we used the examples discussed in the interview. We analysed
54 examples, see Table 7.4 for the spread across participants and concepts. These examples
were selected because they included substantial explanation of what and how the media
^HZJYLH[LKWYV]PKPUNZ\MÄJPLU[PUMVYTH[PVU[VHZZLZZ[OLSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVU-VY)HSHUJL
we could include 18 examples, out of 104 created media items. For Cogito, this was 24 (out
VM HUKMVY+V[[VUS`V\[VM ^LYLKPZJ\ZZLK^P[OZ\MÄJPLU[KL[HPSMVYPUJS\ZPVUPU
this analysis.

Balance

Cogito

Dott

P1

3

6

3

P2

0

3

2

P3

3

4

3

P4

4

4

2

P5

2

5

2

P6

6

2

0

18

24

12

;HISL,_HTWSLZPUJS\KLKPU[OLHUHS`ZPZVMKLW[OVMYLÅLJ[PVU
Rows show spread across participants, columns show spread across concepts.
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By combining existing coding schemes by Hatton & Smith (1993) and Kember (2010) with
bottom-up coding, the following coding scheme was developed:
+LZJYPW[PVUUVUYLÅLJ[P]LL_HTWSLZ
0U[YVZWLJ[PVUUVUYLÅLJ[P]LL_HTWSLZ
+LZJYPW[P]L9LÅLJ[PVUL_HTWSLZ
Instance with explanation (11 examples)
Instance with goal (4 examples)
Generalisation (9 examples)
+PHSVNPJYLÅLJ[PVUL_HTWSLZ
*YP[PJHS9LÅLJ[PVUL_HTWSLZ
- Uncategorised (6 examples)
Description
Hatton & Smith (1993) used the category Descriptive Writing to cluster written segments
[OH[KLZJYPILKL]LU[ZPUHUVUYLÅLJ[P]L^H`ZPTWS`Z[H[PUN^OH[OHKOHWWLULK:PTPSHYS`
we use this category to describe examples that in both media and explanation focussed on
KLZJYPIPUN^OH[OHKOHWWLULK^P[O]LY`SP[[SLVYUVL]PKLUJLVMYLÅLJ[P]LVYPU[LYWYL[H[P]L
thought. This category contains only examples of Dott, a total number of six examples.
Similar to the example by P03 in Figure 7.15, participants mostly explained the visual
and the photo on which it had been based. Such explanation does not give any value or
importance to the experience, nor does it include explicit emotion or consideration of how
it had been represented. In these cases, the event had usually been chosen because of the
HLZ[OL[PJX\HSP[PLZVM[OLWOV[VVY]PZ\HSYH[OLY[OHUILJH\ZLVM[OLZPNUPÄJHUJLVM[OLL]LU[
or related thoughts.

P03: “I was lying on my bed and listening
to music on my iPad on Spotify. This is the
album cover, so this [grey part] is the Spotify
screen with [in the middle] the album. It
was a pretty boring photo, because there
are no people on it or anything, it was
really just the album cover, but on [Dott] I
thought it was kind of cool. Because now it
is really easy to recognise”.
Figure 7.15 Dott visual by P03 illustrating description.
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Introspection
4VZ[JH[LNVYPZH[PVUZVMYLÅLJ[PVUSL]LSZKVUV[PUJS\KLZWLJPÄJYLMLYLUJLZ[VHMMLJ[PVU;OPZ
^HZHSZVVIZLY]LKI`2LTILY^OVPUJS\KLKHJVKPUNJH[LNVY`ºPU[YVZWLJ[PVU»VU
[OLSL]LSVMUVUYLÅLJ[P]LJH[LNVYPLZ>P[O[OPZJH[LNVY`^LHKOLYL[VOPZKLÄUP[PVU[OH[
these examples include an expression of feelings. They do not include the explanation of
OV^VY^O`[OLZLMLLSPUNZOH]LKL]LSVWLKHZ[OH[^V\SKILJVUZPKLYLKYLÅLJ[P]L[OV\NO[
The category contained examples of all concepts, with a total of seven examples, with a bit
more of the Balance concept.
The feelings we see expressed in this category are usually not very intense or severe. They
mostly consider being happy or content (see for example Figure 7.16. Two examples included more negative feelings, being nervous or being sad. In some cases, the emotion was
somewhat mentioned in the message (Cogito or Balance) but in more cases, it was implicit and only became clear from the explanation. The message by P06 (Figure 7.17), for
example, is merely descriptive, and although it was a spoken message in Balance, it contained very little emotion in his tone of voice. But P6 recorded it on the positive side and
explained it was a great feeling of relief when this happened. However, little explanation
about the development of this feeling or other exploration of what had happened was given,
^OPJOPZ^O`^LKPKUV[JVKLP[HZILPUNTVYLYLÅLJ[P]L

P02: This is […] from the “playground
days”. That must have been from the
bouncy castle, here look [at the photo].
Those were really fun [days], well actually just a two-hour morning. […] But that
[playground] is really a little paradise and it
was just such a fun morning”
Figure 7.16 Dott visual by P02 illustrating introspection.

P06: “We had a really long discussion with my
father [who suffers from depression] and he
didn’t want to sign and he wouldn’t sign. But
without him, the whole thing can’t happen. […].
:VPM`V\OH]LÄUHSS`JVU]PUJLK[OLTHU[VZPNU
it really give you a “YES”-feeling.”
Figure 7.17 Balance recording by P06 illustrating introspection.
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+LZJYPW[P]L9LÅLJ[PVU
;OLSL]LSVMKLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUPZZLLUHZ[OLÄYZ[VYSV^LZ[SL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVUKLZJYPILK
by Hatton & Smith (1995, p. 48) as “not only a description of events, but some attempt to
WYV]PKLYLHZVUVYQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUMVYL]LU[ZVYHJ[PVUZI\[PUHYLWVY[PUNVYKLZJYPW[P]L^H`¹.
-VY[OL[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUV\YZ[\K`^LPU[LYWYL[LK[OPZJH[LNVY`HZPUJS\KPUNZVTLSL]LS
VML_WSHUH[PVUVYJVUZLX\LUJL>LMV\UK[OYLLJH[LNVYPLZ[OH[JHUILJVUULJ[LK[V[OPZ
level: 'Instance with explanation', 'Instance with Goal' and 'Generalisation'. Together, these
THRLKLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUV\YTVZ[JVTTVUS`ZLLUSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OH[V[HSVM
24 examples.
Instance with Explanation
(SV[VM[OLL_HTWSLZPUV\YZ[\K`JVUZPKLYLKHZWLJPÄJL_WLYPLUJLYH[OLY[OHUHNYV\W
of experiences or a time period). In this category, we clustered examples that added some
HZWLJ[ VM YLÅLJ[P]L [OV\NO[ [V Z\JO HU L_WLYPLUJL -YLX\LU[S` [OPZ PUJS\KLK HU LTV[PVU
and some arguments for why this emotion arose or why it was considered important. As we
HKOLYL[V2LTILY»Z]PL^[OH[[OPZPZTVYL[OHUTLYLPU[YVZWLJ[PVU^LJVUZPKLY[OPZ[VIL
KLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU,ZWLJPHSS`ILJH\ZL[OLL_WSHUH[PVUZHYLVM[LUX\P[LZPTWSLHUKHYL
not part of a more elaborate or deliberate process of unravelling. The category contains a
similar number of messages from both Cogito and Balance, but only a single Dott example.
9LÅLJ[PVUZZ\JOHZ7»ZTLZZHNLVU)HSHUJL-PN\YLZOV^ZL]LYHSLSLTLU[Z!HUL]LU[
(practice exams), an emotion (happiness) and an underlying reason (others are thankful,
VULMLLSZPTWVY[HU[4VZ[VM[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZPU[OPZJH[LNVY`JVU[HPU[OLZLLSLTLU[ZI\[
[OLYLPZZVTLKPMMLYLUJLPU^OPJOVM[OLZLHYLHSZVL_WYLZZLKPU[OLTLKPH0U7»ZTLZZHNL
HIV]LMVYL_HTWSL[OLHJ[\HSL]LU[WYHJ[PJLL_HTZPZUV[TLU[PVULKQ\Z[HJVUZLX\LUJL
of it (enthusiastic students). In other cases, the message itself was more explanatory, including both the event and explanation. Other media examples include only an emotion, such
HZ7»ZTLZZHNL[V*VNP[V-PN\YL W

P05: “Yes, that must have been the practice exams,
those are super important and really nerve-wrecking,
because one day later they have to do the actual
exam. And well, it’s just a fun day, a lot of people are
continuously claiming your time and very thankful if
you take half an hour of your time for them.”
Figure 7.18 Balance recording by P06 illustrating introspection.
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P01: “That’s connected to [an earlier
message], to do the things I like to do, which
you tend to forget by all the stupid chores
that need to be done.”

Figure 7.19 Balance recording by P06 illustrating introspection.
In the interview, she explained this connected to an earlier message, in which she reminds
herself to make more time for herself. This example shows that in some cases, the depth of
YLÅLJ[PVULTLYNLKV]LYZL]LYHSTLKPHP[LTZ
Instance with Goal
:PTPSHY[V[OLJH[LNVY`HIV]L[OPZJH[LNVY`MVJ\ZLZVUYLÅLJ[PVUZ[OH[KLZJYPILHZWLJPÄJ
instance of an experience. However, rather than explore why something had happened or
^O`HJLY[HPUMLLSPUN^HZMLS[[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZMVJ\ZVUOV^[VHKKYLZZ[OLL_WLYPLUJLPU[OL
M\[\YL;OLZLNVHSZ^LYL]LY`ZWLJPÄJ[V[OLZP[\H[PVUZ
7YLÅLJ[LKVUHUL_WLYPLUJL[OH[ZOLRUL^^V\SKILYLJ\YYPUNUL_[`LHYL_WYLZZPUN[OH[
she enjoyed an annual sailing trip, although beforehand she doubted about joining. As she
explained:
“When I came home I thought, I have to document this, that I actually really like it,
that, even if I don’t feel like it, I should really go, because it is just so much fun. So
that’s why I sent that message” [P03 on Cogito]
(UV[OLYL_HTWSLMYVT7»Z\ZLVM)HSHUJLZPTPSHYS`YLSH[LK[VH]LY`ZWLJPÄJL]LU[I\[
[OLNVHSMVJ\ZZLKTVYLVUH[YHQLJ[VY`ZLL-PN\YL>LJVUZPKLY[OLZLYLÅLJ[PVUZ[VIL
KPMMLYLU[MYVT[OLWYL]PV\ZJH[LNVY`ILJH\ZL[OL`PUJS\KLKHZWLJPÄJNVHSZVKLSPILYH[LS`
/V^L]LYPU[LYTZVMKLW[OVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OL`HYLIV[OVUHZPTPSHYKLZJYPW[P]LSL]LS

P06: “I was content that we did not connect
ourselves to something that we did not
agree upon. If I think what I could do better,
I wasn’t able to solve it independently, I
needed someone else, and in hindsight, that
might not have been needed. If I develop
myself further, it will go better [in the future].”
Figure 7.20 Balance recording by P06 illustrating introspection.
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Generalisation
>OLU JS\Z[LYPUN [OL L_HTWSLZ IV[[VT\W [OPZ JH[LNVY` X\PJRS` KL]LSVWLK JVU[HPUPUN
L_HTWSLZMYVTIV[O*VNP[VHUK)HSHUJL>L^LYLZ\YWYPZLK[VÄUK[OH[[OLYL^LYLZVTHU`
examples phrased in similar ways: representing a general lesson or reminder to self. Similar
[V[OLWYL]PV\ZJH[LNVY`NVHSZVYM\[\YLWSHUZ^LYLMVYT\SH[LKI\[YH[OLY[OHUH[HZWLJPÄJ
level, these were formulated much more in general. To be able to come to a generalisation,
H[SLHZ[ZVTLSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVUPZYLX\PYLK/V^L]LY[OLL_HTWSLZPU[OPZJH[LNVY`KPKUV[
show explicit proof of more deep or deliberate exploration, which is why we consider it
KLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUYH[OLY[OHUL_WSVYH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU0[ZLLTLK[VILWYL[[`Z[YHPNO[MVYward lessons, often phrased in familiar ways, such as well-known sayings or expressions.
See for example the messages by P01 in Figure 7.21.
;OLTLZZHNLZPUJS\KLKIV[OYLTPUKLYZMVY[OLWYLZLU[Z\JOHZ7»ZTLZZHNLHIV]L-PN\YL
TPKHUKMVY[OLM\[\YLZ\JOHZ7»ZTLZZHNL-PN\YLYPNO[0[^HZPU[LYLZ[PUN
to see that participants found the concepts to be especially useful to record these kinds of
TLZZHNLZ:L]LYHSTLU[PVULK[OH[P[MLS[TVYLº\ZLM\S»ILJH\ZL[OLZLHYL[OLRPUKVMTLZZHges that are more meaningful and useful to retrieve sometime in the future.
,_WSVYH[P]L9LÅLJ[PVU
In our clustering, we developed a category in which an issue or situation was further exploYLK ^P[O Ä]L L_HTWSLZ >L JVUZPKLYLK [OLZL L_HTWSLZ [V KLTVUZ[YH[L H KLLWLY SL]LS
VM YLÅLJ[PVU [OHU [OVZL PU KLZJYPW[P]L YLÅLJ[PVU HZ T\S[PWSL WVZZPISL L_WSHUH[PVUZ ^LYL
explicitly considered. A second characteristic was that all these issues were unresolved, an
HUZ^LY^HZUV[MV\UKVYHÄUHSL_WSHUH[PVU^HZUV[NP]LU6ULVM[OLJSLHYLZ[L_HTWSLZ
was given by P04, sent to Cogito just before leaving for a two-day trip.
In his explanation, (see Figure 7.22. p.202) it becomes clear that the message is part of his
search for an explanation. He considered the experience suitable for a message to Cogito,
exactly because of the fact the he had not found an answer yet:
¸)LJH\ZL0HT^VUKLYPUN^O`0JHU»[ÄUKHWYVWLYYLHZVU@V\^V\SKL_WLJ[[OH[
already during preparation I do not feel like going. But that only happens at the
moment we are about to leave. Then I think “I have so much to do, why do I have
to go” [P04 on Cogito]

Figure 7.21 Cogito messages illustrating generalisations. Left and mid by P01, right by P03.
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P04: “At the moment we need to leave,
I think, ‘sigh’ a kind of stress or something,
then I’d just as well stay at home. But once
I am off and the door is closed then it is
gone again. That’s just so weird. […] I have
P[ HSS [OL [PTL HUK 0 JHU»[ ÄN\YL V\[ ^O`
that is?”
-PN\YL*VNP[VTLZZHNLMYVT7PSS\Z[YH[PUNL_WSVYH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU
0UZVTLJHZLZ[OLX\LZ[PVUZ^LYLYH[OLYPTWSPJP[HZ^LZH^PU[OPZTLZZHNLI`7-PN\YL
0UV\YPU[LYWYL[H[PVU[OPZYLÅLJ[PVUZOV^ZHUPTWSPJP[X\LZ[PVUVM¸^O`KV0KV[OPZ&¹
>LZLLZPTPSHYP[PLZIL[^LLUV\YJS\Z[LYHUK/H[[VU :TP[O»ZKLZJYPW[PVUVMKPHSVNPJYLÅLJtion, although we do not believe them to be exactly the same. In accordance with their
KLÄUP[PVU[OLZLL_HTWSLZZOV^HZ[LWWPUNIHJRMYVT[OLL]LU[ZHUKTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`
explore "possible alternatives for explaining and hypothesising" (Hatton and Smith, 1995,
p.48). The examples show a certain 'discourse with the self', however, our examples share
HZWLJPÄJX\HSP[`[OH[PZUV[HKKYLZZLKI`/H[[VU :TP[OPU[OLMHJ[[OH[HÄUHSHUZ^LYVY
resolution is not found. Fleck & Fitzpatrick (2010) explain that this level includes 'cycles of
PU[LYWYL[PUNHUKX\LZ[PVUPUNHUKP[JV\SKILZHPK[OH[[OLTLKPHPU[OPZJH[LNVY`^HZTHKL
ZVTL^OLYLPU[OLTPKKSLVMZ\JOHºJ`JSL»
*YP[PJHS9LÅLJ[PVU
-VYV\YJS\Z[LYVMJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU^LTLYNLK[^VKPMMLYLU[]PL^ZVU[OPZSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVU;OLÄYZ[IHZLKVU/H[[VU :TP[O

MVJ\ZZLZVUJVUULJ[PUNV\[^HYKZ0[YLMLYZ

[VYLÅLJ[PVUZ[OH[[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[[OLPYZVJPVWVSP[PJHSVYOPZ[VYPJHSJVU[L_[;OLZLJVUK
IHZLK VU 4LaPYV^ 

 MVJ\ZZLZ TVYL VU [\YUPUN PU^HYKZ JYP[PJHSS` L_HTPUPUN VUL»Z

previous beliefs and presuppositions. Although initially, both views seem opposite, turning
P06: “This Friday I would go paint balling,
but we cancelled last minute, while actually… I knew for a long time that it wasn’t
going to happen. But I hadn’t cancelled or
moved it. […] In the end, [it resulted in] just
all kinds of trouble. While it wasn’t needed,
that’s actually a waste.”
-PN\YL)HSHUJLYLJVYKPUNI`7PSS\Z[YH[PUNL_WSVYH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU
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P01: “I ended with a goal I wanted to
reach. I do a lot of things all together and
I am very curious so I am always looking
to do new things. That’s why there are so
many dots. Here, this, it mainly has to do
with colours […]. So, red reminds me that
I shouldn’t be too individualistic, that I
ILJVTLZLSÄZO;OL]PVSL[JVSV\YZ[OH[HYL
more at the top, connect to my spiritual
life, which I want to keep. Depth. There is also a little green dot, that’s what I know I can
KV0HTÄYTS`^P[OT`MLL[VU[OLNYV\UKHUK0SV]LUH[\YLZV[OH[»ZHSS^LSS)\[OV^HT
I going to bring it all into balance?”
-PN\YL+V[[]PZ\HSMYVT7PSS\Z[YH[PUNJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU
V\[^HYKZVYPU^HYKZ^LZLLZPTPSHYP[PLZILJH\ZLIV[OYLS`VUTHRPUNJVUULJ[PVUZ[VVUL»Z
personal values. The examples that we have gathered in this cluster, might not be seen as
Z\MÄJPLU[S` ºJYP[PJHS» MVY [OL ZWLJPÄJ JVKPUN ZJOLTLZ I` LN 2LTILY  VY /H[[VU 
Smith (1995). However, for us, it was worthwhile to distinguish a level that was the most
JYP[PJHSHZZLLU^P[OPUV\YZHTWSLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU
0U[OPZJS\Z[LY^LOH]L[OYLLL_HTWSLZVM7»ZYLÅLJ[P]L\ZLVM+V[[HUK[^VHKKP[PVUHS
TLZZHNLZ[V*VNP[VI`7HUK7;OLJSLHYLZ[L_HTWSLVM7»ZJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUZ^P[O
Dott is seen in the visual that she made to end her period of use (see Figure 7.24), formulating a personal goal.
;OPZL_HTWSLZOV^ZOV^7YLÅLJ[ZVUOLYKLLWLYWLYZVUHS]HS\LZ)LJH\ZLZOLOHKZ\JO
HZWLJPÄJNVHSMVY[OPZ]PZ\HSPZH[PVUL_WYLZZPUNHNVHSZOLTHKLHZWLJPÄJJVTWVZP[PVU
with objects on her kitchen counter top that would create the right colour palette. This
example strongly turns inwards, to personal values. The example in Figure 7.25 (p. 204) of
the message send by P03 to Cogito, also relates to personal values but is more connected to
its wider societal context. Again, this includes a goal, although not all examples in this category were this much goal oriented. In this message, P03 connects her personal behaviour to
OLY]HS\LZYLNHYKPUNZVJPL[`;OLOPNOVJJ\YYLUJLVMHZPUNSLWHY[PJPWHU[»ZL_HTWSLZPU[OPZ
JS\Z[LYL_HTWSLZHSZVZOV^Z[OH[[OPZSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVUYLX\PYLZHJLY[HPUWLYZVUHSP[`
or can be seen as a skill that needs to be developed.
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P03: “That’s something I’ve been considering
the past years, which I always want to do but
then forget again. Then I end up at H&M and
buy the cheap stuff. But that is something I want
to be stricter about for myself, because I know
that in the long run it makes me happier. […] It
should just become a habit for me. So I thought,
if I send this, then I get reminded as well.”
-PN\YL*VNP[VTLZZHNLMYVT7PSS\Z[YH[PUNJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU

7.7 Discussion
The research-through-design study comparing Balance, Cogito and Dott gave rich insights
PU[OLWV[LU[PHSVMTLKPHIHZLKYLÅLJ[PVU[LJOUVSVN`0U[OPZZLJ[PVU^LÄYZ[KPZJ\ZZV\Y
results regarding our study design. Secondly, we discuss our primary contribution: showing
[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUJHUILZ\WWVY[LKPUJYLH[PVUYH[OLY[OHUVUS`YL[YPL]HS>LL_WSVYL^OH[P[
TLHUZ[VYLÅLJ[^P[OPU[OLJVU[L_[VM[OLOVTLHUKOV^VWLULUKLKULZZWSH`ZHYVSLPU
[OPZJVU[L_[-PUHSS`^LKPZJ\ZZPMHUKOV^KLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILZ\WWVY[LK[OYV\NO
design.

Explorative Comparative Study
Comparing multiple designs, in-the-wild, and involving participants in this comparison, is
a rarely seen approach. Here, we share some of the insights we gained regarding this combination of exploration, comparison and evaluation.
In the design and development, we experienced that it is challenging to develop three conJLW[Z [OH[ HYL ZPT\S[HULV\ZS` Z\MÄJPLU[S` ZPTPSHY HUK PU[LYLZ[PUNS` KPMMLYLU[ 0U OPUKZPNO[
Cogito and Balance were too similar, the reliance of both concepts on words (and thus
on verbalising thoughts) made them more similar to each other and very different from
Dott. Focussing the audio concept on soundscapes or environmental recordings could have
THKL[OLJVUJLW[ZTVYLLX\HSS`ZWYLHKHJYVZZ[OLºKLZPNUZWHJL».H]LY 4HY[PU
;VHSSV^WHY[PJPWHU[Z[VL_WLYPLUJL[OLJVUJLW[ZÄYZ[OHUK[OL`^LYLHSSPTWSLTLU[LKPU
interactive prototypes. We aimed to integrate role, implementation and look-and-feel into
each prototype (Houde & Hill, 1997). However, the technical implementations created
some obstacles that inhibited evaluating the concepts to their full potential. For example,
[OLMVYJLZLUZVYZPU)HSHUJL^LYL\UZ[HISL^OPJOTHKLYLJVYKPUNTVYLKPMÄJ\S[:LJVUKS`
the design features that were intended to serve as peripheral reminders (restoring position
of Balance over time or fading lights in Cogito) were too subtle in most home environments.
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Some participants could easily use the prototypes as a starting point (moving beyond technical challenges), not judging it by its actuality but by its potential (Odom et al., 2016) but
for others, this created an unsurmountable obstacle.
0U[OLÄUHSPU[LY]PL^^LLTWOHZPaLK[OLKPMMLYLUJLZIL[^LLU[OLJVUJLW[ZI`\ZPUNJVTparative scales (similar to Werff et al., 2017). This was a useful way to stimulate people to
view the concepts from different perspectives. However, the strong emphasis on differences, made it more challenging for us to analyse the similarities between the concepts. The
systems share many characteristics as well, such as individual home use, combining media
creation and retrieval, and having a low threshold. Prompting the participants to discuss the
similarities more explicitly would have strengthened our insights in this area.

5HÁHFWLRQLQFUHDWLRQ
;OL\ZLVM)HSHUJL*VNP[VHUK+V[[ZOV^LK[OH[THU`WHY[PJPWHU[ZYLÅLJ[LKK\YPUN[OL
creation of media. We see this as the primary contribution of this study, because design
MVYYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OTLKPHHSTVZ[HS^H`ZMVJ\ZZLZVUTLKPHYL[YPL]HS0UZVTLJHZLZ[OPZ
media is primarily system collected (for example by Sensecam [Lindley et al., 2011], or
sensor-based [Lin et al., 2006; Consolvo et al., 2008]). If the users are involved, media creH[PVUPZVM[LUMVJ\ZZLKVUJYLH[PUNºSVNZVML]LU[ZMVYM\[\YLYL[YPL]HS»-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR
2010).
,_PZ[PUNTLJOHUPZTZ[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUJYLH[PVUVM[LU\ZLWYVTW[Z-LZZSL[LS
HUHWWYVHJOLZWLJPHSS`[HRLU[V[YPNNLY^YP[[LUYLÅLJ[PVU(ZHUHS[LYUH[P]L[VZ\JOJVUtent-triggers, we introduced using opportunity or direction triggers (Chapter 6). Cogito
relied on opportunity triggers while Dott and Balance provided some direction. We found
that direction triggers are easier to interpret and to make meaningful for most people, compared to only giving opportunity. In addition to such direction triggers, we recognise several
TLJOHUPZTZPUV\YKLZPNUZ[OH[Z\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUPUJYLH[PVU7YPTHYPS`^LZLL[OH[[OL
JVUJLW[ZZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUI`Z[PT\SH[PUN[Vexternalise thoughts and feelings (thus being
L_WYLZZPVUKYP]LU*OHW[LY0ZHHJZL[HSMV\UKL_[LYUHSPZPUN[VILQ\Z[[OLÄYZ[
Z[LW^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUTHPUS`VJJ\YYPUNVUYL[YPL]HSVMTLKPHI\[^LZH^YLÅLJ[PVUHSYLHK`
(and primarily) happening in the creation phase. Especially with Cogito and Balance, creH[PUNTLKPHYLX\PYLK[VIYPUNPU[V^VYKZ^OH[VULPZ[OPURPUNVYMLLSPUN0UHKKP[PVU[OL
briefness of the messages was often seen as a stimulant to get to the core of a thought and
THRLYLÅLJ[PVUZTVYLZWLJPÄJ6[OLYTLJOHUPZTZ[OH[Z\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU^LYLZLLUPU
the possibility to adjust the media during creation (thus resulting in mini-iteration) and by
having a certain threshold;OLKVTPUHUJLVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOTLKPHYL[YPL]HS
JHU IL ZLLU PU [OL Z\NNLZ[LK [LJOUPX\LZ MVY KLZPNUPUN MVY YLÅLJ[PVU HZ WYLZLU[LK PU [OL
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SP[LYH[\YLYL]PL^I`-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR;OLPY[LJOUPX\LZPUJS\KLHZRPUNX\LZ[PVUZ
presenting different perspectives on media, using recorded media as an external view and
YLVYNHUPaPUN TLKPH;OLZL HYL ]HS\HISL [LJOUPX\LZ [V ^OPJO V\Y Z[\K` JVU[YPI\[LZ UL^
^H`ZVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUPU[OLTVTLU[VMJYLH[PVU:[PSSYLÅLJ[PVUJHUVMJV\YZLIL
well supported during the review of previous media or even by repurposing or remixing
WYL]PV\ZTLKPHHZZ\NNLZ[LKPU*OHW[LY>LJVUZPKLYV\YÄUKPUNZVUZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUK\YPUNJYLH[PVUHZHTVYLUV]LSJVU[YPI\[PVUHZYLÅLJ[PVUPZTVYLVM[LUZ[PT\SH[LKPU
retrieval or review.

'HVLJQIRUGRPHVWLFUHÁHFWLRQ
0UIV[O[OLWYLPU[LY]PL^ZHUK[OLL]HS\H[PVUP[ILJHTLJSLHY[OH[ºOVTL»PZHUPTWVY[HU[
WSHJLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU0[^HZZLLUHZVULVM[OLJVYLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMNVVKºVWWVY[\UP[`»MVY
YLÅLJ[PVUHUKL]LUTVIPSLJYLH[PVU^HZVM[LUKVULH[OVTL0U[OLSP[LYH[\YLVUYLÅLJ[PVU
ML^ L_HTWSLZ HYL ZLLU VM Z\JO ºKVTLZ[PJ YLÅLJ[PVU» ^OPJO PZ PUÅ\LUJLK I` [OL KVTPnant focus on educational or professional aims. Others focus more on the interaction with
(mobile) systems, with little reference to the context in which such interactions take place
3P+L` -VYSPaaP>LJVUJS\KL[OH[MVYYLÅLJ[PVU[VILPU[LNYH[LKPU[VL]LY`KH`
life, considering its context is crucial.
The value of the home as a physical context is more explicitly recognized in the area of
design for personal remembering. There, home is seen as a shared place, in which objects
of memory take a crucial role (Petrelli et al., 2008). In this context, objects are used for
comfort, as a conversation starter and to display identity (Petrelli et al., 2008). In these
examples, more attention is given to the home as a social space, which is shared with family
members, friends and others. With our focus on individual use, our insights into designing
MVY[OLOVTLHZHZVJPHSJVU[L_[HYLSPTP[LK;VPU[LNYH[LYLÅLJ[PVUPU[VL]LY`KH`SPMLP[PZ
clear that children, housemates, or family members play a role, for example because they
JH\ZLHKPZ[\YIHUJLHYLPU]VS]LKPUYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVUZVYILJH\ZL[OL`HYLJ\YPV\Z
Even with designs aimed at the individual, home as a social context deserves more attention.
Several researchers have explored giving digital media a presence in the home and found
PUZ[HUJLZVMYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVU/LSTLZL[HS"6KVTL[HSL]LU[OV\NO
their primary aim was for other types of remembering such as reminiscence (Sellen & Whit[HRLY7L[YLSSP>OP[[HRLY )YVJRTLPLYMV\UK[OH[TLTLU[VLZZLY]PUNYLÅLJtive purposes were more often found in private rooms, such as bedrooms or studies. The
HYLHVMKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^V\SKILULÄ[MYVT[HRPUNZ\JOHU\HUJLK]PL^VU[OLJVU[L_[
of the systems and processes.
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(ZTLU[PVULKHIV]Lºhome»^HZVULVM[OLJVYLH[[YPI\[LZVMNVVKVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYLÅLJtion. As the open-ended designs were not used in a pre-scribed way (in timing, process
VY V[OLY^PZL \ZL YLSPLK VU VWWVY[\UP[` HUK [YPNNLYZ Z[PT\SH[PUN [OL JYLH[PVU VM ÅL_PISL
OHIP[Z6UHSHYNLYZJHSL^LOH]LZLLULZWLJPHSS`PU*OHW[LY[OH[[OLULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
is similarly irregular, changing with certain periods and across the life span (see also Staudinger, 2001). Rather than aiming for establishing habits “from now on and until forever”
-VNN P[^V\SKIL]HS\HISL[VJVUZPKLYKLZPNUPUNYLÅLJ[P]L[LJOUVSVN`MVY[LTWVYHS
J`JSPJVYPYYLN\SHY\ZL;OPZYLX\PYLZHWLYZWLJ[P]LPU^OPJOWLYPVKZVMUVU\ZLVYºSHWZLZ»
see Epstein et al., 2016) are accepted and integrated in the design. A system could for
example stimulate reviewing earlier material, which was found to be most successful if no
explicit prompts for re-uptake were given (Epstein et al., 2016). Making the media accessible on other platforms (such as a phone or computer) might enable this better, as a dedica[LKKL]PJLPUUVU\ZLTPNO[V[OLY^PZLILMVYNV[[LUPUOPIP[PUNI\PSKPUNHYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[0U
NLULYHSHUHWWYVHJO[OH[MVJ\ZZLZVUPYYLN\SHYVYJ`JSPJ\ZL^V\SKILULÄ[MYVTKLZPNUPUN
dynamic systems. A combination of active and reactive behaviour stimulates exploration in
open-ended systems (De Valk, Bekker & Eggen, 2013) and can provide peripheral triggers
in the home. Cogito, for example, used light patterns to achieve this, which could be even
TVYL K`UHTPJ (SSV^PUN \ZLYZ [V HKQ\Z[ K`UHTPJ ILOH]PV\Y VM [OL JVUJLW[Z [V ZWLJPÄJ
MHTPS`ZP[\H[PVUPZILULÄJPHSHZP[HSSV^Z[OLZ`Z[LTHUKP[ZºHNLUJ`»[V[HRLHZ\P[HISLYVSL
within the home (Helmes et al., 2011).
'Time'^HZHZLJVUKPTWVY[HU[H[[YPI\[LVMNVVKVWWVY[\UP[`HZIV[OYLÅLJ[PVUHUKZ`Z[LT
interaction take time. In a certain sense, taking a distance from everyday life while being
integrated into everyday life, are add odds with each other. It might be one of the reasons
why transitional moments were seen in everyday practices (Chapter 5). Other current habits
were interwoven with everyday practices as well, for example by existing in between acti]P[PLZVYI`ºWH\ZPUN»0UV\YL]HS\H[PVU^LZH^[OH[L]LUK\YPUNZOVY[TVTLU[ZHYLÅLJtive interaction can stimulate taking a small distance. However, when aiming to support
KLLWLYYLÅLJ[PVUZLLZLJ[PVUVUº+LW[OPU9LÅLJ[PVU»W TVYLLSHIVYH[LPU[LYHJ[PVU
TPNO[[HRLTVYL[PTL9LHJOPUNTVYLKLW[OHSZVYLX\PYLZTVYLTLU[HSKPZ[HUJLMYVTHU
experience (which a system can help, for example by providing an external perspective).
Integrating this into everyday life will become even more challenging.

'HVLJQIRURSHQHQGHGUHÁHFWLRQ
>LKLZPNULKV\YJVUJLW[Z[VZ\WWVY[VWLULUKLKYLÅLJ[PVUIV[OPU[LYTZVMJVU[LU[HUK
regarding the integration into everyday life. Some participants had trouble determining how
to use the concepts in a meaningful way or what media to create. We made our concepts
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VWLU[VPU[LYWYL[H[PVUPUH^H`[OH[[OLNLULYHSW\YWVZL^HZZL[[VYLÅLJ[I\[[OLZWLJPÄJ
Z[LWZ^LYLUV[:LUNLYZ .H]LY0UV\YZ[\K`^LYLJVNUPZLOV^[OPZYLX\PYLZWLVWSL
[V¸KLÄUL\ZL[OYV\NO\ZL¹9LKZ[YT;OPZWYVJLZZ[HRLZ[PTLHUK^LJHUKYH^H
parallel to the different stages of open-ended play, described by De Valk, Bekker & Eggen
(2015). In their paper, they describe how people go through stages of invitation, exploration
and immersion (potentially in an iterative way). The model is primarily described based on
short-term use, but here we use it to understand the longer process of making meaning of
V\YJVUJLW[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
0U[OLÄYZ[Z[HNLPU]P[H[PVUWLVWSLHYLKYH^U[VPU[LYHJ[^P[OVIQLJ[Z+L=HSR)LRRLY 
Eggen, 2015). For our study, this invitation happened with an actual, written invitation. The
wording in these invitations and instructions matter greatly for open-ended designs. For
L_HTWSLHZHUHS[LYUH[P]L[VPU[YVK\JPUNHZ`Z[LTHZILPUNºMVYYLÅLJ[PVU»*VNP[VJV\SK
be introduced as a way to “send messages to the future” or to 'capture your thoughts' or to
¸JVTWHYL`V\YKHPS`L_WLYPLUJLZ¹,HJOPUZ[Y\J[PVU^PSSYLZ\S[PUKPMMLYLU[ÄYZ[\ZL7PLYJL
& Paulos (2015) designed Camera Obscura as a way to similarly explore the packaging,
PUZ[Y\J[PVUZHUKKPZWSH`VM[OLPYºWYV[V[`WL»[VHSSV^P[[VZWLHRMVYP[ZLSM;OPZZOV^ZOV^
creating open-ended designs, goes beyond the design of only the object, but includes all
forms of communication involved. On this level, we believe our instructions to have been
Z\MÄJPLU[S`Z\JJLZZM\S-YHTPUN[OLJVUJLW[Z[VIL\ZLKºMVYYLÅLJ[PVU»^HZ\ZLM\SHZP[NP]LZ
a clear purpose. This also allowed for evaluating on whether the device successfully supported this aim, together with the participants. However, in our instructions, words such as
daily, everyday, or every day, might have given a focus on the present day, which might have
PUÅ\LUJLKMVJ\ZVUWYLZLU[L_WLYPLUJLZ
In the second stage, people explore the possible interactions with an open-ended system
(De Valk, Bekker & Eggen, 2015). The potential interactions with our systems were clear,
thus exploration focussed on creating interactions (and thus media) that are personally
valuable. We saw several people who created their own constraints: using either single or
T\S[PWSL WOV[VZ ZL[[PUN H ZWLJPÄJ [VWPJ MVY LHJO WLYPVK VY MVJ\ZZPUN VU JHW[\YPUN NVHSZ
and responses. Exploration could be further supported by providing immediate feedback
HUKHSSV^PUNMVYWO`ZPJHSÅL_PIPSP[`+L=HSR)LRRLY ,NNLU,_WSVYPUNKPMMLYLU[
locations within the home for example, changes how systems are perceived and integrated
PU[VMHTPS`YV\[PULZ/LSTLZL[HS6\YWYV[V[`WLZ^LYLUV[Z\MÄJPLU[S`ÅL_PISL[V
ILTV]LKHYV\UK[OLOV\ZLHUKWLVWSLKPKUV[MLLSPUJSPULK[VL_WSVYL[OPZ4VYLMYLX\LU[
media retrieval could provoke people to re-evaluate their creations and thus explore additional ways to create. Of course, the study duration also plays a role here. From a methodological perspective, it would be interesting to provoke exploration more explicitly. People
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VM[LUOH]LH[LUKLUJ`[V^HU[[VMVSSV^YLZLHYJOPUZ[Y\J[PVUZHUK[VKVP[º^LSS»(M[LYHU
initial period of use, it might be good to explicitly instruct people to explore the device in
a personally relevant and meaningful way.
Finally, people can move into an immersion stage, being involved in the interaction and
attaching meaning to it (De Valk, Bekker & Eggen, 2015). There is a parallel between this
Z[HNLHUK[OLSL]LSVMVWLU[VPU[LYWYL[H[PVU[OH[:LUNLYZ .H]LYKLZJYPILHZÄUKPUN
HZWLJ[ZVMWLYZVUHSSPML^OPJO[OLKLZPNUÄ[Z[V6ULVM[OLHPTZPUKLZPNUMVYVWLULUKLK
WSH`PZ[VHSSV^WLVWSL[VRLLWÄUKPUNUL^VWWVY[\UP[PLZHUKWVZZPIPSP[PLZ+L=HSR)LRRLY
& Eggen, 2015). Initially, we saw that our designs, in contrast, would be explored until a
Z\P[HISLPU[LNYH[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPML^HZMV\UK/V^L]LYHZKLZPYLMVYYLÅLJ[PVUJOHUNLZ
over time, it could be argued that people re-enter stages of exploration. It is also clear that
MVYYLÅLJ[PVU[VYLHJO[OPZSL]LSVMPTTLYZPVUHUK[O\ZVMTLHUPUNM\SPU[LNYH[PVU[HRLZ[PTL
Study duration is a topic of increasing debate within HCI, becoming more relevant as the
domain opens up (Crabtree et al., 2013). In our two-week study, participants had the opportunity to interact and explore, but immersion could only be hypothesized in the interview.

'HSWKLQUHÁHFWLRQ
>LZLLKLW[OHZVULVM[OLKLÄUPUNJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMYLÅLJ[PVU0UV\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU*OHW[LY^LKLZJYPILK[OH[^LHPTMVYZVTLSL]LSVMJYP[PJHSP[`HZZ\TPUN
[OH[TVYLKLW[O^V\SKTHRLYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLTLHUPUNM\S0UV\YYLZ\S[Z^LZLLL_HTWSLZ
^OPJOHYLOPNOS`]HS\HISLPUL]LY`KH`SPMLHSYLHK`H[[OLSL]LSVMKLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUÄYZ[
YLÅLJ[P]L SL]LS B2LTILY " /H[[VU  :TP[O 

D -VY L_HTWSL YLÅLJ[PVUZ VU [OPZ

level provided reminders for the self, set goals or unravelled emotions. We consider the
UL_[YLÅLJ[P]LSL]LSL_WSVYH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUZPTPSHY[VKPHSVNPJYLÅLJ[PVUB2LTILYDVM
PU[LYLZ[0UV\YHUHS`ZPZHSSL_HTWSLZVU[OPZSL]LSMVJ\ZZLKVUX\LZ[PVUZ[OH[^LYL\UYLZVSved. We see an interesting design opportunity to allow for such media to be reviewed later,
with novel additions being made over time (such as done in Echoes [Isaacs et al., 2013]).
-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJRZ\NNLZ[[OH[[OPZSL]LSLZWLJPHSS`JV\SKILULÄ[MYVTZ`Z[LTZ^P[O
ambiguity, which is interesting to explore further.
Most of the media creationZOV^LKTLKP\TSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVU0UNLULYHS^LILSPL]LTVYL
depth can be attained in media retrieval, especially with more elaborate exploration. With
Cogito, we aimed to stimulate comparing multiple instances, but this was rarely seen and
YLX\PYLZTVYLLTWOHZPZVYPUZ[Y\J[PVU4LKPHL_WSVYH[PVUJV\SKILKLZPNULKPUHSH`LYLK
way, starting with a single instance and unfolding in interaction. Such a process would
Z\WWVY[ PUX\PY` )H\TLY L[ HS  L_WSVYPUN KPMMLYLU[ WLYZWLJ[P]LZ JVUULJ[PVUZ HUK
comparisons. We see potential in combining different media types; both user-generated and
automatically collected (such as meta-data or sensor-based information). Similar to GoSlow
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(Cheng et al., 2011) the visual (colour, colour-composition or photo) can form a thumbnail
VYZ\TTHY`VMHYLÅLJ[PVU;OPZHSSV^ZJVTIPUPUN[OLLTV[PVUHSHUKPU[\P[P]LZ[YLUN[OVM
]PZ\HSL_WYLZZPVU^P[O[OLKL[HPSZVM[L_[;OL]PZ\HSLSLTLU[ZHSSV^MVY[OLYLÅLJ[PVU[VOH]L
a presence in the home, without disclosing too much personal information. Inspired by the
HYLHVMPUMVYTH[PVUKLJVYH[PVUZ\JOHTIPLU[KPZWSH`ZZOV\SKMVJ\ZVU[OLHLZ[OL[PJX\HSPties of the media to create a valuable addition to the domestic context (Eggen & Mensvoort,
2009). With deliberate interaction, related media can then be explored. These media should
JV]LYH^PKLYZWHUVM[PTLHZKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVUPZLHZPLY[VHJOPL]L^OLU[HRPUNZ\JOH
broader perspective. The systems were currently present-focussed, but exploring change
HUKZ[HIPSP[`V]LY[PTLOHZIPNNLYWV[LU[PHS[VL]VRL[YHUZMVYTH[P]LVYJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU
0[ JHU IL KLIH[LK ^OL[OLY [OL OPNOLZ[ SL]LSZ VM JYP[PJHS VY [YHUZMVYTH[P]L YLÅLJ[PVU JHU
be evoked with design. Fleck & Fitzpatrick (2010) state that interactive systems might be
LZWLJPHSS`\ZLM\S[VZ[PT\SH[LSV^LYSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOHZKLZJYPW[P]LHUKL_WSVYH[P]L
from which higher levels could emerge, while those higher levels are more challenging to
KLZPNUMVYKPYLJ[S`0UV\YZ[\K`^LZH^L_HTWSLZVMJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU^P[O[^VVMV\YWHY[PJPWHU[Z(S[OV\NOJYP[PJHSP[`PUYLÅLJ[PVUPZPUÅ\LUJLKI`HWLYZVUHSYLÅLJ[P]LH[[P[\KLHUK
skill level, we believe criticality can still be stimulated through design (although without
guarantee). As described above, we believe that criticality can be supported by combining
creation with retrieval, adopting a layered approach with multiple media types and stimulating a broad temporal horizon (Shipp, Edwards & Lambert, 2009).
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7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have described our explorative comparative study with three concepts
MVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU>LOH]LKLZPNULK)HSHUJL*VNP[VHUK+V[[[VL_WSVYLOV^
TLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUJHUL]VRLYLÅLJ[PVUHUKOV^YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZJHUILPU[LNYH[LKPU[V
everyday life.
0U[OLZ[\K`^LHPTLK[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUI`JVTIPUPUNTLKPHJYLH[PVUHUKTLKPHYL[YPL]HS0UJVU[YHZ[[VTVZ[HWWYVHJOLZ[OH[Z[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OTLKPHYLÅLJ[PVUTHPUS`
VJJ\YYLKPUJYLH[PVUYH[OLY[OHUTLKPHL_WSVYH[PVU;OLJVUJLW[ZZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUI`
YLX\PYPUN[VL_WYLZZ[OV\NO[ZHUKMLLSPUNZHUKHKKP[PVUHSS`[OYV\NOIYPLMULZZP[LYH[P]LJYLH[PVUHUKOH]PUNH[OYLZOVSK4LKPHYL[YPL]HS[YPNNLYLKZVTLYLÅLJ[PVUI\[TVYLLSHIVYH[L
interactions for exploration could strengthen this.
;OLKLZPNUZHPTLKH[VWLULUKLKYLÅLJ[PVUIV[OPUJVU[LU[HUKOHIP[;OLJVU[LU[VM[OL
YLÅLJ[PVUZ ^HZ KP]LYZL ^P[O THU` [VWPJZ VM L]LY`KH` SPML PUJS\KLK HUK ^LYL WYPTHYPS`
WYLZLU[MVJ\ZZLK -L^ JVUULJ[PVUZ IL[^LLU YLÅLJ[PVUZ ^LYL THKL ^OPJO PZ VUL VM [OL
reasons that only middle levels of depth were reached. However, we saw that these levels
were very valuable for everyday life, including generalisations, instances with explanation
HUKPUZ[HUJLZ^P[OM\[\YLNVHS6US`PUHML^JHZLZOPNOLYSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LYLZLLUPU
a more explorative or critical form. We believe these levels could be further stimulated in
KLZPNUPUNZWLJPÄJTLKPHYL[YPL]HSPU[LYHJ[PVUZJVTIPUPUNT\S[PWSLTLKPH[`WLZHUKZ[PT\lating a broader temporal perspective.
>P[O V\Y JVUJLW[Z ^L HSZV L_WSVYLK OV^ L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU JHU IL PU[LNYH[LK PU
J\YYLU[OHIP[Z)HZLKVUV\YÄUKPUNZ^LJVUJS\KL[OH[[OPZVM[LUKVLZUV[YLS`VUÄ_LK
moments, but instead both opportunity and triggers play an important role. For most people,
X\P[LZWLJPÄJJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZYLZ\S[PUNVVKVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYLÅLJ[PVU!HTVTLU[VMJHSTULZZOH]PUN[PTLILPUNHSVULHUKWYLMLYHIS`H[OVTL>LPU[YVK\JLKVTLZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVU
HZHZJVWLMVYYLÅLJ[P]LKLZPNU[OH[[HRLZ[OPZJVU[L_[PU[VHJJV\U[-VYYLÅLJ[PVU[VIL[Y\S`
PU[LNYH[LKPUKVTLZ[PJWYHJ[PJLZ[HRLZ[PTLHZWLVWSLHYLSPRLS`[VÄYZ[NV[OYV\NOHWYVJLZZ
of exploration and meaning making.
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8
Abstract

Design Considerations
for Everyday Life
5HÁHFWLRQ

(ZH^H`[VNLULYHSPZLV\YÄUKPUNZ^LMVYT\SH[LZL]LUKLZPNU
JVUZPKLYH[PVUZMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPU[OPZJOHW[LY>P[O
these considerations, we hope to inspire further research and
KLZPNUPU[V[OPZHYLH;OLÄYZ[ML^JVUZPKLYH[PVUZMVJ\ZVUV\Y
ZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUIHZLKVUV\Y[OLVYL[PJHSHUK
LTWPYPJHS^VYR^LKPZJ\ZZOV^L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUIL
understood. The other considerations, are focussed more speJPÄJHSS`VU\ZPUNTLKPHHZH^H`[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU;OLZL
aspects are primarily based on our design explorations and
evaluations. In these considerations, we highlight how media
HUKYLÅLJ[PVUPU[LYHJ[HUK^OH[HZWLJ[ZULLK[VIL[HRLUPU[V
account when designing for this purpose.
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8.1. Introduction
7LVWSLMYLX\LU[S`YLÅLJ[PUL]LY`KH`SPML9LÅLJ[P]LS`L_HTPUPUN[OL^VYSKPZVULVM[OL
aspects that distinguishes humans from other animals (Dewey, 1933). Both in research and
PUK\Z[Y`THU`WLVWSLOH]LHPTLK[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU^P[OPU[LYHJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZMVYV]LYviews see for example, Baumer, 2015; Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010). In this thesis, we have
L_WSVYLK KLZPNU MVY YLÅLJ[PVU ^P[OPU [OL ZWLJPÄJ ZJVWL VM L]LY`KH` SPML YH[OLY [OHU [OL
more common areas of education, professional development or health interventions. We
WYVWVZL [OL JVUJLW[ VM ºL]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU» HZ H ^VY[O^OPSL HYLH MVY KLZPNU ^OPJO
^LKLÄULKHZ¸Considering and analysing past, present and future experiences in order to
(re-)assess thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and actions regarding ones everyday life.”
;VZ\WWVY[[OPZ[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LOH]LL_WSVYLK^H`Z[VZ[PT\SH[LWLVWSL[V[OPURHIV\[
their lives, individually, within a trusted environment and through media technology.
Based on our exploration of this design space, we formulate seven considerations regarding
KLZPNUMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU*VUZPKLYH[PVUZHYLH^H`[VMVYTHSPZLV\YPUZPNO[ZIHZLK
on both theoretical and empirical understanding. They can be seen as generative intermediate-level knowledge, a type of outcome in design-research that is "more abstracted than
particular instances, without aspiring to be at the scope of generalized theories” (Höök,
& Löwgren, 2012, p.23:1). The considerations are broad aspects to be taken into account
^OLUKLZPNUPUNYH[OLY[OHUKL[HPSLKWYVJLK\YLZVYN\PKLSPULZ>LHKOLYL[V:[VS[LYTHU»Z
(2008) view that “designers can be prepared-for-action but not guided-in-action by detailed
prescriptive procedures” (p 61). The contributions from research-through-design are primarily generative: they are concerned with what might be rather than with what currently
is (Gaver, 2012). Such generative knowledge claims are therefore intended to inform the
generation of new ideas and design.
)HZLKVUV\Y^VYR^P[OTLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZ[OLMVSSV^PUNJVUZPKLrations:


,]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPZHWLYZVUHSHUKÅL_PISL[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU



9LÅLJ[PVUJHUZ\WWVY[IV[OHWWYLJPH[PUNHUKKPYLJ[PUNL]LY`KH`SPML



,]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPUJS\KLZWHZ[WYLZLU[HUKM\[\YL



-SL_PISLYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[ZHYLIHZLKVU[YPNNLYZHUKVWWVY[\UP[`



,]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILZ[PT\SH[LKIV[O[OYV\NOTLKPHJYLH[PVUHUKTLKPH
exploration.

6.

Human effort and system effort can provide complementary value to support
YLÅLJ[PVU
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+LLWLYSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUYLX\PYLTVYLLSHIVYH[LZ\WWVY[

>P[O[OLZLJVUZPKLYH[PVUZ^LOVWL[VPUZWPYLHUKPUMVYT[OVZL^OVKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
LP[OLY^P[O[OLZWLJPÄJZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUVYI`IYPUNPUNTVYLºL]LY`KH`LSLTLU[Z»PU[VV[OLY[`WLZVMYLÅLJ[PVU:VTLJVUZPKLYH[PVUZMVJ\ZZWLJPÄJHSS`VU\ZPUNTLKPH
[VZ\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHS[OV\NO^LYLJVNUPaL[OPZPZQ\Z[VUL^H`[VKLZPNUMVY
YLÅLJ[PVU

8.2 Consideration 1:
(YHU\GD\OLIHUHÁHFWLRQLVDSHUVRQDODQGÁH[LEOHW\SHRIUHÁHFWLRQ
Over the course of our design-research process, it has become clearer which aspects
JOHYHJ[LYPZL L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU )LJH\ZL P[ MVJ\ZLZ VU L]LY`KH` SPML P[ PZ WYPTHYPS`
HWLYZVUHSMVYTVMYLÅLJ[PVU9LZLHYJOVUYLÅLJ[PVUMYLX\LU[S`[HRLZHUHS[LYUH[P]LZJVWL
Z\JOHZWYVMLZZPVUHSYLÅLJ[PVUYLÅLJ[PUNVU[OLÄUKPUNZVMHZ[\K`VYZVJPL[HSYLÅLJ[PVU
JVUZPKLYPUN [YLUKZ VY KL]LSVWTLU[Z 0UZ[LHK ^L ZLL L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU [V IL WYPTHYPS`WLYZVUMVJ\ZZLKºHIV\[TL»4HU`KPMMLYLU[LSLTLU[ZJHUILPU]VS]LKPUJS\KPUN
^VYRVYZVJPL[`I\[[OLLZZLUJLPZHIV\[VULZLSMHUKVUL»ZL]LY`KH`SPML+PMMLYLU[HZWLJ[Z
of everyday life are valuable for consideration, such as home, family, leisure time, work, or
ZJOVVS*OHW[LY>LJVUZPKLYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[VILLZWLJPHSS`]HS\HISLPMP[[HRLZ
a holistic perspective, looking for connections between such aspects.
;OLUV[PVU[OH[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPZWLYZVUHSHSZVYLSH[LZ[V^OL[OLYVULZLLZYLÅLJ[PVU
HZHWLYZVUHSP[`[YHP[9LÅLJ[PVUJHUILZLLUHZHKL]LSVWTLU[HSWYVJLZZSLHYULKV]LY[PTL
(see for example, Moon, 1999), as an activity within a cycle (see Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2010)
or as a personality trait (Trapnell & Campbell, 1999). To some extent, it is a combination of
[OLZLI\[^LÄUKP[PTWVY[HU[[VUV[L[OH[[OLYLPZHSHYNL]HYPL[`PUpersonality traits that
PUÅ\LUJLYLÅLJ[P]LILOH]PV\YZ;OLZL[YHP[ZPUJS\KLHWLYZVU»ZZLSMJVUZJPV\ZULZZ;YHWULSS
& Campbell, 1999) and differences in motives such as the need for autonomy, the need for
self-knowledge or their values and fears (Trapnell & Campbell, 1999). The development of
YLÅLJ[PVUHZHZRPSSK\YPUNHULK\JH[PVUJHUPUÅ\LUJLWLVWSL»ZH[[P[\KL[V^HYKZYLÅLJ[PVU
in other aspects of life as well. In general however, it remains relatively stable over time.
>LOH]LL_WSVYLK[OL\ZLVM[OL:LSM9LÅLJ[PVUHUK0UZPNO[:JHSL.YHU[-YHURSPU 3HUNMVYKHZHTLHZ\YLMVY[OPZH[[P[\KL*OHW[LYÄUKPUNSP[[SLKPMMLYLUJLWV[LU[PHSS`
because, from our sample, all participants had relatively high scores. Differences in persoUHSP[`[YHP[ZJHUHSZVKL[LYTPULVU^OH[SL]LSZVTLVULYLÅLJ[ZZLLMVYL_HTWSL*OHW[LY
7). Some people remain more pragmatic (on the level of activities), others consider more
abstract and deeper aspects such as their identity or personal mission (Korthagen & Vasalos,
2005).
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0UNLULYHSL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUMYLX\LU[S`VJJ\YZPUKH`[VKH`SPML4VZ[WLVWSLYLWVY[
OPNOMYLX\LUJPLZYLÅLJ[PUNKHPS`VYH[SLHZ[T\S[PWSL[PTLZLHJO^LLR*OHW[LY/V^L]LY
]LY`ML^WLVWSLOH]LHÄ_LKOHIP[VML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPUZ[LHKP[ZOV\SKILZLLUHZ
HOPNOS`PYYLN\SHYMVYTVMYLÅLJ[PVU7LVWSL^OVOH]LHZ`Z[LTH[PJYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z\JOHZ
ending each day with writing in a diary, are an exception. For most people, everyday life
YLÅLJ[PVUPZZLLU^P[OPYYLN\SHY[PTPUNHUKH]HYPL[`VMHJ[P]P[PLZ. For example, a single
WLYZVUZVTL[PTLZYLÅLJ[Z^OPSL[HSRPUN^P[OHWHY[ULYV[OLY[PTLZOLSPLZH^HRLYLÅLJ[PUN
in bed and yet another time purposely goes for an extensive walk.
(KKP[PVUHSS` L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU KVLZ UV[ MVSSV^ H Ä_LK WYVJLZZ>OLU YLÅLJ[PVU PZ
\ZLK PU LK\JH[PVU H Z[Y\J[\YLK ZLX\LUJL VM Z[LWZ PZ \Z\HSS` WYVTV[LK Z\JO HZ HJ[PUN
looking back, reviewing essential aspects, creating alternatives and having a trial (ALACT
model, Korthagen & Kessels, 1999). In everyday life, [OLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUPZÅL_PISL
7LVWSLMYLX\LU[S`Z^P[JOIL[^LLUKPMMLYLU[ºZ[HNLZ»VYºTVKLZ»VMYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OV\[KLSPILYH[LS`\ZPUN[OLZLZ[HNLZ0[PZ[OLYLMVYLHSZVTVYLZ\P[HISL[VZ\WWVY[[OPZ[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU
PUHUVWLUHUKÅL_PISL^H`,RLILYNO(KKP[PVUHSS`WLVWSLKVUV[HS^H`ZHJ[P]LS`
JOVVZL[VYLÅLJ[I\[P[OHWWLUZ[V[OLT*OHW[LY0UV\Y]PL^L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU
is not an activity in itself, but a mental process people engage with, often in parallel to other
HJ[P]P[PLZ)V[OMVYPU[LU[PVUHSHUK\UPU[LU[PVUHSYLÅLJ[PVU[OLZLHJ[P]P[PLZPUJS\KLJVTT\ting, walking, exercising or doing chores (Chapter 5).
(S[OV\NO YLÅLJ[PVU VJJ\YZ MYLX\LU[S` [OL ULLK MVY YLÅLJ[PVU ]HYPLZ V]LY [PTL, another
HZWLJ[KLTVUZ[YH[PUNP[ZÅL_PIPSP[`7LVWSLL_WYLZZHOPNOLYULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPUWLYPVKZVM
change (regarding education, career, living arrangements, and relationships) or in periods
of stress, intense emotions or personal struggles (Chapter 5). Life can be seen as a series of
HS[LYUH[PUNWLYPVKZVMJOHUNLHUKYLSH[P]LZ[HIPSP[`3L]PUZVU HZX\V[LZI`:[H\KPUNLY7LVWSLYLÅLJ[IV[OPUHU[PJPWH[PVUVMZ\JOJOHUNLHUKHM[LY^HYK[VLZ[HISPZOH
ºUL^UVYTHS»:[H\KPUNLY0USPUL^P[O:[H\KPUNLYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUZLY]L
different functions in different lifetime periods. These functions include, for example, identity formation in adolescence, the desire to share knowledge and teach others in midlife,
and death preparation towards the end of life (Staudinger, 2001).
Implications for design:
,]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU YLX\PYLZ [V IL Z\WWVY[LK PU HU VWLU HUK ÅL_PISL ^H` ZPTPSHYS`
Z[H[LKI`,RLILYNO,_WLJ[PUNWLVWSL[VMVSSV^ZWLJPÄJZ[LWZPUYLÅLJ[PVUVYKVPUN
P[PUHÄ_LK^H`ULNSLJ[Z[OLÅL_PISLHUKWLYZVUHSUH[\YLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUOpenLUKLKKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUMVJ\ZZLZVUJYLH[PUN[OLYPNO[JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU but
without strict guidance. With open-ended design, we refer to designs that are not restricted
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in their use, but can be interpreted, explored and appropriated (Redström, 2008).
;OL\ZLVMVWLULUKLKKLZPNUHSZVHSPNUZ^P[OV\YILSPLM[OH[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUYLX\PYLZTVYLÅL_PISLºOHIP[Z»0[ZOV\SKUV[ILZ\WWVY[LKI`KLZPNUPUNMVYHÄ_LKHJ[P]P[`PUH
Ä_LKTVTLU[PUHÄ_LKWSHJL0UZ[LHKYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZZOV\SKYLTHPUVWLU[VKPMMLYLU[
types of use, in a place and time suitable for the individual. Devices should be easily
available, to be used when people feel an opportunity or desire. We therefore propose to
Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU\ZPUNdesigns with a physical presence in the home (Chapter 7). Others
have found that giving media a presence has the advantage of serving as reminders (Zekveld
et al., 2017), eliciting serendipitous reminiscing (Van Gennip, 2018) and stimulating rich
interactions with media (Odom et al., 2012). However, giving objects a presence in the
home, is not enough to establish habits. It is important to consider what opportunity is ideal
HUKOV^YLÅLJ[PVUJHUILtriggered, we discuss these aspects in detail in Consideration 4.
)LJH\ZL [OL ULLK MVY YLÅLJ[PVU ]HYPLZ V]LY [PTL designs should not require to be used
'every day'(S[OV\NOTHU`JVUJLW[ZKVUV[Z[YPJ[S`YLX\PYL[OPZP[JHUMLLSHZHMHPS\YLPM
H KH` PZ ZRPWWLK 0U ^YP[[LU QV\YUHSZ ^OPJO HYL ZVTL[PTLZ L]LU KH[LK OH]PUN ºNHWZ» VY
empty pages can feel disturbing or like a failure (Mols & Markopoulos, 2012). Incomplete
records of tracking can even lead to people abandoning the habit altogether (Epstein et al.,
;OLYLMVYLJYLH[PUNTLKPHZOV\SKHKK[VHJVSSLJ[PVU^P[OV\[[OLJVSSLJ[PVUYLX\Pring structural creation. To support this, it is for example useful to consider alternatives to
chronological ordering. Dates should not be the primary structure, as this often emphasises
gaps, but can be useful as meta-data.
;OH[OHIP[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHYLÅL_PISLHSZVYLZ\S[ZPU[OLKLZPYLMVY\ZL[V]HY`NYLH[S`V]LY
time. Although the scope of our in-the-wild study (Chapter 7) was too short to uncover such
WH[[LYUZPU\ZPUNYLÅLJ[P]LKL]PJLZP[JHUILHZZ\TLK[OLYL^PSSILWLYPVKZ^P[OSV^VY
no-use. Designers often strive for long-term and consistent use, but should instead accept
that use can be intermittent or cyclical (Epstein et al., 2016). From this perspective, it is
important to design for re-uptakeHM[LYHWLYPVKVMUVU\ZLVYºSHWZL»,WZ[LPUL[HS
Media created in the past can be presented to stimulate new creation, especially when this
is framed positively, celebrating past successes rather than providing explicit suggestions for
new uptake (Epstein et al., 2016). For dedicated devices (such as our media objects with a
presence in the home) such representation of past media should be on a different platform,
as the device is currently not used and might be out of sight. As media can be transferred
and stored online, media can be presented by e-mail or with a related mobile app. Introducing past media (in a different form) can provide a trigger for new creation, without
criticizing a period of non-use.
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8.3 Consideration 2:
5HÁHFWLRQFDQVXSSRUWERWK
appreciating and directing everyday life.
Everyday life is characterized by repetition, the experience of habit and a sense of home
-LSZRP 

(Z -LSZRP KLÄULK P[ L]LY`KH` SPML JHU IL ZLLU HZ “the essential taken-for-

granted continuum of mundane activities” (p. 15). In our study of everyday life memories
(Chapter 3), we similarly found that everyday life experiences are often taken for granted
when they occur. They are so normal, that there seems to be little value in them, or in
JOLYPZOPUN[OLTMVY[OLM\[\YL;OPZ]HS\LJOHUNLZV]LY[PTLI\[ZVTLZWLJPÄJYLÅLJ[PVU
JHU IL ULLKLK [V HWWYLJPH[L T\UKHUL L_WLYPLUJLZ *OHW[LY  +LZPNU MVY YLÅLJ[PVU PZ
VM[LUIHZLKVUHUHZZ\TW[PVU[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUOHZWVZP[P]LLMMLJ[Z)H\TLY:[\KPLZ
YLMLY[VH]HYPL[`VMWV[LU[PHSILULÄ[ZPUJS\KPUNZ\WWVY[PUNWLYZVUHSNYV^[O/HYYPUN[VU 
Lofffredo, 2010), improving wellbeing (Isaacs et al., 2013) and directing learning (Slovak,
/LYL^LWYVWVZL[^VPTWVY[HU[ILULÄ[ZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[JV\SKIL
considered when designing: creating appreciation and providing direction. Both rely on
WHZ[L_WLYPLUJLZI\[HWWYLJPH[PUNPZTVYLJVUULJ[LK[V[OLºWYLZLU[»HUKKPYLJ[PUNPZTVYL
JVUJLYULK^P[Oº[OLM\[\YL»(ZZ\JO[OPZJVUZPKLYH[PVUPZJSVZLS`YLSH[LK[V*VUZPKLYH[PVU
3, which focuses on these temporal aspects.
We found different aspects that make experiences more meaningful. In some cases, experiences are seen as valuable merely because of their repetition. In other cases, they show
HZVJPHS]HS\LVYOH]LHJVUULJ[PVUV]LY[PTL[V[OLWYLZLU[VYI`PUÅ\LUJPUNVUL»ZSPML
Finally, experiences can be valuable if they are iconic of character or highlight a contrast
(between people or across time). Often, an awareness of these values developed over time
VY^HZ\UJV]LYLK[OYV\NOL_WSPJP[YLÅLJ[PVULP[OLYPU[OLZ[\K`VYLHYSPLY9LÅLJ[PUNMYLquently can support appreciating mundane experiences by uncovering these values. As a
SHYNLWHY[VMV\YSP]LZPZº[HRLU\W»I`L]LY`KH`SPMLL_WLYPLUJLZP[^V\SKIL^VY[O^OPSL[V
appreciate them more. Such positive thoughts and gratefulness even have a positive impact
VU ^LSSILPUN ,TTVUZ  4J*\SSV\NO  7LVWSL ^OV ^LYL WYVTW[LK [V MYLX\LU[S`
express gratitude were found to experience more positive affect, were more inclined to help
others and expressed more satisfaction with their life as a whole (Emmons & McCullough,
2003). Appreciating mundane elements for their current and potential future value is not
LHZ`+\YPUN[OLWYVILZZ[\K`*OHW[LYL_WSPJP[X\LZ[PVUZ^LYLULLKLK[VTHRLWLVWSL
review their current everyday life for such values.
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,]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUHSZVZ\WWVY[THRPUNJOVPJLZ thus connecting to the directive
function of autobiographical memory (Bluck & Alea, 2002). In part, our memories support
decision-making by allowing us to synthesize (or imagine) future experience (Schacter &
Addis., 2007). The directive function relates to a wide range of choices: from the shaping of
(simple) likes and dislikes (e.g. not choosing pistachio ice-cream in the future) to complicated choices of life-paths (e.g. determining a career path). Although such more life-changing
decisions might be rare and relate more to special occasions or milestones, everyday life
aspects play an important role in making such decisions. For example, one might imagine
very mundane practices when considering moving house: where will I wake up, where
^PSS0OH]LIYLHRMHZ[OV^KV0JVTT\[L[V^VYR(ZZ\JOYLÅLJ[PUNVUL]LY`KH`SPMLL_WLYPLUJLZZ\WWVY[ZSPMLKLJPZPVUZ)\[ZTHSSLYKLJPZPVUZZWLJPÄJHSS`YLNHYKPUNILOH]PV\YHYL
THKL[OYV\NOV\[L]LY`KH`SPML;OLPTWVY[HUJLVMYLÅLJ[PVUPU[OLZLTVTLU[ZVMJOVPJLPZ
recognised in research focussing on behaviour change often aiming at ongoing behaviours
such as eating healthily, moving more or using energy wisely. In such behaviour change
WYVJLZZLZYLÅLJ[PVUPUHJ[PVU:JOU WSH`ZHJVUZPKLYHISLYVSLHZ[OLZLKLJPZPVUZ
often need to be made explicit before a behaviour is incorporated and automated. Both
LSHIVYH[LYLÅLJ[PVU^OLUTHRPUNSHYNLKLJPZPVUZYLÅLJ[PVUVUHJ[PVUHZ^LSSHZVUNVPUN
ILOH]PV\YHS JOVPJLZ YLÅLJ[PVUPUHJ[PVU JVUULJ[ YLÅLJ[PVU [V [OL KPYLJ[P]L M\UJ[PVU VM
memory (Bluck & Alea, 2002).
Implications for design:
In everyday life, media is created for a large variety of reasons, including serving as practical reminders or sharing stories with others (Lux, Kogler & Fabro, 2010). Often, media is
created with future retrieval in mind, for example, taking photos to serve as future memory
J\LZ =HU KLU /V]LU  ,NNLU " :LSSLU  >OP[[HRLY  -VY YLÅLJ[PVU TLKPH
JHUZPTPSHYS`ILJYLH[LKMVYM\[\YLYL[YPL]HS!MVJ\ZZPUNVUYLÅLJ[PVUH[[OLTVTLU[TLKPH
is reviewed. In turn, such review can stimulate appreciating these mundane experiences,
but similar to the probes in Chapter 3, this appreciation is then only in retrospect. Media
JYLH[PVUJHUIL[[LYZ\WWVY[HWWYLJPH[PUN[OLWYLZLU[PM[OLJYLH[PVUPZYLÅLJ[P]L In con[YHZ[[VºWVPU[HUKZOVV[»WOV[VZZ\JOJYLH[PVUULLKZ[VILTVYLKLSPILYH[LHTVYLL_WSPJP[
choice. It has been found that creating media (e.g. taking snapshots) can distract from an
experience resulting in remembering it less (Henkel, 2013). In contrast, it has also been
found, that media creation can enhance an experience (Mols et al., 2015). People can
perceive something more vividly or rich because they are capturing it, especially when
[OPZPZKVULPUHS[LYUH[P]LTLKPH[`WLZ)LJH\ZLVMZ\JOPUÅ\LUJLZ^LILSPL]LYLÅLJ[PVUPU
creation is needed to support present appreciation, further discussed in Consideration 5 as
the balance between capturing and expressing.
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-VYZ`Z[LTZ[OH[Z\WWVY[ILOH]PV\YJOHUNLZWLJPÄJHSS`^P[OPUWLYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZYLÅLJtion is seen as an important step in the interaction process (Li, Dey & Forlizzi., 2010). The
use of personal informatics for behaviour change can be split into two phases: discovery
and maintenance (Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011). During discovery, people collect a broad set
of data, looking for interesting areas, connections, and causalities. The second phase conJLYUZºTHPU[LUHUJL»^OPJOZ[PSSYLMLYZ[VJOHUNPUNZVTL[OPUN[O\ZTHPU[HPUPUNHZWLJPÄJ
behaviour towards a goal), not necessarily that a goal has been achieved and needs to be
THPU[HPULK LN THPU[HPUPUN H JLY[HPU ^LPNO[ 9LÅLJ[PVU WSH`Z H YVSL PU IV[O KPZJV]LY`
and maintenance. Characteristic of the discovery phase is that people do not yet know
what they are looking for. Therefore, people often (automatically) collect a wide variety of
data (Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011). As an alternative to system collected data, personal media
can support the discovery of patterns and increase awareness of behaviours. Selecting
up-front what is tracked is not needed, as open-ended media creation allows any type of
observation to be captured, whether it relates to for example healthy eating, energy usage
or active lifestyle.
Personal media focussing on everyday observations and experiences can be grouped on
ZWLJPÄJ[VWPJZMVYILOH]PV\YJOHUNLI\[JHUHSZVILL_WSVYLKTVYLOVSPZ[PJHSS`:\JOLSHIVYH[LYLÅLJ[PVUPZTVYLSPRLS`[VVUS`VJJ\YVJJHZPVUHSS`MVYL_HTWSLK\YPUNPTWVY[HU[
transitions or when making life-choices (Chapter 5). During periods of change, people
YLÅLJ[ ILMVYL K\YPUN HUK HM[LY H [YHUZP[PVU :[H\KPUNLY  :`Z[LTZ JHU Z\WWVY[ [OPZ
process by shifting roles in such a change, for example, by shifting the focus from looking
HOLHK [V SVVRPUN IHJR *VUJLW[Z MVY OVSPZ[PJ YLÅLJ[PVU ZOV\SK HSSV^ SVVRPUN IHJR V]LY
SVUNLYWLYPVKZVM[PTL/V^L]LYYLÅLJ[P]LTLKPHTPNO[UV[OH]LILLUJYLH[LKPULHYSPLY
times, so YL[YPL]PUN WYL]PV\Z YLÅLJ[PVUZ ZOV\SK IL JVTWSLTLU[LK ^P[O V[OLY TLKPH.
,]LUPMWYL]PV\ZYLÅLJ[PVUZOH]LILLUZH]LKHKKP[PVUHSTLKPHPZ]HS\HISLHZ[OLTLHUPUN
of experiences changes over time. It is therefore valuable to explore media which was
created for other purposes, as they can highlight mundane elements or everyday behaviours
(Chapter 3).
9LÅLJ[PVU JVUJLYULK ^P[O [OL KPYLJ[P]L M\UJ[PVU VM TLTVY` PZ VM[LU NVHSVYPLU[LK;OL
directive function concerns using memory to solve present problems and to direct present
HUKM\[\YLILOH]PV\Y)S\JRL[HS(ZZ\JOP[PZJSVZLS`YLSH[LK[V[OLÄLSKVMILOHviour change. When designing systems for behaviour change two stages of use can be iden[PÄLK!KPZJV]LY`Z[HNLHZRPUNNVHSOPZ[VY`HUKJVU[L_[X\LZ[PVUZHUKTHPU[LUHUJLMVJ\Zsing on status and discrepancy) (Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011). One of the risks of goal-oriented
YLÅLJ[PVUPZ[OH[P[JHUMVJ\ZVUULNH[P]LHZWLJ[ZHZSVUNHZHNVHSPZUV[HJOPL]LK`L[H
discrepancy between the desired and current state; Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011). When looking
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IHJRTVZ[WLVWSL»ZTLTVY`OHZHWVZP[P]P[`IPHZ>HSRLY:RV^YVUZRP ;OVTWZVU
)\[^OLUYLÅLJ[PUNVUJ\YYLU[KPZJYLWHUJPLZRLLWPUNHWVZP[P]LTPUKZL[JHUILJOHSSLUNPUNYLÅLJ[PVUJHUL]LUILJVTLY\TPUH[PVU;YHWULSS *HTWILSS

>L[OLYLMVYL

WYVWVZL L_WSVYPUN OV^ Z`Z[LTZ MVY YLÅLJ[PVU JV\SK PTWYV]L [OPZ [`WL VM YLÅLJ[PVU by
stimulating capturing and expressing the positive-VJ\ZZPUNVUWVZP[P]LLSLTLU[ZPUYLÅLJtion can be challenging. In our study on everyday practices, we found several people with
TVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUVMLUQV`PUNQV`:VTLL]LUKV\I[LKPM[OPZZOV\SKILJVUZPKLYLK
YLÅLJ[P]L*OHW[LY>LILSPL]L[OH[LZWLJPHSS`PUYLÅLJ[PVUMVY[OLKPYLJ[P]LM\UJ[PVU
MVJ\ZZPUNZ\MÄJPLU[S`VU[OLWVZP[P]LPZPTWVY[HU[0[OHZILLUMV\UK[OH[ILOH]PV\YJOHUNL
is more successful when celebrating minor achievements (Fogg, 2011). Especially in the
maintenance face, after which a goal is set but the change is still ongoing (Li, Dey & Forlizze, 2011). Therefore, a critical view of why certain things are not succeeding should be
complemented with a positive view. In the design of Balance (Chapter 7) we explored, very
literally, how we could support balancing different perspectives by recording two perspec[P]LZPUYLÅLJ[PVUVM[LUTHWWLK[VWVZP[P]LHUKULNH[P]LHZWLJ[ZVM[OLKH`0UV\YÄUKPUNZ
we saw examples of how such positive prompts supported people to take a more positive
perspective on everyday life experiences.

8.4 Consideration 3:
(YHU\GD\/LIH5HÁHFWLRQLQFOXGHVSDVWSUHVHQWDQGIXWXUH
;V ZVTL L_[LU[ WHZ[ WYLZLU[ HUK M\[\YL HYL HS^H`Z PUJS\KLK PU YLÅLJ[PVU +\YPUN V\Y
KLZPNUYLZLHYJOWYVJLZZV\YMVJ\ZHUKZJVWLOH]LZOPM[LKMYVTYLÅLJ[P]LYLTLTILYPUN[V
L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU;OPZ[LYTIL[[LYLTWOHZPZLZ[OLWYVJLZZLZ^LHYLPU[LYLZ[LKPU0U
V\Y]PL^YLÅLJ[PUNVU[OLWYLZLU[JYLH[LZKPYLJ[PVUMVY[OLM\[\YLI\[ relies on remembering the past. The inclusion of past experiences can be either implicit or explicit. For
L_HTWSLVULJHUKLSPILYH[LS`YLJHSSHWYL]PV\ZWYLZLU[H[PVU[VYLÅLJ[VUOV^[VWYLWHYL
for a current one. On a more implicit level, previous experiences shape how we feel or talk
about current and upcoming events. In the mind, both past and future are closely related:
imagining future experiences (in the mind) is highly similar to recalling past experiences
(Schacter & Addis, 2007; Conway, Loveday & Cole, 2016).
In part, the inclusion of different time periods relies on personality traits such as the
temporal focus (Shipp, Edwards & Lambert, 2009) and temporal depth (Bluedorn, 2002).
Temporal focus is the extent to which an individual is inclined to focus her attention on
WHZ[WYLZLU[VYM\[\YL;OL[LTWVYHSKLW[OHSZVKLZJYPILKHZºWHZ[HUKM\[\YLOVYPaVU»
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is a related concept that refers to the distance towards either past or future that is being
considered. Combining these traits shows how people divide their attention differently. For
example, with a close temporal horizon and future focus, one might often contemplate
about the following day. In contrast, someone with a distant temporal horizon and a focus
VU [OL WHZ[ TPNO[ MYLX\LU[S` YLTPUPZJL HIV\[ JOPSKOVVK TLTVYPLZ )V[O [YHP[Z JHU ]HY`
HJYVZZKPMMLYLU[[VWPJZHUKHYLJ\S[\YHSS`PUÅ\LUJLK:OPWW,K^HYKZ 3HTILY[ 
9LÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LU[YPNNLYLKI`ZVTL[OPUN[OH[YLJLU[S`OHWWLULKHUK[VHSLZZLYL_[LU[I`
[OPUNZ[OH[HYLHIV\[[VOHWWLU*OHW[LY>P[OTLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU^LZPTPSHYS`
saw that TVZ[YLÅLJ[PVUZHYLYLSH[P]LS`WYLZLU[MVJ\ZZLK, triggered by events of that day
*OHW[LY0UV\YZ[\K`VUTLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUTVZ[YLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLVUHSL]LS
VMºKLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU»/H[[VU :TP[O

MVYL_HTWSLI`KLZJYPIPUNHUL]LU[HUK

ZVTLJSHYPÄJH[PVUMVY^O`ZVTL[OPUNOHWWLULKVYI`NLULYHSPZPUNHSLZZVUSLHYULKMYVTH
ZWLJPÄJL_WLYPLUJL6US`PUHML^JHZLZKLLWLYSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LYLZLLU^P[OWLVWSL
YLÅLJ[PUNPUHUL_WSVYH[P]LVYJYP[PJHS^H`;OLZOVY[[PTLWLYPVKVMTVZ[YLÅLJ[PVUZMVJ\ZZPUNVU[OLWYLZLU[JV\SKOH]LPUÅ\LUJLK[OPZKLW[O+LLWLYYLÅLJ[PVUZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[V
occur when considering a longer period of time, for example looking at the development of
a character trait or personal growth over time.
Implications for design
0U V\Y Z[\K` MVJ\ZZPUN VU TLKPH Z\WWVY[LK YLÅLJ[PVU *OHW[LY  ^L ZH^ [OH[ MVY TVZ[
people future-oriented media feels useful to create. A large part of the media (especially
^YP[[LUVYZWVRLUPUJS\KLKYLTPUKLYZMVY[OLZLSMNLULYHSSLZZVUZSLHYULKVYZWLJPÄJM\[\YL
goals. People created media in this form because it felt useful, they could easily imagine
[OH[YL[YPL]PUNZ\JOTLZZHNLZSH[LY^V\SKIL]HS\HISL;OPZJV\SKYLSH[L[VZWLJPÄJLSLTLU[Z
of behaviour change, future choices or personal development goals. For many people,
goal-setting is easier done in language-based media, but exploring visuals for goal setting
might be worthwhile. Systems can stimulate using visual media for goal-setting, which can
TVYLLHZPS`ZLY]LHZWV^LYM\SYLTPUKLYZºH[HNSHUJL»
0UHKKP[PVU[VJYLH[PUNTLKPHMYVT[OLWYLZLU[HUKVYMVY[OLM\[\YLP[PZHSZV]LY`]HS\HISL
[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUMVYWHZ[L_WLYPLUJLZVM^OPJOZ\JOTLKPHKVLZUV[L_PZ[>LJHUJVUsiderYLW\YWVZPUNL_PZ[PUNTLKPH[VYLÅLJ[VU[OLWHZ[. Media of special occasions (such
as birthdays or holidays) might also represent more mundane elements, for example by the
location, background objects or clothes (Chapter 3). Prompts can be used to review past
TLKPHPUHTVYLYLÅLJ[P]L^H`MVYL_HTWSLI`JVUZPKLYPUNºV\[VMMYHTL»L]LU[Z-YVOSPJO
Wall & Kiddle, 2012): what lead up to the picture, what happened after or what (personally) has changed since then. Similarly, photos created for social purposes (such as sharing
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VUSPULJHUIL\ZLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVUI`YL]PL^PUN[OLTPUUL^^H`Z;OVTHZL[HS
;VIL[[LYZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUVUKPMMLYLU[[PTLWLYPVKZYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZZOV\SKHSSV^MVJ\Zsing on different time-scales-VYTVZ[WLVWSLP[PZYLSH[P]LS`LHZ`[VYLÅLJ[VU[OLZOVY[
[LYTZ\JOHZJVUZPKLYPUN[VKH`»ZL]LU[ZHUKWSHUUPUN[VTVYYV^»ZHJ[PVUZ/V^L]LYYLÅLJting on more longitudinal elements, such as past growth or future ambitions, can be challenging. Systems focussing on media retrieval can support taking such a more long-term
perspective. Elements such as tagging, ordering and clustering can support the underlying
WYVJLZZLZ VM YLÅLJ[PVU Z\JO HZ JVTWHYPUN HUK HIZ[YHJ[PUN :[H\KPUNLY  9LÅLJ[PUN
over longer periods has a higher potential of reaching more depth, although the relationship
PZUV[VULVUVUL>OL[OLYKLW[OPZHZ\JJLZZMHJ[VYMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHUKOV^P[
can be supported is more elaborately discussed in Consideration 7.

8.5 Consideration 4:
)OH[LEOHUHÁHFWLYHKDELWVDUHEDVHGRQWULJJHUVDQGRSSRUWXQLW\
;VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU^LHPTMVYWLVWSL[VPU[LNYH[LP[PU[V[OLPYL]LY`KH`SP]LZ0UV[OLY
words, we aim to facilitate the creation of habits. Habits can be seen as behaviour that
PZ WLYMVYTLK LHZPS` H\[VTH[PJHSS` HUK MYLX\LU[S` +LZPNU [V JYLH[L OHIP[Z PZ L_[LUZP]LS`
Z[\KPLK PU [OL KVTHPU VM ILOH]PV\Y JOHUNL -VNN   0U [OPZ HYLH YLÅLJ[PVU PZ VM[LU
Z[\KPLK HZ H TLHUZ MVY ILOH]PV\Y JOHUNL -VY [OPZ JVUZPKLYH[PVU ZWLJPÄJHSS` ^L SVVR H[
YLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[ZHZHJOHUNLPUILOH]PV\Y;OYV\NOV\[[OPZ[OLZPZ^LOH]LKLZJYPILKYLÅLJtion primarily as a mental process. In contrast, a habit refers to behaviour, to an action.
9LÅLJ[P]LOHIP[ZJHUILKLZJYPILKHZYLVJJ\YYPUNILOH]PV\YZ[OH[HYLSPRLS`[VL]VRLVY
Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU0UV\YV]LY]PL^VMYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ*OHW[LY^LZH^THU`Z\JO
OHIP[Z:VTL^LYLKVULZWLJPÄJHSS`^P[O[OLW\YWVZLVMYLÅLJ[PUNZ\JOHZNVPUNMVYH^HSR
^YP[PUNPUHQV\YUHSVYOH]PUNHJVU]LYZH[PVU6[OLYZHYLOHIP[Z[OH[MYLX\LU[S`^V\SKYLZ\S[
PUYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOHZKVPUNJOVYLZVYJVTT\[PUN>P[OKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^LZPTPSHYS`
aim to create activities, such as media interaction, that have a high potential for eliciting
YLÅLJ[PVU;OPZPSS\Z[YH[LZV\Y]PL^[OH[[OLYLÅLJ[PVUP[ZLSMHZHTLU[HSWYVJLZZJHUUV[IL
KPYLJ[S`KLZPNULKI\[JHUVUS`ILLSPJP[LK6\YHPTPZ[OLYLMVYLUV[[VKLZPNUYLÅLJ[PVUHZ
Z\JOI\[[V¸KLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU¹PUZ[LHK
(]HYPL[`VML]LU[ZJHUIL[OL[YPNNLYMVYYLÅLJ[PVU>LMV\UK[OH[WLVWSLHYLMYLX\LU[S`
triggered by a feeling, something that was said, was done or happened (Chapter 5). These
L_WLYPLUJLZHYL[OLTH[LYPHS[OH[PZYLÅLJ[LK\WVUI\[V[OLY[YPNNLYZYLSH[LKTVYLJSVZLS`[V
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^OLUYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZZ\JOHZHJVU]LYZH[PVUVU[OLLUKVM[OLKH`;OL[YPNNLY[OH[SLHKZ
[V[OL[PTPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVUJHUJVPUJPKL^P[O[OL[VWPJVMYLÅLJ[PVULNI`NP]PUNHYLÅLJ[P]L
prompt), but can also be different. In our study with Balance, Cogito, Dott (Chapter 7), we
VM[LUZH^IV[O[YPNNLYZ[VVJJ\YH[KPMMLYLU[TVTLU[Z(UL_WLYPLUJL[OH[L]VRLZYLÅLJ[PVU
HUKHZ`Z[LTLSLTLU[[OH[[YPNNLYZ[VLUNHNL^P[O[OLYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LT;OLZL[YPNNLYZJHU
occur at very different moments.
>OL[OLYVYUV[ZVTLVULLUNHNLZPUYLÅLJ[PVUKLWLUKZVUIV[OTV[P]H[PVUHUKZ\P[HISL
opportunity. Many of the habits described above create such an opportunity, for example,
KVPUNJOVYLZPZHUHJ[P]P[`[OH[KVLZUV[W\[HZ[YHPUVUJVNUP[P]LHIPSP[PLZHSSV^PUNYLÅLJ[PUNPUWHYHSSLS0UV\YZ[\K`VM)HSHUJL*VNP[VHUK+V[[*OHW[LY^LMV\UK[OH[ºOH]PUN
[PTL»PZVULVM[OLJY\JPHSJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMVWWVY[\UP[`ZPTPSHYS`MV\UKI`-SLJR -P[aWHtrick (2010). Other characteristics include: feeling calm, being alone, and being at home.
*VTIPUPUN[OLZLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ^P[O[OLWH[[LYUVMWLVWSL»ZSP]LZ[OLVWWVY[\UP[`TPNO[
arise at similar times each day (e.g. after the children have been put to bed) or vary greatly
LN^OLUL]LYZP[[PUNKV^UPU[OLNHYKLU,]LU^OLUNVVKVWWVY[\UP[`HYPZLZYLÅLJ[PVU
^PSSVUS`VJJ\YPMTV[P]H[PVUPZZ\MÄJPLU[S`OPNO0UV\YZ[\K`VUL]LY`KH`YLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ^LMV\UK[OH[Z\JOTV[P]H[PVUVYL_WLYPLUJLKULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU]HYPLZNYLH[S`IV[O
in the short term as well as during different periods in a lifetime.
Implications for design:
Implementing triggers in design has been elaborately explored in persuasive technology,
often based on the behaviour model as presented by Fogg (2009). He describes that trigNLYZJHUVUS`Z\JJLLKPMWLVWSLOH]LIV[OZ\MÄJPLU[TV[P]H[PVUHUKHIPSP[`[VWLYMVYTH
JLY[HPUILOH]PV\Y0UV\Y^VYR^LMVJ\ZVUWLVWSL^OVHYLNLULYHSS`TV[P]H[LK[VYLÅLJ[
but could use some support. In our studies, we similarly had participants that were rela[P]LS` TV[P]H[LK [V YLÅLJ[ I\[ [OLPY HIPSP[` YLSPLK VU [OL JVU[L_[ HUK JPYJ\TZ[HUJL;OLrefore, YLJVNUPZPUNHNVVKVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYLÅLJ[PVUHSSV^Z[YPNNLYPUNH[VW[PTHS[PTLZ.
-LZZS L[ HS  ZPTPSHYS` LTWOHZPZL [OL PTWVY[HUJL VM [PTPUN VM YLÅLJ[P]L Z`Z[LTZ PU
VYKLYUV[[VKPZ[\YI[OLÅV^PU^VYRLU]PYVUTLU[Z:VTLVM[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMVWWVYtunity that we found in the domestic context can be challenging to recognise by a system,
Z\JOHZJHSTULZZ6[OLYZJV\SKWV[LU[PHSS`ILTLHZ\YLKMVYL_HTWSLILPUNH[OVTLHUK
or alone. Based on iterative learning, systems could optimise how to time triggers that have
HOPNOWV[LU[PHS[VYLZ\S[PUYLÅLJ[PVU
As mentioned above, both everyday life experiences and systems can trigger to engage
PU YLÅLJ[PVU 6M[LU Z`Z[LTZ \ZL [YPNNLYZ ^P[O [^V M\UJ[PVUZ ZPT\S[HULV\ZS`! [YPNNLYPUN [V
YLÅLJ[ HUK [YPNNLYPUN HIV\[ ^OH[ [V YLÅLJ[ LN ZOV^PUN LULYN` \ZHNL KH[H B=HSRHUV]H
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L[HSD>OLUHZWLJPÄJ[VWPJPZNP]LU^LJVUZPKLY[OLZL[YPNNLYZcontent triggers.
;OPZ [`WL VM [YPNNLY PZ VM[LU KH[HKYP]LU I\[ JHU HSZV PUJS\KL WYVTW[Z!(YL `V\ ZH[PZÄLK
^P[O^OH[`V\»]LLH[LU[VKH`&/H]L`V\OHKHWYVK\J[P]L^LLRH[^VYR&0UZVTLJHZLZ
JVU[LU[ [YPNNLYZ HYL WYV]PKLK PU H ^H` [OH[ PUJS\KLZ H JLY[HPU ºQ\KNLTLU[» MVY L_HTWSL
because a certain goal is not reached (for example, “You have not taken enough steps
today”). In our design explorations, we have found two additional types of triggers that are
\ZLKSLZZMYLX\LU[S`PUKLZPNUZ`Z[LTZ!KPYLJ[PVUHUKVWWVY[\UP[`[YPNNLYZ*OHW[LY(U
opportunity trigger has the highest degree of openness: it merely suggests that there might
IL[PTLHUKVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYLÅLJ[PVU;OLZL[YPNNLYZHYLZPTPSHY[V^OH[-VNN YLMLYZ
[VHZºZPNUHSZ»-VYZ\JOH[YPNNLY[VZ\JJLLKWLVWSLOH]L[VILOPNOS`TV[P]H[LKHZP[KVLZ
not provide any further support. A direction trigger provides some suggestions for consideration, without restraining the content. Examples of direction triggers could be: What is
VULKPMMLYLUJLIL[^LLU[VKH`HUK[OPZKH``LHYHNV&6Y!^OPJOHZWLJ[VM`V\YZLSMHYL`V\
TVZ[WYV\KVM&6YUHTLZVTL[OPUNWVZP[P]LHUKULNH[P]LHIV\[[VKH`&)HSHUJLKLZPNU
Chapter 7). For different situations, different types of triggers can be most useful. For the
IYVHKZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJVU[LU[[YPNNLYZJHUILZ[IL\ZLK^P[OH^PKL]HYPL[`
of prompts over time, to cover a broad range of topics. We found that direction triggers are
easier to interpret and to make meaningful for most people, compared to only giving opportunity (Chapter 7). Our Balance design is an example of how such triggers can be designed
HZºLTIVKPLKX\LZ[PVUZ»YH[OLY[OHU\ZPUNSHUN\HNLWYVTW[Z>LJVUZPKLYKLZPNUZ[OH[\ZL
form and interaction as a way to present choices to people as more elegant solutions comWHYLK[VSHUN\HNLIHZLKX\LZ[PVUZHZZ\JOLTIVKPLKX\LZ[PVUZWYV]PKLYVVTMVYPU[LYWYL[H[PVU:LUNLYZ .H]LY6[OLYWVZZPISLKPYLJ[PVUZMVYLTIVKPLKX\LZ[PVUZPUJS\KL
indicating importance (through weight, as in Balance), expressing emotion (through colour
as in MixedEmotions, Chapter 6), provoking exploring a topic from different perspectives
(multi-sided-media) or suggesting taking distance (through proximal interaction, inspired by
4HYX\HYK[L[HS
4HU` Z`Z[LTZ PUJS\KPUN [OVZL [OH[ Z[PT\SH[L YLÅLJ[PVU \ZL PU]HZP]L [YPNNLYZ LZWLJPHSS`
^OLUSVVRPUNH[YLÅLJ[PVUHWWSPJH[PVUZ:\JO[YPNNLYZHYLVM[LUHSHYTPUNHUKPU[LYY\W[PUN
THRPUN[OL[PTPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVUºZ`Z[LTPUP[PH[LK»;OLZL[YPNNLYZTPNO[\ZLHÄ_LKTVTLU[
each day (e.g. GoSlow [Cheng et al., 2011]) or random timing (e.g. Echoes [Isaacs et al.,
D(ZYLÅLJ[PVUYLX\PYLZZWLJPÄJJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZVWWVY[\UP[`[OLZL[YPNNLYZJHULHZPS`
come at a bad time, resulting in annoyance, rather than uptake. However, without any
[YPNNLYZHZ`Z[LTM\SS`YLSPLZVU\ZLYPUP[PH[P]L![VYLTLTILY[VYLÅLJ[HUK[V\ZL[OLKLZPNU
We therefore consider it worthwhile to explore further how user and system imitative can
be balanced by designing more peripheral triggers. Systems can trigger in the periphery
VMH[[LU[PVUHUK[OLUZOPM[[V[OLJLU[YLMVYKLSPILYH[LYLÅLJ[PVU)HRRLY=HUKLU/V]LU 
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Eggen, 2015). If such peripheral triggers are well-designed, they will be more easily perceived and acted upon when opportunity arises (when people have mental resources and
time). A system might start to attract attention (with certain light or sound patterns that are
UV[ºHSHYTPUN»I\[[OPZPZVUS`WLYJLP]LKPM[OL\ZLYPZHSZVYLHK`MVY[OPZ;OLSPNO[PU*VNP[V
(Chapter 7) explored such triggering, but the chosen light patterns were too subtle. Embodying such triggers in devices that take a permanent location does seem to be suitable. In
THU`JHZLZVWWVY[\UP[`VM[LUHYVZLPU[OLZHTLJVU[L_[0UZ\JOHÄ_LKWSHJLWYV_PTHS
PU[LYHJ[PVUJV\SKWSH`HYVSLHZ^LSS![OLZ`Z[LTKPZJSVZPUNTVYLZWLJPÄJPUMVYTH[PVUHZ
[YPNNLYZ[OLJSVZLYH\ZLYTV]LZ[VP[ZLLLN)HSSLUKH[4HYX\HYK[ .YLLUILYN
0UJVU[YHZ[[V[OLÅL_PISLHWWYVHJOLZIHZLKVUVWWVY[\UP[PLZHUK[YPNNLYZKLZPNULYZJHU
SVVRH[ZWLJPÄJJ\YYLU[OHIP[Z[OH[JHUILHUºHUJOVY»MVYYLÅLJ[P]LILOH]PV\Y-VNN
We have found twelve ZWLJPÄJZJLUHYPVZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ[OH[PUJS\KL
anchors for new habits *OHW[LY-VYL_HTWSLIHZLKVU[OLWYL]HSLU[ZJLUHYPVVMYLÅLJting during a commute, a concept could be designed on which car keys are put or hung.
6IQLJ[Z\ZLKPUOV\ZLOVSKJOVYLZJV\SKILJVTIPULK^P[OYLÅLJ[P]L[YPNNLYZZ\JOHZH
dishwashing brush or towel. The concept MirrorMirror (Chapter 6) proposes integrating
VWWVY[\UP[`[YPNNLYZPU[OLOHIP[VMIY\ZOPUNVUL»Z[LL[O;OLZLZ`Z[LTZ^PSSOH]LHZTHSSLY
º[HYNL[H\KPLUJL»HZP[KLWLUKZVU^OL[OLYVYUV[[OPZL_PZ[PUNILOH]PV\YPZHWWSPJHISL[VH
\ZLY/V^L]LY[OLYLPZHYLSH[P]LS`OPNOJOHUJLVMºZ\JJLZZ»HZ[OL[YPNNLYPZPU[LNYH[LKPU[V
an existing habit.

8.6 Consideration 5:
(YHU\GD\/LIH5HÁHFWLRQFDQEHVWLPXODWHGERWKWKURXJK
media creation and media exploration.
9LÅLJ[PVUJHUILZ[PT\SH[LKPUT\S[PWSL^H`Z>LMV\UK[OH[JVTTVUZ[YH[LNPLZPUJS\KL
conversation-driven, expression-driven and information-driven (Chapter 6). Initially, our
THPUPU[LU[PVU^HZ[VZ\WWVY[JYLH[PUNTLKPH[OH[JV\SKILYLÅLJ[LK\WVU^OLUYL[YPL]LK
H [`WL VM PUMVYTH[PVUKYP]LU YLÅLJ[PVU /V^L]LY P[ ILJHTL JSLHY [OH[ PU [OL JYLH[PVU VM
media, a lot of potential lies as well. Creating media is an interpretive act, in any occasion.
First of all, this starts with the selection of when to create something and what to capture.
Additionally, people have to choose how to represent their experience. The availability of
possibilities stimulates alternative considerations (Güldenpfennig, Reitberger & Fitzpatrick,
IPUÅ\LUJPUNWLYJLW[PVUHZ^LSS4VSZL[HS)`SL]LYHNPUN[OLZLHZWLJ[Z^L
can Z[PT\SH[LTVYLYLÅLJ[P]LJYLH[PVU
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9LÅLJ[P]LTLKPHJYLH[PVUYLX\PYLZHJVTIPUH[PVUVML_WYLZZPUNHUKJHW[\YPUN4LKPHJYLHtion is often focussed on capturing: bringing (aspects of) the external world to the media.
;OLJSLHYLZ[L_HTWSLVMJHW[\YPUNPZZLLUPUºWVPU[HUKZOVV[»WOV[VNYHWO`!JHW[\YPUNMHJ[Z
like “this building looks like this” or “I am here now”. In essence, all types of (factual)
logging similarly focus on capturing: e.g. logging activities, tracking locations or saving
ÄUHUJPHS [YHUZHJ[PVUZ HYL HSS HIV\[ [YHUZMLY HZWLJ[Z VM [OL L_[LYUHS ^VYSK [V TLKPH >L
are interested in media that includes a more personal perspective, thus including expressing: bringing (aspects of) the internal world to the media. These can include emotions or
[OV\NO[Z4LKPH[OH[PZVUS`HIV\[L_WYLZZPUNPZYHYL[YHJRPUNVUL»ZTVVKJV\SKILZLLU
as an example (Hollis et al., 2017). Diaries are strongly about expressing, but usually have
a factual component as well, for example expressing current worries in combination with
what has happened.
We believe that aspects of expressivity can be added to the more capture-focussed practices,
a potential area for future research (see also Section9.5). The combination of expression and
JHW[\YPUNJHUTHRLJYLH[PVUYLÅLJ[P]L. This can be done explicitly by for example adding
captions to photos (“loved this afternoon”). But it can also be implicit, creating photographs
in a more expressive way. One can consider: what will best capture this atmosphere of this
KH`V\[^P[OMYPLUKZ&(UKKLJPKLUV[[V[HRLHWOV[VVM[OLSHUKTHYR[OH[PZ]PZP[LKI\[
instead take a picture of a group of friends having lunch on the sidewalk. Taking such a
ZWLJPÄJWLYZWLJ[P]LJYLH[LZ[OLPUJS\ZPVUVML_WYLZZPVUTHRPUN[OLJYLH[PVUP[ZLSMYLÅLJ[P]L
(Z TVYL MYLX\LU[S` KVUL YLÅLJ[PVU JHU HSZV IL Z\WWVY[LK ^OLU YL[YPL]PUN TLKPH -VY
us retrieval includes any type of actively perceiving the media, such as reading, seeing
or hearing. 9LÅLJ[PVU PZ ILZ[ Z\WWVY[LK [OYV\NO HJ[P]L HUK KLSPILYH[L YL[YPL]HS! TLKPH
exploration >L PKLU[PM` MV\Y ^H`Z TLKPH L_WSVYH[PVU HUK YLÅLJ[PVU YLSH[L -PYZ[ VM HSS
YL[YPL]PUNL_PZ[PUNTLKPHJHUTHRLWLVWSLYLJHSSHWYL]PV\ZL_WLYPLUJLHUKYLÅLJ[VUP[
MYVT[OLWYLZLU[;OPZPZTVZ[ZPTPSHY[V[OLTVKLSVM3PML9LÅLJ[PVU[OH[MVJ\ZLZVUºYLTLTILYPUNWS\ZM\Y[OLYHUHS`ZPZ»:[H\KPUNLY;OPZ[`WLHSZVPUJS\KLZYLJHSSPUNT\S[PWSL
past experiences, looking at change or growth. In Chapter 7 we found that remembering the
context of creation is important, which is especially true for this relation. Secondly, exploYPUNTLKPHJHUZ\WWVY[YLJHSSPUNHWYL]PV\ZYLÅLJ[PVUHUKHKKP[PVUHSS`YLJVUZPKLYOV^[OPZ
is perceived now). For example, reading a diary (or entries in Cogito) on how an event was
WYL]PV\ZS` WLYJLP]LK 9LJHSSPUN WYL]PV\Z YLÅLJ[PVUZ PZ ]LY` JOHSSLUNPUN ^P[OV\[ L_[LYUHS
support. It seems that people are better at remembering what has happened rather than
OV^[OL`[OV\NO[HIV\[P[H[[OL[PTL9LJHSSPUNWYL]PV\ZYLÅLJ[PVUZPZHSZVPUJS\KLK^OLU
YLTLTILYPUNPU[LU[PVUZ:LSSLU >OP[[HRLYZ\JOHZYLJHSSPUNNVHSZHUKYLÅLJ[PVU
on how one is progressing.
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;OL [OPYK [`WL VM YLSH[PVU [V TLKPH PZ ^OLU P[ L]VRLZ HU PTTLKPH[L YLÅLJ[P]L YLZWVUZL
^P[OV\[KLSPILYH[LJVUZPKLYH[PVUVMZWLJPÄJLWPZVKPJTLTVYPLZVYHULSHIVYH[LYLÅLJ[P]L
process (Zijlema, Van den Hoven & Eggen, 2017). Such a response has a connection to the
memories associated with the media, but those remain abstract. Finally, exploring media
JHU [YPNNLY UL^ [OV\NO[Z UL^ YLÅLJ[PVUZ ^P[OV\[ JVUULJ[PUN [V WYL]PV\Z L_WLYPLUJLZ
;OPZPZLZWLJPHSS`[Y\LMVYYLÅLJ[P]LWYVTW[ZMYVTHZ`Z[LTI\[JHUHSZVOHWWLUPUZLLPUN
personal media from a different perspective.
-VYHU`YLÅLJ[P]LKLZPNU[OLZLMV\Y[`WLZVMTLKPHYLZWVUZLZJHUILJVUZPKLYLK0UV\Y
L_WLYPLUJL^P[OPU[LYHJ[P]LTLKPH[OLÄYZ[[^VOH]LILLUTVZ[Z\WWVY[P]LVMYLÅLJ[PVU
Implications for design:
;V THRL TLKPH JYLH[PVU YLÅLJ[P]L YLX\PYLZ combining capturing and expressing. Many
types of media creation currently focus on capturing, to which more expressive elements
JV\SKILHKKLK-VYL_HTWSLJVTIPUPUNWOV[VZ^P[OUV[LZ[HNZZLLMVYL_HTWSL3HUKY`
2009). Such combinations are further explored in the creation of Media Objects (Güldenpfennig, Reitberger & Fitzpatrick, 2012b). Attaching some element of expression can also
be done by adding value-based-metadata to it (for example, weight and side in Balance,
Chapter 7). What is being expressed through methods such as suggested above is not
always easy to recall at retrieval, storing additional meta-data can help. We see potential
PUIV[OTVYLºYLN\SHY»TL[HKH[H[PTLSVJH[PVUHUKTVYLL_[LUKLKHWWYVHJOLZ[VTL[H
data. As reconstructing the context of creation was often found to be important (Chapter 7),
P[JV\SKILPU[LYLZ[PUN[VZH]L^OH[^HZZJOLK\SLKPUVUL»ZHNLUKHVYJSV\KZ[VYLKWOV[VZ
[OH[^LYLTHKLVU[OLZHTLKH`I\[UV[MVYHYLÅLJ[P]LW\YWVZL:\JOHKKP[PVUHSPUMVYTH[PVUZOV\SKUV[PTTLKPH[LS`ILWYLZLU[LKI\[JV\SKILL_WSVYLKHZHKKP[PVUHSºSH`LYZ»[V
media (Consideration 7). A different way to support expressing is through selectivity, which
JHUYLSH[LIV[O[V[OLX\HU[P[`ZLLMVYL_HTWSL5PMVYH[VZ3HUNOLPUYPJO )L_OL[PVY
[OLSLUN[OVMJYLH[PVU>LMV\UK[OH[YLX\PYPUNbriefnessZ[PT\SH[LZYLÅLJ[PUNVU^OH[PZ[OL
LZZLUJLVMHUL_WLYPLUJL*OHW[LY9LK\JPUN[OLX\HU[P[`VMTLKPH[OH[JHUILJYLH[LK
PZVUL^H`VMJYLH[PUNHº[OYLZOVSK»MVYJYLH[PVU:\JOH[OYLZOVSKJHUZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVU
HZZVTL[OPUNOHZ[VILºPTWVY[HU[LUV\NO»[VPU]LZ[[OLLMMVY[PUJYLH[PUNZVTL[OPUNHIV\[
it.
One of the pitfalls of selectivity is that it can lead to one-sided creation, for example emphaZPaPUN[OLNVVK[PTLZ<UTLKPH[LKTLTVY`PZRUV^UMVYOH]PUNHºWVZP[P]P[`IPHZ»>HSRLY
:RV^YVUZRP ;OVTWZVUVYPUL]LY`KH`SHUN\HNLJHSSLKºYVZ`YL[YVZWLJ[»0[OHZILLU
argued that this function of memory should not always be canceled out by media that preZLU[ZºOHYZOYLHSP[`»0ZHHJZL[HS/V^L]LYMVYYLÅLJ[PVUVUHZWLJ[ZZ\JOHZWLYZVUHS
growth or emotional development, a more varied picture of everyday life experiences needs
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to be captured. It seems like it is often easier to recall what has happened, but much more
KPMÄJ\S[ [V YLJHSS [OL U\HUJLZ VM MLLSPUNZ HUK [OV\NO[Z>L VIZLY]L H trade-off between
ZWLJPÄJP[`HUKLHZL (both in creation and retrieval). Expressing current experiences in great
detail might be most fruitful for future remembering but it is not easy, nor to create, nor
to retrieve. Compare, for example, a full diary entry with a single sentence. The trade-off
IL[^LLUZWLJPÄJP[`HUKLHZLPZUV[Q\Z[HIV\[X\HU[P[`KPMMLYLU[TVKHSP[PLZOH]LKPMMLYLU[
effects as well. A personal voice memo might hold great detail and personal emotion but is
less easy to retrieve (and create) than snapping a photo. Although it is a delicate trade-off,
we conclude that current interactive systems often overemphasize ease of creation, some
TVYLH[[LU[PVUZOV\SKILNP]LU[V[OLULLKMVYZWLJPÄJP[`
;V Z[PT\SH[L YLÅLJ[PVU PU TLKPH L_WSVYH[PVU ^L WYVWVZL [OYLL KPYLJ[PVUZ! JVTWHYPUN
repurposing and iterating. It is valuable to compare multiple media items, to look for similarities, differences or growth. We designed Cogito with the intention of comparing three
^YP[[LUTLZZHNLZI\[MV\UK[OH[^P[OV\[ZWLJPÄJPUZ[Y\J[PVUZTVZ[WLVWSL^V\SKMVJ\ZVU
a single one when reading (Chapter 7). Explicit prompts could be: “In what ways are two of
[OLZLP[LTZTVYLZPTPSHY[OHU[OL[OPYK&¹6KK6UL6\[*OHW[LYVY¸>OH[KV[OLZL[^V
P[LTZOH]LPUJVTTVU&¹3VVRPUNMVYZPTPSHYP[PLZJHUZ[PT\SH[LL_WSVYPUNT\S[PWSLWLYZWLJtives, especially when done with random combinations. Prompting to look for similarities
IL[^LLU[^VYHUKVTTLKPHP[LTZJYLH[LZHºMVYJLÄ[»HTLJOHUPZT\ZLKPUJYLH[P]L[LJOUPX\LZ^OPJOZ[PT\SH[LZSVVRPUNH[Z\IQLJ[ZMYVTT\S[PWSLWLYZWLJ[P]LZ4PJOHSRV



In some cases, a simple similarity might be such as 'both are from a holiday', but it is interesting to look for combinations that spark richer or deeper insights such as 'both represent
[OLZ[HY[VMHUL^WOHZL0UHKKP[PVU[VZ\JOºMVYJLÄ[»HKPMMLYLU[^H`VMJVTWHYPUNPZI`
providing temporal emphasis. This can be done by presenting multiple instances in chronological order. The app Timehop 16VY-HJLIVVRZº6U[OPZKH`» 17 present media from the
past, emphasizing how long ago it was. This often elicits responses about how much has
JOHUNLKVYOV^º[PTLÅPLZ»
In a sense, Timehop provides a way of repurposing media, content that was created to
share with others, is presented back to the creator to serve a different aim. In Chapter 3, we
have suggested repurposing existing media through reframing. Presenting existing media
in alternative ways can emphasize the everyday elements within them. Or existing media
JHUIL\ZLK[VOPNOSPNO[LSLTLU[Z[VILYLÅLJ[LK\WVU;OVTHZL[HSL_WSVYLKOV^
-HJLIVVRJVU[LU[JV\SKIL\ZLK[VYLÅLJ[VUSPMLZ[VYPLZI`[\YUPUNWOV[VZPU[VHº[YPW[`JO»

16
17

O[[WZ![PTLOVWJVT Last accessed March 2019.
Currently presented as O[[WZ!^^^MHJLIVVRJVTTLTVYPLZ Last accessed March 2019
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By selecting a combination of three photos to be framed, people viewed their content
in different ways, looking or a 'story to tell'. In this way, they combined selection with
YLTLKPH[PVUÄUKPUNUL^WLYZVUHS]HS\LPUTLKPHJYLH[LKMVYZVJPHSW\YWVZLZ>P[OZ\JO
approaches, people can be stimulated to look at their media in different ways, which could
be applied more broadly than only on social media content.
-PUHSS` YLÅLJ[P]L TLKPH L_WSVYH[PVU HUK JYLH[PVU JHU IL PU[LNYH[LK HSSV^PUN [V TVKPM`
VYHKK[VWYL]PV\ZYLÅLJ[PVUZ0ZHHJZL[HSYLX\LZ[\ZLYZVM,JOVLZ[VYLYH[L[OLPY
emotional response to past events and allowed adding comments. We consider adding
elements to the media over time, iterative creation. Such creation over time can highlight
how the perception of events changes when more time has passed, for example resulting in
SLZZOLH]`LTV[PVUZ0ZHHJZL[HS0U[OLZ[\K`VMTLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVU*OHW[LY^L
ZH^WLVWSLJYLH[PUNX\LZ[PVUZVYWYVTW[ZMVYM\Y[OLYJVUZPKLYH[PVU^OPJO^LKLZJYPILKHZ
HSL]LSVML_WSVYH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUZPTPSHY[V+PHSVNPJYLÅLJ[PVU2LTILY;OPZSL]LSPZ
LZWLJPHSS`Z\P[HISLMVYP[LYH[P]LJYLH[PVUHZP[VM[LUYLSH[LZ[VX\LZ[PVUZ[OH[^LYL\UHUZ^Lred, for example about behaviour people did not yet understand themselves.

8.7 Consideration 6:
Human effort and system effort can
provide complementary value.
6ULVM[OLJVYLHZWLJ[ZVMZ\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVU[OYV\NOTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUPZ[OLHJ[P]LYVSL
WLVWSL[HRLPU[OPZWYVJLZZ(S[OV\NOUV[HSSTLKPHPZI`KLÄUP[PVUJYLH[LI`[OLV^ULY^L
focus specially on media that is created intentionally by people to capture or express. The
MHJ[[OH[Z\JOTLKPHPZO\THUTHKLPZVULVM[OLKLÄUPUNLSLTLU[ZVMOV^^LKPZ[PUN\PZO
TLKPHKYP]LUMYVTKH[HKYP]LUYLÅLJ[PVU:VTLTLKPHMVYL_HTWSL[L_[JHUILTHKLPU
analogue ways as well, but creating media using interactive systems has several advantages.
;OLZLPUJS\KL[OL\ZLVMPU[LYHJ[P]L[YPNNLYZ[OLLHZLVMZ[VYHNLHUKÄUHSS`[OLYVSLH\[VTH[PVUJHUWSH`+PMMLYLU[HZWLJ[ZVMWLVWSL»ZPU[LYHJ[PVU^P[OTLKPHJHUILH\[VTH[LK!JYLating, sorting, selecting or adding metadata. Both human creation and system automation
OVSK]HS\LMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHUK^LZ\NNLZ[JVUZPKLYPUNHJVTIPUH[PVUVMIV[O
People have to take action to create media, in other words: TLKPH JYLH[LK I` WLVWSL
requires effort+PMMLYLU[[`WLZVMTLKPHJYLH[PVUYLX\PYLKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZVMLMMVY[![HRPUN
out a smartphone and snapping a picture is much less effort than carrying around a noteIVVRZP[[PUNKV^UHUK^YP[PUNWHNLZM\SSVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ0U]LZ[PUNLMMVY[PU^OH[PZJYLH[LK
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OHZWV[LU[PHSILULÄ[ZP[JV\SKMVYL_HTWSLZ\WWVY[IL[[LYYLTLTILYPUNHZWLVWSLTHRL
a more deliberate decision to capture something. At the same time, it has been argued that
creating media, such as taking photographs, inhibits encoding in memory, resulting in what
OHZILLUJHSSLK[OLºWOV[V[HRPUNPTWHPYTLU[LMMLJ[»/LURLS4LKPHJYLH[PVUJHU
KPZ[YHJ[ MYVT OH]PUN H[[LU[PVU MVY ^OH[ VUL PZ KVPUN VY WLYJLP]PUN ^OPJO OHZ MYLX\LU[S`
been expressed by artists, criticising recording at concerts. 18 In contrast to such views, effort
in media creation can also create more attention and focus perception (Mols et al., 2015).
;OPZPZLZWLJPHSS`[Y\LPM[OLTLKPHJYLH[PVUPU]VS]LZZLUZLZ[OH[HYLSLZZMYLX\LU[S`\ZLKPU
TLKPHJYLH[PVUZ\JOHZH\KPV-VYYLÅLJ[P]LTLKPHJYLH[PVU^LJVUJS\KL[OH[PU]LZ[PUN
effort is often worthwhile, even more so because media creation often does not take place
during an experience, but in retrospect, such as at the end of the day (Chapter 7). At such a
moment, investing effort in capturing something about the experience will improve remembering it, because it is brought to mind again and repetition leads to better remembering.
Additionally, only through effort, a personal perspective can be expressed and we suggest
[OH[JVTIPUPUNJHW[\YPUN^P[OL_WYLZZPUNPZILULÄJPHSMVYYLÅLJ[PVU*VUZPKLYH[PVU
(ZHUHS[LYUH[P]L[VO\THUTHKLTLKPHH\[VTH[PJJYLH[PVUOHZMYLX\LU[S`ILLUL_WSVYLK
0[OHZILLUKLZJYPILKHZVULVM[OLJVYLNVHSZVMTLKPHZ`Z[LTZPU\IPX\P[V\ZJVTW\[PUN
(Abowd & Mynatt, 2000). Automatic media management has been explored for functional
goals, such as storing books, notes and emails, even when such digitisation was still a
M\[\YL]PZPVUZLLMVYL_HTWSLº4LTL_»I`)\ZO ,_[LUZP]LH\[VTH[PJJYLH[PVUOHZ
been explored to support remembering, see for example the extensive work with Sensecam
(Hodges et al., 2006). It has often been explored for the advantages that automatic crea[PVUHSSV^ZJHW[\YPUNTVYLVYL]LUºL]LY`[OPUN»3PMLSVNNPUNPZVULVM[OLHYLHZJVUJLYULK
^P[O HPTPUN [V JVSSLJ[ ºL]LY`[OPUN» HUK JYLH[L H ºM\SS SVN VM SPML» .LTTLSS L[ HS 
Lifelogging seeks to be effortless and all-encompassing (Sellen & Whittaker, 2010). Such
JYLH[PVUYLZ\S[ZPUO\NLX\HU[P[PLZ^P[OSHYNLJOHSSLUNLZVMTHUHNLTLU[HUKHJJLZZ(S[hough lifelogging holds the potential to capture valuable mundane elements of life (Lindley
L[HS[OLºJVZ[Z»HYLYLSH[P]LS`OPNO![OLYLPZHUHI\UKHUJLVMTLKPHHUK^LHYPUNH
camera can be uncomfortable, socially awkward, and even ethically challenging (Wolf et
al., 2014). Despite these high costs, automatic creation could be preferred in some cases.
-VYL_HTWSLKPZJV]LYPUN^OPJOLSLTLU[ZVML]LY`KH`SPMLHYLTVZ[PU[LYLZ[PUNYLX\PYLZJVSSLJ[PUNºHU`[PTLHU`^OLYLHUKVM[LU»H\[VTH[LKKH[HJVSSLJ[PVUJHUYLK\JL[OLI\YKLUVM

For example: Ian Brown said (May, 2013): “If you put your cameras down you might be able to live
in the moment. You have a memory there of something you’ve never lived.” As reported on O[[WZ!
^^^LU[LY[HPUTLU[^PZLJVT;OL:[VUL9VZLZ4HRL;YP\TWOHU[9L[\YU(Z;OL`7SH`-PYZ[.PN0U
@LHYZ Last accessed March 2019.
18
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doing so. (Li, Dey & Forlizzi, 2011). However, these authors have also argued that automa[PVUJHUYLK\JL\ZLYZ»LUNHNLTLU[^P[O[OLPYKH[HTP[PNH[PUN[OLHK]HU[HNLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
Their view supports our view: user effort and system automation should be balanced.
In our work, we found that automated media-processing can provide two additional values
PU L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU, either by providing insight or eliciting surprise. On retrieval,
automatically created or processed media can provide insight, by showing things from
[OLWLYZWLJ[P]LVMº[OLZ`Z[LT»(Z`Z[LTJHUWYLZLU[PUMVYTH[PVU[OH[JHUUV[ILKPYLJ[S`
perceived, such as steps taken in a day. It can also be a perspective from the system that
infers something, a certain system interpretation. A system can, for example, decide that
ZVTL[OPUNPZHUL_JLW[PVUVY[OH[HMYLX\LU[S`\ZLKVIQLJ[YLWYLZLU[ZHOHIP[*OHW[LY
Secondly, automatic creation can evoke surprise on retrieval. The images have not been
seen before, as the user was not involved in creation, people might not have been aware
of the creation or of the event occurring (Lindley et al., 2011). In Chapter 5 we saw that
alternating the visuals, creating abstractions, evoked surprise, even shortly after capture, as
it provided a novel way to represent an event.
Implications for design
(ZIV[OO\THULMMVY[HUKZ`Z[LTH\[VTH[PVUOVSK\UPX\LILULÄ[ZP[PZPU[LYLZ[PUN[VSVVR
at a valuable combination of both. In contrast to all-encompassing recording, we therefore propose to consider selective automation in creation. All types of media creation are
somewhat selective, based on available systems, but rather than seeing such selection as a
downside, we see selectivity as a strength. In personal informatics, selection is an important
WHY[ VM [OL YLÅLJ[P]L WYVJLZZ HZ ^LSS 3P +L`  -VYSPaaP  0U L]LY`KH` SPML ^L ZLL
[OLSHYNLZ[ILULÄ[VMH\[VTH[PVUPUJHW[\YPUN^OH[V[OLY^PZL^V\SKUV[ILJHW[\YLK)\[
\ZLYIHZLK\WMYVU[ZLSLJ[PVUJHUTHRLJYLH[PVUTVYLYLÅLJ[P]L(ZWYVWVZLKPU*OHW[LY
HUH\[VTH[PJZLUZVYIHZLKJHTLYHJHUILJVTLTVYLYLÅLJ[P]LI`HSSV^PUN\ZLYZ[VL_WSVYL
different settings. Determining a place, perspective, and sensor values for the camera that
[VNL[OLYYLZ\S[PU]HS\HISLTLKPH[O\ZILJVTLZWHY[VM[OLYLÅLJ[PVU;OLKLJPZPVUZMVJ\Z
on deciding what is worthwhile to capture and how this can best be represented. Especially
^OLUKVULP[LYH[P]LS`LNTV]PUN[OLJHTLYHL]LY`TVU[OVYZV[OPZILJVTLZYLÅLJ[P]L
(ZH\[VTH[PJHSS`NLULYH[LKTLKPHPZVM[LUOPKKLUHZKPNP[HSÄSLZVU[OLZ`Z[LT[OH[JVSSLJ[Z
them, presenting the media in physical form can make an interesting combination. For
example, by delivering printed booklet via post (see, for example, Groovebook 19 ) or printing individual photos with a device at home (see for example, Odom et al., 2012).

19
20

O[[WZ!^^^NYVV]LIVVRJVT Last accessed March 2019.
O[[WZ!^^^THRL\ZLVMJVT[HNÄUKWOV[VNVVNSLWOV[VZVYNHUPaL Last accessed March 2019.
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For user-generated media, there is great potential in automatic processing of media such
as tagging, grouping, sorting, combining (Cogito), or abstracting (Dott and Ritual Camera).
Algorithms for processing often focus on metadata, but increasingly also use image recognition, allowing to sort photos by people, untacked locations or objects (for example, using
.VVNSLWOV[VZ[VZLHYJOMVYºJVMMLL»PU`V\YWLYZVUHSJVSSLJ[PVU 20). Storing metadata can
result in more interesting visualisations, such as location-based (Kuchelmeister & Bennett,
VY[PTLIHZLK-VYKPMMLYLU[NVHSZKPMMLYLU[ºJ\[Z»HJYVZZHNNYLNH[LKKH[HHYLPU[LYLZting (Epstein et al., 2016). For example, showing all media created in the early morning will
HSSV^MVYL_WSVYH[PVUHUKJVTWHYPZVUHJLU[YHSWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVU:[H\KPUNLY
:\WWVY[PUN Z\JO HUHS`ZPZ ^P[O H Z`Z[LT JHU L]VRL TVYL KLW[O PU YLÅLJ[PVU VU H SL]LS
VM KPHSVNPJ VY L_WSVYH[P]L YLÅLJ[PVU -SLJR  -P[aWH[YPJR :\JO YLÅLJ[PVU L_WSVYLZ YLSH[Ponships between pieces of experience or information (Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010), which can
be supported by providing multiple perspectives on the information.
Automation can generate interpretation, several of the visualisations of our Ritual Camera
PUJS\KLKZ\JOPU[LYWYL[H[PVU*OHW[LY-VY[OLZL]PZ\HSZ[VILZLLUHZ]HS\HISLYLX\PYLZ
transparency of system intelligence¸[OPZPZHUL_JLW[PVU¶ILJH\ZL0VUS`ZH^[OPZWLYZVU
once this week”). For intelligent systems, trust is very important and transparency increases such trust. Alternatively, and in contradiction to the previous suggestion, a system can
present ambiguous information. The data do not provide a clear picture and the system
does not communicate exactly what it is showing or how this was created. Such visualisations have a high openness to interpretation (Sanches et al., 2010). Interpreting then not
VUS`Z\WWVY[ZYLÅLJ[PUNVU[OLZ`Z[LTHUKP[ZPU[LU[PVULN.H]LYL[HSI\[HSZVVU
WLYZVUHSILOH]PV\Y0U[OLZLJHZLZ[OLZ`Z[LT»ZH\[OVYP[`HZWYLZLU[PUN[OLºYLHSP[`TLHZ\YLK[OYV\NOKH[H»PZYLK\JLK:LUNLYZ .H]LY6ULKPYLJ[PVU[VHJOPL]L[OPZPZI`
HSSV^PUN\ZLYZ[VºV]LY^YP[L»HZ`Z[LT»ZWYLZLU[H[PVUVMKH[HZLLMVYL_HTWSLALUNHYKLU
Chapter 6).

8.8 Consideration 7:
'HHSHUOHYHOVRIUHÁHFWLRQUHTXLUHPRUHHODERUDWHVXSSRUW
6ULVM[OLTVZ[KPZJ\ZZLKJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMYLÅLJ[PVUJVUJLYUZP[ZKLW[OVYSL]LS0U/*0
^VYR VU YLÅLJ[PVU [OL KPMMLYLU[ SL]LSZ HYL UV[ HS^H`Z THKL L_WSPJP[ LZWLJPHSS` ^OLU H
KL[HPSLKKLÄUP[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVUPZSHJRPUN)H\TLY0UZVTLJHZLZYLÅLJ[PVUPZWYLZLU[LKHZLX\HS[VºYL]PZP[PUN»HUL]LU[6[OLYZZ[YP]LMVYTVYLº[YHUZMVYTH[P]L»YLÅLJ[PVU
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resulting in a change in practice or an increased understanding of why and what happened
:SV]HRL[HS-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJRWYLZLU[HUV]LY]PL^VMÄ]LSL]LSZVMYLÅLJtion that can be considered in HCI, based on the work of Hatton & Smith (1995), Mezirow
(1990) and others. Their overview emphasises that KPMMLYLU[SL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUOH]LKPMMLrent value^OPJO^LHSZVZH^PUV\YZ[\KPLZVUL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU*OHW[LY>LZH^
that through introspection, people became more aware of involved emotion, on a deeper
SH`LYVMKPHSVNPJYLÅLJ[PVUWV[LU[PHSJH\ZLZMVYL_WLYPLUJLZ^LYLL_WSVYLK6UHSL]LSVM
JYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUWLVWSLL_WSVYLK[OLJVUULJ[PVUVML]LU[Z[V[OLPYWLYZVUHSPKLU[P[`VY
societal views.
Research in the domain of education and professional education often strives for more critiJHSYLÅLJ[PVU;VHZZLZZZ\JOSL]LSZVMKLW[OJVKPUNZJOLTLZVYMYHTL^VYRZHYL\ZLKVM[LU
I\PS[VU[OL^VYRVM4LaPYV^ /LPUP[PHSS`KPZ[PUN\PZOLKZL]LUSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[P]L
[OPURPUN ;OLKLLWLZ[SL]LSWYLZLU[LKHZºJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVU»VYºWYLTPZLYLÅLJ[PVU»
refers to the º]LY`WYLTPZLZVU^OPJOWYVISLTZHYLWVZLKHUKKLÄULKPU[OLÄYZ[WSHJL»
4LaPYV^

W;OLJVYLTVKLSVMYLÅLJ[PVU2VY[OHNLU =HZHSVZWYLZLU[Z

SH`LYZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHZNVPUNMYVT[OLV\[LYLU]PYVUTLU[ILOH]PV\Y[V[OLPUULYPKLU[P[`
TPZZPVU0UV\YL]HS\H[PVUVMTLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVU^LMV\UK[OH[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPZ
VM[LUJVUJLYULK^P[O[OLTVYLV\[LYSH`LYZVMYLÅLJ[PVUJVUZPKLYPUNLU]PYVUTLU[ILOHviour and competencies (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005). People seek for an explanation of
^OH[ OHZ OHWWLULK ºYLÅLJ[P]L KLZJYPW[PVU» /H[[VU  :TP[O 

 -SLJR  -P[aWH[YPJR

 VY L_WSVYL YLSH[PVUZOPWZ IL[^LLU T\S[PWSL L]LU[Z VY HZWLJ[Z ºKPHSVNPJ YLÅLJ[PVU»
Hattton & Smith, 1993, Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010). Exploring connections (explorative
YLÅLJ[PVUHUKJYP[PJHSS`L_HTPUPUN\UKLYS`PUNWYLTPZLZJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUYLX\PYLZJVUsidering multiple experiences. As such, KLLWLYYLÅLJ[PVUVM[LUYLX\PYLZ[HRPUNHIYVHKLY
temporal horizon. Although the relation between depth and temporal breadth is not oneVUVUL[OL`HYLJSLHYS`JVUULJ[LK+LLWLYSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUHYL[OLYLMVYLTVYLSPRLS`
to occur in long-term use, although there are other ways to involve the (distant) past and
KPZ[HU[M\[\YLHZ^LSSZLL*VUZPKLYH[PVU9LÅLJ[PVUZVU[OLZLSH`LYZ^LYLWHY[PJ\SHYS`
valuable and supported the functions of autobiographical memory such as mood regulation
and direction (Bluck & Alea, 2002). For us, this highlights that for valuable everyday life
YLÅLJ[PVUSL]LSZVMJYP[PJHSVY[YHUZMVYTH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUTPNO[UV[HS^H`ZILULLKLK. This
TPNO[ILZLLUHZH^H`PU^OPJOL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILKPZ[PUN\PZOLKMYVTYLÅLJtion in educational context.
Implications for Design
Some have argued that technology is especially suitable to directly support the lower levels
VMYLÅLJ[PVUMYVT^OPJOOPNOLYSL]LSZTH`MVSSV^-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR>LJVUZPKLY
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[OH[ MVY KLLWLY YLÅLJ[PVUZ [OL KPMMLYLU[ YVSLZ H Z`Z[LT JHU [HRL ULLK [V IL JVUZPKLYLK!
triggering, supporting and capturing (Chapter 6). As discussed in Consideration 4, triggers
can take different forms, ranging from emphasising an opportunity to providing direction
HUKWYLZLU[PUNJVU[LU[[VYLÅLJ[\WVU/V^L]LY^OLUTVYLKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVUPZWYLMLYYLKTLYL[YPNNLYPUNTPNO[UV[ILZ\MÄJPLU[0UHUV]LY]PL^VMYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZVUS`H
few approaches were found that were enhanced with other types of guidance (Fessl et al.,
2017). In our design space, we emphasized this by describing the roles a system can take
and similarly found that many systems adopt a triggering role, but few a supporting role
(Chapter 6). In line with our open-ended approach and the value we see in different levels
VMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\JOHZ\WWVY[PUNYVSLZOV\SKHSSV^MVYTVYLKLW[OI\[UV[YLX\PYLP[
Support can be given by given by complementing triggers with more subsequent questions.;OLZLX\LZ[PVUZJV\SKIL]LYIH[PTVYPUTVYLLTIVKPLKMVYTZVMPU[LYHJ[PVUZLLMVY
L_HTWSL[OLJVUJLW[7LLS(^H`*OHW[LY0UZWPYH[PVUMVYZ\JOX\LZ[PVUIHZLKZ\WWVY[JHU
be taken from various interview strategies which have been developed to explore personal
values. For example, it has been stated that for any situation or behaviour asking '7 times
why' will uncover the problems behind problems (Serrat, 2009) and has similarly been
\ZLK[V\UJV]LY\UKLYS`PUN]HS\LZ(S[LYUH[P]LS`YH[OLY[OHUPUJVYWVYH[PUN[OLZLX\LZ[PVUZ
in a system, depth could be attained by allowing interactive systems to be complementary
[VZVJPHSYVSLZPUYLÅLJ[PVU:SV]HRL[HS;OPZPZTVYLVM[LUZLLU^P[O[LHJOLYZVY
coaches in an educational context (see e.g. Fessl et al., 2017), but can be implemented in
L]LY`KH`YLÅLJ[PVUHZP[MYLX\LU[S`VJJ\YZ^P[OMYPLUKZMHTPS`VYWHY[ULYZ*OHW[LY0U
such a process, a system might prompt, but other people provide the needed support to
attain depth.
When including media, systems can take a supporting role by using multiple layers in
media exploration. By initially presenting a small aspect, or easy to perceive media type,
[OL[OYLZOVSK[VZ[HY[L_WSVYPUNJHUILSV^7LVWSLJHU[OLUNVMVYPUX\PY`)H\TLY
I`L_WSVYPUNTVYL-VYL_HTWSLH[L_[IHZLKZ`Z[LTTPNO[ÄYZ[WYLZLU[HZPUNSLSPUL[OLU
show the full entry, on further exploration presenting the time and date. It can also allow
WLVWSL[VºaVVTV\[»HUKZOV^TLKPH[OH[^HZJYLH[LKVU[OLZHTLKH`VY^LLR,_WSVring different layers allows going into more depth when this is desired, enabling pattern
exploration, comparison, and abstraction (Staudinger, 2001). Such different views also
HSSV^ WLVWSL [V ZLL [OPUNZ MYVT ºT\S[PWSL WLYZWLJ[P]LZ» H [LJOUPX\L MYLX\LU[S` \ZLK [V
Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR
0U[OLTVKLSVMºJVYLYLÅLJ[PVU»2VY[OHNLU =HZHSVZ[OLKLLWLYSL]LSZPKLU[P[`HUK
mission), are also more abstract. It has been found that remaining on the level of abstract
considerations has a higher chance of having negative effects (Watkins, 2008). Becoming
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TVYL JVUJYL[L I` [YHUZSH[PUN [OLZL PUZPNO[Z PU[V HJ[PVUZ JHU IL ILULÄJPHS ,UNHNPUN PU
KLLWLYYLÅLJ[PVUOHZ[OLHKKP[PVUHSYPZR[VRLLWVUNVPUN^OPJOJHU[\YUYLÅLJ[PVUPU[V
more negative rumination (Chapter 5; Watkins, 2008). A novel design direction can be
PKLU[PÄLKPUOLSWPUNWLVWSL[VZ[VWYLÅLJ[PUNI`JHW[\YPUN[OLPY[OV\NO[Z In addition to
triggering roles or supporting roles, systems can focus on a capturing role. Allowing people
[VJHW[\YLJ\YYLU[[OV\NO[ZJHUOLSW[VºLTW[`[OLTPUK»VY[VSL[NVVM^VYYPLZZLLMVY
L_HTWSL-YHNPSL>VYYPLZ*OHW[LY*HW[\YPUN[OV\NO[ZPU[VTVYLZWLJPÄJTLKPH[LKMVYT
HSZVOLSWZPUTHRPUN[OLHIZ[YHJ[TVYLZWLJPÄJ(KKP[PVUHSS`[OLZLJHW[\YLK[OV\NO[ZJHU
be elaborated upon in the future, when a better opportunity arises.

&RQFOXVLRQ
0U[OPZJOHW[LY^LOH]LWYLZLU[LKZL]LUJVUZPKLYH[PVUZMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[HYL
H ^H` [V NLULYHSPZL [OL PUZPNO[Z MYVT V\Y YLZLHYJO[OYV\NOKLZPNUWYVJLZZ;OL ÄYZ[ ML^
JVUZPKLYH[PVUZMVJ\ZVUV\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[OLZLJVUKOHSMPZTVYLMVJ\ZZLKVU[OL\ZLVMTLKPHMVYYLÅLJ[PVU
6\YÄYZ[JVUZPKLYH[PVUKLZJYPILZL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZHWLYZVUHSHUKÅL_PISL[`WLPU
[LYTZVMJVU[LU[WYVJLZZHUKPU[LNYH[PVUPUSPML;OLZLJVUKMVJ\ZLZVU[^VILULÄ[Z[OH[
are worthwhile to explore: supporting appreciation and directing of everyday life. The third
JVUZPKLYH[PVUMVJ\ZLZVU[OL[LTWVYHSKPTLUZPVULTWOHZPZPUN[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUPZUV[Q\Z[H
way of looking back, but also concerns the present and future. Together, these considera[PVUZOPNOSPNO[ZVTLVM[OLPTWVY[HU[ÄUKPUNZHIV\[^OH[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVULU[HPSZ
)HZLKVUV\YV]LY]PL^VML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ^LWYVWVZL[OH[ÅL_PISLYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[ZYLS`VU[YPNNLYZHUKVWWVY[\UP[`^OPJOJHUILHWWSPLK[VKLZPNUPUNYLÅLJ[P]L
systems. We focussed our design explorations on media interaction and found that creation
HUKL_WSVYH[PVUVMTLKPHLHJOOVSKWV[LU[PHSKPZJ\ZZLKPU[OLÄM[OJVUZPKLYH[PVU;OLUL_[
JVUZPKLYH[PVUKPZJ\ZZLZOV^[OLLMMVY[YLX\PYLKMVYTLKPHJYLH[PVUJHUILJVTWSLTLU[LK
by automating parts of the media interaction. We end our considerations with a discussion
VM[OLKLZPYLKKLW[OVMYLÅLJ[PVU4HU`Z`Z[LTZMVJ\ZVU[YPNNLYPUNYLÅLJ[PVUZI\[[VYLHJO
TVYLJYP[PJHSSL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLLSHIVYH[LZ\WWVY[PZULLKLK
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Abstract

Discussion & Conclusion

0U[OPZ[OLZPZ^LOH]LL_WSVYLKKLZPNUMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJtion by adopting a research-through-design approach. In this
chapter, we discuss our insights from multiple perspectives.
>LJVTLIHJR[V[OLYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZWVZLKH[[OLZ[HY[VM
[OPZ[OLZPZHUKJVTWHYL[OLTLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVUPUV\YL]HS\H[PVUZ[V[OLZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZ^LPU[LUKLK[V
support. Following, we explore how our insights can be geneYHSPZLK[V[OLIYVHKLYYLSH[LK[OLTLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUL]LY`KH`SPML
and media interaction. Finally, we present a number of future
YLZLHYJO X\LZ[PVUZ ;OLZL X\LZ[PVUZ HKKYLZZ OV^ [V KLLWLU
V\Y\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMV\YZWLJPÄJZJVWLHUKZLJVUKS`OV^[V
explore novel related directions.
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
0UL]LY`KH`SPMLTVZ[WLVWSLYLÅLJ[MYLX\LU[S`0[PZH^H`VM[OPURPUN[VWYVJLZZL_WLYPLUces, to come up with potential solutions to problems and to gain a better understanding.
,]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUZLY]LZTHU`W\YWVZLZZ\JOHZJYLH[PUNHUKTHPU[HPUPUNHWLYZVUHSPKLU[P[`HUKZ\WWVY[PUNILOH]PV\YJOHUNL@L[YLÅLJ[PVUJHUHSZVILJOHSSLUNPUNHZP[
YLX\PYLZ[PTLLMMVY[HUKH[[LU[PVU>LVIZLY]LH[YLUK[OH[TVTLU[ZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUTPNO[ILMHKPUNHZTVYLHUKTVYLVMV\Y[PTLPZÄSSLK^P[OHJ[PVUHUKKPZ[YHJ[PVU>L
PKLU[PM`HUVWWVY[\UP[`MVYPU[LYHJ[PVUKLZPNU[VZ\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUI`JYLH[PUN
UL^YLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z
0U [OPZ [OLZPZ ^L OH]L L_WSVYLK KLZPNU MVY L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU I` HKVW[PUN H YLZLarch-through-design approach. Our work is guided by a design challenge focussed on how
[VKLZPNUTLKPHJYLH[PVUZ`Z[LTZ[OH[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUHUKVUL]LY`KH`SPML;OL[OLZPZ
started by laying down the groundwork, from a theoretical and empirical perspective. We
Z[HY[LKI`KPZJ\ZZPUNV\Y\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OH]HYPL[`VMJVUJLW[Z
HUKTVKLSZMYVT[OLSP[LYH[\YLVUYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUN*OHW[LY;OLZL[OLVYPLZ
ZOHWLKV\YZJVWLKLÄUPUNL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZH[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[ZLY]LZKPMMLrent functions, occurs throughout the life-span, focusses on everyday aspects, has a certain
level of depth and does not follow a strict process. To inform what everyday aspects would
be worthwhile to consider, we conducted a probes study exploring what experiences of
everyday life are considered valuable and how such value develops over time (Chapter 3).
9LÅLJ[PVUWSH`ZHUPTWVY[HU[YVSLPUZ\JO]HS\LJOHUNLZHUK[OLZ[\K`[\YULKV\[[VILH
MVYTVMN\PKLKYLÅLJ[PVU
)HZLKVU[OLWYVILZ»ÄUKPUNZ^LHY[PJ\SH[LMV\YWV[LU[PHSKLZPNUKPYLJ[PVUZVM^OPJO^L
L_WSVYLVULPUV\YÄYZ[KLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVU*OHW[LY,HJOKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUMVJ\ZZLK
VUKPMMLYLU[HZWLJ[ZVMV\YKLZPNUJOHSSLUNLHUK[OPZÄYZ[KLZPNUMVJ\ZZLKVU\ZPUNHIZ[YHJ[
TLKPH[VJHW[\YLHMYLX\LU[S`YLWLH[LKL]LU[>P[OV\YKLZPNU9P[\HS*HTLYH^LJHW[\YLK
everyday home dinners and discussed a number of abstract visualisations with the family
members. We have found that different forms of abstract media were valued differently,
depending on their envisioned use. Some visuals sparked new insights or evoked personal
YLÅLJ[PVUZ^OPJOZ[YLUN[OLULKV\Y]PL^[OH[TLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUJV\SKIL\ZLK[VZ\WWVY[
YLÅLJ[PUNonL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU
(Z[OLYLÅLJ[PVUPUIV[O*OHW[LYZHUK^HZL]VRLKI`[OLYLZLHYJOHUKKLZPNULKTH[LYPHSZ^L^HU[LK[VRUV^TVYLHIV\[OV^WLVWSLUVYTHSS`YLÅLJ[LKPUL]LY`KH`SPML>L
[OLYLMVYLZ[\KPLK[OLVJJ\YYLUJLVMYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ^P[OHX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ[\K`*OHW[LY
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;OLYLZ\S[ZZOV^LK[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZMYLX\LU[S`HS[OV\NO[OLULLK]HYPLZPUKPMMLYLU[TVTLU[ZHUKSPML[PTLWLYPVKZ9LÅLJ[PVU^HZZLLUPUTHU`KPMMLYLU[MVYTZPUJS\KPUN
KPMMLYLU[JVU[L_[ZZVJPHSZP[\H[PVUZHUKHJ[P]P[PLZ:WLJPÄJHSS`[OLZ[\K`IYV\NO[MVY^HYKH
YHUNLVMYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z[OH[PUZWPYLKV\YKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUZ
0UWHYHSSLS[V[OPZLTWPYPJHSZ[\K`[VPUMVYTKLZPNUMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^LJVUK\J[LK
a broad conceptual exploration of the design space, by developing a range of concepts for
YLÅLJ[PVU*OHW[LY;OLKLZPNUZWHJLPZZOHWLKI`[^VKPTLUZPVUZ!YLWYLZLU[PUNYLÅLJtion strategies and system roles. We found that commonly used strategies include information-driven, expression-driven and dialogue-driven and added an additional strategy that
MVJ\ZZLZVULU]PYVUTLU[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU:LJVUKS`IHZLKVUV\YJVUJLW[Z^LMV\UK[OH[
Z`Z[LTZ JHUUV[ Q\Z[ [YPNNLY [V YLÅLJ[ I\[ HKVW[ H Z\WWVY[PUN VY JHW[\YPUN YVSL HZ ^LSS
The design space brought forward a number of important aspects to support everyday life
YLÅLJ[PVUPUJS\KPUNOVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVUVWLULUKLKKLZPNUHUKPU[LNYH[PVUPU[VL]LY`KH`
SPML^OPJO^LL_WSVYLKPUV\Y[OPYKHUKÄUHSKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVU-VY[OPZ^LKL]LSVWLK
three concepts, Balance, Cogito and Dott, which were implemented into prototypes to be
explored in-the-wild. The evaluation gave insight into how media creation and exploration
JHUZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUHUKOV^Z\JOOHIP[ZJHUILPU[LNYH[LKPU[VL]LY`KH`SPML*OHW[LY
>P[O[OLZLJVUJLW[ZWLVWSLWYPTHYPS`YLÅLJ[LKK\YPUNTLKPHJYLH[PVUHUK[OLPYYLÅLJ[PVUZ
^LYLVM[LUWYLZLU[VYM\[\YLMVJ\ZZLK>LMV\UK[OH[WLVWSLYLÅLJ[LKVUKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZVM
KLW[OWYPTHYPS`VUHKLZJYPW[P]LVYKPHSVNPJSL]LS-PUHSS`[OLPU[LNYH[PVUVMYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z
PU[VL]LY`KH`SPMLWH[[LYUZKPKUV[OHWWLUH[HÄ_LKTVTLU[I\[YLSPLKVUNVVKVWWVY[\UP[`
and triggers.
)HZLKVUV\YKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUZHUKV\Y[OLVYL[PJHSHUKLTWPYPJHS\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LWYLZLU[LKZL]LUJVUZPKLYH[PVUZMVYKLZPNUMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU*OHW[LY
0U[OLMHSSV^PUNZLJ[PVUZ^LKPZJ\ZZ[OLZLZ[\KPLZHUKÄUKPUNZPUHIYVHKLYWLYZWLJ[P]L
0U[OLMVSSV^PUN:LJ[PVU ^L^PSSKPZJ\ZZ[OLZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZ^LWYLsented in Chapter 2. We discuss these characteristics as measures of success for our designs,
and how our understanding of the scope has shifted. This evaluation has contributed to
HUZ^LYPUNV\YYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZHUKKLZPNUJOHSSLUNL^OPJOHYLKPZJ\ZZLKPU:LJ[PVU 
6\YJOHSSLUNL^HZMVYT\SH[LKVU[OLPU[LYZLJ[PVUVM[OYLL[OLTLZ!YLÅLJ[PVUL]LY`KH`SPML
HUKTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU0U:LJ[PVU ^LKPZJ\ZZOV^V\YÄUKPUNZJV\SKILNLULYHSPZLK
to the broader research areas of each of these themes. We discuss our process and methoKVSVNPJHSPUZPNO[ZPU ;VI\PSK\WVUV\YÄUKPUNZ^LWYVWVZLHU\TILYVMMVSSV^\W
X\LZ[PVUZMVYM\[\YLYLZLHYJOPU:LJ[PVU >LKPZJ\ZZWV[LU[PHSKPYLJ[PVUZ[VKLLWLU[OL
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN^P[OPUV\YZWLJPÄJZJVWLHUKPKLU[P[`[^VUV]LSKLZPNUKPYLJ[PVUZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU>LLUK[OLJOHW[LYI`JVTPUNM\SSJPYJSL^P[OV\YÄUHSJVUJS\KPUNYLTHYRZ
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'LVFXVVLRQRIWKH6FRSHRI(YHU\GD\/LIH5HÁHFWLRQ
9LÅLJ[PVUPZMYLX\LU[S`Z[\KPLKVYKLZPNULKMVY^P[OPU/*0YLZLHYJOI\[[VVVM[LUP[ZZJVWL
HUK NVHSZ HYL PSSKLÄULK )H\TLY" -SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR ;V JYLH[LH Z[YVUNLY
IHZPZMVYV\YYLZLHYJO^LOH]LZ[H[LKZWLJPÄJHSS`^OH[[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LHPT[VZ\WWVY[
*OHW[LY>LPU[YVK\JLK[OL[LYTºL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU»HUKKLZJYPILKHU\TILYVM
PTWVY[HU[ JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ >L OH]L HSZV KLZJYPILK OV^ YLÅLJ[PVU PZ Z[\KPLK PU KPMMLYLU[
^H`Z^P[OKPMMLYLU[TLHZ\YLZVMZ\JJLZZZ\JOHZJVKPUNMVYYLÅLJ[P]LKLW[OLN+`TLU[ 
6»*VUULSSVYL]HS\H[PUNHYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LT»ZLMMLJ[VU^LSSILPUN0ZHHJZL[HS
V[OLYZZLLT[VHZZ\TLYLÅLJ[PVUOHZOHWWLULK^OLUHILOH]PVYVYWH[[LYUJOHUNLJHUIL
observed (Baumer et al., 2014). These are just a few examples and Baumer et al. (2014)
HYN\L [OH[ TVZ[ Z[\KPLZ PU /*0 SHJR H JSLHY TLHZ\YL VM YLÅLJ[P]L Z\JJLZZ ^OPJO TPNO[
JVTLMYVTHSHJRVMJSLHYKLÄUP[PVUVY[OLVYL[PJHSNYV\UKPUN>LOH]L[OLYLMVYLJOVZLU
to evaluate our work on a higher level by coming back to our theoretical grounding in this
ZLJ[PVUKPZJ\ZZPUNV\Y^VYRPUSPNO[VM[OLKPMMLYLU[JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMYLÅLJ[PVU

)XQFWLRQVRIUHÁHFWLRQDQGDXWRELRJUDSKLFDOPHPRU\
Autobiographical memory (AM) serves several functions in life, most commonly described
as the social, directive and identity function (Bluck & Alea, 2002) with an additional function relating to mood-regulation (the adaptive function, Bluck et al., 2005). In Chapter 2,
^LOH]LHYN\LK[OH[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUYLSH[L[VHSS[OLZLM\UJ[PVUZI\[^LZH^
our primary contributions in the domain of the identity and directive functions. We choose
[OPZLTWOHZPZILJH\ZLPUJYLHZLKZLSMPUZPNO[PKLU[P[`M\UJ[PVUPZILSPL]LK[VILILULÄJPHS
MVY^LSSILPUN/HYYPUN[VU 3VMMYLKVHUKYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZVM[LUZ\WWVY[ILOH]PVY
JOHUNL KPYLJ[P]L M\UJ[PVU I` MVJ\ZPUN VU [HRPUN HJ[PVU IHZLK VU YLÅLJ[PVU 3P +L` 
-VYSPaaP0UHULSHIVYH[LYL]PL^VMYLÅLJ[PVUPU/*0)H\TLYL[HSMV\UKH
ZPNUPÄJHU[U\TILYVMWHWLYZV\[VMPU[OLJH[LNVY`ºYLÅLJ[PVUHUKZLSMRUV^SLKNL»
I\[P[JHUILHYN\LK[OH[T\JOVM[OLZLKVUV[PUMHJ[Z\WWVY[[OLºPKLU[P[`M\UJ[PVU»VM
AM but are primarily behavior focused. We consider these data-driven processes in which
people look for patterns, set goals and track progress more related to the directive function
VM(40UV\YKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUZHUKZWLJPÄJHSS`PU[OL\ZLVM)HSHUJLHUK*VNP[V^L
saw how media creation can also support this function. People created media to express
goals, lessons or ambitions that helped to direct their future. We saw only a few examples
VMTLKPHZ\WWVY[PUN[OLPKLU[P[`M\UJ[PVUPUV\YJVUJLW[ZWV[LU[PHSS`ILJH\ZLP[YLX\PYLZ
KLLWLY YLÅLJ[PVU 2VY[OHNLU =HZHSVZ  ^OPJO ^HZ ZLLU SLZZ (NNYLNH[LK TLKPH
review, exploring multiple instances over a longer period of time, could result in more
depth as it allows for comparison and generalisations (Staudinger, 2001). Such insights
would connect better to the identity function. To some extent, the media also supported the
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TVVKYLN\SH[PUNM\UJ[PVULZWLJPHSS`^P[OULNH[P]LMLLSPUNZ4LKPHJYLH[PVUHUKYLÅLJ[PVU
helped to put things into perspective, lessening the intensity of emotions, similarly found by
Isaacs et al. (2013). Finally, we saw little proof of our designs supporting the social function
VMTLTVY`YLSH[PVUZOPWZ^P[OV[OLYZ^LYLVUS`YHYLS`[VWPJVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUV\YL]HS\H[PVUZ
(S[OV\NOWLVWSLMYLX\LU[S`YLÅLJ[^P[OV[OLYZ*OHW[LYZVTL[PTLZHSZV^P[OV\YKLZPNUZ
*OHW[LY[OLYL^HZSP[[SLZ\WWVY[[OH[[OLZLYLÅLJ[PVUZZ\WWVY[LK[OLZOHWPUNVMZVJPHS
IVUKZ0UZ[LHKZVJPHSJVUULJ[PVUZ^P[OV[OLYZ^LYLZ\WWVY[P]LVMYLÅLJ[PVU^OPJOPZHU
area for future research (see Section 9.5).
Altogether, we conclude that we saw examples of different functions of memory being
Z\WWVY[LK[OYV\NOTLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVU4VYLZWLJPÄJKLZPNULMMVY[ZJV\SKZ\WWVY[KLW[O[V
MVJ\ZVUPKLU[P[`VYWYV]PKL[YPNNLYZ[VYLÅLJ[PVUVUZVJPHSIVUKZTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`

5HÁHFWLRQDQG/LIH7UDQVLWLRQV
>LJOHYHJ[LYPaLKL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZHTVKLVM[OPURPUN[OH[VJJ\YZ[OYV\NOV\[[OL
SPMLZWHUH[SLHZ[MYVT[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMZ\MÄJPLU[JVNUP[P]LZRPSSZHUKH]PL^VM[OLSPML
story in adolescence (Staudinger, 2001; Bluck & Habermans, 2001). In our evaluations of
KLZPNUZMVYTLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVU^LMV\UK[OH[WLVWSLPU]LY`KPMMLYLU[SPMLWOHZLZHWWYLJPH[LK[OLWV[LU[PHS]HS\L;OLYLÅLJ[PVUZ^P[O9P[\HS*HTLYHHUK)HSHUJL*VNP[VHUK+V[[
^LYLHSZVJSLHYS`PUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLSPMLWOHZLZVMWHY[PJPWHU[Z-VYL_HTWSLMHTPSPLZ^P[O
`V\UNJOPSKYLUTVYLKLSPILYH[LS`YLÅLJ[PUNVU[PTLWHZZPUNI`X\PJRS`(WHY[PJPWHU[PUOLY
[^LU[PLZMVJ\ZLKVUJHYLLYJOVPJLZHUKVULPUOLYLPNO[PLZYLÅLJ[LKVUHJJLW[PUN[OLÄUHS
Z[HNLZVMSPMLPUHJJVYKHUJL^P[O[OLM\UJ[PVUZVMSPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZKLZJYPILKI`:[H\KPUNLY
2001). Such examples are valuable additions to the taxonomy of functions across different
SPML WOHZLZ HZ P[ ZOV^Z ZWLJPÄJ L]LY`KH` L_HTWSLZ ^OLYLHZ [OL JSHZZPÄJH[PVU PZ WYPTHrily based on general self-report (e.g. asking “why do you think about your life”). As the
WOYHZPUNVMZ\JOX\LZ[PVUZZ[YVUNS`PUÅ\LUJLZ[OLHUZ^LYZVUOV^HUK^O`WLVWSLYLÅLJ[
(Staudinger, 2001) it is valuable to see that the media as data show similar patterns. Yet this
[VWPJJSLHYS`YLX\PYLZHSVUNP[\KPUHSL]HS\H[PVUHUKHSHYNLYWHY[PJPWHU[ZHTWSLL_WSVYPUN
OV^LUNHNLTLU[^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUJOHUNLZILMVYLK\YPUNHUKHM[LYSPML[YHUZP[PVUZ
(JYVZZ HSS HNLZ [OL YLÅLJ[PVUZ ^P[O [OL VWLULUKLK KLZPNUZ PUJS\KLK THU` L]LY`KH`
aspects, such as work performance, conversations with a partner or family activities. Still, it
VM[LUJVUJLYULK[OLºZVTL^OH[V\[Z[HUKPUN»L_WLYPLUJLZ-VYL_HTWSLH[LHJOLYYLÅLJ[LK
with Cogito on his preparation for annual exams, or an upcoming holiday (Chapter 7). To
JHW[\YLVYYLÅLJ[VU^OH[PZº[Y\S`»T\UKHULTVYLZWLJPÄJKPYLJ[PVU^V\SKILULLKLK
Based on our probes study and the experience with Ritual Camera, we see that with a speJPÄJMVJ\ZTLKPHJHU[YPNNLYYLÅLJ[PVUZVU]LY`VYKPUHY`HZWLJ[Z^OPJOJHUIL]HS\HISL
and appreciated.
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Levels of depth and detail
>P[OL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^L^HU[LKWLVWSL[VJVUZPKLY[OLPYHJ[PVUZ^P[OZVTLSL]LS
VMJYP[PJHSP[`VYKLLWLYPU[YVZWLJ[PVU>LZ[H[LK[OH[^LHPTLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[PUJS\KLK!
re-assessing thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and actions (Chapter 2). In other words that it was
WLYZVUHSHUKZVTL^OH[JYP[PJHS;OPZÄYZ[HZWLJ[^HZJSLHYS`HJOPL]LKHSSYLÅLJ[PVU^L
ZH^PUV\YZ[\KPLZ^HZWLYZVUHS7LVWSLKPKUV[YLÅLJ[VUNLULYHSSL]LSZZ\JOHZJVUJLYUPUN
H[OLVY`PUYLZLHYJO>OH[KVLZ[OPZ[OLVY`TLHUMVYT`^VYR&I\[HS^H`ZHIV\[[OLPY
WLYZVU>OH[KPK0KV&/V^KV0^HU[[VKL]LSVW&;OLYLÅLJ[PVUZ^P[OV\YTLKPHJVUJLW[Z MVY VWLULUKLK YLÅLJ[PVU *OHW[LY  ^LYL VM[LU MVJ\ZLK VU HJ[PVUZ ^O` KPK [OPZ
OHWWLU^O`KPK0KV[OPZ4VZ[YLÅLJ[PVUZ^LZH^^LYLVUHKLZJYPW[P]LVYL_WSVYH[P]L
/H[[VU  :TP[O 

 I` V[OLYZ JVUZPKLYLK HZ [OL ÄYZ[ HUK ZLJVUK SH`LY VM YLÅLJ[PVU

(out of four layers as described in Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010). We observed some responses on these levels as well, when people reviewed the visuals created with Ritual Camera
(Chapter 5). For example, exploring why certain things are as they are or making remarks
about certain habits they want to change. With Balance, Cogito and Dott, people relatively
often also examined their feelings about these events (why does this make me stressed).
The underlying beliefs were rarely assessed in our studies, so we only saw a few examples
VM JYP[PJHS YLÅLJ[PVU /H[[VU  :TP[O 

 ^OPJO YLSH[LK [V LP[OLY WLYZVUHS ]HS\LZ VY

the broader societal context. Although such criticality was rare, we still believe systems
JV\SK WYV]PKL Z\WWVY[ MVY Z\JO JYP[PJHSP[` ZWLJPÄJHSS` PU JVU[YHZ[ [V -SLJR  -P[aWH[YPJR
(2010), who primarily see support on the lower levels from which higher levels can but
not necessarily will follow. Because our systems were so open-ended, reaching criticality
YLSPLKOLH]PS`VU[OL\ZLY»ZPUP[PH[P]L(TVYLSH`LYLKPU[LYHJ[PVUJV\SKZ\WWVY[[OPZIL[[LY
(Consideration 7, Section 8.8), which is an interesting direction for future work (see Section
9.5). However, on a more fundamental level, it might be very challenging to facilitate critiJHSYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OPUOHIP[Z[OH[HYLPU[LNYH[LKPU[VL]LY`KH`SPML;VHJOPL]LKLW[OYLX\PYLZ
taking distance from a situation, to look at it differently or to evaluate more elaborately. Not
Z\YWYPZPUNS`Z\JOYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLVM[LUOHWWLUZ^OLUWLVWSLHYLYLX\PYLK[VZ[LWV\[VM
their daily habits such as during holidays or life transitions (Chapter 5). It is therefore to be
L_WLJ[LK[OH[KLLWLYYLÅLJ[PVUPZVUS`H[[HPULKYHYLS`L]LU^OLUMHJPSP[H[LK[OYV\NOPU[LYHJ[PVU:\JOÅL_PISLKLZPYLMVYSL]LSZVMKLW[OHYLHUPU[LYLZ[PUNJOHSSLUNLMVYM\[\YL^VYR
(see Section 9.5)
)LJH\ZLTVYLJYP[PJHSYLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLYHYL^LJV\SKJVUJS\KL[OH[V\YKLZPNUZOH]LUV[
really been able to stimulate criticality. However, when reviewing our results, we consider
TVZ[ YLÅLJ[PVUZ Z\JJLZZM\S L]LU ^P[OV\[ Z\JO JYP[PJHSP[` >L JVUJS\KL [OH[ [OL TLKPH
PU[LYHJ[PVUZVU[OLSL]LSZVMKLZJYPW[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUVYL_WSVYH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU/H[[VU :TP[O
1995) were more meaningful and personally relevant than we had expected (Chapter 7).
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People could create goals or generate valuable insights on these levels. Rather than stimuSH[PUN[VNVKLLWLYKLZPNUZZOV\SKMHJPSP[H[LKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZVMYLÅLJ[PVU:`Z[LTZZOV\SK
ILKLZPNULK^P[OHSH`LYLKPU[LYHJ[PVU^P[OTLKPHHSSV^PUNMVYM\Y[OLYPUX\PY`)H\TLY
2015) when desired (Chapter 8, consideration 7). As such, depth becomes not something
that is prescribed (e.g. deeper is better) but can be one of the open aspects in open-ended
YLÅLJ[PVU

3DVWSUHVHQWDQGIXWXUH
0U V\Y KLÄUP[PVU ^L L_WSPJP[S` Z[H[LK [OH[ L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU JV\SK MVJ\Z VU WHZ[
present and future experiences, with different temporal horizons being possible (e.g. both
ULHYHUKKPZ[HU[WHZ[VYM\[\YL/V^L]LY^LJVUZPKLYLKP[PTWVY[HU[[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZHYL
JVUULJ[LK [V [OL WYLZLU[;OPZ YLK\JLZ [OL YPZR VM K^LSSPUN VU [OL WHZ[ VY ºWVZ[WVUPUN»
[OPUNZ[V[OLM\[\YL6]LYHSS^LJHUJVUJS\KL[OH[V\YTLKPH[LKYLÅLJ[PVUNH]LKPYLJ[PVU
MVY[OLM\[\YLMVJ\ZZLZVU[OLWYLZLU[I\[^HZÄYTS`IHZLKVU[OLWHZ[9LÅLJ[PVUZ^P[OV\Y
media systems (Balance, Cogito and Dott, Chapter 7), were all connected to the present,
being triggered by present experiences. At the same time, most media were future-oriented,
L_WYLZZPUN SLZZVUZ NVHSZ VY HTIP[PVUZ -VY TVZ[ YLÅLJ[PVUZ [OL [LTWVYHS OVYPaVU )S\LKVYU^HZ]LY`ZTHSSYLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLMVJ\ZLKVU[OH[ZHTLKH`^P[OZVTLVJJHZPVUHSJVUULJ[PVUZPU[V[OLTVYLKPZ[HU[M\[\YL>LJHUPKLU[P[`[OYLLYLHZVUZ[OH[PUÅ\LUJL
this present-focus. First of all, when in the middle of everyday life activities, it is likely for
people to be thinking about current needs and desires. To think about other times might
ULLKTVYLZWLJPÄJL_[LYUHS[YPNNLYZ:LJVUKS`[OPZPZ[OLUH[\YLVMTLKPHJYLH[PVUJHWturing what is there at the moment), especially with the visual media of Dott, which were
IHZLKVUWOV[VZILPUNJ\YYLU[S`THKL(UKÄUHSS`[OPZWYLZLU[MVJ\ZPZJH\ZLKI`HTL[OVKVSVNPJHSSPTP[H[PVUPU^OPJOWLVWSL^LYL[VSK[VYLÅLJ[VUHKH`VYL]LY`KH`^OPJOHSZV
implied (wrongly) that the research desired focus on current experiences.
With more longitudinal use, we expect the role of media retrieval to increase, allowing
for potential connections to be made and broadening the temporal distance. Supporting a
larger temporal distance would be useful as it allows to synthesize across experiences and
THRLJVTWHYPZVUZIV[OJY\JPHSLSLTLU[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR")H\TLY
2014). However, exploration will have to be supported through aspects such as thematic or
chronological ordering; storing meta-data; and providing multiple perspectives. In line with
-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR^LWYVWVZL[OH[Z`Z[LTZJHUZ\WWVY[TVYLKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVU
by facilitating the exploration of (layers in) media, the reorganization of knowledge and the
exploration of multiple perspectives.
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Characteristics as success criteria
We can conclude that some aspects of our scope were clearly recognized in our system
L]HS\H[PVUZ;OLJYLH[PVUVMTLKPH^HZJSLHYS`YLÅLJ[P]LKLZPNUZZ\WWVY[LK[OLKPYLJ[P]L
functions by capturing lessons and goals, there was always a connection to the present and
people in different life-phases could use the systems in personally relevant ways. For other
aspects of our scope, we have found less support in our evaluations. Primarily, we saw only
few examples of the criticality we set out to provoke. Our studies had few participants, so
WLYZVUHSZ[`SLHUKPUKP]PK\HSSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[P]LHIPSP[`HYLVMNYLH[PUÅ\LUJLOLYL@L[^L
also saw that valuable insights were reached on other levels. Secondly, media retrieval
OHWWLULK SLZZ ^P[O V\Y ÄUHS KLZPNUZ HS[OV\NO 9P[\HS *HTLYH NH]L ]HS\HISL PUZPNO[Z VU
OV^TLKPHYL[YPL]HSJHUZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVULZWLJPHSS`[OYV\NOWYV]PKPUNHZ`Z[LTWLYZWLJtive on mundane experiences. Both these aspects, the lack of depth and the underused
potential of media retrieval, might be caused by the short-term studies. Another aspect
of our scope that we did not achieve to full extent was the focus on everyday aspects. In
V\YÄUHSKLZPNUL]HS\H[PVUTVZ[YLÅLJ[PVUZJVUJLYULKZVTL^OH[L_JLW[PVUHSL]LU[Z;OL
VWLULUKLKYLÅLJ[PVUJVUJLW[ZWYV]PKLKPUZ\MÄJPLU[Z\WWVY[[VJVUZPKLYº[Y\S`»T\UKHUL
aspects, external perspectives provide better stimulation, as was seen with Ritual Camera
and the probes exercises.
0U[OPZZLJ[PVU^LKPZJ\ZZLK[OLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[VL_WSVYLPM[OL`
JHUIL\ZLKHZZ\JJLZZJYP[LYPH,]HS\H[PUN[OLZ\JJLZZVMYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZ^P[OPU/*0PZ
HJOHSSLUNL)H\TLYL[HSHTVUNZ[V[OLYZILJH\ZLP[JHUILKPMÄJ\S[[VKPZ[PUN\PZO
YLÅLJ[PVUHTVUNHYHUNLVMTL[HJVNUP[P]LWYVJLZZLZ+YHWLY

">H[RPUZ>L

MVJ\ZVUHZWLJPÄJ[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVUZVUV[HU`[`WLVMº[OPURPUN»^V\SKILJH[LNVYPaLKHZH
success. We, therefore, consider a discussion such as this section a useful way to review our
ÄUKPUNZOPNOSPNO[PUNMVY^OPJOHZWLJ[ZVMV\YZJVWLZ\WWVY[VYWYVVMJHUILMV\UKHUKMVY
^OPJOUV[>LJVUZPKLY[OPZH\ZLM\S^H`[VTHRL[OLZ\JJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[Z`Z[LTZ
TVYLTLHZ\YHISLUV[PUHX\HU[P[H[P]LI\[PUHX\HSP[H[P]L^H`

5HVHDUFK&RQFOXVLRQV
6\YYLZLHYJOOHZWYPTHYPS`ILLUN\PKLKI`HKLZPNUJOHSSLUNL^OPJO^LPKLU[PÄLKVU[OL
PU[LYZLJ[PVUVMV\Y[OYLLJLU[YHS[OLTLZ!L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHUKTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU>L
formulated this challenge as:
How can we design media interaction systems
[OH[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUHUKVUL]LY`KH`SPML&
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;VJVU[YPI\[L[V[OPZJOHSSLUNL^LMVYT\SH[LK[OYLLYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZ[VN\PKLV\Y^VYR
each emphasizing one of the three themes.
1.

Which everyday life experiences become meaningful memories, and which are
]HS\HISLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU&



>OH[HYLWLVWSL»ZWYHJ[PJLZ]HS\LZHUKKLZPYLZJVUJLYUPUNL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU&



/V^KVZ`Z[LTZ\WWVY[LKTLKPHJYLH[PVUHUKTLKPH\ZLPUÅ\LUJLYLÅLJ[PVU&

0U[OLMVSSV^PUNZLJ[PVUZ^L^PSSHUZ^LYLHJOX\LZ[PVUZLWHYH[LS`ILMVYLJVTPUNIHJR[V
our overall design challenge.

Question 1:



Which everyday life experiences become meaningful,
DQGZKLFKDUHYDOXDEOHIRUUHÁHFWLRQ"

,]LY`KH` SPML L_WLYPLUJLZ HYL VM[LU HYN\HIS` I` KLÄUP[PVU -LSZRP 

 [HRLUMVYNYHU-

ted. Yet from personal experience, we also know that mundane experiences can become
valuable memories. In our probes study, we explored this further. We found that valuable
personal memories often concern family, leisure time, and home. Much smaller numbers
of valuable memories relate to friends, work, love, religion, and school (Chapter 1). In
V\Y L_WSVYH[PVU VM TLKPH[LK YLÅLJ[PVU *OHW[LY  [OL TLKPH ZOV^LK H ZPTPSHY ]HYPL[`
VM[OLTLZ^P[OMYPLUKZMHTPS`SLPZ\YLHUKOVTLHSSPUJS\KLK0UJVU[YHZ[[V[OLÄUKPUNZ
PU*OHW[LYYLÅLJ[PVUZVM[LUHSZVYLSH[LK[V^VYRZPTPSHYS`MV\UKPUV\YX\LZ[PVUUHPYL
*OHW[LY;OLZL[OLTLZHYLVM[LUJVUZPKLYLK]HS\HISLMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHZ[OPZPZHUHYLHVM
KL]LSVWTLU[HUKNYV^[OVULVM[OLILULÄ[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVU/HYYPUN[VU 3VMMYLKV
These topics of valuable memories could arguably be used to provide direction for everyday
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU-VYL_HTWSLZ\NNLZ[PUNWLVWSL[VYLÅLJ[VUMHTPS`SLPZ\YL[PTLHUKOVTL
as these would be most likely to become valuable in the future. However, we believe the
topics should not be seen in such a prescriptive or directive way. The value of everyday life
YLÅLJ[PVUSPLZLZWLJPHSS`PUP[ZVWLUULZZIV[OPUJVU[LU[HZ^LSSHZPUWYVJLZZ,RLILYNO
2007). Themes could, however, be used as suggestions for people to explore areas they
TPNO[V[OLY^PZLUV[YLÅLJ[\WVU>LLZWLJPHSS`HWWYLJPH[LYLÅLJ[PVUZPU^OPJOJVUULJ[PVUZIL[^LLUT\S[PWSLHYLHZHYLILPUNTHKLYLÅLJ[PUNVUL]LY`KH`SPMLPUTVYLOVSPZ[PJ
ways. Many people experience a desire to explore connections between different facets (Li,
+L` -VYSPaaPHUKP[PZHYN\HIS`HJVYLLSLTLU[VMYLÅLJ[PVU¶Z`U[OLZPaPUNHJYVZZ
events to arrive at some greater understanding (Baumer et al., 2014). Such connections
HSSV^MVYTVYLKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVUJVUULJ[PUNHZWLJ[ZMYVT[OLLU]PYVUTLU[HUKILOH]PV\Y
to deeper levels of personal competencies, identity, and goals (Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005).
In terms of memories, such connections involve memories on different levels, ranging
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from episodic memories or anecdotes to general event memories and their life time period
(Conway & Pleydell-Pierce, 2000).
(S[OV\NO ZVTL [VWPJZ ^LYL MYLX\LU[S` YLJ\YYPUN [OL PTWVY[HUJL VM TLTVYPLZ PZ UV[ ZV
much determined by topic, but rather by their underlying value (Chapter 3). In earlier research, it was found that cherished objects are often valued because they refer to events, relationships or the self (Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981). Based on a house-tour
study, Petrelli et al. (2008) added a more detailed description of values: including objects
that represent family bonds, are nostalgic, aesthetically pleasing or represent moral values.
;V [OPZ \UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM TULTVUPJ ]HS\LZ ^L JVU[YPI\[L ZWLJPÄJ YLHZVUZ MVY T\UKHUL
L_WLYPLUJLZ[VILJVUZPKLYLK]HS\HISLL]LU^P[OV\[VIQLJ[ZILPUNV^ULK:WLJPÄJHSS`
the experiences were retrospectively valued because they are: often repeated, representing
HZVJPHSJVUULJ[PVUJVUULJ[LK[V[OLWYLZLU[PUÅ\LUJLK[OLJV\YZLVMSPMLVYMVYTHJVUtrast (Chapter 3).
We found that these values evolve or change over time (Chapter 3). Recognising these
]HS\LZYLSPLZVUYLÅLJ[PVUMVYL_HTWSL[OYV\NO[LTWVYHSVYZVJPHSJVTWHYPZVUL_HTWSLZ
VM H SL]LS VM HUHS`ZPZ [OH[ KPZ[PUN\PZOLZ YLÅLJ[PVU MYVT YLTPUPZJLUJL :[H\KPUNLY 
;OPZWYVJLZZVMYLHWWYLJPH[PVUM\Y[OLYPUZWPYLK\Z[VSVVRH[YLÅLJ[PUNVUL]LY`KH`SPMLHZH
]HS\HISLKVTHPU[VILL_WSVYLK9H[OLY[OHUºVUS`»YLJVUZ[Y\J[PUN[OLL]LU[ZMYVTTLTVY`
we were interested in how people can be engaged in some level of abstraction, comparison
or analysis (Staudinger, 2001). Especially because the value of everyday life experiences
JOHUNLZ^LJVUZPKLY[OLT[VILOPNOS`]HS\HISLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU(KKP[PVUHSS`[OLYLPZHU
interesting interplay between everyday experiences and milestones or life transitions. Many
SPML[YHUZP[PVUZNYLH[S`PTWHJ[VUL»ZL]LY`KH`WH[[LYUZZ\JOHZ^OLYLVULSP]LZOV^VUL
JVTT\[LZVY^OH[HJ[P]P[PLZVULLUNHNLZPU;OLYLMVYL^LVM[LUYLÅLJ[VUWHZ[T\UKHUL
experiences and preferred habits when making important milestone choices, an example
of how memories are used for their directive function (Bluck & Alea, 2002). Such consideYH[PVUZHYLWHY[VMOV^WLVWSLYLÅLJ[ILMVYLK\YPUNHUKHM[LY[YHUZP[PVUZ:[H\KPUNLY
and draws an interesting connection between the (often unaware) everyday patterns and
explicit moments of life choices.
In conclusion, some everyday life experiences are more likely to become meaningful than
others. This is more determined by their underlying values, rather than only their topic. The
perceived values of an event or experience can change over time, and this appreciation
VM[LUYLSPLZVUYLÅLJ[PVU>LILSPL]LL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUILJVTLZTVYLTLHUPUNM\SPM
connections across multiple experiences and themes are made.
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Question 2:



What are people’s practices, values, and desires
FRQFHUQLQJHYHU\GD\OLIHUHÁHFWLRQ"

9LÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUJVUJLW[\HSPZLKVYKLZJYPILKHZHTVKLVM[OPURPUN^OPJOWLVWSLMYLX\LU[S`LUNHNLPU+L^L` "2HOULTHU+LZWP[L[OPZ[OLVYL[PJHSVJJ\YYLUJL
^LMV\UKHYLZLHYJONHWPU^OLUHUKOV^Z\JOYLÅLJ[PVUZWLJPÄJHSS`OHWWLUZPUL]LY`KH`
SPML<ZPUNHX\LZ[PVUUHPYL^LL_WSVYLK^OH[RPUKVMYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZHYLJVTTVU;OL
Z[\K` JVUÄYTLK :[H\KPUNLY»Z  ÄUKPUNZ [OH[ YLNHYKSLZZ VM HNL TVZ[ WLVWSL YLÅLJ[
MYLX\LU[S`PUL]LY`KH`SPML9LÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZPUKP]LYZL^H`ZI\[UV[VM[LUHZHÄ_LKOHIP[
VYYV\[PUL*OHW[LY0UZ[LHKTVZ[WLVWSLJV\SKPKLU[PM`H]HYPL[`VMÅL_PISLOHIP[ZVM
which a number occur in parallel to other unrelated activities, such as chores or commu[PUN6[OLY[PTLZ[OLYLÅLJ[PVU^HZZ\WWVY[LKI`ZWLJPÄJHJ[P]P[PLZZ\JOHZ[HSRPUN^YP[PUN
or walking. We have captured these diverse practices in a number of scenarios that can be
inspirational to design (Chapter 5 and Chapter 7).
:\JOÅL_PISLOHIP[ZYLS`VUHZ\P[HISLVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYLÅLJ[PVU6ULVM[OLJY\JPHSMHJ[VYZ
often described before is that time is needed (Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010; Li et al., 2010; Fessl
L[HS6[OLYZOH]LKLZJYPILKHIZ[YHJ[JVUKP[PVUZZ\JOHZ^OVJHUILJVUZPKLYLKºWYP]PSLNLKLUV\NO»[VYLÅLJ[)H\TLYL[HSH[^OPJOZ[LWPU[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMYLÅLJtion people are (Fleck & Fitzpatrck, 2010) or their level of self-criticism (Li et al., 2010). As
WHY[VMJYLH[PUNHNVVKVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYLÅLJ[PVUWLVWSLVM[LUULLKLUJV\YHNLTLU[-SLJR
-P[aWH[YPJR;OLZLHYL]LY`HIZ[YHJ[HUKOPNOSL]LSJVUKP[PVUZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU;V[OPZ
we add more contextual elements based on our in-the-wild design evaluations (Chapter
7). For most people, it also included a moment of calmness, being alone and preferably
H[OVTLº*HSTULZZ»KVLZUV[ULJLZZHYPS`TLHUUV[KVPUNHU`[OPUNI\[HJLY[HPUSL]LSVM
(mental) rest, often for example experienced during chores or mild physical activity or at
the end of a day.
;OPZYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUHSZVHKKYLZZLZ^OH[WLVWSL»ZKLZPYLZHYLPU[LYTZVMZ\WWVY[0U[OL
X\LZ[PVUUHPYL^LHZRLKMVYWLVWSL»ZKLZPYLZKPYLJ[S`*OHW[LY4VZ[WLVWSL^LYLZH[PZÄLK
^P[O[OLPYMYLX\LUJ`VMYLÅLJ[PVUZVPUJYLHZPUN[OPZMYLX\LUJ`PZUV[HNVHSPUP[ZLSM:VTL
expressed they would appreciate support, but others rejected the idea of system-supported
YLÅLJ[PVU0[PZKPMÄJ\S[[VHZZLZZ[OLYLSPHIPSP[`VM[OLZLHUZ^LYZHZ[OL`KLWLUKOPNOS`VU
what people imagine a system might provide. Therefore, we use our design explorations to
provide additional insight into what such desires might be. The prototypes allowed people
[VL_WLYPLUJL[OLWV[LU[PHSVMTLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU0U[OLYL]PL^VMTLKPHJYLH[LK
with Ritual Camera (Chapter 5), people especially appreciated the potential to show patterns and habits that cannot be directly perceived, which others have also described as one
VM[OLWV[LU[PHSILULÄ[ZVM\ZPUNZ`Z[LTZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR")H\TLY
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2015). In the exploration of Balance, Cogito and Dott, (Chapter 7), we found that people
HWWYLJPH[L[OLWV[LU[PHS]HS\LVMTLKPH[VZLY]LHZYLTPUKLYZVMWYL]PV\ZYLÅLJ[PVUZHUK
conclusions. When using these systems, some people desired more direction, more explicit
support, as they found it challenging to use our open-ended systems in a meaningful way.
>LLSHIVYH[LVU[OLZLZ\WWVY[P]LLSLTLU[ZPU[OLHUZ^LYZ[VYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVU[OYLL
6\YPUZPNO[ZPU[VL]LY`KH`WYHJ[PJLZHYLWYPTHYPS`IHZLK\WVUV\YX\LZ[PVUUHPYL*OHW[LY
HTL[OVK[OH[YLSPLZVUZLSMYLWVY[:WLJPÄJHSS`P[YLX\PYLZWLVWSL[VYLWVY[[OLPYV^U
general behaviour, looking back over a longer period of time, answering when, where and
OV^JLY[HPUILOH]PV\YVJJ\YZ0[JHUILX\LZ[PVULKPMWLVWSLHYLZ\MÄJPLU[S`H^HYLVM[OLPY
V^UTVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVU;OLYLSPHIPSP[`VM[OLPYHUZ^LYZPZHKKP[PVUHSS`SV^LYLKILJH\ZL
WLVWSL^LYLHZRLK[VHUZ^LYPUNLULYHS[LYTZZ\JOHZ¸0MYLX\LU[S`L_HTPULT`MLLSPUNZ¹
and “I often think about the way I feel about things” (from Grant, Franklin & Langford,
2002). Methods that collect data in-the-moment, over a longer period of time, such as experience sampling (Larson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1983), might bring forward different inforTH[PVUVUMYLX\LUJ`^OLUHUK[`WLZVMYLÅLJ[P]LHJ[P]P[PLZOV^6[OLYZOH]LZPTPSHYS`
UV[LK[OH[[OLHUZ^LYZVUOV^HUK^O`WLVWSLYLÅLJ[^PSSKPMMLYKLWLUKPUNVUOV^[OL
X\LZ[PVUPZHZRLK:[H\KPUNLY0U[OLJHZLVMZ`Z[LTZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUZLSMYLWVYted behaviour can be supplemented by analysing the created media. Isaacs et al. (2013) for
example performed elaborate textual analysis on the media created with Echoes. However,
ZWLJPÄJJVUZLU[PZYLX\PYLKHZYLÅLJ[P]LTLKPHTPNO[IL]LY`WLYZVUHS
(SS[OLZLÄUKPUNZHYLIHZLKVU[OLWLYZWLJ[P]L[OH[HYLÅLJ[P]LH[[P[\KLPZKLZPYHISL^OPJO
MVYTZ [OL IHJRIVUL [V V\Y ^VYR )\[ OV^ PZ YLÅLJ[PVU ]HS\LK I` V[OLYZ& 6\Y YLZLHYJO
ZOV^LK[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUJHUHSZVILHZZVJPH[LK^P[OTVYLULNH[P]LHZWLJ[Z0UV\YX\LZ[PVUnaire, people mentioned processes of worrying, mulling or negative self-thought (Chapter
0[PZPTWVY[HU[[VYLJVNUPaL[OH[HS[OV\NOJVUZ[Y\J[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUPZHWVZP[P]LWYVJLZZP[
L_PZ[Z^P[OPUHIYVHKZWLJ[Y\TVM[`WLZVMºYLWL[P[P]L[OV\NO[»[OH[HSZVPUJS\KLTHU`WYVcesses with negative effects (Watkins, 2008). For example, rumination can be described as
¸[OL[LUKLUJ`[VYLWLH[LKS`ZLSMMVJ\ZVUVUL»ZWHZ[HJ[PVU¹VM[LU^P[OV\[HJVUZ[Y\J[P]L
JVUJS\ZPVUVYUL^WLYZWLJ[P]LPZILPUNYLHJOLK7YVQLJ[ZVUYLÅLJ[PVUPU/*0VM[LUHZZ\TL
positive effects and neglect the potential risks (Baumer et al., 2014). In line with Baumer
L[HS^L[OLYLMVYLLTWOHZPZL[OH[MYHTPUNYLÅLJ[PVUPUHJLY[HPU^H`HUKWYV]Pding support for a constructive process is important. Although we stand with our primary
WLYZWLJ[P]L[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUPZ]HS\HISLHU\HUJLKHWWYVHJOPZYLX\PYLK0U:LJ[PVU ^L
LSHIVYH[LVUM\[\YLYLZLHYJO[OH[MVJ\ZZLZZWLJPÄJHSS`VUZ\WWVY[PUNWVZP[P]LHUKJVUZ[Y\J[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU
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0UJVUJS\ZPVUTVZ[WLVWSLLUNHNLPUH]HYPL[`VMYLÅLJ[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ^OPJO^LJHW[\YLK
in a number of scenarios to inspire design. More generally, the notion of opportunity for
YLÅLJ[PVUJHUZ\WWVY[IL[[LYPU[LNYH[PVUPU[VL]LY`KH`SPML,HYSPLYYLZLHYJOOHZKLZJYPILK
TVYLHIZ[YHJ[JVUKP[PVUZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU[V^OPJO^LHKK[OLJVU[L_[\HSMHJ[VYZVMJHSTULZZ
ILPUNHSVULHUKILPUNH[OVTL4VZ[WLVWSLKPKUV[L_WYLZZHUL_WSPJP[KLZPYLMVYYLÅLJtion support, but in the evaluation, most appreciated the potential of systems to provide a
UL^WLYZWLJ[P]L[VZ\WWVY[L_WYLZZPVUHUK[VYLTPUKVMWYL]PV\ZYLÅLJ[PVUZ>LYLJVNUPZL
that limitations of our approach lie in the reliance on self-report and the focus on positive
experiences.

Question 3:



How do system-supported media creation and
PHGLDH[SORUDWLRQLQÁXHQFHUHÁHFWLRQ"

0UL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUHWYVJLZZ^OPJOVJJ\YZQ\Z[PU[OLTPUKHS[OV\NOZ\WWVY[
JHUILNP]LUI`JVTWSLTLU[PUNL_[LYUHSMHJ[VYZZ\JOHZ[HSRPUNVY^YP[PUN9LÅLJ[P]LTLKPH
Z`Z[LTZ PUOLYLU[S` PUÅ\LUJL OV^ YLÅLJ[PVU VJJ\YZ 0U V\Y Z[\KPLZ ^L MV\UK ÄYZ[ VM HSS
[OH[ PU[LYHJ[PVU ^P[O YLÅLJ[P]L Z`Z[LTZ THRLZ [OL WYVJLZZTVYLKLSPILYH[L -VY L_HTWSL
PU[LYHJ[PUN ^P[O H Z`Z[LT OHZ H ZWLJPÄJ Z[HY[ HUK LUK [YHUZP[PVUZ [OH[ HYL SLZZ KLSPILYH[L
^OLUYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZK\YPUNV[OLYHJ[P]P[PLZ:LJVUKS`YH[OLY[OHUYLTHPUPUNPU[OLTPUK
\ZPUNHZ`Z[LTTHRLZ[OLYLÅLJ[PVUTVYL[HUNPISL;OPZTHRLZYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLKLSPILYH[LHZ
ZWLJPÄJHJ[PVUZHYLJVUZJPV\ZS`JOVZLUZ\JOHZYLJVYKPUNZLUKPUNVYHKQ\Z[PUNWHYHTL[LYZ
*OHW[LY  4LKPH Z`Z[LTZ JV\SK M\Y[OLY ILULÄ[ MYVT MHJPSP[H[PUN YLÅLJ[P]L HJ[PVUZ Z\JO
as creating, opening, choosing or selecting. Such actions contribute to existing overviews
VM HJ[P]P[PLZ [OH[ JV\SK Z\WWVY[ YLÅLJ[PVU THRPUN [OLT TVYL ZWLJPÄJ 4VVU 

 MVY

example, suggests encouraging review and revisiting or the use of ill-structured material to
JYLH[LZP[\H[PVUZ[OH[YLX\PYLHZWLJ[ZVMYLÅLJ[P]L[OV\NO[;OYV\NOPU[LYHJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZZ\JO
ºZP[\H[PVUZ» JHU IL [YHUZSH[LK PU[V Z\WWVY[P]L PU[LYHJ[PVUZ Z\JO HZ ZLSLJ[PUN VY Z[Y\J[\YPUN
media.
:LJVUKS`^OLUHUZ^LYPUN[OPZX\LZ[PVUVU[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUVMYLÅLJ[PVU
^LVIZLY]LHUPUÅ\LUJLVU[OL[LTWVYHSMVJ\ZVM[OLPU[LYHJ[PVU0UTHU`YLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZ
[OH[\ZLTLKPHYLÅLJ[PVUWYPTHYPS`VJJ\YZ^OLU]PL^PUN[OLTLKPHZ\JOHZ0ZHHJZL[HS
2013; Fleck, 2008; Lindley et al., 2009; Landry, 2009). In such systems, the creation of
TLKPHPZPUZ[Y\TLU[HS[VM\[\YLYLÅLJ[P]LYL[YPL]HS0UV\YL_WSVYH[PVU^P[O9P[\HS*HTLYH
^LZPTPSHYS`MV\UKL_HTWSLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[LK[OYV\NOTLKPHL_WSVYH[PVU*OHW[LY
0UZ\JOTVTLU[ZVMYL[YPL]HS[OLYLÅLJ[PVUPZWYPTHYPS`MVJ\ZZLKVU[OLWHZ[/V^L]LY[OL
KLZPNUZVM)HSHUJL*VNP[VHUK+V[[YLX\PYLKTVYLKLSPILYH[LJYLH[PVU^OPJO^LMV\UK
[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUJVTWSLTLU[HY`^H`Z+\YPUNJYLH[PVUYLÅLJ[PVUPZTVYLMVJ\ZLK
on the present and future; many goals or lessons were expressed, supporting the directive
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function of memories (Bluck & Alea, 2002). In addition to this temporal focus, we see that
retrieval and creation are complementary as they use different drives. Creation can support
YLÅLJ[PVU [OYV\NO L_[LYUHSPZH[PVU I` ILPUN L_WYLZZPVU KYP]LU;OPZ PZ VUL VM [OL KYP]LZ
rarely explore in HCI-projects, which are most focussed on information or conversation
driven approaches (Chapter 6).
;OPYKS`VULVM[OLTVZ[PTWVY[HU[PUÅ\LUJLZ^LL_WSVYLK^P[O)HSHUJL*VNP[VHUK+V[[
PZ [OH[ VU [OL KLW[O VM YLÅLJ[PVU VM[LU ZLLU HZ VUL VM P[Z JVYL JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ ZLL LN
2LTILY"4HY[PUZ :HU[VZ"-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR"+`TLU[ 6»*VUULSS
2011). Media creation with our systems demonstrated elements of introspection, prospection or generalisation but often did not include higher levels of criticality (Chapter 7). We
ILSPL]LYLÅLJ[PVUPUJYLH[PVUJHUILZ\WWVY[LKI`Z[PT\SH[PUNHJVTIPUH[PVUVMJHW[\YPUN
(external aspects) and expressing (internal aspects) (Chapter 1). Our interactions did not yet
support a good combination of both, as Dott often primarily represented an event (capturing the external) whereas Balance and Cogito often mainly captured thoughts (expressing
the internal) sometimes without reference to the event. This is seen as one of the reasons
[OH[ [OH[ YLÅLJ[PVU K\YPUN TLKPH JYLH[PVU PZ WYPTHYPS` VU H KLZJYPW[P]L YLÅLJ[P]L SL]LS 0[
demonstrates some elements of introspection, prospection or generalisation but often does
not include higher levels of criticality (Chapter 7). Media exploration has a higher potential to reach depth, as generalisations or comparisons across multiple instances can be
made (Staudinger, 2001). Additional support to achieve depth could be given by combining
system data with personal perspectives. In our evaluation of Ritual Camera (Chapter 5), we
found a systems interpretation (for example about habits) provided valuable insights. In the
area of personal informatics, Li, Dey & Forlizzi (2010) have similarly argued that designs
JHUILULÄ[MYVTJVTIPUPUNZ`Z[LTHUKO\THULMMVY[:`Z[LTJVSSLJ[LKKH[HJHUWLYJLP]L
things that people cannot (such as accurately tracking activity) but inherently limits the
scope to what can be measured or sensed by a system. Media allows people to express
aspects which systems cannot measure, which is why we see potential in combining both.
Finally, we saw that media was primarily created of positive events or with a positive tone
*OHW[LY>LJVUZPKLY[OPZHUPU[LYLZ[PUNVIZLY]H[PVUHZYLÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUHZZVJPH[LK
with problem-solving or with resolving challenges. On the other side, media in general
is created more of positive experiences (Chaften, 1987). Arguably the use of interactive
TLKPHZ`Z[LTZJV\SKTHRLYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLWVZP[P]LH]VPKPUN[OLULNH[P]LJVUZLX\LUJLZVM
rumination. However, only focussing on positive experiences is not the solution, as reconsidering more negative past experiences helps to put them in perspective (Isaacs et al., 2013;
2PUN^OPJOPZHTHQVYILULÄ[VMYLÅLJ[PVU0[YLTHPUZ\UJSLHYPMHUKOV^TLKPHJHU
OLSW[VW\[TVYLULNH[P]LL_WLYPLUJLZPUHWVZP[P]LSPNO[[OYV\NOJVUZ[Y\J[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUH
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topic for future research (elaborated upon in Section 9.5).
In conclusion, we see that system-supported media creation and exploration primarily
PUÅ\LUJLZYLÅLJ[PVUI`THRPUNP[TVYLKLSPILYH[L:LJVUKS`Z`Z[LTZPUÅ\LUJL[OL[LTporal focus, turning towards the present and future in creation and more towards the past
PUTLKPHL_WSVYH[PVU>LMV\UK[OH[Z`Z[LTZJV\SKPUÅ\LUJL[OLKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVU^P[O
WV[LU[PHS^H`Z[VZ\WWVY[WLVWSL[VILTVYLJYP[PJHS:WLJPÄJHSS`^LJVUZPKLY[OPZTVYL
likely to happen if capturing and expressing are combined in creation and if system and
\ZLYWLYZWLJ[P]LZHYLJVTIPULK-PUHSS`TLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVUJV\SKPUÅ\LUJLYLÅLJtion by being more focused on the positive, but more research into this aspect is needed.

The design challenge: How can we design media interaction systems that



VXSSRUWUHÁHFWLRQLQDQGRQHYHU\GD\OLIH"
6\Y [OYLL YLZLHYJO X\LZ[PVUZ OH]L HSS JVU[YPI\[LK [V V\Y \UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM L]LY`KH` SPML
YLÅLJ[PVU HUK OV^ PU[LYHJ[P]L Z`Z[LTZ JHU WSH` H TLHUPUNM\S YVSL PU [OPZ WYVJLZZ;OL`
have helped us to address our design challenge, by informing our three design explorations.
Based on this process, we have formulated seven design considerations (Chapter 8). Here,
we summarize our main insights on how to design media interaction systems to support
YLÅLJ[PVU
-PYZ[ ^L JVUJS\KL [OH[ L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU JHU ILZ[ IL Z\WWVY[LK \ZPUN VWLULUKLK
Z`Z[LTZ ;OPZ HSSV^Z MVY L_WSVYH[PVU HWWYVWYPH[PVU HUK ÅL_PISL \ZL 0U V\Y ]PL^ [OL
open-endedness should manifest itself both inYLÅLJ[PUNPUL]LY`KH`SPMLHUKon everyday
life. In other words, both in use and content (Consideration 1). In terms of use, we suggest
JYLH[PUNZ`Z[LTZ[OH[KVUV[YLS`VUHÄ_LK[PTPUNVYHÄ_LKWYVJLZZI\[Z\WWVY[ÅL_PISL
OHIP[Z )\PSKPUN \WVU V\Y \UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM ÅL_PISL OHIP[Z HUK VWWVY[\UP[` ^L HKK [OH[
YLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZZOV\SKOH]LHZ\I[SLWYLZLUJLPU[OLOVTL*VUZPKLYH[PVUHSSV^PUN
to be perceived in the periphery of attention and slowly drawing attention (Bakker & Niemantsverdriet, 2016). Using such triggers allows for the initiative to be more balanced
IL[^LLUWLYZVUHUKZ`Z[LT*VUZPKLYH[PVU:WLJPÄJ[YPNNLYZHYLLZWLJPHSS`ULLKLKHM[LY
a period of non-use, to stimulate re-uptake (Consideration 1).
:LJVUKS`^P[OVWLULUKLKYLÅLJ[PVUPUJVU[LU[^LLTWOHZPaL[OH[Z`Z[LTZZOV\SKUV[
MYHTLZWLJPÄJ[VWPJZVYJVUZ[YHPUJVUZPKLYH[PVUZ[VHJLY[HPUKVTHPUI\[Z\WWVY[HSSHZWLJ[Z
of everyday life. Such a broad view allows the discovery of patterns and behaviours during
[OLWYVJLZZ^P[OV\[KLÄUPUNHZJVWL\WMYVU[*VUZPKLYH[PVU(ZZ\JO^LWYLMLY\ZPUN
a diversity of content triggers or more open direction triggers as suggestions for what to
YLÅLJ[\WVU*VUZPKLYH[PVU>LKLZJYPIL[OYLLSL]LSZVM[YPNNLYZYHUNPUNMYVTJVU[LU[[V
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direction and opportunity triggers. Another way to open up the scope is to stimulate people
to review existing media in different ways, through reframing or repurposing (Consideration 3). Media can be created in many different ways and forms, some extensive (such as
diaries), some very small (such as single words or snapshots). One of the challenges of
VWLULUKLKJYLH[PVULZWLJPHSS`^P[OHIZ[YHJ[TLKPHPZÄUKPUNHIHSHUJLPU[OL[YHKLVMM
IL[^LLU ZWLJPÄJP[` HUK LHZL *VUZPKLYH[PVU  ,SHIVYH[L TLKPH [OH[ KLZJYPILZ HU L_WLYPLUJLZWLJPÄJHSS`JHUIL]LY`Z\WWVY[P]LI\[]LY`LMMVY[M\S[VJYLH[LHUKYL[YPL]L0U[\YU
TVYLZPTWSLTLKPHJHUILJYLH[LKX\PJRS`HUKLMMVY[SLZZI\[TPNO[WYV]PKLSLZZZ\WWVY[
both in creation and retrieval, as the effort is not necessarily negative but can be supportive
VMYLÅLJ[PVU*VUZPKLYH[PVU
;OPYKS`^LOH]LHYN\LK[OH[[YPNNLYPUN[VYLÅLJ[PZTLYLS`VULVM[OLrolesYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZ
can take (Consideration 7) and that such roles can be combined in different ways with
strategies (Consideration 5). In addition to a triggering role, systems can also support the
Z\IZLX\LU[WYVJLZZHUKcaptureYLÅLJ[PVUZMVYM\[\YLJVUZPKLYH[PVU0[PZILZ[PM[OPZZ\WWVY[
PZVWLUHUKÅL_PISLHZHZ[Y\J[\YLKZ[LWI`Z[LWWYVJLZZ^V\SKUV[Ä[[OLUH[\YLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU,RLILYNO)HZLKVUHYL]PL^VMYLSH[LKSP[LYH[\YLHUKV\YKLZPNU
exploration, we formulated four important strategies (Chapter 6). These strategies are: dialogue-driven, information-driven, expression-driven and environment-driven. They should
be seen as some of the more commonly used dimensions (similar to the position taken by
)H\TLYHZYLÅLJ[PVUJHUILZ[PT\SH[LKPUHT`YPHKVM^H`Z0UV\Y]PL^KLZPNULYZ
VMPU[LYHJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZVM[LUMVJ\ZVU[OLÄYZ[[^VHUKJHUILULÄ[MYVTPTWSLTLU[PUNTVYL
expression- and environment-driven mechanism. For example, the overview presented in
-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR»ZMVJ\ZZLZVU[LJOUVSVNPLZMVYYLJVYKPUNHUKYL]PZP[PUNPUKPMMLrent ways, which are primarily information-driven, with some aspects of conversation. All
rely on forms of information and conversation, with little room for expression. One of the
advantages of using expression driven systems is that it reduces one of the risks of data-supWVY[LK YLÅLJ[PVU! H MVJ\Z VU H\[VTH[PJHSS` VIZLY]HISL X\HU[PÄHISL TL[YPJZ ^OPJO TH`
OH]LZPNUPÄJHU[YHTPÄJH[PVUZVU[OLPTWHJ[[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUTPNO[OH]L)H\TLYL[HS
-V\Y[OS`HZL_WSHPULKPUV\Y[OPYKYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVU^OLUMVJ\ZZPUNVUTLKPHMVYYLÅLJ[PVUKLZPNULYZZOV\SKJVUZPKLYYLÅLJ[PVUIV[OK\YPUNJYLH[PVUHUKL_WSVYH[PVUVMTLKPHHZ
their values are complementary (Consideration 5). Earlier research often focusses on media
or data exploration in which collection or creation is instrumental to future retrieval rather
[OHU]HS\HISLPUP[ZLSM*VTIPUPUNIV[O[`WLZVMTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUJHUJYLH[LYLÅLJ[PVUVU
both the short and long term; regarding single experiences and building connections; being
expression driven and information driven. Media creation can be especially supportive
of appreciating the present and directing the future (Consideration 2). In such processes,
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investing effort in creation is not a bad thing, rather than creating technologies that create
SHYNLX\HU[P[PLZVMKH[HPUHUPUKPZJYPTPUH[L^H`^L[OLYLZ\NNLZ[[VMVJ\ZVULMMVY[M\SJYLation or selective automation (Consideration 6).
During both these stages of media interaction, systems should not just trigger (to create or
YL[YPL]L I\[ WYV]PKL HKKP[PVUHS Z\WWVY[ PM KLLWLY YLÅLJ[PVUZ HYL WYLMLYYLK :`Z[LTZ JHU
Z\WWVY[ WYVJLZZLZ VM JVTWHYPZVU HUK HIZ[YHJ[PVU ^OPJO HYL M\UKHTLU[HS MVY YLÅLJ[PVU
(Staudinger, 2001), by presenting multiple media together or by providing multiple perspectives (Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010). Presenting media in multiple layers or across a longer
time frame can support additional depth (Consideration 3 and 5). Depth might not always
be needed, but if it is desired, triggering might not be enough (Consideration 4 and 7) and
additional support through layers or perspectives might be needed to allow people to focus
VUPUX\PY`)H\TLY
0U JVUJS\ZPVU ^L WYVWVZL [V KLZPNU MVY YLÅLJ[PVU I` YLJVNUPZPUN [OL VWLU HUK ÅL_PISL
JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU;OPZYLX\PYLZNVPUNIL`VUKJVU[LU[[YPNNLYZPU[V
a more open-ended approach. We present a broad design space that combines four strateNPLZHUK[OYLLYVSLZ*OHW[LY:`Z[LTZJHUILULÄ[MYVTZOPM[PUNTVYLIL[^LLUYVSLZHUK
JHUZ\WWVY[TVYLKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVUI`WYLZLU[PUNT\S[PWSLWLYZWLJ[P]LZVYSH`LYZ-PUHSS`
ZWLJPÄJHSS`MVYTLKPHZ`Z[LTZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^LZLL[OH[JYLH[PVUHUKYL[YPL]HSOH]LJVTWSLTLU[HY`]HS\LZPMIV[OWYVJLZZLZHYLKLZPNULKPUHYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WWVY[P]L^H`
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*HQHUDOL]DWLRQ
As discussed in the introduction, the work in this thesis is characterised by the combina[PVUVM[OYLL[OLTLZ!L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHUKTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU0[OHZ[OLYLMVYLI\PS[
\WVU[OLVYPLZMYVTLHJOVM[OLZLHYLHZ:PTPSHYS`[OLÄUKPUNZJHUILNLULYHSPZLK[V[OLZL
themes as well, discussed here. Additionally, we put forward how our experience in research-through-design can inform others taking this approach.

*HQHUDOL]DWLRQVDERXW5HÁHFWLRQ
6\YYLZLHYJOMVJ\ZZLZVUL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZHZWLJPÄJ[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU
9LÅLJ[PVUPUYLJLU[^VYRVM[LUMVJ\ZLZVUTVYLPUZ[Y\TLU[HSYLÅLJ[PVULP[OLYHZWHY[VM
learning in an educational context or in a process of behaviour change. With our work,
^LOH]LIYV\NO[P[IHJR[VHTVYLNLULYHSSL]LSVMYLÅLJ[PVUJVUJLYUPUNºOV^^L[OPUR»
+L^L` ILPUNWHY[VMV\YZ`Z[LTVMJVUZJPV\Z[OV\NO[ºZ`Z[LT»2HOULTHU
:\JOH]PL^ZLLZYLÅLJ[PVUHZHTVYLHIZ[YHJ[UV[PVU^OPJOJHUJVUJLYUHU`WOLUVTLUVU
YH[OLY[OHUHZWLJPÄJZ[LWI`Z[LWWYVJLZZ^P[OHJVUJYL[LV\[JVTL>LOVWL[OPZTVYL
HIZ[YHJ[]PL^JHUPUMVYT[OLKPZJV\YZLVUYLÅLJ[PVU[VILYHPZLK[VZ\JOHTVYLHIZ[YHJ[VY
philosophical level.
:LJVUKS` ^L ZLL [OH[ T\JO VM [OL YLZLHYJO VU Z\WWVY[PUN YLÅLJ[PVU MVJ\Z VU PUMVYTPUN
[OLWYVJLZZ:\WWVY[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUºV\[ZPKLPU»I`WYV]PKPUNKH[HWYV]VJH[P]LWYVTW[ZVY
X\LZ[PVUZ)HZLKVUV\YL_WLYPLUJL^P[OWLYZVUHSTLKPH^LILSPL]L[OH[[OLWYVJLZZVM
[\YUPUNYLÅLJ[PVUºPUZPKLV\[»JV\SKHSZVILULÄ[MYVTZ\WWVY[([[OLJVYLVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OL
process includes being able to bring to the surface underlying thoughts or beliefs. This is

Figure 9.1. Our research on the intersection of three themes also contributes to each of
these areas separately.
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for example facilitated by expressing thoughts, in speech, text or otherwise to which more
attention can be given.
0UHKKP[PVU[VZ\JOHNLULYHS]PL^V\YPUZPNO[ZJV\SKILTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`HWWSPLK[V[OL
JVU[L_[VMLK\JH[PVUVYWYVMLZZPVUHSKL]LSVWTLU[HZ^LSS6\YÄUKPUNZJV\SKIL\ZLKPU
Z\JOHYLHZ[VZ[PT\SH[LYLZLHYJOLYZHUKWYHJ[P[PVULYZ[VSVVRH[YLÅLJ[PVUTVYLOVSPZ[PJHSS`
>LHYN\L[OH[[OLZLHYLHZJV\SKILULÄ[MYVTPU[LNYH[PUNTVYLL]LY`KH`HZWLJ[ZPU[V[OLPY
YLÅLJ[PVU>LILSPL]LIYVHKLYL]LY`KH`L_WLYPLUJLZJV\SKILPU[LNYH[LKPUYLÅLJ[PVUMVY
behaviour change. Often, interactive systems for behaviour change focus on a single behavioural aspect (for example food), using system based sensors for tracking. Such designs
^V\SKILULÄ[MYVTPUJS\KPUNHTVYLOVSPZ[PJWLYZWLJ[P]LVUYLÅLJ[PVUHSSV^PUNWLVWSL[V
express personal perspectives and related experience. Similar connections could be made
PULK\JH[PVUHSYLÅLJ[PVU
-VYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^LMV\UK[OH[KPMMLYLU[SH`LYZOVSK]HS\LHUK[OH[[OLKLLWLZ[
SL]LSJYP[PJHS[YHUZMVYTH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUTPNO[UV[HS^H`ZIL[OLHPT:PTPSHYS`PULK\JH[PVUJVUZPKLYPUN^OLUZ\JOJYP[PJHSP[`PZYLX\PYLKHUKOV^VM[LUP[JHUILHJOPL]LK^V\SK
IL ]HS\HISL ,ZWLJPHSS` ILJH\ZL H]HPSHISL [PTL PZ VM[LU SPTP[LK ^OPJO JHU PUÅ\LUJL [OL
KLW[OVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[JHUVJJ\Y-LZZSL[HS6\YZ[YH[LNPLZMVYHJOPL]PUNKLW[O
could be explored in these areas as well, especially those supporting taking multiple perspectives (similarly suggested by Fleck & Fitzpatrick, 2010), such as layered media interaction and different temporal views (Chapter 8, Consideration 7).
(IV\[:[\K`PUN9LÅLJ[PVU
Both for participants and researchers, it is challenging to determine when a metacogni[P]LWYVJLZZ[OPURPUNZOV\SKVYZOV\SKUV[ILJVUZPKLYLKYLÅLJ[PVUKLZWP[L[OLVYL[PJHS
KLÄUP[PVUZZLLHSZV)H\TLYL[HS0UV\YZ[\KPLZ^LHPTLK[VTPUPTPaL[OPZLMMLJ[
I`ZJVWPUNL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OZL]LYHSZWLJPÄJJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZZ\JOHZKLW[OHUK
temporal focus. These characteristics made it easier to instruct participants. We consider
Z\JOKLZJYPW[PVUZOLSWM\SPUKPZ[PUN\PZOPUN^OH[[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVUPZILPUNZ[\KPLKHZP[PZ
studied in so many different domains and for different outcomes (Baumer et al., 2014; Fleck
& Fitzpatrick, 2010).
As mentioned before, a more longitudinal study would greatly improve our understanding
VMYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPML@L[[OLK\YH[PVUVMV\YÄUHSL]HS\H[PVU^LLRZZOV^LK
[VILVM]HS\HISLSLUN[OHZ^LSS,]LU[OV\NO[OLULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVUÅ\J[\H[LZKLWLUKLU[
on life transitions and major events (as described in Chapter 5). The study period already
brought forward many of such occurrences (in 'medium' size). Within our small group of six
participants, we observed changing jobs, moving house, and smaller 'typical' events such as
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NVPUNVUOVSPKH`Z;VL]HS\H[LJVUJLW[ZMVYYLÅLJ[PVUZ[\K`PUN\ZLºPU[OL^PSK»PZJY\JPHS
@L[[OLYLX\PYLKLMMVY[VMHSVUNP[\KPUHSZ[\K`ZOV\SKILIHSHUJLK^P[O[OLNVHSZVMZ[\K`PUN
YLÅLJ[PVU-VYL_HTWSL^OLUZ[\K`PUN[VWPJZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUTVYLZOVY[[LYT
HWWYVHJOLZJHUZ\MÄJL6U[OLV[OLYOHUK^OLUL_WSVYPUN[OLJOHUNPUN]HS\LZV]LY[PTL
or the different temporal distances to be supported, longitudinal studies are needed.

*HQHUDOL]DWLRQVDERXW0HGLD,QWHUDFWLRQ
6\YYLZLHYJOOHZMVJ\ZLKVUPU[LYHJ[PVU^P[OTLKPHMVYHZWLJPÄJNVHS![VYLÅLJ[0UL]LY`day life, people interact with media for a number of individual, social and utilitarian purposes (Broekhuijsen, Van den Hoven & Markopoulos, 2017). People create digital media
in abundance, even increasingly of more mundane aspects (Van House, 2011, Broekhuijsen, 2018) but often do not interact with the media to their full potential (e.g. Whittaker,
)LYNTHU *SV\NO ")YVLRO\PQZLU-YVTV\YZ[\KPLZVUPU[LYHJ[PUN^P[OYLÅLJ[P]LTLKPHZVTLSLZZVUZJHUILKYH^UYLSL]HU[MVY[OPZIYVHKLYÄLSK7YPTHYPS`^LILSPL]L
[OH[[YPNNLYZMVYMYLX\LU[TLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUJHUILNP]LUI`JYLH[PUNKL]PJLZ[OH[NP]LTLKPH
presence (see, for example, Gennip et al., 2017), provoke more physical interaction and
use peripheral triggers. Others have already explored how media presence in the home can
allow for exploration and interaction to be integrated into current activities (e.g. Helmes et
HS*VNP[V^HZV\YÄYZ[L_WSVYH[PVUPU[VNP]PUNKL]PJLZHILOH]PVYPU[OPZJHZLHYPT
VMSPNO[[OH[PUKPJH[LK[OLºM\SSULZZ»VM[OLKL]PJL[VH[[YHJ[H[[LU[PVU:\JOZ`Z[LTILOH]PVY
JHUZLY]LHZHWLYPWOLYHS[YPNNLYHZHUHS[LYUH[P]L[VHSHYTZVYUV[PÄJH[PVUZ[OH[HYLPU]HZP]L
[VVUL»ZH[[LU[PVU)HRRLY 5PLTHU[Z]LYKYPL[>LJVUZPKLY[OPZHWYVTPZPUNKPYLJ[PVU[OH[JV\SKM\Y[OLYZ[PT\SH[LMYLX\LU[TLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU
0U V\Y Z[\K` ^P[O )HSHUJL *VNP[V HUK +V[[ KLKPJH[LK TLKPH ^HZ JYLH[LK MVY YLÅLJ[P]L
W\YWVZLZ 6\Y ÄUKPUNZ YLNHYKPUN JYLH[PVU TLJOHUPZTZ [OH[ Z[PT\SH[LK YLÅLJ[PVU JV\SK
HSZVIL\ZLK[VIYPUNTVYLYLÅLJ[P]P[`PU[VV[OLY[`WLZVMTLKPHJYLH[PVU;OPZTPNO[YLZ\S[
in a more balanced approach, for example between capturing special occasions and the
T\UKHULVYIL[^LLUJOLYPZOPUNHWVZP[P]LTLTVY`ºYVZ`YL[YVZWLJ[»HUKYLWYLZLU[PUNH
more realistic view. In times of analogue photography as the main medium, scarcity was
VM[LU H JH\ZL MVY YLÅLJ[PVU ^OPJO L_WLYPLUJLZ ^LYL Z\MÄJPLU[S` PTWVY[HU[ HUK VY HLZthetically pleasing to invest time, effort and money in. Some researchers have suggested
reimagining such scarcity (Niforatos, Langheinrich & Bexheti, 2014) to which we add other
TLJOHUPZTZ[VZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVU-VYL_HTWSL\ZPUNºIYPLMULZZ»VYZLSLJ[P]P[`JHW[\YPUN
PUVUS`HML^^VYKZVY]PZ\HSKL[HPSZ[PT\SH[LZYLÅLJ[PUNVUOV^[VJHW[\YL[OLLZZLUJLZ
>LHSZVMV\UK[OH[PU[YVK\JPUNZVTLLMMVY[PUJHW[\YPUNTPNO[ILILULÄJPHS6[OLYPU[LYHJtions could explicitly stimulate to combine capturing with expressing, for example through
tags or media abstraction.
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*HQHUDOL]DWLRQVDERXW(YHU\GD\/LIH
HCI is increasingly concerned with everyday life as it has shifted from the workspace into
V\YOVTLZL]LY`KH`SP]LZHUKJ\S[\YL)¥KRLYNVPUNIL`VUKLMÄJPLUJ`HUKPU[V[OL
messy, intimate and contested aspects of everyday life (Odom et al., 2016). However, the
aim to study and design for everyday life is rarely made explicit. We hope to contribute to a
TVYLKL[HPSLK\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM^OH[L]LY`KH`SPMLPZHUKPZUV[!P[JHUILKLÄULKPUJVU[YHZ[
to special occasions, relates to both the planned and unplanned and is often habitual. Many
everyday behaviors remain similar over longer periods of time or change slowly. External
WLYZWLJ[P]LZHYLVM[LUULLKLK[VTHRLWLVWSLH^HYLVMZWLJPÄJL]LY`KH`SPMLILOH]PVYVY
L_WLYPLUJLZHZ^LZH^PUV\YWYVILZZ[\K`*OHW[LY>P[OKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z^L
OH]LMVJ\ZLKVUZ\WWVY[PUNÅL_PISLOHIP[ZIHZLKVUVWWVY[\UP[`HUKÅL_PISL[YPNNLYZHUK
this approach can be valuable for a broader range of everyday habits.
One of the biggest challenges in evaluating designs for everyday life is assessing their inteNYH[PVU PU YV\[PULZ 0KLHSS` [OPZ YLX\PYLZ SVUNP[\KPUHS L]HS\H[PVU I\[ [OPZ KVLZ VM[LU UV[
Ä[ PU HU P[LYH[P]L VY YLÅLJ[P]L KLZPNU WYVJLZZ;OL ¸OV^ SVUN ZOV\SK T` Z[\K` Y\U MVY&¹
is hotly debated within HCI research (Crabtree et al., 2013). In our experience, studies
running several weeks show initial steps of exploration and appropriation. A more phased
study set-up could stimulate participants more explicitly to explore other uses. For example,
PUZ[Y\J[WHY[PJPWHU[Z[V\ZLHKLZPNUMVY[^V^LLRZPUHZWLJPÄJ^H`[OLUHSSV^[OLT[V
explore how the system can be used in personally relevant ways for several weeks. StimuSH[L[OLT[VTV]L[OLKL]PJLHYV\UK^OPJONYLH[S`PUÅ\LUJLZOV^P[PZPU[LNYH[LKPU[V
HJ[P]P[PLZZLLLN/LSTLZL[HSVY[VÄUKHS[LYUH[P]L\ZLZ[VTVKPM`VYJVTIPUL
with other objects. Such actions allow for technology to become part of the home and for
WLVWSL[VL_WLYPLUJLºSP]LK^P[O»X\HSP[PLZ6KVT >HRRHY`"6KVTL[HS
/V^L]LYWLVWSLTPNO[ILOLZP[HU[[VJOHUNL[OL\ZLVMWYV[V[`WLZ^OPJOPZ^O`ZWLJPÄJ
instructions about such open-endedness might be needed. Hallnäs & Redström (2000) similarly state that their designs need to be “carefully framed and introduced”. We agreed that
instructions matter greatly, especially with open-ended design, where the way a concept is
introduced, offered and delivered should be designed as well (see for example the experiTLU[HSKPZ[YPI\[PVUVMº*HTLYH6IZJ\YH»PUZOVWZ7PLYJL 7H\SVZ
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5HVHDUFKWKURXJK'HVLJQ$SSURDFK
In our process, we have adopted a research-through-design approach (Zimmerman, Stolterman & Forlizzi, 2010). Here, we present a critical discussion of this process as well as its
limitations. Additionally, we explore how our methodological insights can be generalized
to inform others practicing Research-through-Design.

3URFHVV /LPLWDWLRQV
9LZLHYJO[OYV\NOKLZPNUOHZILLUJYP[PJPaLKMVYUV[NP]PUNZ\MÄJPLU[H[[LU[PVU[V[OLWYVJLZZ
in reporting (Zimmerman, Stolterman & Forlizzi, 2010), highlighting that the act of desigUPUNZOV\SKUV[ILHºISHJRIV_»-HSSTHU6U[OLSL]LSVM[OLPUKP]PK\HSZ[\KPLZ
we have addressed this by articulating how the designs came into being. For example, by
highlighting the earlier iterations (e.g. of visuals in Chapter 4 or concepts in Chapter 7) or
by explaining the steps of developing multiple ideas into concepts (Chapter 6). One of the
limitations of this research as a whole is that less attention is given to how the individual
studies together form the research-through-design process.
>L JVUZPKLY [OL HWWYVHJO HZ H ^OVSL [V IL H YLÅLJ[P]L WYVJLZZ :JOVU 

" -HSSTHU

^P[OZ\MÄJPLU[VWLULUKLKULZZPU[LYTZVMV\[JVTLMVYLHYSPLYZ[\KPLZ[VPTWHJ[[OL
direction of the research. However, as problem setting and problem solving are intertwined
(Fallman, 2003) one of its limitations can be seen in the challenges of determining clear
Z\JJLZZJYP[LYPH;OL[OYLL[OLTLZYLÅLJ[PVUTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUHUKL]LY`KH`SPML^LYLH[
[OLJLU[YLMYVT[OLZ[HY[I\[K\YPUN[OLWYVJLZZTVYLLTWOHZPZOHZZOPM[LK[V^HYKZYLÅLJtion (especially based on insights from Chapter 3 and 4). This research opportunity was
JOVZLUILJH\ZLP[PZHJ\YYLU[HUKTLHUPUNM\SJOHSSLUNLWYLZLU[PUV\YLHYS`ÄUKPUN>L
recognize that insight in our process is limited by the amount of detail we provide about
V\YV^UYLÅLJ[PVUZ
During the process, alternative paths could have been chosen, resulting in different outJVTLZHZ^PSSILL_WSHPULKZLWHYH[LS`W(KKP[PVUHSS`[OLYLHYLZWLJPÄJJVUULJ[PVUZ
IL[^LLUPUKP]PK\HSZ[\KPLZ[OH[JV\SKOH]LILLUZ[YVUNLYI`PTWSLTLU[PUNLHYSPLYÄUKPUNZ
in later design explorations. These are discussed below.
Limitations in connecting studies
The limitations of individual studies have been discussed in each chapter. Some additional
limitations are seen in the way the different studies informed one another.
<UMVY[\UH[LS` UV[ HSS V\Y LHYSPLY YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ HYL PTWSLTLU[LK PU V\Y ÄUHS KLZPNU
exploration. For example, supporting a positive perspective is only mildly addressed in
)HSHUJL HUK UV ZWLJPÄJ KLZPNU HZWLJ[Z Z\WWVY[ P[ PU [OL V[OLY JVUJLW[Z 0[ PZ VUL VM [OL
HZWLJ[ZPU^OPJOV\Y[YPVVMJVUJLW[ZJHUILJVUZPKLYLKILPUNº[VVVWLU»0UNLULYHSMVY
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ZVTLWHY[PJPWHU[ZP[^HZKPMÄJ\S[[VTHRLTLHUPUNVM[OLVWLULUKLKJVUJLW[ZHUKTVYL
support was needed. This applies even more when aiming to achieve more depth. Although
we have analysed in great detail what depth was reached, the concepts only embodied a
few hypotheses on supporting depth (such as stimulating evaluating with Balance or comparing with Cogito). Supporting depth through more elaborate interactions is therefore still
an area for future research (see Section 9.6).
(KKP[PVUHSS`9P[\HS*HTLYHZOV^LK[OLWV[LU[PHSVMHZ`Z[LTHJ[PVU[VWYV]PKLH\UPX\L
perspective (in this case, abstraction through visual processing). But such an external perspective was not implemented in the concepts in Chapter 7. Instead, the focus relied much
TVYLVUWLYZVUHSL_WYLZZP]P[`^OPJOJHUILVULVM[OLYLHZVUZ[Y\S`ºT\UKHUL»L]LU[Z^LYL
rarely considered. Although combining human effort and system input is a consideration
(see Section 8.7), we have relatively little insights on how this balance should be reached.
Finally, our early research (Chapter 3) showed that the meaning of everyday experiences
as well as related media changes over time. Yet the evaluations of our design interventions
all reviewed material on a single moment, relatively short after creation. Thus, our design
evaluations gave little attention to these changing values, for which more long-term reseHYJOPZYLX\PYLK
Alternative paths
One of the pivotal moments in our research was the choice after the probes study which
direction to continue on (Chapter 3). The option to focus on repeated events was seen as
HUPU[LYLZ[PUNJVUJLW[ILJH\ZLIL[^LLUTLKPHX\HSP[PLZHUKWZ`JOVSVNPJHS[OLVY`JV\SKIL
made. The aim to create new media types moved the focus of the research more towards the
present, rather than the past. After evaluating Ritual Camera, the focus of creating media in
[OLWYLZLU[^HZZL[L]LUTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`VUJYLH[PUNZ\JOTLKPHMVYYLÅLJ[P]LW\YWVZLZ
in the present, rather than the potential for future values. A different, but very interesting
research process would have followed from focussing on one of the other directions. Either
with a focus on past experiences (through repurposing) or by focussing more on future
value (through present selection).

*HQHUDOL]LQJLQVLJKWVDERXWDUWHIDFWV
;OLHJ[VMºTHRPUN»PZJLU[YHSPUYLZLHYJO[OYV\NOKLZPNUHZP[PZNLULYH[P]LHUKL_WSVYHtory (Gaver, 2012). Concepts are often used as explorations of theoretical frames and as
embodiments of new ideas (Stolterman & Wiberg, 2010). Concepts can be manifested in
different ways such as drawings, mock-ups, conceptual descriptions (e.g. Chapter 6), techUVSVN`WYVILZ*OHW[LYVY[OYV\NOLSHIVYH[LHUKTVYLYLÄULKWYV[V[`WLZ*OHW[LY
^OPJOTPNO[ILJVUZPKLYLKºYLZLHYJOWYVK\J[Z»6KVTL[HS;OLYVSLZVMWYV[V[`pes within design research varies greatly, such as provoking critical thoughts, supporting
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open-ended exploration or validating hypotheses (Stappers 2010; Wensveen & Matthews,
(ZHYLZ\S[[OLJYLH[PVUVMKLZPNUZHUKYLÅLJ[PVUZ\WVU[OLTJHUYLZ\S[PUHYHUNLVM
topical, procedural, pragmatic and conceptual insights (Gaver, 2010). Based on our work,
we propose that concepts and prototypes can be used to gather knowledge on three distinct
levels: regarding implementation, experience, and concept. Here, we do not consider these
HZWOHZLZPU[OLKL]LSVWTLU[LNÄYZ[HJVUJLW[[OLUHKLZPNU[OLUHWYV[V[`WLI\[HZ
looking at the contribution on different levels.
First, on the level of implementationÄUKPUNZVM[LUYLSH[L[V[OLZWLJPÄJMVYTHUKWLYMVYmance of a design. They often concern the prototype, are low-level and suitable for concrete iterations to improve upon aspects such as performance, reliability, and appearance.
:VTLPUZPNO[ZVUPTWSLTLU[H[PVUTPNO[ILNH[OLYLKK\YPUNÄYZ[OHUK\ZLPU[OLKL]LSVWment (Pierce & Paulos, 2015; Odom et al, 2016). In our development of Ritual Camera
(Chapter 5), personal deployment at the homes of one of the researchers helped to improve
sensor sensitivity and camera angle. In Balance, Cogito and Dott (Chapter 7), insights on
this level relate to the readability of the screens of Cogito, the accuracy of force sensors in
Balance and the pixel selection process in Dott.
Secondly, insights can be gathered on the level of experience, focusing on the interaction
with a design, the user experience and the integration in everyday life. These insights are
\ZLM\SMVYKL]LSVWPUNM\[\YLKLZPNUZ^P[OPU[OLZWLJPÄJZJVWLHUKWYV]PKLHUZ^LYZ[VYLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZ:\JOPUZPNO[ZHYLTVYLHIZ[YHJ[[OHU[OLHZWLJ[ZVMPU[LYHJ[PVUZ[YL[JOPUN
into the values and risks of the design. For example, the perspective of the Ritual Camera
photos triggered associations with images from security cameras, caused by the view from a
top corner of the room. Odom et al. (2016) claim that when exploring the relation between
O\THUZ HUK Z`Z[LTZ VY [OLPY PU[LNYH[PVU PU L]LY`KH` SPML WYV[V[`WLZ TPNO[ UV[ Z\MÄJL
0UZ[LHKP[YLX\PYLZHTVYLZVWOPZ[PJH[LKHY[LMHJ[^OPJO[OL`JHSSresearch product (Odom
et al., 2016). Design products are described as artefacts that are intended to be evaluate as
º^OH[PZ»YH[OLY[OHUº^OH[TPNO[ILJVTL»6KVTL[HS>LJVUZPKLYV\YHY[LMHJ[Z
VM)HSHUJL*VNP[VHUK+V[[[VILJSVZL[V[OPZKLÄUP[PVU[OL`HYLPUX\PY`KYP]LUHUKOH]L
OPNOLYSL]LSZVMÄUPZOÄ[HUKPUKLWLUKLUJ`6KVTL[HS;OLZLOPNOLYSL]LSZVM
ÄUPZO Ä[ HUK PUKLWLUKLUJ` allow for more long-term deployment, which is especially
suitable to gather insights on this level.
Finally, on the most abstract level of concept, we see that the creation of research artefacts contributes to a high-level understanding. In design research, especially when on
an explorative level, we are often interested in conceptual or high-level insights. In our
case, we are more broadly interested in exploring the value of TLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU,
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IL`VUKV\YZWLJPÄJKLZPNUZ(WYV[V[`WLHSSV^ZWLVWSL[VL_WLYPLUJLZWLJPÄJHZWLJ[ZVMH
concept, which forms the gate to imagining the conceptual value (Wensveen & Matthews,
+PMMLYLU[RPUKVMX\LZ[PVUZZOV\SKILHZRLK[VWYV]VRLWLVWSL[VL_WSVYLHUHY[LMHJ[»ZWV[LU[PHSVUT\S[PWSLSL]LSZMVYL_HTWSL[VSVVRIL`VUKP[Z[LJOUPJHSSPTP[H[PVUZVY
to imagine other, more personally relevant uses. Another mechanism that helps to reach
this level of insight is synthesising across different artefacts, as we did together with participants in the evaluation of Balance, Cogito, and Dott (Chapter 7). Similarly, we used the
KLZPNUZWHJL*OHW[LY[VYLÅLJ[VU[OPZSL]LS-VY\Z[OL]PZ\HSZPUWOV[VNYHWOPJZ[`SL
(compared to sketches) helped to support imagining personal use and relevance to raise
conceptual insights.
In our view, different insights about a design can (and should) be collected, on the impleTLU[H[PVU[OLL_WLYPLUJLHUK[OLIYVHKLYJVUJLW[,ZWLJPHSS`PUÄLSKKLWSV`TLU[ZL_WLriences on the implementation level can prohibit people from assessing an idea on its conJLW[\HSSL]LS(JLY[HPUWYV[V[`WLSL]LSLZWLJPHSS`VMÄ[ÄUPZOHUKPUKLWLUKLUJ`6KVTL[
al., 2016) is needed for higher levels to be explored.

)XWXUH5HVHDUFK
0UHKKP[PVU[VHUZ^LYPUNV\YWYPTHY`YLZLHYJOX\LZ[PVUZV\Y^VYRHSZVYHPZLZUL^X\LZ[PVUZ
^P[OPU[OPZZWLJPÄJZJVWLHUKOPNOSPNO[ZUL^VWWVY[\UP[PLZ:WLJPÄJHSS`^LYHPZLX\LZ[PVUZ
[VKLLWLUV\Y\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHUK[VHK]HUJL[OLKLZPNUVMTLKPH
systems to support it. Then, we propose two new design directions to explore: one focusing
VUZVJPHSYLÅLJ[PVU[OLV[OLYVU^LHYHISLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU

)XWXUHZRUNRQXQGHUVWDQGLQJHYHU\GD\OLIHUHÁHFWLRQ
6\YYLZLHYJOOHZZJVWLKL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZH]HS\HISLHYLHVMZ[\K`HUKOHZPUJYLHZLK [OL \UKLYZ[HUKPUN VM [OPZ ZWLJPÄJ [`WL VM YLÅLJ[PVU -\[\YL ^VYR JV\SK JVU[YPI\[L
M\Y[OLY[V[OL\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OPZJVTWSL_WYVJLZZ-PYZ[^LYHPZLX\LZ[PVUZVUOV^H
KLZPYL[VYLÅLJ[PZL_WLYPLUJLKI`WLVWSL>LOH]LZ[\KPLK[OLULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU\ZPUN
HZ[HUKHYKPaLKZJHSL:90:.YHU[-YHURSPU 3HUNMVYKÄUKPUNSP[[SLKPMMLYLUJLZPU
[OLºHTV\U[»VML_WLYPLUJLKULLK0[JHUZ[PSSILHZZ\TLK[OH[[OLKLZPYLK[`WLVMYLÅLJ[PVU
differs in different life phases (Staudinger, 2001). From an experience perspective, it is inteYLZ[PUN[VL_WSVYLTVYLX\HSP[H[P]LS`OV^HºULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU»PZWLYJLP]LK+VWLVWSL
YLJVNUPaL[OPZHZHULLKVYPZP[HUº\ULHZL»VYHNLULYHSKPZZH[PZMHJ[PVU^P[O[OLPYJ\YYLU[
Z[H[L[OH[PUYL[YVZWLJ[JHUILZLLUHZHULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU&
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:LJVUKS`V\Y\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUM\Y[OLYILHK]HUJLKI`JVUZPKLYPUNP[ZLTV[PVUHS]HSLUJLTVYLKLSPILYH[LS`>LMV\UK[OH[P[JHUILKPMÄJ\S[[VKPZ[PUN\PZO
YLÅLJ[PVUHUKY\TPUH[PVU0UL]LY`KH`SPMLIV[OTVKLZVM[OPURPUNTPNO[ISLUK>H[RPUZ
(2008) describes many types of repetitive thought, highlighting different valences of content
HUK KP]LYZL JVUZLX\LUJLZ WVZP[P]L VY ULNH[P]L :VTL VM [OL YL]PL^LK Z[\KPLZ MVJ\ZLK
VU YLWL[P[P]L [OV\NO[Z PU ZWLJPÄJ TLU[HS KPZWVZP[PVUZ Z\JO HZ KLWYLZZPVU;OLZL Z[\KPLZ
VM[LUOPNOSPNO[WV[LU[PHSYPZRZVMYLÅLJ[PVU[OH[JHUPUJYLHZLULNH[P]LMLLSPUNZ-VY\Z[OPZ
YHPZLZX\LZ[PVUZVUOV^PUHNLULYHSWVW\SH[PVUHUKPUL]LY`KH`SPMLKPMMLYLU[LTV[PVUHS
]HSLUJLZ VM [OV\NO[ ZOPM[ MYVT VUL [V [OL V[OLY>OLU HUK OV^ KVLZ WVZP[P]L YLÅLJ[PVU
ILJVTLY\TPUH[P]L&(UK^OLUHUKOV^JHUY\TPUH[PVUIL[\YULKPU[VTVYLWVZP[P]LHUK
JVUZ[Y\J[P]L[OPURPUN&
-PUHSS`^LILSPL]LT\JOJHUILNHPULKMYVTHTVYLKL[HPSLK\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OLILULÄ[Z
VML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU0UKPMMLYLU[JVU[L_[ZYLÅLJ[PVUOHZILLUJVUULJ[LK[VH^PKL
variety of positive effects, including increasing adaptation and self-development (Dewey,
  PTWYV]PUN ^LSSILPUN /HYYPUN[VU  3VMMYLKV  HUK PTWYV]PUN ºVWLUULZZ [V
UL^L_WLYPLUJLZ»;YHWULSSHUK*HTWILSS

0[^V\SKIL^VY[O^OPSL[VL_WSVYL^OPJO

VM[OLZLILULÄ[ZOVSKMVYTVYLJHZ\HS[`WLZVMYLÅLJ[PVU>OPJOHWWS`PU[OLZOVY[[LYT
HUK^OPJOHYLVUS`HJOPL]LK^P[OSVUNLYHUKJVUZPZ[LU[YLÅLJ[PVU&(UKÄUHSS`^OPJOVM
[OLZLILULÄ[ZHYLTVZ[HWWYLJPH[LKPUL]LY`KH`SPMLHUKJHUILHTV[P]H[PVU[VLUNHNL^P[O
YLÅLJ[PVU&(IL[[LY\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM[OLILULÄ[ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUJHUOLSWPUMYHTPUNKLZPNU
interventions as helpful.

)XWXUHZRUNRQPHGLDLQWHUDFWLRQIRUHYHU\GD\OLIHUHÁHFWLRQ
0UV\YYLZLHYJO^LOH]LL_WSVYLKHZWLJPÄJ[`WLVMKLZPNUZ[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU!PU[LYHJ[P]L
systems that use personal media. We have found that both creating and exploring media
OVSKZWV[LU[PHSMVYYLÅLJ[PVUI\[[OH[TVYLZ\WWVY[TPNO[ILULLKLKHZ]LY`VWLULUKLK
designs were not suitable for everybody. Future research is needed to explore exactly how
TLKPHJYLH[PVUHUKL_WSVYH[PVUHYLJVTWSLTLU[HY`0UV\YÄUHSZ[\K`*OHW[LY^LMV\UK
[OLWYPTHY`Z\WWVY[MVYYLÅLJ[PVU[VVJJ\YK\YPUNJYLH[PVUI\[OV^^PSS[OPZL]VS]L^OLUH
Z`Z[LTPZ\ZLKV]LYHSVUNWLYPVKHUKTLKPHMYVTSVUNLYHNVJHUILL_WSVYLK&
In addition to this longitudinal value, we consider the exploration of supporting depth in
YLÅLJ[PVUVULVM[OLTVZ[PU[LYLZ[PUNM\[\YLKPYLJ[PVUZ/V^JHUZ`Z[LTZZ\WWVY[WLVWSL
PUHJOPL]PUNTVYLKLW[O[V^HYKZHSL]LSVMJYP[PJHSVY[YHUZMVYTH[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU4LaPYV^


"-SLJR -P[aWH[YPJR&>LWYVWVZLZL]LYHSKPYLJ[PVUZ[OH[TPNO[IL^VY[O^OPSL

to explore: iterative interaction, layered interaction and human and system perspectives.
Interacting with media in an iterative way would allow people to reconsider past experien-
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JLZPUHUL^SPNO[0UV\YKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUZPU[OL^PSKYLÅLJ[PUNVUHJLY[HPUL_WLYPLUJL
VUS`OHWWLULKHZPUNSL[PTL4HU`TVKLSZVMYLÅLJ[PVUPUSLHYUPUNYLS`VUP[LYH[P]LJ`JSLZ
VM HJ[PVU HUK YLÅLJ[PVU 2VY[OHNLU =HZHSVZ " .PIIZ  " 3P +L`  -VYSPaaP
2010). Isaacs et al., (2013) explored how an application could be used to support such
YL]PZP[PUN ÄUKPUN [OH[ ]HS\LZ JOHUNL HUK [OH[ YL]PZP[ Z\WWVY[Z H TVYL U\HUJLK ]PL^ VU
negative experiences. In addition, it would be interesting to explore how a layered interaction can support depth. In such an approach, people might initially see little information
or only a single item of media but have the potential to explore related items. Epstein et
HSKPZJ\ZZ[OL\ZLVMHNNYLNH[LKKH[H[VZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVUJVTWYLZZPUNKH[HVMH
JLY[HPUWLYPVKPU[VKPMMLYLU[ZPTWSPÄLK]PL^Z:PTPSHYS`^LJV\SKL_WSVYLOV^HNNYLNH[LK
TLKPH TPNO[ Z\WWVY[ YLÅLJ[PVU -PUHSS` ^L ILSPL]L JVTIPUPUN Z`Z[LT LMMVY[ HUK O\THU
effort is worth further exploration. How can expressive media creation be combined with
Z`Z[LTJVSSLJ[LKKH[H&*HUVIQLJ[P]LKH[HZ\JOHZ\ZLKPU[OLHYLHVMWLYZVUHSPUMVYTH[PJZ
ILJVTIPULK^P[OHZ\IQLJ[P]LWLYZVUHSWLYZWLJ[P]L&>LILSPL]LZ\JOKPMMLYLU[]PL^Z^PSS
support a more critical perspective.
In this process of providing more support, additional opportunities lie in focussing on how
[VZ[PT\SH[LWVZP[P]LHUKJVUZ[Y\J[P]LYLÅLJ[PVU9LÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUHZZVJPH[LK^P[OWYVISLT
solving or tracking goals for personal improvement (for example, Travers, 2011; Choe et al.,
2017; King, 2001), which means it potentially involves recalling negative experiences (for
example, why a goal is not achieved or how someone responded to a problem). Recalling
more negative experiences or challenges had the risk of becoming mulling or worrying.
+PZ[PUN\PZOPUNYLÅLJ[PVUMYVT[OLULNH[P]LWYVJLZZVMY\TPUH[PVUJHUIL]LY`JOHSSLUNPUN
(Harrington & Loffredo, 2011; Grant, Franklin & Langrod, 2002; Trapnell and Campbell
1999) and, in practice, one can turn into the other (Chapter 5). In our explorations with
TLKPHZ\WWVY[LKYLÅLJ[PVU^LMV\UK[OH[THU`VM[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLWVZP[P]LJVUJLYUPUN OHWW` L]LU[Z HUK WVZP[P]L LTV[PVUZ;OPZ TPNO[ IL PUÅ\LUJLK I` [OL HJ[ VM TLKPH
JYLH[PVUVY[OLZWLJPÄJPU[LYHJ[PVUZPU[OL\ZLKKLZPNUZI\[[OPZPZOPNOS`ZWLJ\SH[P]L>L
therefore, consider this an interesting area for future research. It would be interesting to
explore further if media systems can contribute to a more positive focus, contributing to our
WLYZWLJ[P]L[OH[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUJHUJVU[YPI\[L[VHWWYLJPH[PUNT\UKHULL_WLYPLUces. Such positive practices can have a positive effect on personal well-being. King (2001)
for example found that writing about our hopes and dreams (positive, future focussed) has
OLHS[OILULÄ[Z^OLYLHZ[OLYHWL\[PJ^YP[PUNPZTVZ[VM[LUMVJ\ZZLKVUWYVJLZZPUNULNH[P]L
or even traumatic experiences (King, 2001). However, systems do not need to focus only
on the positive, but could be a valuable contribution by providing support for more conZ[Y\J[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUVUULNH[P]LL]LU[ZYH[OLY[OHUT\SSPUNVYY\TPUH[PVU>H[RPUZ
An interesting direction for future research would be to explore if valuable combinations
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between human- and system-perspective can be made. For example, to counter negative
aspects with positive views, for example based on earlier media creation.
6\YKLZPNUZMVJ\ZLKVUTLKPHJYLH[LKZWLJPÄJHSS`MVYYLÅLJ[PVU^OPJOTVZ[WLVWSLYHYLS`
do. Yet from a broader perspective, media is created in abundance. As mentioned in Section
V\YPUZPNO[ZJV\SKIL\ZLK[VTHRLV[OLY[`WLZVMTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUTVYLYLÅLJ[P]L
9H[OLY[OHUJYLH[PUNTVYLHZWLJPÄJKPYLJ[PVU^VY[OL_WSVYPUNPZ[OLYL\ZLVMTLKPHMVY
YLÅLJ[P]LW\YWVZLZ-VYL_HTWSLOV^JHU]HS\HISLJVUULJ[PVUZ[VZVJPHSTLKPHILTHKL&
4LKPHVUZVJPHSWSH[MVYTZPZZVTL[PTLZYLWYLZLU[LK[VWLVWSLMVYYLTPUPZJPUNVYMVYYLÅLJtion (e.g. On This Day 21I\[PZVUS`WYLZLU[PUNWVZ[LKJVU[LU[IHJR[VWLVWSLLUV\NO&0U
our probes study, we found that photos of special occasions could be re-appreciated when
explored with a focus on mundane elements. Through a process of remediation, people
could be stimulated to explore media from different perspectives, for example, by looking
for themes or storylines (Thomas et al., 2017). We believe that visual abstraction, such as
explored with the use of Ritual Camera (Chapter 5) and Dott (Chapter 7), could be another
valuable area for remediation. By morphing or merging existing media, emphasis could be
NP]LU[VZWLJPÄJLSLTLU[ZZ[PT\SH[PUNYLÅLJ[PUNVU[OLJVU[LU[VM[OLTLKPH
>LOH]LL_WSVYLKOV^Z`Z[LTZJHUILPU[LNYH[LKPUL_PZ[PUNOHIP[ZHUKOV^ÅL_PISLOHIP[Z
can be created using triggers and opportunity. However, we also observe that many of the
ºUH[\YHS»TVTLU[ZVMYLÅLJ[PUNHYLMHKPUN4VTLU[ZPU^OPJO[OLTPUKJHU^HUKLYZ\JO
HZ^HP[PUNJVTT\[PUNVYKVPUNJOVYLZHYLPUJYLHZPUNS`ÄSSLK^P[OV[OLYHJ[P]P[PLZ>H`UL
2016; Carr, 2011). Future research could explore how to stimulate non-use (of distracting
KL]PJLZ[VJYLH[L[PTLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU0UJYLHZPUNS`WOVULZHUKHWWZ 22 explore stimulating
non-use for varying reasons, such as more personal social interaction 23 or safe driving 24.
,_WSVYPUNZWLJPÄJ[YPNNLYZ[VZ[PT\SH[LYLÅLJ[PVUK\YPUNUVU\ZL^V\SKILPU[LYLZ[PUN0UH
YLSH[LK]LPU^L^VUKLY^OH[[OLLMMLJ[VM\ZPUNYLÅLJ[P]LKL]PJLZPZIL`VUK[OLPYTVTLU[
VM\ZL0UV[OLY^VYKZPMZVTLVULYLÅLJ[Z^P[OHKL]PJLVUJLHKH`^PSSOLHSZVYLÅLJ[
TVYL MYLX\LU[S` VY IL[[LY ^P[OV\[ [OL KL]PJL& :\JO X\LZ[PVUZ ^PSS YLX\PYL SVUNP[\KPUHS
PU[OL^PSKZ[\KPLZ\ZPUNHJVTIPUH[PVUVMTLHZ\YLZ[VÄUKZ\JOLMMLJ[Z

Currently presented as O[[WZ!^^^MHJLIVVRJVTTLTVYPLZ Last accessed March 2019.
Popular apps include Forest (O[[WZ!^^^MVYLZ[HWWJJLU) Mute (O[[W!^^^Q\Z[T\[LP[JVT) and
Moment (O[[WZ!PU[OLTVTLU[PV). Last accessed March 2019.
23
In the app MOB people can challenge their friends not to use their phone and set penalties
such as paying the next round O[[WZ!P[\ULZHWWSLJVT\ZHWWTVI[OLHU[PHU[PZVJPHSNHTL
PK &T[$ Last accessed March 2019.
24
*HTWHPNUº4VUV»I`[OL+\[JONV]LYUTLU[¶KPZJV\YHNPUN[OL\ZLVMZTHY[WOVULZK\YPUNKYP]PUN
O[[WZ!^^^KHHYR\UQLTLL[O\PZRVTLUUSYPQTVUVV]LYKLJHTWHNUL Last accessed March 2019.
21
22
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'HVLJQ'LUHFWLRQ&DVXDO6RFLDO5HÁHFWLRQ
6\YKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUZOH]LMVJ\ZZLKVUZ\WWVY[PUNPUKP]PK\HSYLÅLJ[PVU/V^L]LY^L
HSZVMV\UK[OH[WLVWSLMYLX\LU[S`YLÅLJ[^P[OH[Y\Z[LKWLYZVUZ\JOHZHWHY[ULYMYPLUK
JVSSLHN\LVYMHTPS`TLTILY*OHW[LY0UV[OLYJVU[L_[ZYLÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUZLLUPUÄ_LK
ZVJPHSOPLYHYJOHSZ[Y\J[\YLZZ\JOHZ[LHJOLYZ[\KLU[VY[OLYHWPZ[JSPLU[,]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPZTVYLYLJPWYVJHS^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUMYLX\LU[S`VJJ\YYPUNPUJVU]LYZH[PVU^P[OHULX\HS
WLLY>LZLLHUPU[LYLZ[PUNVWWVY[\UP[`MVYKLZPNU[VZ\WWVY[Z\JOYLÅLJ[PVUI`ZOHYPUN
information or media with each other. Research in this area could explore how to balance
disclosure and privacy. Our designs of Cogito and Dott, explored this through hiding media
or through abstraction of visible media. We found that visible media can trigger social
YLÅLJ[PVUI\[OPKKLUTLKPHTPNO[L]LUTVYLZVK\L[VJ\YPVZP[`+PMMLYLU[SH`LYZPUTLKPH
interaction would be an interesting way to explore a balance between disclosure and
privacy.
:`Z[LTZMVYZVJPHSYLÅLJ[PVUJV\SKMVJ\ZTVYLVU[YPNNLYPUNHUKJHW[\YPUNYVSLZVMHZ`Z[LT
HZ[OLZ\WWVY[PZWYPTHYPS`WYV]PKLKI`[OLV[OLYWLYZVU:`Z[LTZJV\SKILULÄ[MYVT[OL
Z[YLUN[OHUKU\HUJLVMYLÅLJ[P]LJVU]LYZH[PVUYH[OLY[OHUHPT[VYLWSPJH[L[OPZHZWLJ[>L
ILSPL]L[OH[[OLZVJPHSJVU[L_[JHUIL]LY`Z\WWVY[P]LI`HZRPUNX\LZ[PVUZHUKOLSWPUN[V
ÄN\YLZVTL[OPUNV\[WV[LU[PHSS`HSZVHZH^H`[VYLHJOTVYLKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVU:VJPHS
JVU[L_[ZVTL[PTLZWSH`ZHYVSLPUYLÅLJ[P]LZ`Z[LTZI`JYLH[PUNJVTT\UP[PLZJVSSHIVYHtions or competition (e.g. Maitland et al., 2006). However, this is rarely on a personal and
LUNHNPUNSL]LSI\[VM[LUJVUJLYUZZ\WLYÄJPHSJVTWHYPZVUVMKH[H^P[OMYPLUKZULPNOIV\YZ
or online communities. We envision a more personal and intimate sharing of thoughts,
^OPJO)YHUOHT /HYYPZVUOH]LPU[YVK\JLKHZºT\[\HSYLÅLJ[PVU»0U[OPZHWWYVHJO
[OLMVJ\ZVMYLÅLJ[PVUPZ[OLZLSMHUK[OLV[OLY;OL`OH]LKL]LSVWLKHºKPHY`I\PS[MVY[^V»
[VL_WSVYL[OPZKLZPNUZWHJLMVYPU[PTH[LJV\WSLZÄUKPUNUL^^H`ZPU^OPJOZOHYLKZ`Z[LTZ
TPNO[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU(UV[OLYPU[LYLZ[PUNL_HTWSLPZMV\UKPU3V]LYZ»)V_;OPLTLL[HS
^OPJOZ[PT\SH[LZYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OVUL»ZWHY[ULYHIV\[[OLPYYLSH[PVUZOPW;OLWYVJLZZ
VMYLÅLJ[PVU^HZTLKPH[LKI`[OLYLZLHYJOLYHUKHULKP[VYHUKHZZ\JO^HZHVULVMML_WLYPLUJL/V^JHUZ\JOZVJPHSYLÅLJ[PVUILTLHUPUNM\SS`PU[LNYH[LKPU[VL]LY`KH`SPML&(UK
OV^TPNO[V[OLYZVJPHSJVTIPUH[PVUZYLÅLJ[Z\JOHZNYV\WZVMMYPLUKZVYMHTPSPLZ&;OPZHYLH
VWLUZ\W[OLWVZZPIPSP[`[VL_WSVYLYLÅLJ[PVUHZHUPUMVYTHSZVJPHSWYVJLZZ^OPJOP[VM[LUPZ
(as found in Chapter 5), but which is rarely supported with systems.

'HVLJQ'LUHFWLRQ:HDUDEOHVIRU5HÁHFWLRQ
6\YKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUZMVJ\ZLKVUKVTLZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVUZHSSV\YZ`Z[LTZYLSPLKVUHWYLsence within the home. We found that even the systems that allowed for mobile creation,
were often used at home, where opportunity would arise (Chapter 7). Potentially, media
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creation was not easy enough to happen on-the-go and in-between other activities. We
[OPURYLÅLJ[PVUVU[OLNVPZ^VY[O^OPSL[VL_WSVYLM\Y[OLYLZWLJPHSS`ILJHZ\LP[JV\SKIL
\ZLKJVTWSLTLU[HY`[VKVTLZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVU6U[OLNV^V\SKOH]L[OLHK]HU[HNLVMILPUN
JSVZLY[V[OLL_WLYPLUJLVYL]LUMHJPSP[H[PUNYLÅLJ[PVUPUHJ[PVU:JOU 0[JHUHSZV
PU[LNYH[LPU[V[OLOHIP[ZVM^HSRPUNY\UUPUNVYJVTT\[PUNHZHJ[P]P[PLZVMYLÅLJ[PVU*OHW[LY
-VYZ\JOYLÅLJ[PVU[OL\ZLVMTVIPSLHUK^LHYHISLKL]PJLZJV\SKILM\Y[OLYL_WSVYLK
Mobiles and wearables are often used within personal informatics, especially to sense or
[YHJRJLY[HPUILOH]PVY;OLTVZ[^LSSRUV^UHUKMYLX\LU[S`\ZLKKL]PJLZ[YHJRKHPS`TV]Lment, both in the commercial domain (e.g. Fitbit 25, Nike+ Fuelband 26) and in research (e.g.
*VUZVS]VL[HS9LÅLJ[PVUPZVM[LUZLLUHZHZLWHYH[LZ[LW^P[OPU[OL[YHJRPUNWYVJLZZ
(Li, Dey & Forlizzi., 2010), often happening when aggregated data is reviewed on a computer. Some devices combine such long-term views with feedback in-the-moment, such as
rewards for achieving goals or reminders to move, having an immediate impact (Fritz et al.,
:\JO[YPNNLYZZ[PT\SH[LTVYLZOVY[[LYTYLÅLJ[PVUPUHJ[PVU6[OLYZ\ZL^LHYHISLZ
HZZLUZVYZHUKMVJ\Z[OLYLÅLJ[PVUVU[OLZTHY[WOVULLN:HUJOLZL[HS@L[YHYLS`
TVIPSP[`PZKPZJ\ZZLKHZHUL_WSPJP[HK]HU[HNLMVYYLÅLJ[PVU>P[OPUHULK\JH[PVUHSJVU[L_[
.HYJPHL[HSKPZJ\ZZ[OLHK]HU[HNLZVMHZTHY[^H[JOMVYZP[\H[LKYLÅLJ[PVUHSSV^PUN
students to connect theories to experiences in everyday life. Similarly, we identify a design
VWWVY[\UP[` PU KLZPNUPUN ^LHYHISLZ MVY L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU [OH[ JVUULJ[ L_WLYPLUJLZ
and locations more strongly. As part of our design space, we presented the concept Traces
*OHW[LY^OPJO^V\SKHSSV^[OV\NO[Z[VILºKYVWWLK»PUZWLJPÄJSVJH[PVUZMVYM\[\YL
YL[YPL]HS>OH[^V\SK[OLILULÄ[ZVMZ\JOSVJH[PVUIHZLKYLÅLJ[PVUIL&(Z^LMV\UK[OH[
V\YTVIPSLJYLH[PVU^HZYHYLS`\ZLK^L^VUKLYOV^YLÅLJ[PVUPUHJ[PVU\ZPUN^LHYHISLZ
ILZ[ILJVTIPULK^P[OYLÅLJ[PVUVUHJ[PVUH[OVTL

25
26

O[[WZ!^^^Ä[IP[JVT Last accessed March 2019.
O[[WZ!^^^^HYLHISLJVTÄ[ULZZ[YHJRLYZUV[ZVOHWW`IPY[OKH`UPRLM\LSIHUK
Last accessed March 2019.
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&RQFOXGLQJ5HPDUNV
;OPZ[OLZPZVWLULK^P[OHU\TILYVMZJLUHYPVZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU-VYVULWLYZVU
it might be walking the dog. For another, it is chatting with their partner while doing the
dishes. We can add that it might also be creating an abstract visualisation, expressing the
JOHVZVM[VKH`»Z^VYRKH`6YP[JVUZPZ[ZVMSPZ[LUPUN[VSHZ[^LLR»ZYLJVYKPUNZL_WYLZZPUN
enjoyment of a coffee in the sun. Based on our research, we conclude that interacting with
TLKPHJHUZ\WWVY[TLHUPUNM\SYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z:\JOHSPZ[VML_HTWSLZKVLZUV[ULJLZZHYPS`
YLÅLJ[KPMMLYLU[WLVWSLHZ^LMV\UK[OH[TVZ[WLVWSLLUNHNLPUH]HYPL[`VMYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z
and activities, depending on their moods and needs.
;OPZ[OLZPZZL[V\[[VÄUKUL^^H`Z[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUHUVUL]LY`KH`SPML>LHWWYVHJOLK[OPZJOHSSLUNLI`MVJ\ZZPUNVUTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU[VZ\WWVY[PUKP]PK\HSYLÅLJ[PVU;OL
YLZLHYJOJVUJS\KLZ[OH[TLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUJHUPUKLLKZ\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUIV[O
K\YPUN TLKPH JYLH[PVU HUK TLKPH L_WSVYH[PVU +LZPNU MVY VWLULUKLK YLÅLJ[PVU HSSV^Z
MVYÅL_PISL\ZLHUKOVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVUI\[YLX\PYLZZWLJPÄJTV[P]H[PVUMYVTP[Z\ZLYZ6\Y
PUZPNO[ZJVU[YPI\[L[V[OL\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHUKOV^KLZPNULYZJHU
support this process.
6UHTVYLNLULYHSSL]LS[OPZYLZLHYJOJHUILZLLUHZHUL_WSVYH[PVUVM[OLUV[PVUVMºL]LY`KH`SPML»(JVUJLW[^OPJOPZVTUPWYLZLU[`L[YHYLS`THKLL_WSPJP[HZHMVJ\ZPUYLZLHYJO
Determined by feelings of home, sense of habit and repetition (Felski, 1999). Everyday life
experiences are often taken-for-granted, but at the same time valuable when deliberately
considered. In our research, we have focussed on making individuals consider their own
everyday life more. On a higher level, this thesis represents a view that the everyday perspective in research and design should be made more explicit. Although it is often designed
for, the scope often remains implicit. We believe researchers should more often make their
assumptions about and scope of everyday life more explicit. We would like to end on the
note that everyday life is an area worth considering, both on an individual level through
YLÅLJ[PVUHUKHZHYLZLHYJOZJVWL
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Appendix 1: Chapter 3:
Detailed information on all probe exercises
Overview of probes set as handed out to participants

Part A

Part B1

Part B2

Part B3

Part C

Overview of exercises (for explanation of exercises, see below) from left to right:
Part A:

Capture a day exercise

Part B1: Exercises on everyday memories
Part B2: Exercises on media of everyday memories
Part B3: Exercises on creation of media of the everyday
Part C: Capture a day exercise

292

Instructions on probes exercises
Instructies
1. Kies een dag in de week uit, een gewone “normale” dag, een dag die de meeste weken hetzelfde
is, bij voorkeur een doordeweekse dag. Begin op die dag met opdracht A, je kunt hem vooraf al wel
bekijken. Om de studie op tijd af te ronden moet deze dag uiterlijk vrijdag 18 oktober zijn.
2. Doe vervolgens in de loop van de week opdrachten uit deel B. De opdrachten zijn verdeeld in 3
fases, doe eerst 1 of enkele opdrachten uit fase 1, daarna uit fase 2 en ten slotte uit fase 3.
Je hoeft dus zeker niet alle opdrachten te maken!
Je kunt de opdrachten kiezen die je het meest aanspreken en je mag er zo veel maken als je wilt,
verdeeld over de week. Bekijk bijvoorbeeld eerst de opdrachten van fase 1 en leg de opdrachten
aan de kant die je aanspreken om te doen. Als je deze opdrachten gedaan hebt bekijk dan de
opdrachten van fase 2, etc.
3. Maak na een week, op dag 8, deel C open en maak opdracht C. Dit is dus op dezelfde weekdag
als wanneer je odpracht 1 hebt gedaan (dus was dat een dinsdag, dan valt deze opdracht ook weer
op dinsdag).
4. Na deze laatste opdracht kun je alles bij elkaar leggen zodat ik het kan ophalen op het moment
dat we hebben afgesproken.
5. Als een opdracht onduidelijk is, doe hem dan gewoon zoals jij hem begrijpt. Mocht je desalniettemin tussendoor vragen hebben kun je mailen of bellen.
(SSLVWKYHJO[LULUKLTH[LYPHSLUKPLQL]VVYKLVKWYHJO[LUNLIY\PR[RYPQNQLUHHÅVVW]HUOL[
onderzoek uiteraard terug.
Nogmaals: heel erg bedankt voor je deelname.
Ine Mols

PhD candidate User Centered Engineering
Department of Industrial Design
Eindhoven University of Technology
040-247 5228 - i.mols@tue.nl
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3DUW$&DSWXUHDGD\H[HUFLVH
Instruction card about the exercise to capture “a day in the life of...”.

3DUW%(YHU\GD\0HPRULHV
aa..
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b. Notebook
For anything participants wanted to
share, not captured in other exercises.

J

,_LYJPZLVUºL]LY`KH`YP[\HSZ»MYVU[HUKIHJR



+LZJYPILVYKYH^HºT\UKHULYP[\HS»

d.

“The small things” (front, back is empty)



6WLUX\LZ[PVUMVY]HS\HISLZTHSST\UKHULTLTVYPLZ
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L

,_LYJPZLVUºYLWL[P[PVU»MYVU[HUKIHJR
Asks for habits that were done multiple times each day, once a day and once per

week.
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f.

Dictionary exercise (outside and inside, folded)



(ZRPUNMVYHKLÄUP[PVUVMºT\UKHUL»HUKJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ



(ZRPUN[VUHTL[OLVWWVZP[LHUKWYV]PKLHKLÄUP[PVU
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g.

Everyday people (front and back)



(ZRPUNX\LZ[PVUZVUWLVWSL^OVWSH`LKHZTHSSVYSHYNLWHY[PUVULZL]LY`KH`SPML
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3DUW%0HGLDRIHYHU\GD\PHPRULHV

Instruction card for digital media
of everyday life, attached to a
USB stick (see overview top right).

Instruction card for a mini photo
album of everyday life (see overview bottom right).
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0UZ[Y\J[PVU JHYK MVY ºTPUP T\ZL\T» H[[Hched to a small “pedestal” to display
objects of everyday life (see overview mid
right).

Instruction card about sounds of memories. Attached to an empty CD. On the CD
cover there was room to give titles and
explanations to each track (below).
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Instruction card on media that
people miss. A number of cards
^P[OX\LZ[PVUZ^HZHKKLKYPNO[

3DUW%7KHFUHDWLRQRIHYHU\GD\PHGLD
7HJRHNLVMJHYKZ^P[OX\LZ[PVUZHIV\[OV^[OLTLKPH^HZJYLH[LK-YVU[VMWHJRHNL^P[O
PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ[VWHUKHU\TILYVMJHYKZ[VÄSSPUMVYLHJOVM[OLJOVZLUTLKPHL_HTWSLZ
(bottom).
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3DUW&&DSWXUH\RXUGD\H[HUFLVH
Instruction card about the second exercise to capture “a day in the life of...”.
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Appendix 2: Chapter 4


,QWHUYLHZTXHVWLRQVRI5LWXDO&DPHUD

3UH,QWHUYLHZ'XWFK(English translation below)
2\UQLQV\^]HZ[SLNNLKYHNVTZJOYPQ]LU&TI[MV[V»ZZV\]LUPYZKHNIVLRLUL[J
6W^H[]VVYTVTLU[LUSLNQL]VVYHSKPUNLU]HZ[&
In dit onderzoek kijken we naar het vastleggen van de ervaring van avondeten.
2\UQLVTZJOYPQ]LUOVLV]LYOL[HSNLTLLUOL[H]VUKL[LUIPQQ\SSPL]LYSVVW[&

3UH,QWHUYLHZ(QJOLVK7UDQVODWLRQ
*HU`V\KLZJYPIL`V\YJHW[\YPUNILOH]PV\Y&*VUJLYUPUNWOV[V»ZZV\]LUPYZKPHYPLZ
etcetera).
([^OH[RPUKVMTVTLU[ZKV`V\THPUS`JHW[\YL`V\YL_WLYPLUJLZ&
In this research, we focus on capturing the experience of home dinners.
*HU`V\KLZJYPILOV^PUNLULYHS`V\YOVTLKPUULYZ\Z\HSS`OHWWLU&

2Q3LFNXS


5VZWLJPÄJX\LZ[PVUZ^LYLHZRLK¶ZVTLÄYZ[YLZWVUZLZ^LYLZH]LK

Final interview - Dutch (English translation below)
A. Het avondeten:
1. Kun je (nog een keer) omschrijven hoe, over het algemeen, het avondeten bij jullie
]LYSVVW[&
,UOVLNPUNOL[KLHMNLSVWLU[^LL^LRLU&
>HYLUOL[¸NLTPKKLSKL^LRLU¹&
/LIILULYIPQaVUKLYLZP[\H[PLZVM\P[aVUKLYPUNLUWSHH[ZNL]VUKLU&
/VLaV\QPQ^PSSLUKH[OL[H]VUKL[LUNLWYLZLU[LLYK^VYK[&
B. De aanwezigheid van de camera
>H[]VUKQLLY]HUVTKLJHTLYHPUO\PZ[LOLIILU&
APQULYKPUNLUTLLNLIL\YK&]LYaL[VTNLZ[V[LUL[J
/LIQLLYHHUNLKHJO[&;PQKLUZ^LSRLTVTLU[LU&
/VLOLLM[OL[NLKHJO[LUIL{U]SVLK&
0ZKLJHTLYH[LYZWYHRLNLRVTLU&4L[^PL&>H[ILZWYVRLU&
/LIQLPL[ZNLKHHUVMNLSH[LUVTKH[KLJHTLYHLY^HZ&
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C. Omschrijvingen van het gecreëerde materiaal
Rank-order-task op basis van omschrijvingen van visuals.
8. Op de volgende kaartjes staan omschrijvingen van mogelijke visualisaties, kun je ze voor de

volgende omschrijving op volgorde leggen:
o heeft het meeste waarde - heeft het minste waarde
D. Het gecreëerde materiaal
0ROLI YLWYLZLU[H[PLZNLTHHR[]HUKLMV[V»ZKPLKLJHTLYHOLLM[NLTHHR[PRaHSKPLU\
ven op de tafel uitspreiden.
Even de tijd geven ze te bekijken
>H[PZQLLLYZ[LPUKY\R&TVNLSPQROLPKVTWYHUNLUKLNLKHJO[LZ[LKLSLU
>H[aPQUQLNLKHJO[LU&TVNLSPQRPUaPJO[LU¸[VJO]HRLYHSSLLUKHUPRKHJO[¹
0ROLILLUHHU[HSSHILSZLUPR^PSQLZ[LLKZ]YHNLUKLMV[V»Z[LZVY[LYLUVWKPLZJOHHS
van A tot B.
En daarna uit te leggen waarom.
- heeft het meeste waarde - heeft het minste waarde
- helpt het minst om te herinneren - helpt het meest
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Uitleg op basis waarvan visuals gemaakt zijn.
- zet aan tot nadenken - zet niet aan tot nadenken
E. Potentie van het concept
>HUULLYSPQR[OL[QLSL\RKLaL[LY\N[LaPLU&
,UHUKLYZVT!=HU^LSRLWLYPVKLaV\QLKP[U\^LS^PSSLUaPLU&


/LIQL]HUKPLWLYPVKLPL[Z&>H[aV\QL^PSSLUOLIILU&

Stel dit is een product:
>HHY]VVYaV\QLOL[KHUNLIY\PRLU&SVJH[PLZP[\H[PLWLYPVKL
>PLaV\KP[^PSSLUOLIILU&


,U^HHY]VVYaV\KLUaPQOL[KLURQLNLIY\PRLU&

>H[aV\QL]LYHUKLYLUVTOL[IL[LY[LSH[LUWHZZLUIPQ^H[QLaV\^PSSLU&
(SSLLUILLSKVMVVRHUKLYLTVKHSP[LP[LU&
(SZ^LHSSLKHHNZLL]LU[Z^PSSLU]HZ[SLNNLU!OLIQLKHU[PWZ]VVYVUZ&

Final Interview - English Translation
A.Dinner
*HU`V\KLZJYPILHNHPUOV^PUNLULYHS`V\YOVTLKPUULYZ\Z\HSS`OHWWLU&
(UKOV^^LYL`V\YKPUULYZ[OLWHZ[[^V^LLRZ&
*HU[OLZLILJVUZPKLYLKH]HYHNL^LLRZ&
>LYL[OLYLHU`ZWLJPHSVJJHZPVUZVYL_JLW[PVUZ&
/V^^V\SK`V\SPRL`V\YOVTLKPUULYZ[VILYLWYLZLU[LKJHW[\YLK&
B. The presence of the camera
+PK`V\[OPURHIV\[P[&([^OH[[PTLZ&+\YPUN^OH[TVTLU[Z&
+PKP[PUÅ\LUJL`V\Y[OV\NO[Z&
+PK`V\[HSRHIV\[[OLJHTLYH&>P[O^OVT&>OH[KPK`V\[HSRHIV\[&
+PK[OLJHTLYHPUÅ\LUJL`V\YILOH]PV\Y&+PK`V\KVVYUV[KVZVTL[OPUNILJH\ZL[OL
JHTLYH^HZ[OLYL&
C. The created material
Rank-order-task based on visual descriptions
8. On the following cards are descriptions of potential visuals, could you rank these fort he
MVSSV^PUNKLZJYPW[PVUZ&


/HZTVZ[]HS\L¶OHZSLHZ[]HS\L
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D. Visuals
I have made X visuals based on the photos that the camera made, I will now spread them
out on the table. [give participants time to review]
>OH[PZ`V\YÄYZ[PTWYLZZPVU&WVZZPIPSP[`[VL_WYLZZÄYZ[[OV\NO[Z
>OH[HYL`V\Y[OV\NO[Z&JVSSLJ[WV[LU[PHSPUZPNO[Z
I have a number of labels, and what to ask you to rank the visuals each time on a scale from
A to B. And explain later why.
- has most value - has least value


SLHZ[Z\WWVY[P]LVYYLTLTILYPUN¶TVZ[Z\WWVY[P]LVMYLTLTILYPUN

Explain what the basis for visuals is

THRLZTL[OPUR¶KVLZUV[THRLTL[OPUR
E: Potential of the concept
5V^`V\»]LZLLU[OPZ^OH[KV`V\[OPUR&
([^OH[[PTLZ^V\SKP[ILPU[LYLZ[PUN[VZLL[OLZL&
;OLV[OLY^H`HYV\UK!MYVT^OPJOWLYPVK^V\SKP[ILPU[LYLZ[PUN[VZLL[OLZL]PZ\HSZ&
+V`V\OH]L]PZ\HSTH[LYPHSMYVT[OH[WLYPVK&>OH[^V\SK`V\SPRL[VOH]L&
Imagine this is a product
>OH[^V\SK`V\\ZLP[MVY&SVJH[PVUZP[\H[PVUWLYPVK
>OVKV`V\[OPUR^V\SKSPRL[VOH]L[OPZ&(UK^O`&
>OH[^V\SK`V\JOHUNL[VTHRLP[TVYLZ\P[HISLMVY^OH[`V\^V\SKSPRL[VKV&
16. Is still images enough, or would you prefer other modalities.
0UNLULYHS[VJHW[\YLL]LY`KH`L_WLYPLUJLZ¶KV`V\OH]LHU`Z\NNLZ[PVUZ&
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Appendix 3 – Chapter 5


)XOORYHUYLHZRITXHVWLRQQDLUHTXHVWLRQV

Information sheet and consent form online survey
Materialising Memories (UTS HREC 2012000570)
The research project Materialising Memories is doing research on media, memory and
L]LY`KH`SPML;OLHPTVM[OLJ\YYLU[Z[\K`PZ[VNHPUPUZPNO[PUWLVWSL»Z[OV\NO[WYVJLZZLZ
in everyday life.
)`JVU[PU\PUN[VJVTWSL[L[OPZX\LZ[PVUUHPYL`V\HNYLL[VILWHY[VM[OLYLZLHYJO9LZLHYJO
data gathered from this survey may be published in a form that does not identify you.
0M `V\ OH]L JVUJLYUZ VY X\LZ[PVUZ HIV\[ [OL YLZLHYJO [OH[ `V\ [OPUR [OL YLZLHYJOLYZ JHU
help you with, please feel free to contact Ine Mols on i.mols@tue.nl or contact the project
supervisor Elise van den Hoven at e.v.d.hoven@tue.nl.
(YL`V\^PSSPUN[VWHY[PJPWH[LPU[OPZYLZLHYJO&
O
Yes, I give my informed consent for participation in this research.
I am aware that the research data gathered from this project may
be published in a form that does not identify me in any way.
If you do not want to consent to this research, just close the browser tab or window. To
retract from the research, you can also close this window any time before completing the
X\LZ[PVUUHPYLPU^OPJOJHZLKH[H^PSSUV[ILZH]LK

NOTE:
This Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of Technology, Sydney has
approved this study. If you have any complaints or reservations about any aspect of your
participation in this research, which you cannot resolve with the researcher, you may
contact the following independent persons, who will treat your complaint or reservation in
JVUÄKLUJLPU]LZ[PNH[LP[M\SS`HUKPUMVYT`V\VM[OLV\[JVTL
;OLYLZLHYJOLYZWYPTHY`HMÄSPH[PVUPZ^P[O[OL,PUKOV]LU<UP]LYZP[`VM;LJOUVSVN``V\JHU
JVU[HJ[![OL7YVQLJ[6MÄJLYVM[OL0UK\Z[YPHS+LZPNUKLWHY[TLU[H[[OL,PUKOV]LU<UP]LYsity of Technology (ir. Karen Luijten-Hoffman, phone: +31 40 xxx xxxx, e-mail: k.luijten.
OVMMTHU'[\LUS7SLHZLX\V[L[OLUHTLZVM[OLWYVQLJ[HUKYLZLHYJOLYZ
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3DUW 65,6 
Please rate the following statements from strongly disagree to strongly agree
It is important for me to evaluate the things that I do
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
0
0
0
0

strongly agree
0

0KVU»[VM[LU[OPURHIV\[T`[OV\NO[Z
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
0
0
0

agree
0

strongly agree
0

I am not really interested in analyzing my behaviour
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
0
0
0
0

strongly agree
0

I am very interested in examining what I think about
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
0
0
0
0

strongly agree
0

0YHYLS`ZWLUK[PTLPUZLSMYLÅLJ[PVU
Strongly disagree
disagree
0
0

neutral
0

agree
0

strongly agree
0

0MYLX\LU[S`L_HTPULT`MLLSPUNZ
Strongly disagree
disagree
0
0

neutral
0

agree
0

strongly agree
0

It is important to me to try to understand what my feelings mean
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
strongly agree
0
0
0
0
0
0KVU»[YLHSS`[OPURHIV\[^O`0ILOH]LPU[OL^H`[OH[0KV
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
0
0
0
0

strongly agree
0

0OH]LHKLÄUP[LULLK[V\UKLYZ[HUK[OL^H`T`TPUK^VYRZ
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
0
0
0
0

strongly agree
0

0MYLX\LU[S`[HRL[PTL[VYLÅLJ[VUT`[OV\NO[Z
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
0
0
0

strongly agree
0

agree
0

It is important to me to be able to understand how my thoughts arise
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
strongly agree
0
0
0
0
0
I often think about the way I feel about things
Strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
0
0
0
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agree
0

strongly agree
0

3DUW
;OLMVSSV^PUNX\LZ[PVUZHSSYLSH[L[VYLÅLJ[PVU
>P[OYLÅLJ[PVU^LYLMLY[V¸[OPURPUNHIV\[`V\Y[OV\NO[MLLSPUNZHJ[PVUZVYL_WLYPLUJLZ¹
We do not refer only to elaborate or “hard thinking” but about small moments of considering.
/V^VM[LUKV`V\OH]LHTVTLU[VMYLÅLJ[PVUPU`V\YL]LY`KH`SPML&
o
several times a day
o
once a day
o
several times a week
o
once a week
o
several times a month
o
once a month or less
V
0KVU»[RUV^
(YL`V\ZH[PZÄLK^P[O[OPZMYLX\LUJ`!
V
0^V\SKWYLMLY[VYLÅLJ[TVYLVM[LU
V
0HTZH[PZÄLK^P[OMYLX\LUJ`
V
0^V\SKWYLMLY[VYLÅLJ[SLZZVM[LU
V
0KVU»[RUV^
Has there been a certain period in your life when you experienced a higher
ULLKMVYYLÅLJ[PVU&
>OLUHUK^O`&

>OH[HYL[OLJH\ZLZMVYYLÅLJ[PVU&>OPJO[OPUNZ[YPNNLY`V\[VYLÅLJ[&
Mark any that apply regularly:
o
my feelings
o
my actions
o
something that happens to me
o
something that is said to me
V
0OH]LHÄ_LKTVTLU[MVYYLÅLJ[PVU
o
other internal event, please specify ….
o
other external event, please specify ….
o
other please specify ….
Choose:
V
0JVUZJPV\ZS`JOVVZL[VYLÅLJ[
V
9LÅLJ[PVUQ\Z[ºOHWWLUZ»[VTL
>OLUKVLZYLÅLJ[PVUTVZ[VM[LUVJJ\Y!
o
Morning
o
afternoon
o
evening
o
nighttime
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*HU`V\L_WSHPUHJVTTVUZJLUHYPVMVYYLÅLJ[PVU&
,N^OLYLHYL`V\&>OLU&MVYPUZ[HUJL!0U[OLJHYVU[OL^H`IHJROVTLHM[LY^VYR

*HU`V\L_WSHPUHUV[OLYZJLUHYPVKPMMLYLU[MYVT[OLVULILMVYL&

+V`V\YLÅLJ[PUKP]PK\HSS`VY^P[OV[OLYZ&THYRHU`[OH[HWWSPLZYLN\SHYS`
o
alone
o
with partner
o
with a friend
o
with a group of friends
o
with a family member
Which of the following applies to you:
V
0^YP[L^OLU0YLÅLJ[PUHKPHY`HIVVRSL[KPNP[HSS`VYQ\Z[HUV[L
V
0W\[VUT\ZPJ[VYLÅLJ[
V
0NVMVYH^HSRY\UIPRLYPKL[VYLÅLJ[
V
0OH]LHZWLJPÄJWSHJLPUT`OV\ZL[VYLÅLJ[
V
0NV[VHZWLJPÄJSVJH[PVUV\[ZPKLVMT`OV\ZL[VYLÅLJ[
V
0YLÅLJ[PUJVU]LYZH[PVU^P[OV[OLYZ
V
0OH]LHUV[OLYYV\[PULZ[YH[LN`^OLU0YLÅLJ[WSLHZLZWLJPM`¯
(M[LYOH]PUNJVUZPKLYLK[OLZLKPMMLYLU[HJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[PU]VS]LYLÅLJ[PVUOV^VM[LUKV`V\
consider
`V\OH]LHTVTLU[VMYLÅLJ[PVUPU`V\YL]LY`KH`SPML&
o
several times a day
o
once a day
o
several times a week
o
once a week
o
several times a month
o
once a month or less
V
0KVU»[RUV^
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3DUW
The aim of this research is to create an overview of current practices and challenges regarKPUNYLÅLJ[PVUPUL]LY`KH`SPML;OLZLPUZPNO[Z^PSSIL\ZLK[VPUMVYT[OLKLZPNUVMWYVK\J[Z
HUKZ`Z[LTZ[OH[JHUZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVU
0U^OH[^H`KV`V\[OPURHWYVK\J[VYZ`Z[LTJV\SKZ\WWVY[`V\PUYLÅLJ[PVU&

0Z[OLYLHU`[OPUNLSZL`V\^V\SKSPRL[VTLU[PVUYLNHYKPUN[OPZYLZLHYJO&

0U[OLM\[\YL^L^PSSILSVVRPUNMVYWHY[PJPWHU[Z[VL]HS\H[LUL^JVUJLW[Z[VZ\WWVY[YLÅLJtion. If you are interested in being informed on these developments or you might be interested in evaluating one of these systems in the future, please enter your e-mail address.
Your e-mail address will be stored separately from the collected research data.
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Appendix 4: Chapter 5
Coding steps for analysing the scenarios
Based on Braun & Clarke (2006).

Step 1: Familiarising & initial notes
)LMVYLZ[HY[PUNZWLJPÄJJVKPUN[OLYLZLHYJOLYZMHTPSPHYPaL[OLTZLS]LZ^P[O[OLKH[H-YVT
[OLYLZWVUKLU[Z[OYLLKPKUV[WYV]PKLHU`HUZ^LY[V[OLZJLUHYPVX\LZ[PVU4VZ[YLZpondents described two or three, some up to seven different scenarios. Responses were split
into smaller units of analysis, of which each related to only one scenario, resulting in 142
extracts to be analysed.

Step 2: Generating initial codes
(ZHZLJVUKZ[LWWYLSPTPUHY`JVKLZHYLNLULYH[LK)HZLKVUV\YÄYZ[YLHKPUNVM[OLKH[H
we coded the segments primarily for location, but this turned out to be too limited. Other
aspects such as timing, subject and activity were added as codes.

Step 3: Searching for themes
Based on our codes, we created a thematic grouping of potential scenarios, resulting in
eight initial categories.

Step 4: Reviewing themes
;OLZLPUP[PHS[OLTLZ^LYLYL]PL^LKPU[^V^H`ZÄYZ[PUKP]PK\HSS`HUKZLJVUKI`PU]VS]PUNH
second independent coder who clustered all segments. In the discussion of clusters, we paid
special attention to internal homogeneity (similarities within a cluster) and external heteroNLULP[`KPMMLYLUJLZIL[^LLUJS\Z[LYZ)YH\U *SHYRL;OPZYLZ\S[LKPUHÄUL[\UPUN
of several of the existing categories and the creation of three new ones. Additionally, a few
categories were considered to be on a different level as they did not cluster scenarios but
other aspects of the data, which are therefore discussed separately in the discussion section.

:[LW!+LÄUPUNHUKUHTPUN[OLTLZ
(M[LY[OPZHKPZJ\ZZPVUHTVUNZ[[OLWYPTHY`YLZLHYJOLYZJVUJLYULK[OLÄUHSKLÄUPUNHUK
naming of themes, resulting in the 14 categories as described in this chapter. In this step,
[OLLZZLUJLVMLHJO[OLTL^HZKLÄULKHUK[OLJVYLJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZSPZ[LK+\YPUN[OPZZ[LW
the categories were also split in two groups, as will be explained below.

Step 6: Writing up
;OLÄUHSZ[LWMVJ\ZZLZVUWYVK\JPUN[OLYLWVY[KLZJYPIPUN[OL[OLTLZIV[OPUKP]PK\HSHUK
grouped, as described in Chapter 4. The number of scenarios in each cluster should only
ILZLLUHZHUPUKPJH[PVUVM[OLKH[H(Z[OLKH[HPZKLYP]LKMYVTHUVWLUX\LZ[PVUHZTHSS
number of scenarios in a category does not necessarily mean that it is a rare scenario in the
population as a whole. Rather, only few people mentioned it.
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Appendix 5: Chapter 5
Statistical Analysis
T-test results for differences in gender
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Anova for differences in age
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Anova for differences in education
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Appendix 6: Chapter 7
Exploratory sketches on scenarios
“Rethinking commuter” scenario with sketch overlay.

5HÁHFWLYH&RQYHUVDWLRQVFHQDULRZLWKVNHWFKRYHUOD\
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´3DXVLQJWKH'D\µVFHQDULRZLWKVNHWFKRYHUOD\
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Appendix 7: Chapter 7
Instruction material on prototypes
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Appendix 8: Chapter 7
Interview Questions
Overview:
Pre-interview (Dutch)
Concept interviews (Dutch)
Final Interview (Dutch)
Pre-interview (English translation)
Concept interviews (English translation)
Final Interview (English translation)

3UH,QWHUYLHZ 'XWFK 
/L[VUKLYaVLRNHH[K\ZV]LYYLÅLJ[PL
>HHYKLURQPQHHUIPQYLÅLJ[PLVM^H[]LYZ[HQLVUKLYYLÅLJ[PL&
4PQUPUZ[LLR]VVYYLÅLJ[PLPZ!UHKLURLUV]LYNL]VLSLUZHJ[PLZLULY]HYPUNLULUOPLYTLL
verwijzen we niet alleen naar, niet alleen naar hele uitgebreid en diep nadenken maar ook
de wat kortere momenten.
/VL]HHROLIQLTVTLU[]HUYLÅLJ[PLPUQLKHNLSPQRZSL]LU&
3. Ben je daar tevreden mee of zou je juist vaker of minder vaak of op een andere manier
^PSSLUKVLU&
2\UQLLLU]VVYILLSKUVLTLU]HULLUTVTLU[]HUYLÅLJ[PLLLU[`WPZJOL^HUULLY^HHY
of met wie.
Heb je ere en vaste gewoonte voor of een moment dat het vaak gebeurd
APQULYILWHHSKLWYVK\J[LUVMTL[OVKLUKPLQLVVP[NLIY\PR[OLI[VT[LYLÅLJ[LYLUIPQvoorbeeld, dagboek, app, etc.).
6. We hebben het al kort over de concepten gehad. Heb je daar bepaalde verwachten van
VMPKLLwUV]LY&
0U[YVK\J[PLZJLUHYPV»Z]HUOVLTLUZLUPUO\UKHNLSPQRZSL]LUYLÅLJ[LYLUVWIHZPZ]HU]YHgenlijst studie. Dat gebeurt vaak ook op vergelijkbare manieren. Ik wil er drie bespreken,
OL[NHH[UPL[VTKLPUOV\KTHHYKL^HHYLU^HUULLYKLVTZ[HUKPNOLKLU^HHYPUYLÅLJ[PL
plaatsvindt.
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>VVU>LYR=LYRLLY9LÅLJ[PL
YLÅLJ[LYLU]HUVMUHHYOL[^LYRHSSVWLUKÄL[ZLUKVMYPQKLUK
Het is half zes, ik loop het kantoor uit en steek de parkeerplaats over. Ik zet m’n tas
op de passagiersstoel en start de auto. Het verkeer is weer eens traag, terwijl ik zit te
staren naar een rood ligt dwalen m’n gedachten af naar de vergadering van vanochtend. Waarom reageerde Paul zo fel? Was mijn suggestie brutaal? Had ik het anders
moeten verwoorden. Het licht springt op groen en ik rijd verder.
Al rijdend over de snelweg blijf ik erover nadenken. Misschien raakte zijn opmerking
me meer dan ik dacht. Het lukte niet goed productief te zijn na de meeting. Misschien had ik het anders kunnen aanpakken.
Voor ik het weet draai ik onze straat in, de half uur durende rit is weer zo voorbijgegaan. Ik pak de sleutel en zucht eens diep, loop het huis in en laat m’n werkspullen
in de gang.
/LYRLUQLKP[ZJLUHYPV&
De dag pauzeren
YLÅLJ[LYLU[PQKLUZLLUTVTLU[QL¸UPRZ¹L]LUaP[[LUUHKLURLU
“Doei! Ik hoop dat je wint!” Peter, mijn zoon, mompelt wat en trekt de achterdeur
dicht, op naar z’n voetbalwedstrijd. Ik begin de ontbijtspullen op te ruimen en zet
een cappuccino. Terwijl ik aan de keukentafel zit, staar ik wat naar buiten. Peter heeft
de tuinpoort weer eens open laten staan. De discussie van vanochtend blijft nog
hangen in m’n hoofd, hij wil stoppen met voetbal. Al de derde sport dit jaar waar hij
mee wil stoppen.
Moeten we strenger zijn? Of is het gewoon de leeftijd. Hij is zo anders dan Loes, z’n
zus. Ik staar wat naar de krant en neem nog een slok cappuccino. M’n gedachten
worden onderbroken door Loes, ze roept vanaf boven, ze is haar oplader weer eens
kwijt. “Ligt hier” roep ik, terwijl ik opsta om hem te brengen
/LYRLUQLKP[ZJLUHYPV&
9LÅLJ[PLMNLZWYLR
0UNLZWYLRTL[PLTHUKOL[NLZWYLR^VYK[NHHUKL^LNTLLYYLÅLJ[PLM
“Hoi schat” Ze zet haar tas in de hoek, geeft me een vluchtige kus en hangt haar
jas op. Ik zet de spullen voor het eten vast klaar op het aanrecht. “hoe was je dag?”
“Muah” antwoord ik, “het ging niet zo lekker”.
Terwijl ik de groente snijd, dekt ze de tafel en praten we verder. Over mijn bespreking, het project, de moeite die het kost en de stress. M’n irritatie verwoordden
brengt al enige opluchting.
“Je bent toch hier gaan werken omdat je de drukte juist zo leuk vindt?” Ik roer wat
in de rijst, ze slaat de spijker op de kop. Maar waarom was het vorige project zo veel
leuker dan deze? Ons gesprek doet me denken aan hoe we tijdens de studie nog
samen projecten oppakten. Terwijl we gaan zitten om te eten halen we wat herinneringen op aan onze studieprojecten. De gezellige meetings, de late avonden met
pizza’s. Dat groepsgevoel, het gezamenlijke doel en er echt voor gaan. Dat maakte
die projecten zo succesvol, en dat mis ik nu. Misschien kan ik er morgen wat van
zeggen.


/LYRLUQLKP[ZJLUHYPV&

Uitleg en installatie van het eerste concept.
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Concept-Interview (Dutch)
Algemeen gebruik:
/VL]VUKQLOL[VTKP[JVUJLW[[LNLIY\PRLU&
/VL]HHRNLIY\PR[LQLOL[JVUJLW[VTPL[Z[LTHRLU&
H>H[^HZKHHYVW]HUPU]SVLK&
>LSRLLSLTLU[LUILWHHSKLVTOL[^LSUPL[[LNLIY\PRLU&
I>HZKP[VWLLU]HZ[TVTLU[VMOLLS]LYZJOPSSLUK&
*VNP[V+V[[!^HZKP[VWLLU]HZ[LWSLRVMVVRVUKLY^LN&
/VL]HHROLIQLPL[Z[LY\NNLSLaLUILRLRLUILS\PZ[LYK&
H)LRLLRS\PZ[LYKLQLKHUTLLYKLYLILYPJO[LU&
b.Balance:
>PSSLRL\YPN¶OVL]PUKQLKH[&
c.Cogito:
QLaPL[ILYPJO[LU[LNLSPQRKLLKQLKHHYPL[ZTLL&
/LIQLPL[ZTL[OL[ZJOYPQMISVRQLNLKHHU&
d.Dott:
;LY\NaPLUPZUH[\\YSPQRTPUKLYL_WSPJPL[OVLPZOL[VTOL[aPJO[IHHYPURHTLY[LOLIILU&
/LIQL[LY\NNLRLRLUVWQLTVIPLSUHHYV\KLYLILYPJO[LU&
>HZOL[THRRLSPQROL[JVUJLW[YLNLSTH[PN[LNLIY\PRLU&6MTVLPSPQR&&
/LYPUULYQLQLUVNTL[^LSRZJLUHYPVPRKP[JVUJLW[NL{U[YVK\JLLYKOLI&7HZ[KP[IPQOVL
QPQOL[NLIY\PR[OLI[&
H/VLRVT[KP[&
I>H[OHKQLSPL]LYHUKLYZNLOHK&
0UOL[HSNLTLLUOLIQLOL[TL[TLUZLULYV]LYNLOHK&6VRKLPUOV\K&
9LÅLJ[PL!
AL[[LOL[NLIY\PRHHU[V[UHKLURLU&6W^LSRLTHUPLY&
H6WOL[TVTLU[]HUTHRLUVMQ\PZ[IPQ[LY\NaPLUOVYLU&
I>H[PZOL[]LYZJOPS[\ZZLUKPLTVTLU[LU&
AL[[LOL[NLIY\PRHHU[V[[LY\NKLURLU&
=PUKQLKH[KP[WYVK\J[YLÅLJ[LYLUZ[PT\SLLY[&
H6W^LSRLTHUPLY&
Voorbeelden
Ik zou graag enkele voorbeelden van interactie met het product met je willen bespreken.
Op basis van de gemaakte media.
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Hier kun je de bestanden gemaakt met dit concept doorkijken (luisteren).
Zou je er een willen kiezen die jij een goed voorbeeld vindt van hoe je dit product gebruikt
OLI[&(SZQL^PSTHNQLOL[ILZ[HUK]PZ\HSILYPJO[VWUHTLVVRTL[TLKLSLUHHUTL
laten zien, maar dit hoeft niet.
>HHYNPUNKLaLYLÅLJ[PLV]LY&
a.Onderwerp (thuis, werk, persoonlijk)
b. Wat was gebeurd, was gezegd, mijn gevoel
J=LYSLKLUOLKLU[VLRVTZ[&
2. Kun je uitleggen wanneer en hoe je dit bestand (visual, berichten, opname)
NLTHHR[OLI[&
H>H[^HZKLHHUSLPKPUN]VVYNLIY\PR&aPJO[IHHYOLPKZ[H[\Z
/VLILZSVV[QL^H[QLTHHR[LVWUHT&
H>HHYV]LY&
I/VLILZSVV[QLV]LYYLWYLZLU[H[PL]PZ\HSVM^VVYKRL\aL&
+V[[!TLLYKLYMV[V»ZVMUPL[&>H[TL[ZJO\PMQLZNLKHHU&
)HSHUJL!NL^PJO[HHUTLLNLNL]LU&
*VNP[V!SHUNV]LYUHNLKHJO[&/LYZJOYL]LU&
4HHR[LQLVWOL[aLSMKLTVTLU[TLLYKLYLYLÅLJ[PLZ]PZ\HSZVWUHTLZILYPJO[LU
^HHYVT&
 /LI QL KP[ ILZ[HUK NLK\YLUKL KL NLIY\PRZWLYPVKL VVR HS LLUZ [LY\NNLaPLU NLSLaLU 
NLS\PZ[LYK&
/VL^HZKH[&
=VUKLY[VLUYLÅLJ[PLWSHH[Z&
2\UQLUVNLLU]VVYILLSKKLSLULLUKPLQLaLSMPU[LYLZZHU[]PUK[&

Final Interview (Dutch):
/VL]VUKQLOL[NLIY\PR]HUKLJVUJLW[LU&/VLRPQRQLLYVW[LY\N&
>H[^HYLUKL]LYZJOPSSLU[\ZZLUKLJVUJLW[LU]VVYQV\&
/VL^HZOL[YLÅLJ[LYLUHUKLYZ[\ZZLUKLJVUJLW[LU&
>LSRJVUJLW[VUKLYZ[L\UKL]VVYQV\YLÅLJ[PLOL[ILZ[L&>HHYVT&
,U^LSRLOL[TPUZ[&>HHYVT&
9LÅLJ[LYLURHUNHHUV]LYOL[]LYSLKLUOL[OLKLUVMKL[VLRVTZ[
 2\U QL VW KL ]VSNLUKL [PQKSPQULU ]VVY LSR JVUJLW[ HHUNL]LU ^LSR ZVVY[ YLÅLJ[PL OL[
]VVYHSVUKLYZ[L\U[&
>PSQLVWKLVUKLYZ[L[PQKSPQUVVRHHUNL]LUOVLQLWLYZVVUSPQRTLLZ[HSYLÅLJ[LLY[&
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7.Een andere vergelijking, niet tussen de concepten met t.o.v. wat je normaal doet. Wat was
LYHUKLYZHHUKLaLWLYPVKL[V]QLUVYTHSLYLÅLJ[PL&

,LUHHU[HSILZJOYPQ]LUKL^VVYKLUZJOHSLUVTPU[L]\SSLU]VVYKLJVUJLW[LUV]LY
de media die je ermee maakt.
(Onderstaande iconen werden uitgeknipt gebruikt om de schalen in te vullen)

9LÅLJ[PLTL[KP[JVUJLW[PZ
individueel

sociaal

Met dit concept had ik vooral
LLUTHSPNLYLÅLJ[PLZ
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KVVYSVWLUKLYLÅLJ[PLZ

9LÅLJ[PLTL[KP[JVUJLW[PZ]VVYHS
luchtig

diepgaand

Deze media is
subjectief

objectief

In deze media legde ik vooral vast
gedachten

gevoelens

Ik maakte de media
]VVYYLÅLJ[PL





[PQKLUZYLÅLJ[PL 



UHYLÅLJ[PL

Ik wil graag nog wat verder verbreden en het hebben over de waarde van de media die
je kan maken met dit soort concepten. De periode was nu vrij kort, dus (mogelijk) heb je
^LPUPN[LY\NNLRLRLUNLS\PZ[LYK,YRHUVVRQ\PZ[YLÅLJ[PLWSHH[Z]PUKLU[PQKLUZOL[[LY\Nkijken en teruglezen.
>H[PZKL^HHYKL]HUKLaLTLKPH]VVYYLÅLJ[PLPUKL[VLRVTZ[&
;PQKSPQUZJHSL!^HUULLYOL[TLLZ[NLZJOPR[VT[LY\N[LaPLU!
nabije toekomst, verre toekomst
>H[aV\KLTLKPHTLLY^HHYKL]VSTHRLU]VVY[VLRVTZ[PNLYLÅLJ[PL&
5HHZ[YLÅLJ[PLNLIY\PRLU^LHUKLYLTLKPHVVR]HHRVTOLYPUULYPUNLUVW[LOHSLU
>H[PZKL^HHYKL]HUKLaLTLKPH]VVYOLYPUULYLUPUKL[VLRVTZ[&
>H[aV\KLTLKPHTLLY^HHYKL]VSTHRLU]VVYOLYPUULYLU&
Afsluitende vragen:
12. In het algemeen, geloof je dat dit soort media technologie een bijdrage kan leveren aan
YLÅLJ[PL&
>LSRL]HUKLJVUJLW[LUaV\QLOL[SPLMZ[]LYKLY\P[VU[^PRRLSKaPLULU^HHYVT&
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3UH,QWHUYLHZ(QJOLVK7UDQVODWLRQ
;OLYLZLHYJOJVUJLYUZYLÅLJ[PVU
>OH[PZ`V\YWLYZVUHS\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMYLÅLJ[PVU&>OH[KV`V\[OPURHIV\[^OLU`V\
OLHY[OL[LYT&
0UT`WLYZWLJ[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUJVUJLYUZ![OPURPUNHIV\[MLLSPUNZHJ[PVUZHUKVYL_WLYPLUJLZ>P[O[OPZKLÄUP[PVU^LKVUV[VUS`YLMLY[V]LY`LSHIVYH[LHUKKLLW[OV\NO[I\[HSZV
include shorter moments.
/V^VM[LUKV`V\OH]LHTVTLU[VMYLÅLJ[PVUPU`V\YL]LY`KH`SPML&
(YL`V\ZH[PZÄLK^P[O[OPZMYLX\LUJ`VY^V\SK`V\SPRL[VYLÅLJ[TVYLVM[LUVYSLZZVYPU
HKPMMLYLU[^H`&
*HU`V\L_WSHPUHUL_HTWSLVMHTVTLU[VMYLÅLJ[PVU&([`WPJHSZP[\H[PVU^OLU
where and with whom).
(YL[OLYLJLY[HPUWYVK\J[ZVYT[OLVKZ[OH[`V\OH]LL]LY\ZLK[VYLÅLJ[MVYL_HTWSLH
diary, an app etc).
>LOH]LIYPLÅ`KPZJ\ZZLK[OLJVUJLW[Z+V`V\OH]LHU`L_WLJ[H[PVUZVYPKLHZ&
0U[YVK\JLZJLUHYPVZVMOV^TVZ[WLVWSLYLÅLJ[PU[OLPYL]LY`KH`SPMLIHZLKVUX\LZ[PVUnaire study. We saw that this often happened in similar ways. I want to discuss three of such
L_HTWSLZ[OLMVJ\ZPZUV[VU[OLJVU[LU[VM[OLYLÅLJ[PVUI\[[OL^OLYLHUK^OLU[OL
JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ\UKLY^OPJOYLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZ
Commuter scenario
9LÅLJ[PVUVU[OL^H`[VVYMYVT^VRLP[OLY^OPSL^HSRPUNJ`JSPUNVYKYP]PUN
0[»Z!740^HSRV\[VM[OLVMÄJLHUKJYVZZ[OLWHYRPUNSV[0W\[T`IHNVU[OL
WHZZHUNLYZLH[HUKZ[HY[[OLJHY;YHMÄJPZZSV^HZ\Z\HSHUK^OPSL0»TZ[HYPUNH[H
YLHK[YHMÄJSPNO[T`TPUK^HUKLYZ[V[OPZTVYUPUN»ZTLL[PUN>O`KPK7H\SYLZWVUK
to harshly? Was my suggestion rude? Should I have phrased it differently? The light
turns green and I continue driving.
While I drive on the highway I keep thinking about it. Maybe his comment struck
me more than I thought. I haven’t really been productive anymore after the meeting.
Maybe I could have done it differently.
Before I realise I turn the corner of our street, the half hour drive has passed in a
split-second. I grap my keys and sigh, I walk into my house and drop my bag in the
hallway.
+V`V\YLJVNUPZL[OPZZJLUHYPV&
Pausing the day
9LÅLJ[PVUK\YPUNHTVTLU[VMºUV[OPUN»Q\Z[ZP[[PUNKV^UHUK[OPURPUN
º)`L0OVWL`V\^PU»0ZOV\[HZ7L[LYT`ZVUT\TISLZZVTL[OPUNPUYL[\YUHUK
shuts the backdoor behind him, off to his soccer match. I start cleaning up the breakfast table and make myself a cappuccino. While I sit at the table I stare into the
NHYKLU7L[LYSLM[[OLNHYKLUNH[L\WVUHNHPU;OPZTVYUPUN»ZKPZJ\ZZPVURLLWZSPUNLYPUNPUT`TPUKOL^HU[Z[VX\P[ZVJJLY0[»Z[OL[OPYKZWVY[[OPZ`LHYOL^HU[Z[VX\P[
:OV\SK^LILTVYLZ[YPJ[&6YPZP[Q\Z[OPZHNL&/LPZZVKPMMLYLU[MYVT3VLZOPZZPZ[LY0
stare at the newspaper and take another sip of my drink. My thoughts are interrupted
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I`3VLZZOV\[PUNMYVT\WZ[HPYZZOL»ZSVZ[OLYJOHYNLY¸0[»ZOLYL¹0JHSSV\[^OPSL0»T
already getting up to bring it to her.
+V`V\YLJVNUPZL[OPZZJLUHYPV&
9LÅLJ[P]L*VU]LYZH[PVU
0UJVU]LYZH[PVU^P[OZVTLVUL[OLJVU]LYZH[PVU[\YUZTVYLYLÅLJ[P]LHSVUN[OL^H`
º/POVUL`»:OLW\[ZOLYIHNKV^UPU[OLJVYULYNP]LZTLHX\PJRRPZZHUKW\[ZH^H`
OLYJVH[0W\[V\YMVVKMVYKPUULYV\[VU[OLRP[JOLUJV\U[LYºOV^^HZ`V\YKH`»
º/TTT»0HUZ^LYº0[KPKU»[NVZV^LSS»
>OPSL0»TJ\[[PUN[OL]LNL[HISLZZLZL[Z[OL[HISLHUK^LJVU[PU\L[HSRPUN(IV\[T`
meeting, the project, the effort it all takes and the stress. Putting my annoyance into
words already brings some relief.
º)\[`V\Z[HY[LK^VYRPUNOLYLILJH\ZL`V\SPRL[OPZI\aaZVT\JO»0Z[PY[OLYPJL
ZOLUHPSZP[)\[^O`^HZ[OLWYL]PV\ZWYVQLJ[ZVT\JOTVYLM\U&6\YJVU]LYZH[PVU
reminds me of how we used to do project together during college. The fun meeting,
the late nights with pizza. The feeling of being part of a team, a common purpose
HUKYLHSS`NVPUNMVYP[[OH[»Z^OH[0TPZZUV^4H`IL0JV\SKZH`ZVTL[OPUNHIV\[P[
tomorrow.
+V`V\YLJVNUPZL[OPZZJLUHYPV&
,_WSHUH[PVUHUKPUZ[HSSH[PVUVMÄYZ[JVUJLW[

Concept Interview (English Translation)
General usage:
/V^KPK`V\L_WLYPLUJL\ZPUN[OPZJVUJLW[&
/V^VM[LUOH]L`V\\ZLK[OPZJVUJLW[[VJYLH[LZVTL[OPUN&
H>OH[MHJ[VYZPUÅ\LUJLK[OH[&
>OH[LSLTLU[ZVM[OLJVUJLW[ZPUÅ\LUJLUV[\ZPUNP[&
I+PK`V\\ZLKP[H[HÄ_LKTVTLU[VY]LY`KPMMLYLU[TVTLU[Z&
*VNP[V+V[[!KPK`V\\ZLKP[H[HÄ_LKWSHJLVYVU[OLNVHZ^LSS&
/V^VM[LUOH]L`V\YLHK^H[JOLKSPZ[LULK[VVUVM`V\YTLKPH&
H+PK`V\YLHKSPZ[LU[VT\S[PWSLTLZZHNLZH[H[PTL&
I)HSHUJL!/V^KPK`V\L_WLYPLUJL[OLYHUKVTYLWSH`&
J*VNP[V!/V^KPK`V\L_WLYPLUJLZLLPUN[OYLLTLZZHNLZH[[OLZHTL[PTL&
K*VNP[V!+PK`V\^YP[LHU`[OPUNVU[OLUV[LWHK&
L+V[[!:LLPUNTLKPHPZSLZZL_WSPJP[^OH[^HZP[SPRL[VOH]LP[]PZPISLPU[OLYVVT&
M+V[[!KPK`V\SVVRIHJRH[VSKLY]PZ\HSZVU`V\YWOVUL&
>HZP[LHZ`[V\ZL[OPZJVUJLW[YLN\SHYS`&6YOHYK&>O`&
+V`V\YLTLTILY[OLZJLUHYPV0ZOHYLK[OH[[OPZJVUJLW[PZIHZLKVU&+VLZ[OPZÄ[[OL
^H``V\\ZLK[VJVUJLW[&
H*HU`V\L_WSHPU^OH[JH\ZLK[OPZ&
I>OH[^V\SK`V\WYLMLY[VILKPMMLYLU[&
0UNLULYHSKPK`V\[HSRHIV\[P[^P[OWLVWSL&(UKHIV\[[OLJVU[LU[VM[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZ&
9LÅLJ[PVU!
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+PK[OL\ZHNLTHRL`V\YLÅLJ[&0U^OH[^H`&
H([[OLTVTLU[VMJYLH[PVUVY^OLUYL[YPL]PUN[OLTLKPH&
I>OH[PZ[OLKPMMLYLUJLIL[^LLU[OVZLTVTLU[Z&
+PK[OL\ZHNL[YPNNLYYLTLTILYPUN&
+V`V\[OPUR[OPZJVUJLW[Z\WWVY[ZYLÅLJ[PVU&
H0U^OH[^H`&
Examples
I would like to discuss a few examples of how you interacted with this concept, based on
[OLTLKPH`V\JYLH[LK/LYL`V\JHUZLL[OLÄSLZ`V\JYLH[LK
Could you please pick one that you think is a good example of how you used this
JVUJLW[&0M`V\^HU[`V\JHUZOHYL[OLÄSL]PZ\HSTLZZHNLYLJVYKPUN^P[OTLZOV^P[
[VTLI\[`V\KVU»[OH]L[V
>OH[^HZ[OL[VWPJVM[OPZYLÅLJ[PVU&
a. Topic (home, work, personal life)
I>OH[OHWWLULK^HZZHPKVY^HZMLS[&
J7HZ[WYLZLU[VYM\[\YL&
*HU`V\L_WSHPU^OLUHUKOV^`V\JYLH[LK[OPZÄSL]PZ\HSTLZZHNLYLJVYKPUN&
H>OH[^HZ[OL[YPNNLY[V\ZL[OLJVUJLW[&LN]PZPIPSP[`Z[H[\ZSPNO[
/V^KPK`V\KLJPKLVU^OH[[VJYLH[LYLJVYK&
H(IV\[^OH[&
I/V^KPK`V\KLJPKLVU[OLYLWYLZLU[H[PVU]PZ\HSVY^VYKPUN&
+V[[!KPK`V\\ZLT\S[PWSLWOV[V&/V^KPK`V\\ZL[OLZL[[PUNZ&
)HSHUJL!KPK`V\HKKHJLY[HPU^LPNO[[VP[&
*VNP[V!KPK`V\[OPURHIV\[P[SVUN&+PK`V\YL^YP[L[OLTHZZHNL&
+PK`V\JYLH[LT\S[PWSLÄSLZYLÅLJ[PVUZH[[OH[ZHTLTVTLU[&>O`&
/H]L`V\ZLLUOLHYKYLHK[OPZYLÅLJ[PVUK\YPUN[OLSHZ[WLYPVK&>OH[^HZ[OH[SPRL&+PK
`V\YLÅLJ[H[[OH[TVTLU[&
*HU`V\ZOHYLHUV[OLYL_HTWSL[OH[`V\[OPURPZPU[LYLZ[PUN&

Final Interview (English Translation)
/V^KPK`V\L_WLYPLUJL\ZPUN[OLJVUJLW[&/V^KV`V\SVVRIHJRVUP[&
>OH[^LYL[OLIPNNLZ[KPMMLYLUJLZIL[^LLU[OLJVUJLW[ZMVY`V\&
/V^^HZYLÅLJ[PVUKPMMLYLU[IL[^LLU[OLJVUJLW[Z&
>OPJOJVUJLW[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUILZ[MVY`V\&>O`&
H(UK^OPJOVUL[OLSLHZ[&>O`&
9LÅLJ[PVUJHUJVUJLYU[OLWHZ[WYLZLU[VYM\[\YL
*HU`V\PUKPJH[LVU[OLMVSSV^PUN[PTLSPULZ^OH[RPUKVMYLÅLJ[PVULHJOJVUJLW[
Z\WWVY[LKTVZ[&
*HU`V\PUKPJH[LVU[OLIV[[VT[PTSPUL^OH[`V\WLYZVUHSYLÅLJ[PVUUVYTHSS`
MVJ\ZZLZVU&
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>OH[^HZ[OLKPMMLYLUJLIL[^LLUOV^`V\YLÅLJ[UVYTHSS`HUKOV^`V\YLÅLJ[LK^P[O
[OLZLJVUJLW[Z&

0OH]LHU\TILYVMZJHSLZ[VÄSSPU[OYLLHIV\[[OLJVUJLW[ZHUK[OYLLHIV\[[OLTLKPH`V\
created. (the icons below were cut out to be used as answers on the scales)
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9LÅLJ[PVU^P[O[OPZJVUJLW[PZ
individual

social

>P[O[OPZJVUJLW[YLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLWYPTHYPS`
Singular

connected with eachother

9LÅLJ[PVU^P[O[OLJVUJLW[PZTHPUS`
Light-hearted

deep

This type of media is
subjective

objective

In this type of media I primarly captured
thoughts

feelings

I created this type of media
ILMVYLYLÅLJ[PVU
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K\YPUNYLÅLJ[PVU 



HM[LYYLÅLJ[PVU

I would like to zoom out a bit more and discuss the value of the kind of media you can
create with these kinds of concepts. The period of use was pretty short now, so (potentiHSS``V\OH]LUV[YL]PL^LKSPZ[LULKIHJRHSV[VMTLKPH9LÅLJ[PVUJHUHSZVVJJ\Y^OLU
looking back over longer time.
>OH[^V\SKIL[OL]HS\LVM[OLZL[`WLZVMTLKPHMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPU[OLM\[\YL&
>OH[JV\SKTHRL[OLTLKPHTVYL]HS\HISLMVYM\[\YLYLÅLJ[PVU&
0UZ[LHKVMMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^LVM[LU\ZLKPMMLYLU[[`WLZVMTLKPHMVYYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLTPniscing.
>OH[^V\SKIL[OL]HS\LVM[OLZL[`WLZVMTLKPHMVYYLTLTILYPUNPU[OLM\[\YL&
>OH[JV\SKTHRL[OLTLKPHTVYL]HS\HISLMVYYLTLTILYPUN&
-PUHSX\LZ[PVUZ
0UNLULYHSKV`V\ILSPL]L[OLZL[`WLZVMTLKPH[LJOUVSVNPLZJHUJVU[YPI\[L[VYLÅLJ[PVU&
>OPJOVM[OLZLJVUJLW[ZKV`V\WYLMLY[VILM\Y[OLYKL]LSVWLKHUK^O`&
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'HVLJQIRU(YHU\GD\/LIH5HÁHFWLRQ
Summary
0UL]LY`KH`SPMLTVZ[WLVWSLYLÅLJ[MYLX\LU[S`0[PZH^H`VM[OPURPUN[VWYVJLZZL_WLYPLUces, to come up with potential solutions to problems and to gain a better understanding.
,]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU ZLY]LZ THU` W\YWVZLZ Z\JO HZ JYLH[PUN HUK THPU[HPUPUN WLYZVUHSPKLU[P[`HUKZ\WWVY[PUNILOH]PVYJOHUNL@L[YLÅLJ[PVUJHUHSZVILJOHSSLUNPUNHZP[
YLX\PYLZ[PTLLMMVY[HUKH[[LU[PVU>LVIZLY]LH[YLUK[OH[TVTLU[ZVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ
[PVUTPNO[ILMHKPUNHZTVYLHUKTVYLVMV\Y[PTLPZÄSSLK^P[OHJ[PVUHUKKPZ[YHJ[PVU>L
PKLU[PM`HUVWWVY[\UP[`MVYPU[LYHJ[PVUKLZPNU[VZ\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUI`JYLH[PUN
UL^YLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[Z
0U [OPZ [OLZPZ ^L OH]L L_WSVYLK KLZPNU MVY L]LY`KH` SPML YLÅLJ[PVU I` HKVW[PUN H
YLZLHYJO[OYV\NOKLZPNUHWWYVHJO;OLÄYZ[JOHW[LYPU[YVK\JLKV\YZJVWLI`KLÄUPUN[OL
PU[LYZLJ[PVUVM[OYLLJVYL[OLTLZ!YLÅLJ[PVUL]LY`KH`SPMLHUKTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVU*OHW[LY
1). Our work is guided by a design challenge on the intersection of these themes: focused
VUOV^[VKLZPNUTLKPHJYLH[PVUZ`Z[LTZ[OH[Z\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUPUHUKVUL]LY`KH`SPML
The research-through-design approach that we adopt is characterized by building on theory,
involving people, and creating prototypes with a focus on open-ended designs.
We laid the groundwork for our design explorations by discussing our understanding of
L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU^P[OH]HYPL[`VMJVUJLW[ZHUKTVKLSZMYVT[OLSP[LYH[\YLVUYLTLTILYPUNHUKYLÅLJ[PUN*OHW[LY;OLZL[OLVYPLZZOHWLKV\YZJVWLKLÄUPUNL]LY`KH`SPML
YLÅLJ[PVU HZ H [`WL VM YLÅLJ[PVU [OH[ ZLY]LZ KPMMLYLU[ M\UJ[PVUZ VJJ\YZ [OYV\NOV\[ [OL
life-span, focusses on everyday aspects, has a certain level of depth and does not follow
H Z[YPJ[ WYVJLZZ;V PUMVYT ^OH[ L]LY`KH` HZWLJ[Z ^V\SK IL ^VY[O^OPSL [V YLÅLJ[ \WVU
we conducted a probes study exploring what experiences of everyday life are considered
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]HS\HISLHUKOV^Z\JO]HS\LKL]LSVWZV]LY[PTL*OHW[LY9LÅLJ[PVUWSH`ZHUPTWVY[HU[
YVSLPUZ\JO]HS\LJOHUNLZHUK[OLZ[\K`[\YULKV\[[VILHMVYTVMN\PKLKYLÅLJ[PVU;OL
Z[\K`HSZVIYV\NO[MVY^HYKMV\YZWLJPÄJKLZPNUKPYLJ[PVUZMVYTLKPHJYLH[PVUVML]LY`KH`
life: creating mementos in retrospect, repurposing mementos, selecting experiences in the
present and creating media for repeated events.
0UV\YÄYZ[KLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVU*OHW[LY^LL_WSVYL[OPZSHZ[VWWVY[\UP[`\ZPUNHIZ[YHJ[
TLKPH[VJHW[\YLHMYLX\LU[S`YLWLH[LKL]LU[>P[OV\YKLZPNU9P[\HS*HTLYH^LJHW[\YLK
everyday home dinners and discussed a number of abstract visualizations with the family
members. We have found that different forms of abstract media were valued differently,
KLWLUKPUNVU[OLPYLU]PZPVULK\ZL9LÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YYLKWYPTHYPS`[OYV\NOTLKPHL_WSVYH[PVUK\YPUN[OLPU[LY]PL^ZHUK^HZPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLYLZLHYJOLY»ZX\LZ[PVUZ;VPUMVYTOV^
[VKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVU^L^HU[LK[VRUV^TVYLHIV\[J\YYLU[WYHJ[PJLZVMYLÅLJ[PVUPU
everyday life, without the involvement of extra probes or concepts. We, therefore, studied
[OL VJJ\YYLUJL VM YLÅLJ[P]L WYHJ[PJLZ ^P[O H X\LZ[PVUUHPYL Z[\K` *OHW[LY ;OL YLZ\S[Z
ZOV^LK[OH[YLÅLJ[PVUVJJ\YZMYLX\LU[S`HUKPUTHU`KPMMLYLU[MVYTZ:WLJPÄJHSS`[OLZ[\K`
IYV\NO[MVY^HYKHYHUNLVMYLÅLJ[P]LZJLUHYPVZ[OH[PUZWPYLKV\YM\Y[OLYKLZPNUL_WSVYH[PVUZ
In parallel to the empirical exploration of current practices, we explored the opportunities
[VKLZPNUMVYYLÅLJ[PVUPUHIYVHKJVUJLW[\HS^H`)`KL]LSVWPUNHYHUNLVMJVUJLW[ZMVY
YLÅLJ[PVU HUK KPZJ\ZZPUN [OLPY JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ KLZJYPILK H KLZPNU ZWHJL *OHW[LY ;OL
KLZPNU ZWHJL PZ ZOHWLK I` [^V KPTLUZPVUZ! YLWYLZLU[PUN YLÅLJ[PVU Z[YH[LNPLZ HUK Z`Z[LT
YVSLZ>LMV\UK[OH[Z`Z[LTZJHUUV[Q\Z[[YPNNLY[VYLÅLJ[I\[HKVW[HZ\WWVY[PUNVYJHWturing role as well. The design space brought forward a number of important aspects to
Z\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUPUJS\KPUNOVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVUVWLULUKLKKLZPNUHUKPU[LNYH[PVU PU[V L]LY`KH` SPML ^OPJO ^L L_WSVYLK PU V\Y [OPYK HUK ÄUHS KLZPNU L_WSVYH[PVU
(Chapter 7). For this, we developed three concepts, Balance, Cogito and Dott, which were
implemented into prototypes to be explored in-the-wild. The evaluation gave insight into
OV^TLKPHJYLH[PVUHUKL_WSVYH[PVUJHUZ\WWVY[YLÅLJ[PVUHUKOV^Z\JOOHIP[ZJHUIL
PU[LNYH[LKPU[VL]LY`KH`SPML>P[O[OLZLJVUJLW[ZWLVWSLWYPTHYPS`YLÅLJ[LKK\YPUNTLKPH
JYLH[PVUHUK[OLPYYLÅLJ[PVUZ^LYLVM[LUWYLZLU[VYM\[\YLMVJ\ZLK>LMV\UK[OH[WLVWSL
YLÅLJ[LKVUKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZVMKLW[OWYPTHYPS`VUHKLZJYPW[P]LVYKPHSVNPJSL]LS-PUHSS`[OL
PU[LNYH[PVUVMYLÅLJ[P]LOHIP[ZPU[VL]LY`KH`SPMLWH[[LYUZKPKUV[OHWWLUH[HÄ_LKTVTLU[
but relied on good opportunity and triggers.
0U[OLÄUHS[^VJOHW[LYZVM[OPZ[OLZPZ^LYL]PL^V\Y^VYR[OYV\NOKPZJ\ZZPVUHUKNLULralization. Based on our design iterations and our theoretical and empirical understanding
VMYLÅLJ[PVU^LWYLZLU[LKZL]LUJVUZPKLYH[PVUZMVY[OLKLZPNUMVYL]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU
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*OHW[LY;OLZLJVUZPKLYH[PVUZ[YHUZSH[LV\Y\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHZ
HUVWLUHUKÅL_PISLWYVJLZZ[VPTWSPJH[PVUZMVYKLZPNU>LWYVWVZLJVUZPKLYPUN[OLWV[LU[PHSVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVU[VZ\WWVY[HWWYLJPH[PVUHUK[VKPYLJ[L]LY`KH`SPML0UHKKP[PVU[VJVUZPKLYH[PVUZJVUJLYUPUN[OLWYVJLZZVMYLÅLJ[PVU^LWYLZLU[MV\YJVUZPKLYH[PVUZ
JVUJLYUPUN[OL\ZLVMTLKPHMVYYLÅLJ[PVU;OLZLJVUZPKLYOV^^LJHUKLZPNUMVY[YPNNLYZ
and opportunity, for media creation and exploration and for human effort and automation.
-PUHSS`^LWYLZLU[V\YPUZPNO[ZVUOV^[VKLZPNUMVYKPMMLYLU[SL]LSZVMKLW[OPUYLÅLJ[PVU
This thesis is concluded with a discussion of our results from different perspectives,
PUJS\KPUNHJYP[PJHSYL]PL^VMV\YZJVWLVML]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHNLULYHSPaH[PVU[V[OL
[OYLLIYVHKLYYLSH[LK[OLTLZYLÅLJ[PVUTLKPHPU[LYHJ[PVUHUKL]LY`KH`SPMLHUKVWWVYtunities for future research (Chapter 9). The research concludes that media interaction can
PUKLLKZ\WWVY[L]LY`KH`SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUIV[OK\YPUNTLKPHJYLH[PVUHUKTLKPHL_WSVYH[PVU
+LZPNUMVYVWLULUKLKYLÅLJ[PVUHSSV^ZMVYÅL_PISL\ZLHUKOVSPZ[PJYLÅLJ[PVUI\[YLX\PYLZ
ZWLJPÄJTV[P]H[PVUMYVTP[Z\ZLYZ6\YPUZPNO[ZJVU[YPI\[L[V[OL\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVML]LY`KH`
SPMLYLÅLJ[PVUHUKOV^KLZPNULYZJHUZ\WWVY[[OPZWYVJLZZ
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